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IMPACT TESTS OF STRUCTURAL STEEL.

By S. Bent Russell, M. Am. Soc. C. E.

Presented October 4th, 1899.

WITH DISCUSSION.

In this paper will be giveu the results of some imj^act tests of small

specimens of wrought iron and soft steel. The tests were made by a

new method, under which the specimens were broken by tensile stress.

. The matter to be presented will be given in its natural order, begin-

ning with a few words on the need of tests of this character. The

theory of the methods will then be given, followed by a descrip-

tion of the appliances used in the tests. The results of the experiments

will then be stated, and, lastly, the conclusions that may be drawn

from the observations.

Now, as to the need of study on the effect of impact on steel, if we

leave out the engineers, the average man would be found to think that

the strength of steel was its most important quality. Engineers, how-

ever, do not take the same view of the matter. To give an illustration,

a well-known and experienced engineer once remarked to the author,

that in ordinary engineering work he cared but little about the tensile

strength of the steel he was to use, as compared with the general
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reliability of the metal, i. e. , its uniform toiigliness and ability to with-

stand shocks and distortion.

This view is, without doubt, held by the majority of experienced

engineers. In fact, it may be said, that among engineers the import-

ance of shock resistance is generally admitted. Most engineers,

however, will be found content with the methods now in use for deter-

mining the shock resistance of steel. They will contend that any

skilful blacksmith can test a sample of steel and say whether or not it

is tough and reliable.

There is, on the other hand, among engineers and scientific men,

a rapidly growing feeling as to the importance of impact tests of

structural materials, made, not with the blacksmith's methods and

muscular sense, but in accordance with the stricter rules of exjaeri-

mental science. No argument is needed, then, to show that at this

time studies of the effect of impact on steel are quite in order, and that

the first step is to seek a satisfactory method of testing steel. The

hope of finding a method which would be in advance of present

practice has led to the experiments herein given.

Theory of the Methods Used.

The following description, with Figs. 1 to 5, shows how the new

design may be evolved, step by step, from the old type of impact

machine.

Fig. 1 shows in outline the familiar

form of impact testing machine, where

the test bar rests on two rigid sup-

ports and is struck in the middle

by a falling weight. Owing to the
Tf^a.'i^-

rigidity of the knife-edges, K, the energy of the blow must be

absorbed in deflecting the test piece F.

Suppose, now, a set of conditions where the bar F is comparatively

rigid, and, in place of one of the knife- :

j

edges, there is a yielding support or [^n

spring S, as shown in Fig. 2. The 1^^
F J

energy of the blow from the falling

weight P will now be absorbed in com-

pressing the spring S. This will be Fig. 2.

strictly true only where the bar F and the remaining knife-edge K
are perfectly rigid.
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E

Fig. 3 shows the same arrangement, except that the spring S

acts in tension and is supported by a bracket B, and, if the bar

F, the knife-edge ^and the bracket B are perfectly rigid, the entire

energy of the blow from P will be absorbed in stretching the

spring S.

In order to lessen the strain

on the bar F and on the knife-

edge K, the point of ajoplication

of the blow may be changed, as

1 • T7I- ( Fig. 3.
shown m Fig. 4.

Now, if we substitute in place of the spring *S' a test bar of metal

we have an impact testing machine which will show the tensile resist-

ance to impact of the material.

Let us now make another change in the arrangement. Place

the knife-edge K vertical and substitute I

j

for the falling weight a pendulum swing-

ing on a horizontal axis above and

parallel to the fork-bar F, so that the

pendulum P will strike a horizontal

blow on the bar F, as shown in Fig. 5, Fig. 4.

which is a ground plan. Let the knife-edge K and the bracket B
rest against independent piers, so that, when the specimen breaks,

the fork-bar F will swing to one side and allow the pendulum to

pass.

With this arrangement the pendulum may be raised to a given

height and released. It will strike
; ;

the bar F, tear the specimen in two

and rise after the blow to a certain

height. The difference between the

height through which the pendulum

fell and the height to which it rose

after the blow shows the amount of

energy absorbed in tearing the speci- Fig. 5.

men. Fig. 5 may be said to show diagrammatically the form of

machine used in the experiments herein described. From the fore-

going it will be understood that by this method the specimens are

broken by direct tension, and hence the tests may be called tensile

impact tests.
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The Testing Machine.

The testing machine used in the exjieriments has been partly

described and illustrated in the Transactions of this Society.* The

original machine was devised by the writer for making transverse tests

by impact. The attachments by which tensile impact tests could be

made were also devised by the writer. Mr. William F. Schaefer

rendered valuable assistance in the execution of the scheme. The

attachments for tensile tests were made in March, 1898. Figs. 6 and 7

show the form and some of the details of a new testing machine now

being built for the St. Louis Water-Works Extension. In principle,

the two machines are alike.

The new machine will have a pendulum or hammer of forged steel,

rectangular in form and weighing about 200 lbs. It will hang on a
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Impact Testing Machine.
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Tlie bracket used is of cast iron. It is very heavy and rigid and is

provided with a slotted plate of tempered steel. This plate receives

the T-tead of the specimen, and all bearing surfaces are ground true.

There is a small shelf on the face side of the bracket which supports

the fork end of the fork-bar when in position for a test. The other end

of the fork-bar is held up by an adjustable support. When in position

the axis of the fork-bar is on a level with the center of percussion of

the pendulum.

The 7J by 4-in. bracket, shown in Fig. 7, is used to support the

heavy bracket while it is being bolted to the anvil plate.

In Fig. () two arrangements of the machine are shown. The first

is for transverse impact tests, where two knife-edges are used.* The

second is for tensile impact tests, where the bracket and fork-bar are

used with one knife-edge only. In Plate I the parts are shown as set

up for tensile tests.

In building these machines great care is taken to insure rigid sup-

ports. A solid concrete foundation is used, a heavy anvil plate is

carefully bedded against the concrete, the seats of the bracket and

knife-edge are planed off true, and the tempered steel striking jalates

are ground true on the seat and rest against scraped surfaces.

This care is necessary in order that there may be no springing in

the joints when the blow is struck. The rule is that all fixed parts

must be heavy and rigid, and all joints perfectly fitted and firmly

bolted.

The hammer used in the experiments weighs 103 lbs., or about half

what the new hammer will weigh. The relative proportions of its

dimensions are the same as in the new hammer.

It is important that the hammer should strike on its center of per-

cussion, so that there may be no blow on the trunnions. Where the

hammer is of simple form, the center of percussion is readily com-

puted.f After the hammer is set up, the center of percussion may be

verified by timing the oscillations, the period of which should be the

same as that of a simple pendulum, whose length is equal to the dis-

tance from the axis to the center of percussion. J

The center of gravity of the jDendulum or hammer is found by trial

before mounting, and, at the same time, the hammer should be

* Transactions. Am. Soc. C. E., Vol. xxxix, p. 337.

t Johnson's "Materials of Construction," Art. 293.

t Ranklne's " Applied Mechanics," Articles 544 and 607.
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weighed, as the force of the blow is to be measured by the fall of the

center of gravity in inches and the weight of the hammer in pounds.

The pendulum is, of course, provided with an attachment for reading

the height through which the center of gravity falls. The height

through which the center of gravity rises after passing its lowest point

is also shown.

We are now provided with a machine for breaking specimens in

tension with a single blow. Before making actual tests, however, it is

in order to consider what results will be obtained. In this paper the

resilience of a specimen will be understood to mean its shock resistance

or stopping power; that is, the amount of energy or work that will be

required to mixture it. This energy will be expressed in inch-pounds.

If we raise the hammer 2 ins. and let it fall so as to break a

specimen, and the hammer rises to a height of 1 in. after breaking the

specimen, we would say that, as the hammer weighs 103 lbs. , 103 inch-

pounds of energy have been absorbed, so that the api)arent resilience

of the sj^ecimen is 103 inch-pounds. The loss due to fi'iction in swing-

ing is easily allowed for, therefore it may be considered that there is

no friction.

In addition to breaking the specimen, there has been energy

absorbed in other ways. The most important of these are the inertia

and the sijringing of the fork-bar.

The Detekmination op Errors.

Problem: To Find the Loss due to the Inertia of the Fork-Bar.—Accord-

ing to Hodgkinson, the observed resilience is to the true resilience as

I A- W—~^— , when W is the weight of the hammer and / is the inertia of

the test bar.* The problem is, then, to find /.

To simplify the problem we will assume that the

fork-bar or the bar to be struck is a rectangular

prism having its axis or fixed j)oint at one end x,

Fig. 9, and that it is struck at the other end. The

length of the bar we will call r' , and we will consider

that the thickness and width of the bar are small

enough to be neglected, or, in other words, that the

bar is a straight line revolving about one end and

having weight, but no width or thickness.

* Transactions, Am. Soc. C. E., Vol. xxxix, p. 23

—(D
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Let Tfj = the weiglit of the bar.

Let us now substitute, for our rectangular hammer striking on its

center of percussion, an equivalent simj^le pendulum. Let h equal

the weight of this simple pendulum.

We now have the case of the familiar ballistic pendulum ; treating

the bar, whose length is ?'', as the ballistic pendulum, and the weight

b as the projectile (see Fig. 9).

The formula for this case will be found in Eankine's "Applied

Mechanics."* Taking the same notation as Eankine:

Let V ^= the velocity of the weight b before striking
;

Vg = the distance from the axis x to c, the center of gravity of

the weight and bar together
;

W= the weight of the ball b and the bar together
;

/ = the length of a simple pendulum equivalent to the com-

bined mass revolving about the axis x
;

WrB =—p2 = the portion of the joint weight to be treated as if

concentrated at the center of oscillation, or a distance I

from X
;

F= velocity of the center of oscillation of the joint mass at the

instant of perfect contact, when both bodies are moving

at the same velocity
;

g = the acceleration due to gravity.

B V'^ h v^ b r''^

Professor Rankine shows that —tt— = -^r— .

'Ig 2g BP
b r''

To find the value of -^^^ :

is /"

Let TT] =the weight of the bar alone;

Let I' = the moment of inertia of the joint mass = (1 W^ -\- b) r'-;

Let p^ — -^ = the square of the radius of gyration of the joint

2

mass ; / = — .f

Substituting and cancelling out we findm = *
(1)

which is the desired solution for the case of a hammer in the form of a

simple pendulum.

Article 607, p. 549. t Rankine, Art. 581.
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To get this i*esult iu terms of known properties of the rectangular

hammer: b = —-—-.*

Where W2 = weight of hammer;

R^ = distance from axis of hammer to center of gravity of

same; and

1.2 = distance from axis of hammer to center of percussion of

Substituting in (1) we get:

* '-'^ 1
1

B V^ „^ ,
1

'^ S W2B2 ^ S W.R.2
= effective energy,

where h = the fall of the center of gravity of the hammer.

Let W., h = R', and ^-^ = R.

Then, from equation (2),

W,l2 W,l,

R 1
~

W.2 ~ W '

where / = '
" and TFo is written as W, thus giving the value of /

in Hodgkinson's rule.

Conclusion.—The inertia of the fork-bar may be taken as one-third

of the weight of the bar by the ratio ^ , or the ratio of the radius of

the center of percussion to the radius of the center of gravity of the

hammer, t

This rule is, of course, only approximately true for a bar of the

shape actually used. The true correction for the bar could be found

by the same line of reasoning, taking all the dimensions into account.

In the method above given no account is taken of the deflection of

the fork -bar, which is assumed to be inconsiderable.

The rule may be applied to one of the fork-bars used in the

experiments as follows :

Weight of fork-bar No. 1 = 6.39 lbs.

;

Weight of hammer = 103 lbs.

;

R2 = 18 ins.

;

I2 = 25.75 ins.

* Rankine, Art. 607.

t Compare Merriman's " Mechanics of Materials," Articles 103 and 111.
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As W, = 6.39, ^^' = 6-39 X 25.jg ^ ^^^^ _ ^^ ^^, ^^^ inertia of the
o 1(2 o X 18

bar in Hodgkinson's rule ; and as ir= 103,

I+W 3.047+103 102.96 , W., It 102.96

-^r-
=—103— = ^u(r' ^^"""^ir ==^too-

'^"

the total energy absorbed is nearly S% greater than the resilience of

the sj^ecimen, the difference being due to the inertia of the fork-bar.

As the error is directly proportional to the weight of the fork-bar,

we would have with a fork-bar of half the weight an error of less than

1| per cent.

With any hammer of similar proportions, where the weight of the

fork-bar is less that one-tenth of the weight of the hammer, the error

due to the inertia of the fork-bar will be less than 5 per cent.

Problem : To Firid the Error due to the Spring of the Fork-Bar.—We
will consider the fork-bar as a beam supported at the ends and carry-

ing a concentrated load. We first find the load P, which is deter-

mined by the maximum jjull on the specimen at Sy

and the relative distances *S, P and P S^, Fig. 10.

From the dimensions of the beam and the modulus

of elasticity of the metal we may find the deflec-

tion y of the beam at the loaded point. With all dimensions given,

we find that by the accepted formulas the load P is directly propor-

tional to the reaction S^ and the deflection y is directly proportional

to P. Hence y is directly proportional to -S^, or y=^K' *S'., where A" is

constant.

The energy absorbed in producing this deflection is

Py _ K'- S,y
^ - 2'- 2 '

where K" is constant. Substituting for y we get R' = K Si^,

where K is constant, which means that the loss of energy in springing

•the fork-bar is proportional to the square of the maximum pull on the

test specimen. K may be readily computed for given conditions by

well-known formulas.

In this way the value of K for the light bar used in these experi-

ments has been computed to be equal to 0.0000001106.

With this value, taking a specimen having an ultimate strength of

10 000 lbs. for examjale, we find that the springing of the bar will

absorb the energy : R' = KS,^ — 11.06 inch-pounds, where Si — 10 000
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lbs. If the supposed specimen absorbed 400 inch-pounds in breaking,

we would have an error of - '-— = 2. 76 per cent.
400

This may be considered an average case. If the specimen should

have half the strength and half the resilience above given we would

have half the percentage of error, or 1.38 per cent.

As a stiflfer bar may be used with stronger specimens, it would seem

that with metal of ordinary strength and ductility there should be no

difficulty in keeping the proportionate error below 5%, and that with-

out using so heavy a fork-bar as to involve a large error from inertia.

TABLE No. 1.

—

Eesilience of Wrought Ikon—Effect of Decreas-

ing THE Weight of the Fork-Bar.
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Prepaking Specimens.

Taking up first the design of the specimen bars, we find that on

account of the great toughness or resilience of steel, it is necessary

to test but a small volume of the metal. As it is difficult to confine

the efi'ect of a blow to a definite volume of metal, a nicked section

was adopted, a standard nick of simple form being used.

In Fig. 8 is shown the dimensions of the specimen bars used. As

they are all cut from flat sections, all the dimensions are constant,

except the thickness t.

To allow for the varying thickness, the resilience of a specimen is

divided by the area of the cross-section at the nick, and the result is

called the resilience per square inch. The results are believed to be

comparable.

It should be remembered, of course, that a test specimen of dif-

ferent form would not give the same resilience per square inch. Ob-

jection may be made to the use of any particular form of nick, but it

is believed that tests made with the form adopted give a good idea of

the quality of the metal. The blacksmith judges a bar of steel by

nicking it and breaking it with his hammer and anvil. We are simply

improving on his method by using a nick made to gauge, and measur-

ing the energy of the blow. It may be added that it is not unlikely that

the sharpness of the nick may result in a greater range of resilience

values than would be obtained could the imjjact tests be made on a prism

6 or 8 ins. long, such as is tested in ordinary determinations of tensile

strength and ductility. If this is true, then the form of nick should be

made to suit the conditions which the metal tested will meet in service.

It is in order, perhaps, to note here that in the Transactions* of the

Society will be found the results of previous experiments made by the

writer, in which nicked specimen bars of steel were broken by a single

blow. In these previous experiments the bars were broken trans-

versely. The great range in the values of resilience of steels tested in

this manner led the writer to think that transverse breaking gave an

unfair advantage to the softer steels. Hence, this study of impact

tensile tests with nicked specimens of steel.

The specimen bars used in the experiments were cut to shape in a

milling machine, as experience showed this to be the best way to secure

sharp and uniform nicks. The milling cutters were ground in a

* Transactions, Am. Soc. C. E., Vol. xxxix, p. 237.
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universal cutter and tool grinder, so as to secure a perfect cutting-

tool. A number of specimens are usually cut together on the milling

machine.
Breaking Specimens.

The sijecimens are numbered and then calipered with a micrometer.

A specimen bar is then placed in the bracket slot, and the fork-bar

adjusted. The hammer is raised to a given height and released. It

falls, strikes the fork -bar and breaks the specimen. . The height to

which the hammer swings is recorded. The proper correction for

friction of the hammer is noted, and the observer is ready for another

specimen. Table No. 2 shows the form of record kept.

TABLE No. 2.

—

^Impact Test.—Office op Water-Woeks Extension.
—St. Louis, October 27th, 1898. —Specimen of Wrought Iron

(Tenn. Char.) Taken from Iron Company.—Tested for Tensile

Eesilience, with Results herewith Appended.

Lot No. 4. Weight of fork-bar, 3.85 lbs.

TABLE No. 3.

—

Resilience of Wrought Iron. -Effect of In-

creasing the Initial Fall or the Hammek.

Kind of wrought iron.
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TABLE No. 4.

—

Nicked Ikon and Steel, Baks.

Square Inch.

Bars nicked as shown in Fig. 8.

-RESIIilENCE PEK

Iron, Norway
" Tenn. common
" " charcoal

" " common
" common

Soft steel (plates) . .

.

(angles)
,
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wrought iron of the same thickness is 2 115 inch-pounds. Taking all

thicknesses of wrought iron we get a range of from 1 640 to 7 535.

The highest test of steel is over 9000 inch-pounds and the lowest is

1 550 inch-ioounds.

In Melt No. 743 we get jaractically the same results with metal of

diflferent thicknesses, while in Melt No. 757 the thicker metal makes a

poorer showing. This may be due to the thicker plate having been

finished in the rolls at too great a heat.

A study of all the values given in Table No. 4 indicates that the

resilience per square inch is not proportional to the ultimate strength,

nor to the proportionate elongation, nor to the j^roduct of the two.

We note, too, that the proportionate range in value is greater for the

resilience than for either ultimate strength or elongation.

Conclusion.

In conchision we may review the work briefly. The tests given

were made by a new method of breaking small specimens in tension by

impact. We find that there are two important errors which may be

said to be peculiar to the method of testing. We find the first of

these, or the error due to inertia, theoretically determinate. We find

that the second of these errors, or that due to the spring of the

fork-bar, is determinate to the degree that the tensile strength of the

specimen is known. The other errors in the method are those

common to all impact tests. We find that the results obtained are

determined by the form of the specimen, and are hence only

comparative.

We find that the tests that have been made by this method

indicate that the resilience or shock resistance of rolled steel cannot

be predicted from the tensile strength and elongation.

The values obtained will of course have but little other meaning

until they have been interpreted by experience and by further experi-

ment. It is suggested, however, that in time, tests of this sort may

become a valuable aid in judging and recording the qiiality of

structural steel.
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DISCUSSION.
C. M. BroomaxiL, Jun. Am. Soc. C. E. (by letter).—All impact Mr. Broomall.

j

testing machines necessarily give truly comparative results only i

under similar conditions of striking hammer, supports, foundations, '

etc. These conditions are not realized in practice, and the best that

can be done is to so arrange matters that the greater jjortion of the
|

energy of the blow will be absorbed by the specimen. If the projjor- i

tion of energy absorbed by the specimen is very large, the error I

caused by the difference in the conditions of the apparatus will not 1

affect materially the accuracy of the results. In the machine designed \

by the author it is believed that the energy absorbed by the si^ecimen

is more than 90% of the whole, so that the results given by it must be ^

quite accurate. j

It seems to the writer, however, that a machine might be so i

designed that the sjiecimen would absorb practically all the energy of

the blow. Whether or not the mechanical details would be too com-
plicated is another question. The suggestion is, to make use of a

differential method of measurement, and, instead of mounting the

specimen upon rigid supports, to mount it upon another pendulum '

initially at rest. If, then, after the impact, the rise of both pendu-
j

lums be measured, the data are obtained from which to calculate the
j

energy absorbed. This energy must have been entirely spent upon I

the specimen and its clamps. As these clamps are attached to the i

second pendulum, their weight must be added to it. The only energy
]

not spent upon the specimen will be that absorbed in deflecting and
]

producing angular motion of the clamps.

This differential method virtually amounts to suspending Mr.

Kussell's whole machine as a pendulum from the same axis as the

striking pendulum, and so adjusting matters that the centers of per-

cussion of the two pendulums are coincident with the point of impact.
j

S. Bent Russeli,, M. Am. Soc. C. E. (by letter).—Since the paper was Mr. Russell. I

presented to the Society some further experiments have been made by
the writer, and it is thought to be in order to jiresent them briefly in

closing this discussion. Th,e experiments given in the paper were all

made on the first impact machine, which has a hammer or pendulum
weighing 103 lbs. The second machine, lately completed, has a I

hammer weighing 203 lbs.

In order to throw more light on the errors of this method of test- !

ing, a series of exj^eriments was made, testing the same metal with the '

two machines.
;

Table No. 5 gives the results of these comparative tests. All the
j

specimens of each lot were cut from the same bar. The fork-bar used
|

weighed 3.86 lbs. The heavier hammer gives a higher result in one
'
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case and a lower result in the other. This would indicate that increas-

ing the weight of the hammer has no material effect on the result.

TABLE No. 5.

—

Effect of Inckeasing Weight of Hammer.

Metal, Wrought iron.
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sorbed by the spring of the fork-bar, and on account of the inertia of Mr. Russell,

the fork-bar. In transverse tests we would have energy disappear on

account of the inertia of the specimen bar. The only losses which
might be avoided by this device would be those due to the yielding of

the fixed jaoints of support. Now, from observations made upon the

rigidity of these supports, it is believed that such errors may be made
inconsiderable, in a projierly designed machine, for all ordinary tests.

It might be profitable, however, to build such a machine as Mr.

Broomall suggests, in order to determine more definitely and positively

what energy is lost by yielding supports.
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WITH DISCUSSION.

In June, 1896, the author had occasion to calculate the stresses,

sections and weight of a three-hinged sjjaudrel-braced parabolic arch,

the outline and main dimensions of which are shown in Fig. 1.

Shortly after finishing these calculations he determined to make the

corresponding calculations for an arch of the same outline having two

hinges, in order to determine their exact relative economy as regards

weight of metal. It was not until recently, however, that the second

calculation was completed. As it would seem that these results might

be of some interest to members of this Society, they are here given,

together with a brief exposition of the method used in calculating the

stresses in the two-hinged arch.

These arches were designed for a live load of 2 160 lbs. per lineal

foot or 36 000 lbs. per panel of the arch, and a dead load of 2 880 lbs.

per lineal foot or 48 000 lbs. per panel of the arch. This unvisually large

dead load is due to a heavy asphalt floor carried by buckle plates.
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No metal less than -f^ in. in thickness was used for either case; and

only two sizes of channels—12 and 15 ins.—were used for the members

other than the arch ring. By introducing another shape, say 10-in.

channels, a small saving of weight could have been made in both

cases, but the appearance of the arch is better on account of the

greater uniformity, and the constriiction is cheapened for the same

reason.

SPANDREL-BRACED PARABOLIC ARCH

r^^^TT Ji

_!, Total spaH= looft.from center to eenter of end pins.

Fig.].

The unit stresses used in proportioning the members were

:

For tension

Live-load stresses, 11 000 lbs. per square inch.

Dead-load " 22 000

For compression

In arch ring and top chord

I

Live-load stresses, 12 000

Dead-load " 24 000 — 110

55 — lbs. per square inch.

I

In web members

Live-load stresses, 11 000 — 50 — lbs. per square inch.

22 000 — 100-Dead-load
r

It would have been more consistent and better to have used for the

arch rings and top chords also the comi^ression formulas used for
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web members, as tlie loading producing maximum stress in these

members is partial, not covering the entire sjian, for almost all the

members of both cases.

These unit stresses, as -will be recognized, are those for medium

steel, of Theodore Cooper's Specifications of 1896 for Highway

Bridges.

The temperature stresses in the two-hinged arch were treated as

dead-load stresses. Members subject to alternate stresses of tension

and compression were proportioned to resist both kinds of stress, with

n,- of the smaller added to either.

TABLE No. 1.—Case I. Stresses, Sections and Weights for a

Theee-ELdstged Arch Having a Span Length of 200 ft. from

Center to Center of End Pins.

Member.
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Case II.—The stresses for the two-hinged arch are not statically

determinate, but may be obtained from the elastic proi^erties of the

arch.

The vertical comjjonents of the reactions for any load are the same

as the reactions for a simple truss of the same span. The horizontal

component of the reactions for any load can be found from the follow-

ing formula:*

In which

H= Horizontal thrust produced by P;

P = Load at any jjoint;

d = Vertical deflection of the loaded point, due to a horizon-

tal force of unity acting at the free hinge—one hinge

assumed fixed and the other free—

;

S' = Horizontal displacement of the free hinge, due to a hori-

zontal force of unity acting at the free hinge.

Fig. 2 will make the notation of this formula more clear than the

definitions alone could. PI S

For simplicity of comparison the re-

sults are arranged as compactly as possi-

ble in Table No. 2. Fig. 2.

The first column gives the marks designating the members (see

Fig. 1). The second column shows the stresses due to a horizontal force

of unity acting at one of the hinges. These stresses were very care-

fully figured analytically, and then checked graphically by means of

the diagram, Fig. 3. From these stresses the changes in length A of

T L
the various members were computed from the formula 1 =^ rri- ^^

determining these values of A, which are given in the third column,

L was taken in feet, A, at present unknown, was taken equal to unity,

and E was taken at 29 instead of 29 000 000, in order to give values of

A sufficiently large to allow them to be accurately plotted. These pre-

* " Roofs and Bridges," Part IV, Merriman and Jacoby.
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liminary value& of A are 1 000 000 x A times their true value. Using

these values of X the displacement diagram shown in dotted lines in

Fig. 4 was constructed. The full lines in this figure give the final

displacement diagram, and from this diagram the ratio of 5 to 6' was

found to have the following values, beginning with the panel point at

the end of the arch: 0.003, 0.203, 0.401, 0.590, 0.764, 0.904 and 0.962.

The thrust due to a load at the end of the span being so small, only

0.003 of the load, it is neglected in both the preliminary and final cal-

culations.

H=(0.2Wy. 3+ 0.409 X 2+ 0.600 x 3+0.774 x 3+0.910x3
+ 0.963)48000 = 6.768 x4800O= 334 9G0

*

Fig. 5.

For full loading the preliminary value of the horizontal thrust is

6.686 X 48 000 lbs. ; from this, by means of a diagram similar to Fig. 5,

(Fig. 5 being the final dead-load stress diagram), the preliminary dead-

load stresses are obtained. These stresses are given in the sixth

column of the table.

Before finding the preliminary live-load stresses it will be well to

find the stresses in the arch due to a vertical reaction of unity, sup-

posed to be applied in this case at the left hinge. The stresses due to

this load are given in the fifth column of the table. They were com-
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putecl analytically and checked by means of the diagram, Fig. 6. The

upper figures in the fifth column, where two sets are given, are the

stresses for the corresponding member in the right half of the arch.

To determine the greatest tensile and compressive live-load stresses

to which any member of the arch is subjected, take 5 of the arch ring

for example, and arrange the computations as follows

:

— H
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Having determined the preliminary live and dead-load stresses, it

now remains to determine the preliminary temperature stresses. From

the disi^lacement diagram, already constructed, the horizontal dis-

jDlacement of the hinge, due to a horizontal force of unity, is found
230 8

to be ., ^^^ ,',^ ft. It will be assumed that the arch will be
1 000 000 X a

subjected to a range of temperature of 120° Fahr. , or a variation of 60°

from the mean. This is a less variation than is usually assumed, but

as the metal of the arch under consideration is to be protected from the

direct rays of the sun by a highway floor, it is probably enough. The

change in length of the arch diie to a variation of 60° Fahr., taking

the coefficient of expansion as 0.0000065 per degree Fahr., is 0.078 ft.

Dividing this change of length due to temperature by the change in

^1, J ^ ^1 ^ * -1 lu ^ 78 X 0! X 10 000 000 „length due to a thrust of 1 lb., we get lbs. as the
1 UUU X ^ dOo

value of the temperature thrust. The value of a in this expression

for the value of the temperature thrust is at present unknown ; the aver-

age influence of the areas of all the members of the arch is very nearly

represented by the influence of the area of a member of the top chord

near the center of the arch. In this case the approximate value of

the area of the member e, as determined from the preliminary live

and dead-load stresses, is used as the value of a in the expression

for the temperature thrust. This approximate determination of the

area of e gives about 31 sq. ins., which gives for the preliminary

,, ,78X31X10 000 000 ,annn^^ n.! ttemperature thrust ^ ,. _._ Trrrr^ — 10 000 lbs. The prelimi-^
1 000 X 2 308 '

nary temperature stresses are now determined by multiplying the

stresses in the second column of the table by 10 000.

From these preliminary dead-load, live-load and temperature

stresses the preliminary sections were determined.

Using these new areas, instead of unity used in the preliminary

calculation, the final calculations of stresses are made in exactly the

same manner as the preliminary calculations. It is found that the

preliminary temperature stresses need not be changed for the final

determination of the sections. A final determination of the sections

shows only small changes from the preliminary. In most of the

members there is no change, and the greatest change amounts to only

Q%, and as the preliminary determination for this case was on the safe

side it seems that the final calculation was hardly necessary. Where
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an estimate only is required, the preliminary calenlation would

certainly be ample.

The calculations of weight give:

For Case 1 115 000 lbs.

For Case II 109 000 "

This gives a saving in weight of 5\% in favor of the two-hinged

arch. A variation of 75° in temperature would have lessened the

difference considerably, but the two-hinged arch would still have

been lighter.

While it is hardly allowable to draw general conclusions from the

consideration of a special case, it can be said that where an arch of

this form (spandrel-braced) is suitable, the two-hinged arch is lighter

than the three-hinged arch; it is also cheaper to construct, as there is

no center pin and there are no adjustable members at the center of

the arch. The floor system of the two-hinged arch would also be more

simple than that of the three-hinged arch, for the great range of

height of the center-pin of the three-hinged arch, due to temperature

and live-load stresses, makes a troublesome break in the floor system

at this point.

When spandrel-braced arches are used in series, suiipoi-ted on

intermediate masonry piers, the two-hinged arch has the advantage

of having less horizontal thrust, and therefore requiring smaller piers

than the three-hinged arch. Great care must be taken in the con-

struction of the masonry for the two-hinged arch, in order that it may

not be subject to even slight settlement or displacement; but, taking

this extra work into account, it is believed that the masonry for a

series of two-hinged arches will cost less than the masonry for a series

of three-hinged arches.
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DISCUSSION.
Henky S. Jacoby, Assoc. Am. Soc. C. E. (by letter).—Since the Mr. Jacoby.

adoption of the design of the spandrel -braced steel railway arch over

the Niagara River, and the beginning of its construction, the writer

has taken a renewed and more definite interest in the comparative

study of different types of metallic arches. At his suggestion, two
graduate students in the College of Civil Engineering of Cornell Uni-
versity last year made the computations necessary to determine the

relative weight of three-hinged and two-hinged spandrel-braced
arches having the same general dimensions and loading as the

Niagara Railway Arch. Mr. George G. Smith, Jr., made the design

for the two-hinged arch, while Charles C. More, Jun. Am. Soc. C.

E., made the design for the three-hinged arch as well as that of a

combination -type arch, which will be described in the latter part of

this discussion.

The general dimensions, loading and specified u.nit stresses are

given in the paper on "The Niagara Railway Arch."*
In finding the stresses in the trusses, however, two excess panel

loads were substituted for the excess of the two locomotives above the

corresponding weight of the train.

The Two-Hinged Arch.—In view of the statement made on page 137

of that paper, the given sectional areas of the members of the arch

were not used except to find the stresses adopted in re-designing the

sections. After this an additional revision was made, in order to see

whether the final sections should generally depend upon the second or

the third series of stresses, the first series being the j)reliminary ones

which depend upon an assumption of equal sectional areas for all the

members.

.It was found that the required areas of the upper chord were
increased from 0.5 to 1.1%, except those of ZJ^ and C/j^ in Fig. 7, in

which the increase was
2.9 and 3.3%, respect-

ively. The areas of Lg

and i; were increased

0.5%, while those of

the remaining lower-

chord members were

diminished from 0.4 to

1.3 per cent. The areas

of the diagonals were
increased from 0.2 to

'Pia.T-

1.8%, except that of D^, in which the increase was 6.8 per cent. In

the verticals, the increase of section varied from 1.2 to 3.5%, except

* By R. S. Buck, M. Am. Soc. C.;E., Transactions, Am. Soc. C. E., Vol. xl, p. 125.
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Mr. Jacoby. for V-, iu which it was 6.8 per cent. Since most of these differences

were covered by the excess of the sections adopted over those required,

only a few members were afifected by this revision.

These changes in section are relatively much smaller than one is

led to expect from the corresponding diflerences in the stresses, the

result being due to the influence of the reverse stresses in the design.

The temperature stresses were derived for a range extending from 75°

above to 75° below the standard.

The above results indicate that the desirability of making the

second revision depends largely upon the magnittide of the structure,

while it is evidently affected to some extent by the form and proportion

of the trusses.

Tf/e Tliree-Hinged Arch.—The dead-load stresses for the three-

hinged arch were first found by using the same panel loads as those

which had been determined from the design of the two-hinged arch.

After this preliminary design was completed the dead panel loads were

computed and found to exceed the previous values by percentages vary-

ing from 0.8 near the middle to 3. 6 near the ends of the truss, while the

middle panel load was 0.3%" less. The average excess is 2.32 per cent.

The dead-load stresses were revised accordingly, and the following dif-

ferences were found, expressed as percentages of the sum of the dead,

liveandO.8 times the reverse stresses. For the upper chord, 0.8— 1.9;

for the lower chord, 1.3 — 2.0; for the diagonals, 0.3 — 2.0; and for

the verticals, 0.2 — 2.4. All the stresses were increased, except those

in Dj, V(^, v., and V^.

These changes, however, affected the sectional areas of only four

members, the rest being covered by the small excesses in area made
necessary by the make-up of the sections.

Cojnparafive Weights.—Excluding the connecting jslates, rivet heads

and some minor details, all of which may be reasonably assumed to

vary in the same ratio as the members of the respective trusses, it was

found that the trusses of the three-hinged arch were 0.84^ lighter

than those of the two-hinged arch. The material is distributed as

shown in Table No. 3.
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arcli. Only four members in these classes, U^, U^, Dj and D., are larger Mr. Jacoby.

in the three-hinged arch. It may be of int'irest to note that the range

of stress in the lower chord of the three-hinged arch is 6.5% less, while

the maximum stress (excluding the wind) averages 17.0% more, and

the live-load stress 26.8% more, than in the two-hinged arch.

In order that the influence of the crown hinge might be obscured as

little as possible by extraneous conditions, the designs of the corre-

sponding members in the two-hinged and three-hinged arches were

made as nearly alike in every resjject as the required sectional areas

would permit, the differences in the comi^osition or make-up of the

sections from that used in the construction of the Niagara Railway

Arch, being reduced to a minimum. Since the distance from back to

back of the angles in the chords was made the same in all cases, the

additional material required in the lower chord of the three-hinged

arch had generally to be placed on the inside and in the web plates,

the result being to reduce the squares of the radii of gyration by an

average of 4 percent. This element places the three-hinged arch at a

slight disadvantage.

Compai'isoii with tJie Arch of 200-Ft. Span.—The corresponding dis-

tribution of roaterial in the trusses described by the author is given

in Table No. 4.

TABLE No. 4.
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Mr. Jacoby. weights 6i tlie trusses of tlie two types of arches, but it would require

additional investigation to determine the magnitude of this effect.

One other element should be mentioned, namely, the effect of the

wind stresses upon the truss members. For the comj^arative designs

of the Niagara Arch it was assumed that no section should be increased

in area unless the wind stress exceeded 40% of the sum of the dead,

live and temperature stresses. It was found that this required an

increase in only two chord members near the middle in the two-hinged

arch, and one in the three-hinged arch.

It may, perhaps, be well to call attention to the fact that if in the

smaller arch described in the paper the weight of the details be ex-

cluded, the difference in favor of the two-hinged arch is reduced to

3.9%, while if the details are included and made the same in both cases

the differences will be only 2.7 per cent.

A CombinatioH-Ti/pe Arch.—Any slight yielding in the foundations

of a two-hinged arch materially changes the stresses, esi:)ecially near

the crown, while inaccuracies in the construction, in locating the end

hinges, or in adjustment in closing the arch, have a similar effect. In

view of these facts, it appeared to the writer that it would be desirable

to erect an arch with three hinges, and, after comiiletion, when all the

dead load is in place, to transform it into a two-hinged arch by con-

necting, at the standard temperature, the upper chord at the center

and by riveting the connection at the crown hinge. Such an arrange-

ment eliminates the effect of any inaccuracies in construction or erec-

tion, as well as those of the initial set of the abutments, due to the

imposed loads. The resulting stresses are a combination of the dead-

load stresses of a three-hinged arch with the live-load and temperature

stresses of a two-hinged arch.

It seemed worth while to determine how the weight of such an arch

would compare with the other two types, and whether it would possess

any other merit than that of realizing more i^erfectly in construction

the conditions which are assumed in its design than is done by the

two-hinged arch.

In the first determination of the sectional areas the stresses obtained

. in the preceding designs were used, and then a revision was made with

the aid of a new set of live and temperature stresses. The temj^era-

ture stresses were 101% greater than before. In this revision the

required sectional areas were increased, with three exceptions, by from

0.4 to 8.2%, the difference being below 2% in all but a few members.

One-half of the areas at first adopted were increased by amounts

varying from 1.0 to 3.8%, except one which had to be enlarged 5.9 per

cent.

The weight of this truss, exclusive of the connecting details, was

found to be 4.2% greater than that of the two-hinged arch. This

excess in weight is due, mainly, to the influence of the larger reverse
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stresses in many of the members. The distribution of weight is as Mr. Jacoby.
,

follows: Upper chords, 16.5^^^; lower chords, 'il.2%; diagonals, 22.3%';
j

and verticals, 24.0 per cent. i

Comparing the various classes of members with those of the two- i

hinged arch, the results are: Upper chords, 9.7% heavier; lower

chords, 5.8% heavier; diagonals, 4.8% heavier; and verticals, l.Q^"

lighter. With the three-hinged arch as a basis of comiiarison, the i

upper chord is 34.0%' heavier; the lower chord, 9.8% lighter; the

diagonals, 16. S",, heavier; and the verticals, 7.0% heavier.
,:

The distribution of the material in this combination-type of arch is
1

such that it forms a stiflfer structiire than the two-hinged arch, its static

deflection at the center under full live-load being nearly 10% less.
;

The writer wishes to express his appreciation of the great care :

exercised by Messrs. More and Smith in making the computations

and graphic constructions involved in these designs, and from which

this discussion has been prepared. i

In conclusion, a note may be added in the interest of diminishing i

the labor required to find the stresses. If the stresses in the upper
chord due to I? = 1 and F= 1 be computed and laid off on the hori-

j

zontal lines in Figs. 3 and 6, respectively, experience shows that the
j

rest of the stresses may be determined graphically with a jirecision

that answers fully all the requirements of design, it being understood

that a suitable scale is adoi:)ted. This procedure will save the tedious
,1

computations for the lengths of the lever arms of the remaining truss i

members.

C. W. Hudson, Assoc. M. Am. Soc. C. E. (by letter).—It is gen- Mr. Hudson,

erally fair to assume that the weights of details for trusses of the same ;

type, and not greatly varying sjians, are a certain percentage of the

weights of the main members, but it is not to be assumed that the
'

same percentage holds between different types of trusses.
i

In the case of the three-hinged siJandrel-braced arch compared with

the two-hinged arch, it is evident that the details of the three-hinged i

arch will be heavier than those of the two-hinged arch by at least the

following: First, the weight of the center pin; second, the weight of

part of the pin plates bearing on the center pin; third, the weight of i

additional details, for center tojo chord and center vertical post, to

give proper adjustment for these members for the great range of height
\

of the center j^in; and fourth, for the case of the 200-ft. arch spans I

compared, there was a great saving in details in favor of the two-hinged
i

arch, due to the fact that the arch ring of the three-hinged arch was
j

of greater dimensions, thereby requiring larger gusset plates for con- I

nection to web members, also requiring larger and heavier battens and :

lattice throughout the arch, as the members of the arch other than the \

ring had to be made wider than necessary in order to take the arch- \

ring gussets. These heavier battens, lattice, and gussets of the arch
'
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Mr. Hudson. I'iug could liave been avoided by taking a ring of the same size as for

the two-hinged arch; but then there would have been a loss of about

1 500 lbs. in the main material of the arch ring, due to the greater

value of—

.

r

From this we see that the fourth saving can be made, either in the

details of the entire arch or in the main material of the arch ring. This

is due to the fact that there is not siich a great difference between the

sections of the arch ring and the sections of the other members of the

arch for the two-hinged as for the three-hinged arch.
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WITH DISCUSSION.

Some montlis ago the writer had occasion to figure the volume of

noiasonry in the elliptical groined arch roof covering the sand filter

then under construction by William Wheeler, M. Am. Soc. C. E., for

the Somersworth, N. H., Water-Works (see Plate II, Fig. 1), and de-

duced therefor a series of formulas giving the volume of masonry in

its cylindrical, cloistered and groined elliptical arches. These form-

ulas, which have been considerably amplified, and to which have been

added a sketch of the development of the groined arch, a comparison

of the relative volume of masonry in the several types of arches, and

a brief description of a method for computing the strength of the

groined arch, form the basis of this paper.

The results thus far obtained by the writer are presented at this

time, not with the idea that they are in any sense complete, but in the

hope that they may be of some service to engineers, and that they
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may, ijerliaps, suggest to others Bew metliods of analysis which may

lead to the deduction of general formulas, now entirely wanting, for

the dimensioning and comparison of the different types of arches.

Among the most common forms of masonry roofs in iise are the

following: First, the dome or spherical arch; second, the cloistered

arch; third, the cylindrical arch, andfourth, the groined arch— all still

further subdivided, according to the form of the generating curve

into semi-circular, elliptical, segmental, parabolic, pointed or Gothic,

mtilti- centered and various other forms.

Of these four general types of arches, the dome and the cylindri-

cal or barrel arch are too well known to require descrij^tion. The

cloistered and the groined arch, however, should be carefully distin-

guished, the essential difference being that in the cloistered arch the

vaulting springs from a series of springing lines and meets at the

crown in a common point, the several vault intersections or arrises

forming re-entrant angles in the masonry; whereas, in the groined

arch, the vaulting springs from a series of springing points or pillars

and meets at the crown in a series of intersecting lines (see Figs. 1 and

2 and photographs of Somersworth, N. H., and Ashland, Wis., filter

plants, Plate II), the several vault intersections or arrises forming

so-called groins or ribs, convex angles in the masonry.

It will thus be seen that the groined arch, even more than the

dome, gives, naturally, effects of great spaciousness, simplicity and

stability of form, well adapted to use in such engineering structures

as covered reservoirs, etc. , in which economy and stability of construc-

tion, and air sj^ace for convenience in operation and ventilation, are

prime requisites, and in which the presence of siipporting pillars is no

serious objection.

The history of the groined and the cloistered arch is coeval with

the development of the early ecclesiastical structures, and is of remote

origin, probably dating back to the time of Koman supremacy; for

with the rise of Eoman power, we find arched or vaulted types of

masonry construction supplanting the post and lintel form of the early

Grecians, and passing subsequently through many modifications,

tending always toward greater ornamentation and sjjlendor.

Necessity was probably the occasion of the invention of the groined

arch, for the earliest custom of the Romans, when building two inter-

secting arches, was to raise one arch above the other, in order to avoid
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Fig. 1.—Covered Filter, Somersworth. N. H.

Fig. S.—Covered Filter, Ashland, Wis,
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their intersection, and the consequent formation of groins, a clumsy

though satisfactory method where practicable. But situations soon

arose in which this method was impracticable on account of lack of

head room, and the groined arch was the inevitable result. Moreover,

a common form of arrangement of columns and roof in the early public

buildings of the Romans was, according to Choisy, that of a large

central vaulted hall or church, flanked on either side by secondary

vaulted chambers, which necessitated the use of groined arches.

The origin of the groined arch has thus been traced back to the

second or third century of the Christian era, and many striking ex-

amples of its magnitude are known. Russell Sturgis, in his "Euro-

pean Architecture," and Auguste Choisy, in his admirable and

comprehensive work on " L'Art de Batir chez les Romains," describe

them at length, citing the great Tepidarium or Baths of Caracalla,

built at Rome in 215 A. D., of 82 ft. span; the Baths of Diocletian at

Rome, built in 290 A. D. and restored by Michael Angelo in the sixteenth

century, and the Basilica of Maxentius and Constantine, of 86 ft. span,

portions of which are still standing near the Forum at Rome. Yet,

while these massive ancient structures, with all their diflSculties of

erection and construction, excite our interest and wonder, they could

scarcely be cited as models of economical construction.

The first groined arches were characterized by their simplicity, the

vaulting—generally semi-circular—being unornamented, the groins

merely sharp arrises. Later, they furnished the chief decoration of

the edifices in which they were built, and were richly carved and

ornamented. With the increasing demand for greater unobstructed

space and more striking architect iiral eft'ects in the large baths and

halls, the dimensions of the vaulting grew, as did the difliculty of

adequately centering the structure for construction. This, the grow-

ing tendency to ornamentation of the groins and the introduction of

the Gothic arch, probably suggested the use of ribs to re-enforce the

groins or arrises, which ribs thus divided the vaults into sections and

permitted the reduction of the thickness of the vaulting between them

and the discarding of a portion of the heavy centering.

These ribs were at first very simple in section, being generally

l)road and thin, with rectangular off'-sets, much as the architrave of a

door; and, even up to the twelfth century, according to Gwilt, " were

.seldom moulded with more than a simple torus or some fillets." The
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ribs sijruug from the square piers supporting the four corners of the

vaulted roof, the groins corresponding to the diagonals of the vault;

but in the thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, the section

of the supporting columns, the form of groining and number of ribs,

grew more complex, and in following the changes and multiplication

of the number of ribs we may trace the evolution of the fan-shajjed,

the star and the many other forms of groining developed during those

centuries, described at length and fully illustrated in Dr. G. U. Brey-

mann's "Bau Constructions Lehre," page 151; in Auguste Choisy's

"L'Art de Batir chez les Romains,"* and in Ware's "Tracts on

Vaults and Bridges."

It might be noted, in concluding this brief outline of the early

development of the groined arch, that the materials for the vaulting

used by the Romans were stone or brick, backed with concrete or

rubble, and the ribs were generally built of the same material, some-

times specially moulded, the rib joints, particularly in the smaller

ribs, being laid either in cement mortar or with sheet lead, to dis-

tribute the pressiire more uniformly over the joint. In later days

wood and iron came to be used in place of masonry as the building

material.

Turning now to a consideration of the adaptability of the groined

arch as a roof covering for large reservoirs, sand filter beds or similar

structures in which large spans are not required nor piers objection-

able, the following points of advantage may be claimed for it in com-

jjarison with the cylindrical, the cloistered and the spherical or

domed arch.

First.—Greater air space or spaciousness under the vaulting, which

tends toward better circulation of air and consequent aeration of the

water, and which, in the case of sand filter beds, gives more room for

scraping and renewing the surface of the beds.

Second.—Economy of material.

Tlilrd.—Absence of necessity for lintel arches.

Fourth.—Equal or greater adaptability to lighting, ventilation and

access from above.

Fifth.—Ease of construction and equal adaj)tability to concrete

construction, except as compared with the cylindrical arch, for which

* Illustrations from Choisy's work are also to be found in a short paper on " Roman
Construction," by G W. Perry, published, since the preparation of this paper, in the
Journal of the Association of Engineering Societies, October, 1898, Vol. xxi, No. 4.
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the centers can be somewhat more easily and cheaply built, though

the necessity for centering for the lintel arches in the latter would

perhaps off-set this advantage of the cylindrical arch.

The groined arch is, of course, best adapted to roofing square or

rectangular areas, for though circular areas can be covered in this

way, the greater difficulty of forming the arch centers for the latter is

apparent, as they have to be cut around the perimeter of the chamber

on a sjDiral or other curve formed by the intersection of the roofing

and the side walls.

The superiority of the groined arch, as compared with other types

of arches in the above-mentioned respects, needs no demonstration,

except as to the economy of material, which involves two considera-

tions: First, the method of computing the amount of masonry in any

system of vaulting; and second, the strength of that vaulting; which

"will now be discussed.

Assume, for purposes of illustration, a given square or rectan-

gular filter area which is to be roofed over with a system of groined

arches, as shown in Fig. 3, built of concrete, of which the amount is

to be computed. It will be noticed that this roof is made up, first, of

a series of groined arch units DEF G (or N Q R, which is equivalent

to it), of span equal to the distance in the clear between piers, and

each supported by one pier, as HIJK; second, of a cloistered arch of

span 2 B C and 2 A B, made up of the four corners of the area, each

corresponding to ABGD, joined together, and third, of half of a

cylindrical arch extending around the entire area, springing from the

retaining wall and ending at the crown of the vault between said re-

taining wall and the first line of j)iers, of length 2 G W and 2 A V,

respectively. The roof vaulting thus springs from and is su^iported

by the side walls and piers, and forms crown lines parallel to and lying

between the several rows of piers, and the piers and side walls, in both

directions.

Let us take up, therefore, in turn, the computation of these units

—the groined arch unit, the cloistered arch unit, and the cylindrical

arch unit.

In considering the easiest method of comi^uting the masonry in

these units it has seemed to the writer—in view of the different mate-

rials of construction used, whether one or several kinds together, as

brick or concrete, or both, and the diverse forms of extrados used,
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often regardless of the materials of construction, according to which

the extrados may conform to the soffit or be parallel to it, may be

a horizontal plane surface passing through the crown, an inverted

pyramid over the piers, or any other surface suiting the particular

circumstances or the preference of the designer—that the simplest

method was to compute the volume of masonry as that of a circum-

scribed prism from which has been deducted the volume of the air

space between it (said circumscribed i3rism) and the enclosed masonry.

This method has, therefore, been adopted, and in Table No. 1 will be

found the values now to be deduced for the volume of the air space

between the horizontal plane of the springing lines and the soffit of

various unit-types of vaulting, by the aid of which, in the manner

above described, the volume of masonry may be computed.

The Groined Arch Unit.

The groined arch unit of masonry may be defined, for the purposes

of this discussion, as the masonry in a system of groined arch vaulting

supported by one pier and contained within the four vertical planes

passing through the central axes and crowns of the arches springing

therefrom. This unit, shown in Fig. 4, is equivalent to the unit (Fig. 5)

contained within four vertical planes passing through the centers of

four adjacent piers, and becomes identical with it if the several parts

of the latter be but rearranged.

Tlie Segmental Groined Arch Unit.—Let us consider first the general

case of the (circular) segmental groined arch unit—the semi-circular

groined arch unit being but the j^articular case in which the rise of the

arch is equal to half the span— and

Let a = half the span of the arch;

b = rise of the arch;

r = radiiis of the arch;

d = diameter of semi-circular arch;

m = length of supporting piers;

71 = width of supporting pier;

w = width or length of pier if the latter be square;

t = thickness of masonry at crown.

Referring to Fig. 4, the volume of air space between the plane of

the springing lines of the soffit and of the vaulting is equal to eight

times the volume of the "i-unit" air space, so-called [being that seg-
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ment of a cylinder iinderlying the portion of the vaulting shown in

plan by JE L (Fig. 3), enclosed by a horizontal plane passing through

the springing line, by the soffit of the arch and by three intersecting

vertical planes passing through J E, E L and L J\ ,
plus the volume

of a segmental cylindrical arch of span 2 a, rise b, and length equal to

{m + 71), the width jalus the length of the jjier.

The volume of the |^-unit air space may be found in the following

manner: Passing a vertical plane, peri^endicular to EL, through any

point distant x from E in the line E L, it will cut from the ^-unit air

space a quadrilateral efg h, shown in Figs. 6 and 7, of which the line

e h is the segment of a circle, and the area of which is indicated by the

expression

:

j {-^r' —x' — y/ ,-2 _ a^ \
fi ,,. (1^

= T V *'' — -^^ + T ^^^ r~ ^ ^''''^ ~ ^' ^^^

as may be readily deduced from Figs. 6, 7 and 8.

The volume of air space underlying a i-unit of the (circular) seg-

mental groined arch is therefore found by integrating the above ex-

pression (2) between the limits of a and 0, thus:

X

.a
V X \

2 ^/r- — .,-2 4. -2" sin ^^— —x v/r^ — cf- J dx

{r^ — a-f- ,
ar" .

"^ a r^ ,.,-

=^7 +-2- ''^ 7— T (^^

{r — hf r^ ar' .
~^ n . ..

=—3--T+ T "^^ 7- (^^

The volume of the segmental cylindrical arch, of span 2 a, rise h, and

length [m + n) is derived similarly to (1), and is indicated by the

expression

:

(in + 11)) I ( "y/r'^ —. ,f2 — y r- — a- ) dx

= (?« + n) (r- sin ^ -; a Wr'^ — a^) (5)

or

— {m + 7i) r- sin "•
-^ — « (r — 5) |

(6)

hence, the total volume of air space of the (circular) segmental groined

arch unit between the plane of springing lines and soffit of arch is equal

to 8 X (4) plus (5) or (6).

8 8 .a= — (7- — b)^— 0" '*^ + (^ « + TO + ?;) r' sin"^ — — a {m -f- n)

[r — b) (7)
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If the pier is square and m =^ ?i = w, (7) becomes,

I (r — i)^—^ + 2 9-2 (2 a + »') sin"! - — 2 « w (r— 6) . . (8)

If the pier area becomes equal to 0, /. e., a point, (7) becomes,

|(r-6y^--^ + 4«r2sin-'| (9)

With the aid of the above formulas the volume of the (circular)

segmental groined arch unit may readily be found when the radius,

span, rise and crown thickness of arch, dimensions of piers and form

of extrados are known. Thus, using the same nomenclature as before

.(see page 42), if the spandrel of the arches be filled with masonry so that

the extrados is a horizontal plane surface passing through the crown,

at which the depth of masonry is equal to t, the volume of masonry in

the (circular) segmental groined arch unit becomes

(2 a + m) {2 a + w) {b -\- t) — formula (7)

= (2« + m) {2a-\-n) [b + i) - ^ [r - bf + ~r'- {4:a + m-^ n)

r- sin-' -^ + « ('• — &) ('« + >i) (10)

or if the pier is square and m = n = w,

sm(2a+Hf (5 + 0-^(r-5)^^+^r^-2r^(2 a + w)

^ + 2«u-(r-6) (11)

or if the pier area is 0, /. e. , a i:>oint,

. 4 „2 (J ^ ^) .._ 8 ^^ _ ^ 3 ^ 8 ,.^ _ 4 ,, ^2gi^
-1 ^i_ ,^2)

o 6 J.
\ '

If the extrados filling be depressed over the piers in the form of

an- inverted pyramid, the volume of masonry would be found by de-

ducting from (10), (11) or (12) the volume of that inverted pyramid.

Or, finally, if the extrados also is segmental in form, /, e. , is paral-

lel to the soffit of the vaulting, the volume of masonry in the (circular)

segmental groined arch unit would be found by deducting the vol-

ume between the jjlane of the springing lines and the soffit of the

vaulting, as determined by formulas (7), (8) or (9), from the volume

between the plane of the springing lines and the extrados of the vault-

ing as determined by formulas (7), (8) or (9), substituting therein, for

the values of the radius, span and rise of the soffit arch, those func-

tions of the extrados arch, and, for the dimensions of piers, the new
values determined from the section cut by the extrados from the pier

at the plane of the springing lines.
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Semi-Circular Groined Arch Unit.—Similar values for the semi-circu-

lar groined arch unit may be obtained directly by substituting in the

formulas just deduced for the (circular) segmental groined arch the

value of the semi-span a and rise b of the arch, their equivalent, the

radius of the arch r or half the diameter, —--, and are to be found

in Table No. 1.

The Elliptical Groined Arch Unit,—In deducing general formulas

for the computation of the masonry in the elliptical groined arch unit

of vaulting, the same general methods of analysis can be used as were

followed in the case of the (circular) segmental groined arch vaulting,

the only difference being that the transverse curve of the arch varies

according to the law of the ellipse, —^ -\- j-^ ~1, instead of that of the

circle ?/ = \/ i^ — x^ — V^ r^ — a^.

Eeferring to Figs. 9 and 7, the volume of air space of the |-unit

elliptical groined arch between the plane of the springing lines and

the soffit of the arch is

b /-«
,— / X V '^ « -c — .^^ ^ '^

= 0.4521 a-b (21)*

which is analogous to the expression deduced for the semi-circular

groined arch unit (see Table No. 1).

The volume of the elliptical cylinder, of span 2 a, rise b and length

m -{- n, is

(m -t- w) [Ttab]

Hence the total volume of air space between the jjlane of the springing-

lines and the soffit of the vaulting of an elliptical groined arch unit is,

when the pier area is equal to m X n,

3.6168 «2 h -f 1.5708 a b [m + n) (23)

When the pier is square,

= 3.6168 a^b -\- Tt ah >r (24)

When the pier is zero,

= 3.6168 aH (25)

And the volume of masonry in the elliptical groined arch unit the

extrados of which is a horizontal plane surface passing through the

* Formulas (13) to (20), inclusive, refer to the semi-circular groined arch unit,

omitted here for lack of space, but found in condensed form in Table No. 1.
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crown (at which point the masonry has a depth or thickness equal to t)

is, when the pier area is m x n.

[2n + m) (2a+ «) (i + ^) — 3.6168a2 /, _ 1.57080 i (to + «) • • -(26)

When the pier is square,

= (2 « + wf {b+f) — 3.6168 a- b—nabw (27)

When the pier area is zero,

= 4 (,2 f ^ 0.3832 (/b (28)

Any ditference in the form of the extrados or back of the vaulting-

may be treated in a manner precisely similar to that suggested for the

segmental groined arch vaulting.

Elliptical Segmental Groined Arch Unit.—Formulas have not been

deduced for this form of groined vaulting on account of the improb-

ability of its being used; for if a segmental arch is required, the circular

form would jjrobably be used in preference to the elliptical. In any

event, the deduction of formulas to cover this case would be similar

to that already outlined for the circular segmental groined arch.

Parabolic Groined Arch Unit.—The volume of masonry involved in

the parabolic groined arch unit—that is, a groined arch of which the

right section through the crown is a parabola with vertical axis and

vertex at the crown—may be computed in the same way as the circular

and elliptical groined arch units; bearing in mind that the equation

of the curve has to be modified to fit the parabola, .t' = —
f-

.

The parabolic groined arch will be found most convenient for use

as an invert for the floor of the reservoir or filter bed, on account of

its similarity to the segmental groined arch, and the ease with which

grade stakes can be set for it.

Referring to Figs. 9 and 7, the volume of air space of the -g^-unit

parabolic groined arch between the plane of the springing lines and

the soffit of the arch is:

='4^ p»)

The volume of the parabolic cylinder, of span 2 a, rise b, and

length m + n, is

=^^ im + n) (30)

Hence, the total volume of air space between the plane of the

springing lines and the soffit of the vaulting of a parabolic groined

arch unit is, when the pier area equals m x 11,

—3— + -^— ('» + n) (31)
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When the jjier area is square,

10 (i^ b , 8abw
(32)

3 ' 3
When the pier area is zero,

=^^ (33)
o

from which the volume of masonry may be computed as jjreviously

outlined.
Cloistered Akch Unit.

Let us now deduce formulas covering the same groiind for the

cloistered arch; the second step (see page 41) in the computation of

the masonry of the hypothetical roof under discussion.

The cloistered arch unit differs from the groined arch unit, in that,

whereas the groined arches spring from piers in points (or lines of

length equal to the dimensions of the pier), and meet at the crown in

intersecting lines of lengths equal to the span plus the width and

length, respectively, of the pier, the cloistered arches spring from the

side walls, or lintel arches, in lines circumscribing the unit, and in-

tersect at the crown in a single point. Hence the same general

method of computation and the same mathematical forms as were used

for computing the masonry in groined vaulting may be used for

cloistered vaulting, if only the proper limits for integration be sub-

stituted therein.

Segmental Cloistered A7-ch Unit.—Adopting the same nomenclature

as before, we find in determining the volume of air space in the |-unit

cloistered arch shown in plan by ^ B B, Figs. 12 and 14, that the

vertical cutting plane P P, drawn perpendicular to ^ i? at a distance x

from A, intersects therefrom a partial segment^ 7? y, whose area,

if a = semi-span,

r = radius of curve of soffit of segmental cloistered arch,

6 = r — \/ V" — a- — rise,

is equal to,

/ {y/i-'^ — .^2 — y^ r'^ — a'^)dx

r^ _^a r" . _, .r
,

(2.k — a) ,= 2^'° 7-2'^^ r+ 2 Vr^'-n^'

-^^^:^—^2 .....(34)

Hence the volume of air space between the plane of the springing lines

and the soffit of the arch of the i-unit segmental cloistered arch is
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/:
[Formula (34) J

dx

(r- — erf- 1^ /^ ^ ,
r"^ ,„_,= ^;-6^-2-^'"-«'+3 (^^)

= ^{Sr-b) (36)

And the volume of air space between the plane of the springing lines

and the soflBt of the vaulting of a segmental groined arch unit, of span

2 a, and rise b, is

^^-iSr-b) (37)

Semi- Circular Cloistered At'ck Unit.—By making the rise (which is

equal to the semi-span) equal to the radius of the arch in Formulas

(34), (35), (36) and (37), for the segmental cloistered vaulting, we have

corresponding formulas for the semi-circular cloistered arch (see Table

No. 1)

Elliptical Cloistered Arch Unit.—Similarly, the volume of the air

space under the J-unit elliptical cloistered arch is

/« A (x — a) / ,
c? _, X

JL |^L_J y-a a .r-^+^ vers

'-Ja J
'^»

= 4^ (39)

And the volume of the air sj^ace under the ellii^tical cloistered arch

unit is,

^i («)

Parabolic Cloistered Arch Unit.—The volume of the air space under

the J-unit parbolic cloistered arch is.

=/»[M^_.. + ||i].

= 4^ .(42)

And the air space under the parabolic cloistered arch unit is

2rri (43)

By the aid of these formulas may be found, as previously de-

sci'ibed, the volume of masonry in any cloistered arch, by deducting

from the computed volume of a circumscribed prism the volume of

the air space underlying the soffit of the vaulting, together with the

volume of the air space, if any, between the extrados and the hori-

zontal upper base of the i^rism which passes through the crown. It
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should be noted, moreover, that the dimensions (length and width) of

,the prism circumscribing the cloistered arch are not merely equal to

the clear span in both directions, but are in each case greater than

those spans by an amount equal to the combined thickness of the

vaulting at the two opposite springing lines, and hence eqvial to the

span plus twice the thickness of the abutments.

CYIilNDBICAL AkCH UnITS.

Formulas for the volume of the air space between the plane of the

sjjringing lines and the soffit of the cylindrical arch units have already

been deduced, but are gathered here for convenience:

For the segmental cylindrical arch,

= / [r- sin -1 -5- — a (r - b)'\ (44)

For the semi-circular cylindrical arch,

= ^' («)

For the semi-elliptical cylindrical arch,

=^ ' (46)

For the parabolic cylindrical arch,

= ^-^ m
in all of which

/ = length of cylindrical arch,

r = radius of arch,

a = semi-span of arch,

b = rise of arch.

Tables.

Table No. 1 contains, for convenience in computation, the formulas

just deduced relating to the volume of the air space between the

plane of the springing line and the soffit of the vaulting of the dif-

erent types of vaulting discussed.

In Table No. 2 is given a comparison of the ratios of the volume

of masonry in the groined, cloistered, cylindrical, and dome arch

units, the pier area and width of abutment of which is equal to 0, and

of which the extrados is a plane surface passing through the soffit

crown to the volume of masonry in a circumscribed rectangular j^rism,

passing through the same springing lines and soffit crown; which
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table, though misleading in certain respects, has, perhaps, a compara-

tive value, and is to that extent suggestive.

TABLE No. 2.

—

Compakison of Masonry in Groined, Cloistered,

Cylindrical, and Dome Arch Units; with Volume of Circum-

scribed Eectangular Prism passing through Springing Lines and

Crotvtsi (of Soffit, not of Extrauos) of Arch Unit.

Pier area and width of abutment = 0, and extrados a horizontal plane

surface through soffit crown:

Description of " Unit.

Rectangular Prism
Elliptical Groined Ai'ch |

Area of pier = f

Circular Groined Arch j

Area of pier = f

Parabolic Groined Arch I

Area of pier = ("

Elliptical Cloistered Arch ,

Circular Cloistered Arch

Elliptical Cylindrical Arch I = 2a..

Circular Cylindrical Ai'ch I = 2a..

Hemispherical Dome t

of equivalent area R = 1 . 1384 a )"

Air space
under

masonry.

3.3333o=6

2.6667 0^6

.1416a=6

.1416a^

4a-b

0.3833 a =6

O.S832a='

0.6666a=6

i.smsa^b

1.3333 a^

0.8584a=6

0.8584 rt^

1.0473i23

Ratio of
volume of
masonry to

circumscribed
rectangular

prism.

lOO^ss"

9.58^

16.66^

3SX

31.46^

31 .46^^ X -^
b

37.615ir

References:
a = semi-span of arch.
6 = rise of arch.

R = radius of arch.
L = length of cylindrical arch.

Table No. 3 contains a comparison of the amounts of masonry in

the elliptical and semi-circular groined, cloistered and cylindrical

arch units, with that in a circumscribed rectangular prism passing

through the springing lines and the (extrados) crown of the vaulting,

based upon the following, and, perhaps, more satisfactory assump-

tions:

Span of arch = 2a;

Rise of elliptical arches

.

= \ of span = —

;

Piers square;

Width of piers or thickness of

abutments = ^ to .jV of span

;

Thickness of masonry at crown. . = ^2 of span;

Spandrels of masonry level with crown (that is, extrados crown)
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The results are certainly interesting, and while the writer does

not propose to discuss them here—^as they speak for themselves—he

would call attention to the fact that they are not strictly comparable

for a large structure, for the reason that while the span, rise and

crown thickness are the same in all cases, the depth of abutment or

piers (and consequently the amount of masonry), varies, and for the

further reason that no allowance has been made for the amount of

TABLE No. 3.

—

Compakison of Masonky in Gboined, Cloisteeed and

CyxiINdbical Akch Units, with VoiiUME of Cikcumscribed Rectan-

GULAK PkISM, based UPON THE FOLLOWING ASSUMPTIONS: SpAN OF

Aech = 2a; Rise of Elliptical Arches = \ of Span; Piebs,

Squabe; Width of Piebs ok Abutment = | to oV of Span; Thick-

ness op Concbete at Cbown = -aV of Span; Spandrels filled with

Masonby Level with Cbown (of Extbados).

Description of arch.

Elliptical Groined Arch. Pier thickness = ^ span .

Serai-circular Groined Arch. Pier thickness = i (

span f

Parabolic Groined Arch
Elliptical Cloistered Arch, with abutment thick- (

ness — y', span \

Elliptical Cloistered Arch, with abutment thick-

)

ness = J span (

Circular Cloistered Arch, with abutment thick- (

ness = T>, span f

Circular Cloistered Arch, with abutment thick-

1

ness = h span f

Circular Cylindrical Arch, with abutment thick-

1

ness = tV span f

Circular Cylindrical Arch, with abutment thick-
(

ness = ^\ span (

Elliptical Cylindrical Arch, with abutment thick- *

ness — yV span f

Elliptical Cylindrical Arch, with abutment thick-
(

ness = 5'j span t

Volume of
masonry.

729 a^

121 a^

9514 a=

7292 a =

la-*

1195 a 3

5844 a^

2399 0==

9389 a 3

Volume of cir-

cumscribed
prism.

3.0625 a^

5.785 a 3

3.0625 a3

3.0625 a^

4.0000a'

5.7847 a^"

7.5556 a'

5.7847 a'

4.9878 a'

3.0625 a'

2.6406 a'

53.9

64.7

36.7

31.8

40.2

35.6

The above comparisons are not absolute, as the dimensions of the circumscribing
prism vary. Moreover, no allowance has been made in them for the masonry required
for the lintel arches from which spring the cloistered and cylindrical arches.

masonry in the lintel arches required by the cloistered and cylindrical

arches. This latter circumstance, however, is to the advantage of

the groined arch in a consideration of its economy, as compared with

other types of vaulting.

Method of Computing Stbength of Aech.

Turning now from the subject of the volume of masonry in the

groined arch, let us briefly touch upon a method for studying or com-

puting the stability of the groined arch.
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Judging from the literature on the subject, but little study has

beeu given to the stability of the groined arch by mathematicians and

engineers in bygone years. Dr. Hermann Scheffler, in his " Theorie

der Gewolbe Futtermauern und Eisernen Briicken," jjublished in

1857, i^resented perhaps, at least so far as the writer has observed,

the most comi^lete analysis of the subject that has yet been published,

but it is based, like his discussion of the cylindrical arch, on the as-

sumption of the incompressibility of the building material. Kondelet,

at about the same time, carried on a series of experiments with dififer-

ent types of arches upon small models, which experiments, though

they seemed to bear out Scheffler's deductions, can hardly be accepted

as more apjilicable to full-sized arches than are the early experiments

of Hodgkinson and Fairbairn upon small models applicable to full-

sized specimens of timber, iron and steel.

William Cain, M. Am. Soc. C. E., has also jjublished a short article*

on " Voussoir Arches Applied to Stone Bridges, Tunnels, Domes and

Groined Arches " which will be found helpful, and which was written

in continuation or amplification of his " Theory of Voussoir Arches, "f

More recently, however, De Grande and Eesal,| treating of

"Groined Arches," have outlined a method which apjjears to the

writer to be rational at least, if not so easy of application as an

emjjirical formula, and which is herewith briefly abstracted and trans-

lated :

«. * * * Lgj; ^g consider, then, the conditions of stability which
a work of this character presents.

"Let us supiJose that we cut one of the two vaults by two vertical

planes very close together, and normal to the generatrices F G and
K L, Fig. 255. The portion of the arch thus cut out is a cylindrical

vault of infinitesimal length, and has for its right section, symmetri-
cal with reference to the vertical plane through the crown, a fraction

of the section of the complete cylinder A B limited by the vertical

2)lanes K F and L G. We can compute the thrust exerted by this arch

on its abutments, and determine the point of intersection V of the

line of resistance, in the j^lane of the section. Let P be the weight

of this half incomjjlete arch and Q the thrust which it exerts.

" Let us consider the portion L' G' K F of the arch which corre-

sponds exactly to that previously considered on the adjacent vault.

* No. 43, Van Nostrand Science Series, 1879.

t No. 12, Van Nostraud Science Series.

t " Encyclop6die des Travanx Publics," Fonts en raa9onnerie, par De Grande et J.

Resal. Vol. 1, page 339
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Considering the identity which exists between these two fractions of

the arch from the point of view of the load, the length and the right

section, the last will exert the same horizontal thrust Q, and its line

of resistance will cut the vertical plane through A C at the same
point V.

" The lines of resistance of these two arches therefore meet in the

same plane of the groin; the vertical components P of these pressures

combine, the one with the other, and the horizontal components, that

is to say, the thrusts Avhich cut each other at right angles have for

their resultant a horizontal force equal to § -\/ 2, and contained in the

vertical plane A C.

" Resuming now, the load supported by the portion of the groined

arch L G, F K, L' G' has for a result the development, in the plane

of the groin A C, oi a force of vertical component 2 P, and horizontal

component Q -\/ 2, and apjilied at a point F, which we know how to

find.

" Let us suppose that we divide the half of the vaulted arch

A B S Dhj a series of vertical planes, such as P G, K L, F G', K L',

into a certain number of slices, and that we determine by the preced-

ing method, in amount and direction, the resultant pressures trans-

mitted by these slices in the plane of the groin A S.

"Fig. 256 represents the vertical section of the groined arch cut

by the plane A S, and we have marked thei'eon the points of applica-

tion Fj Fg F3, * * * F„ of the resultants corresponding to the

successive slices cut from the arch. It will suffice, to combine these

different forces acting from the crown ^S* toward the springing A, to

obtain the curve of the line of resistance in the jjlane of the groin.

"The total weight '2 P transmitted to the upper section of the

column will be equal to the weight of a quarter of the groined arch A
SB, and the total thrust will be the sum of the partial thrusts calcu-

la"ted separately for the different slices.

" Let us cut the groin ^ ^S'by a plane MN, Fig. 255, which is per-

pendicular to it. Let W (Fig. 257) be the point of intersection in this

plane of the line of resistance, and T the resultant of the reactions trans-

mitted by the portion of the groined arch which lies on the groin between
the crown ^S'and the plane 31N. This force T will distribute itself

over a certain zone of the masonry, over one portion and another of

the plane of symmetry A S, and as the total reaction of the arch will

be definitely transmitted to the column A, it is natural to suppose
that the zone of masonry affected by the force T will be sensibly limi-

ted by the vertical planes R S and TS limited by the crown and the
opposite corners T and B of the column. This statement seems to us
to be almost self-evident.

"Fig. 258 represents the section cut by the plane 31N from this

l^rism of masonry which is called upon to balance by its molecular
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FlGl 253.

F G\

Fig. 355.

action the force T. In order that the work may be stable it is neces-

sai-y that the maximum pressure developed in this section should not

exceed the practical limit; we can also calculate under all circum-

stances the value of this maximum pressure by the formulas for the

resistance of materials.

"Three cases may present themselves: First, when the calculated

pressure is admissible. The work will

then have the desired stability without

modification. Second, when the point W
is too near the upper summit M, corre-

sponding to the re-entrant angles of the

l^rofile. It is necessary then to reinforce

the top of the section of masonry, and one

can do this without difficulty (Fig. 258)

by filling in the depression in the surface

of the extrados of the groined arch in the

plane A S. This reinforcement of the

theoretical diedral angle by a regular sur-

face, or one bringing the extradoses of

the two vaults into accord, is very fre-

quently practiced by builders. Third,

when the point TFis too near the inferior

summit N corresponding to the groined

edge of the work. This groin runs the

danger, then, of failing and of crushing,

in consequence of excessive compression.

It is therefore necessary to reinforce it.

This can be done by surrounding the

groin with a prism of masonry forming

a rib and intimately bonded to the mass

of the groined arch (Fig. 259).

"This is a custom well known to archi-

tects, which is entirely justified, as we see,

by the theory of arches. Sometimes this

rib stoics at its junction with the column,

on the vertical ornament upon which it

rests; or, again, it may continue from its

junction with the column to the bottom of

the latter, following the vertical edge A.

Fig. 260 represents the jjlan of a work
thus designed, and it is customary to place at the crown a salient

stone on which the ribs of the groin 8 abut, and which forms a

motive of decoration. * * * It happens sometimes that groined

arches are formed by the intersection of two vaults of the same rise

but difl'erent span. In this case the thrusts of their vaults being un-
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equal, the resulting iDressures developed in their vertical plane of

intersection will no longer necessarily be contained in this plane.

" The above-described method of analysis is perfectly applicable,

however, though one recognizes in general that this disposition is

less favorable to stability, and should be discarded when arches of

large dimensions and heavy loads are concerned.

"

It is apparent, of course, that this method makes no allowance for

the greater stability of the structure due to the monolithic character

of the masonry when constructed of concrete; which stability is no

doubt materially increased thereby.

Scheffler drew the following conclusions from his analysis of the

stability of groined arches, as is to be found in his " Theorie der

Gewolbe," page 183:

"It is a striking fact that, by comparison of these different values

for E (the thickness of abutment), in all cases the thickness of abut-

ment for a free standing pillar the value of which is computed according

to (17), upon which two rib arches act at right angles simultaneously,

is smaller than for a simple cylindrical arch, or for the unbalanced

pressure resulting from a single arch rib. The reason for this is to be

found in the fact that whereas in the first case, where all the forces

unite along the diagonal, the moment of the abutment grows accord-

ing to the -\/2 = 1.414 times; under the same conditions, the moment
of the injurious (harmful) horizontal forces, only increases at their

junction; while the lever arm, therefore, also the moment of the verti-

cal forces favorable to stability, increases in greater proportion,

namely, as f -\/ 2 = 2. 121 times. * * *

"These results (which vary materially for greater coefficients of

stability, as we have seen above) find a noteworthy confirmation in the

practical investigations with models by Kondelet, which are described

in his " L'Art de Batir," Book IX, 6th section, chapter 2 (page 327 of the

German translation), and according to which, for the limit of equilib-

rium of equal span widths, the thickness of abutment of a dome arch,

of a cloistered arch, of a cylindrical arch and of a groined arch, are

about in the proportion of the numbers 1, 3, 4, 6."

Albert Hebrard in his book " L'Architecture " gives an empirical

formula for the determination of the thickness of a supporting pier

of a groined arch which reduces to the form: " x — v2, xi r L, ^j^en

i/is equal to or greater than the span " in which

X = thickness or depth of pier

;

F = thrust at crown of arch between piers;

L = distance on centers of crown points, i. e., sjjan jalus width of

pier;
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/ = width of pier;

r = coefficient of stability, varying from 1 to 2, according to judg-

ment.

But it will be noted that the thrust on the cylindrical arch has first

to be determined, and the formula is at best only indii'ectly applicable.

Eeoent Examples in the United States..

But few examples of the use of the groined arch in its simplest

form as a reservoir or filter bed covering are to be found, either in the

United States or abroad. Their introduction for such purpose in this

country was due to William Wheeler, M. Am. Soc. C. E., of Boston,

who first made use of them in the construction of the covered sand

filters designed by him for the Ashland (Wis.) Water Company in

1895 (see Plate II, Fig. 2). The groined arches there used were, as

appears in Mr. Wheeler's paper on the Ashland filters, read before the

New England Water-Works Association, March 10th, 1897:

" Elliptical arches of 15.75 ft. span and 8.50 ft. rise. The arch rings

are about 5 ins. thick, consisting of two courses of bricks laid flatwise

in Portland cement mortar. The spandrels of the arches and the

spaces over the piers and adjacent walls are filled and covered with a

backing of Portland cement concrete up to the general level of 4 ft.

above the spring of the arches, but sloping down to a height of 2 ft.

only, above the springing line at the rear of the outside wall."

The arches cover an eflfective area of about half an acre, in three

comjiartments, and are jorotected by an earth embankment 2 ft. in

depth covering them.

In 1896, groined arches were again used by the same engineer to

cover another sand filter, designed by him for the Somersworth (N.

H.) Water-Works (see Plate II, Fig. 1). These arches, which cover

an eflfective area of half an acre, were also elliptical, of span 16 ft.,

rise 4 ft., built of one course of brick, laid on edge, backed with Port-

land cement concrete up to a horizontal plane; making the depth of

masonry at the crown 6 ins., covered with from 2 to 2k ft. of earth and

gravel.

They were also used by Freeman C. Coffin, M. Am. Soc. C. E., in

1897, as a covering for a reservoir designed by him, and built for the

Wollesley (Mass.) Water-Works upon Maugus Hill. These groined

arches were also elliptical, constructed entirely of Portland cement

concrete, of 12-ft. sj^an, 2-ft. rise and with spandrels filled to a depth
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giving 6 ins. at crown, covering a circular reservoir 80 ft. in diameter,

and supporting an earth and gravel filling 2 ft. deep.

And, finally, Allen Hazen, Assoc. M. Am. Soc. C. E., has made use

of them in the new and excellent sand filter plant recently designed by

him, and now under construction, for the Albany (N. Y.) Water-

Works.

These exan^ples of the groined arch, in engineering structures of

such a character, limited as they are in number, are all in the United

States that have thus far (February, 1898), come to the knowledge of

the writer, but it seems highly probable that with the great awaken-

ing in questions relating to bacteriological conditions of water suj?-

plies, the construction of covered filters and reservoirs will multiply.

And for this reason the subject of groined arches as a covering for

reservoirs and sand filters has seemed to the writer to be pertinent at

this time.
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DISC USSION.

L. J. Le Conte, M. Am. Soc. C. E. (by letter).—This jjaper shows
much careful study and research, while the tabiilated results add very

materially to its value. The writer will confine his remarks to the

economic features of construction as applied to the covering of reser-

voirs and filters in general.

The masonry coverings considered by the author are extremely

pleasing to the eye and are highly satisfactory in every respect except

as to cost. There are many modern designs for masonry coverings,

composed of concrete and iron tie-bars combined, which are equally

durable, strong and efficient, take up less space inside and are cheaper

and better in every way. Taking the author's limiting planes, for

volumetric comparison, the modern designs with span of 25 ft. and

thickness of only 2 ft. would require about 0.70 cu. ft. of Portland

cement concrete per superficial foot of roof covering, and the expense

would not exceed 50 cents per foot; if the spandrels were not filled in

with masonry, the cost would not be more than 35 cents per sujierficial

foot of roofing. Roughly speaking, 1 000 cu. ft. of good Portland

cement concrete are enough for 1 875 sq. ft. of covering. Hence, the

writer thinks that, in course of time, financial reasons, more than any

others, will drive groined arches from the field of competition.

Wllliam R. Hutton, M. Am. Soc. C. E. (by letter).—The author

remarks that all the examples of the groined arch in engineering

structures that have come to his knowledge are in the United States.

These ajaplications are not new in Europe, however. In 1863-65 Mr.

Belgrand built the reservoirs of Menilmontant and Belleville in Paris,

both of two stories. The lower story is covered with semi-circular

groined arches of 16 ft. clear span on i^iers 4 ft. 8 ins. square. The
arches are 14 ins. thick at the crown, and are leveled up with masonry.

The upper reservoir is covered with groined arches of 18 to 20 ft. span,

and 2 ft. 8 ins. rise; the arches being formed of two thicknesses of tile

laid in cement, breaking joint. Their total thickness is less than

3 ins. Upon this, 18 ins. of earth and sod are laid.

Ten or more years later, the reservoir of Montsouris was built in

the same way. The lower reservoir is covered with groined arches in

rubble masonry 14 ins. thick at the crown; the haunches being filled

with concrete or masonry. The ujaper reservoir is covered by a series

of groined arches less than 3 ins. thick, on spans of 18 ft., with a rise

of 2 ft. 8 ins. This thin arching is the " Guastavino " method, recently

introduced into America by the architects. The writer has not investi-

gated the origin of this system of arching as applied to reservoirs,

which has been used by others than Belgrand, and in other places.

The " Guastavino " method is much older. The Church of St. Eugene
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(Paris), iu 1854, was ceiled and roofed witli Gothic ribs of iron, the Mr. Huttou.

arched surfaces between the ribs being of tiles laid flat, in cement.

The upper reaches of the Canal St. Martin, in Paris, rest upon
gypsum. The material in places has been dissolved out from under

two of the upper locks and from one short level, by the filtration of

water from the canal and from the Basin of La Villette. These have

been repaired by means of piers sunk 30 ft. and 40 ft. to solid ground,

and from them spring groined arches of brick or rubble to form the

floor.

Allen Hazen, Assoc. M. Am. Soc. C. E.—In looking over some Mr. Hazen.

plans and photographs of vaultings recently, the speaker was sur-

prised to find how seldom the groined arch has been used, consider-

ing its marked advantages in economy and strength.

In the Roman reservoirs of Constantinoijle* an arch resembling

the groined arch was used freely, but it was not a true groined arch.

It was made by springing narrow arches between the piers in each

direction and dividing the area up into a series of squares which were

covered by flat domes. This form of construction is often seen in

architecture to-day. The ceiling of the reading room in the Public

Library in Boston is a very handsome example of it.

An important modern application of this form of vaulting is at

Warsaw, Russia, where filters and reservoirs of ten or twelve acres

are covei-ed in this way.

Many covered reservoirs and filters have been constructed with

cylindrical arches resting ujion narrow arches sprung between the

piers in one dii'ection only. This form of construction is common in

England. The earliest Continental reservoirs and filters were also

covered in this way. The older water-works vaultings at Berlin are

of this class, and also the filters at St. Petersburg.

. The more recent vaultings at Berlin, and elsewhere upon the Con-

tinent, are usually groined arches. The corners are often re-enforced

with ribs, as Mr. Metcalf has suggested, and the speaker thinks there

is a theoretical reason for this in the case of brick vaulting, although

whether or not the additional strength is worth the trouble is another

question. In the earliest covered reservoirs constructed in the United

States, English precedent was followed, and cylindrical vaulting was
used. The speaker thinks that the first large masonry-covered reser-

voir in America was at Newton, Mass. This reservoir was designed

by the late Albert F. Noyes, M. Am. Soc. C. E.. and Alphonse Fteley,

Past-President, Am. Soc. C. E., acted as consulting engineer.

To William Wheeler, M. Am. Soc. C. E., belongs the credit of the

introduction in America of the groined arch for water-works purposes,

as has been stated by Mr. Metcalf. The speaker has had occasion to

use it extensively in the new filters for the water-works of Albany, N. Y.,

* Forchheimer, " Wasserbehalter von Constantinopel," Wien, 1893.
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Mr. Hazen. and lias bad occasion to make computations similar to those wMcli

Mr. Metcalf describes. The volumes of groined arches have been

computed in the speaker's office by William B. Fuller, M. Am. Soc. C.

E., and others, by methods similar to those which Mr. Metcalf has

used. These computations have been checked by grajshical methods.

The graphical computation of the volumes is not difficult, and the

results check i^erfectly those obtained by the formulas.

The speaker is sorry that the paper does not give more in reference

to the strength of the vaulting; he thinks that all the discussion of

the subject relates to brick arches. In the case of concrete arches he

is inclined to think that the strains involved are somewhat different

from those in brick, and that the computations relating to brick

arches will have to be taken with some allowance when applied to

concrete.

This, perhaps, will depend upon the way in which the concrete is

placed. Concrete is necessarily placed in lots, leaving joints at cer-

tain places, and the tensile strength of these joints is very little, prac-

tically nothing. The speaker has used joints following the summits,

that is, dividing the vaulting ujj into a series of squares, each having

a pier as a center. Under these conditions, and with the dimensions

used at Albany, it is a question whether there is any arch action what-

ever in the vaulting. Changes in temperature expand and contract

the concrete. With brick arches this expansion and contraction

would probably result in a slight rise and fall of the crowns, corre-

sponding to the differences in length of the material in the arches.

With the concrete, the action is ajjparently different. The blocks are

so rigid that there is no appreciable rise and fall of the crowns.

With contraction, the joints will open slightly in some cases, making
it perfectly obvious that there is no pressure across them, and that

the concrete blocks act as cantilevers; while with expansion, which
occurs with concrete jjut in in cold weather and afterward warmed by
summer heat, the whole mass of concrete has to push out at the sides.

In some cases the cylindrical arch next to the outside wall may act as

an expansion joint for the groined vaulting in the interior.

The speaker has mentioned the cantilever principle simply as a

proposition. He is not prepared to say that he thinks all vaulting

acts in that way. He is not fully informed as to the method of con-

struction used in the Wellesley vaulting, but his impression is that

the concrete was not placed in the manner used at Albany, and that

the joints were made at other places; and if that was the case it could

not be expected to act in the same manner. On the Albany work the

concrete was mixed by machinery, and the amount of concrete

required to fill one of the squares was placed in a very few minutes,

and made a solid block, without a joint of any kind.

Regarding the practical strength of the concrete vaulting, there
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can be no question. At first the sj^eaker made certain rules in regard Mr Hazen.

to teams driving over it, etc., but found it very hard to keep the con-

tractors in order in that respect. After a little, teams were allowed

to go over it freely, and also trucks, and later, rollers weighing three

tons were taken over it repeatedly, and sometimes left on it, and all

without any injurious restilts.

The cost of the Albany vaulting jDcr square foot of area was as

follows

:

Concrete 0.78 cu. ft. at $6.30 per cubic yard, in-

cluding centers 18.20 cents.

Piers 5.44 "

Earth filling and seeding 1.42 "

Manholes, entrances, fasteners, etc 2.65 "

Total 27.71 "

The total cost, including piers, was less than 28 cents per square

foot. Various forms of steel and concrete construction were consid-

ered, before deciding upon the concrete vaulting, but the simple

masonry was selected.

WiiiiiiAM B. Ftjllek, M. Am. Soc. C. E. (by letter).—It is well Mr. FuUer.

known that there are many advantages to be derived from a covered
reservoir or filter-bed as compared with one open to the wind, rain

and light, and the fact that a covering of such a nature is seldom used
would indicate a false impression, even on the i^art of many engineers,

that it is necessarily very expensive and should be classed among
the luxuries, except in cases where it is essential to prevent the forma-

tion of ice or algte.

This is due perhaps to the fact that engineers, in designing

masonry coverings, have been hampered by precedent. They look
back to structures, some of which, as the author points out, date from
the time of the Eoman supremacy, and proceed to construct vaulting

as laid down on lines developed 2 000 or more years ago. This is

particularly true of recent vaulting in Europe, outside of France, and
the engineer, even if he should desire to branch out on a more rational

design, is confronted with these examjiles of vaulting, used merely
for the protection of water from the action of the elements, but
actually strong enough to carry railroad freight trafiic.

The modern development of Portland cement concrete furnishes

the engineer of to-day with a structural material easy to handle,

particularly adapted to the construction of vaulted masonry, and
differing widely in some of its properties from materials heretofore

commonly used in such construction ; and the writer wishes to

emphasize a few points concerning the stresses which result in

monolithic work of this nature.
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The author translates and endorses a theory on the stability of

groined arches dependent entirely on the non-existence of other

forces than comjiression, and says :

"It is apparent, of course, that this method makes no allowance
for the greater stability of the structure due to the monolithic
character of the masonry when constructed of concrete ; which
stability is no doubt materially increased thereby."

The writer has repeatedly noticed this tendency with engineers in

designing structures of concrete ; they are made similar to structures

in brick or stone, and the added stability due to other properties than

those possessed by such materials is dismissed with the thought that

the structure is all the safer. We would not think of substituting

steel for cast iron and taking into account only the properties of the

latter.

Monolithic concrete is an independent building material, and

surely, in such a position as in groined arch masonry, is entitled to

separate consideration ; the stresses in such a structure must be very

complex, but possibly their natiire is somewhat as follows :

Consider a groined arch unit as shown by the author in Fig. 4, and

cover its upper surface with a uniformly distributed load; the result

must be a tendency to lower the outside edges, and, in a single unit,

such as we are now considering, it can be seen

that this tendency must be resisted by the 1 1 1 1 j I 1

1

1 1 I

j j 1 1 1

1

tensile, cross-breaking or shear stresses in the

mass of the unit itself. This action will be

understood more readily if we think of the unit

as made up of a stack of square, thin plates ^^°- ^^•

of varying areas piled symmetrically on top of the pier, as in Fig. 15.

If we go a step further, and remove the center of these plates, we have

the result indicated in Fig. 16, in which most of the cross-breaking

stresses are replaced by tension in the rings, and we have a case some-

what analogous to that of a dome.

The placing of these units together to [-iXL|-j-|-]-^-----.-|-[ \-

form a groined arch vaulting also brings into

play compressive stresses, bvit as there must

be a perceptible lowering of the keystone

before the arch action takes eflfect, it is seen

that, if the groined arch unit is capable of resisting the tensile

stresses, the arch action may not be brought into play at all and is

certainly only a secondary consideration. In such a case the stability

of the structure is added to in just such i^roportion as these tensile

and other stresses are brought into play.

These illustrations are enough to induce a disbelief in the appli-

cability of the author's theory to monolithic concrete vaulting, and

the writer believes such a theory is equally inapplicable to brick or

stone construction because the strain represented above as being
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resisted by the mass of the unit section, in this other case would be Mr. Fuller,

resisted by the outside abutments of the structure.

It is to be regretted that in demolishing a theory on which formulas

are based, other formulas cannot be set up in their place, but the

writer believes that the case of the groined arch is too complicated for

the development of theoretical formulas which can be even approxi-

mately correct, and suggests that practical experimenting and the

development of empirical formulas is the only solution of such

questions.

The writer has experimented on models of groined vaulting con-

structed of neat Portland cement on a scale of rt of an actual structure

and presents in Plate III, two photographs of one model showing the

method of failure, which was nearly identical in all the models. In

Plate III, Fig. 1 shows the top and Fig. 2 the underside of the model.

The cracks are numbered in the order in which they appeared as

the loading was applied, and it will be seen that the first six were

tension cracks, and, furthermore, that all units indicated tension

cracks before the compression cracks appeared on that unit.

The surprising thing about these models was, that they sustained

far heavier loading before showing failure than would be supposed

possible, and thus indicated that the accepted sections for such vault-

ing can be reduced materially, but, of course, experiments should be

tried on full-sized sections before any general deductions can be made.

It can be seen also that if iron in tension is used in the proper place

in a groined arch, the strength of the arch will be increased materially,

and, conversely, that its section and cost for a given strength can be

reduced materially.

A little time and money devoted to experimenting along the lines

indicated would put us

in possession of a light, !* ~c ^

durable and compara-

tively inexpensive cov-

ering for reservoirs and

filter beds.

Concerning the cal-

culation of quantities

of the masonry vault-

ing the writer evolved

formulas for the difier-

ent cases some time ago,

which gave the same
results as those of the

author, but, as his treat-

ment of the subject dififers from that of the author, a solution of one

general case is appended to illustrate the difiference ia methods.

T'
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Take the case of the parabolic groined arch unit as shown in Fig.

17, and the following notation :

Loi^l^t^dinal Cross Span.

One-half distance center to center of piers. . . c /
One-half clear span a d
Rise of span b b

With origin at the equations of the generating parabolas are

I a'- I d'

and

sl^^./-^=/-s|' b̂

The area of any dy plane above is 4 (c — x) {/— z). The volume of

any jjortion of the solid is

with limits of b and o.

F=4 6[c/-|(a/-fcd)+^] (1)

The volume of the air space remaining, between the plane of springing

lines and soffit of arch, is

v.^4,bcf— V = ^{4:a/+4:cd — Sad) (2)
o

The value of v in Formula (2) is the same as that found by the

author after the necessary changes have been made in the notation.

Leonakd METCAiiT, Assoc. M. Am. Soc. C. E. (by letter).—Mr. Le
Conte's statement that *' there are many modern designs for masonry
coverings, comiJosed of concrete and iron tie-bars combined, which
are equally durable, strong and efficient, take up less space inside and

are cheaper and better in every way " is broad and sweej^ing. Expen-
sive the groined arch masonry roofs doubtless are, though by no
means always so when considered from a comparative point of view

and the conditions they are called upon to meet. With the present

prevailing high prices of iron and steel, for instance, they will be

found more economical in many cases than steel and concrete con-

struction. Freedom from the danger of corrosion, and cheapness of

maintenance they certainly possess, together with strength and
stability. Further study and experiment will doubtless determine the

limits to which the dimensions of the arch may be safely reduced

under different loads, with resulting economy of material.
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As regards the actual expense, Mr. Hazen has stated that the cost Mr. Metcalf.

of the Albany filter plant roof amounted to only $0. 182 per square

foot for the concrete masonry in place, and less than ^0.28 per square

foot, including the cost of piers, earth filling and seeding, manholes,

entrances, fasteners, etc. In a small structtire, where the centering

cannot be used a second time, the cost is relatively greater. Thus,

the centering alone of the Wellesley reservoir is stated by its engi-

neer. Freeman 0. Coffin, M. Am. Soc. C. E., to have cost $0,225 per

square foot. The roof of the Concord, Mass., sewage storage well, of

57 ft. internal diameter and containing about 100 cu. yds. of masonry,

designed by the writer, cost for

Centering $0.18 per square foot.

Concrete, materials 0. 15 " "

Labor and supervision 0.05 " "

Total 0.38

Mr. Hutton has, unintentionally no doubt, misquoted the writer

in saying "all the examples of the groined arch in engineering struct-

ures that have come to his knowledge are in the United States."

What the writer said, was: " these examples, * * * limited as they
are in number, are all in the United States that have thus far come "

to his knowledge. The limits of the paper forbade reference to the

many examples, to be found at home and abroad, of the use of the

groined arch in ecclesiastical structures, and the comiJaratively few in

engineering structures, to several of which Mr. Hutton has interest-

ingly referred. One or two structures, in addition to those described

by Mr. Hutton, which have come to the writer's notice in the course
of his reading, are perhaps worthy of note. The groined roof-arches

covering the filter-beds of the Zurich, Switzerland, water-works,*
which are segmental, 14 ft. 9 ins. span, 4 ft. 1 in. rise, and 8 ins.

thickness of concrete at crown ; and those of the Berlin water-works
reservoir at Charlottenburg, referred to in William Morris's paper on
" Covered Service Reservoirs."!

In the United States at least two more groined arch reservoirs

have been built in the past year, both for the storage of sewage—one
by the Metropolitan Water Board of Boston, at Clinton, Mass., the
other by the writer at Concord, Mass.

The investigations relating to groined arches by Mr. Hazen and
Mr. Fuller, made in the course of the design and construction of

the Albany filter plant, and the subsequent development of certain

contraction cracks in that structure under changing temperature con-
ditions, are most instructive and worthy of study. The writer is

* Engineenng News, July 12th, 1894; and Mitiutes of Proceedings, Institution of
Civil Engineers, Vol. cxi, 1898-93.

t Minutes of Proceedings, Institution of Civil Engineers, Vol. Ixxiii, pages 1-60.
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Mr. Metcalf. inclined to agree with Mr. Fuller that tension in the masonry over

each pier, acting upon a principle "somewhat analogous to that of

the dome," may be a factor in the strength of the arch; and, as Mr.

Hazen has suggested, that the cantilever ijrinciple, as well as that of

the beam and that of the arch, is called into the play. Just where

one action begins and the other leaves oflf cannot be determined

or demonstrated, but it seems very probable that tensile stresses are

first called into play in the structure, and are followed by compres-

sive stresses under which the arch finally fails, as was indicated so

clearly by Mr. Fuller's experiments upon small models. This indi-

cates that the proper place to introduce steel rods into the roof to

strengthen the masonry is, not over the piers, but along the crown

lines across which tension cracks first appeared, in the models tested,

before the compression forces were called into play.

Mr. Fuller's method of computing the volume of masonry in any

given arch is interesting. The work involved appears to be substan-

tially the same as in the method pursued by the writer.
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WITH DISCUSSION.

The object of this paper is to describe briefly the results of a three-

raonths' test of a mechanical filter, which has recently been installed

for the East Providence Water Company, at East Providence, E. I.

The New York Filter Manufacturing Company, of New York City,

furnished the filter, which is of a type known as the Jewell Gravity

Filter.

The entire work, including the filter house and pure-water well,

shown on Plate IV, Figs. 1 and 2, was designed and built under

the direction of the writer, who acted as Consulting Engineer for the

New York Filter Manufacturing Company.

The average daily quantity of water furnished to its consumers by

the East Providence Water Company, at the present time, is about

200 000 galls. The available daily capacity of the filter is 500 000

galls., and the rate of filtration 125 000 000 galls, per acre per 24

hours. The filter house, pure-water well and pipes are arranged for

a future addition of three more filters of the same design and capacity,

when demanded by the requirements of the service.
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The filter was run throughout the test under ordinary working

conditions, and the filtered water was pumped directly into the mains

and supplied to the consumers. The filter was in charge, tinder the

writer's direction, of the regular pumping engineer of the East Provi-

dence Water Company. The writer gave directions from time to time,

but did not, on the average, visit the filter plant more than once a

week during the test.

The chemical analyses were made by Professor John Howard

Appleton, of Brown University. The bacteriological work was done

by Dr. Gardner T. Swarts, Secretary of the State Board of Health of

Bhode Island, who also determined the color and alkalinity of the

samples.

The samples of water for analysis were collected by the pumping

engineer at about 8 o'clock in the morning, the filter-bed generally

being washed about two hours earlier.

In a report, dated March 12th, 1894, describing experiments with

experimental filters, made under the writer's direction, in Providence,

from February, 1893, to January, 1894, inclusive, the writer's

conclusions are given to the efi'ect that water can be as satis-

factorily purified by first-class mechanical filtration as by slow sand

filtration.

Since this report was published, elaborate investigations, made

with mechanical filters, at Louisville, Pittsburg and Cincinnati, with

waters widely different from the water supply of Providence, have

practically substantiated the writer's conclusions, as given in the

Providence report. It would seem, therefore, that after taking into

consideration the additional experimental results given in this pajier,

which were obtained with a filter absolutely in practical service, as

thoiigh there could no longer be any reasonable doubt, if such may

have existed, in regard to the practicability and efficiency of mechani-

cal filtration, and that henceforth, in the broad field of water purifica-

tion, mechanical filtration can be looked upon as being equally as

desirable as slow sand filtration.

The chemical used during the test was sulphate of alumina, which

•was added to the raw water in the form of a coagulant solution, pre-

pared by dissolving one part of sulphate of alumina in about 20 parts

of filtered water. The solution was always thoroughly mixed before

being used.
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The tlieory of mechanical filtration, when sulphate of alumina has

been added to the filtered water, may be described briefly as follows:

The alumina causes an artificial precipitation; a portion of the alumina

is decomposed, forming suljihates of other bases and a flocculent pre-

cipitate of aluminic hydrate. A portion of it also combines directly

with the organic matter in the water, coagulating the same and thus

helping to increase the precipitation. The degree of color of the

water is also largely reduced by the uniting of the precipitated alumi-

nic hydrate with the coloring matter in the water.

The filter was first put in service on February 25th, 1899, and it

has been in regular operation since that time. The test was com-

menced on March 13th, which was as soon as a known grade of sul-

phate of alumina could be procured. Previous to March 13th, sul-

phate of an inferior grade was used, and was added to the raw water

at rates of from i to | grain per gallon. This was the only quality of

sulphate of alumina which could be purchased in Providence at the

time, and the percentage of Alg O3 which it contained was not known.

The sulphate of alumina used during the test and special experi-

ments, contained about 22^ of AI2 O3, with the exception that during

one special experiment an inferior and cheaper grade containing

about n.53% of AI2 O3 was used.

The sulphate of alumina was added to the raw water at the rate of

1 grain per gallon, with the exception that in three special exiaeri-

ments |, n,- and f grain per gallon were used.

Tables Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4 give all the results obtained during the

-test, with the exception of those of the special experiments, which are

given in Table No. 5.

As can be seen by Tables Nos. 2, 3 and 4, the investigations rela-

tive to the chemical constituents and the color and alkalinity of the

samples were concluded on May 31st.

It is the intention to continue the bacteriological analyses, at least

until June 30th, 1899, and Table No. 1 gives all the results which have

been obtained in time to be made use of in this jDaiaer, with the excep-

tion of those of the special experiments.

Fig. 1, Plate IV, is a view of the filter house, which is located

adjacent to the pumping station of the East Providence Water Com-

pany, at " Hunt's Mills. " On the right of the plate can be seen a

small portion of one end of the pumping station. The power required
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for driving the agitator and wash pump is furnished by a turbine

wheel located in the basement of the pumping station, and is trans-

mitted to the filter house as shown on the plate.

Fig. 2, Plate IV, is a sectional elevation through the filter, filter

house and pure-water well. The filter and auxiliaries comprise a sedi-

mentation basin, a crushed quartz filter-bed having an area of about

176 sq. ft. , a pump for adding the coagulant to the raw water, an auto-

matic controller connected to the main discharge pipe of the filter for

maintaining a constant rate of filtration, a pump and appliances for

washing and agitating the filter-bed and for washing out the sedimen-

tation basin, and screens connected to collecting pipes at the bottom of

the filter-bed. The raw water, to which the sulphate of alumina has

been added, enters the sedimentation basin through the valve on the

supply pipe at A, and is deflected by a curved casting in such a

manner that it is caused to circulate slowly around the basin. The

water rises from the sedimentation basin through the central pipe

shown in Fig. 2, Plate IV, to the required height above the filter-

bed. The water passes downward and outward through the filter-bed,

screens and collecting pipes to the main discharge pipe and control-

ler, during the process of filtration, and inward and upward through

the collecting pipes, screens and filter-bed, when the filter-bed is

being washed. The screens prevent the quartz or any foreign sub-

stances from entering the collecting pipes and passing off with the fil-

tered water.

The depth of the crushed quartz filter-bed is about 3.67 ft. The

sedimentation basin has a capacity equal to a flow of about 17 minutes

when the filter is being operated at the normal rate of 125 000 000

galls, per acre per 24 hours.

The coagulant joump is made of vulcanized rubber, and consists of

six hollow arms radiating from a chambered hub, and bent in the

direction of rotation. It is actuated by a propeller, situated in the

main supply pipe, by the aid of an upright shaft and bevel gears.

The pump gives excellent satisfaction, and its displacement is remark-

ably accurate.

The automatic controller is of a new and original design, and is a

decided success. A careful test of the controller was made when it

was first put in service, the flow of water being gauged accurately,

and it was found, during a five-hour run of the filter, that the vari-
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ation in the rate of filtration between the commencement and the end

of the run was less than one-half of 1 per cent.

The manner in which the filter is operated is as follows: At the end

of a run, or immediately before starting the filter, the filter-bed is

washed thoroughly by forcing up through the screens and filter-bed a

reverse flow of filtered water under pressure, the mechanical rake or

agitator being operated at the same time, which adds materially to

the eflScient cleansing of the filter-bed. The water is forced up

through the bed and the agitator is kept in motion until the water

flowing from the overflow drain pipe is as clear as it was before being

used for washing the filter. The necessary valves are then operated,,

and the unfiltered water, to which the sulphate of alumina is being

added, is turned on the filter. The sedimentation basin is washed

out by allowing the wash water at the top of the filter-bed to pass

down into the basin through the central pipe shown in Fig. 2, Plate

rV, and thence out through a waste pipe at the bottom of the basin.

The agitator shaft runs through the central pipe and carries at its

lower end a curved nozzle. As the agitator shaft is revolved, the

nozzle is given a circular motion, and the rapid current of water

passing through it is thrown to all parts of the sedimentation basin

and stirs up and flushes out the accumulated sediment. The sedimen-

tation basin is also provided with a manhole.

The averages of the results of Tables Nos. 1, 2 and 3 show that by

the process of filtration there was

:

99.20^ less bacteria in the filtered water than in the raw water;

6 % less total solids in the filtered water;

1 % less chlorine in the filtered water;

61 % less ferric oxide in the filtered water;

38 % less aluminic oxide in the filtered water;

29 % less free ammonia in the filtered water;

63 % less albuminoid ammonia in the filtered water;

83 % less color in the filtered water;

20 % increase of hardness in the filtered water.

Table No. 4 shows that in every instance the filtered water was

more or less alkaline, and, consequently, that the raw water was suffi-

ciently alkaline to more than decomjaose the 1 grain per gallon of

sulphate of alumina added to it.
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Special attention is also called to the fact that Table No. 1 shows

that the average number of bacteria per cubic centimeter found in the

samples of filtered water is less than 5, and that the above summary-

shows that the filtered water contained 38% less alumina than did the

raw water before the sulphate of alumina was added to it.

TABLE No. 1.—BACTERioLOGicAii Analyses of Samples, by Dk.

Gardner T. Swarts.

Results obtained during the time that 1 grain of sulphate of

alumina per gallon was used.

Rate of filtration, 125 000 000 galls, per acre per 24 hours.
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As may be noticed, the percentage less of bacteria from May 1st to

€th, when J of a grain of sulphate of alumina per gallon was used, is

considerably less than it was from March 20th to 25th, when the same

quantity of sulphate of alumina was being used. The diflference may be

accounted for partially by the fact that the average number of bacteria

TABLE No. 2.—CnEMiCAii ANAiiYSEs of Samples, by Professor John

Howard Appleton.

Eesults obtained during the time that 1 grain of sulphate of

alumina per gallon was used.

Eate of filtration, 125 000 000 galls, per acre per 24 hours.

The numbers express parts (by weight) in one million parts of

water (by weight).

t
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sample during the test, viz., 61, and as the sample of raw water of this

date contained but 298, the percentage of reduction was only 78.89 p

which, being averaged up with the percentage of the other five days,^

brought down the total average of the special test, fi-om May 1st to 6th

inclusive, to 94.03 per cent.

The results given in Tables Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4, are remarkably

satisfactory; but on account of several instances in Table No. 1, when
the bacterial reductions are shown to be below 98%, it may be well to

state that the filter has been working at a disadvantage for a compari-

son by percentages, on account of the small number of bacteria in the

raw water.

TABLE No. 3.—CoLOK of Samples. Determined by De. Gabdner

T. SWARTS.

Results obtained during the time that 1 grain of suljihate of

alumina per gallon was used.

Rate of filtration, 125 000000 galls, per acre per twenty-four hours.

Date.
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should be used for comparison with results obtained with other filters,

the small number of bacteria found in the filtered water should be

•duly taken into consideration, as well as the percentages of reduction.

TABLE No. 4. -ALKAIilNITY OF SAMPLES. DETERMINED BY Dr.

Gardner T. Swarts.

Results obtained during the time that 1 grain of sulphate of

alumina per gallon was used.

Rate of filtration, 125 000 000 galls, per acre per 24 hours. The

alkalinity is expressed as calcium carbonate in parts per 1 000 000.

Date.
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filtering medium, or water which had been exposed to the atmosphere,

completely sterile during the process of filtration.

The disadvantage under which the filter has been working is in

accordance with the supposition that a few bacteria may, at times,

grow in a filter and be carried through it during the process of filtra-

tion. These few bacteria would, in ordinary practice, be counted

among others found, if there were such, in the filtered water. Now,

if there were 2 000 bacteria per cubic centimeter in the raw water, and

a small number per cubic centimeter should grow in the filter, they

might not appreciably affect the percentage of reduction, owing to

their number being relatively very small in comparison with the

number in the raw water. If, how^ever, the number of bacteria that

grew in the filter was the same, and there should be 200 or 300 per

cubic centimeter, for instance, in the raw water, instead of 2 000, the

percentage of reduction might be afifected considerably, as the small

number that grew in the filter might bear an appreciable proportion to

the 200 or 300 in the raw water.

The cost of operating the filter since it was first put in service has

been practically the cost of the sulphate of alumina used, as no addi-

tional labor has been required, other than that already employed at the

pumjiing station. The cost of operating, therefore, based upon 1 grain

per gallon, and, considering the best grade of sulphate of alumina used

during the test, would be S2.15 per 1 000 000 galls, of water filtered.

The total cost of the filter plant (shown on Plate IV) is estimated

to be about $11 500. If the three additional filters, for which the

filter house was designed, should be added, as has been mentioned

previously, at the same cost per filter as the one which has been in-

stalled, the cost of the completed plant, representing a capacity of

2 000 000 galls, per 24 hours, would be about $21 000, or at the rate of

$10 500 per 1 000 000 galls.

The East Providence Water Company is more than satisfied with

the filter plant, and the customers of the company are much pleased

with the filtered water, the appearance of which is practically the

same as that of distilled water.
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DISCUSSION.
Gardner' S. Williams, Assoc. M. Am. Soc. C. E. (by letter).—It Mr. Williams,

would be interesting to learn whether the samples for analysis were

taken from the filtered-water well shown in Fig. 2 of Plate IV, or

from a tap above the floor. Judging from the illustration it seems

hardly probable that if taken from the latter they would represent

the condition of the water supplied to the consumers, and if they were

taken from the well it does not seem possible that they can represent

the conditions for any great length of time.

Many know the ease with which dust and filth, not to mention

liquids, will pass through timber floors. From the drawings or the

description of the plant, there does not appear to be any provision

made for preventing the passage of such accumulations, as well as

the coagulant that might be spilled upon the floor, through into the

filtered water. It would be surprising to learn that this important

point has been really overlooked, but if it has,' the filtration of this

supply must be one of the greatest farces of which we have had a

record, however well satisfied the consumers may be with the water

furnished.

George W. Fuller, Assoc. M. Am. Soc. C. E.—This paper is an Mr. Fuller,

interesting one, in that it adds to the meager data now available

with reference to the purification, by this method, of waters which are

soft and also at times quite highly colored. Owing to the fact that the

views of water-works men are not well crystallized as to the best

method of treatment for waters of this type, the subject is an import-

ant one for discussion.

In connection with the results of this test, as presented in the

paper, there are a number of points upon which it is desired to make
comments and inquiries, as follows:

Color of the Raw Water.—One of the most important lines of informa-

tion, from a practical standpoint, in connection with the purification of

water of this type, is to have a reliable record of the color which it con-

tains, due to organic matters dissolved in it. These data are as requi-

site for water of this class as are records of turbidity and amounts of

suspended matter in the silt and clay-bearing waters of Western rivers.

With this method of jiurification, color records bear directly upon
the amount of sulphate of alumina required; the margin of alkalinity;

the required provisions for coagulation and subsidence; and the per-

centage of wash water.

The paper does not state the method by which the recorded results

were obtained; but, in a pamphlet issued recently by the New York
Filter Manufacturing Company on this same subject, it is noted that the

color results were obtained by the Nesslerized ammonia scale. The
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Mr.;Fuller. speaker thinks that the use of this scale is unfortunate for this line of

work, for the reason that it is not a progressive one, and that the

amounts of color for successive tenths on this scale are quite variable.

That is to say, the individuality of the scale obscures the relationship

between color and several factors of practical value, as noted above.

The question of color standards has been investigated thoroughly

at several places, and was discussed fully by Desmond FitzGerald,

President, Am. Soc. C. E., in the 1893 report of the Boston Water

Board. For this line of work the platinum-cobalt standard is much
more desirable for yielding data of practical value. A comparison of

the two color scales, according to Mr. FitzGerald, is as follows:

Nesslerized Ammonia Scale 0.10, 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, 0.50, 0.60, 0.70, 0.80, 0.90, 1.00

Equivalent on Platinum Scale.... 0.18, 0.26, 0.33, 0.39, 0.46, 0.52,0.58,0.63, 0.70,0.81

From this table it is seen that according to the more consistent

platinum scale the recorded results for the raw water are too high, and

for the filtered water they are too low.

As color refers properly only to dissolved matters, the results

would also be abnormally high in the raw water if it possessed tur-

bidity which was not removed prior to reading.

Relations heiween Color and Required Srdphate of Alumina.—The avail-

able evidence indicates that, when the raw water contains more color

than is removed with the use of 0.75 to 1.00 grain of sulphate of

alumina per gallon, it is necessary to add this chemical in the approxi-

mate ratio of about 2 grains per gallon for 1 part of color in the raw

water when the latter is expressed on the platinum scale. Sulphate of

alumina in this case would be the ordinary grade, containing approxi-

mately 17% of alumina soluble in water, or having about 80% of the

strength of the grade used in the East Providence test.

Keeping in mind the relationship expressed above, there are found,

upon studying the data recorded in this test, two points upon which

the speaker would be pleased to obtain further information, as

follows

:

1. As the amount of coagulating chemical was applied to the raw

water regardless of whether the latter contained 0.3 or 1.0 part of

color on the Nessler scale, the indications are that there was con-

siderable waste of chemical in the former instance.

2. The practically complete removal of color when it was highest

in the raw water by 1 grain of sulphate of alumina ajspears to be

decidedly out of line with what little evidence there is available upon

this subject.

Alkalinity.—Here again the paper does not state by what method

the analytical results were obtained, but from a recent article in The

Engineering Record it is learned that they were obtained with the aid

of methyl orange as an indicator. This procedure, as applied to this

particular test, is a very questionable one, in that this method, even
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when the composition of the indicator used is such as to make it as Mr. Fuller

sensitive as possible, is incapable of showing the presence of unde-
composed sulphate of alumina in the filtered water. In fact,

experience shows that if the filtered water should contain several

grains per gallon of undecomposed coagulating chemical it is quite

probable that with this indicator the filtered water would be recorded
as slightly alkaline, notwithstanding the fact that it would be
markedly acid if properly tested by reliable indicators, such as lack-

moid and erythrosine.

With the grade of sulphate of alumina used in this test it is

probable that on an average about 9 parts of alkalinity are required

to decompose 1 grain per gallon of the applied chemical. Turning
now to the table of alkalinity results as recorded in this paper, it is

noted that for a period of several weeks the raw water ordinarily con-

tained rather less than this required amount when treated with 1

grain. From this evidence it would appear very probable that the

filtered water contained undecomposed sulphate of alumina in small

amounts with considerable regularity at that time.

Relation between Color and Alkalinity of Raw Water.—In connection

with the purification of water of this type, it is of esjaecial importance

to ascertain the minimum alkalinity of the raw water and the color

which it possesses at such times, and also the amount of alkalinity at

times when the water is colored most highly. By this means alone

can it be foretold definitely what the probable chances are of meeting

the inadmissible state of affairs of having undecomposed coagulating

chemical in the filtered water, and whether or not it is necessary at

times to resort to the practice of making applications of alkali to the

water during treatment.

At East Providence the data are very meager in this respect, as

they are in almost every other instance of soft, colored waters, within

the speaker's knowledge.

Chemical Results.—The principal point in connection with the

results of the ordinary chemical analyses of water before and after

filtration is the reduction of the nitrogen in the forms of free and

albuminoid ammonia, which, as found elsewhere, is seen to be quite

marked; and leaving in all probability only such organic matter in

the filtered water as is so stable in its composition that it has prac-

tically no significance from a hygienic standpoint.

The reduction in the total solids and in the ferric and aluminic

oxides is explained normally by the removal of the silt and organic

matter of the raw water. Concerning the determination of aluminic

oxide, there is very little reason to believe that it throws light upon

the presence of undecomposed chemical in the effluent.

The other determinations, as recorded, ought not to show any

difference in the results between the raw and filtered water. The
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Mr. Fuller, iucrease in total hardness is abnormal, as ordinarily the reduction in

carbonate hardness corresponds exactly to the increase in sulphate

hardness, thus giving the same total.

Bacterial Results.—It will be noted that the numbers of bacteria in

the filtered water are very low indeed, as judged by evidence from

other filter plants, and this is of course explained very fully by the

thorough coagulation of the raw water, which ordinarily must have

been obtained with the liberal amount of sulphate of alumina which

was used. In this connection, the speaker would like to inquire as to

the reaction of the culture medium which was used, and also the tem-

perature at which the bacteria were cultivated.

Groiolhs of Bacteria.—From page 78 one would gather the idea that

it is suggested that growths of bacteria within the filter might explain

in part the presence of some of the very few bacteria which the filtered

water contained. The evidence indicates that this idea, in connection

with the East Providence results, has very little to substantiate it, for

the following principal reasons :

1. The opportunities for growth in the sand layer of a mechanical

filter are very much less than in the sand layer of an English filter,

because, ordinarily, the former is washed and agitated at least once a

day, removing thereby the majority of the bacteria which are attached

to the sand grains, and especially those bactei-ia which are most favor-

ably located with reference to food supply.

2. While it is true that the bacterial results of the effluents of Eng-

lish filters frequently show to quite a marked degree the results of

bacterial growth within the sand layer, the fact that in this particular

mechanical filter the rate of filtration was something like 50 times as

great as is ordinarily the case in English filters would cause such a

dilution of the few bacteria which might possibly grow on the sand,

that it would appear to cause this factor to drop out of comparative

significance in the connection in which it is used.

Wash Water.—The records of this test, as given in the paper, contain

no statement with reference to the frequency of washing the sand

layer, and the amount of water required for that purijose. This is an

important matter in the test of a mechanical filter, and especially so

where it is used Avith a fairly high-colored water, and in which there

is provided only 17 minutes' time as an average period of coagulation

and subsidence prior to the entrance of the water into the filter proper.

The speaker would like to inquire if there are any data upon this topic.

Automatic Controller.—The automatic controller described is one of

the most interesting features of the plant from a mechanical stand-

point, and it would be interesting to know what head it requires for

its normal operation, and what the pressure of the filtered water upon

it was at the end of the run, where it is recorded that the variations in

the rate were less than one-half of 1 per cent.
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Cost of Operation.—It would seem that in this connection the item of Mr. Fuller,

wash water should appear. Obviously it had some value as applied

under pressure at the bottom of the sand layer in connection with the

agitation of the latter.

With a filter of this type the cost of labor, in efficient operation, is

ordinarily a considerable item. Although no additional labor may be

required in this particular instance, it would seem only reasonable that

there should be a pro rata charge against this item, as the filter plant

doubtless increases materially the amount of work for the pumping
station attendants.

E. Sherman Gould, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—The question of filtration Mr. Goiild.

of water is becoming a very important one, upon which no hydraulic

engineer at present can afi"ord to be uninformed. The speaker has

been very much interested in this paper and in Mr. Fuller's remarks,

and he thinks there are a number of points which could, with great

interest, be elucidated in regard to this question. As between the

slow, sand filtration and mechanical filtration, the prevailing idea seems

to be that the former is preferable ; that that is the standard method
of filtration. But the great area which is required for the filtration of

a large supply of water, and the necessity which seems to exist in the

climate of the greater part of the United States for covering these

filters, makes the j^roposition somewhat formidable. If anything

quicker, smaller and cheaper can be devised, it *will be a very great

benefit, and, as far as the speaker can judge from his reading of what

is going on throughout the country, mechanical filtration seems to be

coming very much into prominence on this very account. In recent

reports by a very high authority, upon the filtration of certain supplies

to which the speaker's attention has been called, it is stated that

exactly the same purification would be obtained whichever system was

used. If that can be established as a fact, the mechanical system of

filtration certainly has much to recommend it.

The speaker would like to be informed on one point which would
seem to constitute a possible superiority of the mechanical filter.

Although, in the slow sand filtration, by far the greater part of the

purification is effected on the upper quarter-inch or half-inch of the

fine sand, and in the gelatinoiis film which is formed by the water itself,

that the lower courses of the filter, the coarser sand, the gravel, the coarse

gravel, and through all the gradations, do exercise some refining and
purifying influence on the water. Therefore, if those beds toward the

bottom filter the water to some extent, they must retain some of its

impurities. Now, as far as the speaker knows, the cleaning of a sand

filter is limited entirely to the removal of the ujaper qixarter-inch, half-

inch, or inch, or whatever it may be, of the top surface, and he has

not yet seen any account of the removal, cleaning and replacing of the

entire filtering material, whether it be 3, 3^ or 4 ft. deep. If all the
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filter is filtering, and thereby retaining impurities in greater or less

quantity, it would seem that all the material should be renewed

occasionally. But, when the mechanical filter is washed, all the

material is washed; the whole filter from top to bottom is cleaned,

and that might be a point of superiority. Is the period during which

a sand filter bed is laid off" for the purpose of having the surface

scraped long enough to accomplish the purification of the rest of the

filter by aeration? Has it ever been found necessary in sand filters to

remove occasionally the entire material and clean it? If so, it must

increase greatly the cost of operation and maintenance.

CHAKiiES G. CuKEiER, Assoc. Am. Soc. C. E.—Filtration of water on

a large scale is gradually becoming a necessity for various of our com-

munities, and the skilled hydrologist knows how to recognize this

better than politicians. Many a supply, which appears excellent to

those who judge merely by the clearness, the taste, the color, and

even by the results of chemical testing of a few samples, is regularly

or irregularly a means of bringing disease to a varying proportion of

those who drink it; while a supply may be highly colored and contain

much " impurity " and still be harmless, as, for instance, that from the

" Dismal Swamp," which years of experience have shown to be whole-

some. The Croton water-shed yields an excellent water if we judge

it by the mortality statistics of New York City, although it seems

somewhat bad at times to citizens or visitors who happen to see

vegetable detritus which appears at certain seasons.

So, too, an expert would condemn it if any considerable area of the

water-shed was so much like a sewer and receptacle for refuse as the

tributary stream which flows through Brewsters. The beneficent pro-

cesses of Nature, operative during the interval after the water leaves

this region of fouling and in storage and flowing gently onward dilu-

ted by more wholesome water, serve to minimize greatly the danger

coming from contamination there. Yet sanitary engineering work is

needed there and elsewhere, and public filtration of the entire Croton

supply would make it more satisfactory, although other cities stand

more in need of the process.

Sand filters have been in use in England for more than half a cen-

tury. Until about sixteen years ago they were not recognized as

having other than the obvious merit of clarifying water and jiroducing

some chemical improvement in it. At Berlin, where this method had

been introduced in 1856, extensive new beds were constructed in 1883,

for the Tegel river-lake supply, to strain out the growths of crenothrix

which, owing to the presence of iron in the supply, developed so

extensively as to obstruct the pipes. At that time the recently devel-

oped Koch nutrient-gelatine method of testing for bacteria was tried

and soon revealed the fact that such filters, when working properly,

had the great hygienic merit of holding back almost all the bacteria,
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besides all visible impurities which abounded in the crude supply. Mr. Currier.

This admirable result was found to be due to the dense film of minute

vegetation, silt and other fine sediment which is caused to settle

upon the top of the freshly cleaned upper layer of fine sand before

any water is allowed to filter through. Some chemical improvement

also takes j^lace especially in the upper portion as the water passes

through, though Frankland classes this as "slight," and, from the

point of view of disease-isrevention, this is wholly unimportant as com-

pared with the pi-actically complete arrest of any bacteria capable of

inducing typhoid fever or other water-borne disease. *

It should be stated that—despite a number of special methods for

isolating typhoid bacteria—it is nowadays not regarded as practica-

ble, regularly, to detect these bacteria in water; and the advertisers

who, after examination of a given sample of water, assure people that

their supply is free from the germs of typhoid, ought not to be relied

upon.

As with the very few varieties of domestic filters, such as the " Berke-

feld " and the "Pasteur," which are capable of rendering a water

germ free, so with all other filters for rendering water fit to drink, the

essential quality is the mechanical straining action produced by a

dense obstacle between the crude supply and the wholesome efiiuent.

In sand filters the continuous surface film must, as above indicated,

be produced and maintained perfect and unbroken. Otherwise, the

product is unfit for use in case there be any disease germs in the crude

supply. For " mechanical " filters, in all of which, like that described

by Mr. Weston, the water flows through a relatively small bed of sand

fifty to sixty times as fast as is the safe rule with the slow, gravity

sand beds, and which are cleansed and renew their films many times,

while the slow filters are making a single run of days or weeks, it is

necessary to add a suitable coagnlent, such as iron salts, or, more com-

monly, alum sulphate. One part of this latter salt, or even a little

more, to 10a 000 parts of crude water is usually added during the

entire flow, and, to insure a satisfactory film, most operatives add con-

siderably more than this to the first water let in at the beginning after

each washing. In rej^ly to the question as to whether the very minute

amount of undecomposed alum, which is present in the efiiuent of a

successfully managed mechanical filter, is in any way detrimental to

health, or objectionable in any industry, it may be said that no suffi-

cient evidence can be adduced against the careful use of alum in this

way.

In testing numbers of diff'erent makes of mechanical filters under

various conditions during the last decade, the speaker has found them

to vary considerably in efficiency. When they were well managed and

not overworked they were found capable of yielding results compar-

* Transactions, Am. Soc. C. E., Vol. xxiv, pages 40 to 58.
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Mr, Currier, able with those of the best slow gravity sand beds. But altogether

too often the operatives are careless, even if the plant be adequate and

the appointments good. When not at their best they are inferior to

good gravity beds. When yielding regularly such an excellent efflu-

ent as is represented by Mr. Weston's figures, even though the cost of

operating be considerably greater than he indicates, they would be

preferable to the large, slow sand-bed filters in places where suitable

location for the latter type is not available, or where fine sand of the

right sort is not readily obtainable at moderate cost. The usually

lesser first cost of the jjlant, as compared with that of the large, slow

beds, when well constructed, is an influencing element. Against them
may be urged that their constant efficiency depends too much upon
the persons ojjerating them, and that defects in the hygienic quality of

the effluent cannot be detected until that has got beyond reach in a

general reservoir, if not already consumed. For each j^roperly con-

structed slow gravity bed, on the other hand, separate storage basins

are now in favor, and these can retain the effluent of a given filter bed
until the usual test has shown whether the water is to be used or

wasted.

As Mr. Fuller has remarked, the increase of one-fifth in hardness

shown in the paper is contrary to the riile and must depend on some
element not explained therein. The extent of bacteriological purifica-

tion is notable. In answer to one of the queries it is proper to state

that the very competent gentleman who tested for bacteria, in all prob-

ability used the familiar Koch's gelatine culture test, and his experi-

ence and reliability should cause one to give full credence to his

report. When for three months of constant practical use of the filter

the effluent reveals to this test less than ten bacteria for every thousand
which were in the crude water, that is a very good showing. Yet the

best slow gravity beds would be likely to show less fluctuation than is

evident from the latter half of Table No. 3 and in Table No. 5 (May 1st

to 6th). It is fair to assume that this same filter would have developed

a still higher ratio of efficiency if in the same crude water the number
of bacteria had been as high as occurs in some other unfiltered waters.

In considering water-filtration results, too much relative import-

ance is still attached to the " chemical purification." The presence of

ammonia in the filtrate does not in itself mean any menace to perfect

wholesomeness. Good distilled water may show a far greater propor-

tion of this than occurs in any natural supply. So, too, near the sea

coast or in a saline region chlorine is to be exiiected in water sui3i3lies

to a degree in excess of the average amount elsewhere. But it is

hygienically of absolutely no importance that this is found to be

reduced 1% or even much more in the effluent of this or other excel-

lently working filters. If the iron is lessened three-fifths and the color

more than four-fifths (tested in any constant, acceptable way) and the
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water thereby rendered more acceptable, that, of course, appeals to Mr. Currier,

the users and is in so far a benefit. But what they do not appreciate,

and what is nevertheless of paramount importance, is the immense
amount of bacteria kept out of the purified suj^ply by the best filters,

and with which any chance disease germs are also held back and
annihilated. Some waters, apparently quite wholesome, have a con-

siderable number of bacteria, and on the other hand, waters can be

infected with the germs of typhoid fever and other diseases and yet

have a relatively low number of bacteria of all kinds. It is not of

itself the mere quantity so much as the nature of the bacteria present

which makes the element of positive danger in a drinking water.

Since the separation of practically all the bacteria of a bad or ques-

tionable water supply means also the removal of all germs of disease,

that should be the ideal and practical result always aimed at. If with

this an excejitional degree of chemical purification is achieved, so

much the better. Inasmuch as the nutrient-gelatine culture test is

simple and easy to carry out by careful people, even if they be not

at all familiar with laboratory technique, that valuable test should

be used regularly in a uniform way in connection with the operation

of all filters.

Edmund B. Weston, M. Am. Soc. C. E. (by letter).—The writer Mr. Westcn.

has read Mr. Fuller's discussion with a great deal of interest.

The color data given in Table No. 3, from March 13th to 18th,

inclusive (5 days), as originally furnished the writer, were incorrect.

Instead of 0.30 for the raw water and 0.06 for the filtered water, the

figures for the 5 days should read 0.50 for the raw water, and 0.10 for

the filtered water.

The writer, of course, did not propose to do chemical work in

regard to the subject in hand. As to chemical matters, he is aware that

different chemists sometimes hold different views on a given subject.

The chemical work was referred to Professor John H. Ajipleton,

of Brown University, a gentleman whose age, long experience and
conservative judgment entitle his opinions to great weight; and the

writer still feels entire confidence in the analytical work, and the

opinions expressed by Professor Appleton in the chemical questions

involved in this discussion.

Colo7' of the Raio Water.—Mr. Fuller remarks that the paper " does

not state the method by which the recorded results " on color were
obtained. They were obtained by the platinum-cobalt method.

Mr. Fuller remarks that "in a pamphlet issued recently by the

New York Filter Manufacturing Company * * *
, it is noted that

the color results were obtained by the Nesslerized ammonia scale."

Mr. Fuller misunderstands the pamphlet. The pamphlet states what
"the unit of color" is; but does not state the "method." The
platinum-cobalt method was used, but the unit of color of this method
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Mr. Weston, is, as the pamplilet states, "practically that color yielded by jaroperly

Nesslerizing 50 c. c. of water containing one-hundredth of a milli-

gram of ammonia gas (or its equivalent)." It appears, therefore,

that Mr. Fuller's inferences with respect to the color data are not in

accord with the facts.

Relation between Color and Required Sulphate of Alumina.—It was

desired, if the alkalinity of the water would permit, to obtain a

bacterial removal of at least 99)'^;' without regard to the quantity of

sulphate of ahimina used. It was found that 1 grain of sulphate of

alumina jjer gallon would do this without rendering the filtered water

acid; and it was also found that when | of a grain was used, the

bacterial removal was less than 99 per cent. It was therefore decided

to use 1 grain.

As to Mr. Fuller's inference that there was a considerable waste of

chemical at times, Mr. Fuller probably intended the statement to

be taken in a relative sense, as the whole amount of sulphate of

alumina used daily was not considerable, averaging less than 28 lbs.,

the daily cost being about 46 cents.

It shoiild be remembered that the filter was in practical service

during the test, and was not being run as a laboratory experiment;

and as the bacterial removal averaged more than 99^^, and the color

of the filtered water was hardly distinguishable from freshly distilled

water, and was sufficiently alkaline to show that the quantity of

sulphate of alumina was being kept within the proper limit, it would
hardly have been practicable, even if a small quantity of the sulphate

could have been saved, to have made, from time to time, minute

changes in its amount, as the cost of the labor of doing so would have

been of much more account than the cost of the sulphate of alumina

which might have been saved. Then, if this refinement had been

gone into, and an experienced person had been employed to have

continually kept the run of the alkalinity of the water, the expense

would have been many times greater than the cost of the whole of the

sulphate of alumina used.

It would appear as though Mr. Fuller's inferences from his experi-

ence with the water of western rivers would not apply to river waters

in the vicinity of Providence.

During the Providence filtration experiments, in 1893 and 1894, it

was demonstrated that the percentage of color removed from the raw

water could not be relied upon as a gauge, in respect to the removal

of bacteria, and the results of the East Providence test show the same

to be the case.

At East Providence, as has previously been stated, the paramount
desire was to remove at least %9% of the bacteria from the raw water,

provided that it could be done without exhausting the alkalinity of

the water and causing the filtered water to be acid, the importance
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of tlie removal of the color from the raw water being regarded as Mr. Weston,

secondary to that of the bacteria.

As the bacterial results for each day were not known until about live

-days afterward, on account of the time required for cultivation, it

would not have been possible to have gaiiged accurately the quantity

of sulphate of alumina, more or less, which might have been the most

advantageous to have used each day; therefore, as experience had

shown that f of a grain of sulphate of alumina would not produce an

average bacterial removal of 99%, and that 1 grain would accomplish

the desired result, and as the filtered water was always alkaline when

1 grain was used, it was thought that the constant use of 1 grain per

gallon was the most satisfactory method of applying the sulphate.

Alkalinity.—Mr. Fuller makes a considerale body of comments on

the alkalinity of East Providence water. The writer discusses these

comments briefly

:

The alkalinity determinations were made as follows: two portions,

each of 500 e. c, of the water were placed in flat white porcelain trays

side by side. To each sample, 5 c. c. of solution of methyl orange

was added. First one sample and then the other was titrated with

standard sulphuric acid, the acid being so pi-ej^ared that each cubic

centimeter would neiitralize 1 part per million of calcium car-

bonate in 500 c. c. of water. (The sulphuric acid solution was stan-

dardized by pure sodium carbonate; then its value in calcium carbonate

was computed.)

Mr. Fuller objects to methyl orange as an indicator. The writer

must rely on Professor Apjaleton's statement that methyl orange is, in

fact, a sensitive indicator for acid and alkali, that it is widely used for

this purpose, and is recommended by high authorities on water

analysis. Indeed, it was used diaring the elaborate filtration experi-

ments conducted under the direction of Allen Hazen, Assoc. M. Am.
Soc. C. E., at Pittsburg, Pa.; and Mr. Hazen appears to have been

entirely satisfied with the reliability of the alkalinity determinations

made with methyl orange.

From certain exj^eriments made elsewhere by Mr. Fuller, he forms

the opinion that the filtered East Providence water, during a portion

of the test, must necessarily have been acid. But this is an opinion.

As the result of actual tests, the filtered water was alkaline. That is, a

considerable quantity of the standard sulphuric acid was necessary to

overcome its alkalinity.

Mr. Fuller states that, in his opinion, a filtered water might "con-

tain several grains per gallon of undecomposed " sulphate of alumina,

And yet that such water might be slightly alkaline to methyl oraiige.

In the East Providence filtered water there could not possibly have

been several grains per gallon of undecomposed sulphate of alumina,

since not more than 1 grain was added to the raw water.
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Mr. Weston. Chemical Results.—Mr. Fuller appears to represent that the analyti-

cal determinations of alumina, AljO^, in the raw and the filtered

waters are of little account. The writer holds the opposite view. He
thinks them of considerable importance. They certainly show that in

all cases the amount of alumina, AI2O3, in the filtered water was very

small. It varied from about 0.02 to about 0.06 of a grain per gallon.

But the 1 grain of sulphate of alumina added in the coagulant con-

tained 0.22 of a grain of alumina, AI.O^. It is plain, therefore, that at

least a considerable jjart of the alumina, ALO.^, contained in the sul-

phate of alumina apj^lied, was removed by the process of filtration.

Then, again, the analytical determinations show that there was an

average of 38% less alumina, in the filtered water, than in the raw

water before the sulphate of alumina was added to it. The writer

considers these interesting and important facts.

Bacterial Results.—The culture medium used was 10%* gelatine, and

the reaction was slightly alkaline. The bacteria were cultivated at

the average refrigerator temperature, the temperature of the labora-

tory being high at all times.

Growths of Bacteria.—The writer fears that he did not make his pos-

sible solution sufiiciently clear, and that Mr. Fuller has interpreted

his intent rather too broadly. It occurred to the Avriter, upon three

or four occasions when the number of the bacteria in the filtered water

had increased in a much greater proportion than those in the raw

water, that it might have been due to a few bacteria growing in the

filter. It was not his intention, by any manner of means, to even

suggest the inference that bacteria ordinarily propagate in mechanical

filters as they do in slow sand filters.

Wash Water.—From records kept during March, Ajn-il and May,

while 1 grain of sulphate of alumina, containing about 22% of

AI2 O3, was being used, the average length of the runs of the filter,

which is the period between. washings, is shown to have been about

6.6 hours; the range being fi'om about 5 to about 9 hours.

During these runs, the height of the surface of the water in the

filter (which remains jjractically constant), was about 10.85 ft. above

the surface of the water in the controller. The operating head, or the

head consumed during the process of filtration, was aboiit 10.25 ft.,

namely : the difference between the level of the water surface in the

filter and the elevation of the water (corresponding to the head ui^on

the inlet pipe of the controller), above the surface of the water in the

controller at the time the filter was shut down for the purpose of

being washed. Immediately after washing, at the commencement of

a run, about 2.92 ft. of the operating head was lost by friction, due

to the water passing through the clean filter-bed, screens and outlet

pipes.

On account of the desirability of supplying the raw water to the
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filter by gravity, the filter nvas made only 12 ft. laigh, which is 4 ft. less Mr. Weston,

than the standard height of filters of the Jowell gravity type, of the

capacity installed at East Providence. If the filter had been 16 ft.

high, the standard height, the operating head would have been 4 ft.

more than 10.25 ft., and, consequently, as the greater the operating

head, other things being equal, the longer a filter will run, the average

length of time between washings would have been longer than 6.6

hours.

As the filtered water is being pumjied constantly from the filtered-

water well into the mains, it would be inconvenient to measure the

amount of wash water used each time the filter is washed. From
several measurements which have been made, however, the indications

are that the average quantity of wash water used does not exceed 4.%

of the total amount of water filtered.
,

Automatic Controller.—The operating head, during the test referred

to by Mr. Fuller, was 9.35 ft., and the head upon the inlet pipe of the

controller at the end of the test was equivalent to a height of 1.5 ft.

above the water surface of the controller.

The preliminary tests of the class of controllers used at East Provi-

dence are made with heads ranging from 18 ft. above the surface of

the water in the controller as a maximum, to 0.33 ft. as a minimum.
Cost of Operation.—The wash pump is driven by a water turbine

wheel, of much greater jjower than is necessary, which had been

installed for another purpose before the filter jjlant was contemplated,

and as the East Providence Water Company owns the water jarivilege

from which the water required to operate the turbine is derived, the

writer hardly thinks it would be advisable for him to goto the expense

of indicating the power required to drive the pump, although, as a

matter of scientific interest, he would like to know what it is. He can

state, however, that a test, made about two months ago, showed the

maximum horse-power of the water pumped while washing the filter-

bed to be about 14. The horse-power was computed by considering

the maximum quantity of water pumped per minute, the water pressure

at the discharge end of the pump, and the elevation of the pump above

the water in the filtered-water well. If the filter had been 16 ft. high

instead of 12 it., the other conditions being equal, the horse-power

would have been about 15.6.

The pumping engineer, who has charge of the filter plant, estimates

that the cost of the labor required for taking care of it is about 80.50

per day. As the writer has already stated in the paper, no additional

labor, other than that which was emi)loyed before the filter plant was

built, is required to take care of the filter plant. This $0.50, consid-

ering the present consumption of about 200 000 galls, would, equal,

proportionately, $2.50 per 1000 000 galls. Of course the cost per

1 000 000 galls, would be proportionately reduced if the filter was
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Mr. Weston, running the entire 24 hours and delivering its full capacity of 506 000

galls., and it would be very much less per 1 000 000 galls, if the three

other filters, for which the filter building was designed, were installed,

and running at their full daily capacities.

In reply to Mr. Gould—the general practice in England appears

to be, after the repeated scrapings of a filter-bed have reduced its

depth to the minimum limit, to dig off the old sand in sections above

the gravel and replace it with a layer of fresh or washed sand, the old

sand then being filled in upon the clean sand.

The advantage of being able to sterilize the filter-beds of mechani-

cal filters, the writer considei's to be of much importance.

The writer appreciates highly the thorough manner in which Dr.

Currier has treated the subject in his carefully prepared and instruc-

tive discussion.

All processes of filtration, to be successful, must have intelligent

supervision. Professor Percy Frankland, whose connection with the

London water companies is well known, states, in regard to slow sand

filtration

:

" But the responsibility which we have seen attaches to this treat-

ment of water cannot be exaggerated, for whilst when efficiently pur-
sued it forms a most important barrier to the dissemination of disease
germs, the slightest imperfection in its manipulation is a constant
menace during any epidemic."

Professor William P. Mason, of Troy, N. Y., has stated, in regard to

the subject

:

" A filter, of whatever type, is a more delicate piece of apparatus
than is generally recognized, and it requires constant attention of the
most careful kind. In the mechanical form of filter, this care must,
of necessity, be constantly .forthcoming, or the filter would not run a
day; the English bed, on the other hand, may be, and to my knowledge
is, at times grossly neglected, and that too where the volume of the
supply would seem to call for more attentive supervision."

The samples of filtered water, to which Mr. Williams refers, were

taken from the controller and not from the well.

It would seem, by the somewhat eccentric language used by Mr.

Williams, that he has derived considerable satisfaction, in drawing
from a small outline sketch some rather humorous inferences in regard

to the construction of the filter building.
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George Y. Wisner, M. Am. Soc. C. E. (by letter).—The ideal con- Mr

ditions for obtaining satisfactory results from a single curved jetty

are usually found where the structure can be made a continuation of

the natural curve of the outlet of the harbor entrance. The necessity

of placing the jetty on the north side of the entrance at Aransas Pass

makes a reverse curve of the channel, with a tendency to shoal at the
" Crossing," and in order to maintain the full channel depth of 20 ft.

between curves without dredging will probably require a sjDur jetty

on the south side of the channel as far out as the wreck Mary.

Galveston Harbor, Cumberland Sound and Coatzacoalcos Harbor,

Mexico, are good examples of natural conditions where a single

curved jetty, properly located, would be certain to produce beneficial

results. The Coatzacoalcas River is a silt-bearing stream, but the

formation of the bar indicates that the load of sediment carried at

times of floods is not sufficient to produce deposition from slight

changes of velocity of current.

The formation of the west side of the entrance is also such that a

single jetty constructed on the east side of the channel would prac-

tically control the river current in a restricted channel across the bar

into deep water, and if the littoral current is from the eastward, as

* Continuation of the discussion on the paper by Lewis M. Haupt, M. Ajn. Soc. C. E.,
in Transactions, Am. Soc. C. E., Vol. xlii., p. 485.
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Mr. Wisner. has been stated, a single curved jetty would be the proper remedy to

apply.

It should be stated, relative to the fourth conclusion* that the

limitation of the use of single jetties at the mouths of silt-bearing

rivers is intended to apply only to such streams as the Mississippi

and Brazos Rivers, where the load of sediment during freshets is such

that any diminution of velocity of flow produces deposition.

The phenomena observed at the South Pass jetties, relative to the

effect of curves and of outlets through jetties near the shore, have an

interesting bearing on some of the conclusions brought out in the

present discussion.

The Act of Congress, under which the South Pass jetties were con-

structed, requires the maintenance of a channel through the jetties 26

ft. in depth, not less than 200 ft. in width at the bottom, and having

through it a central depth of 30 ft. without regard to width.

In 1888, the conditions in the Pass became such that, in order to

maintain the legal channel, dredging was necessary during most of the

time when such work could be done. The writer was employed to

make the necessary improvements to prevent the periodic shoaling and

narrowing of the channel, and, from a careful study of the situation,

concluded that the deposit of sediment in the channel was due to

breaks in the jetties, allowing a large amount of water to escape

before reaching the end of the jetties, and that the curvature of the

channel was such that excessive depths developed near the concave

jetty and caused sufficient deposit on the convex side to reduce the

width at a depth of 26 ft. to less than 200 ft.

The construction of spurs, or short wing-dams, along the face of

the concave jetty at intervals of about 500 ft., checked the tendency

of the convex bank to encroach on the channel, and the repairs of the

breaks through the jetty walls stopped the excessive deposits, and

fully justified the conclusion that the correct remedy had been applied.

During the construction of the jetties at the mouth of the Brazos

River, a heavy freshet occurred when the east jetty was built above

high water for its entire length, and the west jetty only about three-

fifths of its final length, which resulted in scouring out a channel 25

to 30 ft. deep between the jetties, and built up the bar beyond the

outer end of the west jetty, so that the depth was less than previous

to the flood. Careful study of the phenomena at both the South Pass

and Brazos channels indicates clearly that, unless the flood Avaters of

the rivers are confined within the channels ixntil discharged into the

littoral current outside of the bar, navigable entrances cannot be

maintained.

The amount of curvature given a channel fixes the width which can

be maintained, and, if the curves be made sharp relatively to the

* See page 516, Transactions, Am. Soc. C. E., Vol. xlii.
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volume of flow, sufficient width of channel cannot be maintained for Mr. wisner.

the safe navigation of large vessels.

Experience shows that deep channels are maintained easily along

the concave sides of curves, and are deeper and nearer the bank as the

curve is sharper.

The steej)ness and character of the banks also have much to do in

fixing the depth and position of the deepest water relative to both

sides of the channel. A steep smooth bank along the concave side of a

curve, with a shore having a gentle incline toward the bed of the chan-

nel on the convex side, is best adapted for maintaining the ebb flow

parallel to the concave bank with minimum curvature of the channel.

The results thus far obtained by the incomplete works at Aransas

Pass indicate that the design and location of the structure is well

adapted for develojiing such conditions.

J. Fkaj^cis Le Baeon, M. Am. Soc. C. E. (by letter).—The writer Mr. Le Baron,

has been familiar with Professor Haupt's theories in regard to break-

waters since 1888, and is glad that an opportunity has arisen for testing

them under such favorable circumstances. The writer uses the word

favorable, because it seems to him that the conditions at Aransas Pass

are peculiarly adapted to successful improvement with a single jetty,

although while the old Government jetty remained, the harbor was

effectively bottled up.

We have here at Aransas Pass a large sandbank on the windward

side of the channel, which is unquestionably caused by the diagonal

action of the waves under the strong Northers moving the sand down
before them, until they reach the outflowing current of the Pass.

If this current were not there, the sands moving continuously, ever

as a resultant of the diagonal waves, would speedily extend the shoal

to Mustang Island and perfect the littoral cordon. Anyone who is

familiar with the sea must have noticed that this diagonal action is

present on nearly all beaches the greater part of the time. The
reason is that, with the wind blowing from all jDoints of the seaward

semicircle, except the normal, and, perhaps, perfectly parallel to the

littoral, or even a couple of points off shore, there are some 19 points

of the compass which produce a resultant diagonal wave action with

the ground swell always rolling in from the outer sea, which is opera-

tive in this case, not only whenever the jDrevailing winds blow, but

with every sea breeze, except that which is dead on.

The marked effect of strong winds blowing diagonally to a long

straight coast line is seen on the Florida east coast between Caj^e Can-

averal and St. John's Bar.

With a stiff Norther blowing, the surface water is blown bodily

along the beach inside the breakers to the southward; the broken and

lumpy water offering a better hold for the wind, which creates a strong

race in the shallow water. This results in piling up the water to the
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ir. Le Baron, south, and, to restore the equilibrium, a strong counter- current is estab-

lished just outside the breakers; and so it happens that whenever a

Norther is blowing there is always a stiff current running up the beach

in the face of the wind, which is very noticeable. The writer has

observed the same thing on the north coast of Honduras during

easterly winds, which are the prevailing winds in that locality. He
has measured the velocity there and found it to be 1.04 miles per hour

inside the breakers. This current was heavily charged with sand

which was being constantly hurried to the westward and deposited on

the spit on the east side of the mouth of the Patuca Eiver, which in

this way had been built out 40i) ft. in eight years above water. If this

sjut could be induced to extend itself some 2 700 ft. it would form a

perfect jetty, and this is what the writer proposes to do; to assist

Nature by building the lightest jetty jiossible along the extension of

the spit, which lies below water, so as to prevent the water from the

harbor overflowing the crest of the spit and the sand from windward

driving into the harbor; the spit will then be jsrotected in its work of

completing the littoral cordon.

Now, this is what has happened at Aransas Pass, where conditions

api3ear to be quite analogous with the work being done at Patuca Bar.

The jetty biiilt by Professor Haupt has arrested the drive of sand to

the southward and has prevented the escaj^e of water over the rim of

the north bank. Its curved shape has undoubtedly assisted the cut-

ting out of the channel, for the reasoning of Professor Haupt on this

point is not only logical, but is borne out by facts as we tind them in

all natural water-courses having any current, where, as every truant

school boy can tell you, the deepest water is found in the bends, where

he goes fishing.

This is caused by the revolving motion of the water, caused by the

current striking the concave bank at an acute angle, and being guided

by it in a circular path causing the formation of whirlpools which suck

up the sand of the bottom, in the same manner that everyone has

noticed a miniature whirlwind on a hot day, suck up in its vortex the

bits of paper and dust in the street.

Thus far, the writer agrees entirely with the author, but is forced

to differ from him on several other points. One of these is the little

weight he is disposed to give to physical surveys and examinations;

and here is shown the fallacy of leaving a breach in his wall to admit

the flood tide near the shore. While the writer agrees with the author

fully in the great and well-nigh imperative importance of the study of

comparative charts, he cannot conceive how any permanent improve-

ment of an ocean bar can be intelligently studied without the help of

all the physical data which it is possible to obtain. These data, as the

author observes, may sometimes seem conflicting and are often confus-

ing, but it is the province of the engineer to so study and group them
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as to harmonize or eliminate the api^arent discrepancies and contra- Mr. Le Baron,

dictions, which, on careful scrutiny, will generally be found to arise

from imperfect or improperly directed examinations, wrong locations

of observing stations, or abnormal conditions arising from unusual

phases of meteorological or fluvial regimen.

It also often happens, as in the work uj^on which the writer is now
<3ngaged, that no previous survey of the locality has ever been made.

If we are to depend only on comparative charts, an engineer could

lay out a system of improvement without ever going on the ground in

person, which the writer thinks few practical men would care to

undertake; but instrumental surveys, which the author condemns,

are only more careful and extended j^ersonal observations, elaborated

too much, pei'haps, at times, but still only a method of arriving

at facts which a simple visit cannot fully determine. Unless we know"

the direction and intensity of all the forces operating on an ocean

bar at different points, how are we to estimate the effect of these

forces, after the changes produced by our proposed works?

The study of charts alone, without surveys to determine the

intensity and direction of the forces operating, is also misleading,

when studied in plan alone, as volume is apt to be overlooked.

It would seem that the author has fallen into this error when he

says

:

"The effect of the two jetties is to invert the natural trumpet-
shaped opening, and to diminish the area of the gorge, which is trans-

ferred to the crest of the bar, thus reducing the tidal volumes,
preventing the complete tilling of the interior compartment," etc.

The author likens the natural river mouth to a trumpet. A more
accurate comparison would be made by considering the trumpet to

be flattened until it represented a cubical sector. This sector has a

dejjth, let us say, of 4 or 5 ft. When we narrow the opening over the

bar we simply turn the sector on its edge and thus gain in depth what

we lose in width. The cross-sectional area is practically the same

as before.

The author speaks of preventing the complete filling of the

interior compartment of the Pass, by the construction of converging-

jetties. The writer would like to ask him if he has ever seen any

river mouth or pass which has been improved by converging jetties,

the interior compartment of which failed to fill. We know that this

has been prophesied often, but the writer has yet to find a case whei'e

the interior compartment failed to fill. It was feared that something

of this kind might happan on the St. John's River, Fla. , where con-

verging jetties have been built, and upon which the writer was
employed for several years as United States Assistant Engineer, but

careful surveys and examinations, made by the United States Engi-

neers after the jetties had been built, failed to show any diminution

of volume.
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It is admitted that jetties might be built so close together that

almost no tide-water coitld enter, but in that case the river, or

drainage, water from the surrounding water-shed would fill the com-

partment, which would be practically dammed up, with only a sluice-

way between the jetties. This might happen while the works were

in an unfinished state, before the jetty channel had acquired its con-

temjilated normal depth, and the writer can see how we might easily

raise the water level, but how we can lower it in the interior com-

partments he cannot see.

If we dredge and clear away all sand banks from the mouth of the

river, or pass, and widen and deepen it, the low-water plane of the

interior comjiartment may be lowered and the range of tide increased,

but if we close up the mouth with a dam, which two jetties amount to,

with a sluice-way between them, we will most certainly raise the

water level in the interior compartments, and reduce the tidal range,

just in proportion to the size of the sluice-Avay between the jetties.

If, then, we raise the water level, we must have more water in the

compartments, and the writer fails to see why fresh water is not just

as good as salt water for navigation or for scouring.

Even where no river debouches through the jetties, and we have

only a salt-water lagoon or harbor, the case would be rare indeed,

where, taking a period of a year or several months, the effluent dis-

charge did not exceed the influent. The reason for this is, that there

is always a water-shed of greater or less extent to every harbor, and

the writer ventures to say that Professor Haupt would never succeed

in draining even a jDurely tidal basin by biiilding a dam across it with

an ojjen sluice-way. Those Avho have had experience in draining tidal

marshes know how difficult it is to accomplish this, even with tidal

sluice-gates.

For these reasons the writer is utterly opposed to the plan of

leaving an opening next the shore, or anywhere else, except in the

jetty channel, for the admission of tide water. An opening through

which the flood tide can enter permits more or less of the ebb tide to

go out, and by just that much we lose scouring power in the ship

channel, and are likely to set up a dangerous scour in the subsidiary

channel, which may endanger the stability of the works, or bring an

undesirable amount of sand into the harbor.

This problem is easily deduced by the reductio (id absMrdum, for if

a small channel is a good thing, a larger one is better. Then if we

make it Avith the same cross-sectional area as our main channel, we

will lose nearly if not quite the same amount of water, depending on

the relative velocities, and so the scouring effect is reduced; for, in

spite of the incident, quoted by the author, of the flood last summer on

the Brazos not deepening the channel between the jetties at the

mouth, we know that lessening the volume and velocity of discharge
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produces bars and banks, Avliich are SAvei:)t away when floods come. Mr. Le Barou.

and these cases are so well known and numerous as to require no

demonstration.

If, then, instead of having two openings of say, the same width,

with only 10 ft. depth each, we turn all the water through one of 20

ft. depth, the writer fails to see why the flood tide cannot find this

opening and make as good use of it as is required. But the Avriter

would prefer to keep all the flood tide out, if it were possible, and
replace it with water of drainage or river water, even to the extent of

creating a greater velocity between the jetties than might be desir-.

able, which there would be some danger of doing if the mistake was
made of making the channel too narrow.

This is a simj^le matter of comiJiitation, however, and it is the duty
of the engineer to make it just right.

Leaving a jetty without any supjjort, or with a gap between it and
the shore, seems to the writer like sending a forlorn hope into an

enemy's country unsupported. "We are fighting the forces of Nature,

and we must be careful and not be cut off from our reserves.

Another reason for leaving no gap in the line behind us is the ever-

restless sand, which, as previously exi^lained, is always traveling up
or down the beach. If an ojjeuing is left here it deposits itself in the

fair-way, biit if the jetty is continuous to the shore the sand soon fills

up the bight with a curved foreshore advanced to near the outer end
of the jetty, backing and protecting the work, and rendering it inde-

structible by the waves.

For this reason, the jetty, in this jjosition, can be very much less

massive than would otherwise be necessary, and so the cost be reduced
immensely and the river banks made continuous to the sea end.

This is what haj^pened at the Suez Canal, Port Said; at St. Johns
Bar, ria., where the seaward angle of the south jetty filled up for

over a quarter of a mile out; at Greytowii jetty, Nicaragua; and what
is sure to hapjjen in every similar case on a sandy shore, where the

prevailing winds blow along shore and into the bight made by the

jetty.

The writer laid out the jetty at Greytown, making an angle of

about ISC' with the shore line to the eastward, from which quarter

came the jirevailing wind, and whence the sand was constantly moving
along the beach. The location of this jetty was afterward moved
quite a distance to the west, but the principle remains the same. In
the writer's opinion, a large amount might have been saved in the

cost of construction at Aransas Pass, if the jetty had been connected
with the shore in the first place, as, although longer, it could have
been much less massive and more secure, for Nature would then have
been assisted in building up the foreshore, which would have formed
a solid spit on the back or windward side.
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Mr. Le Baron. While the jetty at Aransas Pass has proved a success iu securing

deeper water, the writer does not believe that we can make a hard-

and-fast rule, applicable to every bar. Each case must be studied

with the help of all the data which can be obtained, and the success

iu this instance cei'tainly does not warrant the author's sweeping

condemnation of convergent or parallel jetties, which have been

successful, as the author admits, at the Danube and Mississippi Eivers,

at Tampico and also at St. John's Kiver, Fla., Charleston, Newbury-
port, Galveston, Brazos River, the Swinemunde Haff, Germany,
Volusia Bar, Lake George, and undoubtedly would have been at

Cumberland Sound, Avhich the writer laid out for General Gillmore,

had it not been for the peculiar management of the work by Captain

Carter.

At St. John's Bar the dejjth has been increased from 12 to 22 ft.

At Volusia Bar, of which work the writer was in charge, first as engi-

neer and later as contractor, the depth was increased from 4^ to 6 ft.,

all that was demanded by boats of the class navigating it. Many
others might be mentioned.

Where dredging has been resorted to in connection with these

jetties it has generally been done while the works were yet in an

uncompleted state and to hasten the development of a deep channel

at the instance of some impatient board of trade or meddling member
of Congress. Sometimes it is rendered necessary, owing to the loca-

tion of the jetties and the resulting jetty channel, as at St. John's Bar

and at Greytown, where the new channel, in both cases, had to be cut

through a sand bank 4 and 5 ft. above the water. At St. John's Bar

the south jetty crossed the main ship channel, in order to make the

resulting jetty channel take a more direct route to deep water outside

the bar, and this channel had to be made through a large sand bank,

known as Ward's Bank, which was dry at high water and nearly 6 ft.

above low water; otherwise the north jetty would have had to be more

than double its present length. It is a question if it would not have

been cheaper, in the end, to have followed the natural channel, in this

case, and assisted Nature to deepen it. After all, in all bar im^irove-

ments, the main thing is the location of the jetties, and it is always

safest to follow and assist Nature, when possible. This is shown, iu

the case under consideration, by the location of the old Government

jetty, which was a flagrant example of wrong location, as it was built

to leeward of the proposed channel, leaving it entirely unprotected

from the encroaching sands to windward, with the result that it failed

entirely to produce the desired results.

The use of curved, instead of straight, jetties is not new, as is well

known. Here we have two jetties, both curved, but one properly located

and the other improperly. The old Government jetty is evidently

an attemi:)t to follow the plan adojjted at Swinemunde Hafl", beloAv
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Stettin, in Germany, where a curved jetty was built over 20 years ago, Mr. Le Baron.

which has proved successful; but this jetty .vas built to windward of

the channel, as it should be, whereas in the case at Aransas Pass the fatal

mistake was made of building it to leeward. The fact that one jetty

has been built here Avhich has secured deep water does not prove that

two jetties, if properly located, would not have produced the same, if

not better, results; but if we can dispense with one of the jetties, and

so save in cost, of course, it is preferable to do it.

The reason the author's jetty has siicceeded and the Government

jetty failed is, in the writer's opinion, entirely due to its location, and

there is little doubt that a straight jetty in the same location would

have produced the same results, as the main thing in this case was to

protect the channel from the encroaching sands to windward. This

done. Nature could safely be left to do the rest. In work of this kind

we cannot cut out a pattern, lay it down on every chart of an ocean bar,

and expect a jetty or breakwater built after it to open a channel, any

more than we can take the locations, plans and profile of one railroad

and use them for every other. Hardly any two cases can be treated

exactly alike, but every one must be studied in detail, and with all the

light of past experience and history to aid us in digesting and formu-

lating all the facts obtainable in each particular case.

Gakdnek 8. Williams, M. Am. Soc. C. E. (by letter).—Although Mr. Williams.

the writer can lay no claims to experience in the construction of jetties

or the improvement of harbors, it has come in his way to study quite

closely the action of water upon the surfaces which confine it, and it

seems to him that the so-called reaction breakwater is the only jjrac-

tical application of the real forces of erosion in moving water which

has been cited in the present discussion. Without intending to in any

way show disrespect for the older members of the jsrofession or wishing

to be accused of partisanship, it must be said that the true and most

efifective cause of scour by water currents seems to have been almost

entirely overlooked, even by so eminent an engineer as Captain Eads.

The flow of water in straight channels of regular cross-section is

not likely to be accompanied by strong scouring action, even at quite

high velocities, because the direction of the flow of the individual

filaments of the water is tangential to the bounding surface, but let a

curve of long radius be introduced and something quite different will

occur. The point or region of maximum velocity will be disturbed

and carried toward the convex side of the stream, and the resulting

rearrangement of the velocities will produce something approaching

a spiral motion in the water, which will not be for any considerable

distance tangential to the bounding surfaces, and hence erosion will

take place at once. If the curve be continued for a sufficient dis-

tance, the velocities rearrange themselves in conditions most closely

conforming to their equilibrium and the scour diminishes, the direction
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Mr. Williams, of the currents becoming again tangential. If, now, a tangent be

introduced, the arrangement of velocities in the filaments is again

disturbed and excessive erosion again sets in, to disappear once

more when they have again arranged themselves. The success of the

reaction breakwater lies in the fact that it has set up these non-

tangential currents, and the success of many double straight parallel

jetties lies in the circvimstances of their having received a stream from

a tortuous river channel and forced it to straighten itself as it flows

through them, thereby setting up the cross currents; while the fail-

ure of others of similar construction has been due to the circum-

stance that they received a stream already moving in comparatively

straight lines, and have continued it in the same lines without setting

up nou-taugeutial ciirrents. So, we should not expect that in the im-

provement of tidal harbors the passing of a volume of water in and out

between straight parallel walls would produce any very great amount
of scouring; but if it be passed along a curved surface, in and out, a con-

tinual setting xxi> of eddy currents Avill be produced and the scouring

accomplished. The writer, only a few days ago, had an opportunity of

observing a current full of eddies moving stones half as large as a man's

head, while a few hundred feet further on, the same water, with a lineal

velocity twice as great, would not move stones the size of hens' eggs.

Mr. Corthell. E. L. CoBTHEiiL, M. Am. Soc. C. E. (by letter).—The last paragraph

of the paper refers to the channel at the mouth of the Brazos Eiver,

Texas, in Avhich it is stated that, contrary to the expectations of increased

depths by the g-reat flood of July last, the sounding showed but 15 ft.

in several places, "thus demonstrating the relative superiority of the

princijile of reaction by a single jetty."

From a newspaper clipping it is learned that the United States As-

sistant Engineer in charge of the surveying expedition at the mouth of

the Brazos River, has reported to Captain Eiche, U. S. Engineer, in

charge of the Brazos District, that there is a depth of 18 ft. of water at

mean low tide at the mouth of the river, and that this depth extends

not only from the Gulf through the jetties, but to 500 ft. above the

lighthouse, which is some distance inland. The works at the mouth of

the Brazos River were built in reference to a datum plane of average

flood tides; this would make the depth at mean high tide over

19.8 ft. A more recent survey by the Government Engineers shows
that there is, throughout the entire length of the jetty channel, a

minimum depth of 20 ft. at mean low water, 21.8 ft. at mean high

water, the datum plane of the works.

The feature to which attention is particularly called by the writer

is, that although the high water came in July last, and the channel at

that time was deepened to 18 ft. at mean low water, it has maintained

itself through the seven months intervening between that date and the

date of the survey by the United States Engineer.
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A. F. Wkotnowski, M. Am. Soc. C. E. (bv letter).—While the con- Mr.
'

, ,. P -1 T Wrotnowski.
ditions at Aransas Pass, resiilting from the construction ot its discon-

nected reverse-curve breakwater, seem to have fulfilled in a measure the

exjjectations of the Board of Engineers who planned it, much remains

to be done before it can be accepted as a success in the improvement

of tidal harbors.

The very essence of the jetty principle of concentration of the volume

of water, whether it be tidal or fluvial, between parallel dykes, is at

stake, in this so-to-speak experiment; and should it prove efficacious

in all its features, the great reduction in cost alone would certainly

recommend its adoption.

There is no doubt in the writer's mind that the curved trend of a

breakwater or jetty adds materially to the forces for scour of the chan-

nel, over that of a straight jetty. The tendency of a moving body of

water in a confined channel with an uneven and rough bottom will

always cause eddies, and a crooked channel, more or less tending to

cross and recross from side to side, making an irregular cross-section;

but with a properly and regularly curved jetty the tendency of the

volume of water is to " hug" the concave side of the channel.

The sectional area in a curve or bend of a stream, be it between jetties

or in a natural water-way, is always greater than in reaches. This will

always be the case in the whole length of the segment of the curve, and

this applies equally to a channel in an open way, especially when it is

guarded in its trend by a breakwater, as is the case at Aransas Pass.

The system of two tidal entrances or debouchures, as in this case, is

especially applicable where tides are slight, as they are in the Gulf of

Mexico, because, on account of the comparatively small tidal volume to

be depended upon for scour, it is essential to secure all the volume

possible to cause the required scour, and so this system may well be

tried in such small tidal localities.

But at other points, for instance, on the Pacific, along the United

8tates and Mexican coast, where the shores are very abrupt and defiant,

and the tides rise much higher, it is doubtful if the system could be

applied. For the port of Altata, State of Sinaloa, Mexico, the writer has

had occasion to propose a single jetty for the maintenance of a given

depth at the new entrance to this port, which was breached through

the Peninsula about 10 miles south of Altata during the hurricane of

November, 1896. The writer had then in contemplation a detached

jetty, but after having made the surveys he found the conditions not

adapted, principally on account of very unstable and deep shores. He
found, also, that the volume passing in and out was sufficient to

accomplish the required scour and keep a permanent depth; there-

fore, a single curved jetty was proposed. The Government, however,

was not ready to expend the required funds for its construction until

a better financial condition was apjaarent.
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The auxiliary tidal moutli in the Aransas Pass work is open to ques-

tion as to whether it is an advantage. During high wave-energy, there

wdll likely be brought into the channel quantities of sediment which

will deposit to the lee, and which, during storms of long duration,

will accumulate in such quantities as to cause much delay afterward

in clearing the channel of such deposition, by the disturbed forces

operating in the channel.

The writer has seen considerable such deposition through breaches,

especially at Tampico and Vera Cruz; in one case, at the last-named

jjlace, where it filled a radial space of about 300ft. to a depth of 20 ft.,,

and it covered entirely the inside apron of the breakwater for over 500 ft.

Not only did it deposit, but it kept on accumulating in the harbor for

a time, causing excessive expense in dredging, until the breaches were

closed. It is true, however, that in this case there was not sufficient

tidal energy inside the harbor to carry away such deposit.

At Tampico the case was diflferent, and the deposition which took

place there was readily swept away, the conditions therefor being

favorable.

Lewis M. Haupt, M. Am. Soc. C. E. (by letter).—Mr. Wisner cites

an ideal case for the iise of such a breakwater, but, unfortunately, it

was in consequence of the effort to apply this ideal by "continuing

the natural curve of the outlet" that caused the work of the Gov-

ernment to fail at Aransas, for the reason that the " natural curve " is

the result of the external drift encroaching iipon the advancing or

convex side of the inlet, and is therefore on the far or wrong side of

the channel. A jetty built on the concave side, therefore, deposits the

littoral drift in and blocks up the channel, causing the bar to move more

rapidly seaward. Hence, it is not generally good practice to continue

the "natural curve" without an auxiliary structure abreast of it to

arrest the drift, thus requiring two jetties if the far one is built first.

As several members appear to be under the impression that the

single curved breakwater is not applicable to the mouths of sediment-

bearing rivers, the writer desires to state his reasons for entertaining a

different opinion. The objection is based upon the statement "that

any diminution of velocity of flow produces deposition."

This is conceded as correct on general principles, but subject to

the modifications as to effects of velocity in producing scour, as noted

by the writer and confirmed by Professor Williams, and Mr. Wisner

in his former papers. Hence, the only question arising is as to which

form of construction produces the greater diminution of velocity,

one curved jetty or two straight ones; and are their effects upon the

outflowing currents at all similar?

The writer's j^osition as to two rigid jetties which are practically

parallel is, as already stated, that they act merely as an aqueduct to

convey the effluent water and its load of sediment over the site of an
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existing bar merely to be deposited in the sea beyond, where a new Mr. Haupt.

obstruction will be formed, unless there is a strong littoral current to

prevent it. A single reaction jetty, on the contrary, produces a lat-

eral movement of sediment, thus removing it from the concave side

where the velocity is the greatest, because of the longer path, and

notwithstanding the lesser slope, to the convex side, where it accumu-

lates and forms a natural levee, which, in process of time, automatic-

ally adjusts itself to variations of the regimen of the stream. It thtis

happens that instead of all the material being carried or rolled to the

mouth, as with two jetties, by far the greater portion of it is thrust

aside before reaching the outer end of the concave jetty and is depos-

ited outside of the navigable channel, and thus the growth of the bar

seaward is greatly retarded. The result is that the one jetty not only

costs far less to build, but is also much cheaper to maintain.

These views appear to be sustained by the facts stated by Mr.

Wisner, relative to the maintenance of the Eads Jetties at the South

Pass of the Mississippi River, authorized in 1875, at an estimated cost

of ^5 225 000. These jetties were parallel and 1 000 ft. apart—too far,

in fact, for the best results from the small portion of the discharge

traversing that effluent—but being rigid, the readjustment could only

be made by groins and inner jetties which contracted the channel to

about 600 ft., thus increasing the cost, and at the same time produc-

ing alternations of velocity instead of uniformity, but resulting finally

in securing the 30 ft. of depth desired.

Mr. Wisner, however, makes an important statement, viz.: "That

the curvature of the channel was such that excessive depths devel-

oped near the concave jetty and caused sufficient deposit on the

convex side to reduce the width at a depth of 26 ft. to less than 200

ft.," thus showing that the degree of curvature was excessive, since the

reaction was too great for the contracted channel ; also, that there was

a resultant movement of material from the concave to the convex

bank. The channel through the South Pass has several reversals of

curvature and consequent " crossings, "yet the depths are maintained.

The east or concave jetty* was located as a transition curve starting

from a tangent, with a gradually increasing deflection until it reached

a radius of 11 720 ft. ; its total length being 12 100 ft., nearly 2^ miles.

The west jetty was parallel to the other for nearly 3 000 ft., and

thence to sea it curved with a radius of 15 000 ft.

Mr. Wisner states a fundamental principle when he says: "The
amount of ciirvature given a channel fixes the width that can be main-

tained." Hence, the success or failure of the engineer depends upon a

proper adjustment of his radii to the local conditions; if too short,

the channel will be too deep and narrow, and vice versa. The happy

medium which is best adapted to all stages must be determined.

* -'The Mississippi Jetties," by E. L. Corthell, M. Am. Soc. C. E., p. 75.
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Hence, the writer is of tlie opinion that a single curved jetty,

adjiistetl to the regimen of the stream, and having no restraining

counter jetty to interfere with the natural deposition of material

beyond the normal section of the channel, will not only cost less, but

will give a far more satisfactory result as to maintenance.

In support of this view the writer submits a few brief extracts

from well-known foreign authorities illustrating the action of curved

channels. In his " Tidal Eivers " Mr. Wheeler says:

"A concave bank -sets up a scouring action in the current by
diverting the particles of the water from their straight course,
causing that rotary motion and boring action which occurs in all

bends, and which operates in deepening the channel along the concave
side."

Mr. Stevenson says: " That it might safely be affirmed that a stream
is most likely to follow a permanent course when directed by a concave
bank.

"

Mr. Scott-Russell: "Where the curves were gentle, the natural
bends should not be interfered with; that a river has an oscillating

motion * * * the mere fact of the commencement of curvature
Avould give it a tendency to continue that curvature, and the stream
would go on oscillating regularly to the sea in curves of opposite
curvature. Continuity of a system of oscillation should therefore be
maintained."

Captain Culver says " that straight reaches are strictly to be avoided
* * * since the deep-water track is acted upon by the most trifling

causes, ranging from side to side at will * * * there is therefore

no security whatever for the permanency of the deep water, either in

a fixed channel or at the shipping berths."

The French Government Commission, in reporting on the improve-

ment of the estiiary of the Seine, advised that the training walls

should be extended in a sinuous form, having a concave bend leading

to the entrance to Honfleur Harbor, in order that deep water should

be maintained at the entrance.

M. Fontain, in the rectification of the Rhine, avoided straight cuts

and adojJted curves.

From which it appears that the most ^xj^erienced authorities

recognize the value of curvature as a means of creating and preserving

a channel in silt bearing, tidal streams and estuaries.

From all of which it would appear that for tidal estuaries or inlets

on sandy coasts, where drift and wave bars obstruct the entrance, a

single reaction breakwater should be placed to leeward of the jjroposed

channel; while for sedimentary or delta rivers emptying into com-

paratively tideless seas, a single concave jetty, of long radius adjusted

to the discharge, will best serve to create and maintain the best

channel at least cost.

The cases are widely different, in consequence of the origin and

direction of movements of the silt; the one being littoral and external,

the other fluvial and internal ; hence they reqiiire distinctively different

treatments.
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WITH DISCUSSION.

Introduction.

The eonstrtiction of the Southern Terminal Station in Boston by

The Boston Terminal Company has reduced the number of terminal

stations in that city to two: One, the Northern Station, serving the

raih'oad lines entering Boston from the Northeast, North and North-

west, and taking the place of terminal stations formerly used by the

Boston and Maine, Boston and Lowell, Fitchburg and Eastern Kail-

roads; the other, the Southern Station, serving the railroad lines

entering Boston from the West, Southwest and South, and taking the

place of terminal stations formerly used by the Boston and Albany,

Old Colony, Boston and Providence and New England Bailroads;

all the roads entering the Southern Station, except the Boston and

Albany, being leased to the New York, New Haven and Hartford

Eailroad Company.

This latter station has just been completed, and its engineering-

features are described and illustrated in this j^aper. The project for
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this station was conceived early in the year 1896; the charter was ap-

proved June 9th, 1896; and The Boston Terminal Company, consisting

of the five railroad companies, as follows: The Boston and Albany

Kailroad Comjiany, The New England Railroad Company, Boston and

Providence Railroad Corporation, Old Colony Railroad Company,

and The New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad Company,

each taking $100 000 of stock fall other funds being raised by terminal

bonds), was immediately organized.

Surveys and plans were started July 1st, 1896; general plans were

approved by the Mayor and Railroad Commissioners on December

22d, 1896, and January 4th, 1897, respectively ; construction was begun

in a preliminary way in Janiiary, 1897, and comjarehensively in April,

1897.

The Old Colony and New England Railroads were transferred to the

station January 1st, 1899; the Boston and Albany Railroad July 23d,

1899, and the Boston and Providence Railroad September 10th, 1899.

With a few minor exceptions the work at this date (September,

1899) is entirely completed. The site selected embraces the location

of the old New England terminal at the foot of Summer Street, a i)art

of the Old Colony terminal on Kneeland Street, as well as all the land

lying between these stations and alongside of the latter, bordering

upon the Fort Point Channel, a part of Boston Harbor. A portion of

Federal Street, Mount Washington Avenue, and several minor streets

have been abandoned, and Summer and Cove Streets and Dorchester

Avenue have been extended and widened to serve public street traffic

in their stead.

Aside from the terminal work undertaken by The Boston Terminal

Company, first it has been necessary for the City of Boston to con-

struct the new streets; land for the same, equivalent to that taken

from streets, being given to the city by the Terminal Company, and to

relay the public sewers and water pipes in the vicinity. This street

work includes a sea wall along the Fort Point Channel about 2 000 ft.

in length to sustain Dorchester Avenue; a new street and drawbridge

100 ft. wide for Summer Street extension; also, some bridge work in

connection with Broadway and Albany Street. Since the plans for

the station were approved by the Mayor and Railroad Commissioners,

an additional street and bridge over the terminal grounds and Fort

Point Channel, making an extension of Cove Street to Dorchester
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Avenue, lias been jji-oposed by the city, but the constrnction of the

same has not yet been undertaken, and thi3 street is therefore shown

in dotted lines on the general plan, Plate VI.

Second, it has been necessary for the Old Colony, New England and

Boston and Providence Eailroads, through their lessor, the New York,

New Haven and Hartford Kailroad Company, to connect with the

terminal location the first two by means of a new six-track rolling-lift

drawbridge over Fort Point Channel, and the third by constructing a

very difficult and exj^ensive stretch of four-track road-bed about a mile

long, from Dartmouth Street, on the Back Bay, so-called, to the

terminal, alongside of the road-bed of the Boston and Albany Rail-

road, in the heart of Boston.

It is not intended in this paper to describe further the work done

by the City of Boston or the work done on the connections by the New

York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad Company, but rather to de-

scribe the work of The Boston Terminal Company exclusively.

The land taken (land, exclusive of streets), was owned by fifty-six

private parties, three railroad companies and the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts. A complete survey was made of the entire tract, and

of each individual piece of land. These surveys have been filed in

jjlat-book form for permanent record. Location maps and descrip-

tions were also made for the j^ublic records, as required by the charter.

The value of the lands thus taken for the terminal aggregated in the

neighborhood of $9 000 000. It was necessary to make thorough search

of land records in order to interpret the survey, as there were some

joint dockage rights and wharfage grants which could not be other-

wise understood.

Boeings.

Borings were made at various points all over the site, and the results

are faithfully set forth on the cross and longitudinal sections of the

station. Generally, the site is underlaid with clay, mixed with some

sand and gravel, and pile foundations were decided upon, the piles to

be held firmly by friction.

Pile Test.

In order to get an idea as to the supporting power of piles in this

clay, three ordinary spruce piles were driven, and loaded with 60 tons

of pig-iron, with no resulting settlement. A descrii^tion of this is
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given with Fig. 1, Plate XII, more in detail. The value of such

an isolated test is questionable, as.the results might be totally different

a short distance away. In this instance, however, the strata being

quite uniform, the results were considered fairly indicative of what

might be expected generally at this site.

Originally, the entire area was flooded by the tide at high water, and

several series of wharves had been built, some of stone work, and some

of timber cribs of all sorts and construction.

Encumbrances.

At the time of starting the work public travel existed over streets

to be abandoned; sewers were in use upon which it was necessary to

expend upwards of $100 000 to readjust them to the new conditions;

water pipes and hydrants were in service; and telegraph, telej^hone,

electric light, police and fire-alarm wires were in the way. Electric

conduits and gas mains also encumbered the groiind.

There were many leases of property not yet expired, even after the

extinguishment of the owners' titles. All the coal in the great coal

pockets, some of which w^ere in the act of loading up from vessels, as

well as all the stock and machinery in the various buildings, had to

be removed before the buildings themselves could be torn down.

About 210 buildings were removed, a few of them siibstantial modern

structures, but mostly old dwellings, storage warehouses, freight

houses, coal pockets, etc. There were a few manufacturing buildings

and two very large gasometers.

General Plan.

While the above work was going on, many plans were made for

the general layout of the entire station, finally resulting in the double-

floor arrangement which has been constructed, the upper floor to be

used for regular steam railroad trains, and the lower floor for suburban

trains, using a special motive power, and running upon the same

main road-bed.

As the railroad traffic about Boston has some characteristics

different from almost any other American city, a short account of the

line of reasoning which led up to this form of station will not be out

of place.

Upon the railroad routes within 50 miles of Boston, about 50 000 000
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l^assengers are carried to and from the city each year, nearly equally

divided between the North and South Stations.

The close approximate population within the 50-mile, or say,

suburban, limit is 2 392 000. Within the same limit around Philadel-

phia it is 2 289 000; around Chicago, 1 188 000; around St. Louis,

874 000; and around New York, 4 754 000; New York, only, exceeding

Boston. These figures show the reason for large terminal facilities in

Boston, and the existence of the South Terminal Station.

It was decided at an early date that the new station must be so

built that the new motive powers, electricity and compressed air, one or

both, could be used therein ; that a large increase in suburban trains,

due to smaller train units and more frequent service, could be had,

and that every effort possible should be made to remove the handling

of baggage from the passenger platforms.

The first plans contemplated only a single floor for train service,

but after arranging as well as possible for the various controlling

features, making numerous studies for the exclusion of baggage trxicks

from the passenger platforms, and developing several ways of expedi-

tiously handling electric cars, considering both high platforms on a

level with the floor of such cars, and low platforms as an alternative,

it was found that such unusual features tended to use up space, and

that instead of 30 or more tracks, which it was hoped could be had,

the number was reduced to 28. This was discouraging, as the old

stations contained an aggregate of 25 tracks, and the increase of only

3 did not promise that opiJortunity for future growth which it was

"reasonable to expect.

There being no reasonable hope that a greater width of land could

be secured, attention was directed to the possibility of divorcing the

suburban, or short-distance, service, from the long-distance service,

and placing the former at a different level, thus doubling the room for

tracks on certain areas. The first sketch of this sort diverted the pro-

posed suburban tracks about half a mile from the station, and by a

gradually rising grade brought several tracks on either side of the train

shed to a level about 24 ft. above the main floor. These were to be

stub tracks, like those on the main floor.

This arrangement did not do away with the necessary switch system

for making up trains outside of the station for each floor level; and

upon its development, it was seen that if the elevated stub tracks could
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be connected in the form of loops, the train movements would be very

much lessened, and the number of switches at the entrance largely

reduced. The extreme width of the station made the loop connection

possible, and a plan was drawn accordingly. This was the first loop-

track study. There was some doubt, however, as to the advisability of

having iipper platforms about 28 ft. above the main floor (which would

be the case if high platforms were used) on account of the appearance

of the structure, the difficulty of handling baggage, the nuisance from

the smoke and steam of the locomotives below, as well as the advisa-

bility of avoiding stairs. The approaching grades were also steeper

than was desirable.

The possibility of a suburban loop-track service upon a floor be-

neath the main floor was considered next. As the main floor of the

station was designed at that time to be only about 6 ft. above the

highest tides, it required to be raised to the highest level possible

without the use of stairs at the entrances from the streets, which was

prohibited. The main floor was raised 4 ft., and inclines were intro-

duced at the entrances.

Even this placed the lower tracks, which were finally designed to

be 17 ft. below the main-floor tracks, 7 ft. below very high tides. This

immediately introduced the study of waterproofing this great area to

shut out the water. Due consideration showed it feasible to do this

without prohibitory cost. Placing the loop-tracks 17 ft. below the

main floor and using high platforms for this kind of service made

easier approach grades, stairways of 13 ft. rise instead of 28 ft., as was

the case with elevated suburban tracks, simplified the handling of bag-

gage, improved the appearance of the main floor, and did away with

the smoke nuisance.

The main station building was also drawn, set back from Summer

Street; so that inclined approaches could be had to or from the first

loop-track, as well as to the main floor. Stairways were drawn from

the main floor to the lower floor, so that all persons taking loop-trains

at the station could reach them by going downstairs only.

Before the loop plan was adopted it was drawn in various ways

and positions, sometimes with two loops, sometimes with four,

sometimes with curved corners and some sti'aight tracks; also tracks

curved throughout. Studies were made of methods of handling the

passengers and building the cars.
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The one great feature Avbich made tlie loop system attractive was

the making of this great terminal a through station for one kind of

service and a terminal station for the other. Suburban trains do not

carry mails, express matter, or baggage in any quantity. They carry

Ijeople only, and should be run frequently and got out of the way

rapidly. The through-station idea made it possible to handle as many

trains at the terminal as it is possible to run over a main line, the

trains leaving their passengers and moving on without switching. If

the coming motive power should be electricity, through a third rail,

it will not conflict with the immense switching system which must be

maintained at so large a terminal.

As this station must eventually provide for suburban trains from

the four main lines, such trains must leave the station at shorter

intervals than trains could be run on either main line alone. This

Avas provided for by arranging, with a minimum amount of switches,

two looj) tracks to be used alternately, each capable of holding several

trains, one track to be filled while the other is being cleared. By this

means trains can remain in the suburban station much longer than

the actual time interval between trains. These loops could have been

arranged to operate Avith even a less number of switches than designed,

but it would have obliged all trains from some routes to use one loop

exclusively, whereas it was desirable to make the forward loop

available for all routes to its full capacity.

Taking up the various engineering features connected with the

problem, a description will be given of each of the more prominent

ones in about the order in which they confronted the engineer.

Coffer Dam.

The coffer dam which it was necessary to construct, and without

which it would have been impossible to execute the work, merits a

brief description.

As the borings show an underlying stratum of clay within the reach

of a single length of timber, it was evident that a continuous timber

wall driven into this clay close enough to prevent leakage in the joints

would positively exclude the water. With this sort of a wall sur-

rounding the work no trouble would result in execution. In some

places this line of timber wall, consisting of 6-in. splined hard pine

l)lanks, in about 40-ft. lengths, was doubled to give svifficient lateral
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strengtli to resist pressure from open water; at otlier places it was a

single line.

Wherever this sheet piling was driven it was necessary, first, to re-

move entirely any stone or timber in the way. Any failure to do this

was disastrous. There were some exasperating delays in the removal

of the obstructions, obliging the use of several divers and a wrecking

outfit, but eventually the entire terminal excavation was shut off from

the salt water on three sides, and in some pockets on four sides, with

this timber wall.

From the very start up to the jaresent date there has been no flood-

ing of the lower floor, the cofier dam having efi'ectuallj done its work.

The cost of this dam has been about $75 000. It is also of use in con-

nection with the permanent shutting out of high tides, thus reducing

excessive pressure on the waterproofing. By some it has been consid-

ered that the coffer dam presented the most diflScult feature of the

undertaking, and that without success in this particular, it would

have been impossible to execute the work. The total length of this

dam was about 3 000 ft.

Watekpkoofing.

The permanent waterproofing sheet, which underlies the whole

lower floor, consists of ten layers of tarred paper, swabbed together

with hot coal-tar pitch. The layers are carefully lapped, and all built

in place. This continuous sheet of waterproofing, amounting to 56 000

sq. yds. , or upwards of 10 acres, is laid, where horizontal, upon a con-

crete base, troweled to a smooth surface. In some of the softer places

boards were laid down under the concrete base, but usually this base, 6

ins. thick, rests upon the ground. Where the waterproofing is on the ver-

tical walls, it is backed up with 8 ins. of brick work. In all cases the hori-

zontal sheet lies between the pile heads and the granite masonry above.

Upon the waterproofing sheet, where it is not weighted down with

walls, there is placed a loading of a cheap grade of Portland-cement

concrete, sufficient to resist the upward pressure of the water, which

is, on the horizontal layers, about 500 lbs. per square foot, this pressure

being dependent, of course, on the elevation of the sheet, with refer-

ence to the ground-water level. In some places the weight of the walls

is far in excess of the water pressure; in others, where possible, the

pressure is resisted by inverted concrete arches.
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A drain-pipe channel underlies each loop track for its entire

length, and these discharge into the sump well near the power-hoiise,

where both rain water and any leakage through the waterproofing

finds its way, either through the automatic tide gates at low tide, or

is pumped at other stages of the tide into the Fort Point Channel.

The tarred paper is introduced into the waterproofing sheet to give it

a fiber, and the pitch to make it watertight. It was not desirable to

have the sheets of paper of great thickness, as that would permit the

paper to split in its own thickness, but rather a thin paper, which

would saturate to a greater extent, and to make up for thickness by a

greater number of sheets, the total number being a matter of judg-

ment. The coal-tar pitch should spread under pressure, and when

warmed in the hand should spin out as fine as a hair. This combina-

tion of pitch and paper was selected in preference to a layer of asphalt,

as it could be bent, twisted, knuckled, abused and handled more

readily than the asphalt, which, if disturbed very much, it was.

thought, would crack clear through. It is not believed that the pitch

will volatilize in its secure position away from air. Up to the present

time no leakage in this great area has been discovered.

The wateri^roofing work was carried on regardless of the tempera-

ture. An 8-in. brick wall was found to be the most suitable backing

where the sheet is brought up back of the walls. Care had to be

taken that the walls should not slide sideways upon the pitch before

the concrete bracing in front was in place.

To determine the pressure likely to be exerted on the under side of

the waterproofing sheet, the following line of reasoning was used:

Elevation.

Mean high-water level is about 10 . 00

Extreme high-water level (during a severe storm in

1851) is registered as 15 . 74:

Mean low-water level is about 0.00

Extreme low-water level is about —3 . 00

Ground-water level some distance back from the

water front, by observation, is about 9.00

showing that high tides do not remain up long enough to penetrate

any great distance through the ordinary earth filling.

As the sheet-pile cofferdam, with the tojj at elevation 16.00, put

in to enable the work to be carried out, was to be left in the around.
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it was reasoned that extreme high tides would not penetrate beyond

the dam, and therefore that an assumed elevation of 12.00 would be

safe for any jjossible condition. Had the coffer dam entirely sur-

round the site, it is quite likely that water would have risen inside

of the dam to the toj? of the sheathing, but as the dam does not

extend entirely around the work there is ample opportunity for the

ground-water to stand at its usual level.

Having assumed the water level at elevation 12.00, as giving the

maximum hydrostatic pressure, it only remained to calculate the

required loading of concrete for any given level of the waterproofing

sheet. To distribute further any load from columns over the sheet as

as far as possible, old steel rails were introduced into the concrete

wherever it was possible. These are shown in the various sections.

In the case of the light loading under the looji-tracks they were used

to distribute a surplus loading on either side to the area under the

tracks. They are also placed under the retaining walls so as to project

as far as possible.

Piling.

All the piles used have been of spruce, varying from 25 to 40 ft. in

length, with a minimum of 12-in. butts and 6-in. tips. The specifica-

tions called for these to be driven their full length into the ground, or

until the penetration should not exceed 12 ins. in twelve blows from a

2 000-lb. hammer falling 20 ft., with the hammer line attached, or its

equivalent. The spacing generally has been 2 ft. 6 ins. center to cen-

ter, and in some jilaces a little less. The loading has ranged betw^een

8 and 10 tons per pile, Avhich is reasonable in friction ground, and with

piles of the above character. In some places the penetration was from

3 to 8 ins. at the last blow, and where this occurred, additional piles

were used to reduce the loading. In all, about 43 000 piles have been

used. The cost has varied from $3.10 to -fS.OO each, in place, depend-

ing upon the length.

Concrete.

Three different classes of concrete have been used in the work.

First.—Ordinary natural-cement concrete, one part cement, two

parts sand and five parts screened gravel.

(In all cases on this work screened gravel was specified in order to

avoid sharp stones against the waterproofing sheet. Experience,
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however, has shown that this was not absolutely neeessaiy. This has

been used for backing masonry in granite-faced Avails, and was sjseci-

fied on account of the necessity of having a smoother surface on the

rear of the walls against which to build the water-proofing sheet. It

was discovered, however, by the contractor's men, that they could lay

up a very smooth face out of rubble granite and mortar when required

for the waterproofing sheet, and at about the same cost. This was

allowed in places, as it made a slightly heavier and better wall when

well done. Had the smooth-backed rubble wall been sjiecified, it

doubtless would have raised the price of rubble over concrete, on

account of the prospect of the contractor having to build a double-

faced wall, but when the trial was made it was found that the diflfer-

ence in cost was insignificant, as the workmen soon adapted the work

to the requirements.

Second.—Portland-cement concrete, one part cement, two parts

sand and five parts screened gravel.

This has been used where it became a part of a foundation to sujj-

port columns or piers, where it was the foundation support for the

waterproofing sheet, where used as an inverted arch, and in places

where it was necessary to deposit concrete in water.

Third.—Portland-cement concrete, one part cement, three or four

parts sand, and six or seven parts screened gravel, the jiroportions

depending on the size of the individual pieces of gravel.

This was used as a loading for the waterproofing sheet, and was

meant to be only a reasonably stiff loading, but it has proved to be

almost as hard as rock, and cannot be cut or broken except with stone-

cutting tools. In a few instances concrete of this class was used as a

backing for walls, rather than cause delay by waiting for the usual

material. "When used as a waterproofing loading, it was not rammed
as hard as otherwise, as it was desirable that seepage water should

find a way to drains provided, without coming to the surface. Nearly

all the concrete used on this work was mixed in a Cockburn Barrow &
Machine Company concrete mixer. The work was carried on regard-

less of temperature, and in cold weather no special provision was made
except to thoroughly heat the water, sand and gravel before mixing,

Avhich was done by steam pipes in large bodies of the material. The

cost of the concrete has varied from $3.30 to $5.00 per cubic yard,

according to classification and contract.
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Cement.

The Portland cemeut used througliout the work was the Alpha

brand of American Portland cement. The masonry and concrete

in the work required a large quantity of cement, but did not demand

that an extra fine quality be used, as might be the case with

work done under running water. Specifications were purposely

drawn to admit the use of any good average brand, foreign or

American, either slow or quick-setting, with the object of opening

the bidding to lively competition and a low rate. The specifi-

cations required, for Portland cement, a tensile strength of

200 lbs. per square inch in 24 hours, having stood in air until

set, and the remaining time in water; and for natural cement, a

tensile strength of 100 lbs. per square inch Avhen tested in the same

manner.

This method secured the cement at very low rates. About 75 000

bbls. of Portland cement and 20 000 bbls. of natural cement have been

used, and, in the case of the Portland, it is believed that nearly SI

per barrel was saved over what would have been the price if a rigid

specification had been adopted and a limited number of brands

allowed.

A great many tests for tensile strength were made, and in no case

was it necessary to reject cement. Owing to the large consumption of

the mill product, only a small amount of cement could be kept on

hand, and it was impracticable to make more elaborate tests before

the cement was used in the work.

The proof that the cement is of a most excellent quality lies in

the actual character of the concrete after it was put in place, even

the poorest qiiality ' of concrete, consisting of ten parts of sand and

screened gravel to one part of cement, requiring the use of hand

stone-cutting tools where it has been necessary to open it for pipe

ducts or other purposes.

Owing to the reduction in the cost of manufacture, and the ability

to use Portland-cement mortar in zero weather without injury, and

also the possibility of obtaining excellent mortar with a very small

proportion of cement, making the cost of work done on a par with

natural cements, the tendency to use Portland cement exclusively will

undoubtedly increase very rapidly.
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Stone.

Of course, in eastern New England, granite is about the only stone

which can be obtained in large quantities for building purposes, and

granite was used throughout in all foundations and retaining walls.

For the face of the walls of the subway and the train-shed piers, the

specifications required that they should be laid in courses varying in

height from 15 to 26 ins. , alternating header and stretcher work,

headers never narrower than their rise and 5 ft. long, if the wall would

permit; stretchers limited to 8 ft. long, beds to be as wide as the rise,

to be without slack spots of greater depth than 1 in. All joints to be

not more than 1\ ins. for a distance of 12 ins. back from the face. On

account of having a granite face and generally a concrete backing,

two prices were used, one for face and one for backing. The face

masonry has generally cost a little less than $10 per cubic yard.

The granite used in the work was brought from the following

quarries: Stony Creek, Conn.; Milford, Mass.; Eockport, Cape Ann,

Mass.; Pigeon Cove, Cape Ann, Mass.; Mt. Desert, Me.; Croacher's

Island, Me. ; Deer Island, Me. ; Northbridge, Mass. ; Fitchburg, Mass.

;

Pascoag, E. I. , and Milford, N. H. In addition to this, large quantities

of granite from Quincy, Mass., found in the old work, were used again.

CONSTEUCTION DbAWINGS FOR PlLING, MaSONKY AND TrACKS.

A scale of one-eighth of an inch to a foot was adopted for pile,

masonry and track plans. This divided the work into a number of

sectional sheets about 4 ft. wide and 8 ft. long. The longitudinal

direction of each sheet took in the entire width of the property. The

architects' drawings were also made on the same scale.

A main base line was adopted and stationed on the longitudinal

axis of the train shed, and cross-sectional base lines at intervals of 100

ft. were set out on the ground. All primary locations were made as

so much right or left from stations on the main base line.

The first series of plans covered the pile-driving. Each pile was

shown, and upon an office blue print the result of each day's work was

marked off, and a summary tacked on to the progress sheet.

The second series of plans covered the foundation masonry. Suffi-

cient sectional plans were made on these sheets to illustrate the details,

and they were complete in every resjpect, serving to govern the execution

and laying out of the work.
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A third series covered the track work, and showed the station of

each switch point, frog i3oint, point of curve, apex, grades, each switch

tie, interlocking supports, signal posts and bridge supports, and, in fact,

everything necessary to make a quick field layout of the ties and tracks.

These plans, being all on the same scale, could be laid over one

another, and any important discrepancy be detected instantlv. No

J-UMl,^-
Y

12-0 '

STANDARD SECTION DOUBLETRACK SUBWAY THROUGH "PLACE OF REFUGE'

TYPICAL SECTION THROUGH SUBWAY AND SEA-WALL

Fig. 2.

errors of any moment whatever occurred in the layout of the work, and

it was, no doubt, due to the comprehensive manner in which these plans

were prepared that such a clear understanding could be had by each

workman, and that rapid, sure and economical progress could be made.

These plans are so extensive that it is practically impossible to repro-

duce them for this paper, and only fragments have been introduced.
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Tkack Aekangement.

Not the least of the station problems most vital to the successful

operation of the station is the track arrangement necessary just out-

side of the station for the safe and expeditious handling of the trains.

It is believed that the arrangement adopted is simple and ample. By-

it the station may be operated as a unit, incoming trains on one side

INTERMEDIATE

TRAIN SHED PIER

'DaaDODor
SECTION SECTION

Fig. 5.

and outgoing trains on the other side, or in four sections, one for each

of the four main lines. There are eight parallel main tracks, two for

each of the main lines, through the throat of the yard; and, to enable

trains to pass from either side of the throat to the other side there are

two parallel tracks crossing the mains from either side in the shape of

an X, or, as it is called, a double-track scissors-crossing, through the
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eight maiu-yard tracks. Another siugle-track scissors-crossing, through

the four main tracks, is provided for the subway or loop-track system.

The distance between the head house site and the Fort Point

Channel, also the curved tracks connecting two of the main lines, was

not great enough to permit of as easy curves for the development of

the eight main tracks into the twenty-eight train-shed tracks as was

desirable, but these curves have been kept dowTi to a minimum radius

corresponding to 10° curves.

The express-yard tracks have been arranged to give the gi-eatest

length of track opposite platforms, and, at the same time, to permit

of shifting cars with as little disturbance of other cars as possible.

Other yard-tracks are arranged to suit the various desires in yard work.

Number eight frogs have been used for the main-track crossings

and for nearly all the regular turnouts on the main yard lines.

Number six frogs have been used for the subway crossing, and in

certain places in the yards.

The express buildings were placed upon the westerly side of the

yard, and the power-plant buildings upon the easterly side, this

arrangement seeming best for each service.

Platfoems.

With the exception of the two exterior tracks on each side, the

tracks are spaced 23 ft. , center to center, making the passenger plat-

forms 14 ft. wide. There are two passenger platforms, one on each

side of tiie shed, 23 ft. wide, with track spacings of 32 ft., center to

center.

The baggage jjlatforms are 8 ft. wide, track spacing 17 ft., center

to center. The arrangement for baggage handling is such that there

are nine baggage and express trucking platforms the entire length of

the train shed, independent of the passenger platforms, and an tinder-

ground passage to allow the baggage trucks to cross beneath the

tracks. This method, which it is believed will very much reduce the

baggage nuisance generally experienced, required seventeen baggage

and express lifts, eight in the train house, four in the baggage rooms,

and five in the express buildings. Those in the baggage platforms

are protected with iron fences and gates with automatic attachments.

These lifts are described, together with the other electrical and

mechanical features of the power jjlant, in another part of this i)aper.
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Some of these platforms extend about 300 ft. beyond the end of

the train shed, making them 900 ft. long. They were built of timber

(hard pine), surfaced, 2x4 ins., and tongued and grooved, for a first

construction, on account of the tendency of the newly filled material

to settle irregularly over the old piers and docks. Eventitally it is

intended that they shall be granolithic. They are so constructed

that, by removing cleated sections screwed down over the sills, they

can be tamped up, similar to track, from time to time.

Rail.

The track rail used throughout the terminal is the New York, New

Haven and Hartford Railroad standard, 100-lb. rail, 5^ ins. wide and

6 ins. high, with rail head 2f ins. Avide.

Fkogs and Switches.

All regular turnout switches have points 1-5 ft. long and five bridle

rods, connected to clips with turned bolts, nuts and cotter pins.

Clips are connected to webs of rails by two bolts.

Slip switches have points 15 ft. long for the number eights and

15 ft. long for the number sixes, with four bridle rods, fastened as

indicated above.

All slip crossings have a |-in. x 7-in. steel plate on each tie from

eiid to end, and one tie beyond.

All slip crossings have movable frog points (with two bridle rods),

10 ft. 10 ins. long for the number eights and 8 ft. 4 ins. long for the

number sixes. All other frogs are rigid bolted frogs.

Guard rails are 10 ft. long.

In the diamond crossings, the rails are double for practically the

entire diamond. All switches and frogs were made by the Ramapo

Iron Works.

Bumping Posts.

There are 54 Ellis patent bumping posts, all equipped with the

standard 100-lb. rail.

Ballast.

All the ballast in the subway and its approaches is a broken traji-

rock ballast from Meriden, Conn. All other ballast is ordinary gravel

ballast.
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Ties.

All regular 8-ft. ties are of chestnut timber, 6x8 ins., and all

special ties are Georgia bard pine, sawed to dimensions, generally of

7 ins. depth by 9 ins. face, except some ties with 10 ins. depth for

special places.

No tie preservative has been used. Upon all curves the Goldie

tie-plates have been placed, and, wherever necessary, substantial cast-

iron rail braces have been used.

Steel Flooking.

The " Thomson " shape, or rectangular trough floors were adopted

in preference to any type of floor with flaring sides, on account of the

necessity of spanning the subway tunnel with the thinnest possible

floor over all. Girders could not be arranged so as to come up

between the ties, due to the various skew positions of the subway,

therefore a floor of shapes with small depth could not be made on

account of the span, which was 28 ft. in the clear. The troughs are

made in about 18-in. depths, and, in order to get sufficient flange

metal, cover-plates are used. The design is such that if at any time

in the future the position of the tracks is altered, no alteration will be

required in the floor. Impact allowance was disregarded in the floors

in the train shed, as the speed of trains there cannot be great.

Having adopted this type of floor on the greater portion of the area,

it was thought best to continue its use over the remaining portion.

The weight of the floor girders, columns and troughs comjilete is

94 lbs. per square foot. Ventilation from the subway tunnel is

arranged for through the ends of the inverted troughs, and cast-iron

grating ventilators in the baggage platforms over the lines of the

retaining walls.

The entire top of the steel troughs and girders, after being jjainted

with two coats of red lead and oil paint, are swabbed with an asjihaltic

swabbing material, costing about 15 cents per horizontal square yard

of floor, according to the following specification:

" SAvab the entire upper surface, vertical and horizontal, of all the

steel trough floors with one coat of mineral pitch and oil put on at a

temperature of about 350° Fahr. , and mixed in a jiroportion of about 85%
of mineral pitch (commonly called ' Trinidad Asphalt ') and lb% of

crude black oil (residuum of petroleum), if apjilied in warm weather.
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or of about 65% of mineral pitch and 35%" of crude black oil if applied

in cold weather, varying the jjroportion within these limits to suit the

temperature. In warm weather the swabbing on vertical and inclined

surfaces to be done only a small amount in advance of the ballast work,

on account of the tendency of the mixture to crawl, under a hot sun.

The mineral pitch to be either the trade article known as ' Refined

Trinidad Lake Asphalt,' which contains no oil, or the article known as

'paving cement,' which is the same with an addition of about 15% of

oil, and which oil shall be considered a j^art of the above-named oil

proportion or percentage. The swabbing mixture to be prej^ared and
heated in kettles at the site of the work. All troughs and iron to be

swept clean before being treated, and no work to be done in the open
air in wet weather. No gas-tar or other preparation to be used. Where
steel flooring joins girders, or at other open joints, an asphaltic mastic

shall be used to close the openings in a thorough manner."

Upon this swabbing the gravel ballast is deposited. The design of

this swabbing is to coat the steel with a substance oily in its nature,

many times thicker than any paint, and to thereby keejj the water

away from actual contact with the steel as long as possible. It was not

advisable to place this swabbing coat where it could escape through

the open connections, as it has a tendency to run in hot weather,

causing an unpleasant appearance where it shoAvs below.

Midway Floor.

The space between the head house and the train shed proper, called

The Midway, is directly over the suburban station, and this area is

supported on steel columns. Brick arches, with enameled brick lining,

are turned from beam to beam, as a suitable ceiling for the suburban

station. Upon the top of the arches, the floor is leveled up to the

underside of the asphalt surface with a concrete made up of one part

Portland cement, five parts fine cinders and ten j^arts coarse cinders.

The asphalt surface is the usual Barber asphalt pavement, made of

Trinidad Lake asphalt. This was laid 2 ins. thick, at a temperature of

aboiit 250° Fahr. , and was rolled to a hard surface with a steam road

roller. This floor is 610 ft. long and averages 90 ft. wide. No provi-

sion was made for expansion and contraction of the steel girders and

beams, and there is no evidence of movement in either the steel or the

asphalt floor. The expansion of each piece of steel is apparently taken

up in the riveted joints. This floor has an inclination of 1 ft. between

the end of the train shed and the rear of the head house.
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Midway Fence.

The midway fence is a wooden, round-i^icket fence, 9 ft. liigli. The

posts are fastened at top and bottom. The gates are in two parts,

rolling back on the fence, making oj^enings 12 ft. in width, opposite

each passenger platform. These passageways are very liberal for

crowds, and the fence, taken altogether, finished in natural wood, makes

a very neat appearance.

Train Indicators.

Upon this fence, against posts set for the piirpose, opposite the ends

of each of the twenty-eight tracks, are the train indicators, 6 ft. wide

and 9 ft. high; all but two carrying four columns of station names,

amounting to about seventy-four names for each indicator. They also

give the track number, name of the road, and the leaving time, and are

worked by a sort of interlocking machine. Each train is represented

by a card, perforated for all stations except those at which the train

stops. This card is inserted in the machine and raised with a lever,

moving the rods (except at the perforations), which turns the slats on

the indicator. These indicators were made by the Wheeler and Wilson

Manufacturing Company, Bridgei3ort, Conn., and are the largest ever

made for the purpose.

Train-Shed Steel.

The train shed proper is a rectangular building 602 ft. long and 570

ft. wide, divided into three spans, 169 ft. 9 ins., 228 ft. 6 ins. and 169

ft. 9 ins., respectively. The trusses are cantilevers, and this form

reduces the connecting trusses in the middle span to 145 ft. 6i\- ins.

The irregular-shaped areas between the train shed and head house

(irregular on account of the lay of the streets), both on the end and

sides, are covered by connecting roofs, that at the end being called the

midway roof.

The midway roof and the other connecting roofs are not as high as

the eaves of the train shed proper, and, therefore, there is a row of

high windows on the sides of the train shed for the entire length.

Both gable ends of the train shed are tilled with windows. There is a

central longitudinal main monitor 60 ft. wide, in the sides of which

are both windows and louver ventilators, and on top of which there
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is a louvered ventilating monitor 16 ft. wide. Over each intermediate

truss, on eacli slope of the main roof, are cross-monitors about 14 ft.

wide, reaching from near the eaves to the main monitor. These cross-

monitors have windows and also louvered ventilators in their sides,

alternating in the various panels. There are no windows, or skylights

on the slope of the roofs or monitors, all glass being set on the

vertical.

The columns and trusses are placed 60 ft. apart, center to center,

longitudinally of the shed. The side columns are in box form, and

are anchored to the masonry to resist wind pressure. The interme-

diate columns are not thus anchored, except at the end panels, but

carry the major part of the weight of the roof.

The cantilever type for intermediate trusses i^ermitted the making

of an arch form to the various spans without unduly increasing the

weight of the trusses. This arched form could not have been obtained

without the cantilever principle, except at considerable expense for

extra weight of metal. All the train-shed trusses are pin-connected.

At each jjanel point in the trusses is inserted a vertical web mem-

ber, against which are fastened the purlins, so that all the purlins,

which are riveted triangular trusses about 7 ft. 9 ins. deep and 20 ft.

apart, stand in a vertical jjosition. Upon these purlins are small I-

beam jack-rafters, 7^ ft. ajjart.

Beginning at each end. of the shed, the trusses and columns are

braced longitudinally in pairs, until the center is reached, where three

trusses and columns are braced together. At the end pairs, the longi-

tudinal bracing is brought to the ground. The end trusses are not

cantilevers. The longitudinal expansion and contraction is taken care

of between the braced pairs of trusses. The transverse expansion and

contraction is taken care of in the intermediate trusses, at the end of

one of the cantilevers, on a hinged post, acting as a vertical link;

and at the end trusses by supporting the foot of the inclined end post

by eye-bar hangers inside of one of the intermediate end posts, the

movement in the roof covering taking place at the top of the inclined

end post, which is on a line with the ends of the cantilevers. The

roof covering is made tight at the expansion joints by simply lapping

the higher portion of the roof covering over the lower portion. On

the sides and top of the cross-monitors, and at the ends of the shed, a

similar lap in the covering is made. At the lower chords of the end
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trusses there are large hori-

zontal wind trusses "with latticed

members. The gable ends are

also braced by and from the end

purlins.

The midway roof is anchored

at the head-house end of each

truss, and is supported at

the train-shed end by eye-bar

hangers, indirectly from the

lower chord. As these midway

trusses are square to the head

house and spaced at irregular

intervals to suit the pilasters of

the head house, they do not

come at the panel points of the

end train-shed truss, and a stiff

horizontal member is placed

along under the lower chord of

the end truss and fastened to it

at the panel points, to give

support to the midway truss-

hangers at any point.

The conditions which gov-

erned the architecture of the

midway roof were as follows:

A flat-iron shaped area, with

a maximum and minimum width

of 130 and 50 ft., respectively;

a demand that it should not be

high enough to shut out light

from the end of the train shed

or from the offices in the head

house; so arranged that light

and ventilation should be had

for the main waiting-room; and

without any i^ost supports in

the midway. It appeared to be

PORTION OF MIDWAY ROOF.
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necessary, therefore, to adopt a depth of truss which would be suitable

for a 50-ft. span, or a 130-ft. span. This resulted in a riveted-lattice

truss, with the bottom chord as high as possible, governed by the

windows of the waiting-room, and in order to raise the apparent head-

room as much as possible, high monitors were placed above the top

chords, in the sides of which were placed the windows, which light and

ventilate the midway thoroughly. The low appearance of the midway

roof has been the subject of some criticism, but in order to meet the

practical demands of the surrounding parts of the station, no great

variation could be made, other than perhaps a less number of trusses,

more purlins, and a more ornamental treatment.

All the connecting roof trusses are of the riveted-lattice type.

The sj)ecifications for the steel in these roofs and the flooring was,

in brief, as follows :

Open-hearth steel, to contain not more than 0.06%" in basic, or

0.08%' in acid, of phosphorus, nor 0.05%" of sulphur. Ultimate ten-

sile strength to range from 52 000 to 60 000 lbs. Elastic limit not less

than 50% of ultimate strength. Minimum elongation of 26% in 8 ins.,

and a minimum reduction of area of 50 per cent, Eivet steel to have

an ultimate tensile strength to range from 50 000 to 56 000 lbs., with

minimum elongation of 30% in 8 ins. , and minimum reduction in area

of 60 per cent. For bending tests, the usual requirements for bridge

specifications were insisted upon. All the steel was inspected at the

rolling mill, and found to be of good quality, calling for very little rejec-

tion. The work was oiled and painted with one coat of red lead and oil

at the shop, and has had another coat of red lead and oil since erection.

The thankless and hopeless task of selecting a final color, and a

paint which will preserve the metal intact and at the same time be

beyond all criticism, has not yet been undertaken.

The specifications for loading on the roof and midway floor and

tracks were as follows :

First.—B.oois,

Vertical; the dead weight, plus 25 lbs. per square foot of roof

surface.

Horizontal; a wind force of 30 lbs. j^er square foot of vertical

surface.

Second.—Midway Floor.

The dead weight, plus 150 lbs. per square foot.
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Third.—Tv&ckB.

Dead weight, plus a rolling load for a single-axle load of 50 000

lbs., or axle loads as follows for weights and spacing:

14 000 lbs., 40 000 lbs., 40 000 lbs., 40 000 lbs., 40000 lbs., 22000

lbs., 22 000 lbs., 22 000 lbs., 22 000 lbs.; 7' 0", 5' 6", 4' 6",

5' 6", 12' 0", 5'0", 5' 6", 5' 0".

Allowed unit strains were, in brief, as follows:

First.—Roofs.

Tension, eye-bars, 16 000 lbs. per square inch.

Tension, built sections and counters, 15 000 lbs. per square inch.

Tension, laterals, 18 000 lbs. per square inch.

Compression, in pounds per square inch:

12 000
Fixed ends

1+
"-'

36 000r2
J

-, T
12 000 I

Hinged ends,
y^

?•

^ "^ 18 000 9-2

*

Combined fiber strains from bending and direct strain, and com-

bined direct strain from vertical and horizontal bending.
.^

Tension, 18 000 lbs. per square inch. ?

Compression, in pounds per square inch: ^i

_. , , 14 000
^'

Fixed ends, -

1+
''

36 000 r-

Hinged ends, j^

18 000 r2

Second.—Midway Floor.

Tension, 15 000 lbs. per square inch.

Compression in columns, in pounds per square inch:

12 000

1+
^'

.36 000 r2

Compression flanges, same as tension.

Shear in webs, 9 000 lbs. per square inch, or

12 000

1+ *
3 000^
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Third.—Traciis.

Tension, 9 000 lbs. per square inch.

Compression in columns, in pounds ^ler square inch:

8 000

^36 000 r2

Compression flanges, same area as tension.

Shear in webs, 7 500 lbs. per square inch, or

10 000

^ 3 000 f^

Bending strains in jjins, 20 000 lbs. j)er square inch.

Bearing on pins, 18 000 lbs. jjer square inch.

Bearing on rivets. Enclosed bearings, 18 000 lbs. jjer square inch

in the roof and midway floor; 15 000 lbs. per square inch

under tracks. Unenclosed bearings, 15 000 lbs. per square

inch in roof and midway floor; 12 000 lbs. per square inch

under tracks. On field rivets, the above strains were

decreased 25 per cent.

The workmanship was required to be similar to that called for in

the usual bridge specification.

The work was accurately punched and not reamed.

Copies of all shipping invoices were forwarded to the engineer of

the Terminal Company, and the actual scale weights at the shop were

checked by calculated weights by the Terminal's Company's engineer.

Onthe total of about 20 000 000 lbs. of steel, these weights agreed within

about i of 1 per cent. Payments were made on the scale weights, as

made at the shop. Monthly payments were made on the material

received and erected, and on material delivered on cars in the storage

yard at Boston, when consigned to the Terminal Company and not to

the contractor.

Tkain-Shed Coveeing.

The mam roof and side covering is a 2-in. tongued and grooved

hard pine sheathing, in 8-in. widths, nailed with iron wire-nails to

strips bolted to the jack-rafters. This sheathing, upon the main sweep

of the roof and on the tops of the monitors of the midway roof, is

covered with "Warren's" anchor brand composition rooting, made

up as follows:
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Two thicknesses of double roofing felt, manila side down; two

thicknesses of natural asjjhalt rooting felt, each sheet mopped under

its full width and upon the top surface with natural asphalt roofing

cement, upon which is laid a sufficient body of well-screened dry

white Long Island beach gravel.

The toi^s of all monitors on the train-shed roof and the main

portion of the midway and connecting roofs, as well as all side and

end sheathing, are covered with 16-oz. copper, as are also all of the

exterior main parts of the window-frames in the ends and sides of the

train shed and the sides of the monitors. All flashing, cornices,

gutters and down-spout connections are of copper.

The train shed and midway are lighted through asbestos-covered

wire-glass, bedded in putty, fastened in with wooden strips in wooden

sash, fastened with brass screws to wooden frames bolted to the train-

shed steel. All the glass is set vertically, and permanent foot-walks

have been provided, so that it will be possible to reach each pane of

glass in the shed at any time with brushes and water to keep it

reasonably clean. The glass is |-in. thick.

It is not intended that it shall be necessary to shovel any snow

from the main roof. All the down-spouts, which are 8 ins. in diameter

and generally 60 ft. apart, are covered with jackets, and &team pipes

have been run between the spouts and the jackets to keep them from

freezing in the coldest weather.

The ventilators are made of timber, are of ordinary louver pat-

tern, and are distributed quite uniformly throughout the monitors.

Ventilation over the midway is obtained by opening some of the win-

dows in the monitors. All the woodwork is covered with three coats

of white lead and oil paint, the finishing color being on the outside a

. dark green or copper color, and on the inside a medium drab.

It is believed that this is the first instance where foot-walks have

been provided on such an extensive scale, i^ractically to every window,

in any train shed, and where the lighting is done exclusively through

vertical windows. The result has been very satisfactory.

Head House.

The main entrance to the station is at the intersection of Federal

Street, Summer Street and Atlantic Avenue, and it is here that the

main architectural features of the station are found.
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The building extends from this entrance, 792 ft. along Atlantic

Avenue (formerly Cove Street), and along Summer Street 672 ft.; then

turning the corner of Dorchester Avenue, it extends 725 ft. further,

making the total street frontage of the head house 2 189 ft. Two
stories, for this entire length, are given up to station purposes, and the

three upper floors of the five-story building are used for oifice pur-

poses by the operating railroad companies.

The five-story building, or main office building (in the middle of

which is the main entrance), is 875 ft. long, of which 228 ft., or the

portion at the main entrance, is curved.

Of the curved portion, two stories form a massive base, in which,

are the three large arches forming the entrance. The upper three

stories are treated as a colonnade. There are sixteen of these columns,

4^ ft. in diameter, and 42 ft. high. These columns support an en-

tablature and parapet, with a projecting pediment over the center.

Above this pediment is a clock, with a dial 12 ft. in diameter, in an

elaborate granite setting. Over the clock is a large granite eagle, with

wings partly spread, stooping as if just ready for flight. This eagle is

about 8 ft. high, and the same breadth over the wings.

In front of the building, opposite the center of the main entrance,

there has been erected an ornamented polished granite column, upon

a heavy polished granite base, to carry five large electric lights. This

column is about 40 ft. high.

The curved portion of the building is of cut granite, and nearly all

the remaining front of quarry-faced granite, laid in courses. Upon

the front of each wing of the five-story building there are large panels

of bufi" brick, which relieve the severe appearance of the granite.

There is a secondary entrance to the station from Atlantic Avenue,

also an exit from the subway. The remainder of the front on this

avenue is devoted to the outward baggage-room, the doorways being

protected by an iron and glass awning, extending out sufficiently to

cover all baggage m transit from the wagons to the building.

On the Summer Street side there is a series of large arched windows

to give light to the waiting room; beyond these is the main exit, a

wide i^assageway leading directly from the midway to the street and

passing over the subway inclines by a bridge. These inclined subway

exits are below the ground-floor level, and lead up to the street from

the subway platforms, avoiding the use of steps.
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The carriage concourse is at the corner of Dorchester Avenue and

Summer Street. Opposite the train shed, on the Dorchester Avenue

side, is the inward baggage room, about 550 ft. long. Here, again, the

doorways and teams are protected by an awning. The awning along

Summer Street is about 40 ft. wide, and protects the subway exits as

well as the sidewalk.

The sidewalks all around the station are lighted by the Terminal

Company from their own electric plant.

The main entrance is a thoroughfare 90 ft. wide, lined on each side

with polished Stony Creek granite. Within the entrance are four

large polished granite columns, about 3^ ft. in diameter, which sup-

port the oflSces above. In the polished side walls are cut the date of

the erection, the names of the constituent railroad companies, and the

trustees of the terminal comj^any, also the names of the mayor, engi-

neers, architects and builder. The ceiling is of white enameled brick,

and the iron beams are enclosed in white marble.

Opening from the midway, on the right, are the jiarcel room, en-

trance to elevator and stairway hall leading to the offices, and the

outward baggage room. On the left are toilet rooms, telegraiah, tele-

phone, ticket offices and information bureau, separated by openings to

the waiting room. The ticket office has eleven windows opening on

the midway and sixteen on the waiting-room side.

The waiting room is 225 ft. long, 65 ft. wide, and 28^ ft. high, and

out of the line of traffic. The floor is marble mosaic, laid with a large

and handsome ijattern. The sides have a dado of enameled brick, set

on a polished granite base, and above this the walls are of plaster

—

tinted. There are three polished granite doorways, and two Verd-

antique drinking fountains. The room is lighted during the day

time from windows on Summer Street and also from windows above

the midway roof (which was kept low partially for this purpose), and

by night from 1 200 incandescent lamps distributed along the side walls

and in the deep modeled stucco coffered ceiling, giving a beautiful,

unobtrusive and well-diffused light. Along one side are arranged

great oak settees, placed to form alcoves. On the middle axis of the

room are two large ornamental kiosks for the sale of confectionery and

flowers.

The women's waiting room is entered from one corner of the main

waiting room. This room is 34 by 44 ft., and is furnished with rock-
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ing chairs, lounges, tables, cribs and cradl"^s. Adjoining are ample

free and pay lavatories.

At the easterly end of the waiting room is the main exit and stair-

way to the subway, also an elevator to the offices and subway. Beyond

the exit is the lunch room, 67 by 73 ft., with marble mosaic floors and

side walls similar to the waiting room. Here are about 200 stools at

the lunch counters, which latter are made with Tennessee marble face

and mahogany tops. Next comes the serving room, also the elevator

and stairway to three large dining rooms on the second floor. The

kitchen and other serving rooms are also on the second floor. Near

this last elevator, on a mezzanine floor, is an emergency room, with

proper instruments and attendants for giving first aid to the sick or

injured. Following along the midway are the station master's office,

barber shoj), shoe-polishing room, public lavatory, smoking room and

carriage and transfer office, and at the extreme end of the midway is a

passage to the inward baggage room.

In the midway are arranged five large booths, for the sale of news-

l^ai^ers, fruit, tobacco, drinkables, and for the rendezvous of the bag-

gage porters.

Below the main floor are I'ooms for baggage storage, emigrants and

restaurant purposes.

The second floor is occupied by the administration offices of the

Terminal Company, and the trainmen.

The third floor is occupied by the main offices of The Boston and

Albany Railroad Company, and the fourth and fifth floors by the

local offices of The New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad

Company.

There are nearly 100 clocks throughout the buildings, all self-

winding, and governedby electric connections from the master clock in

the station master's office. There is also installed a system of watch-

man's magneto-alarm clocks, a magneto-box being placed near each

treasu.rer's vault, as well as at other suitable points.

All the departments are supislied with ample fire-proof vault

accommodation, the largest being 44 x 24 ft., and used to hold engi-

neers' plans. Fire-alarm boxes and push-buttons are arranged at

suitable points and connected with the city's fire-alarm system, and

movable hose reels are also installed at various places about the

l^remises.
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Norcross Brothers, of Worcester, Mass. (O.W. Norcross,i3roprietor),

were the contractors for the entire head house, including the founda-

tions, the foundations for the train shed, the train shed and connecting

roof coverings; also for the express and power buildings, and nearly

all the subway foundations and masonry.

Plumbing.

Throughout the terminal buildings there are abou.t 45 toilet rooms,

fitted up with first-class apparatus, generally known under the trade

name of " Sanitas " fixtures. All the water-closets in the free public

lavatory rooms are automatically fliashed by the seat movement. The

closets in the pay and office lavatories have a chain pull. There are

upwards of 200 water-closets. The urinals are automatically flushed

at adjustable intervals. Nearly all fixtures are connected with the

ventilating fans in the attics.

In all the principal toilet rooms there are porcelain slop sinks,

fitted with hot and cold water, as well as an ample supply of wash

bowls and mirrors. For the train men there are several shower baths.

Each toilet room has an asphalt floor, and a pail and broom

closet.

The restaurant islumbing is equipped with large grease traps, and

there is a thoroughly ventilated swill room, where the swill buckets,

after being emptied, can be cleansed with hot water upon the floor.

This room being below the street sewer level, the wash water is lifted

by means of a " Shone pneumatic ejector."

Water Supply.

The water used throughout the terminal is taken from the city

water mains. For the fire supply, from the high-service pipes, it

enters the building at five diff'ereut places, and a complete outfit of

standpipes and hose is established from basement to attic. For the

general supply, the water is taken from the high-service mains for

the five-story building and from the low-service mains for the

other buildings. A 12-in. main is laid clear across the yard near the

end of the train shed, from which a supply is obtained for locomotives,

through stand pipes, and through which a circulation is maintained,

so that it is practically impossible to deprive the power house of

water. The general supply enters the premises at fifteen diff'ereut
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places, and at each point the consumption is determined weekly by

meters set for the purpose, and any excessive use quickly located and

corrected. There are also several other meters to measure water sup-

plied to tenants in the express buildings and restaurant.

Present indications show a probable annual expense for water in

the neighborhood of $9 000. No actual trials were made to obtain

water from driven or artesian wells, but, judging from the experience

of others not far away, it was not expected that it could be thus

olptained without being slightly brackish.

Inteelocking.

The system of interlocking adopted at the South Terminal Station

is what is known as the Westinghouse electro-pneumatic.

Previous to the selection of this system, plans were drawn to show

the adaptability of both the mechanical and the electro-pneumatic

systems. Owing to the demand at this station for a large and elaborate

track layout, to serve the 737 trains (total of inward and outward)

which would use it immediately uj^on its completion, and the fact that

this number of trains would create many more times the number

of train movements than 737, it required a larger interlocking plant

than had been heretofore operated anywhere from one tower. When

the plans were drawn for a mechanical plant, it was found that a very

large building was required, and that a very large area of valuable

land would be taken for the lead-out piping, the width required, near

the tower, in each direction, being about 45 ft. No suitable way

could be found to place this piping in a vertical j)osition. It was also

plain that a very much larger number of men would be required to

operate the mechanical jilant than the electro-pneumatic, and that it

would be difficult to make such rigid foundations for the pipe lines

on the new fill over the old docks as they require, without waiting

a great many months for the banks to settle. It also appeared that,

owing to the very magnitude of the plant, which called for unusual

treatment, it would cost as much, or perhaps more, to establish the me-

chanical as the pneumatic. So that even with the remote possibility

of electric currents, required in the j)neumatic plant, becoming

troublesome when electric motive power should be adopted, there

seemed to be no other reasonable alternative than to select the electro-

pneumatic system.
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In the tracks embraced in the control of No. 1 tower are switch

and frog points equivalent to 238 ordinary switches. Eleven trains

may move to or from the train shed at one time, to control which there

are 148 semaphore signals.

In giving a description of the interlocking machine and the electro-

pneumatic valves, it will be necessary to quote partially from descrip-

tions by those who are more thoroughly posted in all the details than

the writer. Each pair of switch jDoints and each semaphore are

attached to the piston of a pneumatic cylinder, which is secured to

the switch or signal support. The admission and discharge of air to

or from the cylinders is controlled by valves, which in theu- turn are

shifted by electro-magnets, governed by the interlocking machine in

which are horizontal rotating shafts, moved by small levers through

an arc of 60°, with electric contacts thereon, suited to give the

required condition to the magnets at the valves, and thereby produce

the j)roper movement of the switch or signal.

The rotating shafts are arranged to move bars above them, and at

right angles to them, which interlock with one another by a system

of cross locks. These bars extend from end to end of the machine.

The ends of these shafts are engaged by the armatures of electro-

magnets, which are so governed, by the switches and signals operated,

that the levers and the apparatus operated by them must agree in

position before a prescribed route may be given.

A working model is attached to the interlocking machine, showing

all the switches moved by the interlocking, corresponding to the

movements in the yard, and this model gives a correct rejn'esen-

tation of the track connections.

There are nine steel-truss signal bridges in the yard, and the

signals generally are placed upon them. The semaphore jsdsts are

hollow iron columns, with the operating connections inside, and are

set, as far as possible, over the center of the track to which they

apply. The blades and lights adopted are in accordance with the

system of the New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad, which

company operates more than two-thirds of the trains entering the

station. The blades extend to the right from the pole. Forked

blades are used, to some extent, to indicate that a route clear through

the system has been arranged, and at the last signal before entering

the train shed to indicate whether or not cars are standing upon the
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track in question inside the shed. Ked is used as a stop, green as an

all right, and yellow as a caution signal color.

The air cylinders used to move the signal arms are single-acting,

the arm being held in a stop position or brought back to a stop

position by a counter-weight, and therefore require but one valve.

The air cylinders used to move the switches are double acting, and,

therefore, require two pin-valves (one for each end of the main cylinder),

controlling auxiliary cylinders, which shift a D-valve, capable of

more readily controlling the pressure to and from the switch cylinders.

The D-valve cannot act unless a plunger which prevents its move-

ment is first withdrawn. This is effected by a third magnetic valve,

and auxiliary cylinder, and the three magnetic valves are controlled

by three separate wires extending from them to contacts of the inter-

locking machine. The D-valve is used on account of the large

volume of air required to be admitted in a short space of time.

The first part of the stroke of the main piston moves the detector

bar, the middle part moves the switch, and the latter jjart locks it in

position; consequently, if a detector bar cannot rise, owing to being

held down by the wheels of a train, the switch cannot be thrown.

There are in the power-house two air compressors, which furnish

the air power. They are 14 x 18-in. Ingersoll-Sargeant, class "A,"

comiJressors. One is held in reserve as a relay to the other. Each

compressor discharges the air into receiving tanks, from which it is

conducted to a third receiver. The air mains leading from the re-

ceiver are duplicated, so that failure in one line of piping will not

prevent an immediate operation of the switches and signals through

another line. The air passes through cooling devices, consisting of

manifold pipes, which precipitate all moisture, and at each switch

enters a cast-iron receiver. From this reservoir there is an armored

hose connection to the switch valve. This elastic connection prevents

injury to the connections, due to vibration and settlement.

There are also provided indicators from the train house to the

tower for proper communication, and the towers are equipped with

telephone connection to all necessary points.

Tower No. 2 controls switches and signals on the subiirban tracks,

and Tower No. 3 governs train movements at the yard limits too

remote to be controlled from Tower No. 1.

These towers and the other main-yard buildings are of brick, with
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slate roofs, and contain toilet fixtures for tlie accommodation of the

employees.

SiGNAii Lights.

Oil lamps are used for signal lights, excepting on one signal bridge,

where experiments are being made with electric lights. These experi-

ments have not progressed far enough to prove conclusively the

superiority of electricity, but give evidence of doing so. The trial

lights consist of two 8-candle-power lamps in each lantern, so that in

case of failure of one, the other may do stiflBcient duty. They are very

clear, and penetrate fog better than the oil lamps.

If the details can be arranged to give satisfaction in all kinds of

weather, they will undoubtedly be adopted.

Data are also being collected to determine the comparative cost.

Tkack Grades.

The tracks in the train shed are level. At the throat of the inter-

locking they are 2 ft. lower than in the shed, to ease the grade on

the curved approach, which is about 40 ft. to the mile (upon 8°

curves), and to facilitate reasonable connections with the express-

yard tracks, which of necessity lie at a grade 6 ft. lower than the

main tracks.

The grade of the tracks on the drawbridge is jjractically the same

as in the train shed.

The steepest grade in the express yard is about li per cent.

The loop tracks are level. The grade upon the inclines leading to

the loop tracks does not exceed 2^ per cent.

In the train shed the tracks are level with the platforms; in the

mail and express yard the tracks are about 4^ ft. below the level of

the platforms, the latter being substantially on a level with the floor

of the cars.

Express Btjildings, Team and Cak Yards.

The exi^ress buildings are 50 ft. wide and two stories high. They

are owned by the Terminal Company and leased to the express com-

panies. They are similar in style and appearance to the power-plant

buildings.

One portion of the express tracks is laid parallel with the building,
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as requested by the express company occupying that part of the

building. The other portions of the tracks are laid as spurs, at an

angle to the building, with intervening platforms. This arrangement

was necessary to get the room required for cars.

The team side of the building has a covered platform nearly its

entire length, and the yard is paved with granite blocks. The second

floor is used for offices by the Adams Exjaress Company, and store

rooms for the New York, New Haven and Hartford Eailroad Company.

A portion is unused at present.

Heating and Lighting fok Express and Yard Buildings.

The express buildings are heated by hot water, directly through

radiators in the various rooms. It is not intended that the freight

rooms and store rooms shall be kept much above freezing in the

winter, but the offices are thoroughly warmed.

The piping system is entirely separate from the head-house system

after leaving the power house, and was installed under a separate con-

tract. The fire-risers through the freight rooms, in this building, as

well as those through the baggage rooms in the head house, are boxed

and protected from the frost. The i)latforms and freight rooms are

lighted by arc lights, and the office rooms by incandescent lights.

Two of the five electric truck lifts go to the store rooms in the second

story, and these two are arranged with safety clutching devices.

The yard buildings are heated by steam and lighted by electricity.

Power Plant Buildings and Pipe Subways.

The power-plant buildings are substantial hard-burned brick

buildings, with granite trimmings and flat gravel roofs upon steel

trusses. They are 40 ft. wide and two stories high, with an aggregate

Length of 580 ft.

The pipe subways leading from the power plant to the head house

and express buildings are 6 ft. wide and 8 ft. high, and are built

entirely of Portland-cement concrete, as shown in Fig. 4. They

carry the pipe lines on one side and the electric cables on the other,

and are well lighted. There is no portion of the wiring or piping

underground which is not accessible at a moment's notice, and one

may travel these subways in a " Sunday Suit " without harm to it.
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PowEK House Equipment.

The buildings whicli contain this eqiiipment are upon the Dor-

chester Avenue side of the yard, and in order that they might interfere

as little as possible with room for tracks, they have been built tandem

fashion; the ice plant nearest the head house, compressor and

electrical generating plant next, and boiler house last. These

buildings contain ice-making and refrigerating machinery, ice storage

room, air compressors to make power for air brakes and the switches

and signals, four Westinghouse direct-current generators, to make

electric current for lighting, elevators and motors (with room for two

more), a central heating plant, ten horizontal return-tubular boilers

72 ins. in diameter and 18 ft. long, an economizer, mechanical stokers,

mechanical draught fans and engines, feed pumps, compressors and

minor ajspurtenances.

The apparatus and the size of the units have been selected with

special regard to the great variation in load required at different times

of the day and year. There is, of course, considerable surplus i:)ower

beyond absolute necessity, to provide for breakdowns and repairs.

The steam piping has been duplicated in such a manner that any acci-

dent thereto will not seriously impair the operation of the plant.

The boilers are made from an extra quality of steel, and are

designed to carry a working pressure of 150 lbs. per square inch.

The shell plates are h in. thick, and the heads -^g in. thick, and are

well stiffened by angle irons, and braced by five through bolts If ins.

in diameter. Each boiler has 130 tubes 3 ins. in diameter, and is

equipped with the usual manholes, blow-offs, safety valve, etc. They

are suspended from channel beams resting upon wall plates carefully

bedded upon the walls of the setting. The boilers are provided with

an equipment of Eoney mechanical stokers, and jjrovision has been

made for a 50% increase in the boiler plant.

The economizers are two in number, one of 520 pipes and one of

240 pipes. The settings are built for 1 040 pipes. The mechanical

draught is provided by two slow-speed exhaust fans 14 ft. in diameter

and 7 ft. breast, driven by two horizontal engines of sufficient size to

drive the fans 100 revolutions per minute. Either or both fans are

operated at will, and are designed to produce a draught through the

steel stack 11 ft. in diameter, carried a few feet above the roof, equal

to a 250-ft. chimney.
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Fig. 1.—View from Congress Street Bridge.

Fig. 2.—View of Yard and Buildings about June 1st,
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The four Westinghouse, single-valve, compound, automatic engines

have cylinders 18 and 30 ins. in diameter, and for 16 ins. stroke of

piston, and are rated, when running at their standard sijeed of 250

revolutions per minute, at 375 I. H. -P.

They are operated non-condensing if the exhaust steam is required

for heating purposes, or under a vacuum, as occasion requires. Each

engine is directly connected to a 225 K.-W. Westinghouse multipolar

engine-type generator, capable of generating current at two poten-

tials, one of 220 volts for power, and one of 110 volts for lighting.

The switchboard is an interesting portion of the installation, but a

technical description is out of place in this paper.

A traveling crane of 20 tons capacity spans the engine room.

The other apparatus in the power house is described under the

various headings which follow, in their appropriate connection.

The suction pipe from the condenser to salt water in the Fort Point

Channel, is laid under Dorchester Avenue in a chamber which permits

of entrance to adjust the flanged joints in case of air leaks, leaks being

expected on account of settlement of the new street filling. The suc-

tion well and inlet chamber are built partially of timber and partially

of masonry, and while serving the purpose properly, under the sea

wall, have only the merit of being inexpensive.

Electric Lighting.

Before the amount of lighting for the various parts of the station

was determined upon, a carefully prepared statement of the lighting

of all the large stations in the United States was made, and from this

as a guide the lights were arranged. The train-shed platforms, midway,

baggage rooms, express i^latforms, express rooms, entrances and side-

walks are lighted by arc lights of enclosed pattern. In the train shed

they are hung from the roof and steadied horizontally by the current

wires and guy wires. The switches for the jjlatform lights are located

on the midway fence, and each platform may be lighted separately, if

desired. The lights on the passenger platforms are 120 ft. apart.

The suburban station is lighted by a large number of 5-light clusters

of 16-candle-power lamps. These reflect against the enameled brick

ceiling.

The waiting room is brilliantly illuminated by Hghts in the ceiling,

and also by a row entirely around the sides.
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The offices and corridors are lighted throughout with electricity.

There are no illuminating-gas pipes in the building.

There are nearly 300 arc and 7 000 incandescent lights.

All the wires are carried in water-tight iron pipe ducts throughout

the walls and floors of the building, and are accessible at the various

drawing-in, cut-out or junction boxes. There are 18 sets of feeders

running from the generator switchboard to the distributing centers

about the premises, where there are switches for local control of the

lights.

Elevatoks and Lifts.

All the elevators and baggage and express lifts are run by elec-

tricity. There are 5 public elevators and 2 private elevators in the

head house, 1 ice lift in the ice plant, 8 baggage and express lifts in

the train shed, 4 in the baggage rooms and 5 in the express buildings,

making a total of 25. They were all, with the exception of the ice

lift, constructed by the Sprague Elevator Company.

The passenger elevators are of the usual pattern, and have no

special features.

The baggage and express lifts are of special pattern, and are

one of the most interesting features of the mechanical plant.

On account of the waterjiroofing sheet below, which could not

be punctured, and the fact that most of these lifts were out of

doors, it was not feasible to adopt hydraulic lifts. Further, on

account of the impracticability of having any framework more than

3 or 4 ft. above the platforms, between the trains, the baggage plat-

forms being restricted in width so that posts to such framework would

be too near the car windows, it was not practicable to have overhead

sheaves and ropes. Study, on the part of the contractors, brought out

a type of electrical machinery which could be contained in the thick-

ness of the floor. This consists mainly of a revolving shaft on each

side of the elevator openings, near the tojo, which shafts wind up four

chains, one near each corner of the lift jjlatform, these shafts being

rotated by worm gears, at right angles to them, at one end of the lift,

the thrust of one worm gear reacting against the other, and the

countershaft being rotated by an electric motor in the floor. This ap-

paratus, being suitable for platforms between trains, and being simple

and economical, was adopted for all but two (the two-story lifts in the

express buildings), of the seventeen lifts.
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The platforms of these lifts are 6 ft. wide and 15 ft. long, and the

lifts are designed to carry with periect safety 3 000 lbs.

The problem of making suitable protection around the opening in

the platforms, and safety gates at the ends, was perplexing, but was

solved by making a very strong sheet-iron frame for each side, about

3^ ft. high, and placing in each end a swinging gate. This framework

cannot be wrecked by a heavy truck, and the gates cannot be struck,

when open, by the trucks. The gates are connected, so that when one

opens the other opens, and are also arranged by contact latches, so

that the lifts cannot be moved if they are open, neither can the gates

be opened if the lift is below the platform level. It is necessary to un-

latch the gate by hand, which can be done from either end, before the

gates are free to open. The baggage-room lifts are not protected by

the same style of gate, but the princiijles are the same. The lifts are

operated by foot-pushes at both ends of the platform, so that a man

can work the lifts at whichever end he may be. A push on one button

raises the lift, and on another button lowers the lift. They are all

supplied with call bells and automatic gates at the lower level.

It was necessary to construct the platform over the motors, so that

moisture could not find its way to them, and at the same time have the

platforms removable, so that the motors and machinery could be got

at. After a little study this was arranged without difficulty, and these

lifts have given excellent satisfaction.

Heating and Ventilating.

The head house and public rooms are heated by a hot-water

system. The water is heated in three tubular heaters, two of them

connected to obtain heat by the circulation of exhaust steam from the

engines, through them, and the third connected in a similar manner

for live steam. The hot water is circulated through the tubular

heaters and through a loojj system of piping around the head house

by means of two centrifugal pumps, one a relay to the other, these

being located, along with the tubular heaters, in a room in the jjower

house, and called the central heating plant. The main rooms and

offices are warmed by hot air, the air being drawn through down-take

shafts from the roof, over hot-water stacks, or radiators, in the base-

ment, by large fans, and forced through one duct to each room, so

heated, at a temperature of about 70° Fahr., and through another
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duct, over a supplementary heating stack, to each room at a much

higher temperature. At the register in each room is a mixing damper,

so that the inmate can take a full volume of the air at a temperature

of aboiit 70^, or at a much higher temperature, at will.

DIAGRAM SHOWING
HEATING AND VENTILATING SYSTEM

IN USE AT TERMINAL STATION
(A DIRECT HOT WATER SYSTEM IS USED

Office

( Branch Duels

The main loop in the system is about five-eighths of a mile long,

and large bends have been used freely to take care of expansion and

contraction.
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There are six fan rooms, of different sizes. In the summer these

fans are run to assist in ventilating the offices.

The baggage rooms, some of the corridors, and other much

exposed offices are heated by direct hot-water radiators. It is not

expected that the baggage rooms will be kept much above freezing in

cold weather.

The main ducts of the heating and ventilating system are over the

ceiling of the corridors, and all hot-air ducts are thoroughly insulated.

The hot-water pipes are all insulated. It is possible to circulate the

water at different velocities and at different temijeratures, and these

are the means used to regulate the heat. There are 12 ventilating fans

in the attics which exhaust the air from the office and toilet rooms

through special ducts to the outlet chambers on the roof.

All the fans in the heating and ventilating system are driven by

electric motors.

All toilet rooms are heated by the direct method, to prevent the

accumulation of air pressure in the rooms, which would cause the

escape of foul odors through the doors, and are ventilated by special

exhaust fans at the roof, fresh air finding its way to these rooms

through screened doors.

Ice-Making and Eefrigekation.

An ice-making plant, capable of making 20 tons of " Diamond " ice

per day, frozen from one side only, upon the plate system, has been

installed in the power house. Beneath the freezing tanks an insulated

storage vault, large enough to hold 800 tons of ice, has also been built.

This ice is used in the cars, restaurant, and some of the offices, and is

made from thoroughly filtered water, taken from the city mains, and

harvested in large blocks, cut in the freezing tanks by traversing steam

cutters, lifted out of the tanks by a traveling pneumatic lift, and

lowered to the required level in the storage vault by an electric lift.

Later on, it is weighed, cut up into small pieces, and delivered upon

demand to the different users.

Two ammonia compressors are provided, one sufficient for the ice-

making and refrigeration purposes, and the other' for the latter alone.

A refrigerating plant, on the brine system, is installed for the pur-

pose of cooling the storage boxes (of about 4 000 cu. ft. capacity) in the

restaurant, and for cooling drinking water, which may be drawn from
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about 30 drinking fountains located in tlie corridors and public rooms

at various places throughout the head house.

Steam and Hot Water for Head House.

A piping system for a sujsply of live steam and hot water has been

installed in the head house for cooking and warming purposes in the

kitchen and serving rooms, and for supply to oiatlets in the pay lava-

tories, outlets for cleaning purposes, and for the shower baths installed

for the train men. All the piping is insulated, and the total number

of outlets is about 35.

Cak Heating.

At all the stub-track ends in the train shed and throughout the ex-

press yard, 47 jslaces in all, provision has been made for furnishing

steam heat to the cars. The steam pipe at the ends of the tracks in

the train shed is on the loop system, and any break in the main pipe

does not interrupt the supply to any great extent. Perhaps the only

interesting feature in this provision is the style of metallic universal-

joint connection to the car hose, which is what is known as the

McLaughlin joint, a recently devised joint of very simple jjattern,

hardly to be described without detail drawings.

Air Brake Testing.

Two Westinghouse air-brake j^umps are installed in the power

house to supply air for testing brakes and charging the cars, and this

air is delivered at the 47 stub tracks in the train-shed and express

yards. A main and several auxiliary reservoir tanks are used to pro-

vide storage for excessive draught at times, and provision is made for

draining oflf the condensation water at the various low points in the

pipe lines, and at the reservoirs. At the track ends in the train shed

the air passes through rubber hose to the car connection. Out of doors

the air passes through the McLaughlin metallic universal joints. The

latter feature is a new departure for air connections.

This system of compressed-air pijiiug and machinery is kept sepa-

rate from the compressor plant for switches and signals, so that a fail-

ure in the former will not affect the more important work of the latter.

There is no physical reason why they could not be arranged as one

plant, if so desired.
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FlBE Pkotection.

A 4-iii. water-pipe connection lias been made at five different points

with the high-service mains of the city water-works, and fire-riser

pipes, 3 ins. in diameter, with hose and nozzles, have been installed all

over the premises. Altogether, there are 104 outlets for 2§-in. hose in

the main building, and 2 outlets in the interlocking towers for 1^-in.

hose, 6 of the former being on the roof of the main building. No out-

lets for this fire supply or any other hot or cold water supply are

located over the main waiting room.

In addition to the above, there have been installed about the head

house several auxiliary fire-alarm boxes, connected with the city fire-

alarm system, which can be rung from 22 push buttons located in

various places. Additional hose, on reels and in boxes, has been pro-

vided for emergency. No fire-fighting organization of employees has

been made, reliance being placed on the city department, which can

be had at immediate notice. One fire, which did no great damage,

caused by a blacksmith's forge on the roof, within a few days after the

station was opened, was observed in the attic by an employee, and

extinguished with water from the established system, without

recourse to the city department, thus illustrating the virtue of this

private system.

Frost Pkotection.

The twenty-two 8-in. and the two 12-in. down-spouts from the

train-shed and midway roofs are jacketed with non-conducting cover-

ing, and the jacket spaces are warmed in freezing weather by coOs of

1-in. steam pipe. The jacketed space is Ih ins. wide, and wire lathing

serves as a base for the non-conducting covering. This covering is an

asbestos compound, and it is protected by heavy canvas, well painted.

The live steam for the coil, which is two runs of 1-in. pipe, forming a

loop by connection near the roof, is supplied from a distributing

system, having its origin in the car-heating main.

These jackets have served to keep the down-spoiats open one

winter, and it is hoped that they will prove as valuable in the future.

A 2-in. brass pipe to carry live steam has been installed entirely

around the midway roof in the gutter, to keep the gutter open. No

other steam pipes have been provided for melting snow.
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Pumping Plant.

As the entire suburban station is below the level of the ocean, and

as part of the track-approaches to it are open to rain and snow, it has

been necessary to provide a pumping plant in a stimp well, located

near the power plant, to take care of storm water and any seepage

water which may eventually get through the waterproofing sheet.

This plant consists of two electrically driven, vertical-shaft, centrifu-

gal pumjis. One has a capacity of 4 000 galls, per minute, and the

other 1 000 galls, per minute, against a head of 16 ft. The smaller

pump is arranged to work automatically, being governed by a float.

The other is started by hand upon an electric alarm signal controlled

by a float, giving notice in the power house.

These pumps discharge through check valves to a pipe connection

with the city storm sewer, which crosses the premises and empties

into Fort Point Channel.

Thus far, the pumps have seen very little service, and it is to be

hoped that it will not be increased.

At extreme low tide the small accumulation of water during the

high-tide period finds its way through the check valves, which act

as automatic flood gates to empty the sump well without the pumps.

If the check valves fail to work on the rising of the tide, the alarm

rings in the power house, and the emergency stop valve in the dis-

charge pipe is immediately closed before any damage can be done.

Coal Handling.

" As the Terminal Comj^any has no water front suitable for the dis-

charge of coal from vessels, the coal is brought from one of the coal

pockets belonging to one of the operating railroad companies, on cars

which permit of unloading through hoppers in the floor. These are

set over a coal vault, constructed in the rear of the boiler house, as

shown on the cross-section plan. Fig. 12, and the coal is then dumped

upon an intermediate floor, level with the hoppers of the mechanical

stokers, this floor having storage capacity for several days' supply.

From this floor the coal is pushed or shoveled into the mechanical

stokers. Beneath this intermediate floor is further storage room for

several days' supply, which supply is held in reserve against snow

blockades in the winter, when it would be diflicult to move the cars.

From this lower floor it is necessary to lift the coal about 5 ft. to put
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it into the stoker hoppei's. Originally, it was not intended to have

mechanical stokers, and to fire by hand from this lower level without

this 5-ft. lift; but, after the stokers were installed, the intermediate

floor was arranged, and the handling simplified, as well as the storage

room increased.

Storage capacity for several thousand tons was considered, but on

account of the relatively small consumption, varying with the seasons,

from about 8 tons to 35 tons per day, the difficulty of placing the

storage close to the boilers, the necessity of considerable coal-handling

machinery, if not so placed, the necessity of using cars in any event,

and the ability to take advantage of low prices, due to bulk deliveries,

by purchasing in connection with one of the operating railroad com-

panies, such storage facilities were not constructed.

At present, the ashes are wheeled from the furnaces to an area just

outside of the boiler room, where they are taken away daily by private

parties without cost to the Terminal Company. They are eventually

disposed of either for cinder-concrete material, or to go to the South

Boston flats for wharf filling, where a price is paid sufficient to cover

the cost of handling.

Cost of Power Plant.

The cost of the entire power plant, including all piping, wiring,

electric lighting of every sort, fans, heaters, radiators, air fixtures,

frost jackets, ventilating system, steam connections, refrigeration,

hot-water pipes, lifts and elevators in the head house, subway, express

and gas buildings and train shed, as well as i^umping plant in the sump

well, has been, not including the interlocking, upwards of $400 000.

The various parts are so inter-related to each other that no attempt

will be made in this paper to give unit costs for elevators, lifts, lights,

etc.

PiNTSCH Gas.

A plant for the manufacture of Pintsch gas for use in cars has been

established on the terminal grounds, capable of making 120000 cu. ft.

of gas daily.

A building, 110 ft. long and 40 ft. wide, two stories high, of similar

type to the power house, has been constructed, on pile foundations;

and in this building there have been installed 40 retorts and the ac-

companying furnaces, 3 engines and compressors for compressing the
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gas, purifiers, meter, feed tanks, drip ard tar inimps, and all other

necessary appliances. Tlie building is lighted by electricity. Outside

of the building are installed 2 oil-storage tanks, a tar tank, 10 store

holders and a gas holder 30 ft. in diameter and 15 ft. deep. A main

pipe leads from this plant, connecting with distribution pipes to 120

outlets in the train shed and about 20 more outlets in the express

yard, where gas can be jiut into the car tanks through hose connec-

tions. The cost of this entire gas plant, including the building,

is about igSOOOO.

Matekiai, Used.

The material used in the work approximates: 43 000 spruce piles,

15 100 000 common brick, 487 000 medium brick, 846 000 enameled

brick, 74 000CU. yds. concrete, 32000cu. yds. stone masonry, 30 000 000

lbs., or 15 000 tons steel, equal to about 1 200 car loads; 200 000 cu. ft.

of cut stone for building, or 500 car loads; 75 000 bbls. Portland cement,

20 000 bbls. Rosendale cement, 8 000 bbls. coal-tar pitch, 6 500 bbls.

prepared asphalt, 850 000 lbs. tarred paper, 450 000 lbs. sheet copper

for roof trimmings; 5 000 000 ft., B. M., yellow pine timber, for various

uses; 16 000 lbs. solder, 10 acres gravel roofing, 150 000 sq. ft. wire-

glass and 40 000 lbs., or 20 tons, of putty to set the same.

Costs of Yakd BuiiiDiNGs, Pek Cubic Foot.

The power house, including foundations ^0.121

The gas building, including foundations . 135

The exjaress buildings, including foundations . 131

The total cost of these buildings aggregates $310 000.

These buildings are of brick, two stories high, with good base-

ments, founded on piles, with iron floor-beams, iron roof-trusses,

wooden floors and roof boards, roofs covered with tar and gravel,

plumbed, heated and lighted, and the express buildings contain offices

for 250 persons; also 5 truck lifts. The above costs do not include any

foundations for machinery located within these buildings.

Cost of Head House.

The approximate cost of the head house, including foundations,

heating, lighting and elevators, is $1 565 000, or SO. 214 per cubic foot.

In calculating the cubic feet, outside dimensions and height from floor

of basement to top of roof are used.
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Cost of Train Shed.

Area, 343 140 sq. ft. Weight of steel, 23 lbs. per square foot.

Total cost, including foundations, steel and covering, ^382 180. Cost

per square foot, horizontal area, ^1.11. If the area and cost of the

midway and connecting roofs is added to the train shed, the cost is

$1.05 per square foot, horizontal area.

Oeganization for Construction.

The Terminal Company is managed by a board of trustees, one for

each of the five constituent railroad companies.

The members of the board were as follows

:

Charles P. Clark, Chairman, representing The N. Y., N. H. &
H. E. R. Co.

Samuel Hoar, Vice-Chairman, representing The B. & A. R. E. Co.

Charles L. Lovering, representing O. C. R. R. Co.

Royal C. Taft, representing B. & P. R. R. Cori)oration.

Francis L. Higginson,
) ,„, ^. ^ ^ ^ ^

A^ . T 1 AT TT 11 [
representing The N. E. R. R. Co.

and later, John M. Hall, (

The construction work was carried out under the direction of the

architects, Messrs. Shepley, Rutan and Coolidge, and the Resident

Engineer, the former j^lanning and supervising the brick and stone

head house and office-building construction, and the latter the founda-

tions, train shed, midway, tracks, subways, express buildings, power

house, sea wall, etc., and supervising the construction of the power

plant and interlocking, each of the above parties reporting directly to

the Board of Trustees.

The Chief Engineers of the operating railroads and the Manager of

the Terminal Company exercised general criticism, and were consulted

in regard to the requirements. All the large contracts for construc-

tion were executed on behalf of the Terminal Company by a member

of the Board of Trustees. Other contracts were executed, under

authority of the Trustees, by the Architects or Resident Engineer.

The general jjlans for the steel construction in the train shed and

bridge floors, prepared by the Resident Engineer, were developed by

J. R. "Worcester, M. Am. Soc. C. E., of Boston. The shop cards were

drawn at the office of the contractors, the Pennsylvania Steel Com-

pany, J. V. W. Reynders, M. Am. Soc. C. E., Superintendent, and were

examined, checked and approved by the engineering department of

the Terminal Company.
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The interlocking plans and details were made by the Union Switch

and Signal Company, of Swissvale, Pa. The power plant, including

lighting, heating, ventilating, elevators, lifts and ice-making ma-

chinery, was designed by or under the direction of Westinghouse,

Church, Kerr & Co., of New York; Henry J. Conant, their Boston rep-

resentative, the Sprague Elevator Company, and Professor S. Homer

Woodbridge, heating and ventilating engineer, contributing to this

end. The plans for the Pintsch gas apparatus were designed by the

Pintsch Compressing Company, of New York.

The engineering department of the Terminal Company, assisting

the Resident Engineer, embraced A. B. Corthell, M. Am. Soc. C. E.,

First Assistant Engineer; W. F, Goodrich, M. Am. Soc. C. E.,

Assistant Engineer, in charge in the field; J. H. O'Brien, architectural

draughtsman, as well as other draughtsmen, instrument men, in-

spectors and helpers, all of whom, as well as the head men for the

various contractors, faithfully carried out all the work entrusted to

them.

Okganization fok Operation.

The organization for operating the station is at present substantially

as follows:

A Manager, to whom all reports are made, and who himself reports

to the Trustees.

For the Transportation Department, a Station Master and an

Assistant Station Master for day and night service, with the necessary

force of guides, gatemen, porters and cleaners.

A Ticket Agent, with necessary force, Y'ard Master and Assistant Yard

Master, Baggage Agent and Parcel Agent, each with necessary force.

For the Maintenance Department, the following heads, reporting

upon all matters pertaining to construction, repairs and operation,

excepting operation of the interlocking plant, through the Resident

Engineer to the Manager : Superintendent of Power Plant, including

all matters pertaining to mechanical and electrical equipment, lighting,

heating, ventilation, elevators, ice and gas machinery, with the

necessary force ; Supervisor of Buildings, with necessary force;

Track Master, with necessary force. There is also a Supervisor

in charge of all apparatus and employees supplying steam, com-

pressed air and Pintsch gas to cars, he reporting to the Manager.

The Treasurer of the company, who at present is also Acting
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Auditor, Pay Master and Purcliasing Agent, reports directly to the

Board of Trustees, the same as during construction.

Tkaxn Sebvice.

The natural position of the four roads entering the station will be

maintained in the train shed, as far as possible. There being eight

main tracks through the throat, two can be devoted, one in and one

out, for each road ; and only the necessary crossing of trains of one

road over the tracks used by another road, done, as is necessary, to

reach baggage rooms, express yards, or other special service. As two-

thirds of the 737 trains using the station are suburban trains, without

baggage or express matter in quantity, this very much reduces inter-

ference upon the grand crossing. Those trains carrying large quanti-

ties of baggage and express matter must, of course, get as near the

inward or outward baggage rooms as possible. It has been found thus

far, in operation, that the baggage lifts expedite rather than hinder

the free movement of baggage, as the free cross-run of the trucks be-

neath the tracks, compared with dodging trains on the surface, more

than compensates for the time required to use the lift.

Fencing.

The property has been surrounded as far as possible on its boundary

limits with a fence 8 ft. high; a part of this, adjacent to the streets,

being a tight board fence, and upon division lines a picket fence, with

proper gates for entrance and exit to the express and mail yards

The subway and sea walls are lined with a heavy two-pipe rail fence

with cast-iron posts.

Minor Conveniences.

It is impracticable in this paper to describe the large number of

minor conveniences which have been arranged for this station. The

mention of a few of them will suggest their importance and help to

complete the record.

A private telephone exchange for the terminal only.

Separate ticket-selling booths for each man.

A liberal number of weighing scales in baggage rooms and express

buildings.

Ample bicycle racks, check racks, etc.
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Checking system to care for trainmen's coats, hats, etc., instead of

the usual lockers.

Kitchen and restaux-ant furnishings.

Booths for weighers at scales in express buildings.

Apartments for car inspectors.

Train mail-chute and sorting room.

Speaking tubes.

Case for sale of emergency articles, rubbers, umbrellas, etc., in

women's room.

Shoe-cleaning and polishing chair in women's room.

Eoom for police sqi;ad at the station.

Dressing room for porters and gatemen.

Conveniences for handling newspapers.

Carpenter and paint shoj) for rejaair men.

Blacksmith shop for interlocking and track work.

Shop for small repairs to machinery and piping.

Stock rooms, oil house, lamp room, trackmen's tool room, yard-

master's office, trackmaster's headquarters and interlocking super-

visor's room, storage yard for spare track material, etc., etc., etc.

CoNCIiUSION.

In conclusion, it gives no little satisfaction to the engineering de-

partment to say that throughout the entire construction there has

been absolutely no friction between any of the parties who have con-

tributed to the grand result, either as railroad officers, managers,

architects, engineers, contractors and their representatives, or city and

state heads of departments and officers, and that uniform courtesy has

prevailed among all.

While it is not always the duty of the engineer to discuss the wis-

dom or necessity of certain lines of policy, and while such discussion

is more or less unprofitable, it may, nevertheless, in this instance,

prove valuable to answer in advance the questions sure to be raised as

to whether such a large terminal, with its accompanying expendi-

tures, is a proper investment for a railroad company to make.

When railroad stations have been utterly outgrown, as was the case

in Boston, and the traffic cannot be properly handled, there is "no
alternative " for the railroad management but reconstruction. The

question whether each of the existing stations shall be enlarged, per-
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haps under great difficulties, or whether a combination shall be ef-

fected, as in Boston, for the mutual convenience of the transportation

companies and the public, is usually well weighed and decided by

those most competent to decide. Having decided to build a new sta-

tion, no management can be criticised for making it an up-to-date and

even ahead-of-date structure.

Of the great exj^enditure iiecessary for the new terminal station in

question, probably nearly two-thirds of its entire cost for land and

buildings reverts directly or indirectly to the railroads interested, in

lands released at old stations for other purposes or for entire disposal.

With bonds selling at a premium on a 31%" basis, much more can be

accomplished, with the same interest charge, than was jjossible a few

years ago, with interest at 6 per cent.

As far as can now be determined, the cost of operating the new and

much more commodious station will be about the same as the sum of

operating the old stations.

A railroad station is a minor appurtenance to the road itself, and it

is impossible to always incur exj^ense for renewals, on the basis of an

investment upon which a new direct return will be forthcoming.

It may be compared, roughly, to a new storehouse for a cotton mill.

It is a necessary convenience for the handling of the business, but the

mill (or the railroad) is the real earning factor.

The question has been asked: " How much money did the City of

Boston contribute toward the construction of the station ?" In reply,

it may be said that not one dollar was contributed, directly or indi-

rectly, by the city for land or structures upon the terminal location.

The city, through its own departments, was authorized by the

Legislature, to expend a sum of money for streets and bridge con-

struction, outside of the terminal property, not to exceed $2 000 000.

At different times a great many suggestions have been contributed

to the terminal management, regarding construction of train shed,

arrangement of tracks, handling of baggage, operation of station, etc.,

etc. Many of these were ingenious, some utterly useless. As a rule,

nothing is accomjalished if we wait until perfection is reached, and it

is undoubtedly better to go ahead imperfectly than not at all.

The station is now being operated without delay to trains or people,

and the results aimed at have been reasonably attained. Later on,

when the subway station is put into service, there should be still

greater satisfaction in the general operation.
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DISCUSSION.

Mr. Conrow. Hekman Conbow, Jim. Am. Soc. C. E. (by letter).— The ;inetliod

used by Mr. Francis in water-proofing the masonry throws new light

on a subject upon which comparatively little has been written.

In the summer of 1896 the writer had charge of the construction of

a water-proof subway, beneath the four tracks of a railroad in Massa-

chusetts. The subway was about 100 ft. long and 8 ft. in clear width,

with the floor about 5 ft. below the level of the water in a nearby

creek. It was necessary, therefore, to build a masonry structure

which would be impervious to water under px'essure. The design of

the subway called for a foundation of concrete, brick side and end-

walls, and a brick-arch roof with concrete backing. The water-

proofing materials were refined bitumen asphalt of the best quality and
heavy tarred ijajaer. Inside, the finished subway was planned to have

a mosaic floor and sides and arched ceiling of glazed bricks; but these

embellishments have nothing to do with the water-proofing, and were
added merely as a veneer to the main walls of the structure. The sub-

way was built in a soil of fine sand so full of water that it was not far

removed from a quicksand.

In order to simplify the description, the methods used in water-

proofing the floor, side-walls and roof are separated.

1. The floor was water-proofed as follows: A foundation course of

concrete, 6 ins. thick, was laid upon the sand, and the top of this was

roughly leveled and smoothed by filling the depressions with mortar.

After this mortar had set, heavy tarred paper was laid to break joints,

and over the paper was poured a layer of molten asphalt. (The thick-

ness of this i^ouring will depend upon the temperature of the asphalt.

Very hot asphalt will run out to a thickness of less than { in. ; but it

can be used so that the pourings will be nearly ^ in. thick. The thin

pourings, however, give the best results.) On this asphalt, after it

had cooled, another layer of tarred paper was placed, which was fol-

lowed by another coating of asphalt. This process was continued

until a water-iDroof covering about 1 in. thick was formed. This was
composed of three layers of paper and three pourings of asphalt. This

floor covering could have been made entirely of asphalt, but the tarred

paper greatly increased its strength.

Upon this water-proof floor 6 ins. of concrete were next laid, except

where a space was left for the asjihalt in the vertical walls to join

directly to the asphalt floor. The purpose of this concrete was to

keep the asphalt permanently cool and also to withstand the water

pressure from beneath. Steel rails, 2 ft. apart, were placed in the

concrete, and the ends of the rails were bedded under the inside walls,^
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thus giving strength to the concrete, in addition to its weight, to resist Mr. Conrow.

the upward pressure, otherwise a heavier layer of concrete would have

been necessary.

2. To water-proof the side-walls of the subway the general scheme

was to build a core-wall of asphalt, 2 ins. thick, between two brick

walls. The greatest care was necessary, in making the junction at the

bottom, where the asphalt core-wall met the asphalt floor, to secure a

water-tight joint. The inside wall surrounding the core was first built

High Water Level

-2 "Asphalt Core-wall

-Mosaic Floor

Concrete with Steel RaUs Imbedded

^1" Asphalt and Tarred Paper

Fig. 19.

to a height of 6 ins. and the outside wall to a height of 1 ft., thus

forming a narrow groove 12 ins. deep, into which molten asj^halt was

poured. In order to reduce the amount of asphalt, broken pieces of

clean and dry brick were laid in the groove, which was then grouted

full with very hot asphalt. The core-wall having thus been raised

level with the brick walls about it, the brick walls were built up 12

ins. higher, and the process of asphalting repeated. In this manner the
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Mr. Conrow. sides and ends of tlie subway were built to the desired height. When
this had been done the walls and bottom formed a water-tight masonry
box.

"When starting the core- wall at the bottom, the asphalt was poured
very slowly, for there was danger that the hot asphalt would melt

that under the concrete and cause it to. crack; but after the core-wall

had reached a height of 1 or 2 ft., all anxiety on that score was
dismissed.

To make a tight junction between one pouring of asphalt and
another, the surface of the cold asjjhalt must be perfectly clean and
dry. A film, either of dust or moisture, will prevent a water-tight

junction. Sometimes, when the brick walls had been freshly built up
above the core-wall, particles of mortar and drops of water collected

upon the surface of the cold asj^halt in the groove, and, in spite of

brushing and wiping, it could not be cleaned and dried perfectly. In

such cases a small quantity of kerosene was sprinkled on the surface

of the asphalt in the groove and then lighted. The heat dried out

the moisture and melted the surface of the asphalt, giving a perfectly

new surface and making sure the unity of the work.

This use of kerosene the writer has found very valuable. Old sur-

faces of asphalt which had become full indentations and which were

covered with sand which had become ground in, were rendered bright

and clean by burning kerosene on the surface; the foreign particles

disappeared by sinking deeper into the asphalt, leaving the surface in

good condition to unite with the next pouring.

3. The water-proofing of the arch covering was very simple.

After the masonry had been smoothed over with cement and it had

set, asphalt was poured evenly over the surface, and, after cooling, a

layer of tarred pajjer was laid, beginning at the sides and parallel

with the barrel of the arch, working u^jward toward the crown, each

course lapping over the previous one as in a shingle roof. Four layers

of asjjhalt and three of paper were used.

The water-proofing of the subway by these methods was entirely

successful, and upon the completion of the work the pumps were

stopped and the water rose to a height of 4 ft. around the walls of the

subway, which remained perfectly dry inside. Numerous heavy rains

caused no leakage in the arched roof.

This method of water-proofing the side walls was not that originally

tried upon this work. At first the attempt was made to water-proof a

brick wall by means of paper and asphalt. After the wall had become

dry it was coated with asphalt, and then jjaj^er was put on with lap

joints. Another coat of asphalt followed, then more paper, and so on.

A 4-in. brick wall was built adjacent to the pajser to hold it and the

asphalt in place. The results were not successful, and perfect water-

proofing was not secured in this way. The writer is of the opinion
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that tarred paper has little value as a water-proofing material for ver- Mr. Conrow.

tical walls which are to stand water under pressure, because of the

impossibility of keeping the paper in its proper place. He also

believes that if it is desired to build masonry absolutely water-tight

the best way to do it is by using an asphalt core- wall where the asphalt

may be poured into a groove and allowed to run into every crevice

which will admit water.

Both the asphalt and the tarred paper should be of the best quality.

Cheap asphalt and the tar compound are not permanent substances,

but will rot and become like powder under the action of water and air,

thereby loosing all water-proofing qualities; and the poorer kinds of

tarred paper are easily torn and are of little value. It will be found
very difiicult to handle the asphalt in hot weather since it becomes soft

in ordinary summer temperatures. Cold asphalt is a durable and tough
substance, capable of bearing considerable pressure, but if unpro-

tected from the sun's rays, it becomes an unreliable material. If it is

desired to use a large quantity of asphalt, the inconvenience of melting

it quickly may become very great, especially if the asphalting outfit

consists of but one or two kettles. One kettle will melt a large amount,
however, if it is kept constantly full, since the molten asphalt in the

kettle will quickly melt large blocks of the cold asphalt.

The accompanying section, Fig. 19, will aid in the illustration of the

methods described.

J. E. WoKCESTEK, M. Am. Soc. C. E. (by letter).—The subject em- Mr. Worcester,

braced by the paper is so comprehensive that the author has, of neces-

sity, hastened over many features of the problem, a more extended
account of which might have been interesting to the members of the

Society. In the hope of shedding a little light on some of these points,

the writer wishes to discuss briefly the portion of the paper which
refers particularly to the train shed.

Cantilever Principle.—To make more clear the reasons for adopting
the cantilever style of trussing, it should be stated that before the

method of supporting the roof was determined, the cross-section, so

far as the roof line was concerned, was agreed upon almost exactly as

it was finally built. This line was arranged so as to give a large verti-

cal space for windows below the eaves and above the connecting roof,

to enclose the whole width of the shed under a single roof and to avoid

raising any portion so high as to overtop the head house. It was also

determined that there should be two lines of intermediate columns
placed substantially in the positions finally adopted.

With these conditions prescribed and with the manifest advantages

of raising the bottom chord as much as possible, the cantilever prin-

ciple naturally suggested itself as desirable. To ascertain whether it

would result in any great economy, however, an estimate of the cost

of trusses with the same outline, but broken over the interior columns.
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Mr. Worcester, was made. It was found that the weight of trusses constructed on
these lines would be about 10.7 lbs. per horizontal square foot, instead

of 8.25 lbs., which was the weight of the cantilevers.

Whether the supported trusses could have been made as light as

the cantilevers, had the shape been immaterial, was not determined;

but it is doubtful, as the conditions, particularly the fact that only a

small portion of the load was variable, were altogether favorable for

cantilever construction.

Expansion.—The author has referred to the fact that only one

exijansion joint was provided in the trusses, and that in the central

span; biit in speaking of the intermediate columns as not anchored,

he might be understood to mean that it was expected that motion

might occur at the feet of these columns from changes of temperature.

This was not the case, as it was recognized that the friction from the

load on these intermediate columns would be so great as to render

motion impossible, even if desirable. The side columns were made
very stiff, and were calculated on the assumption that all the wind
force would be transferred through them to the ground. Assuming,

then, that the trusses were fixed at the outer end, it was expected that

the intermediate columns must bend slightly as the length of the end

spans varied with the temperature. Allowing for a motion of 1 in. per

hundi'ed feet, as the exti-eme eftect of temperature, it was found that

the strain caused by this motion in the intermediate column would not

add above 25%* to the compression caused by the total vertical load,

and the combined strain would be only about 12 500 lbs. per square

inch.

As a matter of fact, it seems that the allowance of 1 in. per

hundred feet was excessive, for it was found that the total change at

the expansion joint between a very hot summer day, when, before the

covering was all applied, j^arts of the trusses were exposed to the

direct sun, and an unusually cold winter day, before the shed was

occupied and partly warmed as it will be by occupation, that is, under

a range of 94"^ Fahr. , the maximum contraction at the central expan-

sion joint amounted to only 1|- ins. This is partly explained by the

fact that the side posts, instead of being absolutely rigid, as assumed,

allow a motion at the top of apparently about 1 in. , making a total

contraction of about 3^ ins., or -,-8 in. per hundred feet.

In this connection, the writer can hardly agree with the author's

conclusion with regard to the Midway Floor, that "the expansion of

each piece of steel is apparently taken up in the riveted joints. " It

seems more jirobable that, as the extreme variation in temperature of

this portion of the building probably does not exceed 40°, the elastic-

ity of the material is called upon to compensate for any motion which

might occur if the material were free to come and go.

General Design.—There are two points in the general design of the
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train shed wliicli are not very clearly set forth in the paper or ilhistra- Mr. Worcester,

tions, and about which a word may not be oat of place.

The trusses at the ends of the building, viz., A, B, C, K, and L are

made the full depth of the end, with diagonals each extending over two

of the panels indicated by the vertical lines on the c-ai.

The verticals of these trusses act as beams to carry the wind

pressure to the horizontal trusses Avhich are situated in the plane of

the top and bottom chords.

The reason for making the main monitor trusses with a 60-ft. span,

disregarding the suj^ports which might have been carried to the top

of main trusses, was that these trusses are spaced more closely to-

gether than the main trusses, those intermediate between the main
trusses being carried by the purlins on either side.

Pin and Rivet Connections.—Pin connections were adopted for the

main trusses, and for much of the rod bracing, largely as a matter of

convenience of erection and to improve the general appearance.

There was, however, one very important detail where a riveted joint

was used, namely, at the intersection of the bottom chord of the canti-

lever trusses with the intermediate columns. Here a pin would have

been of such large diameter and the necessary restriction in metal of

the post so great, to say nothing of the difficulty of having the chords

on the two sides of different widths, that ariveted joint was much more
satisfactoi'y, and it was adopted without hesitation.

Length of Struts.—One feature of the design which was of consider-

able importance in the way of economy, but which was somewhat con-

trary to modern practice, was the ratio of length to diameter allowed

in struts in riveted work. If rules such as that "the length shall not

exceed 100 times the least radius of gyration " had been adopted, it is

safe to say that the purlins and a large amount of the bracing mem-
bers would have had to be made up of difierent shapes altogether from
those used. The limit adopted was for the length not to exceed 50

times the least diameter. In the writer's opinion, the least diameter

in such a limit is a more jjroper guide than the radius of gyration, as

the stiffness of the member, which is the element most to be consid-

ered, more closely corresjjonds with the former. Whether the ratio of

50 is too great is open to debate, but where the members are straight-

ened carefully after riveting, and again looked after when erected, and
where, as in a roof, they are not liable to transverse forces of any kind,

it seems a wise economy to use a liberal ratio.

Jack Rafters.—It was considered very desirable, in covering the

roof, to arrange if jjossible a truly curved surface which should not

show breaks over the purlins, as there are many points of view out-

side the building from which the line of sight would qiiickly detect

any unevenness. It was therefore with some trepidation that the

writer specified for the jack rafters 8-in I-beams, the sjjan being about
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Mr. Worcester. 20 ft. This was finally done, but the beams were given a camber
greater than that requii-ed by the curve of the roof, by an amount

(1 in. ) which was approximately the theoretical deflection which the

beam would have from the dead weight of the covering. The result

of this was very satisfactory, the lines of the roof taking a very even

curve.

In this connection, it is interesting to note that at the bottom of the

slope the pitch is not less than 3 ins. per foot, the steepest which the

writer has known of for a similar composition roofing. So far no evil

effect has been observed.
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WITH DISCUSSION.

The following is a brief outline of the methods and results of a

systematic study of data taken on the Mississippi Eiver and its tribu-

taries. The system of rivers, the jsrincipal drainage divisions and a

number of locations to which it will be necessary to refer, are shown

on.the map (Fig. 1).

As the writer is satisfied that this study has now reached such a

point that it will enable river engineers to see clearly what observa-

tions should be made and what conclusions might be drawn from

them, thereby being the means of saving much time and money, he

has ventured to give it as it is, notwithstanding the fact that it contains

a number of questions as yet unanswered.

As an introduction, it may be noted that, in working in an estab--

lished field of science, the relation between phenomena and their

fundamental princijiles is all that need be considered, but it is some-

what different where the phenomena are simply a mass of facts and no

fundamental principles are given. In such cases the first step is

to find the relations between the given facts; the fundamental jsrin-

ciples in which these relations are included will come later.
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This is the manuer in which this study was made, and its results

here j^resented. The data are subdivided into the different classes in

which these simple relations of fact Avere first sought, and an

analysis is then given in which these again are all included in a

fundamental relation.

In presenting these relations of fact, each of which has been dug

slowly out of great masses of data on various rivers, in some cases

covering periods of half a century, the writer has in each case used as

an illustration a single instance of the relation in its simplest form,

and has noted briefly the variations from this simple form which may
occur, and their causes. Thus, the relation between the gauge read-

ings along the river for its own floods is one of these primary relations,

while the effects of a flood out of a tributary between any two of the

gauges, or the cutting through a bend and the total change of channel

near one of them, are considered as variations.

Anyone may test the relation easily, by referring to the published

data in the cases given ; but, after that, it should be understood that

the relation is not to be discredited by selecting other periods, in which

it is not so simj^le, without at the same time considering their varia-

tions. The whole conclusion lies often in hundreds and sometimes

even in thousands of plates of data, which, of course, cannot be given

here, and, so far, the writer must be trusted. The test comes in the

application of the final analysis, and, if this bears the test, it will not be

necessary for anyone else to go through again the laborious process

which he has had to folloAv.

Slope and Section Data.

It is not the purpose here to attempt to add anything to the data or

the theory of velocity-slope relations; nor, indeed, important as they

are to the engineer who lays a pipe or builds a conduit, to consider

them even directly. Where man makes the form and sets the sloj^e,

,
the resulting flow is the one thing that he wants to know, but where the

flow makes its own form, and. that a very irregular one, and so distri-

butes its slope that it may be almost all concentrated at certain points

at one stage, with little or none there at a different stage, there is not

much use in trying to express it as ?7 = c-\/ r .s, for r and s are even more

difficult to measure than t\

Of course the fall is determined quite accurately over long reaches.
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but to determine the values of tlie mean velocity and the mean hydraulic

radius which correspond to it may require a year's observations and

survey,. while if these are taken in the selected section the slope there

may be found to be even reversed, or the water surface may be found

to slope in the opposite direction to the flow. It is not at all impossible

that, taking a hundred miles of river a mile wide, this formula may in

certain cases express the general relations quite as well as it does in 100

ft. of pipe 1 ft. in diameter, but such a relation in the river is wholly

iiseless; Avhile it is equally possible that, if the relation were sought in

a 1-ft. length of the pipe, it would be found altogether as erratic as it

is for the selected section of the river.

True, there is a difference between the foot of pipe and the mile of

river; the theoretical equivalent is probably given more nearly by a

relation between resistance and momentum, or the lengths of a fall

equal to the given velocities; but, in addition to this, the give and

take of stored energy in the river is to be considered. The Lower

Mississippi at its bank-full stage has at least a range of from 10 000 to

30 000 foot-tons in the energy of its flow, and in the jjlay of such a

balance wheel local slope-velocity relations very naturally are oblit-

erated.

Not only, however, are no such local relations to be looked for in

rivers, but also, even if such a general relation should exist at one

stage, such a general relation at all stages by no means follows. In

many cases the alternations of pool and bar at low water do not diff'er

greatly from a chain of small reservoirs, each emptying through a

weir into that below it; and in that case the level and the discharge of

each are not affected in the least by the vertical distance which one

may be put below the other. True, they may Avear under the fall,

unless the pool is deejj enough and the material is stable enough, but

the only slope relation there is this limiting relation with the size of

the pools and the character of the bottom.

Where the bed is unyielding and such a condition has simply been

formed in the slow process of geological periods, the discharge from

pool to pool is no function of slope whatever, but a function of stage.

Were the connections plain weirs of given forms, it might be calcu-

lated for any level, but as it is more in the nature of a chain of drowned

weirs of vei'y irregular forms, the only way to get it is to measure it.

In either case, however, it is wholly indeijeudent of thediff"erent slopes
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between the rising and falling river, and it is determined solely by the

jjool level.

But the concentration of sloj^e between the pools at low water may

be entirely reversed at high water, and the narrow sections there con-

trol the flow into the series of shallower but broader levels between

them; or in this case, the type of control has passed from that of a

horizontal weir to that of a vertical orifice, but one is just as arbitrary

and just as independent of general slope as the other.

However, in passing from one of these extremes to the other, the

river would pass through a stage where something like a general slope

relation might be said to control the flow; and here it would jirobably

have a larger discharge on the rising river and a less discharge on the

falling river, each in some proportion to the rapidity of the rise or

fall. And this is the only point in such a river where velocity-slope

relations, even if they could be found, would have any application

whatever to its phenomena.

It may be well, finally, to note distinctly that- the physics of such

a river may be thoroughly known and fully understood, but this would

hardly be called hydraulics; for, in the main, it begins and ends in a

system of observed facts, and conventional hydraulics throws not a ray

of light on the actual proportion in which its elements should stand

;

they have all simply to be measured.

So much for the river which is not alluvial; what follows will deal

strictly with the alluvial river, where the flow handles readily the mate-

rial of its bed. In siich a river, then, that limiting relation referred to,

ofits slope with its form, is an actual one. In simple cases, this is

•easily made a subject of experiment. If material from the bed of any

such river is put on an inclined plane, a straight channel made through

it, and if a given flow which will move the material is turned into it,

it will reshape its section until it takes one
evper,„ent*l sections

and only one form for a given inclination. ' °TBLoon^y'=i%fi. ^er'Iecond
''

Two sections from such a series of experi- slope =0.0037

ments made by the writer are given in Fig. 2
SLOPE =0.0097

to show this effect of slope on a straight
"

channel. They serve very well to illustrate

the wide diff'erence in the types of difi"erent rivers and its cause, from

say, the Platte Eiver at one extreme, where, with a fall of some 6 ft. or

Biore to the mile, it simply runs over the surface of the country, to
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the Lower Mississippi at New Orleans at the other, where, with little

or no slope, it maintains channel dejiths 100 to 200 ft. below the Giilf

level.

Biit alluvial rivers are not straight, and neither would these experi-

mental sections remain so. Such an equilibrium is simply a balance

of forces, and is not necessarily the only one or the most stable one.

Indeed, as the higher slopes are experimented with, the equilibrium

of the straight reach is seen very clearly to be less and less stable. It

still marks a well-defined point in the exj)eriment at which the flow

can be cut off and the section measured, but at the extremes there is

really no time when the movement of material in the straight reach

can be said to have absolutely stopped everywhere, and it goes on to

the formation of bends and crossings, each with more or less accident

in its location, with hardly a pause at this, its first and simplest but

less stable form of equilibrium.

With a given discharge and slope, the equilibrium of the straight

reach has the advantage of being everywhere an identity of form

which may be reproduced readily and recognized easily. But though

its final equilibrium is not an identity of form anywhere, and its acci-

dental distribution of bends and crossings cannot be reproduced, as a

whole, it is no less certainly an identity of effects for the same causes.

But, even with all the freedom in the variations of bend develop-

ment which the final equilibrium offers, this is but the element of the

actions which are going on in the alluvial river. For a given discharge,

the bed is everywhere adapting itself to the given slope, while read-

justing this slope over pools and bars to its most stable equilibrium,

but the river in its season has all discharges from its high -water to its

low-water extremes, and different extremes in different seasons; and

as these all work each other over, and the results of all are over-

laid in the existing conditions at any time, they very naturally pro-

duce the endless change of section and the infinite variety of form

which are found in the river, the special studies of which are perhaps

as fruitless as the study of the differences which may be found in the

leaves of the same tree.

To measure this up with anything like thoroughness in a large

river, in the first place, requires a great deal of field work, and then

begins the difficulty of knowing what to do with it. The general type

of the river and the geograi^hical oiitlines of its bend development
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are evident, while the distribution of slope resulting therefrom may

be followed roughly through the diffeient forms of the river in its

pools and crossings. But, to go further and try to express it in

systems of averages, or to follow the general method of compiling it

all in the elements of cross-sections, can hardly be said to have been

found to be satisfactory, either theoretically or practically. The

phenomenon is some form of sequence which no known elements fully

express, while to average things which are necessarily different is to

obscure their meaning more or less.

However, it is important to note here certain facts in regard to

cross-sections. On the Lower Mississippi, where they have been

studied most thoroughly, it is plain that the cross-section at any

point may not represent the bed of the river there within the limits

of some 8 or 10 ft. That is, the mean elevation of the bottom on this

line may have such a variation from time to time, while neither the

general regimen of the reach nor the surface level of a given stage

there have changed perceptibly. Perhaps a special term is needed

here to indicate this bed of the river, which, for a given flow, certainly

determines the surface level, and it will be called in this sense the

" bed in train."

So long as the surface level of a given stage does not change in any

reach of river, the bed in train under it certainly remains the same.

But when the mean depths of the cross-sections are plotted as eleva-

tions of mean bottom on the same profile as this surface, they are

generally found to be very irregular; they have sharp ups and downs

of some 10 ft. or more, while the corresponding surface changes are

measured in tenths or even hundredths of a foot. And, finally, with

no change whatever in the regimen of the reach, when one or more of

the same sections are re-sounded from time to time, and their mean

bottoms show just a like variation of level, there is no room left for

the least doubt that the data of sections has simply an accidental

divergence from the bed in train of fully this amount.

Indeed, the more thoroughly the bottom of the river is known, the

more this accidental variation, which really means nothing, is recog-

nized. At high water sand waves 10 or 15 ft. high may be formed

here, while there eddies may be cutting great holes in the bottom;

and, with no change in the general conditions of a reach, the bottom

at a fixed point in the Lower Mississippi may be found at elevations
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differing by as mucli as 20 to 30 ft. , and the mean bottom of a line

across it by at least 8 or 10 ft. In smaller rivers these limits are, of

course, correspondingly less, but, with their higher sloj^es, such

changes may be even more sudden and erratic.

It is very evident, then, that the bottom anywhere, which at that

point represents a real value of the sequence of phenomena in a river

ARKANSAS CITY

1879

SPECIAL SURVEY

MILES FROM CAIRO

is something altogether larger than the bottom on a line there, say

half a mile across it, or a like line in any other direction. The local

cross-section should doubtless have the most weight, but the bed in

train is a part of the condition for some distance, both above and

below it.
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Some eflfort lias been made to bring the cross-section data

together in this form. Taking their elevations of bottom in continu-

ous means of threes, dropping out an upper one and taking in the

next lower one at each step, and again repeating the same process on

these first means, generally succeeds at last in reducing it to a fairly

regular sequence; and it certainly has the merit of bringing the results

of a great mass of data together into a very simple form in which they

can be seen as a whole and compared with other cases.

The results of a hydrographic survey on the Lower Mississippi in

the vicinity of Arkansas City, shown in Fig. 3, will serve to illustrate

this. The dashed line of mean bottom is the special sequence deduced

by this process of lapped means, while the line joining the jDlotted

points shows the local irregularities in the cross-sections. Each of

these, however, in this case, is in general the average of two or more

sections often with fifty or more located soundings to each; and,

altogether, they have less of this accidental variation of bottom than

any of the like data which the writer has yet worked over.

Either of these lines of mean bottom shows the pool and bar forma-

tion of this reach very well. It should be noted, however, that prob-

ably neither of them shows to its full height the crest of the bar which

really controls the level of the upper pool at low water, while in the

shorter bars of smaller rivers their failure in this respect would very

probably be even greater.

This, however, is about as far as the direct study of form, in an

alhivial river, has been carried, and, as before stated, it does not seem

that much is to be gotten in this process of trying to understand the

river from the bottom up. Practically, every step which the writer

has made in river hydraulics, has been made in studies following

exactly the opposite process ; but before taking up these, in which the

whole point of view will be simply reversed, there is a generalization

which the hydrographic surveys give, and which perhaps here it may

be best to state.

This generalization rests on the observed fact that the average an-

nual caving in of the banks, over hundreds of miles in some of the

rivers, is at a rate which Avould altogether fill them up in a lifetime

;

and it follows that, for the river to maintain its channel in such a case,

as it does, there must be going on annually some equal and opposite

Ijrocess of clearing this out. This simply considers a lateral action.
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whatever the movement of material in the direction of flow may be,

when a reach, say like that of the Lower Mississippi from White River

to Vicksburg, is taken, nearly a mile wide and some 200 miles long, the

difference between the material which comes in at the upper end and.

that Avhich goes out at the lower would certainly have no appreci-

able effect on such a prism ; while the bank erosion there is not far

from a till of 1* ft. annually over this whole bottom. The clearing

out of this quantity annually is, therefore, necessarily, the work

simply of a lateral resultant.

How and when it may act will be better understood later. It is

enough here to know that its action is a fact. It is not deduced from

experiments on slope equilibriums, nor found directly in the forms of

cross-sections. But, certainly in that light, much which has been said

about alluvial rivers filling themselves up with the matter which

they carry in suspension, is, to say the least, trivial. The diflSculty

which the water-works engineer has in getting the suspended matter

out of the river water when once it has gotten into it, does not

encourage the idea that any great additional load will be throAvn on the

lateral resultant from this cause.

While a river in all its upper part may be cutting down its bed, in

the slow process of geological periods, undoubtedly in its lower alluvial

part it may be building it up by the same process, and, with its

alluvial part relatively short, this action may be even appreciable in

the course of centuries; but in systems where the alluvial reaches ex-

tend up for thousands of miles, it seems hardly worth considering,

and, certainly, not to the exclusion of the equally palpable fact that the

alluvial river is also keeping its bed down, or otherwise its channel

would fill up by the fall of material into it, and this also in periods

Avhich, in comparison with the other action, are relatively immediate.

DiSCHAEGE AND GaUGE DaTA.

Having come now to the i^oint at which is recognized the difficulty

of getting anything satisfactory out of the cross-sections to express

for a given stage the bed in train, it is proposed, in what follows,

simply to take a surface measure for it. Laws of flow are there,

Avhether or not they are known, and in these laws the bed determines

the surface. Either can be taken as a measure of the other, and the

question of how this measure is to be interpreted can be considered later.
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In any case, if tlie flow into and out of a given reach is the same

and the surface level is fixed, there is just so much water there all the

time, and the bed, as a whole, is equally fixed under it. In the allu-

vial river this may be only an instantaneous equilibrium, neither the

bed nor the surface may remain fixed, and the surface esiaecially may

be changing on account of changes in the amount of water flowing.

There are also reasons for thinking that it may change on account of

changes in the conditions of flow attending the rise or fall of the river,

or the entrance of floods from tributaries; but if none of these will

account for a change found in the surface, it must be accounted for by

a change in the bed of the river under it.

The first thing required, however, to identify this surface measure,

is to determine the flow which corresponds to it. If the river is on a

stand through a given reach, with discharge everywhere the same, its

surface level may be said to measure everywhere the bed under it;

but this alone gives nothing which can be brought into comjaarison

with any other part of the river, or indeed with the same river at

another time. But when the discharge is also known, and the reach

comes back, say after a flood, to the same discharge with a diff'erent

surface level, this gives an absolute measure of the changes which

have taken place in the bed of the river at that stage, though as yet

this measure may not be interpreted.

At any location on the river, where a gauge record is kejjt, the

readings give the surface levels from day to day through all the

changes of the seasons, biit to xise these for the pi;rposes in hand,

or as given stages in that river, it is also necessary to know the

discharges that go with them. This, of course, is the larimary

purpose of discharge data and the first thing to be considered in its

study.

The observed values of discharge are plotted as abscissas to the

gauge readings at the time of the observation as ordinates, and give

what is called the discharge-gauge relation there. They show, as a

whole, the increasing discharge capacity of the river from low water

up, which may be expressed graphically by a mean curve drawn

through the plotted points, or mathematically by an empirical

equation. This, called in general simply a discharge curve, is taken

for the scale of stage at that location. Some of the discharges may

be below this mean curve, some above it. Barring errors of observa-
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tion, these are different levels of a given stage, and mark either a

change there in the conditions of flow or bed changes.

Of course no scale of stage in any river has an absolutely deter-

mined zero; the lowest low-water is as far down as it may be followed.

In the same way, whether it is given by a graphic curve or an empiric

equation, it has a physical limit at the top of the banks, or the level of

overflow ; it may in cases be more or less continvious above this level,

or it may be altogether different. But between these limits it is a

given absolute measure of all the average or normal i^hysical and

hydraulic projjerties of the river at that location.

How this scale is to be marked is still a matter of convenience. At

any point in the river it is simply a range of level between low and

LOW WATER

Fig. 4.

high water, with a given range of discharge corresponding to it.

Drawn with a general characteristic of the Missouri River, but

without any necessary reference to any river whatever, it is shown

in Fig. 4, with some of the forms of marking which have been taken

in different uses of it.

AVhere either the gauge or stage scale is used, the normal discharge

curve corresponding to it is given at the beginning, and after that the

stage is simply taken in feet and fractions with the given values of

discharge understood. The discharge scale has the advantage of

bringing together the two elements which define the given stage

there, but it does not give their coincident values so accurately
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everywhere. On it here the discharge is marked in thousands of

cubic feet per second, a unit in which it will be generally expressed.

While each of these methods of marking the given stage has, as

Avill be seen, its special field of uses, in the immediate study of the

data, the gauge, of course, is the first one that is taken; but from the

first, also, this must be clearly distinguished from simple gauge

readings, for they have in them as Avell all the variations which may

occur in the surface level of a given stage there through the flood

season. It is true that, as this scale of stage differs materially from

point to point in the same river, it may also change more or less from

time to time at the same point, but what it is must be gotten before

such changes can be followed, and it is important, in determining

what it is, not to mix it up at first with all the sequence of bed

changes and different conditions of flow which follow each other in

infinite variety and endless succession from season to season. These

have been called simply changes of plane, without regard to their

causes, and in what follows they will be so designated.

It may be i*ecognized here that the term "stage" is used, in a

highly technical sense, as a standard of measure in rivers. Without a

measure for force or for heat but little progress could be made in

those sciences, and some definite measure is equally necessary in the

hydraiilics of alluvial rivers. In its general use, stage i-efers to that

range in a river between high and low water, as high-stage, mid-stage

and low-stage, or, in terms of gauge readings, 10, 20 and 30-ft. stages.

But these are plainly very different things in a river say 100 ft.

wide and another 1 000 ft. wide. This ordinary use expresses but one

element of something which has at least another dimension. In

terms of slope, area and mean hydraulic radius it has three, with none

of them known and no known relations between them; but these are

all summed in the coincident value of discharge, which, observed any-

where for one stage, is everywhere on the river for the same stage,

the same value.

Exj^ressed in this scale of stage, the different parts of the river may

be brought into immediate comparison, and also the different types of

different rivers; but as yet it has had no special reference to any par-

ticular river, and has hardly touched upon the data from which it is

to be determined. The mean curve drawn through the discharge-

gauge relation has been noted as giving it, but this alone forms only a
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part of the data by which it is determined, and indeed a very small

part in its extension over a whole river and the study of its general

relations there.

Of course, this scale of stage gets its absolute value finally from

discharge observations, but were not the relations in which all the

different scales of stage stand to each other in different parts of the

river first known, the study of discharge data might very imperfectly

determine it; and these relations are almost Avholly a question of the

gauge data.

Between tributaries, whenever the river is on a stand, it is plain

that its surface simply marks its points of equal stage on all the

gauges ; or, referring to Fig. 4, the low-water reading on the gauge is

everywhere the zero of the stage scale with a corresponding discharge

of 20. The top of the flood, in the same way, may mark the equal

high-water stages, and intermediate stages are continually being

given, between the varying rises and falls, in this direct manner.

In all this it will be found that the different scales of stage in the

same river in general stand to each other in a simple ratio. That is,

these readings, on any two gauges taken as ordinates and abscissas,

give a relation between them which is a straight line. And further,

in any rise or fall of the river, when a suitable time is allowed to let

the difference of stage pass from the location of the upper gauge to

that of the lower, the readings so taken mark the same line through

the intermediate and recurrent stages and in all the periods of rising

and falling river.

Fig. 5 will serve as a simple illustration of this. On it the Missouri

series of discharge observations, taken in 1879 at St. Charles, are shown

plotted to their St. Charles gauge readings, with the mean discharge

curve given by them there for that season. With this also is given the

relation between the gauge readings at St. Charles and those taken at

Hermann, 69 miles up the river. In this the time interval of f of a day

is allowed for equal stages to reach St. Charles from Hermann, and in-

terpolated St. Charles readings, this much later each day, are taken for

ordinates to which the Hermann readings are jjlotted as abscissas.

All the readings on these two gauges, from early in April to the fall

low-water in November, are shown in the plotted points of this gauge

relation. And it is plain that for all values of discharge correspond-

ing to the St. Charles stages, accurate corresponding Hermann values
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may be taken immediately from this line. Or, the gauge relation is

said to transfer the St. Charles discharge curve to Hermann, and this

it does also with altogether about the same precision with which the

curve is originally determined for St. Charles. Thus, in 1879 there are

170 discharge observations at St. Charles to give the mean curve there,

while, at the same time, there are somewhat more than 200 entirely in-

dependent observations of the surface level at St. Charles and Hermann

to fix this relation between them. Either determination has its jsossible
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miles further up, and a transfer and check over this distance is a long,

and necessarily a very careful, process. In passing such tributaries as

the Platte or Kaw Rivers special studies of the gauge relations there

for years are also necessary, and need either some discharge observa-

tions on the tributary, or discharges of the main river above and

below it.

In fact, it is only in the same river that the relations between the scales

of stage are straight lines, and " the same river" is, of course, to be

understood as a physical term, and not a geographical name. The

Missouri above and below the Platte need not have been the same river,

l»ut essentially it is, and this relation practically holds on the Missouri,

at least from Sioux City to its mouth. Indeed, the smaller tributaries

further down, in their low-water periods, have not more than 0.1

or 0.2 ft. of effect on the gauges below them, even at the extreme low-

water stages of the main river, and this, of course, amounts to little or

nothing at the higher stages.

However, a flood out of these tributaries is another matter. The

Osage in extreme flood may add something like 150 to the discharge of

the main river, and it is plain that in such periods, the line of relation,

between the scales of stage above and below it, is no longer given by

the gauge readings. The flood does not necessarily aflfect the scales of

stage at either of the locations, unless perhaps the upper one is within

the range of back-water action from the tributary, but the marked

excess then of the lower gauge readings must show in a corresponding

divergence from the line of the ordinary gauge relation, and, in fact, on

the Missouri River, this is used as a measure of the floods from the

tributaries.

Such cases are, of course, to be met with in plotting the gauge re-

lations, and are excluded in these transfers of the discharge curves.

Some of them come at inconvenient times, but long low-water periods

are the ordinary conditions of these tributaries, and, using only such

periods in general, the transfer may be carried across them without

sensible error. In the same connection, also, the investigator will soon

find that he has to deal with more or less gauge data which should

never have been published. The effect of the tributary flood is con-

tinuous, and this fact shows in the gauge relations which follow it; but

false readings are not, and by that they are marked at once on the

gauges where they are made. The line selected for Fig. 5 was free
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from all such complications. It is not at all an exceptional gauge re-

lation, but it must not be assumed that all gauge relations are by any

means so simple.

So far, the scales of stage have simply been taken as marked on

the gauges, and, whether an original discharge curve, or a discharge

curve transferred, they serve only as a measure of a more or less limi-

ted reach of the river at the given location. Before considering a

more general condition, it is convenient to pass to the second form of

marking shown in Fig. 4, and called the stage scale. For this, 5 ft. on

the St. Charles gauge is arbitrarily taken as a low-water standard, and

25 ft. as a high-water standard, corresponding in this year to the dis-

charge values of 19.6 and 347, respectively. In Fig. 5 the correspond-

ing levels on the Hermann gauge are shown as determined on the line

of that gauge relation. And taking these corresponding points from

St. Charles to Kansas City on all the gauge relations between them,

in all the combinations in which they may be plotted, gives for this

year, the equivalent gauge readings called low and high water, respect-

ively, in Table No. 1, at the locations of each of the given gauges.

TABLE No. 1.
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at St. Charles, and only 14.9 ft. at Cottleville Landing, 16.5 miles up

the river, or 19.1 ft. at Lexington, with 16 ft. at Camden, 13.5 miles

above it, shows distinctly the marked longitudinal variation which

may be found in the river; and gives, at the same time, its definite

measure. The whole length of the river is certainly a sequence of

such variations, in its extremes at least as large as the differences

found in these cases.

This sequence, in its actual longitudinal form at any time, has not

yet been determined. But, while in certain bends it may stand

unchanged for a long time, in general, it is not fixed. What was 20

ft. at St. Charles, in 1879, was but 18 ft. some five years later; in

which case the river there had left its old channel around the St.

Charles Island, and shortened its course by several miles. Li the

same way, the 16 ft. at Camden, in time, may take the place of the

19.1 ft. at Lexington. And this sequence, in its time variation, may

be followed with precision in the discharge and gauge data. It is one

of the hasty conclusions of a superficial study of this matter, that

there are no gauge relations because they are not fixed ones, while, on

the contrary, it would certainly be very surprising to find such a

longitudinal variation in the river actually tied to all its gauges.

However, in the Missouri in general, and it is inferred in other

northern rivers, there is really a period in which there are no such

relations. Of course, when the river is frozen over there is not much

rise or fall to mai'k any relation, but it seems that an ice-bound sur-

face may result in a different distribution of slope from that of a free

surface, and, in the place of the river standing at the same level on all

the gauges, it may, in such a case, change in a perfectly arbitrary way

at any of them. The clearing out of the ice also probably cuts up its

bed pretty badly, as the forming and breaking of ice gorges might be

expected to do. But certainly during and immediately following this

period no relations between gauge readings may be found. That it

soon readjusts itself and all its flow, in all the variations along its

course, and, in all its changes from high to low water, is again found

held in this chain of simple stage ratios, is not at all inconsistent with

what has preceded it, and on the whole marks no less but rather

more the presence of a determined and controlled equilibrium.

And, finally, the larger changes noted in the equal stages, which

are in general a matter of years, must also be supplemented by
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smaller changes which may be only a matter of seasons. Not only

may the river change its whole course and its whole form at the loca-

tion, hut the bar may be built further down and bring the gauge from

the level of a lower into that of an upper pool. The first may have an

effect of several feet, the second may be limited to fractions of a foot,

but on the Missouri the second may also mark several distinct gauge

relations in the season, or throw a part of the plotted period out of

the line of the general relation. These, of course, mean different

scales of stage there for each period, but in such details the scales of

stage are certainly restricted to very limited reaches. This might be

of value in special studies, but, as a general river measure, the

average is all that is wanted ; and where there are two or more siich

changes in the season, a mean is taken for the gauge relation.

This outline will show the general isrocesses and results of a study

of discharge and gauge data. It gives an absolute measure of the

river at a number of different locations, which probably cover all its

variations, and follows with precision all its changes at each of them.

To close for the Missouri, it is only necessary to add the fact that the

Missouri in different years is a different river. Or, to state this tech-

nically, the level of the zero of its general stage scale is found to

change materially between a sequence of high-flood and low-flood

seasons.

Taking, for instance, the fall low-water of 1883, following a

succession of phenomenally high-flood years, the low-water level

corresponding to the discharge of 19.6, in the place of being the gauge

readings from 5.0 at St. Charles to 307.0 at Kansas City, given in Table

No. 1, would be found to average about 1 ft. lower. Whether or not

the high-water stage is afi'ected in this is still unsettled; from such

data as there are on the subject, and from the nature of the change, it

is inferred that it is not; in which case all the values in the column of

equal stages would then average 1 ft. more. In the same way, the

fall low-water of 1895, following a succession of phenomenally low-

flood years, is about 1 ft. higher, giving values in the column of equal

stages averaging about 1 ft. less.

The process of such changes will show later. They arise from

the counter-actions, already noted, of erosion which would fill up

the bed, and of that lateral resultant which would keep it down.

Every cutting bank and bar is caving into the river continually, in
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tliis way throwing upon the bed material which is not carried away,

for there is no evidence of an increasing movement of material down

stream; and indeed, accumulating as it would, it could not be thus

taken up in the flow without soon overloading it; therefore, it must

simply be spread over the bottom in some way, and this, at all times,
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series of low floods a corresponding filling up, notwithstanding the

fact that this has not yet been observed in anything but these stage

measures.

With all that has been given in this study of the Missouri, the sub-

ject may be followed now into the data of the Lower Mississippi; and

it will be enough to note briefly the special features which the given

processes show for this river, and at the same time any new problems

which its marked physical difference and gi-eatly enlarged scale may

LOWER MISSISSIPPI DISCHARGE - GAUGE RELATIONS
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the same way in whicli St. Charles was transferred to Hermann. But

it will be noted here also that, while the relation at the higher stages

has not changed perceptibly in 10 years, a decided but limited range

of bar effect has come into the surface levels of the New Madrid low-

waters. And it is this pronounced stability of these relations, some of

which now go back nearly 50 years, subject now and then to these low-

water variations, disappearing between the 10-ft. and the 20-ft. stages,

which may in general be said to be the special features of the Lower

Mississippi gauge relations.

This low-water form, however, is not a variable but a fixed condition

in the 300 miles between Bed Eiver and the Gulf. Even as high up as

Eed Eiver, the Gulf level is some 10 to 20 ft. above the mean bottom

of the Mississippi, and through all this reach it acts upon the low-water

surface in much the same way as did the crest of the bar in 1893 at New-

Madrid. For any such reach, of course, the variation of the scale of

stage through it is a special and a single problem in each case.

But the marked exception of the Lower Mississippi gauge relations

to the general features noted above, is found since the times, and at

the locations, in which its great floods have been held within levees.

It began to be seen, more than 10 years ago, along the swamp fronts,

where the large natural outflow was being materially checked by the

building of levees, that a general lowering of the low-water level

was an accompanying phenomenon; and it was soon inferred that the

levees there, producing abnormally large floods, like the series from

1881 to 1883 on the Missouri, were simply clearing out the low-water

bed in the same process. Indeed, it was here that the action of that

lateral resultant of the movement of material in a river was first sug-

gested, even before the magnitude of erosion, determined between

hydrographic surveys, had made it so plainly a necessity, and before

the reverse process had been tested in the filling up of the Missouri

Eiver bed after the succession of low floods in 1895. Simply in these

levee effects was it seen that, whatever might be the longitudinal move-

ments in the building up of the bars at high water, it was, after all, the

magnitude of the flood volume which kept down the level of the low-

water plane ; and the somewhat homely illustration suggested itself that,

as a whole, the flood went through the river somewhat like a plow.

All thesse features of the Mississippi, however, raise no essentially

new questions; but, the Arkansas City discharges, in Fig. 7, do. The
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marked difference in the level of tlie discharges between the first and

second periods is a change of plane of a character which must be con-

sidered here. If it was simply a permanent local change at that point,

it would naturally be assigned to some radical change in the regimen

of the reach, similar to that noted at St. Charles, when the range of

stage there changed from 20 ft. to 18 ft. But, far from being such a

permanent change, it is not even a local one.

As may be seen in the example given, the gauge relations on the

Mississipjai are not only especially stable, but they are also, in general,

especially well-defined single lines; and, in that case, every variation

which shows in the surface levels of the same discharge at one of the

gauges, must show in the given ratio and the given period at the other.

Changes of plane are transferred as well as discharge curves, and, as

far as the gauge relations below Arkansas City, each shows a single

line for both of these periods, this change of plane is necessarily an

identity all the way down.

It is, of course, only actually identified at the location of the lower

gauges; but where it is found reiseating itself in this way, in both its

ratio and period from gauge to gauge down, there can be little doubt

that it is simply continuous between them. And in this process the

change of plane shown at Arkansas City, is found to be a continuous

one as far down as it can be tested accurately, and at least, in this

case, for over 300 miles.

This change of plane coincides roughly with a flood out of the

Arkansas Eiver, it does not show on gauges above, and it is prac-

tically continuous through the rest of the flood and as far down as it

can be tested through the rest of the river. While such a change

of plane certainly holds a difference in the general slope from above,

this difference does not account- for it, for this difference is the thing

itself. In the same way the difference of slope between the rising and

falling river does not help matters, for this difference is as great at

Helena as it is at Arkansas City. And, in fact, this change of plane

is found here, as repeatedly elsewhere, to have much the same mag-

nitude between the two periods whether the river is rising, falling or

stationary in either of them. Indeed, as was pointed out at first, not

much dependence is to be put in the direct slope-effect in the flow of

rivers; it appears and disappears continually, as a general slope

controls or does not control the flow.
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Such a continuous change of plane, in the case in hand, has been

considered, prol)ably in part at least, a change in the conditions of

flow accompanying the flood out of the Arkansas. And, for the

entrance of floods from tributaries, there is this to be said, they cer-

tainly raise the surface level of the river above them without any cor-

responding increase of discharge. In cases in the Lower Mississippi

this may be followed up with precision on the gauge relations; thus,

floods out of the Arkansas River have been seen distinctly to raise the

surface level of the Mississippi over 40 miles above by more than 1 ft.

The flow of the main river, then approaching the tributary with its

momentum somewhat reduced at a continually increasing rate,

might, perhaj^s, be expected to carry a higher plane below for some

time and some distance. And, indeed, in such a case as the run-out of

the Lower Mississippi from Red River to the Gulf, where, even in the

highest flood, only a small fraction of the water in the river is above

the Gulf level, and the great mass of it has not a foot-pound of poten-

tial energy, such efi'ects of floods from Red River certainly seem to

have startling proportions.

In the years of great floods, also, changes of plane of this character,

are marked, from Cairo down, and, as changes in the conditions of flow,

would be assigned to the large return flows and back-water drainage

following the extended overflow. And, as they do not show here to

any great extent in the low-flood years like that of the New Madrid

discharges given, some such assumption is not altogether unwarranted.

But, at the same time, it should be recognized clearly that marked bed

changes also occur between these periods. The raise to the top of the

flood has the effect of the erosion through the greater part of a season

at its surface, with all the bar-building forces of the river under it,

while this is practically reversed in the fall. And, until this movement
of bed may be determined, it is needless to discuss further the special

causes of changes of plane of this character.

Of course, with such changes of plane in the Mississippi, there is

little doubt that changes of plane of the same character occur in the

Missouri, but, if they are not large enough to be seen there, they need

not be considered. The same change in the conditions of flow which

would change the surface level by 1 ft. in a river from 50 to 100 ft. deep,

would only change it by 0.1 ft. in a river from 5 to 10 ft. deep; and in

the different type, the reduced scale, and much more active bed
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changes of the Missouri, changes of plane of this character are simply

unimportant phenomena. In the same way, again, if such studies were

carried into a river like the Platte, all the importance of the Missouri

River gauge relation might disappear in the small range and continu-

ous bed changes of that river. Hydraulics is limited to relations

which show; and perhaps it is altogether possible to study with a micro-

scojse, the flow in the simplest form of flume, in such detail as never

to understand it.

Finally, all these detailed studies of the discharge and gauge data

in a river may be put together in the discharge scales, and show at a

glance all the floods of a river for years, with the combinations which

make up such a flood as that of the Lower Mississippi.

Figs. 8 and 9 illustrate the use of the discharge scales. The regular

gauge readings are plotted from day to day as ordinary hydrographs,

and the discharge scales are drawn through the flood season from low-

water up. Arranging these, then, in order down the river, all the con-

tributions from the tributaries show in the difi"erences between the flood

volumes from gauge to gauge, and may be checked readily at any point

with summations of the tributary increments taken from the gauge re-

lations, while the combined floods of two rivers, such as the Missouri

and Upper Mississippi, are seen summed up in the flood volumes of

the Middle Mississippi at St. Louis.

In these diagrams simply the average discharge scales have been,

used, and no account has been taken of changes of plane through the

period, but, of course, in checking up the final discharge curves in the

different rivers it is necessary to take account of these changes. And

there, indeed, the whole study of these data in the rivers meets one of

its severest tests. If the sum of the St. Charles discharge and the

Grafton discharge do not make the St. Louis discharge there is some-

thing wrong. Individual discharge observations may have their

errors, but correct scale of stage can only have changes of plane and

wrong gauge readings.

All this, however, may be followed, well enough for an illustration,

in the average scales in Fig. 8. Thus, the top of the 1881 flood is a

little less than 500 at St. Charles with a little less than 350 at Grafton,

while St. Louis shows about 800. But the plane at Grafton is raised

by an up-stream effect from the extreme flood in the Missouri, Grafton

discharge observations at that time showing this distinctly, and, allow-
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ing for this, it checks very well with St. Louis and the discharge from

the Missouri. The next low water is 50 at Grafton, and a little below

60 at St. Charles, differing about the same amount from the 100 at St.

Louis. And again, the top of the 1882 flood is 350 -f- at St. Charles,

and 350 + at Grafton, with 700 + at St. Louis. At the same time, the

irregularity of the ice period in these rivers is marked, and particularly

in the forming and breaking of ice gorges from Sioux City down, in

the spring of 1881.

Fig. 9 gives, in the same way, from Cairo to Helena, two of the

greatest floods in the lower Mississippi; and Fig. 10 is an outline map

showing the river's system of swamp basins. In general, all along

these basins the ground slopes back from the river into an area of low

swamps threaded with lakes and bayous, and draining into such rivers

as the St. Francis and Yazoo.

As the Mississippi rises above its bank-full stage, the flood water is

drawn ofi" into these upper swamjis, to be returned to the river at their

lower ends after an interval. Fig. 9 shows this action through the

first or St. Francis basin. The total volume of the flood, not only

given by the Mississippi stages, but also traced down from its sources

through the combinations of the upper rivers, is shown in the discharge

scale at Cairo, while the same flood is shown at Memphis at about its

point of maximum outflow, and again at Helena, where it receives the

return flow from the St. Francis basin. However, the total return

flow is not shown at Helena, since the outflow into the upper Yazoo at

the same time is necessarily lost to its stage and discharge.

The former condition of free overflow is shown in the year 1882,

and the first efiect of the levee system now in progress in that basin is

shown in 1897. And though the system was far from comi^lete at the

time, and was badly broken in the flood period, still the increase in

stage and discharge is most marked. While the flood extreme of 1 700

at Cairo in 1882 is reduced by outflow to but little more than 1 200 at

Memphis, and comes back with inflow to about 1 400 at Helena,

in 1897 it reached about 1 400 at Memphis, before the breaks in the

levee relieved it, and came back again at Helena to the Cairo value

of 1 700.

. This will illustrate the method of handling the extreme-flood data,

which, as before noted, lie beyond the range of regular discharge curves.

While not pretending to represent the actual discharge at any spe-
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cial point in the flood, these scales, as an average, bring all the data

together and compare their total volumes in a form in which some

reasonable consistency may be recognized. However, further down

the Mississippi, and especially since the construction of levees, the

discharges are often so irregular, between the draw of a large crevasse

on the one hand and the lake-like character of points in the general

overflow on the other, that they can hardly be followed through the

flood period, even in this system of rough averages.

Finally, Cairo and Memphis, in Fig. 9, show very well the fixed

character of the general Mississippi regimen. The 15 years from 1882

to 1897, has brought no marked change there; while at Helena, in the

same period, a case of the levee effect before noted is given. Here, in

1897, a glance shows that the discharge, as brought down to Cairo,

from the rivers above, and as found repeated at Memphis, cannot be

continuously some 50 less at Helena, as the 1882 discharge scale

would give it. The precise lowering there is a matter of the gauge

relation ; but nowhere is the general fact more plainly seen than on

the discharge scales.

In following the discharges down from Cairo to Helena through this

period within banks, their readings on the discharge scales are essenti-

ally the same as they should be; for, in general, the tributary incre-

ments here would not show on these scales. Thus, the crest at the

end of November, 1881, is a little less than 800 from Caii-o to Helena,

followed by a fall to just 400, and a rise to about 1 000, where the limits

of overflow begin to show. But it must be noted also, that this does not

mean that the actual discharges for the same scale readings in different

periods are necessarily the same. The scale readings are normal values,

and, so long as the actual discharges differ from the normal by the same

amount all the way down, their normal readings will be the same.

This general identity from Cairo to Helena, therefore, is not only an

identity of the discharge, but also an identity of plane. That continu-

ous plane, noted in the case of the Arkansas City discharges, shows all

through the data of the Lower Mississippi. It is referred to here again

in order to note finally that whatever its causes may be, it has, from

point to point down, exactly the same flood sequence preceding it,

and its accurate recurrence from gauge to gauge only marks it as a very

general and a very definite phenomenon; it does not add essentially to

the difficulty in its explanation.
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Flood Movement.

So far, it has simply been Boted, in connection with the gauge rela^

tions, that, when the river was rising or falling, a suitable time was to

be allowed for the given stage to pass from the location of the upper

gauge to that of the lower. The precise determination of this time,

from the gauge readings themselves, forms the subject of this study of

flood movement.

In the rough, this time interval is seen very well in the hydrographs

of any river simply by noting the difference in the times at which the

flood crests show in order down on their respective gauges, and it is

not only marked at the crest, but, somewhat less distinctly, at the foot

of each rise. Thiis, in Fig. 8, in the period May-June, 1881, on the

Missouri, the general interval of about seven days from Sioux City

to St. Charles is fairly indicated in the time between these points

marked by the various crests and hollows; though it may be more or

less blurred in the case of any one of them by the changes of plane

and tributary increments which show in this period. In the same way

the special retardation at the top of the April flood of that year will be

noted. And, passing to the Upper Mississippi, its much slower rate of

flood movement is shown most distinctly. Thus, comparing the move-

ment from Prescott to Clayton with that from Sioux City to St.

Charles, in the Mississippi, the flood takes about the same time to pass

over about one-fourth the distance.

In the Lower Mississippi, Fig. 9 shows an interval of some three or

four days from Cairo to Helena, and if any one should undertake to

follow up this interval on the discharge scales, through all the rises

and falls of the river, by noting the difference in time between

the same discharges at Cairo and Helena, he would be struck at

once with the general accuracy and the constancy of this interval,

not only for the crests and hollows, but also for all the floods within

banks.

But days are far from being the measure of precision which is

wanted, and to obtain this, very different methods are needed. It is

evident, on the face of it, that the time required for a given stage to

pass from an upper to a lower gauge is determined with the greater

precision the greater the difference of stage which is passing. Thus,

the periods of rapid rise or fall are those which must be used for pre-

cision, while the period is hardly defined at all in the slower changes
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of stage at the flood crests; tliougli, taking these crests as a whole,

STmmetrically, it may still be seen in them. Almost any interval at

the crest will give the gaiige relations, while the line between any two

gauges is given without any interval at all through all the stationary

periods of the river which extend to both of them; but where a rise or

fall of some 2 ft. a day occurs, an error of a tenth of a day in an

assumed interval begins to make distinct divergences from the line of

the gauge relation.

Having the line of the gauge relation given, and plotting such rises

and falls with assumed trial intervals, the divergence of each plotted

point from this line, of course, marks the error in the time assumption

at that stage; but as, in the great

mass of the data, the gauge rela-

tion and the time interval have

to be determined together, it

is convenient to have in mind,

clearly, from the first, certain

standard types which diflferent

trial intervals must give to the

form of such a plotted relation.

Types of trial time intervals are shown in Fig. 11. The farst

is an interval altogether too short. If, in plotting a trial rela-

tion, the assumed interval was less than the true time, then, on

the rise, the lower gauge values taken would not have had time to

rise to their equal stages, and would, therefore, be too small in pro-

portion to the rapidity of the rise. In the same way, on the falling

stage, the lower gauge values would not have had time to fall enough,

and would, therefore, be too large in proportion to the rapidity of the

fall. The trial relation would, therefore, plot as in (1) where the

rising and falling stages are indicated by the directions of the arrows.

In the same way, if the trial interval for the flood is taken too long,

the lower gauge values would be too large for the rising and too small

for the falling stages, giving the trial relation shown in (2). Between

(1) the interval altogether too short, and (2) the interval altogether

too long, the relation of the flood can always be reduced to one or the

other of the forms (3) and (4). The form (3) shows very plainly that

this interval for the whole flood is a constant, or that the flood move-

ment does not vary with the stage; while all conditions of a variable

lower gauge

Fig. 11.
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flood movement are included in the form (4). And here, in the special

case indicated by the arrows, it represents a flood movement which

increases about uoiformly with the stage; that is, the mean interval is

about as much too short for the lower part of the flood as it is too long

for the upper part.

Bj more or less trial plotting of selected floods, the character of

their movement, between any two gauges, may be recognized, and, in

case the interval is a constant, it may generally be determined in this

way to the nearest tenth of a day. It is also plain, however, that any

flood out of a tributary entering between the gauges in this period

would destroy altogether the simple form of the relation shown in (3).

Indeed, unless such periods were recognized and excluded from the

study, they would lead to very serious errors in both the rate and the

character of the flood movement.

It is also necessary to allow for those changes of plane which may

occur from time to time at the location of one or the other of the

gauges. To determine the time required by a given stage to pass

through the reach it must be taken on the level which it has in

passing. So long as the levels of the given stage remain the same at

the two ends, or change together, as they do through those con-

tinuous changes of plane noted on the Lower Mississippi, the relation

will give the form (3) when the correct time interval is taken, but

when the level of the given stage changes at one of the gauges with-

out a coiTCsponding change at the other, the form of the true gauge

relation should shift in the same way; and an interval which might

make it api^roach more closely to the form (3) would not then be a

more correct interval, but an erroneous one.

These, of course, are the same variations which have been met in

the transfer of discharge curves, and which, with a little care, do not

aff'ect sensibly the accuracy of that process. But here, in the deter-

mination of an element which is marked alone in the form of special

jjeriods of rise and fall, they are much more serious difficulties. Thus,

taking gauges above and below a tributary, after getting by trial a

correct interval between them, and then, with this interval, systemat-

ically plotting their i-elation through years, a number of the floods

might be seen to correspond very closely with the form (3), and a

number of others might be marked clearly as affected by floods from

the tributary, or changes of plane, and rejected. Between these two.
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however, there would still be a niimber of periods in which it would

be uncertain whether their form did not measure as truly a flood

movement there as did the form (3), and in which, if they did, it would

be plain that the flood movement, in that case, was not at the same rate

as the other, nor indeed any longer a constant in its character.

This, of course, would have been all well enough if it had proved

that the flood movement varied from time to time and for different

forms of floods, but when the precision of the determination is also

considered it is at once seen that in itself it simply does not prove

anything. There is no use in taking interpolated values between the

daily gauge readings any closer than to the nearest tenth of a day;

if for no other reason, because it is doubtful whether the observers

have actually read their gauges closer to the set time, if indeed

they can be counted on for that. With an interval then of some

two or three tenths of a day between the given gauges, this relation

showing in any case the form (3) means only that the flood move-

ment at that time is this given rate and is constant within the limits

of some ± 20%", while in the other ease it means that its rate is some-

thing more or less and variable within the same limits. Thus, the

two cases simply are not precise enough for their contradictions to

mean anything.

Again, while the short reaches lack precision in this time element,

the long reaches lack precision in the equal stages. When the river

is rising or falling 2 ft. a day, a change of 0.2 ft. in the stage is equal

to a tenth of a day in the time interval, while in periods of less rapid

rise and fall the time equivalent is correspondingly greater. In a

long reach, therefore, covering a number of tributaries, the summa-

tions of their increments, small in themselves, may affect materially

the apparent time of the passage of a given stage through the reach

;

and even where they may not do this, their combinations tend to cur-

tail greatly the periods which are practically free from this difficulty,

until finally, it is not once in years that a suitable period for the deter-

mination of its flood movement can be found; that is, a jjeriod

without change of plane between the gauges, all the tributaries being

at a fixed low-water, with a sharj) rise and fall of the main river.

To meet all these difficulties in the precise determination of the

flood movement, the system of plotting the data, called extension-

gauge relations, was planned. Its principle consists of studying a
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flood movement in the form of a number of gauge relations, between

the same upper gauge in each case, and lower gauges following in

order down; showing, in close succession, the movement of the same

flood from the same start, through a series of successively lengthen-

ing reaches. The form of each gauge relation, then, in its order,

includes all the flood movement of the relations preceding it, with

such additional movement as the flood may have in that case between

its lower gauge and the gauge next above it.

An instance from the Lower Mississippi extension-gauge relations

is given in Fig. 12, covering a reach of 277 miles of that river, from

Cairo down. In all this the time intervals have been determined first

by trial. Cairo gauge readings are taken uniformly as the ordinates.
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the passage of the flood tbrougli the reach; and, indeed, in this case

it is repeated even more exactly at Memphis, 230 miles below Cairo,

than at Cottonwood 123 miles below, or Belmont only 21 miles

below.

Thus, it is not necessary, in every case, to see this flood movement

extending down to Memphis, or to Mhoons, in order to recognize

it. If it is seen extending down to Cottonwood, and if, from there

on, more or less increment from tributaries comes in to break it up,

it is still seen, and the reason that it does not show further down

is recognized. Thus, a part of the rise at Fulton may be marked

with an excess of Fulton stages, and in that case the same part at

Memphis and Mhoons would at least be marked with the same

excess, though more probably it would actually show increments

somewhat greater. Through all this, however, there would be little

doubt that the same flood movement was still thei-e, if outside con-

ditions had only left the same flood in the river to show it.

The Mhoons' relation is given here as an instance which needs a

special notice. On January 1st (January 4th at Mhoons), the gauge

reader rejjorted that his gaiige was washed out, and that readings were

taken on temporary gauges. This continued until May 23d when

his gauge was reset, the inspection showing that his readings were

2.2 ft. too low. It is very evident from the relation that this error

was made at the first setting of his temporary gauge, and if it is so

taken the flood movement is shown to be very fairly continuous to

Mhoons. But if, on the other hand, the error had been distributed

over the whole period up to the inspection, as is often done before

the gauge readings are published, it would have given an altogether

incomijrehensible surface movement of the river there for about five

months. This is simply a caution which should be borne in mind con-

tinually in any use of the gauge data.

It is this process of recognizing, in the extension-gauge relations,

what does not, as well as what does, show the flood movement, which

gives all the certainty to its determination from the ordinary gauge

data. The method may be said to be almost mechanical. The inter-

vals of the various reaches are determined by trial. Stages between

the readings of the lower gauges are then interpolated by these inter-

vals, and are each, for the given day, the effect of the given reading

on the gauge at the head of the reach, in so far as this has been
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determined approximately by trial. These are then plotted in succes-

sion, showing the whole surface movement over hundreds of miles,

everywhere as nearly in the one relation of cause and eflfect as a single

time adjustment will give it ; and all, for the better part of a year, are

brought finally under the eye at once, and in quick succession a

number of years can be examined. After that the whole matter is

simply one of intelligent seeing.

Such a flood movement as that of Fig. 12 is seen frequently and

through long periods, extending over the shorter reaches, but with little

precision in the time intervals; while, again, through the long reaches,

with the much smaller percentage of error in the intervals, the flood

movement can be followed only through shorter or less frequent

periods. But as far as it is so recognized and followed, so far it is

determined. Its actual rate is not given precisely between any of the

gauges, but it is there, or it would not be found precisely in their

summations of it.

In the case given, the movement may be said to be recognized down

to Mhoons, and the interval there determined to the nearest tenth of a

day, or to within ± 0.05 in a total interval of 3 days. This is less

than 2%; and again, where the same movement is recognized down to

Helena, or through a total interval of 3.} days, the limit of error is

then reduced to less than 1.5%; and noting repeatedly just such a flood

movement in diflferent floods and through all the difi'erent stages

within banks, it comes to be held as a very general phenomenon of

the river, observed with a good deal of precision, and certainly deter-

mined more closely than might have been expected simply with inter-

polations between daily gauge readings.

This, however, is all a case of the constant interval, or the flood

movement which does not vary with stage. Type (4), Fig. 11, or the

flood movement which varies with stage, is recognized and its form is

followed in the extension-gauge relations in much the same way.

That is, as the further a flood goes which does not change its form,

the more certainly is it seen that its form is unchanging; so, in the

case of a flood which changes its form, the further it goes the more

distinctly this shows itself in its greater divergences from the standard

form at the head of the reach. Thus if Type (4), Fig. 11, showed a

perfectly uniform increase of flood movement with stage for 100 miles,

in 200 miles it should everywhere show just twice the divergence.
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However, the case of a variable flood movement is never quite so

simple, for it represents a condition which cannot continue indefi-

nitely. Thus, the upjjer part of a flood cannot go on moving much

faster than the lower part without coming to a point where it would

topple over; and, before it reached this, any uniform or normal move-

ment which it might have at a given stage would certainly be modified

by the abnormal form which the flood was taking.

It is. this fact which makes the determination of the flood move-

ment in the Missouri, from the ordinary gauge data, so intricate. In

the Missouri it has probably as definite a normal character as that of

the Lower Mississippi, but this, in the Missouri, is a very decided

increase with stage, and the normal movement, therefore, is modified

at least by limiting forms of the floods, and is subject to variations

with their changes. This, with the fact that interpolations between

daily gauge readings are necessarily a less precise surface measure in

its short and sharp floods, and that its tributaries through long reaches

have a much larger proportionate efi'ect on the main river, all taken to-

gether, deferred anything like the setting of values for thenormal flood

movement in the Missouri to a much more advanced stage of the study.

It is, however, m this contrast that it should, perhaps, be noted

that a given flood movement in a river is not a law but a fact. Even

with the general character of the constant interval on the Lower

Mississippi, there are still a few specially sharp floods and some

short periods in the transitions from stationary to flood condi-

tions which seem to be exceptions. But that does not detract at all

from the significance of the fact that its whole surface movements

from low water u]) for almost its whole time are certainly held in this

given fixed relation.

As simply an empiric constant, running through the infinitely

complex and ever-changing conditions of flow, this recurrent flood

movement seemed to be the one thing in that river which did not

change ; but w^hy it should be of the same rate at high water as at low,

while the mean velocity of the river for the same change about doubled

its value, or why it should be over 400 miles a day from Baton Rouge

to Carrollton when even the high-water velocities there were less than

100, were questions at the time well calculated to puzzle anyone; for

,
probably everyone would first try to explain this flood movement by

these observed velocities.
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Sucli consideratioHs may have some vahie in finally knocking out of

the investigator himself any remnant of a delusion that water moves

in threads and filaments; but as these considerations lead to nothing

in the matter in hand they are here omitted. This flood movement is

simply taken as it is, a well-determined fact of the river, which, as a

fact, naturally rests on some property of the river as a whole which is

altogether as general and as strikingly fixed as the flood movement.

Anyone is, of course, at liberty to try and find this property in ob-

served velocities if the total independence between the two, in the

cases just cited, does not satisfy him.

Yet, with all the river absolutely determined in its scales of stage,

and such a property of the river as disclosed by this flood movement

also given, it seems certain that somewhere there is to be found some

equally absolute relation between them. But seeing this and getting

the relation are quite diff'erent matters, and it was not until the writer

had studied analytically the case of flood movements in a chain

of lakes or reservoirs* that he began to be able to calculate some of

the elements of a river from its given discharge ciirves and flood move-

ments. The methods at first were crude and laborious in the extreme,

and need not be considered here further than to note the final step in

this chain of investigation, for from here on the question will be taken

up as an immediate deduction of a fundamental physical equation of

rivers, with simply examples of its application.

Mathematical Analysis and Computed Regimens.

It is plain, of course, that for a given difference in discharge

between the upper and lower ends of any reach, the rate of rise or fall

in the reach is determined solely by the area of its water surface at

that time. This general relation is given by the equation.

{q,-Q,)dT=A {dh) I

where §j = the upper and Q2 = ^^^ lower discharge in cubic feet per

second, T= the time in seconds, A = the surface area in square feet,

and {d h) = the mean rise in the reach on a scale of feet in the differ-

ential interval, d T.

So far, this simj^ly expresses the fact that a cubic foot of water

requires a cubic foot of space, and expresses the condition of the

whole of a river as it does every other form of variable flow. For the

* Transactions, Am. Soc. C. E., Vol. xl, p. 355.
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river, the special problem is to express the terms in this condition in

elements which may be determined indejjendently.

Now, in whatever condition of rise or fall any river may be, ( -r-^ \

is the rate of change of discharge with its change of stage, and

( li~T ) ^^ *'^® ^^^^ ^^ change of stage at any point of its flood oscil-

lations. The change in the value of discharge in an assumed interval

// r is then(-~^j (t^) -^ ^" Now, whatever this may be on

either rise or fall, there is some point down stream at a distance ^ I

where the value of discharge at the end of the interval J Tis just

what it was at the upper point at the beginning of the interval. The

difference in discharge between the upper and lower ends of the

reach, of length J I, is then \-rj) w '?) "^ ^' ^^^ *^® surface area

of this reach is W A I, where IF is its mean width in feet. Substitut-

ing these, respectively, for Qy — §., and A in equation I gives

JT d T'

(dq\ /dh\
\dkJ \dTJ

In this form \.rp) ^^^ jti ^^^ not necessarily identical, for dh

in the first is the rise in the interval d T aX the head of the reach

and id li) is the mean rise over the whole reach during the same

interval. As, however, the corresponding magnitudes oi A I and J T

are reduced, the difference between^ y-^ j and -^-^ may be made

smaller than any assignable quantity, and finally disappear from the

equation as a differential when ~-pp becomes ( y^ J
.

Hence,

Now, by its definition here, i ~^.^ \ is the flood movement at that

point of the river, or the rate at which equal stages or discharges

move down; and, representing its value in feet per second by m, the

equation becomes

^l| = mTr. n
dli
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It may be noted, in the above process, that the parentheses
( )

have

Tjeen used to indicate definite physical values determined indepen-

dently. Thus ( ~jj- ) is given by the discharge curves. On the Lower

Mississippi it may vary from 10 000 at low water to 60 000 at high

water; or in the Missouri from 3 000 to 40 000; and it is commonly

referred to anywhere as the change of discharge per foot of rise or

fall there. Again, \-r4p) i^ the rate of rise or fall at any time. It is

in common use as feet per day or inches per hour, but, being expressed

here in second units, its value, for a rise of 2 ft. per day, is sb^Ioo-

And, finally, the i -jy^ J
is that rate of flood movement which was at

Fig. 13.

last determined with precision, at least for long reaches, in the pre-

ceding study of that subject.

With these in mind, the process of deduction is simple enough,

and it is seen readily that Equation II is a most general equation of

rivers, true for every element of any river from high to low water and

from one end of it to the other. But, before going further, it may

perhaps be as well to give, in addition, a somewhat more distinctly

physical deduction of it.

Taking then, as in Fig. 13, an origin 0^ on the surface at the upper

point at a given stage, and the axis of I, a length of the river below at

the same stage ; its level rej^resenting the surface slope of the river

when the discharges are equal at the two ends, or the river is on a stand
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all the way down; then, with the ordinate h measuring the change of

stage from this stand, the actual surface of the reach in any given

rise is shown by the line Oj O2. Taking now b b, an element of the

discharge curve for the reach, its absolute value everywhere at the

level Oj L being Q^, and the rate of its change of value
-j-f-,

then, if

J Tis the interval which it takes to rise from O.^ to the level 0^ L and

J 7*2 the corresponding change of stage there, at the beginning of this

interval the upjaer discharge is Q^ and the lower is Q^ yy z/Zij, the

difference being Q^ — yQi jj- A JiA = —^ A li^. In the same w^ay,

at the end of the interval J T, the upper discharge is Q^ -f- -j^ A \

and the lower discharge is §j, the difference being

The mean difference in the discharge between the upper and lower ends

of the reach, through the interval A T, is therefore—J^ ( ^-—^ '\

and there is thus brought into the reach during this interval a quantity

-r-$ I ^-^ ? ) A T more water than is carried out. This ml^st
dh \ 2 /

fill the volume indicated by the vertical area J / ( ^-^ ) mu^lti-

j)lied by the width of the river. W.

And equating these two

dQ /Ah,-\-Ah,\ jrp^jj f±h + ^ n.\
j^.

or, as before,

^=W^-^=.mW. II

The application of this equation may perhajjs be best noted by

bringing it into comparison with the ordinary hydi'aulic foi-mula

V = c V r s (!)

M^-"' P'

Thus (1) and (2) have in their order essentially similar physical

measures. For instance, v in the river is obtained by measuring the
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•discharges from high to low water and dividing them by the corre-

sjionding areas of their cross-sections; while —z-y is obtained by

plotting them to the corresponding gauge readings and diflferentiating

the resulting curve. In the same way, s and m are taken from surface

observations ; one being a rate of changing level, the other a rate of

advancing stage; while r and TTare simply characteristic lengths, the

first a sort of inverted radius, or area divided by wetted perimeter, the

second a plain surface width.

Finally, also, in applying the formula v =^ c y v s to a perfectly

general form of flow, where everything may have any arbitrary varia-

tion in a given length, subject alone to this condition, even if it ex-

pressed everywhere such a variation and the c in it was an absolute

constant, it would still be very evident that the element through

which it must be taken is not a uniform length element. Thus, if it

is to be summed into an equality and averaged, the given length is to

be divided into a certain number of elements, each v A Tlong, and in

•each of which it exjiresses an equality, and the general relation of the

whole distance is the average of these elements. That Equation II has

exactly the same characteristic may be seen readily by taking it before

its reduction, as —^ A T= W A I. For W A lis, simply the surface

area in the variable elements of length, and -jj- A T corresponds to

the V A T for each of the constant intervals of time into which the

distance may be arbitrarily divided.

Here, however, the parallel ceases, the ordinary hydraulic formula

refers in the main to conditions in which the discharge is fixed, such

as the discharge of a pijae under a given head, or a conduit with a

given form and slope ; and it is certainly a most necessary relation

there, notwithstanding the fact that its c is a very intricate variable,

for Equation II has no application whatever to such a case. But, on

the other hand, in rivers Nature ofiers a condition of an almost con-

tinually varying discharge, and, as there is no way by which an

irregular volume can be measured more accurately than by taking the

amount of water required to fill it, in such a field the fundamental

relation between dimensions and the action on them of these varying

in-flows and out -flows is not only applicable, but is the only one, in

the range which may be covered by it, to be considered.
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But, of course, tliis is not the place to discuss the api^lication of

either of these formulas to all the conditions of flow to which they

may be applied. And, in fact, in the case of Equation II, there are

probably a number of applications which the writer has never yet

thought of. He has been interested mainly in applying it to alluvial

rivers, and even there, in those reaches in the Lower Mississippi, where

the gauge relations are no longer straight lines, it has been already

intimated that its application in each case was a special and a single

jDroblem. In the whole of this lower river also, with its peculiarly

constant flood movement from high to low water, marked with decided

differences from reach to reach, there are some questions on which the

writer is still working. The only case, therefore, which will be offered

here is its application to the general regimen of the Missouri from

Kansas City to St. Charles.

The 1879 scales of stage have been given for fifteen locations on this

reach, in the former study of discharge and gauge data, and whether

they should cover eqtial time intervals, or simple intervals of distance,

is not here a practical question, since their longitudinal sequence has

never been determined on this river, and a plain average of them is

all that can be obtained, and also, very probably, all that is here

necessary.

The average of the equal stages in the tabiilation referred to, is

17.1, and the equation of the St. Charles discharge curve in terms of

its stage scale is § = 0.15 {kg + 19)* where Q is the discharge in cubic

feet per second and kg is the St. Charles stage taken from a zero at the

low-water level of 5 ft. on that gauge. Calling k„^ the average stage

of the reach from Kansas City to St. Charles, it is plain that

kg : //,,„ = 20.0 : 17.1 or kg = '^^K
and substituting

e = 0.15 (^«*.+U,)*
from which

^ = 1.117 (//„, + 16.3)-'

The corresponding value of flood movement on the Missouri has

not yet been given ; and indeed there were a number of questions in

flood movement which were purposely left to be answered after Equa-

tion II had been determined.
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Solved for this element, it is to = rj= x , , , and with this itW dh
only takes a glance at the discharge scales in Fig. 8 to see why the

flood movement is so much slower in the Upper Mississippi than in

the Missouri. In the same way the marked retardation at the top of

the great flood of 18S1 on the Missouri is simply the transition from

channel tilling to valley filling. That the value of W changes sharply

in such a transition is plain, while the especially irregular forms of

the over-flow discharge curves have been noted. And, in fact, it seems

probable that if these forms are ever to be determined satisfactorily it

will not be done by measiaring their discharges, but by measuring the

widths of over-flow and the flood movements, and calculating them.

Again, the 400-miles-a-day flood movement from Baton Rouge to

Carrollton is simple enough to anyone who knows the physics of that

part of the river. It is well down in the run-out, where the range of

high water is being reduced from 50 ft. at Red River to nothing at

the Gulf; and the value of -ry- is correspondingly increasing; while

at the same time it is also an exceptionally narrow river. It is clear,

then, from the equation, that values of m will be found here out of all

proportion with its rates elsewhere.

And finally, the constant rate of flood movement from low to high

water in the Mississippi will be recognized here as simply a special

relation between its general discharge curves and its form. So long

d Q
^""-dT
that they have sucli a variation vertically in the Mississippi is a fact

of its form, and that they do not have such a variation there longi-

tudinally is another; while in the Missouri they have no such special

variation together in either direction. But still, all the Missouri scales

of stage are linked together in a chain of gauge relations, and there is

little doubt that this river has fully as definite a form of its own to

correspond with the —ry- given by them, and that its own especial

flood movement is there, as certainly as it is in the Mississippi, even

though it cannot be determined so accurately in its gauge data.

There is, however, a special variation of m which must be consid-

ered. It has been seen, of course, in the deduction of Equation II,

that the elements of rise or fall, of whatever magnitude, cancelled

out in the flnal equation, leaving a relation which was immediately
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independent of them. This does not mean that the value of m is abso-

Intely independent of the rate of rise or fall, but simply that it is

changed by it only as the -^ may be changed by it, assuming, at the

same time, that the element of form W at the given level remains the

same.

This is a variation of the flood movement from its normal, of the

same character as a change of plane in the discharge data, and prob-

ably this is the only surface measure in which all those variations of

discharge at the given level can ever be followed. It must be looked to

also to account for those exceptions to the general flood movement noted

in the Lower Mississippi, and the much more frequent changes of the

same character in the Missouri. Bu.t it should be distinctly recognized

simply as a variation from normal flood movement, and it does not

coincide with the normal discharge or the normal —ry determined for

the river.

It was in this light that the specific determination of the normal

flood movement in the Missouri was taken up. The extension-gauge

relations from Kansas City to St. Charles had all been plotted for a

period of 15 years, showing the character of the whole surface move-

ment there; but it did not seem worth while then to go further in order

to pick out the values of its flood movements in all their variations.

But when it was understood very clearly that there was a normal move-

ment there which rested on its general form, already so distinctly

marked in its discharge scales, the case was difi'erent. The extension-

gauge relations were then examined and the movements at those

periods least affected by tributaries, and l^est suited to give normal

values for different stages, were taken and averaged for the genei'al

relation.

This result, expressed in miles per day and taken on the same stage

scale in which the -^ of this reach has been given, is

7re = 70-f 3.27 7^,,,.

It is thought to be correct to at least within 3 or 4^, but it does not

show such limits as distinctly as in the case of the Lower Mississippi.

It is the best that could be done with data very imperfectly suited to

its determination. Its simple and precise determination in such a river

will require other data than those of the ordinary gauge readings.
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Eqiiatiou I[, when m is taken in miles per day instead of feet per

d q _ 5 280
second, becomes

dh 86 400
m W,

Tr= 16.364

^^ 16.364 d Q
or, W=^ r^,m d h

and substituting the vahies of ~^- and 7n gives finally, for the equation

of the general regimen of the Missouri from Kansas City to St. Charles,

1.117 {h,„ + 16.3)^

70 + 3.27^^ •

This, of course, is simply an equation of dimensions. It gives the

value of W from high to low water, and, as such, determines the dimen-
REGIMEN OF THE MISSOURI

1879

REACH KANSAS CITY TO ST. CHARLES

MEAN WIDTH IN 1000= OF FEET

—
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Above the water line of the 400 discharge, the river is more or less

out of its banks, and that is the limit of this section. What -7^ and
d h

m may be above that is not known, btit it is known that they are not

continuous. In the same way there is no guarantee that they would be

continuous if they could be observed below low water; but this sec-

tion is not either of them, bu^t a form of the river, which would be there

just the same if all the water on the instant were taken out of it, and

this relation has been carried down to 10 ft. below low water, as the most

l^robable continuation of this form as it ajiproached its lower limits.

Between these water lines, however, this regimen of the Missouri

is simply measured; not, of course, directly, but as definitely as a

distance may be measured with a base and two angles. This measure

also has in it probably about the precision of ordinary cross-section

data; but it brings out a marked form of bed which all the direct

cross-section data has never even suggested. Indeed, it is only in the

late surveys on the Lower Mississippi, where the section lines were

leveled over all bars and up to the high-water limits, and large means

made up from these, that types of this character began to be shown.

That the surveys would not give the type accurately is self-evident;

for any artificial method of making uj) the means from them can hardly

fail to average values which belong to decidedly different stages. But

in the summations of these surveys the essentially triangular character

of the Lower Mississippi regimen is well brought out, which its con-

stant flood movements and second-degree discharge curves also give

for it.

It is this type of regimen which represents plainly the general equili-

brium between the erosive and bar-building forces of the given river;

and the type in the Missouri is certainlj^ sufficiently striking. Unlike

the plain triangle of the Mississippi, its curvature shows that its forces

tend to cut a sharper central thread and build up a widening bar area

as the stages are higher. The fact, also noted before, that the low-water

level in the Missouri was especially susceptible to the varying forces

found in the sequence of high and low-flood years, is here made very

plain. Considering the erosion, its action practically consists in cut-

ting down the high banks into this central thread or deeper portion;

for the bottom, at the foot of a cutting bank, is rarely above low water.

All the caving, therefore, from the cutting banks and bars falls into

this central thread and through the low-water season it all stays there.
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while the flood period can never fill any of it back above the stage to

which the flood reaches.

It is clear that, in the snccession of low-flood years, this normal

regimen may be changed very materially, this central thread filled np

considerably, with all the widths of the lower portion rediiced, and the

widths of the upper stages increased correspondingly. While again,

to maintain the general average regimen of the normal, the action of

the succession of high-flood years will be a variation of regimen, from

the same causes, but equal and opposite in its character.

Fig. 15, in which the dififerent regimens of 1883 and 1895, before re-

ferred to, are given, will serve to show this action. Neither of these

regimens has the data needed to determine it absolutely, and they

REGIMEN OF THE MISSOURI

1883 and 1895,...

REACH KANSAS CITY TO ST. CHARLES

MEAN WIDTH IN 1000S OF FEET
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cogaized resultant of the counter-actions of erosion and bar building,

determined accurately and calculated easily.

Of course nothing is calculated easily from data which are not adapted

to it, and the laborious processes here followed should never have to be

repeated. Continuous automatic-gauge records, referred to the proper

plane, should read the flood movement directly between their traces of.

stage, and give the values of m with precision from tributary to

tributary, and through reaches which have no great changes of flood

forms. The longitudinal sequence of the equal stages in these reaches

is also easier to get than high and low-water slope lines, and, once de-

termined, its mean value for the reach is probably much more nearly a

constant. With these then it is simply a matter of taking groups,

each of some six or eight discharge observations, at high-water, at mid-

stage and at low-water, to determine positively the scales of stage at

one or more locations in a long river. And, transferring these from

gauge to gauge, the whole river is then known absolutely, and its form

and variations of form can be calculated.

It is this which is offered, in the place of the endless soundings of

cross-sections, for the study of the effect of work in the construction

reaches, levee effects or reservoir effects, and for all the sequence of

changing regimens in alluvial rivers, which perhaps no amount of

time and money spent in hydrographic surveys would ever even detect.

. It is hardly necessary to say that such data may open new problems

in river hydraulics; this method only promises' to answer those in

sight; and even for those more experiment and more work than is

shown herein may possibly be needed. But it is worth understanding

clearly that the value of —^ and m for every jjoint of stage is the

equivalent of a water-line survey of the reach at that stage. True, the

actual measures of distance in the survey have a smaller percentage of

error than can be looked for in these calculated results, but measuring

up an irregular surface area from the field measures has not. The real

defect in the survey, however, is that it can never catch the reach at

any one stage, and to reduce it to a uniform stage is difficult, to say

the least of it. On the other hand, the flood movement not only takes

the areas on planes of equal stage, but, in its sequence from high to

low water, readily integrates them into the whole river prism.

Of course, with the regimen given, Equation II may be used to cal-
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culate the discharge; but in these changing regimens there is always

the corresponding uncertainty in a determination of the absolute value

of discharge from gauge readings. No surface levels of any kind in

any channel can give its discharge unless some element of the size of

the channel is given at the same time, and, in rivers like the Missouri,

the first thing is certainly to understand its changes of regimen.

But there are other rivers whose regimens may be fixed, or at

least which change so little that it would be enough to check them at

long intervals or ignore their changes altogether, and in these, when

the regimen of a reach had been once established, the flood movement

through it would give a continuous record of its discharge, in all its

conditions of rise or fall, probably as accurately as if its waters had

been run through some of the best-studied forms of weirs. And if the

drainage system of a continent is ever to be taken, and such of its ele-

ments determined as can be put together consistently, it would cer-

tainly seem that some such method of measuring it up and keeping its

record would be absolutely necessary.
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DISCUSSION.

3lr. Todd. A. Miller Todd, Jun. Am. Soc. C. E. (by letter).—The author has

contributed a valuable addition to the literature on hydraulics and on

the subject of Mississippi Eiver Improvement.

While the principles involved are not by any means new, the

method of deduction, and of the transfer of the discharge-gauge rela-

tion from gauge to gauge is altogether so, as far as the writer knows.

The results obtained present at once, in convenient form, a dis-

charge-gaiTge relation for each gauge considered, which is most inter-

esting and useful to river engineers, especially those in charge of

levees; for, if the relation is demonstrated to be reliable, it furnishes

a clue to jjossible gauge heights when the river is confined, which, for

any very great flood year, has never been done. In other words, say

that we know the maximum discharge, due to pass a given place; to

what height on the gauge will that discharge raise the surface level

of the water?

The question of possible gauge height is a paramount one to the

levee engineer when it becomes necessary to establish grades for his

levees, when the river is confined throughout its length, or any por-

tion of its length.

While the paper may not give conclusive evidence on the subject,

yet we may apply the discharge-gauge relations, and compare results

with those obtained by different methods of computation; which

methods, in every case, are crude and more or less hyi^othetical. We
may thus check former calculations, or inaugurate further investiga-

tions and calculations, in order to reconcile the discrepancy if any is

found to exist.

It is very true that it is diflScult and expensive to measure the dis-

charge at a sufficient number of points, and to study very closely the

progress and attendant phenomena and laws of water in its passage

through great channels like the Mississippi below Cairo. Observa-

tions which have been made seem discordant and discrepant, and

methods have been crude, but, beyond a doubt, work which has been

done along this line cannot be praised too much. From the very

first discharge measurements taken in the Mississippi, the methods

have been improved upon, and the consequent results enhanced in

value, up to the present time; and the writer thinks this improve-

ment, both in methods and results, will continue. Therefore, he

would not too hastily declare the author's method of studying river

jjhenomena one which could supersede the old altogether; but, as

before stated, the author's principles, properly applied, should fur-

nish a valuable check and help to river engineers in future studies

and investigations.
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The author gives what he calls (average) "discharge scales."

The writer has at hand a "Monograph" by the author "on Reser-

voirs and their Effects on the Floods of the Mississippi System " in

which these " scales " * are plotted to a much larger scale, and they

are very interesting to study. The writer has tested them with

observed discharges taken at various times, and has found that the

scales agree very closely with the actual results obtained from field

discharge observations, and, in all instances and at all stages, they

seem to show the average discharge.

In a number of lines of study, these average scales, as they are,

should give correct results. But it occurs to the writer that, in many
instances, before the levee engineer can accept the plotted values as

correct, he must take into account the local condition of the water

surface in the reach he has under consideration ; whether it is rising,

stationary or falling, and the rate of rise or fall; these are conditions

which affect the flow. The author calls attention to the fact that,

"the same change in the conditions of flow which would change the

surface level by 1 ft. in a river from 50 to 100 ft. deep, would only

change it by 0.1 ft. in a river from 5 to 10 ft. deep." So that, while

the difference in discharge, due to whether the reach is rising or fall-

ing, is small at low stages, it becomes, at high stages, of such magni-

tude that it cannot be neglected. The author states that the time

occupied by a change of level, passing through a given reach, is abso-

lutely constant; but the writer understands that most, if not aU, river

engineers hold, from observation, that a fall travels more slowly than

a rise; and, even at low stages, a rise in the reach, if the latter is long

enough, will overtake a fall. Thus m in the author's formula cannot

strictly be reckoned as a constant.

The author calls attention to a change of plane at Arkansas City,

and offers possible explanations as to the cause, neglecting entirely

w^hat seems to be the true cause of the change; at any rate, as eminent

an engineer as William Starling, M. Am. Soc. C. E. , who is a recog-

nized authority on river subjects, accounts for the identical change,

and plots the identical figure used by the author. Fig. 7. In a paper

by Major Starling,! Fig. 24, on page 450, shows, evidently, that

the change of plane is that which recurs regularly, shifting from
one to the other, according to whether the river is rising, stationary or

falling.

In that valuable paper Major Starling undertakes to foretell the

probable gauge height of maximum flood discharge in reaches where
the floods have never been confined. He frequently calls attention to,

and takes into account, the difference in discharge, at equal stages,

* House Document, No. 141; 2d Session, 55th Congress, Plates 8 and 9.

t " The Discharge of the Mississippi River," T)-ansuctions, Am. Soc. C. E., Vol. xxxiv,
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Mr. Todd, due to "rising river " and "river after rise," and he always obtains

two curves, calling them the " two branches."*

In Fig. 16 the writer has plotted the discharge observations

referred to by both the author and Major Starling, and has fitted and

marked distinctively, curves through certain periods of rise and fall.

It will be seen that the fall on February 4th had something to do

with the shifting of the discharge-gauge relation up to the stage on

that date, and there can be plotted, through the points indicating a

fall, a distinct and separate curve from that drawn through the points

marking the rising stages. This second branch is traced down as long

as the river falls. A rise commences on March 4th, and, instead of

the discharge-gauge relation agreeing with the rise of December 30th

to January 18th, the discharge seems to pass at considerably higher

gauge readings. Under the circumstances, the writer thinks the

foregoing fact should be expected. The average datum area was

practically the same during both rises; while, from December 30th to

January 18th, 19 days, the river rose 25 ft., or an average of 1.3 ft. per

day, and from March 6th to March 23d, 17 days, it rose only 13 ft., or

an average of 0. 7 ft. per day.

For any portion of the reach in which Arkansas City is situated, if

there are gauge relations, which cannot be doubted, then, for a rise of

1.3 ft. per day, the slope is bound to be greater than for a rise of only

0.7 ft. per day. Assuming, as the author does, that the miles per day

traveled by a change of gauge height in a given reach A B, Fig. 17, is

constant; assuming, also, that 1 ft. rise at A is equal to the same

amount of rise at B, or that the gauge relation of S to JL is 1, and

that the time interval is 1 day; also, suppose that, on a given day,

the gauge at A shows arise of 0.7 ft., then the full line A^-B will

represent the general slope of the river on that day ; the next day

there will be 0.7 ft. rise at B and also at A, and for all succeeding

days, as long as the increment of 0.7 ft. daily at A obtains, the slope

on those days will continue parallel to A^-B. If a 1.3-ft. rise is

recorded at A, the dashed line A.^-B will represent the general slope

for that day, and for all succeeding days of the 1.3-ft. rise. Now,

for example, assume the distance, A to B, equal to 60 miles, then the

increase of slope of the 1.3-1't. rise over the 0.7-ft. rise is 0.006 ft. per

mile. The slope being a fiinction of discharge, the discharge-gauge

relation varies accordingly.

It is the writer's opinion, that, as long as the river is rising

or falling at nearly a constant rate, if true discharge measurements

conld be obtained and plotted, the points would lie in two perfectly

regular curves, one representing the rising river, and the other the

falling river, for that rate of rise or fall; and points for any other rate

of rise or fall will depart from these curves more or less. So that, for

* "The Discharee of the Mississippi River," Transactions. Am. Soc. C. E., Vol. xxxiv,
p. 465, Fig. 29.
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the conditions of the water surface, with constantly varying rates of Mr. Todd,

rise and fall, the actual curve of discharge-gauge relations is never a

regular one. But, between an imaginary curve, representing the

discharges passed throughout a rise to extreme flood height, rising at

the constant rate of the greatest known average rise per day, and a

curve representing a fall under the same conditions, thei'e may be

DISCHARGE, IN THOUSANDS OF CUBIC FEET PER SECOND.
400 600 800 1000 1300 1400 1600 1800

DISCHARGE-GAUGE RELATIONS AT

ARKANSAS CITY,

1894-5.

^^V

NOTE:

CURVE, SHOWING RISE, DEC. 15-23, 1.2 FT. PER DAY.
"' ii " " 30-JAN. 7, 2. 3 FT. PER DAY.

" " " JAN. 7-19, 0.5 FT. PER DAY.

" " " MAR. 5-25, 0.7 FT. PER DAY.
" " FALL, FEB. 3-MARCH 3, 0.7 FT. PER DAY

POSSIBLE CURVE, IF RIVER HAD FALLEN, AFTER APR. 9TH,

TO 8 FT. STAGE.

AVERAGE DISCHARGE-CURVE.

constructed a mean curve which would give a basis by which to reckon

discharge- gauge relations under all varying conditions of flow.

If the observations from which Fig. 16 was derived had been

continued, and the river had fallen to a stage of 8 ft., without being

influenced by any sudden rise or fall, the points obtained, the writer

thinks, would lie about where the x marks are indicated. Taking

these points into consideration, and also the points Allotted at 50 to
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Mr. Todd. 51.5 ft., obtained from discharge observations of tlie Mississippi River

Commission in 1897 and 1898,* and projecting a mean curve througli

all the points obtained, as indicated by the full line, this curve, in

similar form, would correspond to the author's discharge scales, and

is about what he would obtain for Arkansas City, if not exactly the

same.

Fig. 16 shows plainly the departure of some of the observed dis-

charges from the average discharge-curve. For investigations requir-

ing the summation of discharge over a period covering a rise and the

corresponding fall to about the same stage, the scales constructed by
the author cannot be improved upon. But, as before stated, they will

not do where the discharge covering any given day, or the maximum
discharge, is wanted. To render the average .discharge curve useful

in such instances, corrections must be applied to all stations, at least

below Cairo, in the Lower Mississippi; and, the writer thinks, that

the correction depends principally on the slope of the surface of the

water in the reach in which the gauge station under consideration is

located, and at the time the discharge corresponding to a given gauge

height is desired. These slopes can be had roughly, at the present

time, and, if the gauge stations

were located and kept, as sug-

gested by the author, the slope

between them could be ascer-

tained accurately at all times.

The author states that in

certain instances corrections

should be applied, and undoubt-
P^^ ^^

edly he has taken all the fore-

going facts into consideration, and probably has a method of applying

the correction, not hinted at by him or conceived of by the writer.

Possibly the writer, in his limited study of the problem, has laid too

much stress on the slope as due to the many various conditions of the

river, owing to the rise and fall alone; at any rate, he hopes that the

author will state, in his closure, what his corrections are, and to what
extent they will afiect the quantities given by the discharge-scales.

There is one thing certain, as the author states, in transferring the

investigations down the river below Cairo, the problem becomes com-
plex indeed, due, principally, to the enormous number of variations

and combinations of slope and momentum possible, according to the

condition of the water level, not only in the single reach, but prob-

ably in several reaches above, which may aflfect the discharge ma-
terially; and also to the conditions and stage existing in the various

tributaries. However, the only way to arrive at any tangible results,

in clearing up and solving this great problem, is to keep hammering

* See corresponding reports of the Mississippi River Commission.
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away at it; aud the more we hammer, the sooner the desired end Mr. Todd,

will be attained. After the levees have been maintained throvigh-

out several extreme high waters, we may expect to have some light on

the subject. Heretofore, all the extreme high w^aters, after passing

Cairo, have first been restrained in one place, and then have broken

the levees and inundated basins in other places, the conditions of no

one year repeating themselves the next; and it is impossible to study,

with any degree of satisfaction, a flood spread over 100 000 square

miles and upward. One flood, that of 1898, of comparatively short

duration, which came within 2 ft. of the 1897 water at Cairo, was re-

strained successfully where leveed. The St. Francis levees were not

completed, within some 100 miles of Helena, but the remaining portion

is now being constructed. This basin being for a great part still open,

the question of the effect of its closure on the flood plane, or gauge at

Helena, is still problematical.

So that, for many years to come, the subject presented by the

author will be an important study to all engineers interested in the

Mississippi Eiver problem, and it is to be hoped that he will give us,

at some future date, the results of his further investigations.

Geokge W. Eaftek, M. Am. Soc. C. E. (by letter).—This paper is Mr. Rafter,

an admirable illustration of the present tendency in hydraulics, not to

attempt to express complex relations drawn from a large number of

cases by a single formula, but rather to work out each case by itself,

on its merits. The recognition that the discharge of a stream for a

given gauge height will be diff'erent for rising from what it is for fall-

ing stage, with each in some j^roportion to rise and fall, is a case in

point, as is also the discussion of the efi"ect of "bed in train." Fre-

quently, the tendency has been either to include all such phenomena

in a single expression, or to ignore them entirely. The best illustra-

tion, however, is found in the conclusion of the paper, that there is a

particular equation which expresses the hydraulic relations of rivers

better than the formulas in common use, but which does not in any

degree apply to pipes, conduits and uniform reaches of straight

channel.

While the paper thus illustrates a desirable improvement in

hydraulic studies, it contains, further, a series of generalizations which

assist one materially in comprehending the complex series of physical

facts entering into the flow of a large stream, where bends, irregular

bed and other disturbing influences tend to complicate the phenomena.

For all such, notwithstanding current pi^actice, it is well to recognize

that t' = c -y/FTcan have at best only casual application, and as a de-

monstration of this point Mr. Seddon's paper can hardly be excelled.

But for straight reaches of artifical channel with uniform cross-section,

the conditions of flow are so difi'erent from those of meandering and

silt-bearing streams, that deductions applicable to one may not apply
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Mr. Rafter, in any degree to the other. For such a channel, the theory of velocity-

slope relations becomes, the same as for j)ipes and conduits, all

impoi'tant. As shown by the author, the views expressed in the paper

do not apply to these cases, but are to be considered as confined to

large streams with relatively fiat slopes. Nor, so far as the writer can

now see, will they apply to small streams and mountain torrents, for

both of which the Chezy formula is more nearly applicable. This,

however, is merely in line with the proposition to, so far as possible,

work out formulas suited to each specific case.

Mr. LeConte. L. J. Le Conte, M. Am. Soc. C. E. (by letter).^It has been gen-

erally known that there exists a large amount of valuable information

on the tiles of the several district offices in the Mississippi Valley which,

from lack of funds, has never been properly studied and digested by

any competent person. The author has undertaken this task, and has

presented many facts and important conclusions.

He brings out strongly the important feature that local slojae

is of no importance in the formulas for stream flow, because it is an

unstable as well as a secondary result of local changes in cross-sec-

tion; and since the cross-sections themselves are constantly changing,

the local slope also changes correspondingly, and yet the discharge

remains constant all along the entire reach. These potent facts show

how careful an engineer should be in selecting the upper and lower

limits of the characteristic reach, in order to ascertain, for the entire

reach, the true average fall, the true mean characteristic depth, and

the corresponding constant dischai-ge. That is to say, he must not

allow himself to be misled by any non-characteristic local slope or

cross-section, their lack of stability being in itself sufficient evidence

of their secondary character. As an extreme case, showing the lack

of influence of surface- slope, we have at Donaldsonville an actual

reverse-slope extending up the river for 20 miles or more, and yet the

great quantity of water moves down the river with the same discharge

as where the slope is down stream.

The aiithor's system of triple gauges at each station is certainly the

most rational device, and, at the same time, gives the best and quickest

results. The amount of useful information which can be obtained by

means of such simple ajiparatus is remarkable.

The author's comments on levee effects, in always lowering the

low-water i)lane and thus facilitating flood-water propagations down
the river, will be welcome news to river engineers as well as rijaarian

land owners. It is a matter of j^aramount importance in reclamation

works, and should command the closest attention. The whole story

is shown in an indisputable form by a study of the discharge scales for

the past ten years.

The author's statement of the facts ijertaining to flood movement
and his mathematical deductions therefrom are certainly interesting
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and valuable. The iull value of their bearing upon the actual flatten- Mr. Le Conte.

ing out of the flood waves and the correspondingly rapid flood-propa-

gation down the river channel are matters of great importance when
dealing with large rivers, and the writer thinks that, at least in the

lower divisions, even of rivers of ordinary size, the influence of this flood-

pulse has been largely underestimated. The author emphasizes the

fact that in the Lower Mississippi the prodigious flood-movement

cannot be explained by the direct flow of the waters down stream, be-

cause the flood-wave crest travels down the river four times as fast as

the water. This feature, together with the mathematical deductions,

shows unmistakably that a close relation exists between these flood-

propagation phenomena and the laws governing tidal jsropagation in

shallow estuaries and tidal rivers; the only difi'erence being that the

flood-ijulse originates in the upi^er river and is j^ropagated down
stream, while the ordinary tidal-jjulse originates in the ocean and is

propagated up stream against the flow of the current.

It is to be hoped that the author will continue to give us informa-

tion in this line and thus enable us to weed out the weak points in

existing standard formulas based on experiments of small scale.

James A. Seddon, M. Am. Soc. C. E. (by letter).—From the limited Mr. Seddon.

discussion off'ered, the writer has come to question whether he really

has succeeded in making the hydraulic system, presented in his jDaper,

as clear as he thought he had. As the field of river data has in it cer-

tainly a good deal of brush wood, in which even the trained investi-

gator may lose himself utterly for a time, and which jjrobably deters

many from ever entering it, the writer has concluded that he can best

serve the jjarposes of a discussion by presenting briefly the outline of

his system in its application to a simpler case, and one with which en-

gineers are more generally familiar.

Assuming for this a flume, say 5 ft. wide, set on some uniform grade,

which it is not now necessary to consider; and taking 10 000 ft. of it as

the reach through which observations are to be made; automatic

gauges with zeros at the bottom of the flume set at the upper and
lower end of it; the water run out and the whole thing ready for the

experiment.

The flow then would be started, very little at first, increasing

steadily until the flume was running full for a time, and then gradually

shut off and the water again drained out of it. During this time the

records of the two gauges would be the only data required to deter-

mine the discharge of the flume at any and every level and through all

these variations of slope found in its filling and emptying.

For instance, each automatic gauge would trace the changing level

to a common time scale, and should, of course, be set accurately to

give this from the bottom of the flume, enlarged if necessary, and so

proportioned to the time scale as to mark the coincident time and level
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Mr. Seddon. most distinctly. Tlien, say, from the trace of the rising level at each

gauge, the data of Columns (1), (2) and (3) in Table No. 2 are taken.

TABLE No. 2.
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Scale ofmW
15 20

and from the filling in tlie period calculating the discharge. Con- Mr. Seddon.

sidering the wide range of discharge values which the proposed

method covers in a single oj^eration, with no meters to rate or ob-

servers' errors to question, and the whole thing reduced with little

more work than that of a single discharge observation, if the writer

had any experiments on the flow of conduits or flumes to make, he

would certainly try it. But, until it is tried, he is not ready to con-

sider its precision. All this rests upon the precision with which the

time element involved in m may be determined, and is a matter yet to

be tested.

But this is not an untried field in the writer's studies of rivers.

He has shown that here in favorable cases m may be determined

within Limits hardly exceeding 1%, and even on the Missouri probably

close to 3 ijer cent. This has been done also simply with the ordinary

gauge data, and how unsuitable this is for such determinations should

be understood. In the first place, the gauge observers are local men
employed in other occupations

and paid a small sum monthly to

take the readings ajjid send them

to the different offices, and there is

no guarantee that they do not ^

generally read their gauges earlier 5

or later than the set time, by an t

hour or so, as suits their con- ^

venience. Again, the water surface

is frequently quite rough, and even

the most careful man may make a

mistake of a tenth or more in esti-

mating its level, with waves run-

ning a foot high. And, finally, the gauges themselves are often

set with no nice regard for any real precision in their readings,

taking in the pulse of an eddy, or the extreme variations of slope

through a bridge span, and in the ease of cable gauges, all the tem-

perature errors incident to measuring down from the lower cord of a

bridge to the water surface with a weight at the end of a wire.

The precision attained in the determination of in, with such data,

leaves no doubt whatever that surface observations, planned and

taken with that specially in view, would bring this jsroposed measure

of discharge into a field of more reliable and exact data than the best

that has yet been taken, not to speak of the whole mass collected,

which now requires years of study to sift in order to form some idea of

what is reliable in it.

This, however, is simjsly the case where the dimensions of the

channel are given. In tidal rivers, for the determination of their

peculiar form of discharge curves, with a zero at both the upi^er and

^ J ^
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Mr. Seddon. lower levels joined by plus and minus branches, probably tliis process

would be all that was wanted. But in other rivers it may be desirable

to first calculate dimensions; and, going back to the flume to consider

such a case, it is plain that the discharge curve of Fig. 18 is not the

curve for the head of the reach nor the foot of it, but for some inter-

mediate average; and that this again changes with the grade of the

flume and different rates of filling and emptying.

The only constant in the matter, with a set grade, is the interme-

diate value of discharge between equal rates of rise and fall, or the

uniform flow at the difi"erent levels, and this corresponds to the mean
of the rising and falling flood movements. In the case of the flume,

very possibly, accurate dimensions might be determined with simply

rising discharges observed in the middle of the reach and the coincident

flood movements through it; but in the river, where a general stage

scale for the reach is also to be gotten, the process of standard curves

and mean ??i'" is preferable.

However, the dimensions once determined in this way, if the form

of the river is fixed, W at any time, in the equation -rr = '^ W, is given,

and simply measuring m then will settle all questions of what effects

the larger slope on the rise and the less on the fall may have in that

reach. So far as his own studies go, with these rivers of fixed regimen,

the writer would say that one reach may show these effects and the

next may not; and that this depends on whether a general slope controls

the flow there or special sections. But it is certainly a field that needs

further observations.

In a general way, also, the same may be said of alluvial rivers. But
since the writer in 1885 turned a given flow down an inclined plane

covered with river sand, and found that it came to about the same

velocity no matter what inclination he gave it, he has given up trying

to explain all the phenomena of alluvial river flow with velocity-slope

relations. And, indeed, he thinks it is well here for every investigator

to first try and see broadly what slope does not explain before he puts

any great amount of time into fitting local data thereto.

Take a case from the Arkansas City, 1884-85, discharges illustrating

it with Fig. 19, in which scales are ignored for the sake of bringing the

matter out clearly. It is seen that this change of plane, or different

levels of the same discharge in the first and second periods, comes in

between Helena and Arkansas City and from there on is continuous to

Vicksburg. If the different slopes on the rise and fall are taken to

explain it from Arkansas City down, it must at the same time be ex-

plained how this flood with about the same slope differences shows no

such marked change in the discharge levels from Cairo to Helena.

And, further, in the same connection, while the writer does not draw

conclusions from the data of single sections, it may yet be noted.
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that Mr. Starling's coefficients* for this Arkansas City section, with Mr. Seddon.

these slope difierences taken into account, show an even more marked

difference between the two periods than that given by the discharges.

The writer calls this a change of plane, and, following the flood

from Cairo down, as he finds no general difference of any such magni-

tude that he can assign to the varying slopes of the rising and falling

river, he does not recognize them as the cause of it. He does not

mean that such effects are not there, but simply that they are not

in this proportion. But these are not the only changes of slope

involved in the matter. In Fig. 19 a change in the slope of the dis-

charge levels from Helena is shown, and it has been stated that this

corresponds roughly with a flood out of the Arkansas. It should also

be noted that in such a period when the discharge is 600 at Helena it

may be 700 to 800 at Arkansas City; and this change in the discharge

level is then but a fraction of the actual change in the surface slopes

leading down to it. Had Mr. Starling, in place of taking his slopes

from Arkansas City to Greenville, taken them from above to the

mouth of White River, g

where this change really tS ^
comes in, he would have r^.,,^^ §

found a much better

ground on which to

base these discharge ^^^-SC^^^^^^^

differences. ^"""^^^i^fe"""-^^

But why, when such ^^^£^

a change has once come
into the river, it seems

to hold for a consider-
'**

able time after the tributary flood has run out, and is continuous,

apparently without change in its magnitude, for hundreds of miles

down, are matters which the slopes do not explain. However, to

answer Mr. Todd's question as to what the writer's system of correc-

tions is: He will have to call them, for the present, simply accumu-
lated experience of where and under what conditions such changes

are likely to come in, and their probable magnitudes. He does not

feel that he has quite gotten to the bottom of this phenomenon, and is

not ready to say that any single cause, that is altogether satisfactory,

can be assigned to it.

Going back, however, to the flume for comparison, it may be seen

that while the general grade in the alluvial river is also fixed; it is

still the case where at any location the bottom, or the zero of discharge,

from time to time may be shifted. Simply shifting the discharge

curve as a whole up or down, the writer has found covers at least the

* " The Discharge of the Mississippi River," Transactions, Am. Soc. C. E., Vol.
xxxiv, Fig. 20.
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Mr. Seddon. greater part of tlie phenomena; and as this is done in a minute, and

records definitely the change in both its extension of time and length

of river, it stiits his method of first collecting facts on which to build

his theories. It, of course, makes the problems more complicated,

but he has indicated the general methods of meeting them, and that is

as much as can be expected in a new field such as this is. That where

such changes occur, the slope is altered, is evident, but the writer

takes these changes of slope as effects ; the field in which slope is a

primary cause he takes to be quite a diffterent matter.

In that lies the explanation of all the general forms or types shown

in the different regimens of different rivers, and the writer does not

come to it in the paper presented; he has carried the subject no fur-

ther than the case of the flume, where the grade was not even consid-

ered. He oft'ers, however, a system in which these regimens may be

determined, and, indeed, which promises to bring rivers into a much
more exact field of calculation than that found in any other line of

hydraulics; certainly the more precise determination of m is a subject

for further experiment, and the application of the equation -j-^ = ?« W
must be varied to suit the cases. But taking the given regimen of the

Missouri River from Kansas City to St. Charles as an example, per-

haps something of the dynamics, in which this, as a whole, stands as

an equilibrium, may best illustrate his view of it.

First, the energy of the discharge and fall in this reach varies from

about 750 000 H.-P. at low water to about 15 000 000 H.-P. at high water.

This, then, tears down on an average about 120 000 000 cu. yds. of

bank annually, or an amount which, dumped in year after year, is

enough to fill this given prism up solid to some 12 ft. above low water

in the twenty years in which the Government has been working on it.

That it has not changed it jaerceptibly, makes the fact very plain that

it has simply been built back again on banks and bars in other jjlaces.

Of course, a considerable part of the observed sediment in the

water Hes simply in this action, and for the reach from Kansas City to

St. Charles, as a whole, may be said neither to come into it nor to go

out of it. But taking this in about the proportion of the sediment

that will settle from the water with the least check to its velocity, and

which can hardly have come from distant head waters, leaves the true

sediment for the year about 130 000 000 cu. yds. carried in suspension.

And certainly the percentage of this which may be dropped in the

reach is an additional load on the bar-building forces.

But a good part of this matter carried in suspension will not settle

in a reservoir after standing 24 hours, while, even as a whole, it is but

little more than the erosion on this 333 miles of the river, and, for the

total alluvial stretch of the MissourL is a minor fraction in comparison

with it. Indeed, the fact of the almost uniform grade on which this
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river is set leaves little doubt that it has been long ago leveled up to Mr. Seddon.

bring the sediment entering it into pi'actically a thorough transporta-

tion; but, in any event, in all such cases the probable proportions are

such, that if no changes from erosion are shown in the 10 or 20-jear

periods, about 1 000 years is the least time in which material effects

may be looked for from the matter carried in suspension.

Of course, all this only shows when the long reach of river is taken

into view altogether. At a given location the erosion may be small,

and the bar building large, while the sediment carried through in

suspension is so great in proportion to both of them that anything
seems to be possible from it. It is not until the engineer gets aw"ay

from actually looking at it, and sees, in his mind, the hundred miles

of river as a whole, as he sees the orbit of the i)lanet, that he begins to

find himself m the presence of the real dynamics of rivers, and can
fairly value the processes given, in which these equihbriums may be
measured, and their variations ti*aced from river to river, and from
season to season; a matter that at fii-st looks as hopeless to him as

chaining the distance to the moon, but which, after all, is very easily

measured when we know how.
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WITH DISCUSSION.

HiSTOKICAIj.

Albany, N. Y. , was originally supplied with, water by gravity from

certain reservoirs on small streams west and north of the city. In

time, with increasing consumption, the supply obtained from these

sources became inadequate, and an additional supply from the Hudson

River was introduced. The water was obtained from the river through

a tunnel under the Erie Basin, and a pumping station was erected in

Quackenbush Street to pump it to reservoirs, one of which served

also as the distributing point for one of the gravity supplies. The

intake, which was used first in 1873, drew water from the river op-

posite the heart of the city. In recent years, the amount of water

drawn from this source has greatly exceeded that obtained from the

gravity sources.

Some of the city sewers enter the river above* the intake, but most

of them are below it. In times of flood, the water thus obtained was

polluted by the sewage of only a few of the city sewers. At low-

water stages, however, owing to the tidal currents, the water con-
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tained mucli sewage, which was carried up stream to the intake, and

the sewage of the city was thus present, in very considerable amount,

in its own water supply.

In addition to the local sources of pollution, the river received

the sewage of Troy and the surrounding cities, 7 or 8 miles above,

and the sewage of Schenectady, Utica, Rome, and many other places

farther away.

Under these conditions the typhoid fever death rate in Albany was

excessive. Professor W. P. Mason, of Troy, made a report upon the

quality of the water to the Water Board in 1885, in which he stated

in immistakable terms that the water as then used was a source of

disease, and should be abandoned at the earliest practicable date.

Following this, an attempt was made to secure a ground-water

supply, but without results. Studies were then made for gravity

sources of supply, mentioned in the reports of the Board of Water

Commissioners for the years 1891 to 1893.

Failing to secure the necessary legislation to introduce a gravity

supply, the Board, in 1896, investigated methods of purifying the

present supply. The matter was studied by the Board and by its

Superintendent, George I. Bailey, M. Am. Soc. C. E., and the writer

was engaged, in January, 1897, to examine the studies which had been

made, and to report upon the projects presented. This report, pre-

sented to the Board in February, 1897, recommended the general

scheme previously outlined by the Superintendent, namely, to abandon

the present intake, and to establish a new one at a point about two

miles farther up the river, at a point above all the local sources of

pollution, and to pump the water by low-lift pumps to a settling basin,

from which it would flow to sand filters, and thence through a pure-

water conduit to the present pumping station in Quackenbush Street.

Among other considerations, taken into account in determining

upon this site, was the fact that the present high-service reservoir is

not at a sufficient elevation to supply properly the highest parts of

the city, although it is on the highest ground in its immediate neigh-

borhood. It will be necessary ultimately to constrvict a new high-

service reservoir, and the most available location for it is upon land

about 1^ miles northeast of the present Prospect Hill Reservoir, where

there is an excellent site directly back of that recommended for the

filters; so that when it becomes necessary to construct the reservoir.
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the most advantageous location for a pumping station to supply it

will be close to the filters.

The report was accepted, the recommendations adopted, and the

necessary funds were provided; and, in July, 1897, the preparation of

plans was begun.

As the pure-water conduit was to be placed in the Erie Canal, and

as the work of constructing it necessarily had to be done during the

season of closed navigation, plans for this part of the work were

prepared first. The contract was let to Messrs. Hilt, Johnson, Fitz-

gerald & Mulderry in November, 1897, and that part of the work under

the canal was completed before navigation opened, May 1st, 1898.

Plans for the filters and sedimentation basin were completed in

January, 1898, and the contract was awarded in February to Messrs.

T. Henry Dumary and the Wilson and Baillie Manufacturing Company,

who commenced work under their contract in April; but, owing to

Tarious reasons connected with the installation of a very elaborate

contractors' plant, work was not pushed actively by them until August,

1898. Contracts for the pumping machinery, and for the pumping

station and intake, were let to the Prindle Pump Company and to Stone

& Thurston, respectively, in June and August, 1898, and the work was

carried out during the fall and winter. Gates and all special valves

were furnished by the Eddy Valve Company. The work was suffi-

ciently advanced so that a part of the plant was put in operation on

July 27th, 1899. The old intake was closed on September 6th, 1899,

since which time no unfiltered river water has been pumped to the city.

SoiJKCE OF Supply.

The Hudson Eiver, at the point of intake, has a drainage area of

8 240 square miles. Of this, 4 570 square miles are tributary to the

Hudson above Troy, 3 502 are tributary to the Mohawk, and 168 are

tributary to the Hudson below the Mohawk.

The average annual flow of the streams probably amounts to at

least 1 000 000 galls, per square mile per day, or over 8 000 000 000

galls, per day. The minimum flow is only a small fraction of this

amount. No gaugings of the river at this point are available. George

W. Eafter, M. Am. Soc. C. E., has made a study* of the flow of the

Upper Hudson, and estimates the minimum flow at Mechanicsville at

* Report of the State Engineer and Surveyor for 1895, p. 119.
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0.24 cu. ft. per second per square mile of tributary drainage area.

Assuming that this figure applies to the whole of the Hudson above

Troy, and taking a somewhat lower figure, namely, 0.15 cu. ft. per

second per square mile, for the discharge of the Mohawk and of the Hud-

WATERSHED OF HUDSON RIVER ABOVE INTAKE

Note:- Circles show population in 1880,1890.and estimated

populationfor 1900.A single circle Indicates'no

growth or verj' slow growtli.

SCALE

Fig. 1.

son below Troy, we arrive at a minimum flow of the Hudson at Albany

of 1 647 cu. ft. per second, or 1 060 000 000 galls, per 24 hours, being, in

round numbers, 100 times the average amount of water now taken from

the river for water-works purposes, and at least 50 times the maximum.
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Pollution of the Raw Water.—Table No. 1 gives the names of the

cities and larger towns upon the river above the intake, with estimated

populations and distances. The largest of these places are also shown

upon the map of the water-shed, Fig. 1.

TABLE No. 1.

—

Cities, Towns and ViilLages on the Water-Shed of

THE Hudson River above Axbant, with Popuxations of 1 000

AND Over.
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-^

HUDSON RIVER

NEAR INTAKE

Fig. 2.
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TABLE No. 2.

—

Bacterial Examinations of Watek from Main Chan-
nel AND FEOM Back Channel at Pboposed Points of Intake.

Date.
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through this channel at ordinary river stages. At flood stages the dike

is overtopped, and the channel takes a large amount of water.

The question arose as to whether to build an intake across the back

channel and the island to the main channel of the river, or to take

water from the more convenient back channel. Each point had its

advantages. To determine the relative character of the water, examina-

tions were made by Dr. George Blumer, of the Bender Hygienic

Laboratory, of Albany. The most important of the results of these

examinations are shown in Table No. 2.

The results, up to July 7th, are normal, and represent the condi-

tion of the water as it would be ordinarily. Afterward, commencing

July 9th, the contractors dumped sand and gravel in the back chan-

nel, and took it up again by dredging, for construction purposes, with

the result that this water was fouled, and the samples taken after that

time do not j*epresent its normal condition.

The results, up to July 7th, showed, in a general way, that the

water in the back channel was considerably better than that in the

main channel. Occasionally, there was but little difference, and this

would always be the case when the river was in flood. At no time was-

the water in the back channel materially worse than in the main

channel.

One of the city sewers enters the river at a point a short distance

from the outlet of the back channel, and there was a possibility that

sewage therefrom would be carried up the back channel by flood tides.

On the other hand, the water in the main channel had come directly

from the Troy sewers, while that in the back channel was more or less

completely cut off from the main current, and was moved back and

forth by the tides, and opportunities for natural jaurification were

present in greater degree than in the main channel. These conditions^

apparently, more than offset the possible admixture of fresh sewage.

The plan finally presented was to build two intakes independent of

each other, one to each channel, and connected with the pumping-

station separately; but, in view of the superior average quality of the

water in the back channel, up to the time of letting the contract for

the intake, it was decided to construct at first only the intake in the

back channel, and put in a stub for the other intake, the construction

of which was to be deferred until such time as might seem necessary,

or indefinitely, should the relative qualities of the raw water in the
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two channels remain as during the time covered by the foregoing^

examinations.

Description of Plant.

The filter jjlant, and the most important structures connected

therewith, are shown in Figs. 3 to 15, and this description, for the

most part, will be limited to those points which are not thus shown.

Intake.—The intake is shown by Fig. 6, and consists of a simple

concrete structure in the form of a box, having an open top covered with

rails 6 ins. apart, and connected below, through a 36- in. pipe, with a

well in the pumping station. Before going to the pumps the water

passes through a screen with bars 2 ins. apart, so arranged as to be

raked readily. The rails over the intake and this screen are in-

tended to stop matters which might obstruct the passageways of the

pumps, but no attempt is made to stop fish, leaves or other floating

matters which may be in the water. The arrangement, in this respect,

is like that of the filter at Lawrence, Mass., where the raw water is not

subjected to close screening. There is room, however, to place finer

screens in the pump well, should they be found desirable.

Pumps.—The centrifugal pumps were built for the Prindle Pump
Company at the Lawrence Machine Shop. They have a guaranteed

capacity of 16 000 000 galls, per 24 hours against a lift of 18 ft. , or

12 000 000 galls, per 24 hours against a lift of 24 ft., corresponding to a

water-horse-power, in either case, of 50.5. The ordinary pumping at

low water is against the higher lift, and under these conditions either

pum23 can supply the ordinary consumjotion, the other pump being

held in reserve. The plant is arranged, however, so that if for any

reason a large quantity of water is required when only one pump can

be used, water can be jjumped direct to the filters against the lower

head, in which case one pump will deliver a larger quantity, up to

16 000 000 galls., the full nominal capacity of the plant.

The boilers were built by James Hunter, of Albany, and are of the

vertical tubular type, each of 100 H.-P. The engines are connected

directly to the pumps, and were built by the Watertown Engine Com-

pany. The plant is supplied with Dean condensers, feed-water filter,

and other appurtenances. The whole plant is in duplicate, either half

of which is capable of supplying the ordinary consumption, or the

consumption up to the limit of capacity of the filters under the above-

mentioned conditions.
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The i^umping station building, to a point above the highest flood-

level, is of massive concrete construction, without openings. Nearly

all the machinery is necessarily below this level, and in high water

the sluice gates are closed, and the machinery is thus protected from

flooding. The superstructure is of pressed brick, with granite

trimmings. The general form of the pumping station and the arrange-

ment of the pumping machinery are shown in Fig. 7. A distant view

of the building is shown in Fig. 1, Plate XXXIV.

Meter for Raw Water.—Upon leaving the pumping station the

water passes through a 36-in. Venturi meter having a throat diameter

of 17 ins., the throat area being two-ninths of the area of the pipe.

The meter records the quantity of water pumped, and is also arranged

to show on gauges in the pumping station the rate of pumping.

Aeration.—After leaving the meter, the water passes to the sedi-

mentation basin through eleven outlets. These outlets consist of

12-in. pipes on end, the tops of which are 4 ft. above the nominal flow

line of the sedimentation basin. Each of these outlet j^ii^es is pierced

with 296 |-in. holes extending from 0.5 to 3.5 ft. below the top of

the pipe. These holes are computed so that when 11 000 000 galls, of

water per day are pumped, all the water will pass through the holes,

the water in the pipes standing flush with the tops. The water is

thus thrown out in 3 256 small streams, and becomes aerated. When

more than the above amount is pumped, the excess flows over the tops

of the outlet pipes in thin sheets, which are broken by the jets.

Regarding the necessity for aeration, no observations have been

taken upon the Hudson River, but, judging from experience with the

Merrimac, at Lawrence, where the conditions are in many respects

similar, the water is at all times more or less aerated, and, for the

greater part of the year, it is nearly satiirated with oxygen, and

aeration is not necessary. During low water in summer, however,

there is much less oxygen in the water, and at these times aeration is

a distinct advantage. Further, the river water will often have a

slight odor, and aeration will tend to remove it. The outlets are

arranged so that they can be removed readily in winter, if they are

not found necessary at that season.

Sedimentation Basin.—The sedimentation basin has an area of 5

acres and is 9 ft. deep. To the overflow, it has a capacity of 14 600 000

- galls. , and, to the flow line of the filters, 8 900 000 galls. There is thus
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a reserve capacity of 5 700 000 galls, between these limits, and this

aniount can be drawn upon, without inconvenience, for maintaining

the filters in service while the pumps are shut down. This allows a

freedom in the operation of the pumps, which would not exist with

the water supplied direct to the filters.

The sedimentation basin is built on the river bank, largely above

the natural surface of the soil. The sides are embankments made of

clay obtained in excavating for the filters, mixed with gravel dredged

from the river. These materials were put down in alternate 3-in.

layers, wet, and harrowed, and were rolled with 3-ton grooved rollers

on the toi3 of each gravel layer until the gravel was forced down into

and thoroughly embedded in the clay. The embankments made in

this way are extremely solid, stand up in vertical sections when cut,

are not readily washed, and no leakage through them has appeared

at any point. The outsides of the embankments are covered with soil,

and the inside and bottom with 16 ins. of puddle, which is protected

from frost on the sides by covering with gravel, above which is a

rough blue-stone pavement.

The puddle was made by mixing equal volumes of the clay

obtained in excavating for the filters, and mixed sand and gravel

obtained from the river by dredging. It difi'ered from the material of

the embankments only in more thorough mixing, and greater care in

placing. The materials were mixed in a pug mill. It was soon found

that the best mixing was secured with rather large quantities of water,

while the best ramming required that the materials should not be too

wet. Accordingly, the materials were mixed wet, given a preliminary

ramming, allowed to stand two or three days, or as long as was

necessary, depending upon the weather, and afterward given the final

ramming. If the whole became too dry, in the interval, it was

moistened at this time. The puddle was i^ut down in three layers,

and the concrete rested directly upon it. The concrete was put down

in blocks about 7 ft. square, with f-in. joints, extending half-way

from top to bottom, filled with asjjhalt. The maximum rate of

placing puddle was about 3 000 cu. yds. per month.

The water enters the sedimentation basin from eleven inlets along

one side and is withdrawn from eleven outlets directly opposite. The

inlets and aerating devices described previously bring the water into

the basin without current, and evenly distributed along one side.
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Both inlets and outlets are controlled by gates, so that any irregu-

larities in distribution can be avoided. The floor of the sedimenta-

tion basin is built with even slopes from the toe of each embankment

to a sumj^, the heights of these slopes being 1 ft., whatever their

lengths. The sump is connected with a 24-in. pipe leading to a large

manhole in which there is a gate through which water can be drawn

to emjjty the basin. There is an overflow from the basin to this man-

hole, which makes it imijossible to fill the basin above the intended

level. A section of the embankment about the sedimentation basin

and other details are shown in Fig. 8. The method of jjlacing the

concrete floors is shown in Fig. 2, Plate XXXII, while a view of a

portion of the finished basin in use is shown in Fig. 1, Plate XXXIV.

When the basin is being cleaned, the supply is maintained by open-

ing the by-pass from the pumjss to the filters and pumping to them

direct. Cleaning can be done during jseriods of continued clear

weather, such as occur in the summer and fall, without the slightest

detriment to the filters, and it will not be necessary to clean it

oftener than once a year.

No special provision is made for flushing out the mud; but, by

opening the gates on the inlet and outlet pipes, water can be intro-

duced at twenty-two points along two sides of the basin, and it is

believed that this, with the slope of the bottom, will be sufiicient to

enable the mud to be swept out readily.

FlUei-s.—The filters are of masonry, and are covered to protect

them against the winters, which are quite severe in Albany. The piers,

cross-walls and linings of the outside walls, entrances, etc., are of vit-

rified brick. All other masonry is concrete. The average dej^th of

excavation for the filters was 4 ft. , and the material at the bottom was

usually blue or yellow clay. In some places shale was encountered.

In one place soft clay was found, and there the foundations were made

deeper.

Floors.—The floors consisted of inverted, groined, concrete arches,

arranged to distribute the weight of the walls and vaulting over the

whole area of the bottom. The bottoms were put in in alternate

squares running diagonally with the pier lines, as shown in Fig. 1,

Plate XXX. In this way forms could be used giving the shape of the

arches, and the surface of the concrete was brought to the required

form by screeds. After the concrete had set, the forms were removed
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and the concrete for the intermediate blocks was placed, using screeds

to bring the surfaces to the lines given by the blocks already in posi-

tion. The foundations for the outside walls were put in in alternate

sections, the lengths of the sections being usually about 10 ft.

Walls.—For the outside walls the brick linings, 8 ins. thick, were

built first to the full height. A certain number of bricks were laid

endways, and projected into the concrete. The projecting bricks

occupied about 4% of the area of the wall. Afterward, wooden forms

were put up on the outside, and the concrete backing was filled in.

Sections of the walls are shown in Fig. 10. The arrangement of the

projecting brick is shown in Fig. 1, Plate XXXII, which also shows

the outside forms for the concrete wall in the distance.

In stopping the day's work on the outside walls, the concrete was

stepped off, the horizontal joints being made at least four times as long

as the vertical joints. This bonding proved adequate, and no ci-acks

have followed the joints made in this way. The horizontal joints were

strengthened further by driving a wooden stick into the concrete

before stopping the work. This was removed afterward, and, when

more concrete was added, it formed a thick tongue in the old work. By

using sticks, in which deep grooves were cut, and with a slight batter,

they could be taken out without trouble and used again indefinitely.

The outside walls are thus practically monolithic, and difl:er in this

respect from the floors and vaulting, which are made in sections, the

dimensions of which do not exceed 14 ft.

Vaulting.—The concrete vaulting was placed on wooden centers

supported on wedges which could be knocked out after the concrete

had set, so that the centers came down readily, and could be moved

forward and used again. Some of the centers were used four or five

times in the course of the work, the only repairs necessary being the

patching of the lagging, and they were in good order at the end of the

work. The vaulting was designed with a clear span of 12 ft., a rise of

2J ft., and a thickness of 6 ins. at the crown, but the clear span was

reduced to 11 ft. 11 ins. to fit the sizes of the bricks in the piers. It

was put in in squares, the joints being on the crowns of the arches

parallel with the lines of the piers, and each pier being the center of

one square. The manholes are in alternate sections, and are of con-

crete, built in steel forms with castings at the tops, securely jointed to

the concrete.
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As the centers for the vaulting were moved forward, it was neces-

sary that they should fit closely the piers and walls in their new posi-

tions. The lumber for the centers was cut by machinery, and was of

uniform dimensions. Considerable care was required to make sure

that the distances between the piers, and between the piers and the

walls, should always be exactly right to lit the woodwork. This was

accomplished by stoi^ping the work two courses before the top, and

giving new lines and grades at this elevation, after which the two

upjser courses were placed. An opportunity was thus given to correct

any slight variations which might have crept in below this level. This

procedure was much facilitated on the walls by projecting the upper

courses of brick about h in., making a slight cornice. Variations of

J in. or so below this level do not show. Such projections were not

used on the piers in this case, but their use would have added to the

convenience of construction and the appearance of the finished work.

Above the vaulting there are 2 ft. of earth and soil, grassed on top.

The tops of the manholes are 6 ins. above the soil to prevent rain

water from entering them. The drainage of the soil is effected by a

depression of the vaulting over each pier, jaartially filled with gravel

and sand, from which water is removed by a 2-in. tile drain going

down the center of the pier and discharging through its side just

above the top of the sand in the filter. The saving in cost by this

arrangement was considerable, as the cost of the drains was much less

than that of the concrete which would have been necessary to fill the

areas over the piers had any other system been adoj^ted. Further, the

water entering in this way is as good as any water available, and there

is every reason for adding it to the supisly. It enters the supply before

it passes through the filters. Sections of the vaulting are shown in

Fig. 10; details of the centering used are shown in Fig. 13. In Plate

XXXI, Fig. 1 shows the placing of concrete, and Fig. 2 gives a general

view of the vaulting at various stages. The finished vaulting is

shown from beneath in Plate XXXIII, Figs. 1 and 2.

In order to provide ready access to each filter, a jjart of the vault-

ing near one side is elevated and made cylindrical in shai3e, making an

inclined runway from the sand level to a door, the threshold of which

is 6 ins. above the level of the overflow. This sand-run is provided

with permanent timber runways and with secure doors.

The manholes of the filters are provided with double covers of steel
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plates to exclude the cold. Tlie covers also exclude light. When
cleaning the filters, light can be admitted by removing the covers.

Supports for electric lights are placed in the vaulting, so that the filters

can be lighted by electricity and the work of cleaning can be done at

night, and in winter under heavy snow, without removing the covers.

The electric lights have not yet been installed. The supports for this

purpose are castings, which were put at regular places on the centers

and surrounded by concrete in the vaulting. They are strong enough,

and are placed so as to serve for an overhead carrier system for remov-

ing the sand, should that be found advantageous in the future. For

the i^resent, the plan is to run out the sand in wheel-barrows, as is

commonly done in European filter plants, and thus far in this country.

The possibility of putting overhead rails with suspended buckets for

carrying out the dirty sand seemed quite promising, but prices secured

on the installation of machinery were so great as not to justify it for

the removal of the quantity of sand estimated as necessary to be taken

out from the filters.

The regulator houses, the entrances to the sand-runs, and all exposed

work are of pressed brick, with Milford granite trimmings and slate

roofs. The regulator houses have double walls and double windows,

and'a tight ceiling in the roof, to make them as warm as possible and

to avoid the necessity of artificial heat to prevent freezing.

The vaulting is similar, in many respects, to that of the covered

filters at Ashland, Wis., and at Somersworth, N. H. , but differs from

that vaulting, in that it is entirely of concrete instead of brick

backed by concrete.

Underdrains.—The main iinderdrains for i-emoving the filtered

water are of vitrified pipe surrounded by concrete, and are entirely

below the floors of the filters. These drains were put in before the

construction of the filters was commenced, and the concrete surround-

ing them was brought to the plane of the bottom of the foundations,

so that when the floor was built it went over them continuously, with-

out breaking in any way the line of inverted arches. This arrange-

ment was adopted because the drains would have been in the way if

they had been placed entirely above the floor, and it any part of the

drain had been placed in the normal floor-sjjan it would have reduced

the strength of the inverted arches, and might itself have been broken

by their jaressure. As the surrounding material is clay or tight
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rock, no danger of loss of water by seepage can result from this

arrangement.

The main effluent collectors are 30-in. vitrified inpes, reduced by

castings to 20 ins. at the outlets, and the effluent from each filter

passes through a 20-in. gate. The underdrains are made much larger

than would ordinarily be required for carrying the quantities of water

involved. The reason for this is that, after a filter has just been

scraped, the friction of the water in passing the sand is very slight. If

the friction of the underdrainage system is not kept very low, there

will be so much loss of head that when a filter is started the pull

exerted at remote parts of the filter will be less than at points near

the outlet, and thus the parts near the outlet will operate at rates

which are too high, while the more remote jjarts will hardly filter

at all, and the resulting purification is less than it should be. The

underdrainage system is so designed that, when starting a filter after

cleaning, the friction of the sand is about 50 mm. at a rate of 3 000 000

galls, per acre daily, and the friction of the underdrainage system is

estimated at 10 mm. This very low friction, which is necessary, is

obtained by the use of ample sizes for the underdrains and low veloci-

ties in them. In the outlet and measuring devices moderate losses of

head are not objectionable, and the sizes of the j^ipes and connections

are, therefore, smaller than the main underdrains.

Connections with the drain are made through thirty-eight 6-in. out-

lets in each filter, passing through the floor and connected with 6-in.

lateral drains running through the whole width of the filter. These

drains were made with pipes having one side of the bell cut off, so that

they would lie flat on the floor and make concentric joints, without sup-

port and without having to be wedged. They were laid with a sj^ace

of about 1 in. between the barrels, leaving a large opening for the ad-

mission of water from the gravel. The general arrangement of the

drainage system is shown in Fig. 5. Other details are shown in Figs.

9 and 10, while the computed frictional resistance of one filter is shown

in Fig. 11.

Filter Gravel.—The gravel surrounding the underdrains is of three

grades. The material was obtained from the river-bed by dredging,

and was of the same stock as that used for preparing ballast for the

concrete. It was separated and cleaned by a special, cylindrical, revolv-

ing screen. The coarsest grade of gravel was that which would not
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pass round holes 1 in. in diameter, and free from stones more tlian

about 2 ins. in diameter. At first it was required to pass a screen with

holes 2 ins. in diameter, but this screen removed many stones which

it was desired to retain, and the screen was afterward changed to have

holes 3 ins. in diameter. The intermediate grades of gravel passed the

1-in. holes, and were retained by a screen with round holes f in. in

diameter. The finest gravel passed the above screens and was retained

by a screen with round holes -re i^- in diameter. The gravel was

washed, until free from sand and dirt, by water played upon it during

the process of screening, and it was afterward taken over screens in

the chutes where it was separated from the dirty water, and, when

necessary, further quantities of water were played upon it at these

points.

The average mechanical analyses of the three grades of gravel are

shown by Fig. 14. Their eflfective sizes were 23, 8 and 3 mm. , respec-

tively, and, for convenience, they are designated by these numbers.

The average uniformity coefficent for each grade was about 1.8.

The 23-mm. gravel entirely surrounded the 6-in. pipe drains, and

was carried slightly above their tops. In some cases it was used to

cover nearly the whole of the floor, but this was not insisted upon.

The 8-mm. gravel was obtained in larger quantity than the other

sizes, and was used to fill all spaces up to a plane 2h ins. below the

finished surface of the gravel, this layer being about 2 ins. thick over

the tops of the drains, and somewhat thicker elsewhere.

The 3-mm. gravel was then applied in a layer 2^ ins. deep, and the

surface leveled. The grades for the two upper gravel layers were

shown directly by the joints in the brick work of the piers.

The form of construction made it best to put a lateral drain in each

section, or 13 ft. 8 ins. apart on centers. The drain itself occupies 7

ins. , and the longest course which water has to pass in the gravel, in

any event, is about 6h ft. This distance is so short that the frictional

resistance of the filtered water in passing through the gravel is

extremely small, and, therefore, it was possible to vary the gravel

sections somewhat according to the relative amounts of gravel of the

several grades obtained in screening, without detriment to the work.

The thickness of the 3-mm. gravel was varied between 2 and 2^ ins.,

according to the supply available, and similar variations were made in

the other grades; but the finished surface of the gravel was always kept
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at the same eleA^ation. Typical sections of the arrangements of the

gravels are shown in Figs. 10 and 11, and in Fig. 1, Plate XXXIII. The

greatest rate at which gravel was obtained and placed was about 1 500

cu. yds. per month.

Filter Sand.—The preliminary estimates of cost were based upon

the use of filter sand from a bank near the filter site. Further exam-

ination showed that this sand contained a considerable quantity of

lime, and it was found by exjaeriment with a small filter constructed

for that purpose that the use of this sand would harden the water by

about 2 parts in 100 000, and the amount of lime contained in the

sand, namely, about 7%, was sufficient to continue this hardening

action for a considerable number of years. This was regarded as a

serious objection to its use, and the specifications were drawn limiting

the amount of lime in the sand. This excluded all of the local bank

sands. The river sands which were used were nearly free from lime, and,

in the end, the sand as secured was probably not only free from lime, but

more satisfactory in other ways, and also cheaj^er than the bank sand

would have been.

The sand was obtained from the river at various places by dredg-

ing. It was first taken up by dipper-dredges, and brought in scows

to a point in the back channel a little north of the filter plant. It was

there dumped in a specially prepared place in the bottom of the river,

from which it was lifted by a hydraulic dredge and pumped through

a 15-in. pipe an average distance of 525 ft. to points selected, and

varied from time to time, on the flats north of the filters. The water

containing the sand was then put through screens having meshes which

excluded all stones 5 mm. in diameter and over, and was then taken

into basins where the sand was deposited in conical-shaped piles, the

water running over the surface and away. The boards around the

edges were always kept so low as to prevent ponding and the conse-

quent deposition of fine particles of dirt with the sand. After a certain

amount of sand was deposited in one place, the point of discharge was

changed, the pile drained, inspected, and, if found satisfactory, carried

to the filters.

As the work i^rogressed, an improvement upon this method was

made. Piles were driven throughout the area in which the sand

was deposited, a bridge was constructed, and the sand trucks passed

over it. Sand was shoveled continuously into the trucks, new sand
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taking tlie i^lace of that shoveled out. Afterward, a steam dredge

was installed, -wliicli took the place of a part of the shovelers. With

this arrangement the sand was delivered constantly in one place, an d

the necessity for changing the position of the screen was avoided.

A considerable amount of the liner jjart of the sand was removed

by this process and accumiilated below. This material was not suit-

able for filter sand and was wasted. Some of it was afterward used

for filling. The gravel removed from the sand was used under the pave-

ment of the sedimentation basin, and a part of it was screened for filter

gravel. The capacity of the dredge was about 500 cu. yds. per day, scow

measurement; but owing to the losses and wastes, and the greater com-

pactness of the sand in the filters, the amount of sand secured, as shown

by the final measurements, did not exceed 7 500 cu. yds. per month.

The sijecifications of the filter sand require that:

"The filter sand shall be clean river, beach or bank sand, with

either sharp or rounded grains. It shall be entirely free from clay,

dust or organic impurities, and shall, if necessary, be Avashed to

remove such materials from it. The grains shall, all of them, be of

hard material, which will not disintegrate, and shall be of the follow-

ing diameters: Not more than 1% by weight, less than 0.13 mm, nor
more than 10%" less than 0.27 mm.; at least lO^j^ by weight shall be
less than 0.36 mm. and at least 70^, by weight, shall be less than
1 mm., and no particles shall be more than 5 mm. in diameter.

The diameters of the sand grains will be computed as the diameters

of spheres of equal volume. The sand shall not contain more than

2%, by weight, of lime and magnesia taken together and calculated as

carbonates."

With the river sand and the method of handling adopted by the

contractors, it was possible to control the quality of the sand, so that

the specifications were complied with. In the lower layers of two of the

filters a little sand was allowed which contained a few particles above

5 mm. in diameter. The screens were adjusted afterward so that the

largest remaining particles were less than 4 mm. in diameter. The

filter sand has effective sizes of from 0.29 to 0.32 mm., averaging 0.31;

and uniformity coefficients from 2.2 to 2.5, averaging 2.3. The voids in

the sand when closely packed amount to about 40^ of the total volume.

Its mechanical composition is shown by the diagram, Fig. 14.

The sand and also the gravel were delivered in the filters through

the manholes, temporary plank roadways being built for that purpose.

Trucks carrying 1^ yds., with a pair of horses, were driven over the
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vaulting in all directions, without hesitation and without damage to

it. The sand was dumped on plank platforms constructed below.

A record was kept of all the planks iised for this purpose, and they

were required to be taken up in the presence of inspectors after-

ward to prevent the possibility of leaving any of them in the filter.

This arrangement necessitated working over all the sand under-

neath the points of dumping, and it thereby became loosened from

the excessive packing caused by dumping it from a height. The

sand was dei^osited in three horizontal layers, so that, if by accident

sand of unusual quality was placed at any i:)oint, the same kind of

sand would not extend from top to bottom. The method of placing

the sand in layers is shown in Fig. 1, Plate XXXIII, which also shows

the gravellayers and a lateral underdrain; while a completed filter with

the sand smoothed ready for use is shown in Fig, 2, Plate XXXIII.

Sand-Washmg Ax>paratus.—Most of the suspended matters in the

filtered water are held by the top layer of sand, and this layer is removed

from time to time. The dirty sand is washed, and eventually rejjlaced

in the filters. Two ejector sand-washing machines, shown in Fig. 15,

are provided at convenient j^laces between the filters. In them the

dirty sand is mixed with water, and is thrown iip by an ejector, after

which it runs through a chute into a receptacle, from which it is again

lifted by another ejector. It passes in all through five ejectors, part of

the dirty water being wasted each time. The sand is finally collected

from the last ejector, where it is allowed to deposit from the water.

Sand washers of this kind have been used for many years by some

of the London water companies, and more recently at Hamburg; and

also at Lawrence and Poughkeepsie in this country. The entire cen-

tral court between the filters and about the sand washers, shown in

Fig. 2, Plate XXXIV, is paved with brick upon a concrete foundation,

and affords a convenient space for handling and storing sand.

Inlets to Filters.—Water is admitted to each filter through a 20-in.

pipe from a pipe system connecting with the sedimentation basin. Just

inside of the filter wall is placed a standard gate and beyond that a

balanced valve connected with an adjustable float to shut off the water

when it reaches the desired height on the filter (Fig. 12). These valves

and floats were constructed from special designs, and are similar in

principle to valves used for the same i^urpose in the Berlin water

filters.
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Overflows.—Each filter is provided witli au overflow, so arranged

that it cannot be closed, which prevents the water level from exceeding

a fixed limit in case the balanced valve fails to act. An outlet is also

provided near the sand run, so that unfiltered water can be removed

quickly from the surface of the filter, should it be necessary, to facili-

tate cleaning.

Filter Outlets.—The outlet of each filter is through a 20-in. gate con-

trolled by a standard graduated to show the exact distance the gate is

oj)en. The water rises in a chamber and flows through an orifice in a

brass plate 4 by 24 ins., the center of which is 1 ft. below the level of

the sand line. At the nominal rate of filtration, 3 000 000 galls, per

acre daily, 1 ft. of head is reqixired to force the water through the

orifice. With other rates the head increases or decreases approxi-

mately as the square of the rate and forms a measure of it. With

"water standing in the lower chamber, so that the orifice is submerged,

it is assumed that the same rates will be obtained with a given dif-

ference in level between the water on the two sides of the orifice, as

from an equal head above the center of the orifice when discharging

into air. The general arrangement of the gate-houses, including the

gates for wasting the efliuent to the river, for filling filters with fil-

tered water from below, etc., is shown in Fig. 12, while outside views of

gate-houses are shown in Fig. 2, Plate XXX, and Fig. 2, Plate XXXFV.

Measurement of EJfiuent.—In order to show the rate of filtration two

floats are connected with the water on the two sides of the orifice.

These floats are counterbalanced; one carries a graduated scale and the

other a marker which moves in front of the scale and shows the rate of

filtration corresponding to the difference in level of the water on the

two sides. When the water in the lower chamber falls below the center

of the orifice, the water in the float chamber is, nevertheless, main-

tained at this level. This is accomplished by making the lower part

of the tube water-tight, with openings just at the desired level, so that

when the water falls below this point in the outer chamber it does not

fall in the float chamber.

To prevent the loss of water in the float chamber by evaporation, or

from other causes, a lead pipe is brought from the other chamber and

supplies a driblet of water to it constantly; this overflows through the

openings, and maintains the water level at jjrecisely the desired point.

The floats thus indicate the difference in water level on the two sides
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of the orifice whenever the water in the lower chamber is above the

center of the orifice; otherwise, they indicate the height of water in the

Tipper chamber above the center of the orifice, regardless of the water

level in the lower chamber. The scale is graduated to show the rates

of filtration in millions of gallons per acre of filtering area. In com-

puting this scale the area of the filters is taken as 0.7 acre and the

coeflSoient of discharge as 0.61.

At the ordinary rates of filtration the errors introduced by the

diflferent conditions under which the orifice ojoerates will rarely

amount to as much as 100 000 galls, per acre daily, or one-thirtieth of

the ordinary rate of filtration. Usually they are much less than this.

The ajoparatus thus shows directly, and with substantial accuracy,

the rate of filtration under all conditions.

Measurement of Loss of Head.—Two other floats with similar con-

nections show the difi'erence in level between the water standing on

the filter and the water in the main drain pipe back of the gate, or in

other words, the frictional resistance of the filter, including the

drains. This is commonly called the loss of head, and increases from

0.2 ft. or less, with a perfectly clean filter, to 4 ft. with the filter

ready for cleaning. When the loss of head exceeds 4 ft. the rate of

filtration cannot be maintained at 3 000 000 galls, per acre daily with

the outlet devices provided, and, in order to maintain the rate, the

filter must be cleaned.

Adjustment of Gauges.—The adjustment of the gauges showing the

rate of filtration and loss of head is extremely simple. When a filter

is put in service the gates from the lower chamber to the pure-water

reservoir and to the drain are closed, the outlet of the filter opened,

and both chambers allowed to fill to the level of the water on the

filter. The length of the wire carrying the gauge is then adjusted, so

that the gauge will make the desired run without hitting at either

end, and then the marker is adjusted. As both the rate of filtration

and loss of head are zero under these conditions, it is only necessary

to set the markers to read zero on the gauges to adjust them. The

gates can then be opened for regular operation, and the readings on

the gauges will be correct. It is necessary to use wires which are

light, flexible, and which will not stretch. At first, piano wire, 0.4

mm. m diameter, was used, and was well adapted to the purpose,

excejjt that it rusted rapidly. Because of the rusting it was found
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necessary to substitute another wire, and cold-drawn copper wire, 0.6

mm. in diameter, was used with fair results. Stretching is less serious

than it would otherwise be, as the correctness of the adjustment can

be observed and corrected readily every time a filter is out of service.

From the lower chambers in the regulator houses the water flows

through gates to the pipe system leading to the pui'e-water reservoir.

Drain pipes are also provided which allow the water to be entirely

drawn out of each filter, should that be necessary for any reason, and

without interfering with the other filters, or with the pure-water

reservoir.

The outlets of the filters are connected in pairs, so that filtered

water can be used for filling the underdrains and sand of the filters

from below prior to starting, thus avoiding the disturbance which

results from bringing dirty water upon the sand of a filter not filled

with water.

Laboratory Building. -The scientific control of filters is regarded as

one of the essentials to the best results, and to provide for this there is

a laboratory building at one end of the central court between the

filters and close to the sedimentation basin, supplied with the neces-

sary equipment for full bacterial examinations, and also with facilities

for observing the colors and turbidities of raw and filtered waters, and

for making such chemical examinations as may be necessary. This

building also provides a comfortable office, darkroom and storage

room for tools, etc., used in the work.

Pure- Water Reservoir.—A small pure-water reservoir, 94 ft. square,

and holding about 600 000 galls., is provided at the filter plant. The

construction is similar to that of the filters, but the shapes of the piers

and vaulting were changed slightly, as there was no necessity for the

ledges about the bottoms of the piers and walls; while provision is

made for taking the rain water, falling upon the vaulting above, to the

nearest filters instead of allowing it to enter the reservoir. The floor

and roof of the reservoir are at the same levels as those of the filters.

Pure- Water Conduit.—The filtered water is taken from the pure-

water reservoir to the present pumping station through 7 913 ft. of

48-in. pipe. For 5 450 ft. the pipe is laid under the Erie Canal, and

for 1 837 ft. through Montgomery Street, with an average cut of 22 ft

The pipe is not under pressure, and is made of mild open-hearth steel

plates, r6 in. thick, rolled by the Carnegie Steel Company, at Home-
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stead, Pa. The pipe was made by the Carroll-Porter Boiler and Tank

Company, of Pittsburg, and both plates and pipes were inspected by

Stowell & Cunningham, of Albany.

Cono'ete Backing.—Pipe of this thickness is not stiff enough to with-

stand the earth pressures in the deep cut in Montgomery Street, with-

out being badly deformed, and is not heavy enough to be safe from

the danger of floating in the canal, should the water be removed from

the pipe for any reason. Concrete was used to support the sides of the

pipe in the deep cut and to weight it under the canal. The amount of

concrete required for these purposes was considerable, and the Board

decided to use a further amount in order to surround the pipe entirely.

This makes a concrete pipe with a minimum thickness of 6 ins. outside

of the steel pipe for practically the whole distance, capable of sujj-

porting the earth, and able itself to serve as a conduit even if the steel

pipe should be removed entirely, although in that case it would not

be thoroughly water-tight. For 567 ft. on hard clay bottom, the con-

crete on the bottom was omitted, the natural material being probably

equivalent to the concrete. For about 300 ft. at the upper end, in

shallow cut and where the pipe is readily accessible, the concrete was

also omitted.

The hydraulic gradient of the pipe is 1 in 1 000, and the actual slope

is 1 in 1 000 from the pumping station to a point where the depth is

limited by the bed of the canal, the top of the pipe being always at

least 4 ft. below the nominal bottom of the canal, as required by the

canal authorities. It is then level until near the upper end, outside

of the canal, where it rises rapidly to the piire-water reservoir.

In passing under the Patroons Creek sewer the canal authorities

required that the line should leave the canal and pass under the sewer

at one side, returning to the canal afterward, the object being to

prevent draining the canal in case of accident to the sewer as a result

of the work under it. The section out of the canal was 230 ft. long,

and that part of it under the sewer was done in tunnel and below tide

level, and was accomplished without accident or injury to the sewer.

The entire trench under and near the sewer was back-filled with

concrete.

Tightness of Work.—The specifications jirovided for testing each

joint of the pipe under pressure as it was laid. Difficulties were found

in carrying this out, and in order to prevent delay to the work, which
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would have resulted in serious embarrassment, owing to the necessity

of filling the canal on May 1st, this test was suspended on part of the

line. In place thereof, the pipe was maintained empty after the canal

was filled, and all joints were caulked on the inside until perfectly

water-tight, and there was no measurable leakage from the canal into

the pipe.

Coating.—The pipe was coated by dipping in asphalt, and, after

caulking tight on the inside, all imperfections in the coating, due to

caulking or otherwise, were covered with melted asphalt in connec-

tion with a naphtha lamp. Where the spots were not too large the

asphalt on the sides came together when softened by the flame and

covered the spot completely without the addition of new material.

"Where the uncovered patches were large this was not possible. The

place was first heated, then melted asphalt was applied and thoroughly

heated and melted until it incorporated itself with the old asphalt on

the edges.

The greatest difficiilty was experienced in repairing breaks in the

coating directly on the bottom of the pipe; although these were not

serious, owing to the fact that all men who worked therein were

required to wear rubbers, and thus the damage done to the coating

was slight. Repairs were made by building dams of cotton waste on

each side of the defective place and sponging out the water, after

which the plates could be heated by a naphtha lamp and rejiaired in

the usual way.

Air Vents.—There are two considerable depressions on the line of

the pipe, one under the Bridge Street drain and one under the Patroons

Creek sewer. To prevent the aii* from obstructing the flow of water,

the summits on either side of the Bridge Street drain were connected

by a 3-in. pipe with expansion joints, going over the top of the sewer

and allowing the air to pass by the depression without obstruction

even when the pipe is nearly filled with water.

At the Patroons Creek sewer 3-iu. pipes are connected with the

summits on each side, going up in the manholes to a point above the

hydraulic gradient of the water, and are simply left open to the air.

To iJrevent the entrance of dirt, etc., a half-turn neck is screwed on the

top, and in the outlet, facing downward, a bushing is put in, reduc-

ing the size of the hole, and making it impossible to put in any object

which would obstruct the pipe.
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Connections with Quackenbush Street Pumping Station.—At the lower

end, connection is made with the pamping station through a rectangular

brick chamber, where the flow of water can be controlled by a 48-in.

gate. From this chamber the water is admitted by sluice gates to

each of the three wells supplying the Allis pumps, and also to the old

pump well. The entrance of water from the river was cut off by dig-

ging up the old tunnel, and building a manhole on it, in one side of

which was inserted a 30-in. flange pipe and a standard 36-in. gate.

The arrangement is such as to cut offthe entrance of river watei* effect-

ively . The gate can be opened at any time, however, if required by any

emergency. The gate is accessible, and can be examined for tightness

at any time by shutting off the water from the filters and lowering

the water in the pump wells. Leakage is further prevented by the

fact that the water in the ijump wells is normally higher than the

water in the river, and the tendency of leakage is outward and not

inward.

Cement.—In the construction of the filters and sedimentation basin

30 000 bbls. of Atlas Portland cement were used. Iron Clad Portland

cement was used in some parts of this work, and also exclusively on

the iJumping station and on the pure-water conduit, 8 000 or 9 000

bbls. of it being used in all. Several hundred barrels of other brands

of cement were used at times when neither Atlas nor Iron Clad could

be obtained promptly. No Rosendale cement was used on any part of

the filters, nor in the lower part of the pumping station. On the

superstructure of the regulator houses, pump house and laboratory,

Rosendale cement and lime were used.

Building Sand.—All the building sand was obtained from the river

by dredging, and was screened and washed by machinery. It was of

the same general character as the filter sand, but had a higher uni-

formity coefficient and was not as clean.

Ballastfor Concrete.—Gravel, obtained from the river by screening

and washing, was used for the most part, but broken stone was used

on various parts of the work. Sometimes the materials were used

separately, but often they were mixed. The mixture was most satis-

factory in every way, making a stronger and more economical con-

crete than either gravel or broken stone by itself.

Concrete.—The concrete for the filters was mixed by machinery in

cubical boxes, 5 ft. cube, and the amount mixed was about 1.6 cu. yds.
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at a time. The proportions of mixing were not fixed by the con-

tract, but were left to the discretion of the engineer as the work pro-

gressed, and the cement was paid for separately. The usual propor-

tions of mixing were as follows: One barrel of Portland cement,

weighing 380 lbs., and nominally assumed to occupy 3.8 cu. ft.;

three times this volume of sand, weighing on an average about 90 lbs.

per cubic foot; and five times this volume of gravel or ballast, weighing

about 100 lbs. per cubic foot, and having an average of 40% of voids.

On an average for the whole work 1.26 barrels of cement were used for

each cubic yard of concrete, as allowed to the contractors. Actually, the

volume of concrete exceeded slightly the nominal dimensions in many

cases, and the cement, reckoned on all the concrete, would be slightly

less than the above figure. The discrepancies, however, were not

large. The greatest rate of i^lacing concrete on the filters was about

3 700 cu. yds. iser month, and, substantially, this rate was maintained

for three months.

In placing concrete around, and especially under, the 48-in. steel

pipe, difficulty was found in placing that which was made with broken

stone. Concrete made from gravel proved much more suitable for this

purpose, and a bent rammer facilitated getting it under the pipe. Be-

fore the bent rammer was introduced, some difficulty was experienced

in getting the contract sections. Afterward they were gotten easily

and without trouble.

Brick Work.—All the brick work, excej^t that in the superstruct-

ures, was of vitrified paving brick. The brick was not specified, but

the specifications required brick absorbing not more than 12% of water

by weight. The local brick-makers were unwilling to take the trouble

to make brick hard enough to meet this requirement, and the con-

tractors decided finally to use a second-quality paving brick. This

was larger than ordinary brick, averaging 8.37 x 3.62 x 2.75 ins., and

it was necessary to change the size of the piers in the filters from 20 to

21 ins., the spans of the vaulting and floor arches being reduced to

correspond. These changes the contractors were allowed to make,

and, in consideration of the superior quality of the brick, they were

allowed an amount corresponding to the increased volume of the

masonry thereby involved, although this masonry was not believed to

be necessary for the stability of the structures. The bricks were

regular and uniform in shape, and their use resulted in very satisfac-
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tory work. The absorption ranged from 1 to 11^, and averaged 4:%

by weight.

The mortar used was uniformly 1 part of Portland cement to

3 parts of sand, and in a few cases, where cracks appeared and the

masonry was broken, the breaks were through the bricks and not

through the joints, although the bricks were extremely hard and

strong. The cement was j^aid for separately, and about 0.80 barrel per

cubic yard was used, no deduction being made for ordinary loss and

waste. The greatest quantity of brick work laid in one month was

1 100 cu. yds.

Weight on Foundations.—The weight of the finished concrete was

about 150 lbs. per cubic foot, as determined by tests. The brick work

was computed to weigh 135 lbs. per cubic foot. The weight of the

soil filling over the vaulting is estimated at 100 lbs. per cubic foot.

Each of the piers in the filters, by itself, weighs 4 300 lbs. The total

weight carried by the piers is about 11 tons per square foot, with the

soil nearly dry. When the soil is wet, or covered with snow and ice,

the weight is increased somewhat.

On the assumption that the inverted concrete arches distribute the

weight of the piers over the whole area of the bottom, the weight on

the foundations, of all the masonry and the earth cover, but not in-

cluding the filtering material, amounts to 444 lbs. per square foot, and

with the filtering material in place and with water to the nominal flow

line, this weight is increased to 1 304 lbs. per square foot.

Assuming the weight of the cross-walls to be distributed on the

whole width of the monolithic concrete blocks under them, the weight

of the masonry, with the earth above, but without the filter sand or

water, amounts to 755 lbs. per square foot, and with the sand in position

and water to the flow line, to 1 415 lbs. per square foot. The excess

weight under the cross-walls thus amounts to 311 lbs. per square foot

with the filter empty, and to 111 lbs. per square foot with everything

in position.

The foundation was generally on stiff" clay capable of carrying much

larger loads than the actual ones, but for a small part of the way shale

was encountered. It is doubtful if there is any arch action in the floor,

in which case the bulk of the weight of the piers is carried on a small

area under and near the base, but the arch is there, so that if there is

any tendency to settlement at any point it will come into action and
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carry the weight. At one place the underlying clay was soft. Appa-

rently, it was the channel of a stream, the position of which had been

changed by the Erie Canal, and which was now filled with softer mate-

rial. The area was so small as not to make it worth while to lower

the general elevation of the striictures, aad extra foundations were

provided. These were made by piitting concrete, mixed in the pro-

portion of 1: 5: 10, in the form of a wall, from hard bottom up to the

ordinary foundation under the walls, and blocks of the same material,

5 ft. square, from the hard bottom up under each pier. These special

foundations were put in first, the rest of the material graded to the

normal level, and then the floors put in as usual. In these cases the

weights on solid foundations are rather more than a ton to the square

foot.

The strains in the concrete vaulting, considered as arches, are not

heavy, but are somewhat difficult of computation. It appeared prob-

able, after the centers were struck, that the vaulting did not act as

arches but as a series of cantilevers. It was i3ut in in squares, each

square having a pier for a center, and the blocks were apparently strong

enough to carry the loads upon them without coming to an arch action

at all. Computed as cantilevers, a tensile strain of 150 lbs. per square

inch is sufficient to maintain the loads as they exist, and the strength

of the concrete is certainly beyond this figure.

With cold weather, some of the joints in the concrete vaulting opened

slightly, indicating the absence of arch action, but no cracks in the

blocks have been observed at any point.

Cracks in Walls.—The outside walls of the filters are monolithic

concrete, with an 8-in. brick lining. The cross-walls are of brick.

Neither has expansion joints of any kind. With cold weather, in

December, 1898, cracks were discovered in each of the cross-walls on

the north half of the filter plant which was then completed. One crack

was found in each wall, and in each case approximately in the middle

of the wall. During the winter these cracks opened from ^ to f in.

There are also a certain number of cracks on the outside walls, all

of which are shown in Fig. 13. There is a break in the continuity of

the outside walls where they join the regulator houses. The regulator

houses were built first, and the concrete was placed against the brick

work afterward, the surface of the brick being left irregular. The

brick lining was bonded in, but its 8-in. thickness was not sufficient to
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withstand any heavy strain. The walls pulled away from the regulator

houses at these points in eight cases, breaking the brick work, although

there was no evidence of settlement. The cracks are absolutely with-

out significance, as the clay filling on the outside is quite water-tight.

The cracks in the outside walls are also unimportant, for the same

reason. Where the outside walls cracked, the crack went approxi-

mately in a straight line from top to bottom through both brick and

concrete, without following any joints in the. concrete wall.

The cracks in the cross-walls were of more importance, for it is

possible that unflltered water might enter them above the sand and

follow down through them and enter the gravel and underdrains

below without filtration. This action might all take place on one

side, or the water might enter the wall above on one side and leave it

below on the other. This was rendered more likely, as the floors

cracked at the same places and drew apart slightly, and it was actually

found that, when the water was on one side of the wall only, it passed

through the crack and up through the floor on the other side, some

distance away from the wall. To cut this off", a hole was cut in the

concrete near the wall, rather more than 2 ft. long and 8 ins. wide,

with the ends widened as shown in Fig. 13. The concrete at this point

was about 1 ft. thick. A steel plate ^ in. thick and 2 ft. square was

placed in the middle of this hole, and driven down until its top was

flush with the top of the concrete. It thiis projected about 1 ft. into

the clay below, and the material was then- so hard that the plate had to

be severely pounded t|o get it into position. The hole was then filled

with concrete. The steel plate is to serve as an expansion joint. If

the crack oj)ens further in the future, the concrete block will break

again, approximately at the same place as the original crack, and will

slip on the steel plate, the plate remaining across the crack to shut off

any possible communication. Any water coming through the wall must

thus come to the surface of the floor before reaching the plate, and, to

prevent it from getting into the underdrains, the gravel is kept back

for 5 ft. at this point, and the sand comes directly to the floor. The

water on leaving the crack must then pass through at least 5 ft. of

sand before it reaches the underdrains. This will insure, first, a

tolerably good purification of such water; and second, if the water is

dirty, a gradual clogging up and diminishing of the carrying power of

the sand at this point and the final stopping of the leak. In any
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event, it will be impossible for an impure water to reach the under-

drains. The upper parts of the cracks, which were comparatively

unimportant, and were accessible at all times, were caulked with

oakum to prevent the passage of water above the sand.

These cracks appear to be clean temperature cracks, with hardly

any evidence of settlement. The strength of the wall is such that,

with one end free, with the temperature changes, it would pull or

shove the wall over the clay without causing other cracks. The only

cause of further cracks would be settlement, and this is not regarded

as probable. To provide against it, however, as a possible con-

tingency, and also to prevent the possibility of water passing down

between the walls and the sand, the gravel is kept 2 ft. away from the

walls all the way around, so that in case cracks occur at any points and

water passes through them, it will have to pass through 2 ft. of sand.

With one crack in each wall, which is virtually an expansion joint, it

is not regarded as probable that other cracks will occur which will

result in any openings in the floor.

Six cracks were caused by the frost in January and February, 1899.

The south part of the filters was left in an uncompleted condition,

and, with severe weather, the frost raised the walls in some places

as much as 0.2 ft. With warmer weather the walls went back to

their proper levels, but the cracks did not close entirely, and some

of the brickwork was taken down, while other cracks were caulked

with cement.

Without counting the slight openings at the corners of the regu-

lator chambers, where the concrete met the brickwork, nor the six

cracks caused by lifting from frost, there were twelve cracks in the

whole of the work, and, as the total length of wall was 4 753 ft., there

was, on an average, about one crack to each 400 ft. of wall.

Cuntracturs' Plant.—The contractors for the filters and sedimenta-

tion basin installed a very elaborate overhead cable-carrier system for

the transportation of materials to all parts of the work. This con-

sisted of two trestles 730 ft. apart and over 900 ft. long, between

which stretched four cables, each capable of carrying a load of 3 tons,

at a height above all the structures on the ground, except the oflSce

and regulator houses. These cables were attached to carriages which

ran on I-beams on the tops of the trestles, and power was conveyed to

both ends by a system of rope drives, so that the cables could be
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moved in one direction while the travelers upon the cables were moved

in another direction at right angles to it. The trestles for the con-

tractors' i?lant are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, Plate XXX, and in Fig. 1,

Plate XXXI, and also in some of the other views. Fig. 1, Plate XXXI,

also shows a skip for carrying concrete, with the carriage upon a

cable. The installation of this apparatus required much longer than

was anticipated, and delayed the completion of the work very much.

The system was extremely convenient, but its carrying cajjacity was

less than was anticipated, particularly when motion in both directions

was required. It was found better after a while to use the carriers, as

a rule, in one direction only, and a double-track railroad was built near

one of the trestles, which passed the concrete mixer and the gravel

screens. Skips were moved on this railroad on trucks, received the

concrete and gravel and ran to points opposite the places where the

materials were to be used. The skips were then lifted from the trucks

by the carrier system and carried to the required places. In this way

the lateral motion of the carriers was used only occasionally, as the

point at which work was being done changed. The work was so

arranged that concrete or gravel was delivered in substantially the

same line at one time.

Capacity of Plant and Means or Regulation.

The various filters have effective filtering areas of from 0.702 to

0.704 acre, depending tipon slight differences in the thickness of the

walls in different places. For the purpose of computation, the area of

each filter is taken at 0.7 acre. The nominal rate of filtration is taken

as 3 000 000 galls, per acre daily, at Avhich rate each filter will yield

2 100 000 galls, daily, and, with one filter out of use for the purpose of

being cleaned, seven filters normally in use will yield 14 700 000 galls.

The entrances and outlets are all made of sufficient size, so that rates

50%" greater than the foregoing are possible. The capacities of the

intake, pumping station and piping are such as to supply any quantity

of water which the filtei-s can take, up to an extreme maximum of

25 000 000 galls, in 24 hours. The i^ure-water conduit from the filters

to Quackenbush Street is nominally rated at 25 000 000 galls, per 24

hours, after it has become old and somewhat tuberculated. In its

present excellent condition it will carry a larger quantity.

At the pumjjing station at Quackenbush Street there are three Allis
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pumps, each capable of pumping 5 000 000 galls, per 24 hours. lu

addition to the above there are the old reserve pumps with a nominal

capacity of 10 000 000 galls, per 24 hours, which can be used if neces-

sary, but which require so much coal that they are seldom used. For

practical purposes the 15 000 000 galls, represents the pumping

capacity of this station and also the capacity of the filters, but the ar-

rangements are such that in case of emergency the supply can be

increased to 20 000 000 or even 25 000 000 galls, for a short time.

MECHANICAL COMPOSITION OF FILTER SAND AND GRAVELS.

(ARROWS SHOW REQUIREMENTS OF SPECIFICATIONS)

iO

». 30
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which can be drawn in dry weather. Thus it happens that, at certain

seasons of the year, the amount of water to be pumped is but a fraction

of the nominal capacity of the pumps, and at these times it is possible

to shut the pumps down for greater lengths of time.

Capacity of Pure-Water Reservoir.—The storage caj^acity provided

between the filters and the Quackenbush Street pumps is compara-

tively small, namely, 600 000 galls., or one hour's supply at the full

nominal rate. A larger basin, holding as much as one-third or one-

half of a day's supply, would be in many respects desirable in this

130sition, but the conditions were such as to make it practically im-

possible. The bottom of the reservoir could not be put lower without

deepening and increasing greatly the expense of the conduit line. On

the other hand, the flow line of the reservoir could not be raised with-

out raising the level of the filters, which was hardly possible upon the

site selected. The available depth of the reservoir was thus limited

between very narrow bounds, and to secure a large capacity would

have necessitated a very large area, and consequently a great expense.

Under these circumstances, and especially in view of the abundant

storage capacity for filtered water in the distributing reservoirs, it was

not deemed necessary to provide a large storage, and only so much

was provided as would allow the jiixmps to be started at the convenience

of the engineer, and give a reasonable length of time for the filters to

be brought into operation. For this, the pure-water reservoir is ample,

but it is not enough to balance any continued fluctuations in the rate

of pumping.

Method of Regulating and Changing the Rate of Filtration.
—"With all

the AUis pumps running at their nominal capacity, the quantity of

water required will just about equal the nominal capacity of the filters.

When only one or two pumps are running, the rate of filtration can be

reduced. With the plant operating up to its full cajDacity, the water

level in the jjure-water reservoir will be below the level of the standard

orifices in the filter outlets. When the rate of pumping is reduced, if

no change is made in the gates controlling the filter outlets, the water

will gradually rise in the pure-water reservoir and in the various

regulator chambers, and will submerge the orifices and gradually

reduce the head on the filters, and consequently the rates of filtration,

until those rates equal the rate of pumping. In case the pumping is

stopped altogether, the filters will keep on delivering at gradually
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reduced rates until the water level in tlie jjure-water reservoir reaches

that of the water on the filters.

When the pumps are started ui^, after such stoppage or reduced

rate of pumping, the water levels in the jjure-water reservoir and in

the gate chambers will be lowered gradually, and the filters will start

to operate at first with extremely low rates which will increase

gradually until the water is depressed below the orifices, when they

will again reach the rates at which they were last set. The regulators

during all this time will show the rate of filtration on each filter, and,

if any inequalities occur which demand correction, the gates on the

various outlets can be adjusted accordingly.

The arrangement, in this respect, combines some of the features of

the English and German plants. In the English j^lants the filters are

usually connected directly with the clear-water basin, and that in turn

with the i3umps, and the speed of filtration is required to respond to

the speed of the pumps, increasing and decreasing with it, being

regulated at all times by the height of water in the pure-water reservoir.

This arrangement has been subject to severe criticism, because the

rate of filtration fluctuates with the consumption, and especially

because the rates of filtration obtained simultaneously in different

filters may be different. There was no way to determine at what rate

any individual filter was working, and there was always a tendency for

a freshly scraped filter to operate much more rapidly than those which

had not been scraped for some time.

This led to the procedu.re, first formulated by the Commission of

German Water-Works Engineers in 1894, and provided for in most of

the German works built or remodeled since that time, of providing

pure-water storage sufficient in amount to make the rate of filtration

entirely independent of the operation of the pumps. Each filter was

to be controlled by itself, be independent of the others, and deliver its

water into a pure-water reservoir lower than itself, so that it could

never be affected by back-water, and so large that there would never

be a demand for sudden changes in the rate of filtration.

This jjrocedure has given excellent results in the German works

;

but it leads oftentimes to expensive construction. It involves, in the

first place, a much greater loss of head in passing through the

works, because the pure-water reservoir miist be lower than the

filters, and the cost of the jjure-water reservoir is increased greatly
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because of its large size. Tlie regulation of the filters is put upon

the attendants entirely, or upon automatic devices, and regulation by

what is known as "responding to the i^umps " is eliminated.

More recently, the German authorities have shown less disposition

to insist rigidly upon the principles advanced in 1894. In a compila-

tion of the results of several years' experience with German water

filters, Dr. Pannwiz,* makes a statement of particular interest, of

which a free translation is as follows:

" Most of the German works have sufficient pure-water reservoir

capacity to balance the normal fluctuations in consumption, so that

the rate of filtration is at least independent of the hourly fluctuations in

consumption. Of especial importance is the superficial area of the

pure-water reservoir. If it is sufficiently large there is no objection to

allowing the water level in it to rise to that of the water upon the

filters. With very low rates of consumption during the night the

filters may work slowly and even stop, without damage to the sediment

layers when the stopping and starting take place slowly and regularly,

because of the amj^le reservoir area.

"The very considerable fluctuations from day to day, especially

those arising from unusual and unforeseen occurrences, are not pro-

vided for entirely by even very large and well-arranged reservoirs. To
provide for these without causing shock, the rate of filtration must be

changed carefully and gradually, and the first essential to success is a

good regulation aiaparatus.

"

" Kesponding to the pumps " has a great deal to recommend it. It

allows the pure-water reservoir to be put at the highest possible level,

it reduces to a minimum the loss of head in the plant, and yet provides

automatically, and without the slightest trouble on the part of the

attendants, for the delivery of the required quantity of water by the

filters at all times. If the filters are connected directly to the pumps

there is a tendency for the pulsations of the pumps to disturb their

operation, which is highly objectionable, even if the pumps are far

removed; and this exists where filters are connected directly to the

pumps, and a pure-water reservoir is attached to them indirectly.

By taking all the water through the jjure-water reservoir and having

no connection except through it, this condition is absolutely avoided,

and the pull on the filters is at all times perfectly steady.

Much has been said as to the eff'ect of variation in the rate of

filtration upon the efficiency of filters. Experiments have been made

*"-Arbeiten aus dem Kaiserlichen Gesundheitsamte," Vol. xiv., p. 260.
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at Lawrence and elsewhere wliicli have shown that, as long as the

maximum rate does not exceed a proper one, and tinder reasonable

regulations, and with the filter in all respects in good order, no marked

decrease in efficiency results from moderate fluctuations in rate. There

is probably a greater decrease in efficiency by stopping the filter alto-

gether, especially if it is done suddenly, than by simply reducing the

rate. The former sometimes results in loosening air bubbles in the

sand, which rise to the surface and cause disturbances, but this is not

often caused by simple change in rate.

On the whole, there is little evidence to show that, within reason-

able limits, fluctuations in rate are objectionable, or should be

excluded entirely, especially in such cases as at Albany, where

arrangements to prevent them would have resulted in very greatly

increased first cost. The inferior results sometimes obtained with the

system of " responding to the pumps" as it existed in earlier works,

and still exists in many important places, undoubtedly arises from the

fact that there is no means of knowing and controlling the simulta-

neous rate of filtration in diff'erent filters, and that one filter may be

filtering two or three times as fast as another, with nothing to

indicate it.

This contingency is fully provided for in the Albany plant. The

orifices are of such size that even with a filter just scraped and put in

service, with the minimum loss of head, with the outlet gate wide

open, and with the water level in the pure-water reservoir clear down;

that is, with the most unfavorable conditions which could possibly

exist, the rate of filtration cannot exceed 5 000 000 or 6 000 000 galls,

per acre daily, or double the nominal rate. This rate, while much

too high for a filter which has just been cleaned, is not nearly as high

as was possible, and in fact actually occurred in the old Stralau fil-

ters at Berlin, and in many English works; and, further, such a condi-

tion could only occur through the gross negligence of the attendants,

because the rate of filtration is indicated clearly at all times by the

gauges. These regulating devices have been specially designed to

show the rate with unmistakable clearness, so that no attendant, how-

ever stupid, can make an error by an incorrect comisutatiou from the

gauge heights. It is believed that the advantage of clearness by this

procedure is much more important than any increased accuracy

which might be sectired by refinements in the method of comptitation.
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which should take into account variations in the value of the coeffi-

cient of discharge, but which would render direct readings impossible.

In designing the Albany plant the object has been to combine the

best features of German regulation with the economical and conven-

ient features of the older English system, and filters are allowed to

respond to the pumps within certain limits, while guarding against

the dangers ordinarily incident thereto.

Eesults of Operation.

The filters were designed to remove from the water the bacteria

which cause disease. They have already reached a bacterial efficiency

of over 99^5, and it is expected that their use will result in a great

reduction in the death rate from water-borne diseases in the city.

They also remove a part of the color and all of the suspended matters

and turbidity, so that the water is satisfactory in its physical

properties.

The filters have reached, with perfect ease, their rated capacity,

and on several occasions have been operated to deliver one-third more

than this amount ; that is to say, at a rate of 4 000 000 galls, per acre,

daily.

The filters are operated by George I. Bailey, M. Am. Soc. C. E.,

Superintendent of the Albany Water-Works, whom the writer hopes

will present further particulars concerning the cost and results of

operation.

Cost of Consteuction.

The cost of the filtration plant complete is shown by Table No. 3.

As some of the accounts are not yet closed, a few of the items,

designated by stars (*) are estimated, and are subject to slight change

with the closing of all the accounts.

The filters, sedimentation basin and pure-water reservoir are con-

nected in such a way as to make an exact separation of their costs

impossible ; but, approximately, the sedimentation basin cost $60 COO,

the pure-water reservoir $9 000, and the filters $255 000. The sedi-

mentation basin thus cost $4 100 per million gallons capacity ; and

the filters complete, cost $45 600 per acre of net filtering area, includ-

ing all piping, office and laboratory built) ing, but exclusive of land

and engineering.
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TABLE No. 3.

—

Appkoximate Cost of Filteation Plant Complete.

Land $8 290.00

Pumping Station :

Pumping machinery, boilers, etc $22 000.00

Intake 3 800.00

Pump well, gates, screens and foundations 6 285.00

Pumping station building 12 167.00

Chimney 1 540.00

Venturi meter 1 560.00

Extra work and minor items 2 393.00*
49 745.00*

Filters, Sedimentation Basin and Pure-Water Reservoir :

Preliminary draining $1 956.71

70 672 cu. yds. excavation, at (average) 5f0.3079 + 21 761 .64

16 040 cu. yds. rolled clay and gravel embankment, at $0.52 8 340.80

22 851 cu. yds. silt and loam filling, at $0.15 3 427.65

23 439 cu. yds. general filling rolled, at $0.18 4 219.03

12 550 cu. yds. puddle, at $0.715 8 973.25

1 775 cu. yds. gravel for lining, at $0.85 1,508.75

2 257 sq. yds. split stone lining, at $0.82 1 850.74

11 737 cu. yds. concrete in floors, at $2.31 27 112.47

7 792 cu. yds. concrete in vaulting, at $3.85 29 999.20

3 147 cu. yds. all other concrete, at $2.13 6 703.11

4 382 cu. yds. brick work, at $8.125 35 603.75

31 715 barrels Portland cement, at $1.9.35 61 308 .53

7 281 cu. yds. filter gravel, at $1.05 7 645.05

36 488 cu. yds. filter sand, at $1.00 36 488.00

Cast-iron pipes and specials, placed, including placing

gates 21 841 .25

Gates and valves 6 714.23

Vitrified pipe, complete 7 153.32

672 filter manhole covers, at $4.40 2 956.80

8 sand-run fixtures, at $407.50 3 260.00

8 regulator houses, at $862.24 6 897.92

1 oflfice and laboratory 4 881.00

Vitrified brick paving 2 158.00

Iron fence about court 1 704.00

Extra work and all minor items 9 692.01

Conduit and Connections with Quackenbush Street Pumping Station :

7 913 ft. 48-in. steel pipe, at $4.50 $35 608.50

24 218 cu. yds. excavation at (average) $0,855 -f 20 715.60

3 144 cu. yds. concrete, at $5.00 15 720.00

Gates and connections with pumping station 3 680 . 00

Sewer and railroad crossings, sheeting, and all other

items 10 914.12*
86 638.22*

Engineering, inspection, printing, laboratory equipment, minor con-

struction, etc 31 000.00*

Total approximate cost of work $499 890 .
42*

The preliminary estimate of cost submitted to the Board, February

8th, 1897, amounted to $478 000. The work will actually cost, in

round numbers, $22 000, or A.6% more than the jareliminary estimate.
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The preliminary estimate, and the actual costs by more important

divisions, are as follows :

Preliminary
estimate, Approximate
Feb. 8, 1897. actual cost.

Land $10 000 $8 290

Pumjiing station and intake 34 000 49 745

Filters and sedimentation basin,

with piping 327 000 324 217

Pure-water conduit and connection,
with Quackenbush Street

pumping station 64 000 86 638

Engineering and contingencies. ... 43 000 31 OOO

Total $478 000 $499 890

The excess in the cost is in the pumping station and conduit line.

The cost of the conduit line was increased by surrounding it with

concrete, which was not included in the preliminary estimate, and

also by certain changes in the location required by the canal authori-

ties. The pumping station also was made more elaborate and

expensive than was contemplated in the preliminary estimate, but the

intake was shortened. Otherwise, the work was executed substantially

as first planned.
Acknowledgment.

The general i3lan and location of the plant were first conceived

by the Superintendent of Water-Works, George I. Bailey, M. Am.

See. C. E., and the su.ccessful execution is largely due to his efforts.

The members of the Water Board, and especially the Construction

Committee, have followed the work in detail closely and personally,

and their interest and support have been essential factors in the

results accomplished. In the designs and specifications for the pure-

water conduit the writer is greatly indebted to Emil Kuichling, M.

Am. Soc. C. E., and also for most valuable suggestions relative to the

performance of this part of the work. To William Wheeler, M. Am.

Soc. C. E., of Boston, the writer is indebted for advice upon the

vaulting and cross-sections of the walls, and these matters were

submitted to him before the plans were put in final shape. All the

architectural designs have been suj)plied by Mr. A. W. Puller, of

Albany. W. B. Fuller, M. Am. Soc. C. E., as Eesident Engineer, has

been in direct charge of the work, and its success is largely due to his

interest in it and the close attention which he and the assistant

engineers have given it.
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DISC USSION.
Mr. Bailey. Geokge I. Batley, M. Am. Soc C. E.—Two filters were put in

service July 27tli. Four more were started July 28th. All of these

ran until August 9th, and three of them continued until August 12th.

They were started with the hope of continuing, but the conditions

were unfavorable in that the water was pumped direct to the filters,

as the sedimentation basin was not ready for use; the court between

the filters, in which scraped sand was to be deposited, washed and

stored, was neither leveled nor paved; and the water in the river was

roiled and disturbed by the contractors' oi^erations, and particularly

with the wash-water from the sand being prepared for the remaining

two filters. The run of the filters was, therefore, stopped and not

again commenced until Seiitember 5th, since which time their opera-

tion has been continuous.

Cost of Opekation.

The work was organized as follows

:

Filter operation : 10 laborers, at $1 . 50 jjer day.

1 foreman " 2 . 75 "
1 watchman " 1.50 "
1 chemist '

'

1 000 . 00 per year.

Pumping Station: 3 engineers " 75.00 per month.
3 firemen " 60.00

The working day is eight hours for laborers, engineers and fire-

men, and over-time is paid for at the rates named. Occasionally, extra

hel^i has been hired, and paid for at these rates.

The gross cost of operation, including payroll, tools which are

still in use, repairs, supplies of all kinds, wash-water, etc., etc.,

for the ijeriod from September 5th to December 25th, inclusive,

118 days, was .$6 164.94 In this time 1470 000 000 galls, were

filtered, making an average of $4.19 i^er million gallons delivered

from the filters.

The master mechanic of the works gives the following statement

from his records, as the daily cost at the pumping station:

3 engineers at $2.48 $7.44
3 firemen " 1.98 5.94
3 tons coal " 2.72 8.16
1 laborer " 1.50 1.50

9 galls, engine oil
" 0.09 0.81

2 galls. cyUnder oil
" 0.11 0.22

5 galls, kerosene oil
" 0.10 0.50

5 lbs. waste " 0.07 0,35
Steam packing, sheet rubber, soap, soda, mops,

cloths, etc 6
.
58

Total $31.50
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Mr. Bailey.
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Mr. Bailey. This makes the average cost of pumping ^2.52 -per million gallons

received from the filters, and leaves $1 . 67 as the cost of oj^erating the

filters, including laboratory work. The cost of scrajDing, "wheeling

out, washing and replacing sand for the actual number of hours, and
exclusive of superintendence, laboratory work, lost time, tools, etc.

,

is ^1.19 per million gallons treated.

TABLE No. 4.

—

Gallons FujTeked and Houks Employed in Sckaping

EniTEKS and Wheeling Out Scbaped Sand.

266.45
791.55
559.25
015.50
291.00

534! 00
685.00
342.75
639.00
579.20
877.00
355.10
470.20
548.00
718.50
664.60
556.70
840.00
312.70
618.70
547.00
932.00
631.00
361.20
513.00
591.00
807.20

Gallons filtered.

(5°i to be added for
error.

)

22 409 000
59 164 000
41 457 000
72 635 000
26 581 000
49 571 000
44 822 000
45 520 000
32 377 000
49 296 000
42 296 000
63 406 000
32 357 000
44 290 000
45 757 000
50 717 000
53 359 000
40 428 000
60 459 000
28 826 000
55 263 000
41 133 000
65 457 000
38 506 000
33 006 000
40 497 000
50 529 000
56 150 000

Hours. S^X

Wheeling Out.

Hours. Barrows.

983
813
789

1 067
1 119

1 105
987
805

The filters have been cleaned 26 times in all, up to December 25th,

or a little more than three times each. The total amount of sand

treated, as measured when replaced, was 850 cu. yds. From the books
of the foreman, the following records are taken:

Scraping.—88 452 sq. yds. = 18.3 acres; time, 1 227 hours = 67

hours 23er acre.

Wheeli7ig Out Scraped Sand.—2S 180 barrows, 2 235 hours = 27.3

barrows per cubic yard= 0.38 cu. yd. per hour. The average length of

wheel, going and coming, Avas 600 lin. ft. = 1.18 miles jDer man per hour.

WasJiing.—18 262 barrows, 2 068 hours, 21.5 barrows per cubic

yard = 0.41 cu. yd. per hour.

From experiments made by John H. Gregory, Jun. Am. Soc. C. E.,

who was Resident Engineer for Mr. Hazen during the completion of
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the work, the speaker is informed that the vohime of water for washing Mr. Bailey,

the sand varied from 12 to 14 times the volume of sand washed. In

the cost of operation the volume has been estimated at 15, at a cost of

^0.04 per thousand gallons.

Refilling.—18 550 barrows, 1 630 hours, 21.8 barrows per cubic yard

= 0.52 cu. yd. per hour. This work was chiefly done by extra labor.

The average depth of scrai^ing was about | in., computed from the

total quantity of sand replaced and the area scraped.

During the laeriods covered by these scrapings, the filters yielded

1 212 000 000 galls., an average of 66 600 000 galls, per acre between

scrajjiugs. This includes the first run of the filters, when the un-

naturally turbid water already mentioned was pumped directly on the

beds.
Bacteria.

Table No. 5 shows the weekly averages of the bacterial removal:

TABLE No. 5.

Week ending
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Mr. Bailey. TABLE No. 6.

—

Albany Filtek PiiANT.

—

Bactekial Removal by Filters.
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TABLE No. Q—{Gonti)iued]. Mr. Bailey.

Raw
Water

Oh •:

Pure
Water.

6 350
5 700
8 500
9 000

33 99.5
14 99.8

98.1

as 199.6

25 ^99.

6

27 99.7
97 98.9

99.3
99.2

7 750
6 900
4 000
3 800
3 400
5 000

25 99.6
16 99.6

.5 25 199.4

26 99.2
16 99.7

99.6
99.51
99.3'

99.5
99.7

BO 98.7
28 98.2
35 99.3

18 99.8
17 99
18
15

).5

2
99.3

8

8 200
8 500
9 250

98 98.8
75:99.1
85199.1

107198.8

20 99.7
26 99

25 99.7!
27 |99.7
31 99.7

4199.3
38 99.5
45 99.5
31 99.6
40199.5
36 99.6

76 98.8
57i99.2
5599.
63 99.2
85 99.0
112!

2
99.2

135 98.5 40,99.6 99.1

99;i
99.3
99.2
99.2

9 500
10 750
12 000
14 000

120 98.7
105 99.0
122 99.0
150 98.9

17 300
19 400
21 000

64 99.7
44
50 99.8

99.3
99.5
99.5

1
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Typhoid Fever.

Mr. Bailey. The reason for building tlie filters was the sewage pollution of the

Hudson River and the large death rate from tyjohoid fever. The
average number of deaths from this cause for the nine years ending

with 1898 was 85 per annum. During the four months in which the

filters have been in operation seven deaths from this cause have been

reported. For the corresjionding months of the nine years ending with

1898 the average number has been 24. The deaths from this cause

have thus been reduced in the ratio of 24 to 7, and one of these seven

was in a family which did not use city water.

Mr. WHiLiAJvi B. Fuller, M. Am. Soc. 0. E.—It has occurred to the
AV. B. Fuller, speaker that it would interest the members if a few words were added

concerning the details of construction, of the Albany Filter Plant,

which present special features.

The sedimentation basin is situated close to the river bank and lies

almost wholly in embankment above the natural surface of the ground.

The embankments were constructed of the best available materials,

and with great care, so as to minimize any eflfects of after-settling; but,

for tightness, reliance was placed on a 16-in. layer of puddle, which

covered the entire bottom of the basin and extended up the sides to

1 ft. above high-water level. For a distance of 5 ft. below high-water

level, or to below the lowest level to which the basin is likely to be

dra-^-n in winter, the puddle is set back 2 ft. 10 ins. from the face so as

to be beyond injury from frost, and is covered with a 2-ft. layer of

gravel and 10 ins. of blue limestone leaving. In all other places the

puddle is faced with 6 ins. of concrete, to prevent mechanical injury

to its surface and to present an easily cleansed and smooth surface for

the interior of the basin.

The materials of the puddle were equal parts of clay and a sandy

gravel containing about 40%" sand and 60%" gravel of all sizes to about

1 in. in diameter. Clean gravel of a size from \ to 1 in. was tried, but

was not a success. These materials were mixed in a screw-paddle, con-

tinuous mixer, such as is often used for mixing concrete, water being

added and the mixing continued until all the clay lumps were softened
' and the clay had penetrated thoroughly all the interstices of the gravel.

In this plastic condition the puddle was placed in position in 6-in.

layers over a larger surface and left to dry out. In the process of

drying, a large number of shrinkage cracks apj^eared throughout the

mass, but by thorough ramming these cracks were closed and the

entire mass consolidated. This process was continued for each of the

three layers. The idea was, that with the shrinkage cracks closed and

the excess water removed, there was no further tendency to shrinkage,

and any water then entering the puddle Avould expand it and close any

remaining cracks. Some of this puddle stood uncovered on 1 on li
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slopes for over a year, exposed to rain and frost, but no cracking or Mr.

deterioration of any kind was noticed, and it remained as bard as hard-

pan earth.

The paving of the upper sides of the sedimentation basin is of blue

limestone blocks, rather larger than the usual size, being about 10 to

15 ins. deep, 15 to 36 ins. long and 8 to 20 ins. wide. Two masons and

one helper together would lay about 16 sq. yds. per day, and the labor

cost of laying the stone and gravel, including the teaming of the mate-

rials about 800 lin. ft., was ^0.72 per square yard.

The gravel used in the joints and under the paving was the waste

from the filter-sand screen. It was perfectly clean, of sizes from \ to

to 1 in., the largest amount being about f in., and made an ideal

matei'ial for the pixrpose.

The piping about the filters and sedimentation basin was all of

light-weight cast-iron pipe, with hub and spigot, lead-caulked joints.

The entire system was laid at the same time, the trenches and all bell

holes being left open, and the joints made water-tight under a hydro-

static pressure of 50 lbs. per square inch, before making any refill.

All the concrete used in the fioors, walls and vaulting, amounting to

22 100 cu. yds., was machine-mixed, especial care being taken with the

mixing and placing. A mixed sand and gravel was obtained from the

river by dredging, and was brought to and deposited near the mixers,

and then washed and screened into three sizes—sand, gravel and tail-

ings. The sand was of very good quality, sharp and clean. The

gravel was of irregular, smooth-edged stone from } to 1^ ins. in dia-

meter, but varying greatly as to average size from day to day, some-

times fine and sometimes coarse. The tailings were passed through a

stone crusher and broken to sizes ranging from f to 2.V ins. in

diameter.

Mechanical analyses of the sizes of these three materials were made

daily or oftener, and from these analyses the proper proportions of a

mixture of the three to give a minimum number of voids was deduced.

The total quantity of the three materials used with a unit quantity of

cement was always constant, but by thus varying the proportions of

the ingredients themselves, a very uniform concrete product was

obtained, independent of the variation in the average size of any parti-

cular ingredient. The proportions ordinarily followed were 1 jjart of

cement, 3 parts of sand, 4 parts of gravel, and 1 part of crushed stone.

The mixing was done in a cubical mixer, to which a measured quan-

tity of water could be introduced after the materials had been thor-

oughly mixed dry. "With the apparatus as used at Albany, the con-

crete was always mixed properly and of the right consistency; half an

hour's attention to it, when starting, insuring uniformity for all day

unless there were great weather changes, in which case the quantity

of water had to be changed more frequently.
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Mr. The trausportation of the concrete from the mixer and its deposi-

tion in place in the work, which has been described by the author,

was ideal, from an engineering point of view. From the time of taking

the concrete from the mixer until it was put in place 800 ft. distant

the interval of 5 minutes was not uncommon, and the average time

did not exceed 15 minutes.

The cost of labor, coal, and for measuring quantities, and mixing,

loading, transporting and tamping concrete, during an average of

about three months of the bast organization, wa-i about as follows:

Measuring, mixing and loading. . . ..^0.20 per cubic yard.

Transporting by rail and cables. ... 0.12 " "

Laying and tamping on vaulting. . . 14 " "

Laying and tami.ing floors and

walls, including setting forms... 0.22 " "

These prices do no not include general superintendence, profit or

cost of machinery.

The design of the vaulting, as has been stated by the author, is in

the form of an elliptical groin with dimensions as follows: span, 12

ft. ; rise, 2 ft. 6 ins. ; thickness at crown, 6 ins. ; thickness over center

of pier, 2 ft. 6 ins. This work was figured for strength according to

the theory of the arch, assuming that brick masonry and concrete

spandrel filling were to be used. The material actually used was

Portland cement concrete laid as a monolith, with the pier in the

center, and, as thus constructed, it is exceedingly doubtful if there is

any arch action whatever in the structure. From recent observations

and from some tests made on small models the speaker believes that

such a groined arch acts in tension as an inverted pyramidical dome.

If this is the case, the depression over the piers could be increased

materially and the cost of the vaulting reduced. Even as constructed,

the adoption of the 6-in. depression over each pier saved 1 053 cu. yds.

of concrete, which would have cost $6 560 at contract prices.

The speaker wishes to controvert an impression, which seems to be

prevalent, that permanent masonry vaulting is very expensive, several

recent estimates placing the cost of covered filters at from 50% to

100^ in exces.s of the cost of open filters. The total extra cost of the

vaulting at Albany, including extra thickness of floors, piers, roof

drains, manholes, sand-run eatrances, earth covering, etc., at the

contract prices, was approximately ^0.315 per square foot of area

inside the walls, or $13 700 per acre, while the total cost of the filters

was about .$45 600 per acre; that is, the vaulting represents only about

dO% of the cost of the filters.

The lumber of the centering for the vaulting was of spruce for the

ribs and posts, and of hemlock for the lagging, which was 1^ and 3 ins.

wide and 1 in. thick. The entire centering for two filters was formed

by machinery, the ribs put together to a template, and the lagging all
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sawed to proper lengths and bevels. For the first two filters the centers Mr.

were put together in place, and were so constructed that when struck

they would come down in sections and could be moved forward and
used in the corresponding bay of the next filter.

The total cost of the centering was apjiroximately as follows:

Building centers covering 62 560 sq. ft.
'

Labor—
Foreman, 435 hours, at $0 . 35 % 152 . 25

Carpenters, 4 873 " 0.225 1096.42

Laborers, 3 447 " 0.15 517.05

Painters, 577 " 0.15 86.55

Teaming, 324 " 0.40 121.60

$1973.87
Matei'ials—

Lumber, 313 000 ft., B. M ^5 700.00

Nails, 3 700 lbs Ill .00

Tar, 8 bbls 24.00
5 835.00

$7 808.87
Taking down, moving and jiutting up

centers covering 196 660 sq. ft.

Labor—
Foreman, 2 359 hours, at $0 . 35 $ 825 . 65

Carpenters, 12 766 " . 225 2 872 . 35

Laborers, 24 062 " 0.15 3 609.30

Team, 430 " 0.40 172.00

$7 479.30
Materials—

Lumber, 3 000 ft., B. M 360.00

Nails, 3 000 lbs 90.00
S150.00

Total 37 629.30
7 629.30

Total approximate cost $15 438 . 17

The total area centered was 259 220 sq. ft., and the average cost per

square foot was 6 cents, to which should be added general superin-

tendence and a reasonable j^rofit.

As bearing upon the need of a covering, for protection against

frost, the following records for Albany are quoted. The temperature

of the air varies from -f- 98° to — 18° Fahr. per annum, the average

temperature for the year being -f 45° Fahr. These figures are the

result of 22 years' observation by the local weather bureau. The river

is frozen over from December 16th to March 19th, an average length
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Mr. of 93 days, as shown by an average of the records of 75 years. The
' longest time in any one season in which the river has remained frozen

over was 117 days.

There are other advantages, besides the prevention of the formation

of ice, which enable the covered filter to be operated at a lower cost

for maintenance than the open filter, a few of which are as follows:

By preventing the formation of algse growths.

By maintaining the temjjerature of the water practically even, thus

keeping the friction of the sand constant, as by maintaining uniform

conditions, improvement of the filtrate results.

By preventing the action of the heat and the direct rays of the sun

in summer from baking the surface during the operation of scraping,

thereby occasioning the removal of a greater thickness of sand.

By keejiing the surface from disturbance by wind and thxis allow-

ing more efficient sedimentation.

By preventing the fall of rain on the surface during cleaning, which

causes compacting of the surface and necessitates re-raking.

By preventing the fall of snow on the surface dtiring cleaning,

which causes the removal of a greater thickness of sand.

By preventing the increase in cost of washing sand containing^

leaves and algae growths.

By admitting of uninterrupted scraping of the filter during all

kinds of weather.

As the extra cost of vaulting is only about $13 700 per acre, which

by added knowledge can possibly be reduced to $10 000 per acre in

another plant, and which amount at d% interest represents only 8300

to $400 per year, it is seen that in many places other considerations

besides that of protection from ice would lead to the use of covered

filter beds.

Mr. Maignen. P. A. Maignen, Assoc. Am. Soc. C. E.—The construction of the

filters at Choisy-le-Koi, near Paris, is interesting. Some of the walls

of the filters are very thin, being only 2.4 ins. ; and their construction

with what is termed in the United States " exiJanded metal" and con-

crete has been quite satisfactory. The company which operates these

filters has built filter beds 120 ft. square, and others 60 ft. square.

They found the smaller beds better for solidity and also because of the

greater convenience in cleaning.

In the Albany plant the sand-washing apparatus is not covered.

The speaker supposes that it is the intention to have it covered, in order

that the washing of the sand may not be delayed by freezing weather.

The provision made for preventing the raw water, which may go

down through or along the retaining walls, from mixing in an unpuri-

fied state with the filtered water, is interesting. It would seem better

that such provision be made at the top of the sand bed instead of at

the bottom.
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George HrLL, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—The paper is so completely what Mr. HiU.

it should be, it describes so completely the way in which the work was

done, its cost and its effect, that the s^jeaker does not wish to be under-

stood as offering any criticism in calling attention to a few details

wherein the cost of the work might have been reduced, without in any

way impairing its efficiency.

Referring to Fig. 7, it might be well to note that 8-in. beams are too

shallow to be used with a projection of 5 ft., as they would be apt to
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deflect so much as to crack the concrete, admitting moisture and there-

fore hastening decay. Fifteen-inch beams used in the grillage would
have had five times the strength, with but two and one-half times the
weight, would have had practically no deflection, a thicker section to

resist rust, and, being spaced wider, would have given more room to

pack the concrete between them.

The steel track used by the speaker, and described in a previous
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Mr. HiU. paper,* would have been particularly applicable for the handling of

dirty sand, as mentioned on page 264, and would have been found to

be inexpensive. The speaker has used it for coal and ash tracks carry-

ing loads of 500 lbs. very satisfactorily.

The principal feature wherein a saving could have been effected

was in the floor and covering of the filtration basins. At the time

when estimates were being made, one of the prospective bidders con-

sulted with the speaker regarding the construction proposed and was

advised to suggest the j^lan shown in Fig. 17.

It is probable that the lack of any jjublished data regarding the

action of steel and concrete in combination, and especially the lack of

knowledge regarding the resistance of continuous slabs supported at

a number of jjoints, lead, in a measure, to the rejection of this advice,

if it ever was j^resented by the bidder. Numerous experiments made
by the speaker confirm him in the belief that the carrying capacity of

a slab supported at a number of points and made continuous over

them, is, for a portion of the slab included between one set of supports,

four times as great as that of a slab of the same sectional area and

dimensions siipported at two opposite edges, or, for the sections pro-

posed, 650 lbs. per square foot, safe working load.

The relative costs for one bay are as follows

:

As executed

:

5.8 cu. yds. vaulting $22.35

8.72 " flooring 20.15

1.24 " brickwork 10.08

Total $52.58

As proposed:

10 cu. yds. in roof slab, supporting column, floor and

foundation $23 . 10

Centering 7 . 47

Expanded metal 10 . 60

Total $41.17

Saving 22 per cent.

It will be observed that the centering is far more simple, and the

placing of the concrete less costly. The ramming of the concrete

could be done with a roller instead of by hand, thus eff"ecting a fur-

ther saving. None of these points has been taken into account in

the above comparison. The cajjacity of the filter could have been

increased by raising the upper limit of the filling, or the cost decreased

by reducing the height of the pier and decreasing the depth of the

excavation.

Transactions, Am. Sac. C. E., Vol. xxxix, p. 620.
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A. M. MrLi/ER, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—There appears to be some mis- Mr. Miller,

apprehension as to the cost of concrete. The author states the price

per cubic yard j^aid to the contractor, but the City of Albany furnished

the cement. The cost mentioned by Mr. Hill, for the construc-

tion of the filters, is exclusive of the cost of cement. The author cal-

culates that IJ bbls. of cement per cubic yard were required, and this,

at 1.93|^ per barrel, would add $2.42 to the cost per cubic yard. This

must be borne in mind when examining the estimates. These ques-

tions, however, as to details of costs, strength of materials, etc., can

be readily answered.

The speaker has heard that the Board of Health of New York City

has stated that eventually the whole of the Croton water supply, some

300 000 000 galls, per day, must be filtered. The handling of such a

large quantity will be a very serious question. The speaker is now
considering the filtration of a supply of 60 000 000 galls, per day, and is

glad to listen to those who have had some experience in these matters.

Information is needed as to methods of examining water, the

quantity or thickness of sand required for filtering, the rate of

filtration, etc., and Mr. Hazen's paper is very instructive in regard to

these matters.

Mr. Bailey's statements in reference to the percentage of bacteria

removed are interesting, though the speaker does not believe in

expressing the results in that way. For instance, even though 95^
of the bacteria may be removed by filtration, yet, possibly 700 bacteria

come through, and thus the percentage method is misleading.

The cost of the filters per acre is an important item. From the

statements of cost in the paper it is found that this was about $45 600-

In the recent report of the Board of Experts on the water supply of

Philadelphia, the cost is stated as about $37 000 per acre. Is the dif-

ference in cost due to the use of covered and open filters? If so, what
is the estimated cost of the vaulting per acre?

Rudolph Heking, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—Albany has a raw water Mr. Hering.

supply, as well as the filtered supply, and these two supi)lies are

mixed and stored in an open reservoir. Mr. Bailey 's statement in

reference to the reduction of the tyj^hoid fever death rate applies to

the mixed waters. If this death rate should not be reduced as much
as in other cities the filter should not be debited with the discre-

pancy, because raw water is added to the filtered water, and because

both are stored in an open reservoir exposed to the air, dust, and
other aerial contamination.

In Philadelphia it is proposed to cover all filters and reservoirs

containing filtered water. The dilference between the cost of the

Albany filters and the estimated cost of the Philadelphia filters, is

due to the difference in the prices of some of the materials, and some
parts of the design. Otherwise there is no difierence.
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Mr. Heringr. Mr. W. B. Fuller's description of tlie details of construction is

interesting and valuable He has pointed out very clearly the advan-

tages of having covered, rather than oisen, filters, and the jn'obable

additional cost thereof. He has also jjointed out the advantage of a

batter on the sides to prevent the formation of seams which would

allow raw water to pass through the filter more rapidly than permis-

sible. An expedient which further heljjs to prevent an undue speed

of the percolating water through the larger interstices necessarily

formed between the sand and the smooth surface of the adjoining

wall, is the transformation of this smooth surface into a sanded sur-

face. This is done simply by first painting it with cement and then

throwing sand against it. The sand, which sticks when the cement

hardens, prevents the formation of interstices of excessive size.

Dr. Mason. Dr. WiLLiAM P. Mason.—In the removal of the taste or odor pro-

duced by the discharges from gas-works, the Albany plant has failed,

and in this, any plant must, of necessity, fail. There have been many
complaints in Albany in relation to this matter, and the best way out

of the difficulty seems to be to arrange with the gas company not to

put any of their waste products into the water.

TABLE No. 7.

—

Compabison of Costs of Operation of Filtees at

Albany, N. Y., with those in Seveeal European Cities.

Costs are based upon an 8-hour day at ^1.50.
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The speaker, being interested in the subject, has made some exijeri- Dr. Mason,

ments in reference to this flavor or odor. The English plan of filtration

was a failure, likewise the mechanical filters; but the speaker has

found that, after the water had been treated in a mechanical plant, the

difficulty was overcome by jiassing the water through carbon. The
simplest way, however, is to prevent the gas material from entering

the water.

The figures in Table No. 7, in reference to the operation of filters,

have been arranged in such a manner as to facilitate comparison with

the cost of operating some of the European filter plants.

CHAKiiES E. Fo^vTiER, Esq.* (by letter).—The writer has had no ex- Mr. Fowler

perience in the operation of covered filters, and, therefore, cannot be

certain that there are not difficulties in their ojjeration unknown to

him. Judging, however, from his exjjerience in the use of open

filters, it would appear that the usual hindrances to successful opera-

tion had been entirely removed in the construction of the Albany
plant. Indeed, it would seem that the only difficulty to be appre-

hended in the operation of the plant would be the tendency to place

undue reliance upon the automatic appliances which, however perfect

and complete, require watching. To one accustomed to battle with

atmosiDheric conditions in operating an open filter plant in this lati-

tude, the supervision of such a plant as described would seem a

pleasant pastime.

It is ordinarily understood that the chief object to be attained in

covering a filter is to obviate the difficulties and expense arising from

the action of frost, and this possibly may be the chief, but it is by no
means the only, object to be sought, at least in dealing with a water

having the characteristics of the Hudson Kiver water at Poughkeepsie.

The algie growths on the sand in summer are quite as troublesome

and almost as expensive as ice and frost in winter. Like ice, they can

develop on an unlimited area in the same time as on a small unit, and
will stop a filter and put it out of service just when it should be other-

wise doing its best work. Covering, as described in this paper, will

prevent the development of algse entirely. During the summer of

1899 the filters at Poughkeepsie were scraped six times, from May 1st

to October 10th, at a cost of about $70 for each scraping. Had it not

been for algse growths, three scrapings in that period would have been

sufficient. The cost of the extra scrapings necessitated by the algae

growths, together with the cost of washing and rejilacing the addi-

tional sand removed, amounted in 1899 to more than the cost of

removing ice.

There is still another evil incident to an oi^en filter in the hot

months. It is essential to the projjer working of a filter that, in scrajj-

ing, as little sand as possible be removed, and that the depth removed

* Superintendent and Engineer of Public AVorks, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
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Mr. Fowler, be as nearly uniform over the entire area as possible, about ^ in. being

the ordinary depth. In the hot months, after a filter has been in use

for two or three years, the surface of the sand, when exposed for

scraping, and thus subjected to the rays of the sun, will bake, in the

course of a few hours, to a depth of 1 or 1^ ins., or even, in extreme

cases, 2 ins. It frequently happens, therefore, that in commencing to

scrape a bed in the morning the normal thickness will be removed,^

but before the work is finished, on account of the action of the sun on

the exposed surface, it may be necessary to remove three or four times

the normal thickness, thus lessening the eflSciency of the bed and

largely increasing the expense of scraping. The writer, therefore,

from his experience, would urge the covering of filters in any climate,

particularly for river waters similar to those of the Hudson.

From the writer's experience it is essential that a filter should al-

ways be filled, to a short distance above the sand surface, from below.

It seems impossible to admit a current of water on the dry sand so as

not to wash or furrow it, and even after filling, the escape of the con-

fined air greatly disturbs the uniform compactness. The writer, there-

fore, notes with pleasure the completeness of the arrangement for

filling the Albany filters from below.

The writer is of the opinion that the single filters of the Albany

plant have as great an area as can be operated with economy and eflS-

ciency. However great the plant to be installed, it should be com-

posed of units no greater in area than those described. Units of

lesser area may be used where desired; indeed, it is the writer's-

opinion that no plant, however small, should be composed of less than

four distinct units of equal area, combined as in the plant under

consideration.

The quantity of gravel used appears to have been reduced to a mini-

mum. This is rendered possible by the concave form of the bottom.

It may, however, be questioned if the depth over the collecting pipes,

4i ins., is sufficient to insure, for the greatest period practicable,

against sand reaching the collectors and obstructing them. When the

old filter at Poughkeepsie, designed by the late James P. Kirkwood,

M. Am. Soc. C. E. , was opened for repairs in 1897, after having been in

operation twenty-five years, sand was found all the way down to the

bottom of the filter, although the original depth of stones and gravel

was 4 ft.

The depth of broken stones was 2 ft. Above the stones were four

courses of gravel, each 6 ins. in thickness. In the absence of actual

measurement, it is believed that the mean effective size of the gravel

in the upper course was but little if any greater than that in the upper

course of the Albany filters, though it was evidently less carefully

screened. One of the causes tending to force the sand down into the

gravel was, undoubtedly, the invariable practice of filling the bed
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from the surface,—there being no other means provided. The avoid- Mr. Fowler.

ance of this practice, in the Albany filters, together with the greater

care in screening the gravel, will lessen the tendency of the sand

to pass downward; nevertheless, the writer believes that some sand

will, in time, however remote, reach the collectors, and that an

additional thickness of gravel would prolong that time in a ratio

greater than that of the increased thickness. It seems to the writer

that about double the thickness of each grade of gravel over the top

of the conductors would remove the time of possible obstruction of

the collectors to a period in the future sufficiently remote to justify

the additional expense of construction.

The device for aeration, numerous small holes near the top of the

vertical extension of the inlet pipes to the settling basin, would seem
to require the addition of some appliance for keeping the holes clear

and preventing theirbecoming closed by algae and floating or suspended

matter.

The devices for preventing undue loss of head or pressure upon
the filters, for observing and regulating the rate of filtration, and for

preventing an excessive rate, appear to be admirably adapted for their

respective purposes.

The wi'iter congratulates the author and all associated with him in

the design and construction, as well as the City of Albany, upon the

successful installation of a filtering plant apparently so nearly perfect

in all its arrangements for sjiccessful operation.

Geokge W. FixLLER, Assoc. M. Am. Soc. C. E. (by letter).—This Mr.

important paper, dealing with the largest plant of its kind now in ' '
^''

operation in this country, is a valuable contribution to the subject

of water purification. In many ways this plant shows the results of

careful thought and of thorough studies of the experimental evidence

obtained in this country, and also of the construction and operation

of municipal plants in Europe.

Comparing the Albany plant with those constructed years ago in

Europe for the purification of the general type of water of which the

Hudson River is representative, it is found that this plant contains

many improvements. It is thoroughly modern, embodying the

results of the progress of the last dozen years in this particular line.

For many years the construction and results of operation of the

Albany plant will doubtless be studied by engineers interested in

water pui'ification.

In reading this very interesting paper there occurred to the writer

a number of jjoints of inquiry and comment, the principal of which

are as follows

:

Character of Hudson River Wate?' with Refereyice to Turbidity and

Color.—The paper deals at considerable length with the sewage pollu-

tion of the unfiltered water, but leaves the reader to his general infor-
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Mr. mation with regard to the nature, degree and duration of tnrbid water

which occurs in the Hudson at Albany. Obviously, this factor was

of some significance in the design of the jslant, for the reason that it

was decided to construct a sedimentation basin. All members of this

Society are doubtless familiar with the general facts that the Hudson
flows throiagh glacial drift formation and not through a clay-bearing

region; that the headwaters of the river are in a mountainous country,

clad in the winter with snow which melts rapidly in the early sjiring

so as to produce freshets; and that at Albany the river is a compara-

tively short one. In the near future, siiecific information will pre-

sumably be available on this subject; but the writer desires to inqiiire

what the general evidence now available shows as to the amount and

character of suspended matters in the water during freshets ; and also

the frequency, intensity and duration of freshets.

It is stated at the close of the paper that the filtered water is satis-

factory in appearance regarding color, although it is not stated how
much color is found in either the unfiltered or filtered water. The
question of how much color due to dissolved organic matters may be

jjresent in a Avater of satisfactory appearance is one upon which there

is much difference of ojiinion. And it is of especial significance in

connection with the type of plant adopted at Albany, because, ordi-

narily, it is possible by this means to remove only about one-third of

the color of the apjdied water. While satisfactory results were

doubtless obtained in this j^articular instance, this is, nevertheless, an

interesting topic for discussion.

Filtering Materials and Underdrains.—In connection with the efl&-

ciency of the filter, the filtering materials and underdrains are of

prime importance. The Albany plant, in general terms, rei^resents

the best modern theory and practice in these particulars, and it is

here that this plant differs most from the older ones in Europe. For-

merly it was the practice to use gravel layers much thicker than was

necessary to sujaport the sand and conduct the filtered water to the

collecting pipes, and, in some instances at least, the layers were not

properly graded to jarevent the upper layers from settling into the

lower ones. At the present time many reliable data are available to

serve in making these computations. Concerning the use of the thin

graded layers of gravel, there is no doubt that they conduce to both

efficiency and economy. In the case of the Albany plant they appear

to be worked out as finely as it is safe to adopt in practice. In fact,

in the opinion of some engineers, it might be considered questionable

whether, with only three grades of gravel, it is advisable to use Avith

the finer grades such thin layers as 2 to 2.5 ins. The experience of

the writer shows that ordinarily no difficulty should arise under these

conditions, but that rigid inspection of the work is necessary to guard

against the layers settling together. The writer desires to inquire if
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any evidences have been detected of the sand passing into and through Mr..". , G.W. Fuller,
the gravel layers.

The practice of placing no gravel layers beneath the sand within a

distance of 2 ft. 4 ins. of the walls of the filter is especially commend-

able. If this had been adopted in the older filters it would have

doubtless precluded many instances of unfiltered water reaching the

filtered water drains.

Filtei' Covers.—Although there are a number of open filters in

service in the general section of the country in which Albany is located,

the question of the advisability of covering these filters is too obvious

to be a fitting one for discussion. The principal point, in this con-

nection, is to note that for the first time in this country the vaulting

for filter covers has been made entirely of concrete. This departure

results in economy, and doubtless will be adopted in many instances

in the future.

Pure- Water Reserroir and Control of Rate of Filtration.— The descrip-

tion and discussion of these phases of the plant are among the most

interesting jiarts of the jjaper. They are unusual and unique in a

number of ways, and, while not such as to be a model type under many
conditions elsewhere, they appear to serve their purpose admirably in

this case and to be based on sound reasoning.

Cost of Filters.—The cost of these covered filters, $45 600 per acre,

exclusive of land and engineering, is much less than the general

figures obtained from other and earlier plants. While there is no

doubt that efficient and durable filters of this type can be built,

ordinarily, much more cheaply than has been generally considered to

be the case, yet the conditions for construction at Albany were

usually favorable in a number of ways, as follows:

1. The filter site was a level tract of land, requiring practically no

grading and no excavation other than that necessary to obtain material

ior the embankments.

2. Very little rock excavation was required.

3. The floor of the filters rests on blue or yellow clay, as comjjared

-with the quicksand and the made land which would be encountered in

some localities.

4. The conditions, apparently, were free from complications, and re-

quired no very expensive steps relative to the exclusion of ground-

water from the plant. Concerning the leakage of the filtered water,

in the event of cracks in the fairly light masonry, the ground-water

level would cause the loss of water to be very stnall, compared with

conditions found elsewhere.

5. Construction materials were much cheaper at the time the Albany
contracts were let, than at present.

6. The site was very favorably located with reference to securing

and delivering the various materials of construction.
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jjr. 7. With open filters, heavier masonry in some respects would be
G. W. Fuller, required than in the case of covered filters.

In noting these points, in regard to which Albany was very fortu-

nate, it is, of course, obvious that they do not detract from the merit of

this paper on a plant which, in the writer's oijinion, is entitled to

great praise.

Mr. Whipple. George C. WHIPPLE, Assoc. M. Am. Soc. C. E. (by letter).—The

writer wishes to express his appreciation of the service which the

Water Department of Albany has rendered to the public in the con-

struction of the filter, so well described by Mr. Hazen. Not only will

this filter j)rove a blessing to the citizens of Albany by the saving of

lives, but it will stand as a model for American engineers and an object

lesson to certain American cities which have been negligent in protect-

ing themselves from the dangers of their polluted water supplies.

The brief period during which the Albany filter has been in opera-

tion is not sufficient to show exactly the degree of purification of the

Hudson River water which will be attained permanently, but the fig-

ures jaresented by Mr. Bailey show that already good results are being

obtained, and that the bacterial efficiency is improving steadily.

On the other hand, it has been found that there are certain things

which the filter will not do. It will not remove all the coloring mat-

ter from the water. Experts realize that this is not to be expected,

but the ordinary consumer does not understand why the filtered water

should not be colorless. Experiments have shown that simjjle sand

filtration is not capable of removing more than about one-half of the

coloring matter from water, under favorable conditions, and that ordi-

narily the amount of reduction is not more than one-third or one-

fourth. Mr. Bailey has stated that the color reduction at Albany thus

far has been about 'iO%, the color of the applied water being at times

as high as 0.50 or 0.60 on the platinum scale. The removal of color by-

a new filter is usually greater than by one which has been long in use,

and it is probable that this percentage of removal cannot be always

maintained. The removal of coloring matter from the Hudson River

water by the sand filters at Poughkeepsie is shown by the following

figures taken from analyses made at various times by Dr. T. M. Drown

:

Feb., Nov., Dec., Jan., Apr.,
1891. 1891. 1891. 1892. 1894.

Color of applied water 0.233 0.15 0.60 0.38 0.30

Color of filtered water 0.19 0.10 0.65 0.40 0.25

Percentage of reduction of color. .17 33 17

In the spring of 1899, the writer obtained the following results from

the Poughkeepsie filter

:

Color of Hudson River water 0.32

Color of tap water in Poughkeepsie 0. 26

Percentage of removal of color 19
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It has been found at Albany that sand filtration is not always ef- Mr. Whipple

fective in removing certain odors from the applied water. Professor

Mason has alluded to the odor imparted to the water of the Back Chan-

nel by waste material discharged from the gas-works, and which, not

being removed by the filter, caused some complaint from the consumers.

This matter of odor, in water which is to be purified, should not be

overlooked by engineers when considering filtration works. Inasmuch
as sand filtration cannot be depended upon to remove such odors as

those observed at Albany, it is essential that the applied water should

be freed from them, and it is a case where prevention is easier than

cure.

Many American streams receive large amounts of factory refuse,

and in such cases filtration alone may not always render the water

palatable. The refuse should be purified before it is allowed to enter

the streams. Sometimes very large streams become affected with

odors from factory wastes. The Schuylkill Eiver at Philadelphia is a

case in point. A few years ago the water in certain sections of Phila-

delphia acquired a disagreeable odor which resembled that of creosote

as much as anything. Through the courtesy of John C. Trautwine, Jr.

,

Assoc. Am. Soc. 0. E., the writer was given the opportunity to make
some observations as to the cause of this odor. Samples of water

were collected in various parts of the city and examined physically

and microscopically. The character of the odor showed that it was

not due to microscopic organisms, and no odor-producing organisms

were found in the water. The odor was apparently due to manufac-

turing waste, and suspicion fell upon certain paper mills a few miles

above the city from which large volumes of refuse material were dis-

charged at certain times during the day. Samples of water collected

from the river had the same odor as that observed in the city, and near

the mill where the refuse material was supposed to be discharged the

odor was very decided. The microscojaical examinations of the sam-

ples showed the presence of fragments of wood fiber in the river water

and in some of the samples of tap water. The samples which con-

tained the largest amounts of wood fiber gave in general the strongest

odors. Furthermore, it was the testimony of many individuals that

the odor was not of equal intensity throughout the day, this being due,

apparently, to intermittent discharges from the mills.

There is one feature of the ojaeration of the Albany filter which will

be watched with interest by biologists, namely, the storage of the

filtered water in an open reservoir. It has become a well-recognized

princii^le in this country that ground-waters cannot be stored in reser-

voirs exposed to the light without liability to deterioration from

troublesome algse growths; and the question has already presented

itself to the minds of some as to whether the water supply at Albany

will not some day suffer from this cause. Time alone will tell whether
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Mr. Whipple, their fears will be realized. That diatoms and other microscopic

oi'ganisms will develop to some extent in the stored water is to be
expected, but the experience of Lawrence and of Poughkeepsie would
indicate that the chances of serious trouble from such growths are

not very great. In this connection the writer desires to ask the author

whether microscopical examinations of the water in the reservoir hare

shown as yet any tendency of the microscopic organisms to develop;

whether the reservoir into which the filtered water is pumped has been

recently cleaned; and, if not, whether there exists at the present time

any considerable amount of sediment at the bottom of the reservoir.

Experience with the reservoirs of the Brooklyn water supply, where

mixed ground-water and surface water is stored in open sunlight, has

shown that the deposits which form at the bottom of the reservoir

have an important influence on the development of the microscopic

organisms.

Allusion has been made to the growth of algse upon the surface of

open filters and to the annoyance which they cause in the operation of

the filter. Some interesting studies of the growths of microscopic

organisms over the sand have been made recently by Dr. Otto Stroh-

meyer, of Hamburg, and Dr. Ad. Kemna, of Antwerp. A brief account

of their observations, with some additional studies made by the writer,

may not be out of place in this discussion.

At Hamburg it has been the custom for a long time, whenever a

filter-bed was scraped, to examine microscopically the surface film over

the sand and to record the organisms present. Microscopical examina-

tions of the water of the Elbe Eiver have also been made. Much atten-

tion has been given to the careful enumeration of the different species,

and, for the most part, the methods of the planktologists have been

followed. The observations have shown that there is a regular seasonal

succession of organisms which develop on the sand. During the winter

the diatoms alone are represented, but certain species sometimes develop

in great abundance. It is during the spring and fall, however, that

the diatoms attain their maximum growth. The green algse appear in

the spring and increase during the summer. The blue-green algae are

present in large numbers during the late summer, their growth usually

continuing until cold weather. Substantially, the same seasonal dis-

tribution was observed at Antwerp. It is interesting to note that it

corresponds with the seasonal distribiition of the microscopic organ-

isms repeatedly observed in varioiis lakes and resei-voirs of this

country.

At Antwerp similar studies of the surface scums have been syste-

matically made, but somewhat different methods have been followed.

The work has been cai'ried on at the Waelham laboratory of the Antwerp
Water-Works Company. Chief attention has been given to the domi-

nant forms. The actiial numbers of organisms present have not been
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recorded, but tile results have been exj^ressed in i^roportionate parts Mr. Whipple.

of tlie total number present, on a scale of ten, as follows:

Cosci/iodiscus 4J
Melosira 4
Cyclotella IJ

10"

On this date (Oct. 7th) , therefore, the jaredominant forms were Cosciuo-

discus and Melosira. At another time the following genera were present

:

Melosira varians 5
Fragilaria capucina .... 4
Spirogyra 1

In this country similar results have sometimes been expressed in

"number of organisms on 1 sq. cm. of sand." The following repre-

sents the results of a microscopical examination of the film at the top

of an experimental sand filter. The sample was collected in March,
after the filter had been in oiseration nearly two months

:

Number of organisms
over 1 sq. cm. of sand.

Dkltomacece: (In standard units.*)

Asterionella 278 000
Cymbella 130 000
Diatoma 150 000
Melosira 10 000
Meridian 25 000
Navicula 7 700
Stephanodiscus 6 500
Synedra 1 100 000
Tabellaria 2 390 000

Chlorophycece:
Closterium 1 200
Scenedesmus 8U0
Protococcus 60 500
Conferva 12 000
Spirogyra 5 500

Cyanophycece:
Chroococcus 5 300
OsciUaria 84 000

Protozoa:

Trachelomonas 16 000
Ciliata 5 000
Peridinium 4 (lOO

Tinti7i7ius 14 000
Mallomonas 800
Synnra 6 0(jO

Codonella 400
Roti/e7-a:

A^iurcea 800
Polyai-thra 1 000
Synchceta 8 000

Total organisms 4 324 500
Amorphous matter 2 300 000

* One standard unit equals 400 square microns.
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Mr. Whipple. The organisms which develop over the surface of a sand filter may
be gi'ouped, for practical purposes, into three classes: those which

form a matting upon the sand; those which are attached to the sand

but extend upward in filaments or sheets; and those which are free-

floating in the water. Perhaps it would be better to say that the

organisms are found in these three conditions, because the same

organism is sometimes found now on the sand and now above it.

The effects of these three groups of organisms upon the operation of

the filter are not the same. The most important eftect is that pro-

duced by those organisms which form a matting upon the sand. The
diatoms and the unicellular algae are here chiefly concerned. By theii'

growth they form a more or less gelatinous film upon the surface, and

as this film becomes denser, the rate of filtration is retarded until

finally it becomes necessary to scrape the filter. The algse which grow

erect upon the sand do not thus clog the filter. On the contrary, they

prevent clogging to some extent. Their waving, interlaced threads

act as a sort of preliminary strainer, removing from the applied water

some of the suspended matter which would otherwise collect on the

sand. This action continues as long as the plants are in good condi-

tion and as long as the evolution of gas is sufficient to cause flotation.

"When they begin to decay or when they become overloaded with

foreign matter they settle to the bottom and help to clog the filter.

Kemna found that at Antwerp Hydrodictyon was the most effective

organism in this process of preliminary straining. The free-floating

forms have little influence on the rate of filtration as long as they

remain in suspension, although, to some extent, they too play a part

in the preliminary clarifying process. But ultimately most of them

reach the surface of the sand and help to clog the filter.

Not only do the algse growths over a sand filter afi'ect the rate of

filtration and the frequency of scrajoing, thereby increasing the cost of

filtration; but they exercise an important influence upon the efficiency

of the filter. It sometimes happens that the growth of the algae is so

vigorous and the evolution of gas so abundant that great masses of

the organisms rise in the water, carrying with them patches of the

surface film and leaving bald spots on the sand through which the

water passes at too high a rate, with consequent loss of bacterial

efficiency. At Antwerjithe filter attendants watch for this i^henomenon,

and reduce the rate of filtration if necessary. It seems probable, also,

that decomposition of the organisms at the surface afi"ects the filtered

water unfavorably.

During the course of the year the character of the flora changes.

This change is often gradual, but at times is very rapid. Kemna has

noticed that at the time when certain organisms are rapidly disap-

pearing from the sand the efficiency of filtration is impaired. He
attributes this to the changed condition of the surface film caused by
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the decomposition of the organisms, but suggests that changes in the Mr. Whipple,

bacterial flora may also play an imj)ortant part. In a recent publica-

tion* Dr. Ad. Kemna cites the following interesting experience with

Anabcena

:

During the hot weather of July, 1899, AnabcEiia became abundant

over some of the Antwerp filter beds. Knowing the character of this

organism and its tendency to impart an odor to the water, he kept a

careful watch of the filters, collecting samples of the filtered water

twice a day and testing them as to their odor and the amount of

ammonia they contained. As long as the Anabcena remained in a

living condition in the water over the sand, the filtered water was satis-

factory, but when the organisms disappeared, on the advent of cold

weather, the filtered water acquired a bad taste and the amount of

ammonia increased.

The studies made at Hamburg and at Antwerp show, with appar-

ent conclusiveness, that when the vegetation over a sand filter is in a

living condition, it is a positive aid to the efficiency of filtration,

though it increases the cost of operation. Most of the microscopic

organisms have a coating which is somewhat gelatinous, and in many
cases the gelatinous material is very abundant. The diatoms and

other organisms which grow directly on the sand aid in the formation

of the surface film on which the efficiency of filtration largely, but not

solely, depends. This fact has been understood for many years. The
surface film forms through bacterial agency on covered filters as well

as on open filters, but on the latter its formation is assisted by the

microscopic organisms.

TABLE No. 8.—The iNFiiUENCE of Gkowing Enteromorpha
Intestinalis upon Water Bacteria. (Direct Sunlight.)

Date
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Mr. Whipple, beds during the summer. Strolimeyer selected and carefully cleaned

some of the young, growing filaments of this organism and put them

in flasks which contained about 300 c. c. of water, adding also 1.5 c. c.

of a sterile culture solution. Other flasks of water were similarly

prepared, but without the algae. Pairs of these flasks, with and with-

out the algse, were subjected to similar conditions of light and temper-

ature, and their bacterial contents determined at intervals of a few

hours for several days. The result of one of these experiments is

given in Table No. 8.

The figures show that at the beginning of the experiment the

bacterial contents of the two flasks were practically the same. After

standing for eight hours in the dark, the bacteria increased slightly in

both flasks. After fourteen hours' exposure to direct sunlight, the

water in the flask which contained the growing algae was practically

sterile, while in the other flask the develoi^ment of the bacteria con-

tinued uninterruptedly. A similar experiment, carried on for a longer

period in diffused light, gave the results shown in Table No. 9.

TABLE No. 9.—The Effect of Growing Enteromorpha Intes-

TINALIS UPON Water Bacteria.. (Diffused Light.)
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where it was most abundant there was not only less clogging of the Mr. Whipple.

sand, but an increased degree of j^urification.

The writer has had frequent occasion to observe the reduction of

the number of bacteria in water by growths of microscopic organisms.

The following case is very striking: A pond, with an area of 40 acres

and a capacity of 42 000 000 galls. , was aflfected with an immense

growth of Glatlirocystls which appeared in the spring and continued

until the late autumn. At times the water contained 20 000 standard

units of these organisms per cubic centimeter. The water that

entered the pond was polluted, and the number of bacteria in it was

seldom lower than 1 000 per cubic centimeter, and was often much
higher. At the same time the number of bacteria in the water at the

outlet of the pond was very low. On one occasion the following

results were obtained, and these are typical of the conditions which

prevailed for several months

:

Number of Bacteria per
cubic centimeter.

Average of the influent streams 1 400

Average of samples throughout the pond 27

Sample at the outlet 36

A series of examinations of samples collected at the outlet of the

pond during an entire year gave the following results

:

Number of bacteria Number of standard
per cubic centi- Units ot Clathrocys-

meter. tis per cubic,
centimeter.

January
,

120

February 1 100 800

March 1500

April 338 680

May 370 2 320

June 139 14 500

July 60 17 200

August 104 11 700

September 245 " 8 750

October 540 8 970

November 840 1 150

December 1 243 650

These figures show that the number of bacteria at the outlet of the

pond varied inversely with the amount of Clathrocystis present. In

this case a part of the reduction of the bacteria, at least, api^eared to

be due to a mechanical action by which the bacteria were engulfed in

the mass of jelly in which the cells of Clathrocystis were embedded.
Microscojjical examination of the Clathrocystis showed that various

kinds of bacteria were present in this gelatinous mass—micrococci,
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Mr. Whipple, long bacilli, short bacilli, singly and in groups. The bacteria thus

absorbed may or may not have been in a living condition, but at least

they were incajjable of developing on the gelatin plate. Microscopical

examination of the cultures in the Petri dishes showed that in very

few instances was a mass of Clathrocysiis the nucleus of a colony of

bacteria. Laboratory exi^eriments were equally suggestive of the

action of Clathrocystis on bacteria. A water which contained 430 bac-

teria per cubic centimeter was mixed with an equal volume of a water

very rich in Clathrocystis, which contained but 39 bacteria jjer cubic

centimeter, and shaken vigorously. Plate cultures of the mixed
waters resulted in the development of only 60 bacteria per cubic centi-

meter. Other experiments of a similar character corroborated these

results.

In the reservoirs of the Brooklyn Water-Works, it has been observed

repeatedly that when Asterionella, Synedra and other organisms have

been present in great abundance, the numbers of bacteria have been

nnusuaily low. There is some reason to believe that the microscopic

animal growths tend to reduce the number of bacteria in water by
consuming them as food. The relation between the water bacteria and

the lower forms of microscopic plants and animals is certainly an

intimate one, and the subject is one which deserves careful study, as

it is not only important in connection with filtration, but has a direct

bearing uj)on the self-purification of streams and other natural

phenomena.

Mr. Rafter. Geoege W. Raptee, M. Am. Soc. C. E. (by letter).—This paper pre-

sents, in an interesting manner, the detail of a continuous filtration

plant constructed substantially on lines followed for many years in

England, and on the Continent of Europe generally. The cost of the

plant per unit area is lower than that of the European plants, which

is attributed to the favorable conditions at Albany. Basing his view

on perhaps casual study of filtration plants abroad, the writer is,

however, disposed to say that the decrease in cost is partly due, at

any rate, to somewhat less elaborate constriiction than is common
there. The extensive use of concrete has also contributed to keep the

cost within moderate limits.

The author has referred to studies of the flow of the Upper Hud-

son, made by the writer. The cited figure of 1 647 c\\. ft. per second,

minimum flow, is probably not far from right, although in the summer
of 1889, for a few days, the flow may have been as low as 1 200 to 1 300

cu. ft. per second.

Table No. 10 gives the run-oflf of the Hudson River in cubic feet

per square mile per second, for a period of 12 years, from 1888 to 1899,

inclusive. These figures do not represent the natural flow of the

spring months, which are modified by a lumberman's storage of from

3 000 000 000 to 4 000 000 000 cu. ft. The Indian Lake Reservoii-, of
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4 470 000 000 cu. ft. content, was also brought into use in 1899, the Mr. Rafter,

storage therefrom being discharged into the stream during July,

August and September. Had it not been for this large artificial

inflow, the minimum of these months would have been considerably

lower than shown.

TABLE No. 10.

—

Eun-Off of Hudson Rivek at Mechanicsville fok
THE Watek Yeaes, 1888 TO 1899, Inclusive, in Cubic Feet pek
Second per Square Mile of Catchment Area.

(Catchment Area = 4 500 Square Miles).

1888jl889,1890 1891 1892 1893:1894 1895 1896 1897 1898 1899

Storage -I

Growing .

December.
January. .

.

February .

March
April
May

June . .

.

July ...

August.

1.78 2.22 2.

1.41 2.44'2,

0.82 0.84'].

1.52ll.8t 2.

4.73;3.i>4 8.

4.76 ]

2.55 2.08

93 0.72,1
50 1.84 4,

76 2.582,
47:!. 04 2,

84 4.44 4
0(1 1.22 4

07 1.

83 3.

98 2.

95 1.

0.9712.42
0.8611.51
0.79'l.04
0.93:3.02
5.315.55
1.52,1.02

1.54:3.051.32
0.89;1.73 1.49
0.8711.501.17
2.4914.49 2.14
4.24'3.07 5.25
2.702.47,2.17

;2.45 3.30 2.24 1.96 .722.42 2.12

64!0.71 2,

43 0.52 2,

4510.591,

0.63 1.05
0.5010.62

0.87J0.54

0.83:0.65 2.00,0.910.94

2.72,2.

1.17 0.58
0.5710.54
1.130.31

Replenish- / J

September.
October
November.

.

Water Year... Means ..

.96,0.45 0,

.040.330,

.03,0.911,

0.84:0.46
1.75'0.58
2.O5II.43

2.02 0.56 1.09

.13jl.

.06 0. 1.55 0.1

1.981.

In his statements relating to cracks in the walls, the author appar-

ently assumes that cracks in masonry are, on the whole, to be expected.

This has always seemed to the writer so far an erroneous view that he
is disijosed to say that even in our severe winter climates, cracks in

concrete masonry ought not to occur. At any rate, this general state-

ment may be made for walls of any considerable thickness. For thin

walls, the statement may possibly be modified somewhat, although
there are certainly cases of such, of considerable length, free of cracks.

The writer is disposed to assign lack of cleanliness as a prolific

source of so-called temperature cracks. As a general statement, for

walls as long as those referred to by the author, the elasticity of the

mortar ought to take care of expansion and contraction. Btit this

implies thorough adhesion of the mortar. The chief remedy is, of

course, cleanliness of stone and mortar materials.

By way of showing the elasticity of concrete under compression,

reference may be made to the writer's studies of concrete as recorded
in the Annual Report of the State Engineer and Surveyor of New
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Mr. Rafter. York, for 1897, where tabulations of a large number of compression

tests may be found. Without going into an extensive resume of these

tests, at this time, a few points may be cited in illustration of the

writer's proposition.

Table No. 11 gives the serial number as per report to State Engi-

neer, brand of cement, resilience and modulus of elasticity for a

number of concrete blocks of 1 to 3 plastic mortar, ^0% of the aggre-

gate. The resilience here tabulated is for a gauged length of 5 ins.,

and a compression of 600 lbs. per square inch, while the modulus of

elasticity is between loads of 100 and GOO lbs. per square inch.

TABLE No. 11.

Serial number.
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G. L. Christian, Assoc. M. Am. Soc. C. E. (by letter).—This i^aper Mr. ChriBtian.'

is a valuable addition to the literature of water filtration. The large

death rate from typhoid fever before the construction of the filter, and
the material reduction in the deaths from that cause alone would justify

the exijenditure necessary for its installation. But, when all the

inhabitants use the filtered water it would seem that the death rate

should be decreased even more than it has been.

The writer was interested in the cracks in the concrete and brick

masonry caused by the low temperature. He was also interested in

Mr. Rafter's remarks on that subject, having had a similar experience

some years ago while engaged on a reservoir in which there was a

straight masonry wall approximately 475 ft. long. The height of this

wall from the bottom of the reservoir to the under side of the coping was

26 ft. Its thickness was 4 ft. at the top and 13 ft. 6 ins. at the bottom.

It was built of second-class rubble masonry, the constituents being

a freshly quarried gneiss of good quality and a mortar composed of

2 parts sand to 1 of a standard American Portland cement.

The rock was all cleaned and washed immediately before being laid,

and the work was done by good masons, of experience in that line of

work, and who were under constant supervision. The wall was com-
pleted during the latter part of August, and, as cold weather aj)-

proached, it was examined carefully every few days.

Early in December the thermometer fell suddenly to 12° Fahr., and

on that day cracks were noticed, as shown in Fig. 18. They extended

-*+26
J ,o I Surface of Water X^l in Reservoir I2 . ,«

^
'.

n

Fig. 18.

through the wall, were about at right angles to it, and generally fol-

lowed the joints. They never widened, but, on the contrary, closed

gradually as the water rose in the reservoir and the warm weather ap-

proached, finally closing so tightly that only by the closest scrutiny

could they be seen, even though each place had been marked carefully

in order that it might be found readily.

John C. Teautwine, Jr., Assoc. Am. Soc. C. E. (by letter).—To the Mr. Trautwine.

writer this paper has a special interest as a source of information and
a basis of comparison, in connection with the several large plants now
being designed for the filtration of the Philadelphia supjjly.

After innumerable rejjorts upon filtration, by Councilmanic Com-
mittees, by local organizations,* by the writer, as Chief of the Bureau
of Water, and by his predecessor, Mr. John L. Ogden, and after years

of fruitless discussion and inaction, the present Mayor, Hon. Samuel
H. Ashbridge, who took his seat on April 3d, 1899, secured from

* Including the Woman's Health Protective Association, which submitted a report
by Mr. Jos. B. Rider and, later, one by Mr. Allen Hazen.
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Mr. Trautwine. Councils, on April 20tli. au ordinance providing for " tlie employment of

three experts relative to the improvement, filtration and extension of the

water supply, " who were '
' to act in conjunction with the Director of the

Department of Public Works, Chief of the Bureau of Water and Chief of

the Bureau of Surveys in examining and reporting upon the question."

On May 8th, the Mayor announced the appointment of Messrs.

Eudolph Bering, of New York; Samuel M. Gray, of Providence, and

Joseph M. Wilson, of Philadelphia, Members, Am. Soc. C. E., who, on

September 15th, presented a report recommending, in conclusion:

1. The adoption of that project by which the waters of the Schuyl-

kill and Delaware Elvers, taken within the city limits, are purified by

filtration.

2. The immediate improvement of the existing plant, in accordance

with the detailed recommendations of their report.

Among the improvements recommended was the restriction of waste

by the introdvTCtion of meters.

In their resume and conclusions the exj)erts say:

" We consider that, at present, a daily supply of 200 000 000 galls.,

being 150 galls, per capita, is a very liberal allowance. We recom-
mend that this quantity of pure water be immediately jsrovided for.

"

This involves a material restriction of the consumption, which is now
variously estimated at from 220 000 000 to over 275 000 000 galls, daily.

^

The striking features of the Albany plant are, perhaps, on the one

hand, its immensity when compared with previously existing American

slow filtration plants, and on the other hand, its insignificance (if the

word may be used without oifence), in comparison with the magnificent

installation recommended by the experts for PhiladeliDhia.

Prior to the construction of the Albany plant, with its aggregate

- filter-bed area of 5.6 acres, that at Lawrence, Mass., with a corre-

sponding area of 2.5 acres was much the largest slow plant in America,

and in 1897 the aggregate area of all those plants of which the writer

could learn did not reach 7 acres (Fig. 19).-

Acres
3.5

I
Lawrence. Mass.

United States, Total,

Albany,

rhiladelpliia."

COMPARISON OF AREAS OF FILTER BEDS.

Fig. 19.

» Two hundred and twenty million U. S. galls., as estimated by the experts. By
plunger displacement, after allowance for slip, the pumpage, as stated m Report ot

Water Bureau for 1898, was 275 000 000 galls.
. tt -^ ^ q*„+„o ,-^ isq7

= Mr. Hazen informs the writer that the aggregate area m the United States, m 1897,

as then calculated by him, was a little over 9 acres. See Journal of the New England

Water-Works Association, Vol. xii, p. 229. ,,,*,, *„
3 For a supply reduced to 200 million gaUons per day, as recommended by the experts,

at 3 million galfous per acre per day.
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Upon visiting the Albany plant during its construction, in May, Mr. Trautwine

1899, the writer was much impressed with the great extent of the

operations in progress, indicated by the photograjihic views accom-
panying Mr. Hazen's paper, and it was therefore a startling reflection

that these vast provisions would be insufficient to supply one of

the four 20 000 000-gall. pumps at the Queen Lane (Philadelphia)

pumping station, which station represents barely one-fifth of the

aggregate nominal capacity of all the Philadelphia pumps, and that

the daily pumpage at Philadelphia^ was nearly fifteen times greater

than the capacity of the Albany plant.

Even with the restricted consximption contemplated by the experts,

the Philadelphia filtration jslant will be nearly, if not quite, the largest

in the world, and certainly very much larger than any other under a

single control.

Albany

Philadelphia 6
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Mr. Trautwine. The construction of the Albany plant happens most opportunely

for the authorities in charge of the Philadeli^hia work, who may profit

by it, not only as a pattern, but, if time permits, as a most useful

monitor, showing where modifications may be advisable in the Phila-

delphia plants in order that they may be more perfectly adapted to

the conditions there existing. Indeed, unless the difierences in con-

ditions between the two places are studied most carefully, the Albany

plant will lose much of its special usefulness to the Philadelphia

authorities.

Philadeljihia draws more than 95% of its present enormous sujjijly

from five pumping stations on the Schuylkill Kiver, whose water-shed

is about 1 900 square miles, and the remainder, or less than 5%, from

the Delaware, the water-shed of which, above Philadelphia, is between

four and five times as large as that of the Schuylkill.

Between the Hudson, at Albany, and the Delaware, at Philadel-

phia, there is considerable analogy. Both cities draw from tide-

water; each is within a half day of the sea, by water; in each case city

sewers discharged into the river both above and below the intake

prior to filtration; in each the design of the filtration plant involves

the removal of the intake to a point above the discharge of city

sewage; and the water-shed areas of the two rivers, above the two

cities, respectively, are nearly equal.

Mr. Hazen gives the population per square mile of the Hudson,

above Albany, as 33 in 1880, and 43 in 1890, from which we may
assume 38 as the corresj)onding figure for 1885;* while Mr. Hering, in

his report on extension of water supply in 1885, gives the population

of the water-shed of the Delaware, above Philadelphia, as 59 per

square mile, including the Lehigh water-shed, and 54 exclusive of

that water-shed.

The distribution of the population adjacent to the river, in each of

the two water-sheds, is shown graphically in Fig. 21, in which they

are compared also with that of the Schuylkill.

All the data of i^opulation shown in Fig. 21, are those for the year

1885, they having been found convenient of access in each case.

While those of to-day would of course show a marked increase in

most cases, yet the changes which have occurred are probably not of

such a nature as to interfere with the usefulness of the figures given,

for the immediate purpose in hand, viz., an exhibit of the relation

between the three rivers in regard to density and distribution of

population.

For the Schuylkill and Delaware the populations have been taken

*In his letter closing the discussion Mr. Hazen reminds the writer that these figures,
for the Hudson embrace only the urban population, and states that the rural popula-
tion is nearly constant at about 30 per square mile. This would make the total popula-
tion, for the Hudson water-shed, in 1885, 68 per square mile, or about 15%^ greater than
that of the entire Delaware water-shed, including that of the Lehigh, and 36^ greater
than that of the Delaware, exclusive of the Lehigh.
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Mr. Trautwine.

^ I- ^ ^ Distances from Albany, in Miles.
CO l-O ^- O CD CO -^» c: CI K^ OO la h-O O O C OOP o o o o o o
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Mr. Trautwine. from a map prepared by Mr. Kudolph Hering, and published with his

report of 1885 ou the improvement of the Philadelphia supply. In

the case of the Hudson they were found by averaging the figures given

by Mr. Hazen, in Table No. 1, for the years 1880 and 1890. The dis-

tances, for the Schuylkill and Delaware, were roughly scaled from the

map mentioned. Those for the Hudson are given by Mr. Hazen in

Table No. 1. In no case has the writer made any attempt at accuracy.

A striking feature, in the case of the Hudson, is the large pojjula-

tion massed upon the banks of the stream at Troy and Watervliet,

only 4 miles above Albany, with a further addition of i^opulation, half

as great, within the next 4 miles, giving a total population (in 1885)

of 100 000 within 8 miles of the intake. Nothing like this exists on

the Delaware. The j^ortion of Philadelphia lying above the intake

has, in general, only a rural population, and the experts have recom-

mended the removal of the intake to a point just within the upjser

city limit. The largest town on the Delaware (Trenton, N. J.) had,

in 1885, a population of only about 30 000, or less than half of that of

Troy and Watervliet, and it is 30 miles above the city. The entire

population represented on the diagram as contiguous to the Delaware,

within 50 miles of Philadelphia, does not equal that on the Hudson
within 5 miles of Albany. Nevertheless, the density of population

on the entire water-shed of the Delaware, as given by Mr. Hering, for

1885, is more than 50%" greater than that for the Hudson, as deduced

from Table No. 1.*

But while the conditions on the Hudson and the Delaware are thus

seen to be somewhat analogous, a glaring contrast appears when we
compare either of these two rivers with the Schuylkill; and, inasmuch

as Philadelphia now takes more than 95% of her supply from the

latter stream, and is to continue to take 75^ from it, according to the

plan recommended by the experts for immediate execution, the

importance of bearing these differences in mind becomes at once

apjiarent.

The water-sheds of the Delaware and the Hudson are each between

four and five times as large as that of the Schuylkill, and the density

of pojDulation is approximately in inverse proportion to the areas.

On the map accompanying his report of 1885. f Mr. Hering states the

average population of the Schuylkill water-shed above Philadelphia

as 176 per square mile, while Mr. Dana C. Barber, in a table accom-

jjanying his report of 1884 upon his sanitary survey of the Schuylkill

Valley, J gives the area as 1863.9 square miles, and the population as

372 000, making the average density of population 200 per square

mile. In order to represent with approximate correctness the rela-

* See foot note * page 330.

t Report of Water Department, Philadelphia, for 1885.

t Report of Water Department, Philadelphia, for 1884.
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tions between the three rivers in the matter of density of population, Mr. Trautwine.

the -writer has plotted the jjopnlations for the Schuylkill upon a

scale four times as large as for the other two rivers.

Referring to the diagram of the Schuylkill, we find, within about
50 miles of the city, Conshohocken, Phoenixville, Pottstown and Birds-

boro, all important iron manufacturing towns, and Norristown, a well-

to-do county-seat, once important in the same respect, while, near the

head-waters, are Pottsville and Tamaqua, both important anthracite

coal mining centers.

Most of these towns are without sewerage systems. Reading is

installing such a system, but, with commendable consideration for its

neighbors down stream and in the absence of pressure from without,

is also installing plants for the filtration of all the sewage led to the

river.

Within the city limits of Philadelphia (and, therefore, not shown)
and above all but the Roxborough station, is the important textile

manufacturing suburb of Manayunk, with a population jDrobably

between 10 000 and 15 000. The sewage proper of Manayunk, includ-

ing most of the discharges from the mills, all of which, until recently,

went into the river, is now carried through an intercepting sewer, com-
pleted in 1888, to a point below the Fairmount dam, which separates

the entire pumpage system from tide water, but much household
and other filth is carried directly into the river by storm water, which
is not admitted to the intercepting sewer; and jjrobably much more
(including, according to official reports, fsecal matter from dwellings of

foreign laborers adjacent to the canal of the Schuylkill Navigation Com-
pany) is thrown into the canal, from which it passes into the river,

barely a mile above the Queen Lane pumping station, the newest and
finest of the city's water-works.

The canals of the Navigation Company, passing, as they do, through
most of the towns along the river, and furnishing power to mills there,

are naturally made the receptacles of offal, and the nuisance is espe-

cially flagrant beyond the city limits, where the city's Board of Health
has no jurisdiction. A trip through the canal opposite Norristown, for

instance, reveals gi-eat accumulations of filth of the most revolting

descrijation, scarcely awaiting the next rain to pass into the canal, and
thence, in due course, into the river.

The Schuylkill, however, has this advantage over the Delaware and
the Hudson, that the two jiools, from which the pumps draw theii*

sui^plies, are at least shut off from tide-water, and thus from the

major part of the city's own sewage, by the clam at Fairmount.

Apart from sewage pollution, the Schuylkill suffers mineral pollu-

tions of aggravated character. * In the anthracite regions, at and near

* See Fig. 21, in which the limits of the significant geological foi-mations are indicated
both for the Schuylkill and for the Delaware.
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Mr. Trautwine. its source, it receives sulphuric acid, produced by the oxidation of the
iron sulphide occurring in the coal, and large volumes of anthracite

coal dust from the washeries, established during recent years for the

purpose of extracting the small merchantable sizes from the culm or

waste heaps which have been accumulating ever since the opening of

the region, and from the "wet breakers," or breakers in which water
is used for cleaning the coal and assorting it by sizes. The sulphuric
acid is completely neutralized by the limestone of two extensive beds,

one just above Reading and the other just above Philadelphia, and the

water reaches the city with a basic or "hard" reaction.* The coal dust
accumulates in the pools of the Navigation Company, but is swept out
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formations, and receives its modicum of the same adulterants, but, Mr. Tiautwine.

owing to its much larger volume of flow, their eflfect upon the charac-

ter of its water is much less marked.

Under the circumstances stated, it is not surprising that Fig. 22

shows a very much higher average number of bacteria in the Schuyl-

kill water than in that of the Hudson (taken from Table No. 2), until

after the " abnormal " conditions? following July 9th set in, when the

contractors on the Albany work " dumped sand and gravel in the back

channel, and took it up again by dredging, for construction purposes,

with the result that this water was fouled, and the samples taken after

that time do not represent its normal condition."

837 837 185
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Mr. Trautwine. 1898 are stated. The Pbiladeli^hia results for March-July, 1899

(uieasured by the Hazen scale), do not differ greatly from the Hudson
results as given by Mr. Hazen; but Mr. George I. Bailey, in his dis-

cussion, states that the highest turbidity reached since the filters were

put in operation was 0.60; whereas, during the same period, it has on

three occasions reached or exceeded that figure in the Schuylkill, as

follows

:

August llth-12th, 1899 0.80

September 27th-29th, 1899 1.50 to 0.60

January 12th, 1900 0.90 to 1.50

In the course of the investigations of the experts, during the sum-

mer of 1899, sets of three samples each were taken daily from the

Schuylkill and from the Delaware, and examined for (1) the total dry

residue contained, (2) the amount of such residue deposited during

the first 24 hours, and (3) the amount deposited during the first 48

hours. These observations are still being made, and the Schuylkill re-

sults for January l9t-20th, 1900, are indicated in Fig. 23, from which

appears the startling result that in some cases the amount deposited

exceeded the amount originally contained in the water. In others (not

shown), the results indicated that less sediment was deposited in 48

than in 24 hours. These erratic results are due, no doubt, to diff"er-

ences in the samjjles, although these were taken at approximately one

and the same hour and j^lace.

Notwithstanding that these investigations indicate in many cases a

very nearly complete deposition of all the sediment during the first

24, or at furthest during the first 48, hoiirs, the water, as a matter of

fact, often remains visibly turbid for many days thereafter.

Fig. 24 shows a comparison between the Schuylkill and the Dela-

ware as to total solids in suspension during three periods of flood,

from which it appears, as might have been expected, that in the

smaller stream this effect of floods is not only much more marked and
generally of shorter duration, but also appears and disappears earlier

than in the larger stream. During normal stages, the sediment in both

rivers ranges ordinarily between 10 and 30 parts per million.

These comparisons show that the Schuylkill filters at Philadelphia

will not only have a heavier bacterial duty to perform than those at

Albany, owing to the greater number of bacteria, but will also be

handicapped by the heavier doses of sediment in its water.

So far as the writer knows, there are on record no data which en-

able us to judge of the effect, upon the efficiency of the filters, of the

coal dust brought down the Schuylkill and Delaware Eivers at times

from the anthracite coal regions.

In the writer's judgment, the conditions stated render advisable a

high degree of caution in using the construction and operation of the
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Albany plant as a precedent in the design of the vastly larger system Mr. Trautwine.

required for the filtration of the quantities of water taken daily from
the Schuylkill for the supply of Philadelphia. In taking leave of the

city service in November last, the writer addressed to the Mayor a com-
miinication, urging (as in many previous communications) that one or

two of the smaller plants be built first, and " that the construction of

filtration plants for the rest of our supply shall proceed as rapidly as

we acquire, from the two initial plants to be immediately constructed,

the knowledge so essential for such an undertaking." It is therefore

gratifying to find his Honor quoted as saying recently that, after the
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Ml-. Trautwiue. of tlieii' total capacity being set apart for the storage of filtered water,

and this feature was an essential one in a system of filtration suggested

by the writer on September 9th, 1898, as well as in that recommended
by the experts in their report of September 15th, 1899.

As regards the small portion of its supply taken from the Delaware,

Philadelphia, like Albany, is without reservoir capacity of a kind

which could be utilized conveniently for sedimentation of the water as

a preliminary to filtration. Of the two small reservoii's of that supply,

the one which has sufiicient elevation is small and defective, and has

but one basin. Both the experts' and the writer's proposed systems

therefore provide for the construction of sedimentation basins for the

Delaware supply.

An attempt to comi^are the cost of construction of the Albany

plant, as given by Mr. Hazen in Table No. 3 and in his accompanying

remarks, with that of the four projjosed slow beds for Philadelphia,

as estimated by the experts, is complicated by the difficulty of placing

the two systems, with any certainty, upon one and the same basis of

comparison. Mr. Hazen says, regarding the Albany j^lant

:

'
' The filters, sedimentation basin and pure-water reservoir are

connected in such a way as to make an exact separation of their costs

impossible; but, approximately, the sedimentation basin cost $60 000,

the pure-water reservoir W 000, and the filters $255 000.

"

This makes the cost of the sedimentation basin about IS^^V of the

whole.

TABLE No. 12.

—

Cost of FrLTER Beds and Appurtenances at Albany.

(See page 340.)

[a) Items common to filters, (b) Items proper to filter beds

pure-water reservoir and sedimen- and pure-water reservoir,

tation basin. Brought forward, $125 254 . 59

Preliminary draining

.

$1 956 . 71 Gravel for lining 1 508 . 75

Excavation 21 761 . 64 Stone for lining 1 850 . 74

Embankment 8 340 . 80 Concrete in vaulting . . 29 999 20

Filling 3 360.00 Brickwork 35 603.75

" rolled 3 960.00 Filter gravel 7 645.05

Puddle 8 973.25 Filter sand 36 100.00

Concrete in floors ... 27 112 . 47 Vitrified pipe 7 153 . 32

Other concrete 6 703 . 11 Manhole covers 2 956 . 80

Cement 61368.52 Sand-run fixtures 3 260.00

Extra work and minor Regulator houses .... 6 897 . 92

items 10 150.11 Fence 1 704.00

$153 686.61 $259 934.12

Sli per cent $125 254.59 ^^^^^* ^««* °^ P^^^"
water reservoir 9 000 . 00

$250 934.12
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Mr Trautwine. Taking the items under '

' Filters, Sedimentation Basin and Pure-

Water Keservoir," in Table No. 3, separating those supposed to be

proper to the filter beds and the pure-water reservoir from those com-

mon also to the sedimentation basin, using only 81^% of the cost of

the latter items, omitting items not included in the Philadelphia

experts' estimates, as quoted in Table No. 13, and, finally, deducting^

^9 000 as the cost of the pure-water reservoir, we arrive at the

estimate of the cost of the Albany filter beds, given in Table No. 12, or,

taking the capacity at 15 000 000 galls, per day, $IQ 729 per million

gallons of daily capacity.

For the four slow plants, at Philadelphia, we have the figures in

Table No. 13.

The figures for Philadelphia, in Table No. 13, include excavation

for a pure-water basin for Belmont and for Torresdale, and for a sedi-

mentation basin at the latter station, but, from the contours of the

sites it would appear that the major portion of the excavation, in each

case, was for the filter beds proper. Besides, in the case of the Albany

plant, no doubt much more than the 811%" which we have taken for

excavation is chargeable to the sedimentation basin.

Much of the very considerable difference between the cost at Albany

and the estimates of the experts for Philadelphia may, no doubt, be

exj)lained by the advance in prices between the execution of the Albany

contracts and the making of the Philadelphia estimates; but, after

making all allowances, it would appear that the experts' estimates, at

least after their addition of 15%, are certainly safe.

Table No. 14 is a comparison of the total cost of improvement.

TABLE No. 14.—Compaeison of the Total Cost of Impkovement.
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Of the two estimates given for Philadelphia, (a) is that of the ex- Mr. Trautwlne.

parts, taken from pages 107, 122 and 123 of their repoi't, and {b) is

based upon a report by the writer, made September 9th, 1898, to the

Director of the Department of Public Works, in response to a resolu-

tion of Councils. In order to make estimate (6) properly comparable

with the other two, it has been amended by adding 50^o to the esti-

mated cost of the filters, to provide for their roofing, and an item of

^700 000 to provide for roofing the clear-water reservoirs.

The resolution requesting this estimate asked for "plans and

drawings and estimated cost of filtration of all the water used by the

city," and the writer took advantage of the word "used," to show the

city fathers what could be done, in the way of proper economy, by

restricting the constimption to a figure (maximum 100 galls, per capita

per day), more nearly commensurate with the quantity (possibly 50

galls, per day, maximum) really used.* The estimate was based upon

the Albany bids, which then had just been opened, and the amounts of

which were kindly communicated to the writer by Mr. Hazen for the

purpose of the estimate. •

The figures indicate an economy out of proportion to the proposed

reduction of consumption, but this was to be expected. For the

smaller quantity, sites were generally available on city property adjoin-

ing or near to existing plants, whereas, for the larger quantity, sites for

the filter beds had, in all cases, to be acquired. In other ways, also,

and notably in the matter of mains to connect existing works with filter

beds perforce located at considerable distance, the total cost, in Phila-

delphia, increases much more rajjidly than the quantity to be filtered.

Philadelphia lies just south of the line which Mr. Hazen has di-awn

to indicate at what locations it is advisable to roof over the filter beds,

and the question of the advisability of doing so for Philadeljjhia may
be one for experts to discuss. Poughkeepsie, after some twenty

years' experience with an uncovered bed, built another, and the writer,

largely on the strength of this, omitted roofing, in designing for Phila-

delphia the system already mentioned, but he has since been informed

that the building of a second uncovered filter bed at Poughkeepsie was
contrary to the advice of Mr. Fowler, the Superintendent.

As to cost of operation, the exjierts make estimate for Philadelphia,

as follows

:

" Per million gallons of filtered water, including labor, cost of wash
and waste water, lost sand, sanitary analyses of water, chemicals,
superintendence, watchmen, ordinary repairs, and all incidental
expenses; but excluding interest, depreciation and cost of pumj^ing
water to filters:

Slow filters.

.

Kajiid filters.

Schuylkill River.
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Mr Trautvvine. " Cost of liumpiiig, per million gallons raised 1 ft. high, including

coal, labor, oil, waste and supplies, and ordinary rej)airs; but exclud-

ing interest and depreciation

:

" Low-Lift Pumps.
"For a daily supply of 200 000 000 galls., 5.25 cents."

In his report of September 15tli, 1898, the writer, with much mis-

giving, due to insufficiency of data, ventured an estimate of $3.97 per

million gallons as the cost of slow filtration proper, and SO. 41 per

million gallons as the cost of raising the water by low-lift pumps,

making a total of .^4. 38.

Considerable research, including a correspondence with all the

American filtration plants of which the writer could learn, developed

costs of filtration alone, ranging all the way from $1.50 to $10 per

million gallons filtered, the latter figure represented by Lawrence,

Mass., and the writer concluded that:

"In the absence of more exact information, and in view of the
excessive turbidity of ovir water in flood and of the rate of wages fixed

by ordinance of Councils for an 8-hour day's labor, it would be unsafe

to estimate the cost of operation (exclusive of interest on cost), for the

filters contemplated, at less than $3 per million gallons, notwithstand-
ing the large dimensions of the proposed works, which should conduce
to economy, and notwithstanding that the proposed reduction in con-

sumption would greatly facilitate sedimentation. On the other hand,
with proper economy, the cost shoiild not exceed $5."

Mr. Bailey's experience with the Albany filters, as deduced from

their oijeration from September 5th to December 25th, 1899, inclusive,

and stated in his disciission, shows a cost, for filtration proper and

laboratory work, of $1.67, and $2.52 for raising the water from the river

to the sedimentation basin, making the total cost $4.19 per million

gallons.

Mr. Soper. Geokge A. SoPER, C. E. (by letter).—In the discussion of this

valuable paper which has thus far been jirinted, attention seems to

have been centered mainly upon the design and construction of the

filters, a direction which was naturally suggested by the title of the

paper itself. The fact that the question of purifying the Hudson
Kiver water for the City of Albany involves a great deal more than

the mere design of filter-beds, with their piping and other fixtures,

however, seems to warrant a more general survey of the matter.

At the outset, the problem, as stated by the author, was the

purification of a water which was very heavily polluted with sewage

and was believed to have contributed greatly to a high typhoid-fever

death rate. The author says that, jsrevious to his connection with

the case, investigations relative to methods of purifying the supply

had been made, and that the plan which he formiilated, when the matter

came before him, was based jjartly upon data which had been thus

obtained. Briefly stated, it was recommended that a new intake be

built, and that a settling basin and filters be constructed to treat the
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water. Strictly speaking, the comi^lete scheme included, also, a new Mr. Soper

pumping station, a system of aeration, a clear-water conduit and pro-

vision for storing the filtered water.

The storage of the filtered water has already taken up some space in

the discussion, and the possibility that the clear water may develop

organisms under the present circumstances, has been pointed out. In

order to throw more light upon the subject, it is hoped that the author

will supply information concerning the relative proportions of filtered

and raw surface waters which will be stored together in the open

reservoir, and the approximate length of time during which the mixture

will remain exposed to the sun.

The purification plant was to consist of two parts: A settling basin

and filters, and, as a means of obtaining a favorable quality of water,

to begin with, the intake was to be placed in a side channel of the

river. It is to be observed that the aim was to produce a water of

unobjectionable quality, and that in the general scheme, two im-

portant measures, besides filtration, were to be taken to secure pure

water. Filtration was to be used to complete bacterial removal, but

the water was first to be obtained in as pure a state as possible, and

then modified in a manner which would be favorable to that process.

The weight and character of the suspended matter which is found in

the Hudson River water, normally and after storms, has not been

stated, and we are not informed as to the degree of modification

which was considered necessary. Yet it would apjDcar that these

were matters of prime importance in influencing the choice of a

design.

Keeping in mind the fact that not comparative purity, but a

quality of water which would agree with high standards of bacterial

purity, was demanded, it must be stated that the final product of the

plant does not appear to be wholly satisfactory. The author has

informed us, in the first appendix of his valuable book on filtration,*

what it is reasonable to expect a filter to produce. According to the

rules of the German Board of Health, the number of bacteria in the

effluent of a filter treating surface water, should not exceed 100 per

cubic centimeter. The data thus far supplied show that the Albany

average exceeds this figure, and that for the first month the number
of bacteria in the effluent was more than t-wdce, and for the last month
nearly twice, that required by the German standard. On occasions,

which have been frequent enough to attract notice, the bacteria in

the effluent have exceeded 500 jier cubic centimeter.

It is a curious fact, but one based upon considerable observation,

that the efficiency of a filter, as stated in terms of percentage of

removal, is commonly understood to be a definite indication of the

quality of the effluent. This is a mistake, since a 99^^ removal,

* " The Filtration of Public Water Supplies."
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Mr. Soper. although showing that a large proportion of the imjiurities have been
removed, gives no indication whatever as to the amount of ijollution

which remains. Yet, as has been pointed out, it is the pollution

which remains in the effluent which is of importance. To quote an
illustration, and to apply this reasoning to the present case, the

Albany filters have shown for four months, according to the Superin-

tendent's figures, a reduction in bacteria of 99^, while the average

number of bacteria left in the water was 168 per cubic centimeter.

This excludes the figures for the first week, which do not ai^pear to

represent a normal operation. An examination of the tables shows that

there have usually been ujjwards of 200 bacteria in the effluent when
the numbers in the raw water have exceeded about 13 000.

The importance which attaches to the foregoing remarks has a gen-

eral api^lication, and leads to a query as to the number of bacteria

which we may consider it good practice to allow upon a filter of this

type. Obviously, there should be a limit, if the effluent is to be

narrowly controlled. If the quality of the final product of a purifica-

tion plant is to be fixed at a standard of, say, not over 200 bacteria per

cubic centimeter, and the effici ency of a filter is to be estimated at 98

to 99%", it will be necessary to modify the quality of the water which
Is to be supplied to the filter, so that the number of bacteria which

reaches it shall not be above 10 000. This should oflfer no serious

engineering difficulty.

In regard to the color and odor which are not removed by filtration

at Albany, it would seem that the chosen position of the intake may
account, in part, at least, for the trouble. The "back channel"

receives the drainage of the municipal gas-works, the waste accumu-

lations which result from the sand-washing ojjerations of the filters,

and, not improbably, diluted sewage from Albany, which is carried up
by the action of the flood tides.

It would seem that the original plan of an intake in the main
channel of the Hudson was more favorable, from every point of view

except that which takes into account the normal turbidity of the

Hudson Eiver water. Had it been found expedient to place the new
intake in the main channel, and to provide added facilities for

sedimentation or chemical precipitation, there seems to be no doubt

that the operation of the filters would have been more uniform, and

the quality of the effluent more satisfactory as regards bacteria, color

and odor.

These are a few of the jioints which have been considered by the

writer, after a review of the information which has been supplied. It

is hoiked that more information concerning the preliminary studies of

the raw water will be foi'thcoming, and that additional data concei*ning

the efficiency of the jjlaut will justify its design and support the very

high opinion with which the work is now regarded.
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AiiLEN Hazen, M. Am. Soc. C. E. (by letter).—The discussion has Mr. Hazen.

Tarought out a lai-ge number of practical points, both in reference to

the Albany plant and to filtration in general

The results of operation given by Mr. Bailey are most gratifying, and

the cost of operation, as exhibited in the comparison made by Dr. Mason,

is very favorable, and shows an excellent organization of the work.

The water quantities given by Mr. Bailey are taken directly from

the filter records. Some preliminary experiments have indicated that

the coefficient of discharge assumed in computing the orifices was too

small by about 5%, and that this amount should be added to the

results. The value of the coefficient of discharge seems to be almost

exactly the same whether the orifice is submerged or not. It is the

intention to make more precise determinations, and afterward to have

new and correct scales painted and substituted for those noAvin use.

Since the presentation of the paper a flood has occurred higher

than any on record excej^t that of 1857, which was a little higher. No
damage was caused, but when the water exceeded the height of the

overflow in the sedimentation basin, the river water entered it in that

way. One of the pumps was kept in operation at a low rate to keep

the pumping station dry. The oj^eration of the filters was not inter-

rupted or interfered with in any way.

In discussing the vaulting, Mr. Hill has made certain computations

of quantities, and in doing so he has, apparently, divided the total

amounts of concrete in the vaulting and in the flooring by the number
of bays. In doing this, the writer thinks, he has overlooked the num-
ber of bays in the pure-water reservoir, and has also overlooked the

fact that nearly half of the concrete in the floors was in the sedimenta-

tion basin and had nothing to do with the filters. He has also omitted

the cost of the cement.

The figures for one section, 13 ft. 8 ins. square, corrected, and

adding the price of the cement, are ajjproximately as follows:

As executed:

5.4 cu. yds. of vaulting, at m.SO .^34. 02
4.85 cu. yds. of flooring, at $4.75 23.04
1.24 cu. yds. of brick work, at $9.67 11 .99

$69 . 05
As proposed:

10 cu. yds. of roof slab, supporting column, floor and
foundation, at $4.75 $47.50

Centering, 4 cents per square foot 7 . 47
Expanded metal 10 . 60

$65.57

The 5.4 cu. yds. of concrete vaulting, per section, given above,

includes the proportionate part of all special structures, and of the

excess weight of the cylindrical vaulting near and over the walls.
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Mr. Hazen. Without tliese, but including the manholes, the actual amount of con-

crete was only 5.1 cu. yds. per section.

The exact form of construction suggested by Mr. HiU was not

considered, but several others of the same general type were studied

before the j'lans were put in final shape. Some of these methods

appeared very jjromising. The cheapening, however, depended upon

a reduction of the thickness of concrete to less than 6 ins. While

good results might no doubt have been obtained with concrete 3 or 4

ins. thick, reinforced with steel, there was no known precedent for its

use under similar conditions. The Water Board was unalterably

opposed to the use of any form of construction which could be

regarded as in any degree experimental, and for this reason it was

decided to use only types of construction which were well demon-

strated. It was therefore necessary to postpone until another time a

practical trial of the steel and concrete construction.

It would have been better to have covered the whole of the vault-

ing with a thin layer of sand before placing the silt and soil, and,

particularly, to have surrounded the manholes with gravel. The

draining would have been facilitated by this jarocedure, and the lifting

of the manholes by frost would have been made imjjossible.

The estimate of the cost of vaulting per square foot, given by Mr.

William B. Fuller, is a little greater than that given by the writer,

recently, in discussing Mr. Metcalf's paper.* The difference arises

from, first, the fact that Mr. Fuller has reckoned the cost of the vault-

ing upon the net filtering area, while the writer reckoned it upon the

whole area covered; and, second, the fact that Mr. Fuller has included

in the cost of the vaulting the cost of that part of the floor which he

assumes to be due to its use as a foundation. The cost of vaulting, of

course, is much the largest element of difference between the costs of

open and covered filters, but it should be remembered that there are

other points of difference, and that deducting the cost of vaulting from

the cost of covered filters does not necessarily give the cost of open

filters. Correct comparisons can only be made by examining corre-

sponding designs for filters of the two types, using the same unit

prices.

Mr. William B. Fuller and Mr. Fowler have suggested that covered

filters have other advantages than protection against frost which may
make their construction desirable, even in climates where covers are

not necessary to j^revent ice. This may sometimes be the case, but it

should be borne in mind that, aside from the question of ice, there are

distinct advantages and disadvantages arising from the use of covers.

The writer does not propose to discuss this question at length; but, to

show that this opinion is not unanimous, he will state that Dr. Stroh-

meyer, after making the extended investigations mentioned in Mr.

* Transactions, Am. Soc. C. E., Vol. xliii, p. 03.
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Whipple's discussion, states that he has come to the conclusion that Mr. Hazen.

open filters have decided advantages over covered ones, quite aside from

considerations of difference in cost. Mr. Trautwine also raises this

question . Of course, in severe climates there is no question as to the

necessity of covering filters. It is only where the winters are not too

severe that the question arises.

The sufficiency of the vaulting as a protection against cold has

been tested during the i^ast winter. Ice has formed to a thickness of

3 or 4 ins. immediately about the entrances to the filters, but it has

been found possible to break up this ice and let it pass through the

gates leading to the overflow chambers as the water is drawn from the

filters before cleaning. Over the rest of the filters a skim of ice has

formed occasionally, but this could be thrown aside during cleaning,

and has not seriously interfered with the work.

Mr. Eafter is right in stating that the writer assumed that, on the

whole, cracks are to be exiaected. It is a matter of common experi-

ence that small masonry structures remain entirely free from cracks.

As the size of the structure increases, particularly if the masonry is

comparatively light, the probability of cracks increases. It should be

remembered that temperature contraction is only one of the causes of

cracks in masonry. Cracks often occur through settlement, and at

Albany six cracks were caused by the lifting of the walls by frost, due

to the exposure of some of the work in an uncompleted condition.

When a crack has once occurred it is not an easy matter to repair it so

that the wall will be as strong as it was originally, and it then makes

little difference whether it was caused originally by settlement, temper-

ature or other causes.

When the plans were being drawn, the question of the bearing

power of the foundations was considered quite seriously. The site was

a soft marsh. Borings showed a hard material at a comparatively

slight depth over the greater part of the area. When test pits were

dug, a clay was found fairly hard as first exposed, but shrinking con-

siderably on drying, and, if disturbed in contact with water, becoming

very soft. Experiments were made by loading 1 sq. ft. of this mate-

rial, and some settlements were observed. A part of the filters was to

rest upon this foundation, a jjart upon rock, and a small part upon
still softer clay. It was exjjected that there might be settlement in

jjarts of the work. With this in view, an attemjat was made, first, to

distribute the weight over as large an area as possible, thereby reduc-

ing the probability of settlement; second, to load the whole founda-

tion as evenly as j^ossible, so that in case settlement occurred the whole

structure would go down together, with the minimum damage; and,

third, the possibility of settlement and of cracks was contemplated in

designing all ijarts of the structures, and the endeavor was made to

arrange the masonry so that it would suffer as little as possible in case
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Mr. Hazen. of settlement. Provision for cutting off water coming through cracks

was also made, as described in the paper.

When the excavation was made, the foundation proved to be much
better than we had felt safe to assume from the character of the borings

and test jaits; and the fact that no measurable settlement occurred on
any part of the filters must be attributed rather to the natural excel-

lence of the foundations than to the design. In the pumping station

some settlement actually took place, but the cracks resulting from it

have not proved serious.

The cross-walls were built of brick instead of concrete, principally

because the writer supposed that brick would be less likely to crack

than concrete; and also because he believed that in case it did crack,

the cracks could be repaired more easily. The writer's more recent

experience with concrete, in this resjject, has been quite favorable; and
in a smaller plant, since designed and built, at West Suj^erior, Wis.,

all the walls are of concrete. The bonding in these concrete walls was
made as described in the paper, and the writer believes that in this

way the joints between the old and new work are made substantially as

strong as any part of the work. When cracks occurred at Albany, they

went straight through the walls, and did not follow any of these joints.

To build masonry structures without cracks is certainly desirable.

The writer believes, however, that a much larger proportion of the

inferior work performed by filtration plants than is generally snp-

posed has resulted from cracks in the masonry structures; and until

the art of masonry constru.ction is so far advanced as to make it quite

certain that structures can be built without cracks, it is justifiable

and necessary in designing filters, to consider the probable effect of

cracks, and to take precautions against the damage which might

result from them. Such precautions can be made entirely effective,

and at a comparatively small expense. The writer believes that the

design at Albany is such that, had there been many more cracks, or

had there been some little settlement in portions of the work, the

structures would still have maintained their stability, and would have

continued to serve the i^urpose for which they were biiilt.

In rej)ly to Mr. Maignen's question, the sand-washing apparatus

is not i^rotected fi'om the weather, and no sand is washed during the

winter months. The dirty sand during this time is piled up in the

court to be washed in the spring. It would, no doubt, be possible to

protect the apparatus so as to wash in winter, but there is no objection

to allowing the sand to remain until spring.

In regard to the thickness of the gravel layers, mentioned by Mr.

Fowler and Mr. G. W. Fuller, the writer has constructed and observed

many filters during the last dozen years, many of them experimental,

and a smaller number for actual work. In many cases he has used

gravel layers thinner than those at Albany. He does not remember
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that lie has ever used thicker layers in the aggregate, although in Mr. Hazen.

some cases the minimum over the tops of the drains may have been a

little greater. He has had occasion to examine quite a number of

the drains after they had been in use for considerable jaeriods, and in

no case has he been led to think that thicker gravel layers would have
been desirable. Thin gravel layers, of the right sizes and carefully

placed, are, in his opinion, quite as good as thicker ones. Much
thicker layers, carelessly placed, or not of the right sizes, are entirely

inadequate. It is cheaper and better in every way to use com-
paratively thin layers, and to take the trouble to make them right,

and have them effective, than to use thicker layei's and depend to a

certain extent upon chance for the results.

The methods adoj^ted by the contractors at Albany for screening

and placing the gravel were ijarticularly satisfactory. There has not
been the slightest evidence of incomplete support, nor does the writer

consider that there is any danger that the sand will get into the

gravel so as to injure the filters.

In this connection, it may be stated that the coarse gravel over the

drains, and i^articularly about the joints, was placed with unusual
care. The workmen Avere instructed personally in the methods to be
adopted in this part of the work. They quickly became skilful at

it, and were faithful in carrying out their instructions.

Mr. Fowler mentions the clogging of the holes in the inlet pipes to the

sedimentation basin. In practice, it is found that these holes are stopped
up, to a certain extent. The appearance of the outlets is not very much
changed until a considerable proportion of the holes is stopped. Practi-

cally, the rate of pumping always exceeds the capacity of the holes, and
water is always flowing over the tops of the pipes. It is necessary to

clean the holes at intervals, and this is done with a broom, by a man in

a boat. The cleaning is done very quickly. It can be done at any time

when the pumps are stoi^ped, or, when they are running, by shutting

ofif the inlets in rotation. The inlets have actually been cleaned at inter-

vals of a week or two, and the labor required was very slight.

At another time, the writer would jjut the inlets somewhat farther

away from the bank. With this done, it would be possible to leave the

perforated pipes in position during the winter. As it is, the spray from
them builds ice upon the bank. They were actually taken off soon after

the commencement of cold weather. This is not a very imjjortant matter

as they are easily taken off; there is probably no necessity for aeration

during the winter, and, with the lower lift, a little coal is saved.

The question raised by Mr. Fowler as to the size of individual filters

and the number of beds in a plant, is an imijortant one. It should

be remembered, however, that while the convenience of ojjera-

tion is generally increased by increasing the number of beds, the cost

of construction j^er unit of area is also increased, and it may often be
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Mr. Hazen. found best to sacrifice sometliing of present convenience to economy of

construction ; or, in other words, with a given sum of money, to build

a larger area of large beds, rather than a smaller area of small ones.

The comparisons of populations upon several rivers, mentioned by

Mr. Trautwine, are extremely interesting. It should be noted, how-

ever, that the figures given by the writer for the Hudson River include

only the populations of cities, towns and villages, and, as stated in the

paper, do not include the rural jjopixlation. The rural population,

obtained by going over the water-shed by counties, and deducting the

populations of cities, towns and villages given in the table, amounts to

about 30 per square mile, for 1890. The rural population does not

change rapidly, and a close api^roximation to the total population at

the various dates would be obtained by adding 30 i^er square mile to

the figures for the urban population given in the table.

The methods of distribution of the cost of various parts of the

plant, given by Mr. Trautwine, are not entirely clear to the writer.

The figures given in the paper were obtained by going over each item

somewhat carefully, and allotting the pro^jer proportion to the struct-

ures indicated. The final results were given in round numbers,

because of the impossibility of deciding the exact points of division

between the various parts mentioned.

The question raised by Mr. G. W. Fuller, as to the quahty of the

raw water, has been already answered in part by Mr. Bailey in his

discussion. Data upon these points are raj^idly being accumulated

at the laboratory of the works, and much more complete results will

be available after a little while. The data at hand at the time of the

preparation of the paper were so meager in comparison with those

now being obtained, that it was thought best to let the matter stand

until it could be discussed more adequately.

The general character of the water, as regards muddiness, is

between the very clear waters of most New England streams, and the

turbid waters of the Middle States, although it resembles the former

more than the latter. Generally, the raw water is comparatively

clear, but very muddy water is obtained occasionally, especially

from the Mohawk, which drains a clayey country from which the

water is quite muddy. The fluctuations in turbidity are much less

rapid at Albany than in some other places, and when the water

becomes turbid it remains so for several days. The greatest tur-

bidity yet observed is such that a bright platinum wire 0.04 in. in

diameter can be seen through only 1 in. of water.

In reply to Mr. Whipi^le's question, Bleecker Reservoir, which is

perhaps the most important of the distributing reservoirs, has recently

been thoroughly cleaned. The laboratory in connection with the filter

plant will make studies of the vegetable growths which occur in the

reservoirs, but it is too early to draw any conclusions upon thisjjoint.
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The odor due to gas waste, mentioned by Dr. Mason, first occurred Mr. Hazen.

after the paper was prepai'ed. The odor was ofiensive on only one

occasion during the fall, resulting from a combination of extremely

low water, spring tides, and a south wind. Dr. Mason has indicated

the proper solution of this jDroblem, and the gas company has made
arrangements to build a drain to the Patroons Creek sewer, so that this

material, instead of being discharged into the back channel, will be

discharged into the river below the southern end of the island, where

the opjjortunities for dilution will be much greater. It is also to

be hoped that improved methods at the gas-works will reduce the

amount of this highly objectionable material to be discharged into the

river. It should be understood that this odor was due to material dis-

charged into the back channel at a point near the intake, and carried

up to it in a comparatively concentrated condition, and not to material

which had become mixed with a considerable portion of water flowing

in the river.

In reply to Mr. Soper's questions, the Prospect Hill or high-ser-

vice reservoir, holding 7 500 000 galls. , receives filtered water only,

and its capacity is such that the water remains in it probably from

one to two days. The Bleecker or middle-service reservoir, holding

30 000 000 galls., receives water by gravity from Kensselaer Lake in

varying quantity, according to the supply, and the balance is filtered

water. The relative proportions of the two supplies vary widely at

different times. The Tivoli or low-service reservoir, holding 19 000 000

galls., is generally supplied by gravity, but water is let down to it

from Bleecker reservoir whenever the supply falls short.

Kegarding the standard of bacterial purity mentioned, as given in

the rules of the German Board of Health, it should be remembered, in

the first place, that this standard was purely provisional, and in the

second place, that the number of bacteria is determined by growing on
plates at a temperature of 20^ Cent, for 48 hours. The writer is in-

formed that current American bacteriological practice requires the

growth of the plates for a considerably longer period than this, and
that studies as to the best composition of the nutrient gelatine, etc.,

have resulted in the adoption of a procedure by American bacteriolo-

gists which gives much higher numbers than the German procedure.

It should be further noted that the bacterial efficiency of a filter is

generally low at starting, and increases with use; and it is to be con-

fidently expected that the bacterial efficiency of the filters will be
greater during the coming year than that indicated by the figures given

by Mr. Bailey.

Mr. Soper speaks of the removal of the bacteria by sedimentation.

The writer believes that the improvement of water in this manner de-

pends almost entirely upon the character of the sediment carried by it.

Many western streams carry much sediment, to which the bacteria are
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Mr. Hazen. apparently attached, and when the sediment goes to the bottom the

number of bacteria in the water may be greatly reduced. The Hudson
River water at Albany generally carries but little sediment, and hold-

ing the water for 24 hours in the sedimentation basin does not diminish

materially the number of bacteria in it. It is the writer's oi^inion

that, for the conditions at Albany, about 24 hours represents the eco-

nomical limit of subsidence, and that no improvement in the water,

commensurate with the increased cost, would be obtained by detaining

it for a longer jjeriod.

Eegarding other methods of preliminary treatment, it is un-

doubtedly true that the color could be removed by the addition of

from 1 to li grains of sulphate of alumina per gallon, and the alka-

linity of the river water is probably such that this amount could be

used without injurious results. It is believed that the present j^lant

contains all the appliances necessary for the application of this pro-

cedure, except the tanks for dissolving the chemical; but it is not

thought that the advantages to be obtained would be commensurate

with the cost, and with the jaossible danger from the use at times of

excessive amounts of coagulant. It should be noted further that it

does not necessarily follow that the same jsercentage of bacterial effi-

ciency will be obtained by filtering a water from which many of the

organisms have been removed by jjreliminary processes. The contrary

has sometimes been observed, when the filtration of a partially purified

water has given effluents no better than could be obtained, by a similar

filtration of the raw water.

Eegarding the ]30sition of the intake, the back channel has received

the drainage of the gas-works, and the dirty water from the sand wash-

ing. Arrangements have been made to remove the discharge from the

gas-works to a point below the back channel. None of the city sewers

discharges into the back channel, the outlet farthest up stream being

the Patroons Creek sewer, which enters the river a short distance below

the lower end of the island. The wi-iter believes that it is not true that

much less turbid water is obtained from the back channel. At low-

water stages the turbidity is substantially the same at all j)oints. At

flood stages the dike is overtopped, and the waters in each channel are

identical. The advantage of the back channel consists, not in the sedi-

mentation which takes j^lace in it, but in the greater time required for

the sewage-polluted water to reach the intake. This delay allows some

of the bacteria to die, and it is in this way that the better bacterial

condition of the water is to be accounted for.

The relative characters of the waters in the back and main channels

are observed at frequent intervals, and when the construction of the

intake to the main channel comes up again, very much more full and

satisfactory data will be at hand as to the character of the water which

could be secured from it.
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WITH DISCUSSION.

Introduction.

In the theoretic consideration of all material systems it is customary,

in fact necessary, to replace them by more or less equivalent but

simpler systems. This alone makes their analytic examination possi-

ble, not to say jjracticable ; and the results thus obtained, although

applying strictly only to the ideal constructions of theory, throw much

valuable light on the workings of the actual material systems.

But so accustomed have we become to this procedure that we often

forget that between the theoretic results and the actual conditions

there must always exist a divergence, greater in proportion as the

difference between the imaginary system and the real system is the

greater. This neglect leads to two serious faults: First, in the con-

sideration of existing systems, replacing them by theoretic systems,

which insufficiently represent them, and applying the conclusions

thus derived as though they were practically exact: Second, in the
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creation of new systems, constructing them so differently from the

ideal systems on which they are based that the actual conditions are

quite unlike those supposed. This has given rise to many strange

fallacies, has held back practice and has discredited theory.

FrameAvorks furnish excellent illustrations of this, for the ideal

framework has always been a far simpler structure than the real

framework, and its theory corresjiondingly different from actual con-

ditions. Whereas the ideal framework consists of a group of straight

members so joined at their ends as to move freely about the points of

connection, loaded only at these points, and—neglecting the effects

of dead weight and wind pressure—subject, therefore, only to direct

stress of tension or compression in the members, actual frameworks

always have joints more or less stiff, their members are frequently

joined at other points than their ends, and they are loaded at other

points than their joints, thus introducing flexure of the members,

as well as direct stress, as a result of the application of loads.

But it has so long been customary to overlook these divergencies

between theory and practice, to gratuitously assume them of no con-

sequence, that we now, as a matter of course, figure our simple

theoretic system and then apply the results to our complex actual

system, without a doubt, apparently, that this application is not only

justifiable, but practically exact. This has resulted in the perpetua-

tion of defective construction and the fallacy that increased strength

and stiffness, with the same amount of material, is to be obtained by

stiff joints, broad members rigidly attached where they pass one an-

other, continuous members, etc. To this day, some eminent engineers

uphold these as virtues. And, on the other hand, this has resulted in

indifference as to the variations between theory and practice which

actually exist, and a neglect to develop, and still more to apply,

more exact parallelism, both in theory and practice. In America a

partial attempt to fulfill these suppositions of the ideal framework by

the use of pin connections was made long ago, yet we continue to use

continuous chords, and floor systems, and many riveted connections

of which the theory takes no account. In Europe a few attempts have

been made to calculate closer theoretic parallels to actual structures,

and these more exact calculations have shown how very considerable

were the neglected elements of stress and the importance of eliminat-

ing these " secondary" stresses as they are called; but these calcula-
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tions are very recent, and are extremely few in number, for tbey are

very laborious.

The net result is, that not only do theory and practice diverge to

an important extent, but that this divergence is given practically no

attention. This is not as it should be, and we may look forward to

considerable improvement in this respect in the near future. The

writer believes that a much closer approach of the actual to the ideal

framework is not only practicable, but desirable; and, on the other

hand, he considers more exact calculation, that is, calculation of the

structures more nearly as they are, a requisite to progress. Expensive

mechanical devices should not be used in the effort to approach more

nearly ideal construction where no corresponding practical advantage

can be shown, and laborious calculations are out of jslace where the

limits of error of simi^le ajjproximate calculations are known and can

more cheaply be taken into account through liberality in construc-

tion. But what may be insisted on is that either the actual conditions

shall be taken into account through more exact calculation, or that no

pretence of accuracy shall be made where there has been none, and

that the divergences between the theory used and the construction

actually carried out shall be allowed for liberally.

The object of this paper is not to consider the more exact calcula-

tion of actual structures, but rather to examine certain questions in

connection with ideal frameworks, of the greatest practical importance

because at the foundation of actual designs. It deals with statically

indeterminate ideal frameworks, that is, ideal frameworks as previ-

ously defined, in which not all the members are essential, or, in other

words, in which some members are superfluous. What are the condi-

tions involved and how may such frameworks be exactly designed;

what are their qualities, and what their merits and demerits? Such is

the matter which this paper seeks to consider. Its purpose is not to

give instruction in methods, but simply to indicate the principles

involved, to point out some fundamental but not generally known

facts, and to discuss broadly, with the aid of a few simple illustra-

tions, the bearing of these facts on practice. And let not such dis-

cussion of ideal construction be underrated and regarded as of no

value in connection with actual structures, which all, more or less,

diverge from the ideal, for it must be remembered that the ideal here

considered is the basis on which all actual practice is founded.
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The use of statically indeterminate frameworks, in the sense here

mentioned, has been exceedingly common in Europe, where it has

been, and is even now, advocated extensively by the most eminent

engineers. Continuous bridges, two-hinged and hingeless arches,

arches supporting continuous trusses, and their inversions of sus-

pension type, not only are met frequently in existing structures, but

are used frequently in new projects. And there are indications that

here in the United States these constructions are gaining a certain

hold, as shown by the erection of certain recent arches and suspension

bridges, and above all by the i^roposed huge suspension bridge at

New York. Moreover, since most frameworks are actually space-

frameworks, formed by iiniting several plane frameworks, and this

connection is made without consideration of statical determination,

most frameworks—as bridge trusses with their connecting wind

bracing— are actually indeterminate, whether or not their component

plane frameworks are statically determined when alone. This gives

great prominence to the subject of the construction of frameworks

with superfluous bars, and makes a clear understanding of them

exceedingly important. Is it advisable to use such structures rather

than the much simj^ler "just determined" construction generally

advocated in America? Which is the better, and why?

In the course of the more mathematical examination which will

follow, the answer to this question will present itself, but it is advis-

able here to review briefly certain facts.

Euroi3ean engineers have always been the principal advocates of

indeterminate construction. They have insistently claimed for it the

virtues of greater economy, strength, safety and stiffness. Practically,

no demonstration of these claims has been forthcoming, except, perhaps,

proof that the continuous girder possessed these advantages as com-

pared with equal free spans; but this comparison was unfair, and the

proper rejoinder to it was eventually given by the cantilever. Grudg-

ingly conceding its equivalence, European engineers continue to claim,

without demonstration, the superiority of the remaining types, particu-

larly of the two-hinged and hingeless arches over the three-hinged arch.

These claims have not been wholly uncontested. As early as

1876, Maurice Levy, in Paris, insisted strongly on the universal

economic superiority of frameworks with no superfluous bars. He

supported his contention by general reasoning, and demonstrated
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mathematically, that in a certain exceptional case with superfluoias bars

the economy was no greater than without such bars. But little atten-

tion seems to have been paid to Levy's statements, possibly because

they were not accomjianied by any general mathematical proof. The

subject, from this point of view, seems to have been dropped

entirely from consideration, and the writer, in his studies in Paris,

Zurich and Berlin, perhaps the most notable of the European engi-

neering schools, has found no further mention of it. In these schools

statically indeterminate structures are universally taught and advo-

cated, being regarded, apparently, as more difficult, but better, than

the simpler, determined structures. Beautiful methods of calculation

have been developed for the more complex structures, and the professors,

possibly fascinated by the charms of these computations, gave them

great prominence, and fostered among the students a predilection for

difficult types, without making any study of the question, whether or

not there were real advantages in their use to offset their difficulties.

Feeling convinced that, while the knowledge of methods of calcu-

lation of difficult structures was exceedingly valuable because of their

frequent occurrence, and becaiise of unavoidable occasions for their

use, the encouragement, even preference, given to the use of such con-

struction was mistaken, the writer, fully informed as to European

ideas and methods, undertook a general investigation of the com-

parative merits of frameworks with and without suijerfluous bars.

The result was the discovery of some curiously unknown, although

most fundamental, facts concerning the design of frameworks with

superfluous bars and the distribution of stresses therein, together

with a somewhat general demonstration of the economic superiority

of statically determined over indeterminate construction. In a simple

and poi^ular article published in the Technology Quarterly * for June,

1897, these results were set forth, but it was desired to present the

matter, in a somewhat more mathematical and complete form, directly

to the engineering public, for whom it would have a particular interest.

Consequently, the present article has been written. In it the

simple illustrations and much of the matter of the preceding article

have been passed over with a mere reference, the subject being treated

somewhat more generally, and much space has been devoted to some

illustrations of selected, extremely simple cases of exact design, with

* Published by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
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the purpose of demonstrating the impracticability, the futility, even

the folly of attempting such designing in practice, rather than fur-

nishing instruction in its use. It is desired simply that those who

read this, by the inspection of the amount and difficulties of the

work as exposed in the illustrations, may form some adequate notion

of why the exact design of frameworks with superfluous bars is not to

be thought of, and, therefore, why such design in practice, in the

future as in the past, will be made by methods of trial, which can

only give at best, after infinite labor, most imperfect and uneconomic

results. But it is desired that they may examine with care the resijilts

obtained in the illustrations, to convince themselves that even with

exact methods, giving the most perfect possible designs, and when

neglecting temperature effects and many other serious objections, the

use of superfluous bars furnishes no sensible advantage, while,

including these inevitable accompaniments of indeterminate construc-

tion, it is in all respects inferior to the simple determinate con-

struction, taught and advocated in our schools, and with which

American bridge engineers are perfectly familiar.

To those whose interest and leisure permit, more careful perusal

of the illustrations is recommended, and in particular the working

out of similar examples. Such work would form a valuable supple-

ment to the little that the writer is here able to offer. And further,

he would suggest the careful analysis of some notable existing inde-

terminate structures, and their comparison with designs of parallel

statically determined structures. The results will inevitably be sur-

prising in their demonstration of the sad deficiency of such indeter-

minate structures, judged by the standards of good proportioning

insisted on in all statically determined designs. American engineers

may in the future devote their attention to the determination of the

best statically determined forms, to the develojiment of statically

determined space-frameworks and to the perfection of details intended

to ensure the usually assumed ideal simplicity of stress, with the

assurance that they are on the sole road to the best designs.

The writer further ventures to hope that structures now in con-

templation but not commenced, projected in statically indeterminate

form, will be reconsidered, and that more economic statically deter-

mined forms, which certainly exist, will be determined and used in

their stead.
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The Exact Design of Statically Indeterminate Frameworks.

In an ideal framework, since it is composed only of members joined

at their ends, freely movable at these joints and loaded only at the

joints, we are concerned only with the equilibrium of forces acting at

points—the joint centers. Therefore, the conditions at each joint are

three in number, that the resultant forces along three rectangular axes

shall be zero. If a framework have n joints this furnishes 3n equations

of condition which must be satisfied. Of these 3w equations but

Zn — 6 are independent equations involving the inner forces alone,

since they must together satisfy six conditions of equilibrium among

the outer forces acting on the framework, including in these outer

forces the elements of the reactions as well as the loads. In general,

for the stability of the structure, these elements of the reactions must

be at least six in number. Let their number be r, and the number of

members of the framework or bars be m. Then, for stability, m -\- r

must at least equal 3«. But m -\- r may perfectly well exceed 3», in

which case the framework becomes statically indeterminate, because

the Zii conditions furnished by statics are insufficient to determine the

7n \- r unknown bar stresses and reaction elements.

If the framework were statically determined we should have

m, -\- r =^ Zn, the form of the framework would be just determined

through the lines of its figure, it would be "just stiff"; remove any

bar and it would become a mechanism; alter slightly the length of any

bar or the position of any support and the figure of the framework

"would be altered slightly without further consequences; no stress

would exist in the members, except through loads; temperature

changes, whether uniform or varying, would change slightly the form

of the framework without affecting it otherwise; the stress in each

member due to any load would be calculable easily and without regard

to its own material and its elastic qualities or those of its neighbors;

each member could be designed readily and exactly under any given

series of loadings to satisfy almost any given conditions, for the

dimensioning of each member would be practically independent of

that of all others; and, finally, all disjalacements of the joints of the

framework due to stresses or temperature changes would be just

defined through the corresponding changes of the lengths of the

members, and would be easily calculable.

If to such a framework we were to add further bars, the joints
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remainiDg as before, so that m + r >> 3/i, the framework would becorae

overdetermined; some of the bars could be removed, and the frame-

work would still be stiff; alter slightly the length of any of these bars

or the position of a support, and the framework would be put under

stress; stress without loads might, therefore, exist, and temperature

changes might cause very considerable stresses; the stresses under

given loads could only be calculated by long and laborious application

of the equations of elasticity, in which not only the dimensions of each

member but its material and elastic qualities would have to be taken

into consideration; the stress in a single member could not be deter-

mined independently of other members; the design of a given member

might be affected greatly by the design of many other members, and it

would be very difficult, if not impossible, to satisfy accurately given

conditions under a series of loadings; finally, minute changes in the

lengths of some of the bars, or slight yielding of the supports, might

change materially the distribution of stress, so that it would be exceed-

ingly difiicult in practice to obtain even approximately any stress

distribution which in the design was determined upon, and to main-

tain such stress distribution in the face of any slight yielding of

joints and supports due to changing loads, climate and other external,

or, perhaps, also internal, causes.

Such are the structures whose exact design we are about to con-

sider. In the foregoing we have regarded them as formed by the addi-

tion of further members to "just determined" frameworks, although

they have rarely been thus conceived. This manner of regarding them

is most serviceable in connection with their calculation, but the course

of evolution has rather been the derivation of "just determined"

forms from pre-existing indeterminate forms through the dropping of

superabundant (or superfluous) members.

The recital of the more obvious characteristics of the indeterminate

frameworks, just made, would seem alone a sufficient condemnation of

their use in practice, and further facts, developed in the later analysis,

will serve to confirm definitely this view. The statical analysis of

frameworks with superfluous bars shows them to be inferior in

economy and strength while not superior in stiffness to the best

parallel designs without suijerfluous bars.

The objectionable characteristics of indeterminate structures have

long been known, but hitherto have been regarded as offset by certain
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supposed virtues of economy and stiffness which have been ascribed

to them. Yet the correction of these mistaken beliefs through analy-

sis, which is the object of this paper, will destroy the prestige of inde-

terminate structures only in part. They have, and will long continue

to have, the support of many able engineers, whose experience, having

been largely with such structures, prejudices them in their favor and

disables them from appreciating and weighing their defects clearly.

Following the common human device of seeking in reason justification

for beliefs rather than through reason establishing belief, some of these

engineers will make much of what analysis has not yet defined and will

strive to make of the unknown, and, for the present, perhaps, unknow-

able, not simply a defence, but a justifica,tion of the continuance of their

beliefs. We shall find them taking to ground so difficult that the

theorist, at least as yet, is unable to follow and settle the matter de-

cisively, and maintaining that, in general, the problems connected with

frameworks are not static, but dynamic; that inferiority, demonstrated

for static loads, no longer is true of moving loads; and that the intro-

duction of vibration in addition to static deflections wholly alters the

case and leaves indeterminate structures, after all, masters of the field.

But it must be remembered that these will only be claims, not

proofs. They can only be supported by general reasoning, and can

be effectively answered in the same fashion. Experience has not

demonstrated that dynamic defects are necessary accompaniments of

static determination, and all not proven by analysis remains disputable.

Let us only not be outfaced by displays of erudition or assertions of

authority, and we will speedily perceive that in appeals to uncon-

sidered and complex phenomena (the writer has heard brought up the

speed at which stress travels and the consequent effect of the time of

loading on stress distribution), we have only to do with appeals to

ignorance, which can hardly be regarded as adding strength to the

arguments of those who make them.

The writer does not wish by the j^receding to belittle the import-

ance of dynamic phenomena. In due time and in their order they

should be and doubtless will be studied and given proper consider-

ation. But fii'st we must study and understand the static phenomena

which are at their foundation, the truths of which they will not

change but only add to.

In the following paper no attempt is made to treat mathematically
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other than the static side of the question. And to begin -with we may

point out a fact, hitherto almost wholly disregarded, and which makes

indeterminate frameworks worthy of the name far more than does the

fact that they are statically indeterminate.

We have already noted that in indeterminate frameworks the num-

ber of unknown quantities is greater than the number of equations of

condition furnished by statics, that is m -f ?• > Sn. We may con-

veniently regard the framework as possessing as many superfluous

bars as m -\- r exceeds 3u. Let the bars i (^ = 7? to m inclusive) be

selected as the superfluous bars ; then the remaining bars e [e = lio g

inclusive) form with the supports a statically determinate framework.

Let S^ be the stress in any bar e of this statically determined frame-

work if this framework alone carried the loading, let S'^^'"' be the stress

in this bar e which a tension of unity in one of the superfluous bars i

would cause in e if there were no external load and if of the superfluous

bars the bar i alone were in action, and let S-^ be the actual stress in

the superfluous bar / when the given load is applied to the actual

framework with all its superfluous bars acting. Then the actual

stress S^ in a bar e is evidently given by the formula:

° i = h

Now—and here is the commonly neglected consideration—as far as

the laws of statics are concerned, only the S,, and the S' '«> are fixed

and determinate, while the -S*; may be anything ; they are truly inde-

terminate and not, as commonly stated, fixed by certain auxiliary

equations of elasticity. What does fix them in a structure with given

elastic constants and given bar sections is, under given conditions of

temperature, the precise lengths of the bars. But, as a matter of

fact, in any existing structure these lengths of bars are never known

with anything like exactitude, as will be evident when one considers

that, with a modulus of elasticity of 30 000 000 lbs. per square inch,

a bar of steel 10 ft. long, whose length is not known within a thou-

sandth of a foot, would not have its intensity of stress known within

-—
zr-TTPTr. = 3 000 lbs. per square inch, or within about a third of its

10 X 1 000 ^ ^

probable working stress. Designers and computers have passed over

this difficulty, often, if not generally, unconsciously, by the simple

assumption, unwarranted by any corresponding precautions in con-

struction or knowledge of existing structures, that, at a certain
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temijerature and witli a certain loading, a certain state of stress exists

tlirougliout the structure. Usually, this takes the simple form of the

assumption that the structure, when free from all loading and uniformly

at the mean temperature, is free from all stress. Then truly the equa-

tions of elasticity define the stresses under all other conditions of load-

ing and temperature, but it is this far from warranted assumption and

not the equations of elasticity which removes the indetermination.

Since the stresses in the superfluous bars are not fixed by equations

of elasticity, but by their lengths, we evidently have it in our power

—

in designing at least—to give these bars any stresses we please under

a given loading by giving them suitable lengths, and this without in

any way altering the figure of the framework (because the changes of

length of the superfluous bars required in all practical cases would be

very small), and without altering the sections of the bars, that is, the

design as it is ordinarily defined. If these superfluous bars be k in

number this gives us a ^• tuple degree of freedom in the design of such

a framework, and the same degree of indetermination in the computa-

tion of such an existing framework. Unlike the case of a statically

determined framework where the distribution of stresses due to a

given loading is invariable, that distribution may here be varied in an

infinity, a A: tuple infinity, of ways. In designing, we may select any

one of these at will, then design the cross-sections to suit, and finally

compute very exactly the corresponding lengths of the bars. It will

remain to construct them exactly as computed to realize the designed

stress distribution. But if the structure be an existing one given us to

compute, who can say which one of this infinity of possible stress dis-

tributions is that actually existing under given conditions ? The

problem is actually indetermiuate and in increasing degree as the

number Jc of superfluous bars is greater.

We are now prepared to consider the subject of the title, "The
Exact Design of Indeterminate Frameworks. " But first, what is meant

by " exact " design ? Any one familiar with the design of indetermin-

ate frameworks is aware that, unlike the design of determinate frame-

works (if we neglect the estimation of dead weight), the process is

essentially tentative instead of direct. That is, given the figure of the

framework, certain bar sections are assumed, calculations of the

stresses corresponding made (on the assumption of no stress under no

load at mean temperature), the divergences from the desired con-
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ditions as to intensity of stress noted, proper corrections of the

sections guessed at, the computations all repeated, new corrections

guessed at, then new comj^utations made, and so on, repeating again

and again all the work until the result approaches that desired suf-

ficiently to be acceptable. But as an alteration in the section of any

one bar affects the stress not in itself alone, but in many other bars

also, this process of correction is not simply exceedingly laborious,

but, as every designer of such structures knows, very uncertain ; and

after infinite labor the result obtained is usually one, the deviations of

which from the set conditions of maximum allowable intensity of

stress are such as would not be tolerated by any good engineer in a

statically determined framework.

By "exact" design is meant: Expressing in equations the con-

ditions as to intensity of stress to be satisfied by the solution under

the given loadings, and then by direct solution of these equations,

without any tentative process (other than that mathematically neces-

sary to solve the equations), obtaining at once and exactly the desired

design, e. g., the cross-sections and the bar lengths. It will be appre-

ciated that such an exact method, apart from any question of practical

advantage over the old tentative method, would be likely to throw most

instructive light on the properties of indeterminate designs, which the

old method could only feebly give through statistics, or practically

not at all; and the object in bringing forward this " exact " method is

simply to throw such light; for, apart from the fact that the writer

reaches through this method the conclusion that the best designs of

indeterminate frameworks are necessarily inferior to those of determin-

ate frameworks which necessitate no such methods, the illustrations to

follow will, among other things, show conchisively that the mathe-

matical difficulties of the exact method render its application imprac-

ticable in general.

To begin with, we will consider the simple but very instructive and

important case of design for a single given loading, subject to the con-

dition of a given intensity of stress in each bar under that loading.

This case will be somewhat briefly treated, since, in an earlier article,*

it has been fully considered and illustrated.

As pointed out previously, an infinite variety of stress distributions

under a given loading are all equally possible, regardless of the cross-

* Technology Qxiarterly, June, 1897. "Some Fundamental Propositions Relating to
the Design of Frameworks."
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sections of the members. Having selected at will any one of these

stress distributions, we next design the cross-sections of the various

members to carry the stresses thus assigned them with the assigned

intensities of stress, using column formulas or not as we choose. It

only remains to determine the lengths of the bars necessary to ensure

the supposed stress distribution. This we may do as follows : •

In the given figure of the framework the exact length of every line

is geometrically determinate if the data for the figure are suflBcient,

and this we suppose. Thus, to start with, we have what may be called

the figure length i,. (where/= 1 to m) of every one of the m bars.

Now, we know that, supposing the points of support fixed, the exact

position of each joint is geometrically determined by the exact lengths

from center to center of joints of the series of bars e [e = 1 io g), which

together form a statically determined framework with the same joints

(see page 573). The lengths of the bars i [i =^ hto m), which we have

termed the superfluous bars, are therefore geometrically deducible

from the lengths of the bars e. Let us assume the actual unstrained

lengths from center to center of joints of the bars e, at standard tem-

perature (lengths which we may in general denote by I), to be the

figure lengths, or that ^ = L^- On this basis we now have to determine

the actual unstrained lengths l^ from center to center of joints, at the

given standard temperature, of the superfluous bars i, so that, under

the given loading, each bar shall have the stress we have already

determined for it.

These lengths /^ will not in general be the same as the figure lengths

Li, which we may regard as exactly defined through the L^ and there-

fore known. For, under the given loading the bars e are subject to

the stresses S^ and, therefore, no longer have the lengths l^ ^=Lg, but
Q 7

have the strained lengths L -f —4-, where E and A^ are the modu-

lus of elasticity and the section area, respectively, of the bar e. And

the distances from center to center of the joints connected by the

superfluous bars i, that is the strained lengths of the superfluous bars

i, are at the distances defined |by and resulting from these strained

lengths ig + ^r~T~- I^ "^^ determine these strained lengths of the

superfluous bars and then design their actual lengths Z,, so that the

strained lengths shall correspond to their supposed stresses *§,, that

is, so that the strained lengths shall be l^ + „'
j then we shall evi-
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dently have so made our design as to secure our supposed distribution

of stress. These strained lengths of the bars i might be directly

determined by ordinary geometrical principles from the strained
a 1

lengths L,, -\— '' *". of the bars e, but, since we have all the figure

lengths L, and we may suppose the changes from these to be very

small, it is preferable to jsroceed as follows, making use of the princi-

ple of virtual work. Let the bars e suffer any small elongations z/g

from any causes whatsoever, then the consequent apjoroach of any pair

of joints not connected by a bar e will evidently be the same as the

work that would be done by two equal and opposite forces of unity,

each acting at those joints toward each other, through this axjproach,

and this external work of the pair of forces unity would in turn be

equal to the internal work the stresses balancing them in the bars e

would do through the elongations Jg of the bars e. Now, these stresses

in the bars e, balancing such a pair of equal and ojiposite forces of

unity between the joints to be connected by the superfluous bar /, we

readily see are the quantities S'J^'\ already noted on page 362, so that

the approach of the joints to be connected by the bar i, due to the

elongations z/^, of the bars e we at once see would be

Si ='^V,<'> J, *

In our case, the J^ we suppose to be the elongations due to the

stresses S^, that is, we have A^ =
-^-J

, whence follows:

Si = 2 —~p—4—-

But Li— 5; is the strained length of the superfluous bar i which is also,

as we have noted, Z, + -W—f . so that we find for our desired unstrained

length of the superfluous bar i the value

(where we must note that the -S"^ ^'^ are all zero for all values of/ from

h to m except i, when S'
i^^'>
= -|- 1).

* For a much fuller account of the principle here used and its applications, see the
article •' On the application of the Principle of Virtual Velocities to the Determination
of the Deflections and Stresses of Frames," by Professor George F. Swain, in the Journal
of the Franklin Institute, April, 1883.
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The foregoing neglects any tempei-ature changes, but were there
q 7

such they would be accounted for by putting /Ij. = ./ -f + Vj- fj Ij-

,

where r is the coefficient of exjiansion and t the increase in temperature

above the standard used.

This determination of the exact values of the bar lengths, which

ensures the supposed stress distribution under the given loading,

completes the design, but there still remains a matter of interest for

consideration, the " primary " stresses or stresses remaining in the bars

after the loading is removed. That such primary stresses will in gen-

eral exist is evident from the fact that the superfluous bars have lengths

/j differing more or less from the figure lengths L^, which would corre-

spond to a condition of no stress at standard temperature with no

load. Let us denote the primary stresses by (S); then, reasoning as

before, the j)rimary stresses (5^,) in the bars e determine the distance

between joint centers of any one of the superfluous bars / to be

e = \ E^ A^

But this is the length of the bar i under its primary stress, or the length

li -\- „ .'
; whence we obtain the equation

^^ -^ ETA, -^~e = , E,A,

which, adopting the previous notation, we can express in the form

Now, for each of the k superfluous bars i we can write out such an

equation, each of which contains the primary stresses [8) as the only

unknowns, and they appear only in the first degree. But the primary

stresses [S^ in the bars e we know are expressible in terms of the primary

stresses {S>) in the superfluous bars i through the linear equation
i=m

{S^ = 2 (Sj) -S'g'W (see page 362), so that, making these substitutions
i = h

in the k preceding equations, they become simply k linear equations

between the k unknown primary sujjerfluous bar stresses (Si). These

equations solved, from the now known (S,) we determine the {S^}, and

so all the primary stresses. We have only to note that the primary

stresses thus found must be less than those occurring under the given

loading, for the design to be acceptable.
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So much for tlie design; now consider certain consequences. Sup-

S
pose the section areas Avere designed by the simple rule A = —
where d was the working stress allowed. Then A being simply pro-

portional to the stress S, each section area, and, therefore, the volume

of material of each bar, would be simply proportional to its stress under

the given load, and the total volume would be expressed simply by

But the stresses S^ in the bars e are expressible in terms of the stresses

S^ ,
(which would occur in them under the given loading if there were

no superfluous bars), and of the arbitrarily variable superfluous bar
i = m

stresses Si, through the linear equation S^ = S^^-\- 2 S^ /S'^'(') (see page
i = h

362), so that ultimately the volume is expressible in the form

i = h

where c^ and C are constants. Now, were c^ and C always the same,

'

whatever the S^ might be, V would take all values from + oo to — go

by suitably varying the S^. But, actually, we are limited by the condi-
Cr

tion that —^ must always remain positive, so that, if by any varia-
dj.

tion of the S^ the stress in any bar becomes zero and changes to stress

of the opposite kind, its working stress d at the same instant is

changed in kind, which not only involves a change in the sign of d,

but also a change in its value if different working stresses in tension

and compression be used. Thus, V is expressed by a discontiniious

linear function of the k independent variables S^, the discontinuity of

which occurs only when some bar stress becomes zero. Such a func-

tion has a minimum only at a point of complete discontinuity, that

is, where the variation of the arbitrary stresses S^ causes 7c bars to

pass simultaneously through zero stress, whence the conclusion

:

The least material is required in a framework of given figure to

resist a given loading with prescribed intensities of stress in its mem-

bers, for some distribution of stress which makes zero the stress in as

many bars as are superfluous.

That is:

A statically determined framework of included figure is the most

economic form of a framework of given indeterminate figure for the

support of a given loading.
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A simple and much more objective proof of this same fact, on the

same basis, due to Professor George F. Swain, will be found in the

article in the Technology Quarlerly, before mentioned. But, it may be

objected that both these proofs are based on the simple rule of design

^ = — , whereas posts are usually designed by more complicated

formulas. Now, it can easily be shown that the change in volume of a

given framework due to a slight change d 8^ in the stress in one of the

superfluous bars i of the framework, indejDendently of all others, is

expressed by
/=m oi (t) 7

where 8j.= (pj- [Aj) expresses the relation between the section area of a

bar and its stress and 0' is the rate of change of cp. Now, providing

that 4)'j> {A^) in no case diminishes numerically as A increases, that is,

providing that a post never gains less in strength for a given increase

in its area as the area increases, d V will not change its sign from

negative to positive during continuous variation, and therefore chang-

ing Si so as to make d F negative, that is, so as to diminish the total

volume of material employed, will continue to diminish that volume

until a point of discontinuity is attained where some bar's section is

reduced to zero. As before, we reach the conclusion that as many bars

as are superfluous must have their sections reduced to zero for most

economic proportions. But the condition as to post formula on which

this conclusion is founded is true of all formulas of the Gordon-

Rankine type, those almost universal in practice; therefore, the con-

clusion as to the superior economy of an included statically determined

design holds, under the present standard rules of design.

We may note a further consequence, relating to stiffness. Any

change in the positions of the joints, therefore the deflection of any

framework, is completely defined by the strains of the bars left after

excluding in any way as many bars as are superfluous (see page 365).

That is, the deflection of any indeterminate framework from a state of

no stress under no load (the common supposition) , to its actual state

of stress under a given load, is precisely the same as that of any of the

determined frameworks of included figure, which we may design to

carry the same loading with the same intensities of stress in the corre-

sponding bars. But at least one of these latter frameworks would
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carry this load with less material in its bars (see page 368), and there-

fore be stiffer construction, since, with the same amount of material in

its bars, its deflections would be smaller.

Thus we see that a given loading can always be carried, with pre-

cisely the same deflections, with the same intensities of stress and with

less material in the bars, by a statically determined framework the

figure of which is included in that of the given indeterminate frame-

work, than by the given framework, which may be any whatever.

These same considerations, by simple modification, yield the same

result as applied to the cost of the material where difTerent materials

are used, as steel cable for tension members and rolled metal for com-

pression members.

What of the bearing of these facts? While it is true that they

hold strictly only for the case of a single loading, their weight for all

cases is very considerable.

" Frequently, perhaps usually in practice, someone loading or com-

bination of loadings determines the dimensions of almost all the prin-

cipal members of the framework, the members not thus determined

afi"ecting the total quantity of material employed but slightly. This is

particularly the case for large structures in which dead weight plays a

leading part, and where the total quantity of material employed is so

large that economy in this direction is particularly desirable. In such

cases one loading virtually rules the economic design, and our fore-

going results hold approximately true. The consideration of the effects

of changes in loading in these cases, although of great importance as far

as the strength of the structure goes, is of wholly secondary significance

from our economic point of view.
^^

With this quotation from the article in the Technology (Quarterly,

where all the foregoing will be found more fully explained as well as

illustrated, we will turn to the more general and new part of the sub-

ject, the exact design of indeterminate frameworks su^bject to several

different loadings.*

Perhaps the most readily comi^rehensible derivation and most simple

form of the equations whose solution furnishes an exact design of any

indeterminate framework of given figure subject to any given series of

loadings and under any given conditions of design, is the following :

As we have already noted on page 366, if, under any loading, 1, the

* The writer here desires to state his indebtedness to Professor Geor}?e F. Swain for
the suggestion of the possibility of such exact design, and, further, to acknowledge
many other valuable suggestions, as well as a eritical review of the present article, by
Professor Swain, under whom the writer first studied structures and learned to appre-
ciate the superiority of statically determined construction.
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stresses in the members be denoted by S^ then the unstrained length

of any superfluous bar i is shorter than the length of its line in the

given figure of the framework by

And if under any other loading, 2, the stresses in the same framework

are Sj- then the same quantity is given by

/ = "« & S'(i)L

But since the amount by which the unstrained length of any super-

fluous bar is shorter than the length of its line in the given figure of

the framework is not, by supposition, subject to change, through

change of loadings (or rather, of the stresses existing under them), we

will have, for each superfluous bar i, an equation of the form

or, in briefer form,

Now, whatever our rules of design may be, the section areas Aj- will

be definite functions, of some sort, of the stresses Sj- ; and the stresses

;S^ are in turn linear functions of the stresses S^ m the superfluous

bars through the equations

i = m i = m
Sj =S^ + 2 S; S'P Sj =Sjr -{-2 Si S'/), etc.,

where the Sj- are the stresses that load 1 would cause in the

statically determined framework composed of bars 1 to g and the

S. are the corresponding stresses which load 2 would cause in that

2

framework. Thus the equations shown are implicit equations of

necessary relations between the stresses -S", S^^
^
etc. , in the superfluous

bars i under the various loadings 1, 2, etc. For each superfluous bar i

and for each pair of loadings there is one such equation, that is, if there

be iV different loadings, for each bar i there will be iV— 1 such
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independent equations,* and if there be k superfluous bars in all, this

will give a total of k
(
If— 1) such independent equations between the

superfluous bar stresses ^S'^j, Si^, etc. But of these latter there are N for

each bar i, that is, the stress in the bar i under each one of the iVdifferent

loadings, and therefore in all there are kNot the superfluous bar stresses

>S'j|, S^^, etc., between which the above k (JV"— 1) necessary relations

subsist. It follows that the values of the S^ (and therefore the design

itself), possess a yfc
'"p'® degree of indetermination, that is, in general,

k of the Sj^ may be arbitrarily assumed, or the stress in each superfluous

bar under one loading may be arbitrarily taken, or, more generally,

any k further consistent relations between the stresses S^ may arbi-

trarily be set, and then a solution rigorously satisfying the given con-

ditions of design as expressed through the primary equations, directly

obtained. For, the solution of the equations under these circumstances

furnishes us the stresses S^ in the superfluous bars under all the given

loadings, thence at once all the stresses under the given loadings,

thence through the prescribed conditions of design all the section

areas, and finally thence, as j)reviously explained, the precise un-

strained lengths of the superfluous bars. But here a criticism is neces-

sary. The complete mathematical solution of such a set of equations

will, in general, consist of a considerable number of separate solutions,

not all of which may be real, and of the real solutions, some or all

of which may be inconsistent with conditions of design not expressible

in the equations. These will generally be conditions of inequality such

as that in the design thus obtained the most unfavorable demands

shall be those supposed most unfavorable in drawing up the equations,

and therefore the basis of those equations. For example, the rule of

design being that each bar under its most unfavorable loading shall

have stress of a prescribed intensity, in drawing up the equations, the

most unfavorable loading for each bar must, in advance, be judged,

the equations drawn up accordingly, and then the solutions thus

obtained, which are real (and which will necessarily satisfy the condi-

tion that under the selected loading for each bar it has the prescribed

intensity of stress), must further be tested as to their satisfying the

suppositions as to most unfavorable loadings under which the equa-

* If two extremes of temperature were also to be considered, the effect would be
to double the number of loadiugs. Temperature may be taken into consideration by

Sf 8.

P + Tj. fj. for = - where tj- is the coeflacient of expansion.
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tions were drawn up. Frequently, none of the real mathematical solu-

tions, where these exist, will satisfy these conditions, and thus

limitations arise as to the arbitrary setting of stresses in the super-

fluous bars, or more generally, the arbitrary setting of k additional

relations between these stresses. Nevertheless, a A,-'"?!" infinity of

designs of an indeterminate framework of given figure, under given

loadings and subject to given conditions of design, is in general

possible. It remains for us first to note some of the consequences, and

second, to illustrate them by simple examples.

One will be most impressed, perhaijs, by the fact of the possible

multiplicity of exact and admissible designs of frameworks of given

figure subject to given loadings. Clearly, any one of these designs

will not necessarily be a good design, and, therefore, the fact that a

design for an indeterminate framework of given figure subject to

given loadings, rigorously fulfills the jarescribed conditions of

design is no indication whatsoever that the design in question is

to be approved. Some such designs will be far more economic than

others, that is, will require far less material ; some such designs will

be far stifi'er than others, or will have other points of superiority.

Our end is not simply to obtain any such design, but the best of such

But what is the best such design? Suppose we say that design

which is most economic of material is the best. The material in the

bars is expressed by

'T 4 I

/= ^ '

which is a function, through the prescribed conditions of design, of

the bar stresses S^, that is, finally, of the superfluous bar stresses S^.

We may determine mathematically the necessary relations for this to

be a minimum, make these the additional arbitrary relations and thus

obtain the most economic solutions. The most economic of these

economic designs will be that sought. Theoretically the way is clear.

And what will be the nature of this most economic design? No longer,

as in the case of design under a single loading, will it necessarily be

some statically determined framework of included figure. The fact

that the volume of material no longer is expressible on any basis of

design as a linear function of independent variables would alone
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suggest this, and illustrations may easily be found which conclus-

ively prove it. But, as will later be shown, this possible superiority

of an indeterminate design, which will only occur when a structure is

subject to very diverse principal loadings, and not at all, or in but

small degree, to large structures, the dead weight of which is prom-

inent, is never likely to be considerable, and only exists at all through

the neglect of temperature stresses to which the indeterminate

structure is subject where the determinate structure is not, and the

further neglect of all consequences of dimensioning and work in

erection of other than the most extreme accuracy, the neglect of any

lack of absolute resistance of all supports, and the neglect of any

yielding at the joints and set or other yielding under operation; all of

which must in practice exist, and considerably aflfect the indeter-

minate construction where they inappreciably aflfect the determinate.

Finally, simply as an interesting although perhaps not practically

important fact, it may be observed that by a combination of statically

determined designs, of figures included within that of a given indeter-

minate framework, or what the writer calls a multiple design, a series

of diflferent loadings can always be carried more economically with

determinate stresses than by even the most economic of single inde-

terminate designs of the given figure, so that the conclusion is abso-

lutely warranted that

:

" Statical indetermination in a structure is always to be regarded

as self-interference with efficiency."

Turning to the question of stiflfness, but little can be added to

what has already been said. Indeterminate designs subject to several

loadings will in general have deflections of a diflferent character from

those of any one of the determinate designs of included figure. It is,

therefore, impossible to set any basis of comparison that would not at

once be subject to much criticism. The writer will merely observe that

the comparisons between such structures, with which he is familiar,

have usually been made on most unfair bases, and some too generally

accepted conclusions, notably on the comparative stiflfness of three-

hinged and two-hinged or hingeless arches, are not justifiable. The

writer's own very limited but fairly equable comparisons show clearly

that no very marked superiority can be attributed to either type in

this respect, and that points of superiority in one are oflfeet by other
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points of superiority in the other, so that nothing but a debatable

conclusion in any case is possible. Some later illustrations will make

this clear. And in fairness it must be conceded that the fact that in

certain cases, in the attempt to secure static determination through

the use of certain devices, play has been introduced, most objection-

able in connection with loads moving at high speed, only shows the

defective character of the devices used, and in no wise attains the

principle the application of which does not necessarily involve the

use of these devices.

Lastly, what of the superior safety of frameworks with superfluous

bars? Since there are siiperfluous bars there are bars the ruptui'e of

which does not necessarily involve the failure of the framework, and

this is certainly an element of safety; but, generally, not every bar

may be regarded as a superfluous bar, so that in an indeterminate

framework the rupture of some bars would not less necessarily involve

the failure of the structure than in the case of a determinate frame-

work. Finally, even of the bars the omission of which would leave

the remaining portion statically determined, and, therefore, which,

from this point of view, are not essential, some, perhaps many, will

be of such actual importance in the structure that their removal

would result in serious overstrain of some of the remaining bars, and

thereby failure; while of those still remaining the sudden rupture

of some and the accompanying shock would be fatal to the structure.

The superior safety due to the use of superfluous bars is evidently

very limited; and, when we note that the statically determined

structures require less material to satisfy the same conditions of

design, it becomes questionable whether for equal amounts of

material the determinate design, which would then have lower unit

stress than the indeterminate design, would not, therefore, be at least

as safe.

Turning from these general considerations let us examine a little

more closely the equations through the solution of which exact

designs are to be obtained. The implicit and symbolic form in which

we have stated them gives them a most deceptive appearance of

simplicity which is very far from corresponding with facts. In

explicit form we should find each equation to consist of a series of

terms in the form of fractions, each fraction having for numerator a

linear function of the variables Si, but for denominator a linear or
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higher degree function of the variables, according to the complexity

of the rules of design used, and, very likely, it would not be a whole

integral function. The simjalest possible rule of design, making

the section areas simply proportional to the greatest stress borne

—

which is the common rule for tension members—makes the denomi-

nator linear in terms of the variables Sj. But the introduction of post

formulas of the Gordon-Rankine type, now generally used, at once

would introduce fractional functions of the variable into the denom-

inator. Now, these equations in fractions have a most delusive appear-

ance of simplicity. Only when we have accomjilished their reduction

to whole integral equations, a very considerable although theoretically

simple undertaking in itself, are we able to form some conception of

what is involved in obtaining a solution. Then we discover that we

have a series of simultaneous equations of higher degree than the first

between numerous unknowns. The indetermination having been

removed by the introduction of suitable arbitrary relations, by per-

fectly well-known methods of elimination, these equations are event-

ually reducible to a single equation with one unknown, the solution of

which then by numerical methods (for, of course, we are dealing

with equations with known numerical coefficients), offers no theoretic

difficulty; but practically in any actual case the work involved would

be appalling. And then the solutions obtained may prove worthless,

as they may not be consistent with the supi:)ositions on which the

equations were drawn up. The number of such possible supi^ositions

will generally be very considerable, and it may well happen that many

trials will be necessary before admissible solutions will be found, thus

multiplying the labor many times; and, if we wished to be complete

in our mathematical solution, all the possible suppositions should be

examined, making an undertaking from which even the bravest cal-

culator might well recoil.

In order to give a conception, even though faint, of the appearance

of one of the primary equations when written explicitly, but simply

and in fractional form, such an equation for the bar i, when there are

only the two different loadings 1 and 2, and when the basis of design is

simply ^ = — , is given, as follows:
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2 '-^^ + 2 '-i^

i^'H

b = .

2
6„ S\!^^ *§',/') /. + 3^ d, ^',w S'(^) I,

"i i = h ' "2 i=h

-\-{S(h+l\ '^(/t+ l)2)

-\-

b = c

b

d, iS',pf I, +'¥
El Si^

1 E, {S,^^ + 2 S,^ S',r) e = d E,{S,^ +2^ ^V''^)

4- (^.1 - ^,„p

6 = c

6= ]
e=d

6, S'm ^'/') l^

0.

Here, it is supijosed that bars b, (b — 1 to c), and tlie particular super-

fluous bar i for whicli the equation is written, have their greatest

stresses under the loading 1, while the bars e, {e — d to g), have their

greatest stresses under loading 2. This equation is still in abbre-

viated and symbolic form, being only written in part and shortened

by the use of the symbol 2. Kemember that for each remaining of the

Jc superfluous bars there is a similar equation. These equations

cleared of fractions would each be of the (w — k + 1) degree in the

/S^, that is, of degree one higher than the number of bars in the frame-

work not superfluous. Had there been iV different loadings instead

of but two there would have been not simply k such equations but

k {If— 1) such equations, as previously pointed out. But this is not

all. These equations were drawn up on the supposition that certain

bars had their greatest stresses under loading 1, the others their

greatest stresses under loading 2. We may or may not find solutions

consistent with this, and, in any case, to be complete we should

investigate all other possible cases which are 2™ in number, that is,

we should investigate, perhaps solve, 2'" such sets of k equations.

But had we iV" loadings instead of only two, this number of possible
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cases for investigation would have been further and greatly increased.

So it will be seen that a complete, exact, mathematical solution, even

on the simplest possible conditions of design, involves great labor,

very rapidly increasing as the number of bars in the framework

increases. The justness of the statement, made earlier, that the

exact method was not to be thought of for use in practical designing,

will now be j^erceived, and it is thought that the illustrations following

will amply confirm this. But since exact methods are not applicable

in practice, and the tentative methods of the past will continue to be

used, and at best can never give better than most imperfect results,

the impossibility of benefiting through the use of indeterminate

designs, of even their theoretically possible advantages, will be clear;

a final and fatal fact for the adherents to such construction. If ever

an ideal has been completely vindicated by increased knowledge it is

certainly that of the statically determined construction of frameworks.

IijTjTJSTRATions of Design op Indeterminate Frameworks under

MxjLTiPiiE Loadings.

Let it be required to design a frame- ^^ ^^ij,

work of . the form and dimensions shown Vjo ft ip ft. x
in Fig. A, so that it shall support either FiG.A.

the pull P in a horizontal direction, thus ^S^ or the weight^
Fig. B.

TF, thus ^,^,/]\,uu so that each bar, under its most unfavorable load.

Fig. C.

shall have stress of the mean intensity of 5 tons per square inch.

Denoting the diagonals by the numbers 1 and 2, respectively, and the

vertical Jdl:!, by the number 3 {.see Fig. D), and calling the loading
FiG.D.

with the horizontal pull the loading P, and the loading with the verti-

cal weight the loading TF, let us suiapose that in the bars 1 and 2 the

maximum stress occurs under the loading P and in the bar 3 under

the loading W, so that

s, s., s,

1 +5 2 —5 3 —

5

the bar 1 being designed under tensile stress and the bars 2 and 3 under

compression.
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Treat bar 3 as the superfluous bar. Then unity tension in it would

cause compression of 0,707 in each of the bars 1 and 2 or 'Sidli^

S'l = S'2 = — 0.707 (see Fig, E). The apex of the triangle sinks more

under the load TFthan under the pull P by

EA,
^ EA^ ~ ^ 3p - ^iw^ LA,

and, noting the values of S', I and A, this gives the simple relation

Ol Si <Sj S; S> Oq

S, —S.f
—Sq

'p ^p V
Now, S^p^ S^^ + S\ S^p =4-0. 707P — 0.707*S'3^

'^i.r = \^ + 'S'l S,^ = - 0. 707 W- 0. 707^3^

^^p = \p + -^'2 ^sp = -0.707P - 0.707^3^

'S^,^ = S, ^S',S,^ = - 0. 707W- 0. 707^3^
"w

so that the relation may be written

i'-'S3^ P + S,^ S,^

or, clearing of fractions,

2 P ^3^ + (2 P TT- P^ + ^==3^) >S3^ + P'\-S\ =
which is a quadratic equation in S, and a cubic in S, . We observe

the following relations

:

If S-i^ — 0, then S-i = 0, the bar 3 having zero area.

If S.^^= ±P, then S,^^=— W, either bar 1 or bar 2 having zero area.

p
US, =0, then So — — W 4- -rr, bars 1 and 2 being of the sameip ' A^r 2

p
area and bearing together -^' whereby their junction sinks the full

allowable strain of 3.

We note that -S'3 is the primary stress in bar 3, since it does not

vary with P, and the primary stresses in 1 and 2 are — 0. 707 S-^^

It will be seen that the bar 3 can only be used to advantage when

TF'is greater than P, which we will suppose to be the case.

Since 1 and 2 are most efficient in resisting P we have supposed

them designed under P, while 3, which is only efficient in resisting W,
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w^e have supposed designed under W. Thus we must satisfy the

inequalities

S\p^S\

S^o ^ S^„ and also

s\>
The latter pair of inequalities are necessitated by the primary

stresses.

A consequence of this last pair of inequalities is that S"'^^ ^ ( -q )

SO that is the volume of material in the bars 1 and 2

Wehave«V+l?53. (750

under these circumstances, and is constant. For economy then, we

must so choose S^ within the above limits that, while satisfying the

remaining inequalities, S^o„ shall be as small as possible.

Let us take W = 100 tons, P = 60 tons, and assume S^p = 25 tons.

^^)=0, whence ^3^ =-37.6

± 28.2 = — 9.4 tons, or — 65.8 tons, of which the former is excluded

by the condition S'^
,

>• ^S'^g .

Taking the solution of S^^ = — 65.8 tons, we obtain the following:

With no load, S^^S^^ — 17.67 tons,

xS's = + 25 tons.

With loadP = 60 tons, Sip = + 24.75 tons,

S2p = — 60. 10 tons, S.^p = + 25 tons.

With load W= lOO tons, a?,^ =— 24.18 tons,

S.,^ = — 24.18 tons, S. = — 65.8 tons.

60.1024 75
The section areas are: (bar 1) —^ = 4.95 sq. ins., (bar 2)

= 12.02 sq. ins., and (bar 3)
-65.8

13.16 sq. ins.

The volumes are: (bar 1) 840.0 cu. ins., (bar 2) 2 039.8 cu. ins., (bar

3) 1 579.2 cu. ins., a total of 4 459 cu. ins.
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Cousider the following comparisons:

The statically determined form
^
y]^ has areas (bar 1) 16.97 sq.

ins., (bar 3) 20 sq. ins.; and volumes (bar 1) 2 879.8 cu. ins., (bar 3)

2 400 cu. ins., a total of 5 279.8 cu. ins.

The statically determined form XX has areas (bars 1 and 2) each

14.14 sq. ins. ; and volumes (bars 1 and 2) each, 2 400 cu. ins., a total of

4 800 cu. ins.

But the combination or "multiple" form X^^ ^^^ ^ ^"'^ vtJL.

for W— P has areas (bars 1 and 2) each 8.48 sq. ins., and (bar 3) 8 sq.

ins. ; and volumes (bars 1 and 2) each 1 440 cu. ins.
,
(bar 3) 960 cu. ins.

,

a total of but 3 840 cu. ins.

This illustrates clearly how the indeterminate form may be more

economic than any single included determinate form, yet not as

economic as a combination of determinate forms.

The second value of S (— 9.4 tons), excluded by the condition

<S'^3^ S'^^y, appears in the solution correctly as one of the answers to

the unrestricted problem. This partial exclusion of solutions, as pre-

viously noted, would usually occur in problems of this descrijition,

and often not even one of the solutions would be admissible under the

limitations prescribed.

Thus, in this case, S^^ being tension and S^^ being compression, the

condition S'l^ ^ '^^iw ^^7 ^® written S^^^ — *S'i„.; whence P — S^^

^ TF + S.^^ The limiting value of this relation is P — W — S^^

= S^ , or, in this case, 40 + *S[j^ = — S^^^. If we substitute this in

the equation

p +

this be(
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relation between S^^^ and S.^^^ and put ^-3- = 0, we obtain the con-

dition

^3. = 4-(j-^) or, in this case, S,^= -^ ^ S,^ )'

and substituting this in the equation of relation between S^p and S^^^

we obtain the quintic

Si + 540-S* + 28 SOO^Sg'^— 1 296 0005|^— 30 240 0005.^^ + 777 600 000

= 0.

One root is S.^p= + 19.168, and the corresponding (minimuiA) value

of -S3 is /S3 , = — 65. 14, which gives only slightly more economy

than S-ip = + 25.

Thus far we have examined only the case of bars 1 and 2 with

maximum loads vmder P, and bar 3 with maximum load under W, and,

moreover, the suppositions Syp > 0, S,p < 0, .^3^ < 0. These latter

were not, perhaps, necessary, but apparently are essential to economic

solutions. On the other hand, although the argument that the bars 1

and 2 should have their maximum loads under P for a most economic

design looks reasonable, it may be misleading, so let us examine some

further cases.

A,s a second case suppose bar 1 to have its maximum stress under

W (instead of under P), bar 2 having its maximum stress under P,

and bar 3 its maximum stress under W as before. Here we will

suppose Sij^ < 0, S.^p < and S^^ < 0, so that the bars are all

designed under compression. The equation is

or, replacing S^p, Si^ S,p and S,^ by their values in P, W, S^^p

and S^^,

P + w- S,p+ S,^ P-W+ S,p- S,^
,

S,p- s.
= 0.

w+s,^. P + S,p ' s,^

which, cleared of fractions, gives

ws\p + (p Tr+ p ^3^- ws,^ - s\^) s,p +
(p2 _ p Tr+ W) S,^ _ (P _ 2 TF) S\^ + ^=^3^ = 0,

which is a quadratic in S^p and a cubic in S^^ Now, we have in

this case
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A =^ = '^^^
sq. ins. ^1 = 12 X 14. 14 ins.

. ^2p 0.707 (P + .5, p)A=^ = ^^'
sq. ins. /2 = 12 X 14. 14 ins.

o a
^3=-^= —^sq. ins. ^3 = 12 x 10 ins.— 5 5

Total volume = Aili + A.l^ + A^l^==2i {F + W+ S-^p).

It is clear that for economy we must aim to make S^^ as small as

possible while satisfying the inequalities S\^ > .S-^, S%p > S\^^
« Sjp> 'S'^sp. The first two of these conditions combined require

^2p>S\p, since 8^^ = S.^^^ necessavilj; and thence follows that

Ssj,> 0. Since 8.,^ <0,-S,p>- S,^, or P— W+ 8,^ — S^^>0.

IfP + ^3, = TF+^3^,then ^+^'|-+^^^ ^
^^^-'^^3^

^0;

Jf p
whence S, = F ^rrp-

—

^ = + 15 tons, So = — 25 tons.

Now, S^ — S^ diminishes with S-^ at these values, and they alone

satisfy F Jf. 8^^ — W— 8^^ = 0. Thus, if P+ ^^3^ — TF— ^S'g > 0,

then 8^ > F At the limit we may take ^3^ = P

= 15 tons, and this is the least allowable value of 8^ in this case.

The corresponding values are:

S,^=F- W-{-8,p = -25 ions,

8,^ = ^2^ =Si„ = - 0-707 (P + 8,p) = - 53.02 tons,

8ip= 0.707 {F — 8sp) = + 31.81 tons,

A^ = A. = 10.60 sq. ins.,

A^ = 5 sq. ins.

,

Vol. bar 1 = vol. bar 2 = 1 800 cu. ins.

,

Vol. bar 3 = 600 cu. ins.

Total volume of bars = 4 200 cu. ins., which is a considerably

more economic design than that of our first case. We note that,

since A^ = Ao 8^ = -|- 15 tons is also the primary stress in bar 3.

As a third case, suppose bar 1 has its maximum stress under P,

but bar 2 has its maximum stress under W, and bar 3 has its maximum

stress under W as before. In this case 8^, > 8^^^,
8^2-ffr ^ '^^2p>
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Since S,^ = S,^, S\^ > S%; whence ^3^ < 0, .9,^ > and

>S3^ < 0. This latter follows from -S',^>— S, ^, or P— ^S^^> TF + ^3^^

and 5^3^> ,9%.

Now, if we suppose 82^^ = S^^ < 0, then the equation would be

+
ip ^3)|r

'^Ir. ^-'-nr 'S-i

s.
which we may write 1 — -^— — -;^— -|- -k— = 0. Since the terms

*^lp '^2jy ^-iy^.

following the first are numerically less than unity by supposition,

this equation asserts that 1 + f >> 0) ± (
< 1 ) + (> 0) = 0, which is

impossible.

If we suppose S^ = S^ > 0, then the equation would be

^^.-
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Here A^ = A.2, and consequently S^ is the primary stress in 3.

' —

5

o 5

24 (2 W + 'S'ajj.) cu. ins. This will be a minimum for S-^^ a minimum.

Now, from .§'2^, > *S% follows W + 'S3^,,> P+*S'3^, or ^3^^, > P —

W+ S,^, or TF+ S,^ - ^V > P- But -^—" + ^T^.^ +
o o

-^Z^rs^ = gives (TF+ ^3^ - -^sp) ^5.^ + W S,^ = 0; whence

P S,^ + TF-S'3^ > 0, since ^3,^ < 0. This gives S,^ > - ^ 'S'a^;

whence ^3^>^ - W- ^S,^^., or S,^^.> W^^, ov S,^^.> -25.

At limit -S'3jj^ =— 25 tons (minimum), -S'g = -f- 15 tons, *S'j^ = + 31.81 tons,

^2^= ;S',^,= .Sij^^— 53.02tons; Ai = A., = 10.60 sq. ins., A.^ = 5 sq. ins.

Total volume = 24 (200 — 25) = 4 200 cu. ins., which is identical with

the most economic design of the second case.

We might consider further cases in which bar 3 was designed under

the load P, but it seems sufficiently evident that these could not be

economic designs and need no study.

The final conclusion is that in the most economic design all bars

have their maximum stresses under the vertical load, and one of the

bars has the same stress under the horizontal pull, a result somewhat

different from that anticipated at the outset.

As a last study, suppose it were required that the frame should

support any one of the three loadings /f\ ,^/^T\ /\\ > then

solutions of the first three of these preceding cases would not in

general apply, since they are non-symmetrical. But solutions of the

last of the cases preceding evidently would apply, since they are

symmetrical, and the most economic solution will be the same here as

there. That is to say, the design with A^ — A, = 10.60 sq. ins.,

J.3 = 5 sq. Ins., and having a volume of 4 200 cu. ins., and a primary

stress in the vertical of + 15 tons, is the most economic design for the

three loadings as shown. This is as economic as the best design for

the smaller number of loadings, but usually the economic design for

the smaller number of loadings will be the more economical, and,

evidently, it will never be the less economical.
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This example, perhaps the simplest that could be selected in the

design of indeterminate frameworks subject to multiple loadings, will

furnish a conception of the difficulty, or rather the laractical impos-

sibility, of any general application of such analysis. Here, for single

solutions independent of limiting conditions, the solution of quadratic

equations was necessary, in one of the cases the solution of a quintic

was involved in the determination of economic proportions, and last,

biit perhajis not least, the examination of numerous cases of defining

loadings together with puzzling questions in connection with limiting

conditions, had to be gone through with before the most economic

design was found and established as such. In any other case the

work of this case (which is hardly more than outlined here), and the

difficulties would be multiplied many fold. The equations would be

of much higher degree and simultaneous, the different cases of defining

loadings to be examined would be far more numerous, and the con-

sequences of the limiting conditions would be infinitely more complex

and difficult to trace out. In problems of a practical descrijition the

quantity and complexity of the work would be such that it is safe to

regard it as prohibitive.

Illustration of the Design of an Indeterminate Arch Under

Several Loadings.

As a second example consider the two-hinged arch shown in

Fio- 1 ' , , ,

The dimensions of I y<r^^^^^^/^I'^Q^^^
'

the arch areas follows: 12' y^^ '^^ io+~^^\. <K 13'

Span, 40 ft., divided
\ X^^^'' ^?\\

i

into four parts of 10 ^''''"^'^r"
^^ >^^^^

ft. each by the upper '^ iiG.l. \y

chord, the rise being 12 ft., and the quarter points being on the

parabola through the vertex and the sujiports. The middle tie is

10 ft. long and 5 ft. from the vertex and all other dimensions follow

as shown.

The arch being symmetrical, it is most desirable to denote corre-

sponding bars in a clear manner, which has been done by giving each

symmetric pair the same letter, and following it with I or r in sub-

script to distinguish the bars on the left from those on the right.
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The middle bar, which

alone has no duplicate,

has been denoted by

the single letter z (see

rig. 2).

The bar z -we will treat

as the superfluoixs bar.

The stresses 5'„ ,S\, ,etc.,

due to a tension of unity in

z, are as shown in Fig. 3.

We will suppose only

the three upper chord

joints to be points of

loading, neglect dead

weight, and consider the

various loadings formed

by applying the same

vertical load P to any

one or more of the three

points. Denoting the

single loadings by Z, G

or jR, according as the

load is on the left, center

or right joint, we have

in single and combined

loadings the eight cases,

L, C, R, LC, CR, LR,

LCR,and. "no loading,"

but of these L and i? an d

LC and CR form sym-

metrical cases, reducing

the loadings reqiiiring

separate consideration to

six if we confine our-

selves to symmetric de-

signs. And only two of

these loadings, in addi-

tion to the case of "no
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loading, "require separate calculation, since the others can be obtained

through suitably combining these.

The stresses under these various loadings occurring in the statically

determined form, that is to say, the three-hinged arch remaining

when the middle bar z is omitted, are shown in Figs. 4, 5, 6, 7

and 8.

It will be observed that the stresses of Figs. 6, 7 and 8 are

obtained from Figs. 4 and 5 simply by addition.

Denoting the stresses under load C (Fig. 4) by >S'„, S,^, S^, tS\j and S^,

simply, we find that the stresses under load E (Fig. 5) may be very

conveniently expressed in terms of these, and similarly for all the

other loadings (Figs. 6, 7 and 8).

Moreover, comparing Fig. 3 with Fig. 4, we also note relations

such that if the tension in z were + -f*» then the stresses, in terms of

those in Fig. 4, would be as shown in Fig. 9. Therefore, for con-

venience in the following we will express all stresses in terms

of P, which may be

omitted from the equa-

tions, but which must

be taken into consider-

ation when we come

to numerical computa-
,

.

Volumel8.166^ 5.357^ 1.913-|'30.1T4^ 15.8C«^ 143.830^
tions. 6 d 6 6 6 o

Fig. 10 shows the maximum bar stresses of the three-hinged

arch together with the loads under which they occur. The bar

volumes and total which would correspond to this as a design are

also given. We have to find what economy over this can be secured

through introducing the middle bar z and making the design inde-

terminate.

In order to enable us to form a concej^tion of the changes

in stress in the indeterminate design, it will be of service to

know the changes dz in the middle bar distance under the various

loadings in the case of this determinate three-hinged design;

for the indeterminate design certainly will have somewhat similar

S' SI
proportions. The shortening of the distance z is d z = 2 -=j

.

Now the areas are the maximum stresses as given in Fig. 10

divided by the working stress; the quotients being taken posi-
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77' 9' /

tive. Or we may write — S z = 2 S -^,— . In Fig. 11 are the
6 '^max

S' I.

values of -^-— witli the signs of the *S'', and by aid of these the values of
*-* max

E E— d z were calculated for all the loadings as shown. The range oi — 8 z

exceeds 60. When the bar z is introduced, that must be so resistent as

to reduce the range oi — 8 z within 20 since ^ being 10 ft. long, 8z may

not varv more than 10 -g, either way from its mean." E
Now if we consider the stresses as shown in Figs. 4 to 8, and their

modification through introducing a bar z, by aid of the stresses shown

in Fig. 3 or Fig. 9, and in the light of this last data as to the character

of the variations 8 z, we see readily that for greatest economy of

material in the bars b, c and e the stress in z under L or R must

be equal but opposite

in sign to that under

LG or CM, and simi-

larly under L R equal

but of opposite sign to

that under C. There- ^°^'^ ^ CRorLR EorL LCR LR S=P
, ^, . ^ ^-52; -13.756 +10.328+24.084+34.413+ 48.168+ 53.587
fore the primary stress

in z should be equal but of opposite sign to that in z under the

full load LCR. This requires that with | P ou each point the

bar z shall be free from stress. The greatest stress in z, and

therefore the material used in z in making its greatest strain but —

,

would also be least for this condition of design, so that it seems prob-

able that this will furnish a, if not the, most economic, indeterminate

design. Only the volumes of the bars a and d would be favored by

further increasing the resistance of z under the loading LCR, and it

does not seem probable that gains there would offset the consequent

losses by the bars h, c, e and z. We will therefore seek the particular

solution for which the stress in z would be zero with ^ P on each point,

therefore, for which the stress in z under the various loadings gives the

following relations -.8^ —- S, = — -S' . = — S. =^ S,^ say, (Fig. 5

corresponding to loading R), S^^^=— S^^= S^ say, and S^^^^^ = — S,^

(the jjrimary stress) = S^ say.

We ai'e now confronted with the question : Under what loadings
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will tlie bars probably have tlieir maximum stresses ? It would seem

likely that, as in the three-hinged arch, a and d have their greatest

stresses under LCR; b, c and e under R and L {CR and L C); and z,

judging by the data of Fig. 11, under LR (and G). We will, therefore,

first proceed on this basis. This gives the exj^ressions for the section

areas A, and the Figs. 4 to 9 enable us to write the stresses as follows:

- 9'

<^LCR

6

A - ^^

^<^LR
=-\S,{4:-lS,) S,^^ =_ 15^(6- 7.%)

^^r. = + ^-^,(22 4- 75,) S, = + \S,{'lO + lS,)
'LR TR

= - i.9,(2 + 35,) S, =-1^,(14-5,)

Saa = + iSa{^ - 75,) S,^^^ = + i5„(6 - 75^)

5,^ = + A-5,(10 + 75,) 5. = + 1^-0-5,(15 +75^)
*" ICR

Sc, = + ^15,(4-75,) 5 =4-15,(6-75,)

Sa^ = + i5,(4 - 75,) 5,^^^
= -I- i5,(6 - 75,)

Se^ = + ^5,(2 4- 35,) 5,^^^
= + §5,(1 + 5,)

Sa, = + 15,(2-1-755) 5, = + ^.9^12 _ 75,)
iR rcR

5. = -f A-5,(5 - 75,) 5, =_,V%(5-75,)
IR rcR

Sc^^ =4-1 5,(2 4- 75,) 5,^^^
= - ^5,(2 + 75,)

5,,'' = 4- i5,(2 -f 75,) s'^ = 4- ^5,(24 - 75,)
iR rcR

5, =4- i5,(l — 35,) 5, = — 15,(1 — 35,)
R ^CR
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We suppose the coeflficient of elasticity to be the same for all bars,

therefore, between any two loadings, as L CR and (no loading), we

have equations such as S ^'(^LCR—^o) I

= 0. "Writing these for the

three jjairs of symmetric loadings LCR and 0, R and C R, and L R and

C, we have

—

-1 ^S'i^''\cE-

26 ^ A
S,{7 + 7^,) l„, ^9S,S,l,

4 -I- 2<Ss "^ 75 + 35>^5
"^ —12 + 14^5

+

7SA1S + 7S,)1, SS^l S,l,

52 + 14^^ '^ 1 + S,'^ S^
~^

_1 S'{S^-S^,^)l^S,{-2 + 7.%) I, 7SJ5-\-7S,)l, 7S,{-2+7S,) I,

2d^ A — 4 + 2^s
+ 75 + 35S^ + —12+14^5

7S„i—2 + 7*S:,) l^i ,
.S',(l + 3^5) I,

,
S,l,

52 + US, +
1 + ^%

+-^-«

^'(^^^ So) ^_ -^alS + 7,^,) k .
7^.(10 + 7^,) I,

26 A — 4

7^^(-4 + 7^,)Z,

-12 + 14-^5

2S^
+

75 + 35*%

+
'S,{9 + 7.S',) I, S,{2 + ?,S,) I,

,

52 4-14-9« "^ 14"^% ^^

Now, if to the first of the above equations we add twice the second

and then subtract the third, we obtain the simple relation Sg + 2*S'5 —
Sj = 0. This we might otherwise have perceived from the following

reasoning: The loading i i? is obtained by adding to the loading

JP, |P, iP the loading iP,—iP, hP. The loading L CR is obtained

by adding to the loading \P, hP, ^P, the loading \P, hP, ^P. And

half the difference of these additive loads (viz., J [{\P,— IP, IP)— [hP,

IP, \P)] = (0, — iP, 0), added to \P, hP, IP gives the loading JP, 0,

JP which would cause the same strain of z as the loading 0, 0, P or

loading R. This is a check of the above equations.

Substituting in the second and third of these equations -S!^ + 2S^ for

S-, and clearing of fractions in /.S'g we get

2^aS\+

(56.% + 160) a

+ US,{-2 + 7S,)l,

+ US,{-2^7S,)l,
•+ 286; L

S\+

(320*85 + 208) a
-\-{28.%+52)S,{-2 + 7S,)l,

+ (4*% + 4)7.8,(-2+7*%)/,
L+ 160.% 4

416.S: a
104.s; ,S'„ (— 2 + 7.%) l,^

+ 56.S- *% (- 2 + 7S,) l^

+ 208.% 4
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where a
;

and

7S, (5 + 7^,) /„ 7.S; (_ 2 + 7.%) /, ^, (1 + 3^,) I,

75 + Z5S, ' -12 + 14^5 1 + 'S'5 '
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approximately the solution sought. From these values of <% and S^

we get ^'7 = 'S'g + 2.% = — 0.420.

T. . .1 • • '"^"c,.
= - ^- ^% (-i + 7 X 0.420) = - k S^ X 6.940

But this gives us '^lr '^ "
^

S^^ = — i
,g^ (6 + 7 X 0.049) = — \S^ X 6.343

or S'^ > S-^ which is contrary to our supposition that c has its

maximum stress and is designed under the loading R. All other bars

have their maximum stresses as supposed. We must therefore sub-

-^^ for its previous value, rewrite our equations andstitute A„ =

solve again. This affects only one denominator of our equations

(page 391), which thus changed become (the last two only being

written),

^ 2 ^'(^R-^Ck)^ - Sai-^+^^^)^a ,

7>y,(5 + 7.S;)^,

2 6 A ~~
4. + 2S^

"^
75-\-S5S^

7 S^ (- 2 + IS,) I IS^ (_2+ 7.%)^ .9^(1+3.%)/^ S^
^^

—8+14^7 "^ 52 + 14.S^^ 1+A% "^ S,

27^
Sc)l^ S^{^ + TS,)l^ 7S,{10+7S,)l, 7S^4

A ~ 4+2^g '^ 75+35.S; ^ 2

7 .9^ (9 + 7 S,) l^ S^ (2 + 3 S,) l^

52 + 146'5 "^ 1 + ^^g
+ 4

Making the substitution S^-\-'2, S-^ for ^S^ and clearing of fractions

in -S'g as before, we obtain two equations, the first a biquadratic, the

second a cubic in >SL. We have

r392 a' -1

!_— 686 ;S; ^J
^ 8 +

'(1568 .% + 2016) a'

-49(28^5+80)^,/,

+ 12Q{-2+78,)Sj^

+ 196(-2+7.S'5).9^/,

+ 392 S-^ l^

(1568 S\ + 8512 -8-5 + 1632) a'

-49(160^5+104)^,;,

+ (784<%+616) (- 2 + IS,) S^
l^

+ l{ll2S,+ 4i)){-2+lS,)SJ^

+ (784*%+ 2016) ^Sg/^
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' (8960 8^^+ 9088 *%— 1664) a'

— 10191 S^SJ^

+ (784S\ + 2688 S-- 416) (-2+ 7 S,)Sj^

-h 7(112 ^-^5+192 .S:,-32)(- 2+ 7>S'5)^^ /^

+ (4480 ^S; + 1632) .S'^ l^ _

(11648 S^ — 3328) S^ a'

+ (2912 ^, - 832) ^5 (- 2 + 7 S,) S^ l^

+ 7 (224 .% - 64) ^5 (- 2 + 7 S,) S^ l^

+ (5824 >.% — 1664) ^5/

=

where a = „^ , ^,r .-y
1 s 1 ?—i

—

o75 + 35 S^

and

28/3' ^3^+

160/5'

+28 r'

+ 98 ^„Z^

+98^^ Z^

+160 r'

+ 14(3+14.%)^^/^

+ 14(9+14 ^,)>^,Z^

+ 364 ^S'/

208 r'

+ 52(3+14>S,)^„/^

.+28(9+14.%).^,^,.

49 ;S. I ^ ..^ i^

^^"^" f^'=
75 + 35.% + r+^

3aS' 7^^ r'EE2a'+4.

Solving these equations just as in the preceding case we have the

following

:

If S5
S*„ + 4. S=B — 1-872 8„- 0.0309 ^- has root — 0.015

S^g f 6.891 S=8 +12.151 S^ + 3.378 = " " — O.S

S*. + 3.655 S^s + 0.8741 S"-^ — 1.3567 Sg— 0.3316 = has root — O.i

S^g + 6.761 S=8 +11-420 Ss +3.325 = " " — O.S

?5= -O.C
S*8 + 3.674 S^s + 0.9106 S" 1.3996 .S — 0.3033 =: has root — 3275

5^8+6.767,9=8+11-450 Sg +3.3

Graphically interpolating, we find aj^proximately -S'g

^8 = _ 0.2373, which gives S^^S^-\- 2-S'g = — 0.4353.

0.0990,
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Applying the formnlas for the bar stresses -written out on page

390 we obtain the series of stresses under the various loadings

shown here in figures 4a

to 8n and a (compare

figures 4 to 8, page 387).

But we observe that,

contrary to our sup-

positions, the greatest

stresses in the bars a and

d do not occur under

LGR but under GR
(and LC). Under this

latter loading the upper

chord stresses are 1^ to

2^% greater than under

the full loading. The

design is not, therefore,

admissible, but since it

is a close approximation

it will be of interest

to note the volume of

material it takes and

compare with that for

the three-hinged arch.

The section areas are

shown in Fig. 12, below

which are the bar vol-

umes. In spite of the

overstrain of the bars a

and d under the load-

ings CR and L C, the

economy is but some

4^2% over the three-

hinged arch (see Fig. 10,

page) 388.

We have now to solve on the supposition that all the bars except

c and z have their greatest stresses under the loadings GR and L G,

so that now
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We obtain tlirougli the formulas for bar stresses on page 390

the series of stresses under the various loadings shown here in

Figs. 46 to 8b and b.

This time the great-

est stresses all occur

under the loads as

assumed, and the solu-

tion here obtained is

therefore that sought.

The section areas

are as given in Fig. 13,

together with the load-

ings under which they

are designed. And be-

low are given the vol-

umes of the bars and

the total volume (com-

pare Fig. 10, page

388). The economy

thus obtained over

the three-hinged arch

proves to be but 3^ per

cent.

We may test the

work by computing the

shortening of the line

2 from its length

when the bars a, h,

c, d and e all have

zero strain. We have

S'l~8 z
6

2.^ S (if we

write S^^^ always +).

The values of

being as shown in Fig. 14,

given in Figs. 4i to 8b and i

S'l
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Subtracting from the others the value for J [LCR) when the bar z has

E
no strain, we obtain— times the actual strain of ^. This should be

o

±10 (more accurately ± /, which is somewhat less than 10ft.), for

loads LR and G, respectively, ± ^^ X 10 = ± 2.319 for R and CR,

respectively, and ± , X 10 = ± 5.361 for LCR and "no load,"

respectively. Even these, which are a trifle too large owing to the

value of I, used, check within -^0%, or within the jarobable error from

keeping but four significant figures in the calculations.

The normal or unstrained length of the bar z is its length under

the loading which makes its stress zero, that is i P on each jaanel

point. This length is (10 — 18.556 -^ ft.). Taking (J = 10 000 lbs.

per square inch, and E = 30 000 000 lbs. per square inch, this correction

is 0.00618 ft., the corrected length of z being 9.99382 ft. It is seen

that an error of a ten-

thousandth of a foot

would sensibly change

the strain, and the same

is true of the other bars.

^ , ,. ., Load C No Load CB R LCR LR }4{LCR)
To ensure the distnbu-

£5^+8.5,3^.13.198+16.343+30.871+23.912+28.540+18.556

tion of the stresses as " -9.984—5.358—2.314+2.315+5.356+9.984 0.000

here calculated, within, say, 1%, the bar lengths should all be calcu-

lated to five decimal places and single errors in the finished structure

should not much exceed a unit in the last decimal place. That is, the

bar lengths should be true to about one ten-thousandth of an inch;

certainly closer than to one-thousandth of an inch. And we must

further suppose no comparable yielding of joints or abutments.

The relative stiffness of the indeterminate design just obtained as

compared with that of the determinate (three-hinged) design is a

matter of much interest, since it is frequently claimed that the two-

hinged arch is stiifer than the three-hinged arch. If by -S'' we indicate

the stresses in the three-hinged arch due to a vertical load of unity

on any joint and by /S'the actual stresses in the bars under any given

loading, in either design, then 2 * ' will give the sinking of the

joint in question under the given loading. The values of >S' for load
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unity on the middle joint or on tlie right upper chord joint we readily

obtain from Figs. 4 and 5, the values of S we obtain from Figs. 4 to

8 and Figs. 4:b to 86 and b, and the values of A from Fig. 10 and

Fig. 13. We note that for the indeterminate design "no load" also

gives deflections, — 3.72 -^ at the middle joint and 4 6.19 -^^ at the

The deflections, corrected as above for the

indeterminate design and without the factor—^, are as follows:

side upper chord joints.

Load
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in z under R were slightly greater, tlie tension in z under G R would

be slightly less, A,, and Ag would be determined under the loading

CR and A^ and A^ would be determined under the loading LR. For,

consider the three equations between R and C R, L R and C, and R
and L R in the former case. Put S, = S. 4- z/.-„ S, = - S. + z/r,

S, = Sj+ J. and -S', = - S-, -|- //,, where z/- is +. Then

(J ^ 6
^ A

_ 7 ^„, (- 4 + 14 aS;, + 7J, - 7z?,;) (, _ 7 ^„, (6 + 14 ^gy + 7z?; - lA^) l^—
24 - 14 ^'5 + 14J^

~
24-14/^5 + 14Z/6

7^, (10 + 14^,+ 7^/^-7^6)4
,

7>S;(20+14>g-+7J,-7zy,)/,
"*

75 + 35 .S; + 35/^5
"^

75 + 35^5+ 35^5

7>S, (4-14>S5-7^5+7J,)4 1S,{8-\4.S,-1A,+1 A,)k
"^

8-14*S, + 14z/,
^"

8 - 14 iS, + 14//,

7^,(-4+14^5+7zJ5-7J,)Z„ 7>g„(18 + 14>S,+ 7//,-7//J/,*
48-14^5 + 14z/6

"•"
48 - 14 ^5 + Uz/g

/g, (2 + 6 >g-, + 8Z/5 - Sz/fi) /, aS, (4 + 6 .y^ + 3 z?^ - 3 z?,) l^

+
l + 'S^ + '^s

"^
l + '^5 + ^5

(2^,+^5-z/,;)/,
(
2^-+J^-z/j ^,^

>SV-z/,
+" ^,-zJ,

T^ A
7 >g, (5 + 7 ^,- 7 ^, + 7z/-- 7 z/5) /^

24-14^^+14z?6

7/g,, (5+ 7^,-7^,+ 7^,-7^5)/,
75 +35 ^'5 +35^/5

7 6; (2 - 7 /S; + 7 S.^- lA^ + 7 z/5) I,

+ 8-14^^7 + 14//,

76yil + 7>g,-7^, + 7^,-7//5)/,
"^

48-14,S'5+ 14z?6

Ag, (1 + 3^,- 3^5 + 3zf,-3z/5)4
"*"

l + '?5 + ^5

,

{S,-8,^A,-A,)l,

+

Remembering that the A are all very small, and noting the two

equations on page 396 and also the equation formed by their difference,

the equations just written may be reduced to:
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1 ^ S'{Sr-Scr)1 1 ^S'{Sli^Sc)1~6^ A --3^ A

24- M^,
=

^^zus;

^?S^ ^ ^^S
7>S,(-7J,+7^o-|f^;xl4J,)/, 7>g,(-7J,+7^,-14J,)/,

+ STli;^
+ 8-14^,

7^.(7^.-7A+^^;xl4./,)Z, ,^^^(,^^_,^^_18±14| ^ ,,^^^ ^^^

"^
48-14^, + 48314^^

+ ^=^
- +- T^

2S

= ^0

~V^ 3

_ 7S^,i7J, - 7J, - ^^\^f X 14J,) Z.

24-14*95

"^
75 + SS^S-s

7.g^.( - 7^, + 74 -
V5;lJf^

X 14J,) I,

+

14*^7

7*9,-

48 - US,7*9„(7zf,-7J5-^\+^f^J^^X 14^6)/,

48 - 14*93

1 + 3*9,-3*,%*9,(3J,-3J,-i^r^^^^X^,)4
"^

1 + S,'

+
S,

= 0.
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These are three linear equations between the four quantities //^, z/5,

Jg and z/7.

Putting in the numerical values of S^^, S,^, S^, S^i, S^, l„, I,,, I,., l^, Ig,

4, and of xSj and Sj, these equations may be reduced to the numerical

equations:

//^ + 4.26^5 — 5.29^6 = 1 ( Zl^= + lA/]y

^^ + O.82Z/5 + 0.09//^ — 3.2IJ7 = I which give \ J^ = + l.SJy

J^ — 3.92^5 — 0.18^6 + 3.90^7 = J |_
J^ = + 1.9z/7

Thus the zl are all + as stated. But this change then increases all

of the designing stresses S^ , S^, , S^ ,'S^, , S^ , and ^S'^ , and
^CR 'r ^ ^CR ^R ^

therefore increases the material used.

Now, consider the similar equations between the loadings R and

CR, LR and C, and R and LR in the second case, when Jg is — , and

a, h, d and e are designed under CR, and c and z under LR. We may

at once write them down in the second form, the change being simply

replacing J5 by — Jg and A^ by — /i-, where, in the brackets, these

have a fraction for a coefficient. We have:

1 ^ S'{Sr-Scr)1 1 ^ S' {Slr—Sc) 1

--6^ A ~T"^ A

24-I4-S5
' =

24-14*8-5'

7^.(7^5-7^6+ .^;X35^6)4
7.^.(7^7-7^.+ 11^^X35^6) 4+ ^+35-^5 + ^^^

4 - 14<S'
7^,(-7J5+7^e+Q3^^X 14^7)4 IS, [-1A,^1A,^\^A,)1,

+
8-14,S'7

"^
8-14-S^7

^ 7^.(7^5-7A+||^| X 14^6)^. ,^,^^^,^^_,^^_18+14|7^ ,,^^) ,^

48-14«S5 +^
48—14&'

48 - 14^,

;
(3//5-3.J6+^^^ +>^6) h 4+6-9.

+ \7--^5 ^,(3^7-3J,+ -:pi-^ X //6) ^.

1 + O5
I

'~r*-'o

+ % (AzAzMli^
^^7 "^ ^7

= =0
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~T^ A
•

_ 7^, (7J, - 7J, - ^^^^^^; X 14z/,) /,

24 - US^

5 + 7S,- IS,
,

75 + 356',.

75 + 355-.

7^, (- 7^, + 7J, + glYl^^^^ X 14/f,) 4
+ 8-14*9,

7^,(7//,-7^,_
^^+^_^^;J^^^

X 14^,) Z,

48-14&+

K-^5-'^^XA)4

These give three linear equations between the four quantities J^, z/j,

Jg and i^-, which may be reduced to the numerical equations

:

^5— 0. 687Jg— 0. 177/I
J
= 1

^4— 0.230^6— 0.313^7 = 1-
which give....

^5 + 0. 041^6— 0. 744^/7 = J

rj, = +0.78J, ^, =±^ ^6 = 4- 1.28^6

//,= +0.71J7

^4=+ 0.49^7

Thus the // are all of the same sign, or negative, and a, b, dand e have

their greatest stresses under CR, and c and ^ theirs under LB, as stated.

The changes in volume due to a change /l^ (increased compression in z

under CR) are:
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Volume of b increases S't, l,,/ie,— = 2.50^^ —

" c " S'LJy-= 2.85//.-

21.15//6^

2 (ft + c 4- ^) increases = 42.30z:/g —

^ " 4//7- = r2.80Jgi

" 2 (6 + c + e) + s increases 55.10//g —

Volume of a diminishes S'LJ^. — = 9.08/:/,; —

17.20Jgi

" " 2 (a + f^) diminishes = 34.40z/g —

Thus this variation also increases the material used, the saving of

material on the bars a and d being considerably more than offset by the

increased material in the bars b, c, e and z. Thus the indeterminate

solution Tve have found is at a point of discontinuity which is a point

of greatest economy. Now it is readily shown that a larger pnmary

stress in z is always less economic, and simple investigation shows

that the smaller the primary tension in z and therefore the greater its

greatest comisression, the less saved on the bars n and d compared

with that expended on the bars b, c, e and z. This solution is therefore

the most economic symmetric solution; and as investigation shows

that unsymmetric solutions are less economic than the symmetric, we

may conclude that the design obtained is the most economic solution

of the given two-hinged arch for the given loadings, on the basis of a

uniform greatest mean stress in designing.
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^ Now, the economic superiority of this most economic indeterminate

design over the simple determinate design (the three-hinged arch), is but

some 3h% (see page 397). Such a small saving, if all other things were

equal, would hardly be worth the labor of seeking; but we recognize

that, aside from the diflficulty of determining the design, other things

are not at all equal, for, to actually realize the stress distribution

calculated, so accurately as to really preserve the B^% advantage,

extremely accurate and therefore expensive work would be necessary,

and also very rigid and therefore expensive abutments. Then, once

constructed, no set may occur under use, or conditions would not be

maintained as supposed; and last, but not least, changes in tempera-

ture are not allowable since they would greatly change the stresses.

Thus, with ^ = 30 000 000 lbs. per square inch and d = 10 000 lbs.

per square inch, a change of 0.064 ft. in the sj)an would cause a stress

of P in the bar z, and the corresponding stresses in the remaining bars

6-
(see Fig. 3 or Fig. 9). With a coefficient of expansion of

-, nnn nnr,
1 uuu uuu

per degree Fahrenheit, 100° Fahr. would correspond to a change in

- 6i X 100 X 40 - , „ ^^^ ., 4 D . •
1span of "

-, nrtn nnn = ^-^ ^ 0.065 ft., OT -fo P stress m z, nearly.
1 UUU uuu

This result is shown in Fig. 15. And while 100° Fahr. change from

the mean (that is 200°

Fahr. range of tempera-

ture), may be excessive,

even if we take only half

that or 50° Fahr. change

(100° Fahr. range), we

get temperature stresses of half those shown in Fig. 15 which, by

comparison with those in Fig. 13, we see are some 45% of the greatest

stress in z, 21% of that in e, 20%' of that in c, 11% of that in a, 10% of

that in h, and %% of that in d. That these stresses, absent from the

three-hinged arch, turn the balance completely in its favor, many

times offsetting the 3i% economy in the two-hinged arch found by

neglecting temperature changes, is self-evident to any impartial

student of the subject.

Finally, we may note that even the 3i% theoretic advantage of the

two-hinged arch can be exceeded without the use of indeterminate

construction through the use of what has elsewhere been termed

*' multiple construction." Thus we have the three-hinged arch design

Tempei-ature stresses for -t- 100 Fahr.
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of Fig. 16, callable of supporting all tlie loadings except LOR with

stress d or less (see Figs. 4, 5, 6 and 7). For the load L CR vre

p
introduce a bar z of area f— , give the junction of the bars a^ and a^

freedom to move vertically with respect to the junction of the bars

hi and b,., and load the junction of afl^ with f P, and the junction of bfi^.

with the remainder or f P- The resiilting stresses in this framework,

which is statically determined, are shown in Fig. 17. We see that

these stresses are equal to or less than the designing stresses shown in

Fig. 16. The construction permitting of this might be any such as

would ordinarily leave £r\xnstressed, but, as by the insertion of a wedge,

cause it to take compression when desired, while the joint of ajO^

could at the same time

be freed from the joint

of b,b,., say by removing

another wedge. But it

suflSces to note that the

construction is possible;

with the mechanical de-

tails we are not here

concerned.

The volume of ma-

terial here, as shown

under Fig. 17, is some

1\% less than that re-

quired by the most eco-

nomic indeterminate de-

sign. Very jiossibly other multiple determinate designs might be found

with still somewhat more economy of material. But with these we

need not concern ourselves, the essential point being simply that, as

has been stated previously, there will be some statically determined

method of solution more economic than any indeterminate solution,

even on the theoretic conditions most favorable to the latter. It is

not intended to intimate, however, that these multiple determinate

solutions are in general desirable substitutes for the simpler but less

economic single determinate solutions. The multiple solutions

present more or less considerable mechanical difficulties in their

adaptation to practical use, and while these difficulties are not

Bar a I, c a
Volume 15.57-^ 5.36^1.91-^ 37.85^

o 6 6 (J

Bar e z Total

Volume 15.81-^3.86-^ 135.84^
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insuperable, in fact, perhaps, are less considerable than the exact con-

struction of an indeterminate framework, they would probably pre-

vent their use where the saving was not considerable. In a case like

the present, where the saving would be but some 5%, it is hardly likely

that they Avould be used.

This simple example of the indeterminate arch, although valueless

as a design because of the neglect of post formulas, as a comparative

study, is affected little by such considerations, and illustrates very well

certain points in economic design. While, theoretically, the indeter-

minate framework may give a more economic design for several

loadings, than does any single determinate framework of included

figure, the amount of such theoretic advantage is considerable only

in most extraordinary cases; and there it would probably pay to use

a multiple determinate design which would be still more economic.

In all cases where the figure of the simple determinate design closely

approximates to the figure of the indeterminate design the theoretic

advantage possible through using the latter will certainly be insig-

nificant. Actually, owing to temperature stresses, etc., that advan-

tage will not exist at all. Again, as the structure becomes larger, and

the variations of stress due to variable loadings affect smaller and

smaller parts of the structure to a sensible degree, the possible

economy of indeterminate construction proportionally diminishes. It

may safely be assumed that in actual structures (as arches and sus-

pension bridges), a theoretic advantage of even 5% cannot exist in

the most economic indeterminate design over the most economic

determinate design of included figure, even when temperature stresses

are neglected. It is doubtful if ordinarily 1% economy could be

found; and temperature stresses alone would ofi'set such advantages

several times over in all cases. This illustration, then, definitely con-

firms the view that the use of indeterminate frameworks is certainly

not advantageoiis from an economic standpoint, nor apparently from

any other standpoint.
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DISCUSSION.

Mr. Goldmark. Henry Goldmaek, M. Am. Soc. C. E. — In tbis interesting paper,

the author applies the well-known principle of Virtual Velocities to

a study of the stresses and deflections in trusses with redundant mem-
bers and other structures not statically determinate.

As the result of his investigation, he arrives at the conclusion that

such constructions show no advantage, either in economy of material

or in rigidity, over the simpler determinate forms, while even the best

methods for computing their stresses are extremely laborious and of

doiibtful accuracy.

He therefore recommends that all indeterminate forms, such as

trusses with a multiple web system, continuous girders, arches with

less than three hinges, suspension bridges with continuous stiffening

girders, etc., should be abandoned entirely in practice.

As to the method of computation which he has used (that of Vir-

tual Velocities or Least Work), he considers the amount of numeri-

cal labor involved so great as to make the method practically

valueless.

While the sjieaker is by no means an advocate of complex truss

forms where there is no good reason for using them, he is fully satis-

fled that there are many cases in practice where these tabooed forms

give by far the best results.

As a matter of fact, the simplicity of the strain sheet is, in many
cases, by no means a proper criterion as to the excellence of the design.

Thus, in railroad bridges of moderate length, the tendency of late years,

as the result of actual experience, is away fi-om the "ideal" single-

intersection bridge with alleged frictionless pins. Such spans are

now almost universally built with riveted connections, and, in many
cases, with multiple systems of webbing. Even in larger bridges, the

floor system is almost invariably riveted between the posts, though

the transference of loads to the main trusses is thus made less direct.

In all these cases intricate secondary stresses are introduced, but the

advantages obtained are believed to counterbalance this theoretical

drawback.

In the case of the larger arches and suspension bridges the intro-

duction of hinges at the center is properly considered to break the

continuity of the floor system and wind bracing, to add to the comi^li-

cation of the details, and in all j^robability to decrease the rigidity of

the whole bridge under moving loads.

It is true that the absence of hinges makes the computation of

stresses more difficult and somewhat less certain, but it is believed that

with the homogeneous material now used, and the excellent workman-

ship of our shops, perfectly safe structures can be built without any
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excessive cost. Besides this, there is, in the speaker's mind, little Mr. Goldmark.

doubt that even the best designed hinges orpins can hardly be counted

upon to act as theory requires.

But besides such bridge forms as those above mentioned, in which

the designer is at liberty to choose between so-called determinate and

indeterminate forms, there are many engineering structures which are,

of necessity, of a complex nature. Such are the frame works for the

enclosing ol large shops and auditoriums, in which the roof trusses

and the steel posts which support them are connected by knee-braces or

other connections, and many forms of cranes and derricks; further-

more, metallic gates for canal locks, as well as ship caissons for dry

docks and harbor works. In all these constructions some method of

computing indeterminate stresses is desirable.

In such cases, as well as for computing bridge stresses, the speaker

has found the Method of Virtual Displacements (Method of Least

Work) of great value, while he has not found it excessively laborious,

particularly if it is used as a means of devising approximate methods

of sufficient exactness in each case rather than for computing indi-

vidual designs.

A brief reference to the bibliography of this method of computation

may be of some interest.

The first application of the principle of Virtual Velocities to the

determination of deflections and stresses in frameworks is commonly

ascribed to Clerk Maxwell, whose paper embodying this method ap-

peared in the Philosophical Magazine for 1864. The same theorem, in

a slightly difi'erent form, was, however, used independently, to solve

problems of this class, by M. Menebrea,*in 1858, and Professor Lame,t

in 1866.

The further systematic development of the method is, however,

due mainly to German writers. The earlier articles of Professors MohrJ

and "Winkler^ gave an application of the method to a variety of

structures, such as continuous girders, trusses with multiple web

systems, arches with less than three hinges, etc. The most complete

exposition of the more recent German methods, however, is given in

the works of Professor H. Miiller-Breslau, of Berlin. His special

treatisell on the subject the speaker has found of great assistance in

practice, and he would consider an English translation of much value

for American engineers.

Reference should also be made to a monograph^ in French, by the

late M. Castigliano, a young Italian engineer of great promise, who

* Comptes Rendus, 1858, Vol. xlvi, p. 1056.

+ " Leeons sur la Theorie Mathematique d'Elasticite des Corps Solldes."

t Zeitschrift des Architekten und Ingenieur Vereins zu Hannover, 1874 and 1875.

§ Zeitschrift des Architekten und Ingenieur Vereins zu Hannover, 1879.

II
"Dieneueren Methoden der Festigkeitslehre.'" Berlin.

t " Theorie de I'Equilibre des SystSmes filastiques." Turin, 1879.
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Mr. Goldmark. gives a very elegant analysis of the "Method of Least Work," with
many applications.

In the English language, the valuable jsaper by George F. Swain, M.
Ana. Soc. C. E., published in 1883,* is the only extended article on this

subject known to the speaker, though brief expositions are given in

some textbooks on applied mechanics.! Mr. Cilley has therefore con-

ferred an obligation, on English-sijeaking engineers, by his interesting

study on the subject.

Mr.LindeDthal. GusTAV LiNDENTHAL, M. Am. Soc. C. E. (by letter).—This paper is a

contribution to the old controversy as to whether or not statically

determinate structures are superior to statically indeterminate ones,

and is a scholarly attempt on the aflSrmative side of the question.

Mr. Cilley, like others before him, advances as principal reasons

in favor of determinate designs, their alleged economy, the greater

certainty of their calculation, and the greater accuracy, therefore, in

the dimensioning of the cross-sections.

Granting, that the last two arguments have much to commend
them, it is nevertheless true, as regards economy, that diminutive dif-

ferences in weight of metal, as shown by strain sheets of one and an-

other type, will rarely be the sole deciding element in the choice of

designs. Other considerations than mere economy of metal influence

greatly the cost and merit of a structure. But in any case, strain

sheets to be. comparable should be complete, and include all strains

which affect the sections. This does not seem to the writer to be the

case with the strain diagrams in the paper. Before indicating in what
the incompleteness is believed to consist, the preliminary question is

justified

:

"On what theoretically equivalent basis (aside from same length of
span and moving load), should a comparison of the economy of deter-
minate with indeterminate arch types be made ? Should it be on the
basis of the same figure of inclusion, as the author has done, or on the
basis of congruous equilibrium polygons under some assumed load, as
would undoubtedly be the case for ribbed arches, or for suspension
bridges, which are nothing but inverted arches? "

The short span of primitive figure, chosen by the author with only

10, respectively 11, members in the frame, serves to illustrate the great

labor of a detailed analysis for each member of the indeterminate arch;

but in all other respects it is misleading. If the diagrams of the two
types were each enlarged from 4 to, say, 40 panels, then the determi-

nate figure of the author would become the form known as the Eads
arch, for which a certain depth at the quarter is economic, and the in-

determinate figure would become a sickle arch, for which another

depth at the center is economic. The enlarged diagrams, however,

would no longer have the same figure of inclusion. Only one chord,.

* Journal, Franklin Institute, February, March and April, 1883.

t Cotterill, "Applied Mechanics," p. 551.
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namely the upper one, would coincide in both, but that is not enough Mr.Lindenthal.

to furnish equivalent conditions of economy.

Suppose a comparison were made between single (determinate) and

continuous (indeterminate) trusses. Obviously, we would start out

with the same ratio of height to span (at center of sj)an) for each kind,

and compare the strain sheets and material required for them on that

basis, to come to a correct conclusion of their economy. Similarly, a

comparison of arches will have to proceed. We cannot compare fairly

the economic merits of arches of different rise, or of an arch having a

ratio of rise to span of three-tenths with another arch having the same

ratio as to one chord only and another much smaller ratio as to the

lower chord, as Mr. Cilley does. He compares two primitive figures,

one statically determinate, and the other made indeterminate by in-

serting a redundant member. Considered as generic forms, the figures

are dissimilar and not comparable. His conclusions as to the economy,

or the want of it, in indeterminate forms, arrived at in this manner,

are wholly irrelevant and inapplicable to long spans, the only ones

for which arch types are economically iised.

This will appear more clearly when we consider that the closed

frame of the author, with a depth of one-eighth of the span at the

center would in practice occur as a sickle truss which is determinate,

but hardly as a sickle arch which is indeterminate, and with that

depth of rib, would be wasteful. No arch bridge has been built yet

with a depth of rib of more than one- sixteenth. More frequently it is

less than one-thirty-second of the span.

As the temperature strains for the same arch form diminish directly

with the ratio of rib to span, they are, in existing bridges, very much
smaller than those given by Mr. Cilley on page 405. His maximum is

± 45%" of the full load for ± 100° Fahr. In the largest sickle arches

thus far built, namely, that of the Garabit "Viaduct in France and of

the Gruenenthal Bridge over the Baltic Canal in Germany, the maxima
are under ± 18%, when corrected to the same extremes of temperature.

But, as stated before, a comparison between forms of the general

characteristics of sickle arches and Eads arches, simj)ly because they

happen to coincide as to one chord, can lead to no rational conclu-

sions.

Comparisons of carefuUy worked out designs of different arch types,

made by him and others, have convinced the writer that, other things

being equal, the indeterminate types are invariably more economical.

This is true even if the assumj)tion that there are no temperature

strains in three-hinged types were correct. But this assumj^tion is not

correct as shown by the writer long ago.* That time-honored theory,

found in all text books, is based on error. Three-hinged arches are not

* Engineering Neivs, 1888, p. 174; and "Appendix to Report of Board of Engineer
OflBcers as to Maximum Span Practicable for Suspension Bridges," 1894, p. 68. and else-
where.
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Mr.Lindenthal. only not free from temijerature strains, but for certain conditions sucli

strains are just as large as in arches of the two-hinged type. The
difference is merely in their distribution. The supposed advantage in

that respect of the three-hinged over the two-hinged arch is illusory.

Professors Merriman and Jacoby's "Higher Structures" is the only

work, so far, referring to the writer's theory on this subject. But al-

though mentioned there merely in connection with three-hinged stiffen-

ing trusses in suspension bridges, it applies, nevertheless, to all forms

of arches with three hinges, whether of the ribbed, spandrel-braced,

or of the erect or susjaended form. Each is, necessarily, differently

affected; but in all cases the strains are due to the changes in the

curvature of the equilibrium curve from dead load for different tem-

peratures.

If the author will trace the strains, due to the falling and rising of

the.center hinge from changes of temperature, he will find them by no

means of negligible smallness, even for the large ratio of rise to span

in his inconclusive figure.

The temperature strains are particularly large in flat arches, and,

to repeat it, the insertion of a center hinge does not eliminate them.

It only serves to remove the maximum bending moment from the

center to each quarter. So that where the two-hinged arch has one

maximum bending moment, the three-hinged has two of the same in-

tensity in most cases.

The new Alexander III Bridge in Paris, for instance, having a rise

of only one-seventeenth of the span, is thus far the flattest metal arch

attempted. It is of the three-hinged type, here properly chosen be-

cause a small depth of rib was necessitated at the center by the pre-

scribed clearance above the river. The writer has not seen a strain

sheet of that bridge, but believes that in accordance with the common
theory, the arches have been assumed to be free from temperature

strains. As a matter of fact, the bending moments at the quarters,

from temperature changes, are fully as great as at the center of a two-

hinged arch, having the same depth throughout as at the quarters

(where the rib is one seventy-second of the span).

If the Washington Bridge in New York (510-ft. span), or the

Niagara Falls road bridge (840-ft. span), which are both of the ribbed-

arch type, had been built with three hinges instead of only two, the

extra metal required to meet the temperature strains would have been

the same as for two-hinged arches, wdth this difference, that the addi-

tions to the chord sections would have been largest at the quarters in-

stead of at the center, and the additions to the web members largest

at the ends of each half arch, instead of at the ends of the whole arch.

In spandrel-braced arches, the center hinge may be of value, as here

it really reduces the intensity of temperature strains, but does not

eliminate them, by any means.
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The law applies also to stiffened suspension bridges. The well- Mr.Lindenthai,

known Point Bridge at Pittsburg (800-ft. span) has three hinges; the

bracing is above the chains. The bridge has been believed to be free

from temjaerature strains, which is not the case. The maxima from
temperature are those corresponding to the maxima at the center of a

suspended two-hinged arch, having a rise of one-eighth of the span,

and a depth of rib of one thirty-second of the span. But in this case

the maxima in the chords, which in the two-hinged arch occur only

at the middle of the span, reach, with little variation, from hinge to

hinge, while the web is only slightly affected. On the whole, this type,

and the so-caUed Fidler type, are the worst forms for temperature
strains, and yet both are determinate forms. The suspended end spans
of the Tower Bridge in London, which are of the Fidler tjpe, are cer-

tainly exposed to bending strains from temperature changes, although
the designers believed them to be eliminated by the insertion of middle
hinges.

That the neglect to provide for temperature strains in three-hinged

arches has not yet endangered such bridges proves anew how useful

the so-called factor of safety is, and how true its designation as a factor

of ignorance.

A second correction in the strain sheets, fpr a proper comparison
of the two types treated by Mr. Cilley, is required for the large bend-
ing moments resulting from the immobility of the hinges, incorrectly

ignored by him. In none of the existing arch bridges has a turning

motion at the hinge ever been observed. The friction is too great.

But the motion is not even desirable. There could be no motion with-

out wear, which after a while might affect the strains more than the

immobility of the hinges.

The bending moments from that cause cannot be regarded as mere
secondary strains of local effect, because they make themselves felt

throughout the entire arch frame, and in flat arches or shallow ribs

require considerable additions to the sections. It is true that the

moments can be much reduced by using for the hinges small and long

pins rather than short and large ones, for affording the necessary bear-

ing area. But in any event there are, under equivalent conditions,

twice as many bending moments from that cause in three-hinged as in

two-hinged arches, while they are absent entirely in hingeless arches,

in which the temperature strains are largest.

The present theory of metal arches requires, therefore, the follow-

ing important corrections:

Three-hinged arches: Present theory, statically determinate system,

no temperature strains.—Corrected theory, statically determinate

system, temperature strains plus bending strains from three hinges.

Two-hinged arches: Present theory, singly indeterminate system,

plus temperature strains.—Corrected theory, singly indeterminate
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Mr.Lindenthal. system plus temperature strains, plus bending strains from two

liinges.

Hi7igeless arches: Present theory, two-fold indeterminate system,

plus temperature strains; requires, of course, no correction, inasmuch

as there are no hinges.

Strain sheets prepared on the corrected theory, for the same rise of

equilibrium curve for similar loads in all three types, are alone fairly

comparable as to economy of metal. The three-hinged and two-

hinged types require additions to the cross-sections of the members
over those obtained on present theory. These additions cannot be

ignored. When made, the two-hinged arch will in every case show

great economy over the three-hinged arch.

The secondary stresses, which occur at the panel points from the

elastic deformation of the frame, affect in practice only the details and

strength of connections. They are not different from those in trusses,

cantilevers, and other frames. They may be ignored in a comparison

of strain sheets.

The objection to indeterminate structures cannot very well be

based on the ground that the strains cannot be determined with the

same exactness as in statically determinate structures, because such is

not necessary, either for safety or economy.

The dangerous sti'ains, their limits, and the conditions under

which they occur, can always be ascertained with sufficient accuracy

without the endless drudgery which, as Mr, Cilley shows, a detailed

analysis for each member of a large structure would involve. There

is a limit to the refinement of the engineer's calculations, beyond

which nothing of practical value can be gained.

With the utmost accuracy of computation, in statically determined

or undetermined structures, we will never be able to dispense with a

three to ten-fold safety, as the case may be, to cover defects of manu-
facture, want of uniformity in the material, and the many petty inde-

terminate, as well as undetermined, stresses which are always present.

The minimum and maximum limits of stresses ascertained, their fre-

quency properly judged and provided for, we need have no anxiety for

the safety of statically indeterminate structures.

No failures of bridges, caused by their indeterminateness, have yet

occurred. Some, over 40 years old, are still carrying safely railroad

loads, which, in the meantime, have largely increased. The greater

diffusion of the shearing strains, particularly characteristic of indeter-

minate structures with multiple systems of web members, has pro-

longed their life. Repairs in a few cases are known to have been

necessitated by poor details. Many statically determinate structures,

built at the same time, and proportioned for the same unit stresses,

have shown less resistance to wear. Some American railroads have

already the third generation of metal bridges.
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It is not irrelevant to the subject under discussion to refer here to Mr.Lindenthal.

the wide-spread bias against the very useful continuous girder, which is

alleged not to be economical. This is true only when the chord mem-
bers, subject to alternate stresses far within the elastic Hmit, are

required to be largely increased in accordance with the discredited

Launhardt formulas, or with other similar rules, unjustified by sound

reasoning. We have no proof whatever of the strength of iron or

steel being affected by alternating stresses within half the elastic limit.

The increase of section, as required by bridge specifications in vogue,

for members, subject to such strains, is a waste of money and material.

The good results with the very economical, durable and rigid, continu-

ous girders, proportioned and built before the ijresent rules of dimen-

sioning were known, ought to have weight with thinking engineers.

That the writer is not alone in his condemnation of the modern
rules for alternate stresses in bridge construction, is gratifyingiy

evident from the report of the discussion at the International Railway

Congress held in London in 1895.*

" But," quoteth the theoretician, " consider the dangerous strains

in continuous girders, if a pier should settle, or when iron towers

expand in height !" The answer is, that piers should be built so

that they will not settle more than a certain allowable amount, and

that the variations in the levels on iron towers can be allowed for

readily in the dimensioning of the girders. This is a j)art of engi-

neering science, and surely what the Chaldean and Roman bridge

builders accomplished in the way of good fovmdations, the modern
engineer should at least be able to equal. And when secure founda-

tions cannot be had, neither continuous girders nor other forms of

indeterminate structures should be chosen. It is the engineer's busi-

ness to investigate and to discriminate.

The shaky and vibrating cantilever structure, so much affected as

a great improvement in that respect, is by no means an adequate sub-

stitute for the rigid, compact and economical continuous girder, prop-

erly designed.

Another point deserves attention. The author seems to ascribe

much importance to deflections as a means of judging the rigidity of a

bridge. What is a rigid bridge? If we take rigidity in metallic

bridges to mean absence of vibration, then deflections are a deceptive

criterion.

The public considers a bridge which vibrates, as an inferior struct-

ure; and one which does not, as a superior one. This ought to be the

guide, also, to the engineer. Sometimes, structures regarded as rigid

have great deflections and little vibration, and vice versa, of which

the following are a few instances

:

The old Niagara single-track railroad suspension bridge (indeter-

* Congress Bulletin, page 79.
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Mr.Lindenthal. minate) deflected ordinarily 10 ins., under a train, but a pedestrian on
the roadway below would hardly notice it and would feel very little

vibration. It was a more rigid structure than the double-track canti-

lever railroad bridge (determinate) located near by, which deflects

ordinarily only 3 ins., but a pedestrian on it feels disagreeable

sensations, and can hardly keep his feet when a train passes over the

bridge.

The St. Louis arch bridge (indeterminate) vibrates very noticeably

under every train and team, while the Merchant's Bridge (determinate)

located near by is a fairly rigid truss structure.

The unsightly Market Street cantilever bridge (determinate) in

Philadelphia is unpleasantly known for its spring-board motion, while

the old cast-iron arc bridge (indeterminate), located below, at Chest-

nut Street, is rigid. One of the abutments of the latter bridge has

yielded about 3 ms., but none of the calamities predicted in such

cases for indeterminate arches have occurred. The behavior of three

famous steel-arch bridges is also instructive, viz. : The Washington

arch-bridge (indeterminate), in New York, has ribs with soHd webs;

its deflections from ordinary loads are nil, but its vibrations, even

under a single-horse truck, are so noticeable that they have been the

subject of (of course unfounded) anxious communications to news-

papers. If it had three hinges instead of two, the vibrations would

be worse. The Niagara Falls ribbed arch bridge (indeterminate), com-

pleted two years ago, is similarly complained of, while the spandrel-

braced railroad-arch bridge (indeterminate) below is one of the most

rigid metal bridges in existence.

Specially interesting, in that respect, are also four different types of

large bridges at Buda Pest.

The railroad bridge with continuous lattice girders (indeterminate)

is rigid under fast trains; the famous Buda Pest suspension bridge,

with no stiff'ening to speak of (and therefore determinate), shows only

little less vibration than the heavy Margarethen spandrel-braced, arch

bridge (indeterminate), or the new cantilever bridge (determinate)

near by.

Owing to the prejudice against indeterminate structures, most of

the very high, iron-trestle viaducts in this country are subject to so

much vibration, that trains must greatly reduce speed over them.

"With girders cut over every post, and provided with slide bearings, as

demanded by the usual bridge specifications, sufiicient rigidity cannot

be obtained. The high viaducts, with continuous girders (indeter-

minate), in Europe, some of them over 40 years old, are, on the other

hand, fairly rigid under fast trains.

Compare the Forth Bridge (indeterminate), j^roportioned for a live

load of 4 000 lbs. per lineal foot, a riveted cantilever structure, in which

15%" of the metal is in the strong lateral bracing, with the Brooklyn
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Suspension Bridge (indeterminate), proportioned for only 2 000 lbs., Mr.Lindenthal.

having no lateral bracing to speak of, and a very defective stiffening

system. The latter bridge is subject to much greater deflection than
the Forth Bridge, but both bridges are equally free from noticeable

vibration under the loads and at the speeds for which they are

designed.

The remarkable rigidity of even scantily stiffened suspension bridges

and the reasons therefor have been discussed by the writer on former
occasions. It is his opinion, that for long sj^ans properly stiffened

suspension bridges are the most rigid of any metal type.

Thus the study of existing bridges, of both the determinate and in-

determinate kind, affords better instruction in rigidity than the mere
comparison of deflections. Naturally, these ought to be always as

small as possible.

The writer does not advocate indeterminate structures, but neither

is he prejudiced against them. A decision as to their true economy
and merits can be reached only from case to case. It seems to him that

the sweeping conclusions of Mr. Cilley and of others against them are

founded on incom]3lete investigations and are at variance with known
facts.

Prof. C. W. RiTTER* (by letter).—In his detailed comparison of static- Mr. Ritter.

ally determinate and indeterminate frameworks, the author endeavors

to demonstrate the decided superiority of the determinate forms. He
claims that the determinate structures are, theoretically, more
economical than the indeterminate ones. He shows that in inde-

terminate structures, a slight inaccuracy in the length of a member
or a slight change of temperature, can effect a considerable and
even serious change in the stresses. He emphasizes the fact that

discrepancies in the levels of the sujjports of continuous girders,

or a slight yield of piers or abutments of two-hinged and hinge-

less arches, have considerable effect on the interior stresses. He
also points out the laboriousness of the exact design of indeterminate

structures.

It will scarcely be necessary to concede that all these arguments are

doubtless very reasonable, and the writer thinks it wise to emphasize
now and then the advantages of determinate structures and to expound
the uncertainties of the basis on which the design of indeterminate

structures is founded.

In German literature, these questions have often been discussed and
analyzed. A thorough investigation of the matter has not been without
conclusive results. The use of the multiple intersection system has

commonly been dropped; arches which, formerly, were all designed
without hinges are now very often provided with two or three of them.

Within the last ten years, even several stone arches have been built

* Professor of Civil Engineering, Federal Swiss Polytechnic, Zurich.
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Mr. Ritter. witli three binges. The cantilever system has been frequently substi-

tuted for the system of continuous girders.

Although a noticeable change has taken place in the manner of con-

structing frameworks, European engineers have not, as yet, abandoned
indeterminate forms entirely, and the writer dares to say they never

will. Without disputing the advantages of the determinate forms, a

thorough and careful examination of the question leads to the result

that, considered from the practical standijoint, the indeterminate

frameworks must frequently be declared preferable, at least for

Euroj)ean practice.

First, it may easily be perceived that some of the above-mentioned

disadvantages of the indeterminate structures are, in many cases, of

little weight, and that some others adhere also to the determinate

forms. If the foundations are absolutely solid, why should we not

build a continuous girder, as well as a cantilever. The influence of

varying temperature on two-hinged and hingeless arches decreases

with increasing height for the same span, and, in case such arches

have other advantages besides, we should not hesitate to prefer

them to the three-hinged arch. Unequal warming of the members
of an indeterminate framework exerts indeed a disadvantageous

influence on the stresses, but the same may be said of the one-

sided warming of the members of a determinate structure. In fact,

we will never succeed in avoiding entirely the influence of varying

temperature.

In regard to economy, the author asserts that the determinate

structures need less material than the indeterminate ones. For this

assertion he gives a plain and convincing mathematical proof. But
let us be careful in applying this result to our jjractical construc-

tions.

For instance, it can be shown that the framework designated a,

Fig. 18, which is determinate, requires more material than the frame-

work designated h, which is indeterminate. Assuming each panel load

to be equal to 4, and that, by introducing initial stresses, the diagonals

in each panel in form h are equally strained, the stresses indicated by

the figures will result. Multiplying these stresses by the lengths of

the respective members, we have:

Form a—Upper chord
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Nevertheless, the assertion of the author is correct, inasmuch as Mr. Ritter.

there exists a third form c, included in h, which requires still less

material, for we have

:

Form (^Upper chord = 2 (10 + 12 + 16) = 76 ]

Lower chord = 2 (M + 18) = 64

Posts =6 + 6 =12
Diagonals = 2 (14. 14 + 5. 66 + 2. 83+2. 83) y' 2"= 72

At the same time, we recognize that the inner posts have disap

peared. As these posts, as a rule, are necessary for attaching floor

4 4 4 4 4

224

10
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Mr. Ritier. of the latter. Further, it is a common experience, that the stresses in

the various members of an indeterminate framework are of greater

uniformity than those of a determinate one, a fact which naturally

leads to some economy. Finally, for cantilevers and three-hinged

arches, the cost of the structure is increased by that for the hinges,

and it is not unusual that this additional cost exceeds all economy
secured otherwise through statical determination. It may be remarked
also that the connections of the lateral system, on account of its con-

tinuity past the hinges, very often lead to clumsy details and difficulty

in construction.

After all, it will be difficult or even impossible to predict which of

the two systems will prove cheaper in the end, without computing
and designing, in each special case, both of them. The greater labor

involved in computing statically indeterminate structures can rarely

be a reason for abandoning them. The methods for their computation

have been perfected to such a degree that the time required for it

alone is hardly of any moment in comparison with that required for

the entire design.

One of the chief objections, emphasized by the author, to statically

indeterminate structures is the possible discrepancies in the length of

members. T^iis objection is an important one for the United States

of North America, where pin-connected structures are generally built.

It is of less importance in Europe, where riveted connections are used

more generally. If the length of any member of an indeterminate,

pin-connected framework is inaccurate, the defect, as a rule, cannot

be corrected easily, while in riveted connections such deficiencies are

compensated by the red-hot rivets which will fill out the holes even if

these, within certain limits, do not match. European specifications,

not unlike American ones, strictly provide that if, in connecting parts

or members, the rivet holes fit badly, the holes have to be enlarged and

larger rivets have to be used. Stretching the bars, in order to match

the rivet holes, is strictly forbidden. If in spite of these precautions

a slight discrepancy remains, it is, as mentioned above, compensated

by the rivets themselves, which, if properly driven, will fill out the

holes perfectly. It seems to the writer that for this reason the induce-

ment for avoiding statically indeterminate structures exists far less

for rigidly rivet-connected than for pin-connected structures.

Regarding stiffness, the author gives us an interesting comparison

between the deflection of a two-hinged and a three-hinged arch. He
finds that the difference is very insignificant. It seems to the writer that

this result, for the example in question, has to be attributed to the

fact that the theoretical height of the two-hinged arch is actually less

than that of the three-hinged one. In general, structures with hinges

(arches or cantilevers) are less stifi" than those without hinges. For

instance, the fixed sjjan of a cantilever deflects exactly as much as a
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single-span girder, wliile tbe deflection of a continuous girder of the Mr. Ritter.

same span is from 30 to 50% less. Let it be remembered that in rail-

way bridges such hinges often produce shocks, which benefit neither

the bridge nor the rolling stock.

In reference to the stiffness of bridges, we should not only consider

the elastic deflections under varying loads, but also the vibrations of

the structure in a vertical and lateral sense. It can scarcely be con-

tended that, in this respect, statically indeterminate structures are

safer, although, as the author says, a strict proof for this assertion

can scarcely be given. Now, is not the extensive adherence of Ameri-

can engineers to stiff joints in upper chords, as well as the rigid

attachment of floor-beams, stringers, and lateral, portal and sway-

bracing, a proof of their sound constructing sense, although all these

construction details clearly involve statical indetermination? The
author, it is true, refers principally to vertically loaded frameworks,

but what is sound for floor beams, stringers and bracing, is not likely

to be wrong for frameworks throughout.

The author should be thanked for his intelligent investigations and
his manifold suggestions. In any case, it will be unreasonable to

build an indeterminate framework where a determinate one is just as

advantageous, and the author's endeavor to substitute determinate for

indeterminate forms is jjraiseworthy. But on the other hand, it is the

writer's opinion that indeterminate structures are in many cases pre-

ferable, and that we will never be able to do without them entirely.

Their frequently greater economy and their greater stiffness, as well as

their adaptability to various circumstances, are such important advan-

tages, that it would not be wise to throw them overboard on mere
princijjle. On the contrary, it should be regarded as the task of engi-

neering science to study the qualities, the peculiarities and especially

the deficiencies of indeterminate structures, to search for necessary

remedies, and to simplify further methods of computation.

Prof. W. DiETz* (by letterf).—The writer was a pupil of Head-Master Mr. Dletz.

H. Gerber, who, by the introduction of continuous girders, such as

cantilevers and those simply supi3orted at the piers, has gained

great distinction in the art of bridge building, and who, as is

perhaps not generally known, by the construction of the street bridges

over the Main, near Haasfurt,J furnished the prototype for the truss

system of the Firth of Forth Bridge. The writer, therefore, has had
the opportunity of becoming intimately acquainted, both theoretically

and constructively, with the greatest variety of statically determined

truss systems. It follows, therefore, that he has retained a certain

preference for such systems, with their strains so clearly and quickly

* Technical Highschool, Munich.

t Translated.

t Zeitschrift fur Architektur und Ingenieurtvesen, 1898, p. 563, Fig. 1.
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Mr. Dietz. obtained. Yet bis vocation makes it necessary for liim also to investi-

gate, thoroughly, both theoretically and in-actically, statically indeter-

minate systems of the most different kinds, and his experience gained
thereby, together with the indisputable advantages of undetermined
systems under certain conditions, compel him not to withhold due
acknowledgment thereof, and to protest against imfounded attacks

upon the existence of these trusses.

The writer, with a large amount of material at his disposal, must
characterize the author's closing sentence "that the use of indetermin-

ate framework is certainly not. advantageous from an economic
standijoint, nor apparently from any other standpoint," as not in

accordance with facts, and hardly capable of demonstration.

The matter is not as simple as the author represents it to be. As
is well known, it is not only the length of span between supports that

influences the volume of iron in bridge trusses, but also the greater or

smaller number of panels into which the span is divided, the length

and form of cross-section of the comijression members; the kind of

joints, and the manner in which they are made, as also the riveting of

adjoining parts; and, finally, to a very great extent, the method used

in dimensioning. As regards the latter, the method by Gerber, as

specified in Bavaria, which takes into account the impact of variable

loading, gives considerably different cross-sections in individual

members from those determined by the widely used Launhardt-Wey-
rauch formula, which does not consider the effect of impact.

In order, therefore, to make a professional comparison, in regard

to the amount of iron needed, between several different truss systems, it

is necessary to take account of all the foregoing factors, and to observe

the condition that all the trusses are dimensioned by the same method.

Most of these factors are taken account of by introducing the

so-called construction coefficient with which the theoretical volume

of the different members must be multiplied in order to obtain the

practical volume. The determination of these coefficients is, how-

ever, a work of considerable scope, and leads to results of practical

value only when based upon a large number of data, which the bridge

companies, for reasons which are obvious, do not give out generally.

Further, it should not be overlooked that the superstructure of a

bridge forms only a part thereof, and that not only the metal con-

struction, but also the abutments and piers, the method of erection

and the maintenance of the structure, should be taken into considera-

tion, so that in special cases it is quite possible that a considerable

increase in the cost of the iron structure may result in a saving on the

final cost of the whole bridge. The ultimate object of all our

technical information and knowledge is to arrive at the lowest possible

total cost, providing at the same time for an even strength of all the

parts.
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There is ample proof to show how often the effort is made in Mr. Diete.

Germany, even in extraordinary cases, to use statically determined
truss systems, as, for instance, in the Neckar Bridge, in Mannheim* and
the Donau Bridge in Budapest, f If, however, in a large number of

structures J, built of late, indeterminate frameworks have been used in

the main truss systems, the reason for this should not be sought in a

one-sided preference for difficult theoretical problems, but in the fact

that after a careful consideration of all circumstances in each case,

these systems were found to be the most advantageous.

As a ijarticularly instructive example of this class, the Miingsten

Viaduct^ can be mentioned. In this case the most thorough com-
parative studies regarding the effects of brakes, and the matter of

erection, led finally to the selection of a combination of trestle

bridge with a statically indeterminate arch with fixed ends.

It should be noted, in this connection, that very interesting

experiments were made upon this bridge, and that they showed a

very satisfactory agreement between the theoretical and the actual

strains in the truss members.

TWO-HINGED ARCH THREE-HINGED ARCH

All sections are in square decimeters.

28;52-Mt-

As is well known, the Germans are much interested in the thorough

investigation of the so-called secondary strains|| which are found in

every truss of whatever system, arising either from the inflexible,

riveted joints, or from the frictional resistance of the pins, which,

even in the best constructed, pm-connected bridges must be over-

come before an actual turning of the individual members about the

pin can take place. From this point of view the two-hinged arch, for

instance, is, when properly designed, considerably superior to the

ordinary truss bridge resting on two supports; and this is an addi-

tional factor which in connection with a pleasing outer appearance,

* Zeitschrift des Vereins Deutscher Ingenieure, 1891, p 89, Fig. 13, and Zeitschrift
fur Architektur und Ingenieurivesen, 1898, Plate xiv, Fig. 11.

+ Zeitschrift des Vereins Deutscher Ingenieure, 1894. International Competition,
p. 1238, Fig. 73.

t Zeitschrift fur Architekture und Ingenieurwesen, 1898, p. 561.

§ Zeitschrift des Vereins Deutscher Ingenieure. " The Miingsten Viaduct." p. 1331.

II
Engesser: " Supplementary Forces and Secondary Strains in Iron Truss-Bridges,"

1893 and 1893.
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Mr. Dietz. whicli the Germans happily are appreciating more and more, has

influence in determining the choice of a truss system.

In the preceding, the Avriter has outlined the different elements

which should be considered in judging the merits of different truss

systems; he would now, in conclusion, prove by figures how little

permissible it is to draw general conclusions as to the economical

superiority of the three-hinged over the two-hinged arch, even in purely

theoretical respects, from the author's comi^arisons between quite

small arches of definite shape.

The diagram, Fig. 19, illustrates the very carefully made compari-

sons between a three-hinged and a two-hinged arch with elastic tie rod

for the Hacker Bridge in Munich.* In the right half the theoretically

determined cross-sections for a three-hinged arch are given, and in

the left half those for a two-hinged arch, in square decimeters. Pure
tensile strains are indicated by -(-; pure compressive strains by — , and
members subject to both kinds of strain by [.

The result of this comjoarison is very unfavorable to the three-

hinged arch, even when only the theoretically determined volumes are

considered, inasmuch as it requires 11.3%" more material than the

two-hinged arch, and this difference becomes still greater when the

additional material required for the center hinge is taken into account.

A still greater disadvantage for the three-hinged arch ai^pears when
its deflection is considered, as it amounts to 'SO.5% more than that of

the two-hinged; it was calculated carefully for both arches, according

to the well-known method by Mohr, taking into account the change of

length in every member.
The writer maintains that the question, whether under all circum-

stances the statically determinate framework is superior to the inde-

terminate, cannot at all be answered on the basis of a one-sided

comparison, considering only the theoretically required amount of

material. It can only be determined in each case by weighing carefully

the influences of all the factors, and requires, not only thorough theo-

retical knowledge, but also, a large amount of comparative material

and experience.

Mr. Sohn. Prof. Joseph Sohn (by letter).—The exact design of statically in-

determinate frameworks, as explained in the jjaper, is based essentially

on the idea that the stresses of the superfluous bars under a certain

loading are not computed but assumed. In the case of a single given

loading (constant loa,ding), the author assumes arbitrarily the stresses

in the sujDerfluous bars, deduces thence and from the loading the

stresses in the remaining (necessary) bars and designs on this basis the

cross-sections of the various members. The equations of elasticity deter-

mine then the differences between the figure length and the actual un-

* Zeitschrift des Vereins Deutscher Ingenieure, 1893. " Construction of the Hacker
Bridge " p. 1441.
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strained length of eacli superfluous bar. Thereby, the construction is Mr. Sohn.

designed, and in practice it only remains to give to the bars the cor-

responding length. The more nearly this condition is attained the

more nearly the actual stresses apjjroach the designed.

If a statically indeterminate framework is subject to the several

different loadings (variable loading), the author assumes the stresses

in the superfluous bars imder one of the given loadings or, more gen-

erally, he sets an equal number of further conditions; in the equations

of elasticity, each relating to the difference between the stresses in the

bars under two of the given loadings, and therefore not containing the

differences between the figure and actual unstrained length of the

superfluous bars, the author expresses the section areas of every bar

by the corresponding stress under the most unfavorable loading; the

equations of elasticity determine, then, the stresses in the super-

fluotis bars under each of the given loadings; thence result the stresses

in the necessary bars, and it remains to compute the differences be-

tween the figure length and actual unstrained length of the super-

fluous bars.

The case of a constant loading offers, in designing, no difficulty;

with variable loading, on the contrary, the design, even under the

simplest conditions, is exceedingly complicated and laborious. The
author himself accents it expressly and adds force principally upon
the proof that statically indeterminate systems are in all respects

(economy, stiffness, safety) inferior to the determinate constructions,

and that only these last systems may be recommended in practice.

Although there are cases where it will not do to exclude statically

indeterminate forms, the writer agrees with the author that statically

determinate systems generally are to be preferred, particularly for the

reason that slight imperfections of the actual construction, unavoid-

able in practice, do not influence essentially the stresses in the bars.

In statically indeterminate constructions that influence is, on the con-

trary, very considerable; wherefore important divergences between the

computed and actual intensities of stress are possible and i^robable.

A simple example, given by the author, shows evidently how much the

intensity of stress can be altered by the incorrect length of a bar.

G. Jung,* Esq. (by letterf).—The writer has read Mr. Cilley's i3aper Mr. Jung,

on indeterminate frameworks with much interest and takes pleasure

in finding that he entirely agrees with him.

For a long time the writer has maintained that statically determinate

frameworks are preferable to indeterminate ones. His reasons for this

opinion being about the same as those which the author has so well set

forth, he considers it useless to repeat them here.

On the other hand, he has for many years, in his course on graphical

* Associate Manager of the Annali di Matemaiica, Milan, Italy.

t Translated.
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Mr. Jung, statics at the Superior Teclinical Institute of Milan, called the attention

of students to the paper of Maurice Levy (mentioned also by Mr,

Cilley), and has invited them to study the argument treated therein.

With considerations of a general character, analogous to those given

on pages 570 and 571 of the paper, the writer emphasizes the simplicity

of the calculation and of the hypotheses required by statically deter-

minate frameworks as compared with the complicated calculations and

the.necessity of further hypotheses, required by indeterminate frame-

works, and concludes with pointing out the superiority of the former

structures over the latter, at least from the theoretical and purely

statical (and economical) point of view.

As for the dynamical phenomena, the writer does not know of any

;

but the author's observations on page 361 seem to be just. The writer

does not know, either, what the good reasons are which could make

one prefer indeterminate rather than statically determinate frameworks,

which latter have in their favor, besides, the practice and the large

experience of American engineers.

Mr. Cilley. Frank H. OiLiiEY, S. B. (by letter).—The writer believes that Mr,

Goldmark's objections rest, in part, on "a misapprehension. The use

of methods of calculation based on the principle of virtual "Veloci-

ties" or "Displacements" or "Work," as it is variously termed, or

which result from the principle of least work, which is simply an

integral form of the preceding, is the simplest as well as the most

correct means of determining changes in stress and strain in indeter-

minate structures. Where such structures exist, and, therefore, must

be examined, the writer most strongly approves the use of these

methods. And in designing, if engineers will use indeterminate forms,

these methods are still to be preferred. But in this case the present

tentative method of application must be used, as the direct and exact

method outlined by the writer is too difficult to be practicable.

The writer's point is that while the methods just referred to are the

best known, still, being indirect and tentative, and embodying no

principle that guides to good rather than bad proportions, even their

use in designing is necessarily unsatisfactory, and, consequently,

designs depending on their use will be correspondingly defective.

The writer's objections are directed rather to the unnecessary use of

systems of construction involving these uncertain, wearisome and

unsatisfactory calculations than to the methods of making these calcu-

lations.

Regarding the alleged tendency to multiple systems of webbing,

the writer would refer Mr. Goldmark to Professor Ritter's statement

in his contribution to this discussion, that "the use of the multiple

intersection system has commonly been dropped " as a result of

German investigations of the subject.

Mr. Goldmark's references to the bibliography of the subject are
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valuable. The -writer personally prefers the use of the principle of Mr. Cilley.

"Virtual Velocities" (displacements or work), so clearly set forth in

Professor Swain's article, "On the Application of the Principle of Vir-

tual Velocities to the Determination of the Deflection and Stresses in

Frames," elsewhere referred to, to the use of the integral principle of

"Least Work," of which an excellent exposition by Professor William

Cain will be found in the Transactions* of this Society. The former

principle, while leading to precisely the same equations as the latter,

is much more objective, and, in the writer's opinion, is less likely

to introduce errors.

Mr. Lindenthal's objections raise many most interesting points

which the writer only fears his present very limited time will not

permit him to discuss with the thoroughness which is desirable. He
trusts that a fixrther opportunity will permit of his correcting present

shortcomings, and that brevity will be pardoned in this instance.

One of Mr. Lindenthal's first objections is to the comparison of a

given indeterminate framework with a determinate framework of

included figure, a jsrocedure which he characterizes as unfair. In this

the writer will agree with him, excejDt that the unfairness is not to the

indeterminate, but to the determinate form. For the indeterminate

form is any given form, and, certainly, it would be fair in theory and

always permissible in practice to use in its place another framework

of included figure. It rises no higher, it descends no lower, it

extends in nowise beyond the bounds of the given framework, and

offers at least as great clearances in all directions. What just objec-

tion, then, can be made to its substitution for the given framework?

And if it is true that this leads to a greater "effective " height or dejjth

in the substituted framework, that is only one of the legitimate advan-

tages of the substitution. It is in jsart because of such advantages that

the determinate forms are gainers over the indeterminate. But the

comparison, even so, is unfair to the determinate framework, for all

the proportions of the indeterminate framework may be those which

most favor it, while the determinate framework, whose figure is formed

simply by dropping out certain lines of the figure of the given indeter-

minate framework, without any alteration in proportions, may not,

and very likely will not, be the best determinate framework whose

figure simply does not exceed the bounds of the figure of the given

indeterminate fi'amework. This latter would certainly be a fairer

basis, but even that would not be wholly fair. Usually, bounds in

many places exceeding those of the given indeterminate framework

would be equally jjermissible. It would only be fair to permit the

search for a superior determinate framework to extend to any within

these bounds. It must be remembered that the indeterminate frame-

work is supposed to be given and the question raised is: Can a determin-

* Transactions, Am. Soc. C. E., Vol. 3cxiv, p. 265.
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Mr.Cilley. ate framework be found wliich would equally well satisfy the actual

limiting conditions, and which would advantageously replace the given

framework? Could this be shown in general to have an affirmative

answer, the superiority of determinate over indeterminate construction

would thereby be demonstrated conclusively.

But it is not possible to thus broaden the limits in a general dis-

cussion. We must remain within limits which are beyond question,

and those surely are the boundaries of the given indeterminate frame-

work. The writer has even narrowed these limits still further, and

required the bars of the determinate framework to occupy no other

positions than those of corresponding bars in the given indeterminate

framework. As a result, while the demonstration that there exists a

superior determinate framework iinder these conditions is absolutely

conclusive, the demonstration of the contrary would still leave open

the possibility of a reversal through fairer conditions.

Mr. Lindenthal's next point is an objection directed to the very

considerable projjortion of depth to span in the arch of the second

illustration. It is one-eighth, whereas in practice one-sixteenth is

about the maximum and one thirty-second more frequent. Now, this

arch was proi^ortioned as a two-hinged and not as a three-hinged

arch. The small number of its members (required to reduce the

work of an "exact design ") alone is responsible for this considerable

depth. The three-hinged design obtained by dropping out the middle

bar of the two-hinged design is far from being of a superior character.

For the limited number of members used, the three-hinged design is

by no means favored in its proportions. If it gains decidedly in

effective arch rise at the center through this great depth of the two-

hinged arch, it may be contended, on the other hand, that the great

depth of the two-hinged arch at the middle should secure it great

rigidity. We should expect that where the characteristic difference

of two types was most marked, there we would find the most marked

expression of the superiority of one or the other. And surely it is

the absence of all stiffness at the center of the three-hinged arch, and

the considerable stiffness at the center of the two-hinged arch, which

are the most characteristic contrasting features of the two. If, where

these are most marked, we find economic and other differences small,

how much less will they become as these differences in character

become less marked. It must be remembered that the writer is con-

tending that decided advantages in economy, stiffness and safety are

not obtainable through the use of indeterminate frameworks, and,

therefore, that other considerations favoring determinate construction

decidedly outweigh any small advantages in these directions which

indeterminate structures may occasionally possess. It is, therefore,

a very important point to have shown, as in the illustration to the

paper, that even in an extreme case, where large divergence was to
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be expected, actually, it was small. Therein, in part, is the justi- Mr. Cilley.

tication for the statement that in actual and usual cases the differences

will be much smaller still.

We now come to another point, and this is a very important one,

in the comparison of determinate and indeterminate forms— the ques-

tion of flexibility. If a structure be very flexible, that is, permit of

relatively very considerable changes of form, if it is an indeterminate

structure, it is evident that the importance of adverse factors, such as

temjierature changes, yielding supports and inaccurate construction,

will be greatly lessened. That is to say, in slender structures the

defects of indetermination tend to become negligible. Now, an arch

with a rib depth less than one thirty-second of the span certainly is a

slender and relatively flexible structure, and, if arches are usually of

such proportions as Mr. Lindenthal states, then they are usually in

the category of structures in which the evil consequences of indeter-

mination are minimized. Ordinary, stiffened suspension bridges are

also in this category.

Now, these flexible tyj)es really form a class by themselves. Their

distortions under load are so considerable that the ordinary theory of

rigid structures does not closely apply to them. The terms " static-

ally determinate" and "indeterminate" cease to have their old

meanings, and consideration of elastic displacements becomes neces-

sary in all cases. It is true that such consideration is not ordinarily

given, but that is chiefly because of our ignorance and its difficulty

—

not because it is not needed.

The writer's study can make no pretense of including such

structures. Based on the application of the principle of virtual dis-

placements, it certainly does not apply when tlie actual displacements

result in very sensible directional changes. And it will be well, at

this point, to eliminate from this discussion the discussion of the

comparative merits of determination and indetermination in such

structures. It is an interesting subject, but occupies a field by itself.

Here, we are only concerned with the location of its border line. The
writer ventures the temporary siiggestion that structures whose

changes in form under load result in a change of more than 10%" from

the stresses which would result if the changes in form were insignificant,

be considered as of the class of flexible structures here excluded.

Limiting ourselves, then, to the consideration of non-flexible struct-

ures, the writer's statement of the great importance of temperature

stresses in indeterminate structures is well founded, and his illustra-

tion with the deep arch a proper example. The susi^icion is probably

justified that, in indeterminate arches in which the temperature

stresses have been found to be very small, the distortions are actually

very considerable, and the calculated stresses under load, obtained in

the usual ways, far from expressing the actual stresses.
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Mr. Lindenthal tells us that:

" Comi^arisons of carefully worked out designs of different arch
types, made by him and others, have convinced him that, other things

being equal, the indeterminate tyj^es are invariably more economical."

Without questioning his sincerity in this statement, it may fairly

be asked that he shall produce the data in order that judgment may
be passed on the fairness of the comparisons. The wTiter's experience

in these matters is, that really fair comparisons are practically un-

known, not because of i^rejudice on the part of those making the com-

parisons, but because of the unconscious introduction of unreasonable

limitations. Thus, if a three-hinged arch is to be designed for com-

parison with a two-hinged arch, the middle hinge is usually placed

midway between the toj) and bottom chords, or at the bottom chord,

in spite of the obvious fact that the horizonal thrust is diminished by

putting the hinge as high as possible; that is to say, in the top chord.

Or, if it is a comparison of the three-hinged arch with a hingeless

arch, two of the hinges are always placed at the abutments, in sisite of

the fact that it may be decidedly more advantageous to put them

farther out, and that it is legitimate to do this and subject the abut-

ments to a bending moment which they would have to resist in any

event with the hingeless arch.

Another form of unfair discrimination is that mentioned by Pro-

fessor Jacoby,* where he speaks of the designing of a three-hinged

arch to compare with a given two-hinged arch, and giving the sec-

tions of the lower chord of the former such proportions that, in spite

of its being heavier, its radius of gyration averaged 4^% less than that

of the sections of the lower chord of the two-hinged arch. In spite of

this fact, however, in this case the three-hinged design proved slightly

the more economical. The designing of the cross-sections is a most

important factor in fair comparisons, and it alone, by its variation,

may easily throw the balance in favor of one type or the other in the

comparison of actual designs. This fact is one of those which render

the comparison of actual designs so unreliable a basis for determining

the relative economy of types.

"We now come to a point on which Mr. Lindenthal correctly insists,

but, the writer fears, without due regard to proportion— the fact that

changes in temperature modify the stresses, even in many determinate

frameworks, contrary to the prevalent idea. But Mr. Lindenthal goes

so far as to state that:

"Three-hinged arches are not only not free from temperature

strains, but for certain conditions siich strains are just as large as in

arches of the two-hinged type. * * * The supposed advantage in

that respect of the three-hinged over the two-hinged arch is illusory.

"

While the changes in stress resulting from temperatiire (which are

not precisely temperature stresses) are facts and should be considered,

* Transactions, Am. Soc. C. E., Vol. xliii, p. 31.
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the writer feels that Mr. Lindenthal's quantitative statements should be Mr. Cilley.

accompanied bj the data on which they are based so that we may see

for what "certain" conditions these stresses accompanying tempera-

ture changes are so considerable.

If we look into these so-called temjierature stresses of Mr. Liuden-

thal a little closer we shall note that they are simply a special case of

the modification of the stresses in a structure resulting from changes

in its form, however brought about. The loadings bring about such

changes in form, and, as previously noted, to such an extent in the

more flexible structures that the ordinary theory which neglects such

changes is seriously in error. Now the fact is simply this, that struct-

ures Avhose figures are altered seriously by temjjerature changes are

likely to have their figures altered even more seriously by their load-

ing; that is to say, are to be classed among the flexible structures

mentioned previously. "While calling attention to these temperature

changes Mr. Lindenthal is neglecting other, even more important,

changes which occur in these cases.

And another fact is to be observed : These neglected changes, whether

from temperature or load, occur in the indeterminate frameworks as

well as in the determinate, and add their effects to one as well as to the

other; so that Mr. Lindenthal's neglected factor is one that must
be appHed, both to the indeterminate and the determinate frameworks.

Very flat arches, whether three-hinged, two-hinged or hingeless, suffer

serious alteration in their stresses from those ordinarily determined,

through their flattening very sensibly further, whether from fall of

temperature or from the aj^plication of the loads. It is a mistake to

suppose that the present usual theory of indeterminate structures takes

this flattening into account, whether in connection with temjieratui-e or

load stresses. Acttially, it neglects it as completely as does the ordinary

theory of determinate structures. To see this and to enable us to form
a better idea of these alterations of stress, we must develoiJ their theory.

Theoki of Changes of Stress in Fkamewoeks Due to

Changes in Fokm.

Suppose we denote by P the loads, by S the stresses, by R the

reactions, and by a the angles of the bars, loads and reactions with (say)

the horizontal, confining ourselves here, for simplicity, to j^lane frame-

works. Then, as we know, on the ordinary supposition of no ajjpre-

ciable change in form of the framework under load for each joint we
have equations of the form :

2 P cos. a -\- "S R cos. a -\- '2 S cos. a = ) , . >

2 P sin. a + 2 i? sin. a- -f JS ^S sin. a = i
^

'

But if the framework actually does change in form and the a
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Mr. Cilley. become a -\- J^, the <S' become S -\- J ^, the E become E + ^jj, and the

P become P 4- ^p, then our joint equations become :

2{P + Ap) COS. (a + z/„ ) + 2 (E + J^) COS. (,r + JJ +
1

3(^+J,)cos. (a + JJ=0. I

2 (P + Jp) sin. (a + -^J + 2 (i? + ^« ) sin. (a + zij+
|

"
" " "

(^)

2(*^+ J^^) sin. (a + JJ =0. J

Each of these terms, as (-S* + -^
f)

cos. [a -\- JJ may be expanded as

(*S'+ J,^) cos. (cr + J^) = aS cos. a COS. J^ — *? sin. a sin. z/^ + -^/y

COS. a COS. J^ — /Jg sin. a sin. z/^ .

Now suppose the z/ all relatively small, then we could write

[S -j- Jg) cos. (a + ^a) = '^ ^°^- "^ ^a "^ ^™- '^ "f~ '^S
^°^' '^' ^'^'^

similarly with the other terms of (-B), and taking Equations {A} into

consideration we thus obtain from Equations {B) the difference equa-

tions for each joint:

.2 Jp cos. a-\- IS z/^ COS. a -\- 2 J^ cos. a — ^ ^a ^ ^^^- "^

— 2 J E sin. a — :S J ,S sin. a =
'2 Ap sin. a- + 2 J^ sin. « -|- 2" J^, sin. a -\-'E A^P cos. a- i

'
'

'
^ '

i-IS A^E cos. a 4- 2 J^ *S cos. a = J

If the framework be determinate, then, since the P and a are known,

the E and aS determinable from the Equations (^4) or their equivalents,

the A^ (excejat for the reactions) very approximately determinable from

the elastic displacements of the joints, for the given materials and

sections, due to the stresses *S', temperature and other causes, and the

Ap either zero or definitely related to these disi^lacements, Equations

(C) suffice to determine our remaining unknowns, that is to say, the

quantities A^, A ^ ,and A g.

The above result suffices for the solution of the problem, but it

is capable of an exceedingly simple and objective interpretation

which extends at once to the calculation of these changes in stress

all the methods and resources, graphical and analytical, already devel-

oped for the calculation of the ordinary stresses. Consider the fol-

lowing :

If we inspect Equations (C) and compare them with Equations (^)

we jjerceive that they are simply the equations of equilibrium at the

joints of the given framework subject to the loads formed by taking

the changes in the original loads, together with the further loads A^ S

at right angles to the corresponding bars. The resulting stresses in the

framework under these loads are the desired changes in stress. So we

have only to find this differential loading, which is readily done when

the displacements of the joints have been determined (as by a Williot
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1.007 Pi 0.001103

diagram), and then we may proceed witli the solution of the stresses by Mr. Ciiley.

any of the usual methods, graphical or analytical, obtaining thus the

change in stress resulting from change ia form of the framework, in the

case of any determinate framework.

Applying the foregoing to the three-hinged arch of the second

illustration of the paper, to determine the changes in stress due

to change in figure resulting from a fall in temperature, we have

the following : For a

fall in temperature of

100orahr.,if thearch

did not alter its form,

we would have a re-

duction of sjjan of 0.4

X 0.065 ft. (see page

405) and a consequent

descent of the middle

hinge of j^ of this, or

0.12 X 0.065 ft. But
we suppose the span

actually remains con-

stant, and therefore

the middle hinge must
sink further, 0.2 X

20

12

0.065 ft. The total

sinking of the middle

joint will therefore be

(0.333+0. 120) X 0.065

ft. =0.030 ft., nearly.

That is, aU bars of

the left half wiU
rotate through the

common angle,

_ 1 0.030 X 20 _
20^

-f- 12^ ~"

_ 1 0.6 _,
-^27 = tan. ^0.001103 (about 3f minutes), in a right-handed

direction, and all bars of the right half will rotate through the same
angle in a left-handed direction.

Consider, first, the consequent changes in the stresses under a full

loading of P on each joint (loading L, C, R).

"We have in Fig. 15a the differential loading for this case and the

resulting stresses which are the changes in stress sought. The value

0.065 X 0.333 X

tan.

tan.
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Mr. Cilley. of z/ {R COS. a), or the change in the horizontal thrust, not given in

Fig. 15r/, is 0.00444 P, which permits of ready verification. Next con-

sider the loading C R {P on center and right joints) under which bars

b, c and e (see Fig. 2) have their greatest stresses.

We have, in Fig. 156, the corresponding differential loading and the

resulting stresses in the bars b, c and e, which are the changes in stress

in these bars sought. The change in the horizontal component of the

reaction in this case is found to be J [R cos. a) = 0.003125 P, which

may easily be verified otherwise.

Putting down the changes in stress in the bars a and d under

the loading L C R, and in b, c and e under the loading C R (and L C)

we have, in Fig. 15c, the additions to the maximum stresses to be
made on account of a change in temperature of 100° Fahr. Compare
this with Fig. 15. Taking a change in temperature of only 50° Fahr.

(that is, a range of temperature of 100° Fahr.), as in the case of the

two-hinged arch, we find our additions are (compare Fig. 10) Q.0%% in

bar e, as against 22^o for the two-hinged arch; 0.09\ in bar c as against

20^,;; Om% in bar b as against 10^^'; O.OQ^'o in bar a as against 11"^;

O.Q'db% in bar d as against 6%', to say nothing of no stress here to

compare with the 45"o'^ temi^erature stress in bar z of the two-hinged

arch.

This comparison, showing the stresses in the case of the three-hinged

arch resulting from temperature changes to be only about one-two

hundredth of the ordinary temperature stresses of the two-hinged arch,

will be found a sufficient answer to Mr. Lindenthal's statement:

" If the author will trace the strains, due to the falling and rising of

the center hinge from changes of temperature, he will find them by no
means of negligible smallness, even for the large ratio of rise to span in

his inconclusive figure."

But this is not all. The "temperature" (?) stresses we have just

traced out in the three-hinged arch also occur in the two-hinged arch,

in addition to those ah-eady calculated. Let us now develop the theory

of these changes.

The theory of the changes of stress in indeterminate frameworks due

to changes in form is not quite so simple as that for the determinate

frameworks just set forth, but is based on the latter. At a first glance

it would appear that one might simply find the differential loading for

the indeterminate framework, and thence obtain the changes in stress

sought simply as the stresses in the given indeterminate framew-ork

under this differential loading, on the supposition of no stress under no

loading. But this is not quite correct as the following analysis will show.

"We have seen (page 366), that the difference of the figure length L^

from the actual length /^ of a superfluous bar is expressed by the

equation

^ % y =h-h {D).
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provided only negligible changes in direction of the bars occur. If, as Mr. Cilley.

a result of the actual changes in direction of the bars, the stresses

actually become -S^ -f- J^ and the coefficients S/ '•''> become S/ '^*'> + z/^, (j)

then we must have

/y (^'^--+^V(o)(^+V^ ^,._^ ^^^

And supposing, as before, that the J are small, we readily derive the

simple difference equations

r=. ^/^/ 2^=. ^/^/

These Equations {F) together with Equation ( C) actually determine

the changes in stress, //„ . The second term on the left-hand side of

Equations (F), which would have to be zero if the Zt wei-e simply the

stresses for the differential loading on the supposition of no stress under

no load, shows the error that supposition would involve.

Instead of the purely analytic procedure of combining Equations

{F) and (C), the following procedure is likely to prove preferable.

The stresses in tne non-superfluous bars are expressed in terms of

those in the supei-fluous bars by the equations (see p. 371).

Sf = S,^-^'l^S,S/<^^ (G)
I = ft

on the supposition of no change in form. Actually, we must have
i = m

and again, supposing the J small, these equations give the difference

equations
i = m j = m

//„ = z^„ + 2 J^ S/ (0 -^ 2 Si J ^, ,.^ (K)
^f ^fo i=!i '^i -^ i=h ^ '^'/(*> ^

'

Now these Equations [K], together with Equations {F), may form
the basis of our solution. In them the J^, are the quantities sought.

The J
^^

being the changes in stress of the framework composed of the

non-superfluous bars, under the given loading, due to the change of its

form for the joint displacements of the given indeterminate framework
under that loading; and the A^

^^
being the corresponding changes in

the coefficients 'S'' *'), they are both determinable by the method for

determinate frameworks, explained previously.

As to the solution of Equations {F) and {K), besides the analytic

methods, we may readily apply to them any of the usual graphic
methods for the determination of stresses in indeterminate frame-
works. The similarity of their forms to those of the equations for
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llr.CUley. stresses in indeterminate frameworks will suggest the manner of utiliz-

ing the same methods. Thus one may take advantage here, as in the

case of the calculation of changes in stress accompanying changes of

form in determinate frameworks, of all the accumulated methods and

resources, graphical and analytical, now in our hands for the calcula-

tion of the ordinary stresses on the supposition of no change in form.

The writer regrets that his present limited time prevents his illus-

trating the use of these methods by a calculation of the additional

stresses in the two-hinged arch of the paper, resulting from the

flattening of that arch accompanying a fall of temperature. It is evi-

dent, however, that they woiild be quantities of the same proportions

as those ah'eady found for the three-hinged arch.

In concluding this brief exposition of the theory of the calculation

of changes in stress in frameworks accompanying small changes in

form, the writer believes he can commend its use for cases where the

actual changes are really quite considerable, that is to say, for the

approximate calculation of the corrections to be given to the stresses in

flexible frameworks, as slender arches and stiffened suspension bridges.

Although the work is laborious, it is only laborious in the same way
and degree as the work of the usual methods for the ordinary calcu-

lations on which it is based, and it certainly is far simpler than the

application of higher mathematics called for by the present rudiments

of methods, proposed or used in such cases. The somewhat sketchy

character of the writer's present exposition he trusts will be pardoned

as the treatment of the subject here given is wholly new, so far as the

writer knows, and was developed, at very brief notice, by him, for

this discussion.

Before leaving the subject of temperature stresses the writer desires

to note his excejjtion to Mr. Lindenthal's quantitative statement regard-

ing the extra material required to meet the three-hinged arch temper-

ature stresses in the cases of the Washington arch and of the Niagara

Falls road bridge (or Clifton) arch. Such claims are too easily made

to be acceptable when unaccompanied by any figures in their support,

and, above all, when rendered doubtful by general analysis, as in the

present case.

To Mr. Lindenthal's claim, that "a proper comparison" of the

strain sheets " of the two types of arch treated by Mr. Cilley " (two

and three-hinged), demands a correction "for the large bending mo-

ments resulting from the immobility of the hinges, incorrectly ignored

by him," the writer feels that he must strongly take exception. Mr.

Lindenthal forgets that in the paper it was jjarticularly specified that

only ideal frameworks with frictionless joints were under considera-

tion. Moreover, the pin is not a necessary connection member for

this purpose. Thin plates have not only been proposed, but also used.
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In the Kaisersteg bridge * at Oberschoenweide, near Berlin, designed Mr. Ciliey.

by Miiller-Breslau, sucli a plate liinge was used, and in France an

entire set of joints has been constructed recently with such plates, in

a bridge of 132-ft. sjjan, described in the Annalesdes Fonts et Chaiissees.

Thus, while a correction is necessary where pins are used, they are

really unnecessary indeterminate adjuncts, and therefore are not

properly to be considered in such a comparison as that made in the

paper.

Mr. Lindenthal says that temperature stresses and hinge friction,

require additions to the sections of both two and three-hinged

arches, which cannot be ignored, and follows this with the some-

what extreme statement—"When made (these additions), the two-

hinged arch will in every case show great economy over the three-

hinged arch." Again, the writer feels that we are entitled to the

figures in proof of this bare assertion. The analytic considerations,

thus far exposed, by no means support it.

Mr. Lindenthal holds that it "is not necessary, either for safety or

economy," that the strains in an indeterminate framework "be deter-

mined with the same exactness as in statically determined structures.

"

If Mr. Lindenthal thus unfairly favors indeterminate designs, it may
well be that he will find in them the higher economy he claims, but it

is certainly competent for the opponents of such designs to take excep-

tions to such procedure. It must be remembered that it does not take

much favoring to eat up the small margin of a few per cent, which
will ordinarily limit the difference in material required in the two
cases. The smallness of this difference is precisely the reason why the

writer argues rather the lack of economic advantage in the use of inde-

terminate forms, than its presence in the use of the determinate forms.

Mr. Lindenthal states that "no failures of bridges, caiised by their

indeterminateness, have yet occurred." Has he not, perhaps, over-

looked some cases ? Partial failures due to indetermination have been

anything but wanting. Many a weak member has been broken or has

broken its connection when carried along by the movement of some
heavy member to which it was imjDroperly attached; many a case of

initial strain, permitted by the use of redundant members, has resulted

in rupture; many a continuous floor system has failed in the rivets,

under the stresses actually coming upon it, for which it was not

designed; and in accidents like the buckling of the lower chords of the

stiffening trusses of the Brooklyn bridge over the towers, we have
illustrations of the consequences of indetermination in the case of more
important parts. It may be said that these were due, not to the use

of indeterminate construction, but to faulty calculation, or neglect to

calculate at all, or to faulty adjustment. But these things arose

purely from the indetermination and may therefore properly be

* Described in The Engineering Record of Feb. 17, 1900.
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Mr. Cilley. charged against it. Far froni indetermination never being a cause of

failure, it has been a fruitful cause, esjiecially in other structures

than bridges, where temperature strains have worked havoc.

We now come to the last of Mr. Lindenthal's objections, which is to

deflection as a criterion of rigidity. He says: "What is a rigid

bridge ? If we take rigidity in metallic bridges to mean absence of

vibration, then deflections are a deceptive criterion."

If this were merely a question of difference of definition of the

word "rigidity," it would have no further importance, but Mr.

Lindenthal continues: " The public considers abridge which vibrates,

as an inferior structure; and one which does not, as a superior

one. This ought to be the guide, also, to the engineer. " But this

argument of " Vox j^opuli vox Dei " is hardly convincing, and

Mr. Lindenthal's illustrations only serve to increase the writer's

distrust.

Vibration, far from being an indication of anything defective, is

the evidence of a highly elastic and rigid constitution. Only rigid

and elastic large bodies vibrate rapidly, and therefore, in a fashion

very noticeable to us. The vibrations of a slack rope are not marked,

but it is scarcely rigid. A Peruvian rope suspension bridge is not

notable for its vibration, but even the public would scarcely regard it

as superior. Many a loose-jointed wooden structure is free from

vibration, while in similar metal structures it is most marked, but

the wooden structure is hardly therefore the superior one.

Wherever great rigidity, elasticity and lightness go together,

vibration is likely to be noticeable. Where, on the contrary, there

is loose or slack construction, imperfect elasticity and great mass,

vibration will be imperceptible. The writer can scarcely believe that

Mr. Lindenthal had seriously considered the bases of vibration before

he thus proposed it as the criterion for distinguishing bad from good
construction. Large deflections, which mean flexible construction,

really are objectionable, because they interfere seriously with high

speeds, and, moreover, allow of dangerous swaying in high winds.

But rai^id vibration is an evil affecting the imagination far more than

it affects the structures. Moreover, Mr. Lindenthal's illustrations

show that marked vibration occurs equally in indeterminate and

determinate structures. It is, in fact, a matter largely independent

of the presence or absence of superfluous bars.

In concluding this part of his reply, the writer feels justified in

protesting at the statements wholly unsupported by evidence, and
some of which analysis has shown, to be incorrect, which characterize

this part of the discussion. It was his hojje that those who made
cojinter claims to the arguments in the paper would adduce their

evidence in such form as to jjermit of its independent consideration.

In the absence of such evidence it can scarcely be expected that these
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claims will receive much considei'ation, and, certainly, we cannot be Mr.Cilley.

expected to accejit them.

In replying to Professor Eitter's comments, the writer desires to

express at the outset his appreciation of the very fair and reasonable

position taken by him, as well as of the entire absence of any misap-

prehension or misconstruction of the paper in these comments. In

the hands of men as able and as honest as Professor Kitter, the use

of indeterminate frameworks loses many of its objections. But, since

few engineers favoring indeterminate construction are equally well

informed and fewer are as fair, its use is generally subject to the full

force of the writer's objections.

Some of the points touched on by Professor Hitter have been con-

sidered by the writer in his reply to Mr. Lindenthal, but there remain

several points which it is desirable to consider here.

The shorter unsupported lengths of the struts is an advantage

which has frequently been cited in connection with lattice webbing,

and as a justification of the European custom of riveting members to-

gether wherever they may cross. But it seems to be questionable

whether the apparent advantage thus obtained is not illusory. As was

long ago pointed out by Maurice Levy, the use of multiple systems of

webbing results in a reduction of the sections of the posts which may
well much more than ofi"set the reduction of free length due to attach-

ment at points of intersection. And this is apart from the fact that

the free lengths for side deflections (deflections out of the plane of the

truss) are not reduced through this arrangement in anything like the

degree that the free lengths for deflections in the truss planes are re-

duced. But this is not all. Such attachment of points of intersection

results in bending moments (when it does not result in anything

more), which are rarely if ever considered, although sometimes very

large. When these are taken into consideration it will be found that

the consequent added secondary stresses much more than ofi"set any

advantage from shortened free length. Moreover, this practice of riv-

eting every member to every other member wherever there is a

chance becomes a wholly indiscriminate and blind action which some-

times entails serious unforeseen results, and has been responsible for

no small part of the failures in indeterminate construction. The fact

that not more than two passing co-jjlanar membeis can be connected

at the same point without entailing, in addition to bending stresses,

direct axial stresses, is usually overlooked or not appreciated.

The writer's view is, that as far as possible we should design only

as we can and do calculate and understand, and that the procedure he

is now criticising, the consequences of which are neither calculated

nor iinderstood, should be put aside by all who prefer the guidance of

their intelligence to slavish copying of ill-founded methods of the

past. Some day it will be recognized that every unnecessary connec-
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. Cilley. tion is only an added restraint upon the free exercise of function, and

that, as the writer has elsewhere pointed out, " Statical indetermination

in a structure is always to be regarded as self-interference with

efficiency."

In regard to the objections to the exjiense of hinges, constructed as

at present, with pins, the writer ventures to suggest that this diffi-

culty, as well as that of the shocks at the hinges, mentioned by Pro-

fessor Eitter, may be overcome by the substitution of thin plates for

pins. Flexible joints by no means dejaend on the use of pins for their

realization, as is so commonly assumed.

Regarding discrepancies of length of members, the writer would

point out the consequences in this direction which the theory of pro-

bability tells us we must expect. We know that an error s in the

length of any member of a statically determined framework, will

change the distance, between any two of its joints not directly con-

nected, by the amount S'e (where S' is the stress in the member due to

a pair of equal and opposite forces of unity applied each at one of the

two joints). Now suppose each bar / has a corresponding probable

error Ej-in its length (which error may equally well be -f- or —), then

the probable resultant error //, in the distance between the two joints,

as a consequence of all these probable single errors Ej-, we know from

the theory of probability will be

J = V 2 (S'e)^

Let us apply this to an example:

Suppose we have a two-hinged arch of, say, 500 ft. span, and 90 ft.

rise, with parallel chords 15 ft. apart, and that it is built out from the

abutments to meet at the center. Suppose that we have forty panels

and that the probable error of each member is only -^ in. This is

moderate for even the best of work, that is to say, where all lengths

are determined by milled surfaces brought firmly into contact for

riveted joints, or by carefully bored pin bearings. Very careful,

repeated measurements made by the writer with an excellent steel

tape, firmly clamped at one end and subject to a uniform pull by

means of a spring balance at the other end, have convinced him that

errors in measurement alone are likely to reach this amount. For

simple riveted connections the work would be sensibly less accurate.

Here it will readily be seen that the average value of S' for the chord

members is about two-thirds, while that for the web members is less

than one-fifteenth, but more than one-twentieth. There will be 80

chord members, which alone would cause a probable error in the

closing middle chord bar of

With a simple triangular system, as we will suppose, there would

also be about 80 web members, and taking for them the smaller average
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value of S' as one-twentieth, the probable error in closing of the middle Mr.Cilley.

chord bar due to their errors would be

The resultant probable error for both chords and webbing would be

V V 32 / + ( 128 /

(since chord and web members are equally numerous) or practically

/a in-, as for the chords above. This gives an idea of what may be

expected in the final result from a given degree of accuracy of work-

manship, and so tells us what degree of accuracy it is necessary to

maintain in a given case. Some such method should be used where

indeterminate frameworks are constructed.

Professor Ritter states that "In general, structures with hinges

(arches or cantilevers) are less stiff than those withoitt hinges." The
writer feels that this statement, reasonable as it appears at first

glance, cannot, after all, be so readily accepted. It involves, first, the

question of what are comparable structures; and, second, the ques-

tion of what basis of judging stiffness is to be used. Confining our-

selves to deflections for this latter, as the writer has done, there still

remains the question of where the deflections are to be taken. It does

not suffice, particularly with arches, to compare only center deflec-

tions, for the deflections of non-central points due to non-symmetric

loadings are likely to be larger than those at the center, as in the

writer's illustration. Such being the ease, how shall we combine these ?

Shall we take the average of deflections at a series of given intervals,

or shall we simply compare the greatest deflections wherever occur-

ing ? The writer would again refer to his remarks on page 374, in

this connection.

In concluding this reply to Professor Ritter, the writer would sug-

gest that perhaps "the extensive adherence of American engineers to

stiff joints in upper chords, as well as rigid attachment of floor-beams,

stringers and lateral, portal and sway bracing," is largely due to prac-

tical (shop) considerations, together with recognized objections to the

use of pins in many cases, especially where adjustable members would

be introduced. The abuse of adjustable members has proved to be a

serious matter in this country. The writer has been informed of a

case where a section of the bottom chord was relieved of its part of the

stress and made slack by the over-tightening of counters. And, as is

well known, small counters and their connections are often seriously

overstrained in this manner.

Perhaps, when a practical system of making connections with thin

plates has been developed, a matter which will require much time and

experience, even with the best of good will on the part of designers.
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Mr. Cilley. engineers will sufficiently appreciate its merits in eliminating second-
ary stresses, to give it preference over the present system of deceptive

connections, whose strength is always much less than it is supjjosed to

be, and whose additions to stiffness are only obtained at the expense
of notable and unconsidered increases of stress in the main sections.

The comments of Professor Dietz are directed principally to point-

ing out what numerous factors enter into the final determination of the

cost of a structure. To these the writer at once assents, but he dis-

covers in them little or nothing affecting the validity of the arguments
he has advanced in the paper. Most of the factors mentioned by Pro-

fessor Dietz are equally factors with both determinate and indetermin-

ate frameworks, and, therefore, do not influence their comparison,

provided only that in any detailed comjjarison of two designs they are

actually made equally factors in the two cases. As to the fact that the

BuiDerstructure is only an element of the total, as far as it is of moment
at all, it is a factor wholly favorable to determinate construction.

Nothing like as carefully built and expensive foundations and supports

are required for the determinate as for the indeterminate structures.

The writer knows of no i^ractical factor excejjt the large (?) exisense of

pins which can be cited as adverse to determinate construction, and,

aside from the fact previously noted, that their use is not necessary,

the saving in cost of erection resulting from it may exceed the cost of

manufacture.

Regarding Professor Dietz's detailed comparison of a two and three-

hinged arch, the writer begs to note that the placing of the middle
hinge below the top chords has very probably deprived the three-hinged

arch of a very legitimate advantage it might have had. Moreover,

until we know how the sections were determined we cannot know
whether the comparison is really fair in this respect. These consider-

ations affect the stated deflection also, but it is in a further resjiect

misleading. It is simply the middle deflection and, as previously

noted, very possibly, if not probably, is not the greatest deflection.

Finally, the writer is not inclined to agree at all with Professor Dietz's

apparent view that only statistical comparisons of numerous complete

projects can be conclusive. There is not now and there probably will

not be (in the writer's opinion) within the next century, enough fairly

comi3arable data to enable a definite conclusion to be drawn therefrom

respecting the relative merits of determinate and indeterminate frame-

works in general. Worked-out cases are almost invariably not fairly

comparable. The writer holds that the best, the most reliable, if not

the only fair basis of comparison of the relative merits of determinate

and indeterminate frameworks must lie in such comparison of ideal

structures as he has made. Actual or complete designs are subject to

so many irrelevant vai'iations that their comparison necessarily carries

with it no general conclusion.
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The writer desires to express his appreciation of the brief but very Mr.Cilley.

correct summing up of the paj^er included in the comments of Prof.

Joseph Sohn. It is a great help to grasping the main points of such

a paper, necessarily somewhat long and complex in its complete form,

to have its essential points brought out in so concise and clear a

restatement as in the present instance.

The writer is pleased to learn of Professor Jung's adherence to the

use of determinate rather than indeterminate systems. Italy has long

been a leader in the intelligent application of science to the arts, and

notable for her freedom from the old dogmatic beliefs which in many
other countries still so largely maintain their hold. The writer well

remembers that many of the most lucid and valuable of the modern

additions, both to the theory of structures and to the general theory

of elasticity, have come from Italy, and believes that in the extension

of the use of determinate construction and of intelligent designing

Italy will again be in the front.
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WITH DISCUSSION.

This paper states the results of the continuation of a series of ex-

periments to determine the comparative durability of paints and

varnishes, which experiments were begun in February, 1895, and were

made the subject of a paper read before this Society on November ith,

1896.* The plates described in that paper had been exposed to the

action of sea water in the New York Navy Yard for a period of six

months; those to be described now were chiefly triplicate sets, one set

of which was exposed under the surface of the sea water in the New
York Navy Yard, another was similarly placed in the Norfolk Navy

Yard, while the third was placed in fresh water, in Lake Cochituate,

near Boston, Mass. All were placed in the water during the last half

of June, 1897. Those at Norfolk and Boston remained untouched until

July, 1899, a little more than two years; but those in the New York

waters were in cages suspended to a float which was accidentally sunk

in July, 1898, and more than half the plates were lost; the remainder

* Transactions, Am. Soc. C. E., Vol. xxxvi, p. 483.
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were taken out July 21st, 1899, after an immersion of exactly thirteen

months.

The consent of the Navy Department was obtained for jjlacing the

plates in the Navy Yards, and in this whole matter the writer is under

great obligations to >iaval Constructor F. T. Bowles and Assistant

Naval Constructor E. M. Watt, of the New York Yard, and to Naval

Constructor A. W. Stahl, of the Norfolk Yard. The Boston set

was placed by the courtesy of Desmond FitzGerald, President, Am. Soc.

C. E., Engineer of the Sudbury Department, Metropolitan Water

Board of Massachusetts.

The assistance rendered by these gentlemen was essential to carry-

ing on the experiments. The frames or cages, containing the plates of

steel and aluminum which had been painted, were placed in and

removed from the water by their assistants; the New York plates, on

removal from the water, were inspected by Mr. Bowles and Mr. Watt,

also by representatives of some of the technical journals, and by

several engineers; the Norfolk set was examined by Mr. Stahl and by

an expert, under his directions. The Engineering Department of the

Metropolitan Water Board had a representative on the ground to

inspect the plates at Lake Cochituate, but, owing to unexpected diffi-

culties encountered in getting the plates from the water, it was found

inconvenient to make a local inspection.

With the exception of the ships'-bottom paints, which were applied

in the New York Navy Yard, the work of preparing and applying the

coatings was done by Edward Smith & Company, of New York City,

who paid all the expenses incident to the whole work. The aluminum

plates were furnished free of charge by the Pittsburg Eeduction Com-

pany.

The plates were suspended in open cages or racks, and were in a

horizontal position one above another, about 2 ins. apart. They fitted

tightly in the racks, and each plate was supported at the four comers.

The racks were susjiended about 6 ft. below the surface of the water,

but at Lake Cochituate they were laid on the bottom, which was hard,

about 20 ft. below the surface, and the plates were vertical. Besides

the plates lost at New York, one rack containing 25 plates was lost at

Norfolk. It was suspended by two |-in. galvanized iron chains, which

rusted ofi". This gives some idea of the severity of the exposure. All

the Boston plates were recovered.
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In tlie salt-water tests it Avas found tliat barnacles and other

organisms attached themselves to the lower sides of the plates. In the

Norfolk Navy Yard the action of these was so severe as to destroy the

paint on the under sides of all the plates, with the exception of those

coated with the Sabin Pipe Coating, which did not seem to be affected,

although oysters 4| ins. in length were found growing on it. When

these were removed the coating was found to be intact. But with this

exception, it should be remembered, in looking over Table No. 1, that

only one side of the plates in the Norfolk set is described, the coatings

on the other side being uniformly destroyed, while in the New York

and Boston sets both sides of the plates are included in the descrip-

tion.

Such varnishes as are mentioned in this paper are made by melting,

at a temperature of 700° to 900° Fahr. , certain resinous substances,

such as Kauri, Manila and Zanzibar resins, and the asphaltic

mineral known as gilsonite ; 100 lbs. of resin is usually melted

at once, and to this is then added a quantity of linseed oil, also

hot, the amount of which varies according to the kind of varnish

to be made. If 20 galls, of oil is used the product is called a 20-gall.

varnish; if 30 galls., it is a 30-gall. varnish; and so on. The mixture

of resin and oil is heated for some hours until combination occurs,

and the product is then thinned with spirit of turpentine, which

is regarded as a vehicle. Varnishes made with 20 galls, of oil, and

with Manila, Kauri and Zanzibar resins, would be designated as

20 M., 20 K., and 20 Z., respectively; and so on. Enamel paints are

made by grinding pigments in these varnishes, exactly as oil paints

are made by grinding the same pigments in linseed oil.

Inasmuch as it has been believed that the process of baking adds

to the durability of these coatings, in a few cases duplicates were j^re-

pared, one of which was baked and the other allowed to dry at the

ordinary temperature.

The general scheme was to apply to a set of four plates a set of

three varnishes, 20 K., 30 K. and 40 K., and pure raw linseed oil.

Then, for another similar set, these same liquids were mixed, by

grinding with white zinc; another set was prepared with white lead;

another set with ultramarine blue; another set with graphite; and so

on. This ought to show whether one jjigment is better than another,

and which vehicle is the best. Besides these, plates were painted with
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pure red lead in pure linseed oil, witli two mixtures of red lead and

white zinc, with purple oxide of iron (crocus) in oil, and with Prince's

metallic oxide of iron, which is a very well-known pigment consisting

of iron oxide mixed with various silicates, in oil.

Besides these coatings of known composition, two popu.lar and

widely-known proprietary paints, the Eureka paint and the graphite

I^aint made by the Detroit Graphite Manufacturing Company, were

tried. These oil jjaints and proprietary paints were presumed to

afford a sort of standard by which the other coatings could be judged.

The coating material described in the table as " Spar," is one of the

well-known class of spar varnishes used for exterior work, and the kind

used was made by Edward Smith & Company. The "I. X. L. No. 2
"

is a well-known interior varnish. The substance indicated by the

initials " D. M. C." is Edward Smith & Company's " Durable Metal

Coating," which is a varnish in which a considerable amount of gilson-

ite has been substituted for a corre^ijonding quantity of resin.

" Parahydric " is a coating similar to "Durable Metal Coating," but

containing less oil, and has been used in painting the interior of water-

pipes. " S. P. C." is the SabinPipe Coating, a varnish enamel which

is baked on at about 400° Fahr. , and which has been used on some of

the largest hydraulic works in this country and is largely used in

coating pipes on United States naval vessels. " Keystone " is a well-

knowTi pigment, probably ground slate, and was used to furnish a pig-

ment composed of silicates for comparison. The iron oxide used is

the purest commercial sesquioxide, containing over 95% oxide of iron.

The purple oxide of iron is oxide which has been subjected to pro-

longed heating, and is supposed to be anhydrous. The "iron oxide

in shellac " mixture was prepared from a formula furnished by Naval

Constructor Bowles; the shellac is pure "D. C. Shellac" in grain

alcohol. The paints known as Rahtjen's, Mclnnes' and Holtzapfel,

are anti-corrosive and anti-fouling ships'-bottom paints, and were

furnished and applied by the New York Navy Yard.

The nomenclature and abbreviations of Table No. 1 are as fol-

lows:

20 K. = 20-gall. Kauri Varnish.

30 K. =30 "

40 K. =40 "

20 M. =20 " Manila. "
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30 M. = 30-gall. Manila Varnisli.

40 M. =40 "

20 Z. =20 "Zanzibar "

30 Z. =30 "

40 Z. =40 "

D. M. C. = Durable Metal Coating.

S. P. C. = Sabin Pii^e Coating.

Um. Blue. = Ultramarine Blue.

W. Z. = White Zinc.

W. L. = White Lead.

A. = Pure Aluminum.

A. A. = Aluminum Alloy, 95 per cent.

The plates used for the purpose were of uniform size, 12 x 20 ins.

;

part of them were aluminum and the remainder steel, about i in. in

thickness. Since it is well known that aluminum is not acted on by

fresh water, the aluminum plates were all put in the New York and

Norfolk sets. The plates numbered from 151 to 163, inclusive, in the

New York set, correspond to those numbered from 176 to 187, inclusive,

in the Norfolk set, and are pure aluminum; those numbered from 164

to 175, New York, correspond to 188 to 200, Norfolk, and are aluminum

plates alloyed with 5% of other metal.

Besides these regular sets of plates, a cage containing 24 plates,

part steel and part aluminum, which had in 1896 been exposed for six

months in the New Y^ork Yard, and are described in the writer's paper

in November, 1896, were again exposed with the New York set. Half

of these were lost by the accident already referred to, but the re-

mainder are described in Table No. 1. Of these, Nos. 104, 105, 113,

122 and 124 are aluminum,* and the rest are steel. All are distin-

guished in the table by the date (1896) after the number.

As two entire cages of steel plates were lost in the New York l''ard

and one in the Norfolk Yard, the descriptions of the aluminum and

the " 1896 " plates have been put in the otherwise vacant spaces of the

table. All the plates, except those coated with Sabin Pipe Coating,

which had two coats, received three full coats, well dried between

coats. The red-lead paint used weighed about 35 lbs. to the gallon,

and was put on with the plate in a horizontal position, on the top side

of the plate. After the paint had set, the plate was turned over and

* See paper already referred to.
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the otlaer side was painted. The steel plates were all of the grade

known as pickled and cold-rolled, and were cleaned with a steel wire

brush. They were not pickled after they had left the steel mill, but

their surfaces were perfectly clean and bright after being brushed.

Eestxlts.

In most cases, the protective coatings seem to begin to deteriorate

on the surface, which becomes rough; then little blisters appear, which

are caused by the separation of the last coat from those beneath;

finally the undercoat blisters, in which case it is found, almost invari-

ably, that rust has formed under the blister. If, however, the coating

is porous—and this seems to be the case with the ordinary oil paints

—

the water reaches the metal and causes rust. This throws oflf the paint

film, and the corrosion spreads rapidly in this way.

Protective coatings, such as are applied with a brush, are of three

1. Pigment paints, in which the vehicle or liquid part is either

linseed oil (or an inferior substitute) or varnish, and with this liquid

portion is mixed mechanically a powdered solid, usually a mineral

substance ground to a fine powder;

2. Eed lead, which is a mixture of red lead and linseed oil, and

which does not dry by oxidation as do other oil paints, but sets like a

cement; and

3. Varnishes.

The linseed oil in ordinary oil paints dries by the absorption of

oxygen to a tough leathery substance, but the film thus formed is soft

and gummy, and is quite porous. Pigment is added to the oil for

three reasons. It makes the liquid thicker and more viscous, thus

enabling the operator to put on a thicker film; it makes a harder film,

which will better resist abrasion; and the particles of pigment tend

to fill up the pores of the film, thus rendering it more continuous.

Varnish forms a much more continuous (less porous) film than oil,

hence it is better adapted for use in paint, and this is shown con-

spicuously by an examination of these tests, where the oil paints have

failed, without exception, while the corresponding varnish paints are,

in most cases, in good condition. The character of the pigment does

not seem to have much influence. All the oil paint samples were so

badly rusted that diff'erentiation among them was impossible. It may
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be that an earlier inspection would have shown differences, but the

present appearance of all these jslates is so similar that it seems un-

likely, and certainly the varnish paints do not show any great differ-

ences in the matter of the pigments, except that white zinc seems to

be somewhat the best. The iron oxides, graphites, and pulverized

slate are all alike. The red lead, in the Boston andNew York sets, is far

better than any of the oil paints. The mixtures of red lead and white

zinc are markedly inferior to red lead alone. In the Norfolk test,

which was much more severe, the red lead had finally been quite

destroyed. Deterioration in the case of red lead seems always to start

from centers. In the Boston set, the red lead seemed to be in pretty

good condition, but would probably not have lasted more than a year

or so longer. It shows numerous rust spots. The blisters all start

from the metal. But most of the varnish paints are much better than

the red lead.

A study of the varnishes applied without pigment seems to show

that in the fresh-water exposure the process of baking was, on the

whole, of advantage, but not greatly so. In the salt water, the

unbaked varnishes were better than the same varnishes baked ; this

agrees with the results recorded in 1896. The Manila varnishes are

distinctly inferior to the Kauri and Zanzibar; the "Durable Metal

Coating" is best of all. This is doubtless due, in a large degree, to

the fact that this varnish, which is intended especially for the ijrotec-

tion of structural steel, is made with a heavy body, and the film is of

greater thickness than is the case with varnishes intended for wood

work. Its composition has also been very carefully studied and

designed to secure great durability, which is of much less importance

than other qualities in ordinary varnishes.

By far the best results, however, with the excejjtions to be here-

after noted, were obtained from the best of the enamel paints. Here,

also, the Manila varnishes are decidedly inferior, and, in the opinion

of the writer, these should be excluded hereafter from any such tests,

although they make a much better comparative showing on wood.

In the enamel or varnish paints, those made with the more elastic

varnishes (those containing the most oil) are decidedly the better.

The extreme durability of these is well shown by the " 1896 " plates.

These were first exposed to the air two or three months, then they

were in the sea water six months, then exposed to the air nearly a year.
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then under water thirteen months, and have since been exposed to the

air over sixteen months, making a total of four years, and they are

still, to all intents, perfect.

It is true that the air exposures have been indoors, but it was in a

building adjacent to a railroad yard, where uni^rotected iron and even

nickel steel is covered with deep rust in two or three months, and the

air is often so acrid as to cause coughing. Two years' continuous

immersion in fresh water has not injured some of these enamels, and two

years in the excessively severe exposure at the Norfolk Navy Yard has

left several of them in good condition, a few being practically uninjured.

It is generally true of all the better class of coatings that corrosion

begins at the edges of the plate. In the ease of aluminum plates, it

seems evident to the writer that some of these coatings, notably the

" Spar varnish " and the " Durable Metal Coating " have been gradu-

ally thrown ofif by corrosion creeping from the edge, probably from

some mechanical injury, under the varnish, a patch of which remains

uninjured and apparently without deterioration on the middle of the

plate. This fact should not be lost sight of in considering this matter,

and is one of the points shown by an inspection of the plates, but not

easily brought out in a description.

Undoubtedly, the most obvious and conspicuous, and the most

instructive, fact, is the total and absolutely imiversal failure of linseed

oil films, either alone or mixed with any of the numerous pigments

wluch were tried, while the corresponding varnishes and enamel

paints made with the same pigments are in fair to good condition.

This confirms strikingly the opinion, long held by the writer and

many others of greater experience, that varnish films are much more

impervious and resistant than any others. The exceptional cases to

be noted are :

First.—The " Sabin Pipe Coating," a baked enamel, which is so

much superior to the others as to form a class by itself, and

Secmicl.—The extraordinary showing made by pure shellac varnish

in the Lake Cochituate test. Shellac varnish is simply a solution of

shellac resin, which is chemically an acid substance, in alcohol.

There are many grades of shellac ; the one used was what has for

many years been known as "D. C." orange shellac, and it was dis-

solved in pure 97)!^ grain alcohol. Being an acid substance, it is

attacked and dissolved readily by the ammonia in the atmosphere. It
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is removed easily by soap and water. It has never been considered a-

durable varnisli as ordinarily used on wood work, and it does not

stand at all in the sea-water tests, but two years' exposure under 20 ft.

of fresh water does not seem to have injured it sensibly. This may be

a very serious matter, for, while in this regard it is no better than

some other varnishes, such as "Durable Metal Coating," which cost

much less money, shellac varnish has some important and exceed-

ingly desirable qualities, which no other varnish has. For example,

occasionally, we are confronted with the problem of repainting a sec-

tion of large water pipe which can be spared from use only a few days.

The interior of this pipe is damp. The best that can be done with it

is to get out most of the visible water, but the cold surface of the

metal will always be damp. No ordinary varnish will stick to such a

surface, and corrosion will probably be set up at once; no ordinary

varnish, of sufficient durability to be worth putting on, will dry in the

limited time at our disi^osal. Now, shellac is dissolved in a vehicle

which has an intense affinity for water, and it is highly probable that

a thin film of dew will be instantly absorbed, and will certainly be

removed, by the evaporation of the slightly diluted alcohol; and

shellac, if applied in a thin coat, dries with the greatest rapidity.

Three coats may be applied in eight hours. There is no unpleasant or

dangerous odor, though ventilation should be secured, both on account

of the risk of fire and because working in an atmosphere of alcoholic

vapor produces intoxication. It certainly seems from this test as

though we would be justified in using shellac varnish in such a case.

It is expensive, of course, and it is very likely that the cheaper grades,

which are found in ordinary use to be very much inferior in durability,

would not be so efficient. In any case it would not be necessary to

use it where the conditions are such that some equally good but slower

drying coating can be used.

The metal plates used in these tests were free from rust or scale,

and showed in all cases the bright color of the metal. To prepare

plates for a paint test, this is the only way which will give compara-

tive results. The writer is positive about this. It is sometimes said

that we do not get our metal in this condition when we paint it, and

therefore it is proper to make tests on somewhat rusty iron, or on iron

with mill scale on it. In the first place, we ought to get the iron

in that clean condition, and the writer is not without hope of liv-
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ing to see the day when it will be done, in the case of permanent struct-

ures; and secondly, he is satisfied, from many years' constant experi-

ence in such experiments conducted on a most extensive scale, that it is

absolutely impossible to get uniform conditions with rusty metal. A
dozen metal plates, even if cut from the same sheet, will not rust

uniformly ; one will throw off" a scale and another will not. The mill

scale on a plate will be almost entirely removed from part of a plate by

passing it through bending rolls, while it will adhere firmly to

another part of the same plate. If this plate had been cut up and used

for tests, the paint on one piece would come off and on another would

stay on, and the scale is always different on the two sides of a plate.

Exposure tests, such as these, are of much more importance than

laboratory tests. The manufacturers of paints and varnishes, some of

whom are probably the best experts in this matter, never depend on

any but an exposure test. It is by no means impossible that rapid

laboratory tests may yet be devised, but such crude ones as have been

so far proposed are in most cases of little value. Such a test, for

example, is that with caustic alkali. This is a substance unknown in

Nature, and no good paint will stand it, while a perfectly worthless

paint might be made which would stand it very well. A nitric-acid

test is of the same sort. It will simply burn up any organic substance,

and some of the best linseed oil paints will yield to it most readily.

It would hardly be regarded as a fair test of the comparative health of

a dozen human beings to administer to each of them a couple of

ounces of nitric acid and keep watch to see which lived longest, yet

probably each could take a few drops of it per day without incon-

venience. This is about what many of these so-called paint tests

amount to. Some laboratory tests are of considerable value, but none

is conclusive.

It has frequently been objected to these submarine test-s that they

are of value only as regards the same conditions, and there is some

justice in such a criticism; but it is much weakened by the obvious

fact that there is a practical agreement between the fresh-water and

the sea-water tests. The latter were most severe, but in most cases

the difference has been one of degree only. And in the rather large

experience of the writer and his associates, these tests seem to agree

in general with aerial exposirres, reasonable exception being made in

the case of coatings intended expressly for marine or for aerial use.
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TABLE No. 1.

1
1

1
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TABiiE No. 1

—

{Continued).

410- I. X. L. No. 2.

About like 407.
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TabijE No. 1

—

{Continued)

421-S. P. C.
Perfect, except where coat-
ing is in one or two places
broken at edge with cor-
rosion.

422-S. P. C.

425-W. Z. in 20 K.

Half the surface, along the
edges, blistered, with
rust underneath.

426-W. Z. in :

Much better than 425; some
blisters; little corrosion.

428-W. Z. in 20 M.

Outer layer of coating
nearly destroyed; under
coat good.

429-W. Z. in 30 M.

A few slight rust spots;
outer coat blistered.

P.O.

Like 421.

427-W. Z. in 40 K.

Good condition; some blis-

ters in outer layer of
coating; no rust.

430-W. Z. in 40 M.

About one-fifth rusted;
thin rust. Blistered;
outer coat chiefly.

P.O.

Like 421.

Perfectly ^ood condition,
See not« in text.

322-S. P. C.

Like 321.

325-W. Z. in 20 K.

Blistered; not very good.

Three-fourths of coating
destroyed; thin rust.

179 A-I. X. L. No. 2.

Coating all gone.

180 A-Spar.

Two-thirds of coating gone,
but one-third in the
middle perfectly good.

-S. P. C.

Like 321.

177 A-30 K.

Like 176.

181 A-D. M. C.

One-flfth gone, one-fifth
blistered; remainder
good.

P.O.

Like 321.

178 A-40 K.

Coating all gone. One-tenth gone on one
edge; remainder all right.

1

1

1
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Table No. 1

—

[Continued).

431-W. Z. in 20 Z.

Not much rust; outer coat
badly blistered; under
coat slightly so.
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Table No. 1

—

[Continued).

d

1

1
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Table No. 1

—

(Continued).

453-Graphite in 20 K.

Very good; some small
blisters.
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Table No. 1

—

{Continued).

1

3
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Table No. 1

—

[Concluded).

481-20 K., baked.

Practically perfect; coat-
ing still glossy.
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DISCUSSION.

Mr. Buck. L. L. Buck, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—Have any of the specimens been

tested by being placed in salt water so as to be exposed part of tlie

time, and part of the time not exposed ?

Some tests of paints on wires were made for the speaker by E. G.

Freeman, M. Am. Soc. C. E. The wires were about No. 8 gauge and cut

in lengths of about 6 ins. They were coated with different kinds of

paint and were then fastened together snugly in bundles of seven. The
interstices were filled and the bundles coated with j^aint outside.

These bundles were fastened to a pile, under the resident engineer's

office, midway between high and low water. They were protected from

abrasion by floating matter, and were left in position for six months,

but not in freezing weather.

The reason for making the test in this way was that the conditions

obtained would approach, more nearly than any others, the conditions

which would be met by the cables of the New East Eiver Bridge. The
wires were found to be corroded even inside, where the interstices had

been filled with the paint. There were only one or two substances

which stood the test. One, called "cable shield," the composition of

which the speaker knows, but is not allowed to divulge, withstood

abrasion and corrosion perfectly. This material was selected as the

covering of the cables, although its application was somewhat diffi-

cult.

Has the author used Lucol oil in any of his experiments?

The speaker has had some trouble in having paint applied prop-

erly. Having secured an honest manufacturer and obtained from him

the required paint, he has found that a further requisite was the right

kind of a man to apply it. The speaker has had structures painted

and has found that after six months the pigment could be rubbed off

with the hand quite readily. In the next specification prepared by

the speaker he has concluded to insert a clause requiring the paint

manufacturer to have an inspector present all the time to see that the

paint is properly put on. In this way it may be possible to fix the

responsibility if the work is not satisfactory.

Mr. HUl. George Hiuj, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—The author has said that he

considers these tests a fair criterion by which to judge of the suffi-

ciency of the coating, as applied to structural material exposed to the

air or the elements. What time relation is considered by him as exist-

ing between the exposure to fresh or salt water and the exposure

which would exist, for instance, in the steel skeleton of a building

surrounded with masonry? That is to say, if after an exposure of two

years in water and one or two years to air most of the coating has dis-
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appeared, how many years will it take to produce a like result if tlie Mr. Hill,

material is partially protected from corrosion?

Further, would all the protective coverings show the same relative

deterioration under the conditions existing in buildings as they show
when subjected to the direct action of fresh and salt water ?

During the past six years the speaker has had Lucol oil under

observation, and has used it quite extensively (for the last three years

exclusively for exterior work and metal covering), and has found that

it gave better results than any of the other oils. The speaker would
like to ascertain the author's general views in regard to oil as compared
with varnish. If the author's statements in regard to recent structtiral

work in New York City are taken without qualification, it may be said

that the life of the largest, or best, office buildings will be about twenty

years, if the conditions under which the exterior supporting columns
are installed are such as to subject these columns to a certain exposure;

that is to say, if they are placed with their outer edges from 8 to 24

ins. from the exterior walls. The general practice is not to make any

special j)rovision for protecting the columns.

The speaker recalls one case in which it was specified that the

columns should be left with a space around them. This space between

the column and the enclosing brickwork was to be filled in subse-

quently with Portland cement, which would be, without doubt, a

sufficient protection if the column were not otherwise protected; but

with a film of paint between the metal and the cement the speaker

doubts the sufficiency.

In New York City the practice, which is nearly universal, is to use

one of the paints or, occasionally, Smith's durable metal coating, but

if these have a life of apjaroximately only twenty years, the New York
practice should change quickly.

The paper does not indicate what should be done, yet some lesson

should be derived from these tests to show what the practice ought
to be, for engineers do not want to build for only ten, fifteen or even

twenty -five years.

F. W. Skinner, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—In New York City the general Mr. Skinner.

practice is to protect from moisture quite effectively certain parts of

the steel work of office buildings. Most of the grillage foundations,

for instance, are bedded in concrete, and frequently the metal surfaces

are also plastered. The wall columns, in many cases, are only

protected by paint, but in other cases there is a special protection.

In the St. Paul Building, for instance, there is a tile casing around
the columns and also a coating of asphalt, or some kind of fibrous

material wrajjped around them.

Thomas D. Pitts, Jun. Am. Soc. C. E.—The author states that in Mr. Pitts,

these experiments the plates exposed in fresh water were placed verti-

cally, while those exposed in salt water were placed horizontally.
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Mr. Pitts. Was there any special reason for so placing the latter? There would
necessarily be a deposit of silt on the upper surfaces of these plates

which would measurably protect the coating. It would also prevent

the growth of oysters, barnacles, seaweed, etc., which will not grow
on surfaces where they cannot get a firm hold. Moreover, the silt

deposit would not necessarily be uniform on all the plates, so that they

would not all have the same degree of protection.

This being true, would not more uniform conditions be secured by
placing all the plates vertically ?

r. Tatnall. Geokge Tatnall, M. Am. Soc. C. E. (by letter).—The subject of

protective coatings for iron is one of great dej)th, the surface of which
has been little more than scratched. The universal use of iron, for

such diverse purposes divides the subject into a number of problems
according to the exposure to which the iron is subjected.

The protection of ironwork exposed to ordinary out-of-door condi-

tions of sunshine, rain, dew and variations of temperature is the most
usual problem. The protection of ironwork in the indoor exposure

incident to the roofs of trainsheds, foundries, shops and other manu-
facturing establishments, presents another and very different problem,

wherein the absence of the direct heat and light of the sun, and the

drenching of rain, is offset by the presence of deleterious and corrosive

gases. The protection of the skeletons of steel-framed buildings forms

a third distinct problem.

Two other very similar problems, and very dissimilar to the others,

are the protection of ironwork submerged in water, and ironwork

alternately submerged and exposed, as by the fluctuation of tides.

These problems present such dissimilar features that the results of

tests under one, can by no means be taken as more than an indication

of possible results under one of the others.

This paper presents some valuable and instructive data relative to

the protection of iron completely submerged.

Charles B. Dudley, M. Am. Soc. C. E., Professor Spennrath and

others have shown the effect of submersion in water on a linseed oil

film, manifested in the softening, wrinkling and loss of adhesiveness

of the film. This receives abundant confirmation in the blistering and

separation of the coats, so frequently noted.

By far the greatest enemy to paint coatings on iron is the well-

known and uncontrollable propensity of the metal to rust when in the

presence of oxygen and moisture, which is so fierce as to produce, by

some sort of endosmotic and exosmotic action, the rusting of the iron

and deposition of the oxide on the outside, through the pores of pro-

tective coatings of other metals, such as tin, zinc or lead. Bright iron

will not rust in an atmosphere of pure oxygen, nor will it rust when
immersed in distilled water, and it is questionable whether the scanty

amount of air ordinarily held in suspension by river or sea water would
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"be sufficient to make tlie test as severe as it would be under conditions Mr. Tatnall.

part wet and part dry, or even under those of ordinary outdoor expos-

ure. In sujDjiort of this, it can be stated that similar plates, to the

knowledge of the writer, covered with two coats of some of the same
paints mentioned in these tests, j^assed to complete destruction in

from 6 to 12 months in ordinary outdoor exposure.

Almost invariably, the jjrotective value, to iron, of a good paint, is

destroyed in outdoor exposure by the penetration of moisture and air

through the pores of the coatings; causing the formation of rust spots,

microscopical at first, but increasing in size and number, and spread-

ing and joining together under the film, until it is thrown off in flakes

or shreds, long before its good qualities as a paint have disappeared.

On this account, the very able prize essay of Professor Spennrath, com-

l^lete and exhaustive as it is, in relation to the paint film, is useless as

regai'ds the protective value of that film to the iron beneath it.

The large number of samjales, in these tests of submerged exposure,

in which it was noted that the coatings had been destroyed and very

little or no rusting manifested, would seem to indicate that the pro-

cesses of destruction were different in this than in other exposures.

The film seems to have been destroyed before the rusting commenced,
but how? The almost invariable presence of blisters, or sejaaration of

the two films from each other and from the metal, shows conclusively

the same softening, loosening, and wrinkling action on these films, as

occurred in the case of linseed oil films on glass submerged in water, in

the experiments of Dr. Dudley. But it has certainly not extended so

far as to effect complete separation of the films from each other or

from the metal, or some half-peeled remnants would have been found.

The absence of any explanation for this rustless destruction of the

film m submerged tests, as well as certain unexplained phenomena
occurring in ordinary outdoor exposure, siaggests the qiiery, does lin-

seed oil, by complete oxidation, by long submersion, by the presence

of the naturally occurring chemical reagents, or by the combination of

any or all of these causes, become to any extent soluble in water?

Although the varnish gums are exceedingly unreliable and uncer-

tain, whether tised on wood or iron, in ordinary exjjosures, it seems to

be shown clearly by these tests that the addition of the best of them
to linseed oil is of great benefit to the latter in resisting the soaking

destruction of submersion, by whatever influences this may be caused.

OscAK LowiNSON, Assoc. M. Am. Soc. C. E.—The speaker has made Mr. Lowinson.

a number of tests of a new paint, and with a view to determining

its resistance to moisture, and the effects of frost, a coat was apj^lied

to the outside surface of a porous jar which was afterward filled with

a concentrated solution of sulphate of soda and the solution allowed to

evaporate. After a period of two weeks the interior of the jar was
full of crystals, and with the exception of half an inch from the top of
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Mr. Lowinson the outside, "which had been carried over by capillarity, the surface

was still intact and showed no signs of having in any way been
penetrated. This experiment was repeated Avith the same jar half a
dozen times with the same results. A corresponding jar to which no
paint was applied emptied in about 30 hours, both the inside and out-

side being covered with sharp crystals.

In order to determine whether this material could be used as a sub-

stitiite for furring, a brick coated with it on its top surface was plastered

directly on the paint and immersed to one-half its depth in a vessel

containing water, until all the water, including that which the brick

absorbed, had been evaporated. This process took a week, and
showed absolutely no effect on the plaster. The plaster adhered so

strongly to the paint that it could not be dislodged without destruc-

tion.

A similar brick was jslastered without paint, and in a week the

plaster became loose and detached from the brick.

" Furring," which is used on the inside of exposed walls of build-

ings to prevent moisture from attacking the plaster and thereby

disintegrating it or staining the finished wall surface, can be dis-

pensed with by the use of this paint on the wall surface and the

direct application of the plaster upon it. The speaker also uses it

on the back of limestone set in masonry to i^revent the discoloration

of the wall, which occurs when any other cement than the exiaensive

LeFarge is used.

The paint also appears to resist the attacks of moderate acids and
alkalies, and herein differs aj^parently from the paints mentioned by
the author.

Two coats were applied on a rusty, cast-iron, fire stand-pipe in front

of a building in New York City where it has stood for a year without

flaking or showing rust spots, and when last examined by the speaker

it was still hard and adherent, and to all appearances had stopped

oxidation.

The speaker has not been converted to the theory of the author that

laboratory tests are not of much value. He firmly believes in exjiosure

tests, but, in order to satisfy himself, deems it his duty, when ex-

amining a material like paint, to make such tests as he thinks would
give an imitation of the action of the elements.

Mr. Sabin. A. H. Sabin, Assoc. M. Am. Soc. C. E. (by letter).—None of the

tests in this series was made with the samples alternately wet and dry.

Some exiseriments, however, were made by the writer by coating bun-

dles of wires, which were then attached to piles in the sea water in

such a way that one end of each bundle was under water constantly,

while the upper parts were exposed to the air at low tide. The con-

clusion reached from this and other experiments was, that the pro-

tective effect of the coatings was not lessened by the intermittent.
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exposure, but that damage was done by floating objects in the water Mr. Sabin.

which persistently batter oif the coating at the water-line. If secured

against such effects protection is possible. This is probably the

reason why iron piles rust off near the water-line; they are constantly

battered by logs of wood and other floating matter which the waves

throw against them incessantly.

One of the objects sought by placing the plates horizontally in salt

water was to get a growth of marine organisms on. one side of the

plate, while the other (the upper) side was kept free and reasonably

clean. There was no considerable deposit of silt on these plates. In

this way the exact effect of the organisms could be determined. The

plates put in fresh water were laid in a vertical i^osition because it was

unavoidable under the circumstances, but as fresh water organisms are

comparatively rare and did not attack the plates, it was no seriotis ob-

jection. The most serious trouble in these experiments was the injury

to the coating on the edges of plates caused by floating objects in the

water. This was sufiicient, in some cases, to obscixre the real value of

the coatings, which were removed mechanically from the edges toward

the middle of the plates. The writer is of the opinion that, hereafter,

plates to be tested, which should not be in any case less than i in. in

thickness, and should not be smaller than those used in this test—the

larger the better—should each be put in a frame such as used for the

slates of school children, in order to protect the edges as well as

possible.

It is probably impossible to give any definite answer to Mr. Hill's

question. The exj)osure in steel frame buildings is extremely variable.

Good compact hydraulic cement mortar, unquestionably, affords a

great deal of jarotection, because it is alkaline, and alkalies do not rust

iron; and also because it prevents much circulatiou of air, though it

does not do so absolutely. Ordinary lime mortar is so very porous

that its value is much less; and brick and tile vary so much in jDorosity

that no generalizations about them can be made. The care with which

these are applied is also an important factor. It seems to the writer

that the most important object to be sought in these cases is to keep

the metal dry. It is not possible to keep a bridge or similar structure

dry, but it is possible with the steel frame of a building; if it is

dry it ought not to rust very fast. Foundations which are so

•placed as to be always damp should have their steel work bedded

in cement, which should be of as perfect quality and as great thick-

ness as possible.

The writer does not share in the prejudice which some have against

painting metal which is to be covered with cement; it is not likely that

the latter has any mysterious action on the iron, but acts as any other

protective coating does; and it is well known that some paints which

do not bear ordinary exposure last well under cement.
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Mr. Sabin. The -n-riter has not used Lucol oil, and hence has nothing more
substantial than a prejudice against it. He has preferred to keep to

the use of materials of known composition, and which he thinks have

yielded the best results up to the j^resent time. It is well known, as

has been pointed out by Mr. Tatnall, that bil-isaint films are somewhat
porous, and are often thrown off by corrosion underneath; and it has

been the writer's aim to produce films which would not be open to

that objection, but would protect the metal until the film itself is com-

pletely destroyed. The object of this pajaer is to show how this may
be accomplished by the use of well-known materials, combined by
well-known processes.

The writer cannot at all agree with the statement that the use of

varnishes is a matter of great uncertainty, but, in fact, believes the

opposite, and desires by these tests to show what products are most
suitable for use on engineering structures. Furniture made 150 years

ago by the celebrated Martin, of Paris, is still distinguished by its

beautiful varnish; while violins, ranging from 200 to 300 years old, are

still covered with the varnish originally applied to them. Such
material is worthy of systematic study.
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WITH DISCUSSION.

lu 1883 the Legislature of the State of New York passed an Act

(Chapter 490, Laws of 1883) creating the Aqueduct Commissioners of

the City of New York.

The purpose of this Act was the immediate increase of the water

supply of the city which, under the conditions then prevailing, had

for some time been inadequate and inefficient. To this end it was

planned to begin the construction of a new aqueduct and a large dam

on the Croton Kiver, the latter near to and above the site of Quaker

Bridge, at a point about 4 miles below the old Croton Dam which had

been in use since 1839. This new dam, it was reckoned, woiild

increase the available storage by about 32 000 000 000 galls., and, if

construction were begun immediately, could be put to practical use,

in connection with the New Aqueduct, not long after the completion of

the latter , the work of which was planned to continue at the same time.

The Aqueduct Commissioners began the construction of the New

Aqueduct in the fall of 1884, but found a strong opposition, on the part

of a few influential citizens, to the project of the dam. This opposi-
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tion resulted in an indefinite delay in action on tlie part of the Com-

missioners, so far as the large dam was concerned, but they ordered

the construction of a smaller dam and reservoir near the head waters

of the East Branch of the Croton, at the Village of Sodom, early in 1888"

This action reversed the original plans for the enlargement of the

water supply, which were, to build the large dam and basin at first

and with as much speed as practicable, and later to complete the

conservation of all the storage caijacity of the Croton Valley by

building the smaller dams and reservoirs, of which the dam at Sodom

was one.

In July, 1888, a new Board of Aqueduct Commissioners came into

power. They found a steadily increasing demand for more water, and

came to the conclusion that it was best to continue the policy of build-

ing the smaller dams and reservoirs already inaugurated by their i^re-

decessors, as, owing to the time which had lapsed (about 4 years),

without action relative to the proposed large dam, it was impossible,

even by taking immediate action toward its construction, to complete it

in time to aff'ord the desired relief in the water supply. They, therefore,

ordered the construction of the Carmel Dams (Eeservoir D) and the

Titicus Dam (Eeservoir M), as well as the completion of the Sodom

Dam System and Keservoirs, which included two dams, two reservoirs

and a connecting tunnel. The construction of these works was started

as soon as practicable, and further investigations were authorized in

relation to the proposed large dam, in order to determine whether

the best available site had been found.

To this end an extensive series of diamond-drill borings was made

along the valley of the Croton Eiver from the site of Old Croton Dam
to a point nearly at the mouth of the river, about 1 mile below the

old Quaker Bridge site. The result was the decision of the Commis-

sioners, in January, 1891, to build the large dam at the Cornell site, a

point about IJ miles above Quaker Bridge, and so situated as to store

nearly as much water as would have been stored by the Quaker Bridge

Dam. The amount of storage by the dam if built at the Quaker

Bridge site is estimated at 32 000 000 000 galls. ; at the Cornell site,

30 000 000 000 galls.

In connection with these new dams and storage reservoirs are vari-

ous older dams and natural lakes, throughout the water-shed of the

Croton, which have been in use for the city's water sujjply for many
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years, in connection witli tlie Old Aqueduct; and the total storage

capacity, upon the completion of the New Croton Dam, will be as

follows:

Total storage in connection with the old

works, including Central Park, Boyds

Corners and Middle Branch Keservoirs . . 9 541 000 000 galls.

AmawalkDam 7 000 000 000* "

Reservoir I, Sodom and Bog Brook Reser-

voirs 9 028 000 000 "

Reservoir D, Carmel 9 000 000 000* "

Reservoir M, Titicus 7 167 000 000 "

New Croton Dam Reservoir 30 000 000 000* "

Jerome Park Reservoir 1500 000 000 "

73 236 000 000 "

As the large reservoirs within the city territory cannot be emptied

below certain limits without impairing the supply, the available

storage capacity may be stated as about 70 000 000 000 galls.

f

The construction of the New Croton Dam was begun in October,

1892, the contract for its construction having been let the preceding

August. At the present time it is about two -thirds completed, and,

as a general description of the structure, embodying its main features,

is essential to the i^urposes of this paper, the following extracts from

the "Report of the Chief Engineer, A. Fteley," Past-President, Am.

Soc. C. E., "to the Aqueduct Commissioners, 1887 to 1895," are

reprinted here, as they seem to embody the main points and important

features in comparatively few words.

" The New Croton Dam at Cornell Site which is to form the largest

reservoir of the system, on the lower part of the Croton River, was

begun in October, 1892. It is located about 3^ miles above the

junction of the Croton with the Hudson, and about 1 mile above Old

Quaker Bridge. The course of the Croton at this point is approxi-

mately west.

" At the dam location, rock (gneiss) crops out at the surface on the

north side of the river, rising with a steep slope, which terminates at

the top of a hill about 300 ft. high. The bed-rock on the north side

dips quickly just before reaching the bank, and soundings show it

at about 75 ft. below the river-bed. At this point, on a line about

* Approximate.

t Report of the Chief Engineer to the Aqueduct Commissioners, 1887-1895, p. 82.
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parallel to and under the river, the rock changes abruptly from gneiss

to limestone, with no marked change of surface level. The limestone

extends across the valley at about the depth noted above, with some
deeper pockets, and then rises gradually on the south side with the

earth slope and below it, at varying depths, to a depth of 20 ft. at

the extreme south end of the dam location.

" Under the river-bed the material above the bed-rock is largely

sand, gravel and boulders. Approaching the south side of the valley,

very compact hardjaan and gravel next to the rock is indicated. The

hardpan is surmounted next to the surface by a considerable layer of

sand at the steep part of the slope. Along this slope, at about

elevation 153 runs the Old Croton Aqueduct. The total distance

across the valley at flow-line (elevation 200) is about 1 300 ft.

"The general features of the dam may be noted as follows:

''An overfloio, or spillway, on the rocky side-hill forming the north

slope of the valley.

"A masonry dam built on bed-rock and extending from its junction

with the overflow at about the foot of the north slope of the valley,

across and well into the south slope, where it ends in a wing-wall and

core-wall for the embankment.
" An embankment with a core-wall extending to bed-rock from the

end of the masonry dam up and along the south slope until elevation

220, the jjroposed top of this jiart of the dam, is reached.

" The overflow varies in height from 150 ft. at its junction with the

main dam to about 10 ft., where it joins the side-hill at the upper end.

This overflow runs along the side-hill and nearly parallel to the slope

contours, curving ui3-stream at its junction with the masonry dam.

The down-stream face of the overflow is to be formed in steps. From
the spillway the water is to fall into a channel cut into the rock of the

side-hill, through which the water will pass on its way to the river-bed

below the dam. This overflow channel is to be about 50 ft. wide at

the upper end and 125 ft. wide next to the main dam. The length of

the overflow will be nearly 1 000 ft., elevation of top, 196.

" The masonry dam will extend from bed-rock to elevation 210, and
provision is made for a roadway on toj), 18 ft. in width. At the north

end, near its junction with the overflow, is to be a gate-house of

three chambers. Grooves in the masonry of the up-stream face will

be provided for stop-planks, and in each chamber will be gates

worked from the top of the dam, connecting with a 48-in. pipe. The
pipes will extend through the dam, ending in a vault, containing

stop-cocks to further control the flow of water. It is expected to

place the lower openings in the gate-chambers at about elevation 75,

nearly 30 ft. above the original river-bed. and to fill in this interval

with earth, forming an embankment with a flat slope above the

restored original surface, on the up-stream side.
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"The masonry dam will be about 600 ft.* iu length from its

junction with the overflow to the back of the wing-wall at the south

end, and its extreme height will be 260 ft. or more, as the soundings

show some large and deep depressions in the rock surface below.

Maximum thickness at bottom next to rock, about 190 ft.

" The embankment extending south from the wing-wall end of the

masonry dam will have a core-wall extending throughout its length,

founded on bed-rock, thus forming with the overflow and main dam a

continuous masonry connection with bed-i'ock throiighout the whole

length. From elevation 64 down to bed-rock this wall is to be not

less than 18 ft. in thickness; from elevations 64 to 200 the wall

gradually diminishes to 6 ft. in width at the top. The elevation of

the top of the embankment is 220; width at top, 30 ft. Up-stream

slope, 2 to 1, paved; down-stream slojae, 2 to 1, broken with three

berms, each 5 ft. wide at different elevations. These berms will be

ditched and paved to carry rain-water from the slopes, which are to be

soiled and sodded.
" The Old Aqueduct is discontinued between the slope lines of the

embankments, and is being replaced by a new section built on a curved

line into the side-hill, nearer the extreme south end of the dam. At

the junction of this new line of Aqueduct with the core-wall masonry,

a second gate-house will be built for the jjurpose of connecting the

water impounded in the New Reservoir with the Old Aqueduct.*******
"The gate-house foundation rests on bed-rock, and the curved

line of the new section of the Aqueduct was designed to avoid the

deep excavation for this foundation, which would have been neces-

sary had the original location on the Old Aqueduct line been adhered

to. The gate-house is drained by a system of 12-in. pipes, which are

connected with the bottom of each chamber and unite into one pipe

laid under the invert of that part of the new section of the Aqueduct

lying on the down-stream side of the core-wall. Near the junction of

the New Aqueduct Section with the Old Aqueduct, this drain pipe,

after a short turn, emerges in the adjacent hillside.

" The center of the overflow and masonry dam, the core-wall, the

gate-house foundations, the side walls of the Aqueduct, the backing

of the gate-house chambers and inlet conduits will be built of rubble

masonry. The overflow will be faced above the surface of the ground

with coursed facing-stones cut to specified rises. On the down-stream

side the steps are to be laid with block-stone masonry generally

heavier in rise and width than the facing-stone, and of depth sufficient

for a bond under the next step above.*******
* This length has since been increased to 710 ft.
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" The main dam and the outer faces of its gate-house -will be faced,

"wherever exposed, with facing-stone of the same class as that in the

overflow.*******
"For the protection of the deep earth excavation, which is to

take place in the bottom of the valley for the foundation of the dam,
the river is diverted from its bed for a distance of over 1 100 ft. For
that purpose an extensive rock cut has been made into the north side-

hill and the river has been turned into this new channel " (125 ft. in

width) " which is formed on the river side by a substantial river-wall

founded in rock.

" This wall, parallel with the old river-bed and 600 ft. long, is con-
nected at both ends with temj^orary wing-dams extending across the
valley, above and below the site of the dam, thus making a complete
inclostire, inside of which the excavation can take place without inter-

ference from the river. The wing-dams are built of earth with a tim-

ber core formed of two thicknesses of jalank tongued and grooved,
each 3 ins. in thickness. The timber core extends to a depth of 20 to 25

ft. below the natural ground. The toe of the dams on the river side

is formed by heavy crib-work, intended to break the force of the cur-

rent in time of freshet. The toe of the lower wing-dam is further

protected by sheet piling and by a heavy weight of rock to counteract

the erosive action of the large flow which may be discharged from the

new channel into the river in case of a heavy freshet.** ******
"The total length of the protective work just described, including

the river-wall and the Aving-dams, is 1 600 ft. The capacity of the new
channel has been designed to safely accommodate a flow equal to the

largest freshet recorded in Croton River since the construction of the

old works, when the discharge was approximately 15 000 cu. ft. per

second."

In connection with this description, attention is called to Plate

XXXV, which is an outline plan of the structure and shows, in addition

to the various features noted above, the outline of the excavation

necessary for the main dam foundation masonry, and the embank-

ment to be built against the core-wall with which it forms the south

end of the structure.

Figs. 1 and 2 show various sections of core-wall and embankment,

of the main masonry dam at various points and the maximum sec-

tion of the overflow wall where it crosses the temporary river channel.

The dam was designed and its construction is being superintended

by Mr. Fteley, the Chief Engineer. He was assisted, for the mathe-

matical computations necessary for determining the main section, by
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E. Wegmann, M. Am. Soc. C. E. , who has since developed and formu-

lated the methods followed, in his book on high masonry dams.*

It may be said that the section adopted affords a factor of safety of

2 against any tendency toward the overturning of the structure.

The work of construction has been conducted, from its inception,

under the immediate direction of the writer.

Since the foregoing description was written, the protective work

has been completed, substantially as outlined. The earth and rock

excavations for the foundations have been finished; the foundation

masonry practically all laid, excepting a short stretch of the overflow

which is to cross the river-channel cut and join the long stretch of

overfall foundation masonry already laid. The length of this remain-

ing stretch is about 250 ft. In the jirogress of the above work the

section of the main dam masonry was carried about 110 ft. further

into the side-hill at the south end than was planned at first, thus

shortening the core-wall and embankment section by the same distance,

and, owing to the rise in the bed-rock surface under the south slope,

decreasing the maximum depth or height of the core-wall and embank-

ment considerably from that of the original design.

Owing to the character of the limestone, which rendered deep

excavation necessary at certain points, the extreme height of the

masonry dam will range from Elevation—80, the lowest point reached

in the foundation excavation, to Elevation 210, a total of 290 ft. For

the same reason the extreme thickness of the main dam masonry at

the toe is about 200 ft.

Borings.

The final location of the New Croton Dam resulted from the indi-

cations furnished by an extensive series of diamond-drill borings,

during which the Croton Valley was explored thoroughly along the

line of the river from an old mill at the head of tide water, about

three-quarters of a mile below Quaker Bridge, to Old Croton Dam, a

distance of about 5 miles. The general system for determining upon

the position of the borings proposed, was as follows: Whenever the

appearance of the surface seemed to be favorable a number of drill

holes were made on a line parallel with the river, and, if one of them

gave indication of the proximity of bed-rock to the surface, a trans-

verse line of holes was drilled across the valley at that point.

*"High Masonry Dams," by E. Wegmann, Jr., M. Am. Soc. C.E., New York, John
Wiley & Sons, 1891.
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Ultimate Crest of Overflow

SECTION OF MAIN DAM
SHOWING VARIOUS SECTIONS IN ROCK BOTTOM
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la this way a large number of transverse lines was drilled, and it

was foimd almost invariably that wherever the bed-rock crojiped to the

surface on one side of the valley it dipped down sharply on the other

side to a depth at which, in most cases, it would be impracticable to

establish a foundation. As a rule, gneiss was found, but at various

points on either side there are formations of limestone with clearly

defined points of separation which, in some cases, were under the bed

of the stream.

Several of the more favorable locations thus indicated were

explored more particularly by a number of transverse lines of holes

about 100 ft. apart, and when the present established location was

finally determined upon, additional borings were made, to cover the

site of the masonry structure, at intervals of 50 ft. Fig. 3 shows the

location and result of these borings, as well as the outline of the pro-

posed foundations. It will be seen that there were in places indica-

tions of a considerable depth of soft white rock (partly disintegrated

limestone), before the hard rock was reached, extending in one case

to an extreme of nearly 40 ft. The holes drilled in the rock were, as

a rule, 2 ins. in diameter, and were carried to a depth presumably

sufficierit to establish the character of the rock below. The hard white

rock sought for, and, as a rule found before the borings ceased, was

mostly bluish limestone, while the soft white rock varied in its texture

from white limestone, friable under some jjressure, to very friable or

wholly decomposed rock. The line of sei^aration between the lime-

stone and the gneiss was shown to be directly under and parallel to

the river-bed. The borings indicated further, the presence of seams,

more or less open, in the limestone, and the frequent reports of the

sudden loss of the water (/. e. , the water supplied by the steam pump

to wash out the holes as the borings progressed) showed that these

seams were connected in places Avith rather free flowing outlets. As

the general level of the bed-rock was at Elevation —25, or about

75 ft. below the river, and as the water table in the sand and gravel

above this bed-rock was substantially the same as the river level,

it is perhaps a question of some interest as to how and where

this disappearing stream went, and, in case of its reappearance,

what were the causes which may have led to it. Coijies of the

drill runner's log, which follow, show the records of Holes Nos. 95

and 99.
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These furnish two illustrations out of a number of cases in which

the water disapj^eared and reappeared after an interval. Hole No.

99 is especially noticeable, as the final disapjiearance of the water

did not occur until the drill had reached its lowest level, Eleva-

tion —76.80.

Hole No. 95.—Elevation of Jack Plank 71.9
" Ground 69.6

Date.

1892.
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shown by the diamond-drill work, and the actual results obtained. In

a general way, it may be said that the rock was found to be more

broken up and traversed by seams, fissures and soft streaks, in all the

various conditions exhibited by limestone ledges, than might have

been expected from general surface indications in the neighborhood

and from the borings themselves. To a certain extent, the same was

true of the gneiss, the surface of which was found to be full of slips

and seams running in every direction between hard masses, while

extensive pockets and seams of disintegrated rock of considerable

width had to be removed or excavated until, in the case of the seams,

which were mostly nearly vertical, they narrowed up and nearly or

quite pinched out.

The following statement, quoted from the "Eeport of the Chief

Engineer " Mr. Fteley, to the Aqueduct Commissioners, 1887 to 1895,

is given here in explanation of the fact that it was finally decided to

build the dam at this point, although at the time the decision was

made all facts in connection with this location had not been devel-
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oped, and its superiority to other sites was still an open question,

while the additional borings, made, as previously noted, after the site

had been decided upon, showed no more encouraging results at least

than those made earlier.

"No very favorable location was found, and the writer reported to

the Aqueduct Commission on October 8th, 1890, that it would be

advisable to abandon for the present the Quaker Bridge site, and to

build a dam of less magnitude a short distance below the present

Croton Dam (see Location 2, Line C, on Sheets 27 and 29). Although

the reservoir to be thus formed would have contained an available

storage of about one-half that of the Quaker Bridge Eeservoir, the

principal reasons given in favor of that opinion were:

"First.—That the storage to be thus obtained would be sufficient

for many years to come.

"Second.—That the height and cost of that dam would be much
less, and that it could be built in less time.

" Third.—That the exi^erience which would soon be acquired of

the effect of the large storage reservoirs under construction on the

quality of the water, would better enable the authorities in charge to

ascertain whether it would be of good policy in the future to build

the higher dam or to resort to some other mode of increasing the

supply.
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" Fourth.—That theinterest of the money thus saved for the present

would, after twenty-five years, represent a large part of the money neces-

sary to then build the higher dam, with the result that the city would
then have two dams instead of one for nearly the same exiJenditure.

" The report also mentioned that another site (the Cornell's site),

not then fully explored, presented good features and should be further

considered.

" The Aqueduct Commissioners voted to adopt the last-mentioned

site, which is one mile and a quarter above Quaker Bridge.

" Borings made subsequently to this decision disclosed that the

rock strata, at places, were found to be at a greater dej^th than was

anticipated; hence, the excavation will be deeper than was originally

intended, and the bulk of masonry will be correspondingly larger.

"

Pkotective Work.

Plate XXXV shows the general plan of the protective work

designed and built for the purpose of enabling the deep excavation

necessary for the main dam foundations to be carried on with the

smallest chance of interruption from floods.

The section of the river wall which separates the new river channel

from the main excavation is shown by Fig. 7. This wall is 600 ft.
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long, and is built on tlie underlying gneiss, care being taken, throiigh-

out its length, to make its bond with the foundation rock as complete

as possible, particularly throughout that portion which comes within

and forms a part of the main dam. Throvighout this section, exca-

vation was made in the foundation rock to a considerable depth to get

below open seams and fissures, and during its construction a consid-

erable portion of the foundation of the main dam overlying the channel

cut was laid up to the grade of the channel, advantage being taken of

the necessary foundation work of the adjacent river wall to do it.

Fig. 7 shows also sections of the upper and lower earth wing-

dams as built; and their position, relative to the main excavation cut,

is shown in Plate XXXV. The main lines of 3-in. sheeting, which were

relied upon as the water stops, were carried down from 20 to 25 ft.

below the original surface. As most of the material in which this

sheeting was placed was coarse, loose gravel and sand, resort was had

to trenching, with sides temporarily sheeted, and the j^ermanent

sheeting, after being placed in position, was driven by heavy hand

mallets down an additional foot or two. At the east end of the upper

wing-dam, however, for a considerable distance, the bottom was

found to be of quicksand, and the sheeting was jjut down, through a

considerable part of the depth reached, by means of a water-jet and

heavy hand mallet.

The crib-work is designed to protect the embankment toes from

the great erosion to be expected in case of a heavy freshet, while the

extra sheeting and loading of stone on the lower wing-dam crib is a

still further protection against the wash of the discharging channel,

which, in extreme cases, might be strong enough to displace the

loading and jiossibly cause a slight movement of the cribs which, in

such cases, are so planned as to yield measurably outward without

materially endangering the toe of the embankment.

While the river channel and these dams are designed to carry in

emergency 22 ft. of water, or more, it may be said that at the present

writing the deepest flow experienced through the channel has been

about 11 ft. This was due to a warm rain of 3.6 ins., most of which fell

in about 12 hours, on 3 ins. of snow lying on deeply frozen ground, in

the month of February. From this it is easy to see that a combina-

tion of circumstances resulting in a flow which would tax the channel

to its full cajjacity is quite possible.
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Before leaving the subject of the protective work, attention is

called to the somewhat extensive and perhaps seemingly permanent

character of its design and construction. This work involved, in the

construction of the river channel, an earth excavation of about 100 000

cu. yds., and rock excavation of about 106 000 cu. yds. The river

wall and wing-dams include in their construction:

Earth Excavation 8 500 cu. yds.

Vertical Trench Excavation 6 700 " "

Refilling and Embankment 58 000 " "

Rock Excavation 4 000 " "

Timber 390 000 ft. B. M.

Crib Work 7 000 cu. yds.

Rubble Masonry 10 000 " "

Paving and Rip Rap 2 000 " "

While the cost of the above work is a large amount (upwards of

^350 000), its proportion to the total cost of the dam, which may

amoimt to $5 000 000, is not excessive, and it must be remarked that

a considerable portion of it will form a part of the permanent structure.

It seems to have been justified on account of the very efficient i^rotec-

tion it has afforded to the extensive excavation work, both of earth

and rock, and the foundation masonry work, which have been carried

along steadily for three years and which, in the case of the masonry

and refilling, must continue for another year at least before the dams

will cease to be necessary. The extreme depth of the pit, in which

the work has been done, below the river bed, is 130 ft.

Eaeth Excavation, Main Dam Foundation.

This work involved preparation for a foundation on rock extending

from about Station 3 -f- 30 to about Station 10 -f 00, where the new

river channel, formed in connection with the jjrotective work, is

merged into the foundation, and which varies in width from about 200

ft., at the lowest point, to about 130 ft. at Station 10 + 00 and 140 ft.

at Station 3 + 30, on the line of the back of the proposed wing-wall

(see Fig. 3). The necessary earth excavation covering this area was

about 885 000 cu. yds., consisting largely of loose sand, gravel and

boulders with, however, at the south end of the pit, a large area of

hardpan excavation, this hardj^an forming, to a considerable extent.
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the slopes at this end of the excavation, and extending ia depth at the

extreme south end, i. e., the point of junction of the main dam masonry

section with the core-wall, from the surface of the bed rock to about

Elevation 130, above which it was surmounted by loose, fine sand

reaching to. the surface. Figs. 4, 5 and 6 are sections iadicatiug at

various points the relative positions of the different kinds of earthy

material which had to be moved, and the south end slope lines to

which the excavation was made. In the case of the gravel and sand,

the slopes were 1^ horizontal to 1 vertical, and in the hardpan at the

extreme south end |- horizontal to 1 vertical, with a berm about half-

way up the slope; while on the quarters, where the depth was consid-

erably greater, the slopes and berms were varied somewhat, as the end

slopes were merged into the side slopes. In laying out the slopes,

consideration also had to be given to the fact that on the quarters, at

a comparatively low elevation, the hardpan was underlaid with layers

of boulders and gravel which extended to the bed rock as it dipped in

its surface between Station 3 -f- 30 and Station 5 -(- GO, where it

reached the general level of the rock in the valley bottom. These earth

slopes were all jjlanned to,allow for a toe berm of 20 ft. in width, at

the rock surface, and this space proved to be necessary and useful ia

further operations in the rock bottom below.

The slopes stood very satisfactorily, on the whole, no particular

trouble resulting from washing or sloughing, in case of the gravel

slopes, so long as surface drainage outside the pit was properly

controlled. In the case of the hardpan, steep slopes Avhich in combi-

nation with the sand above and at certain points with sand, gravel

and boulders below, were, at the maximum, I-IO ft. in height, the

only trouble experienced was during the ojaen winter of 1897-98, when

successive freezings and thawings caused the slope surface to slough

off in successive thin layers representing in thickness the depth in

each case to which the frost had penetrated since the preceding thaw.

The maximum width of the pit, from the top of the up-stream

slope to the top of the down-stream slope, was about 600 ft., and the

largest area of cross-section excavation, above bed rock and pai-allel

to the trend of the valley, /. e., at right angles to the dam line, was

about 49 000 sq. ft.

Figs. 3, 4, 5 and 6 show in jjlan and section the crest and toe lines of

the slopes and the location and elevation of the berms in the steep
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slope at the south end of the pit. The line of the masonry foundation

IS also indicated and its connection with the core-wall. A section at

137.5 L., in Fig. 8, shows the ordered and actually excavated slope

in the hardpan at its highest point.

A very large amount of this excavation, lying on the south slojse

of the valley and above the level of the river, was removed by steam-

shovels, three of which were in use at one time. The first work done

in sinking below the river bed was by means of a large " orange peel "

dredge, s^jecially constructed for the purpose and used for the excava-

tion of the loose gravel and sand until the near approach in depth to

bed-rock, and the necessity of beginning rock excavation, demanded

a change in methods, as the dredge work was dependent upon a certain

depth of water in which to work the bucket efficiently, while the rock

excavation rendered close drainage necessary. For the further prose-

cution of this work resort was had for some time exclusively to three

cable-ways stretched across the valley longitudinally along the line of

the dam at such transverse intervals as to cover the j^lan of founda-

tion. These cables were installed for the purpose of aiding the earth

and rock excavation and, ultimately, for taking in stone and other

material for the dam masonry. They were used for some time in

connection with the dredge above mentioned, and were in turn supple-

mented, when the rock excavation work assumed large proportions

and there was considerable earth work remaining, by railway inclines

placed successively at different points on the side slopes and worked

by means of stationary hoisting engines and cables.

"With the use of railway inclines, steam-shovels were again

operated, and a large amount of coarse indurated gravel, lying just

above the bed rock at the north end of the main cut, was thus exca-

vated, and, as the excavation progressed toward the south end of the

cut and the hardpan was reached, it was removed almost wholly with

the aid of heavy steam-shovels, although the slope trimming at the

south end and on the quarters, and some bottom cleaning up on the

rock surface, had to be done by hand with the aid of skips and derricks.

Fig. 1, Plate XXXVI, shows a part of the river wall and lower wing-

dam, and the progress of the main dam excavation to September, 1895.

The large j)it shown was excavated mainly by means of the dredge,

shown on the extreme right, with considerable assistance from the

cableways, for which the material was excavated by hand into large
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scale pans, and hoisted and transferred to the foot of the heavy slope

shown in the rear, where it was dumped into cars. The levels above

the pit, shown in Fig. 1, Plate XXXVI, were excavated with steam-

shovels, and later, as further progress was made into the hard material

of the great slope at the south end of the cut, steam-shovels were

again placed at a lower level in the pit and the inclines were used as

mentioned previously. :^ig. 2, Plate XXXVI shows more particularly

the steep slopes in the hardpan as finally shaped, and Fig. 1, Plate

XLV shows in a more general way the side slopes, but at some time

after the excavation was completed, when a small amount of back-

filling had been done. Also, at this time, cuts had been made in the

side sloj^es, forming berms on which side tracks were laid, to furnish

supplies for the foundation masonry. Fig. 2, Plate XXXVI, shows

particularly the hardpan slopes (i horizontal to 1 vertical) and berms

at the south end and on the quarters, as well as the underlying rock

bottom excavated for the foundation masonry.

Coke-Wall Excavation.

The core-wall extends from the south end of the main dam for a

distance of about 430 ft. into the side hill. Its general section and the

cross-section of the trench excavated for it are shown in Fig. 1. The

maximum width and height of this wall, which occurs at its junction

with the main dam masonry, are, respectively, 18 ft. and 175 ft. The

material excavated for the wall was hardpan above the limestone foun-

dation.up to within a de^^th from the original surface varying from 24

ft. to 8 ft. Above this hardpan were gravel and sand. The general

extent, as well as depth of excavation for this wall, together with the

line limiting the top of the trench excavation, are shown on the

profile. Fig. 8.

The trench walls were vertical, the sustaining power of the hard-

pan allowing the sheeting and bracing to be done after the completion

of the successive levels excavated, which levels varied from 6 to 12 ft.

in height or depth, according to the depth of the section of trench,

then under excavation. As stated, the hardpan, throughout the

length of this trench, extended to the rock foundation, which showed

considerable variation in hardness and texture, and called for excava-

tion of considerable depths below the rock surface in certain places

before compact layers of sufficient hardness were found. Fig. 1, Plate
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XXXVII, shows the rock bottom ready for the masonry of the core-

wall, as well as the sheeting and sides of the trench for a certain

distance up, at Station 1 + 80, 150 ft. from its junction with the main

dam. At this point the rock was sufficiently compact and of necessary

bearing strength, although not very hard, and the steps shown in the

inclined surface of this foundation were made with picks and shovels.

The depth to which the rock was excavated varied from 4 to 7 ft.

The width of the trench is measurably greater than the thickness

of the core-wall, and the difference was liberally planned in order that

there should be no difficulty in finding working room at the bottom of

the trench to remove the bracing and sheeting after the masonry foun-

dations of the wall were started. It also gave proper opportunity to

place the refilling; which was of the same material as had been exca-

vated, and was placed very carefully in layers varying from 2 to 4 ins.

in thickness, and thoroughly rammed by hand. Advantage was also

taken of this extra width to widen the footing or lower courses of the

core-wall, thus increasing the bearing surface in certain places where

the rock foundation might possibly call for it, and the section shown

in Fig. 1 is taken at one of these points.

As to the thickness of this wall, which it will be noted is somewhat

massive, varying from 6 ft. in thickness at the top to 18 ft. at the

lowest point, it may be said that the wall was purposely designed not

only as a water-tight screen reaching from bottom to surface between

the upper and lower sections of the enclosing embankment, but also

to afford a substantial rs-sistance to any overturning or crack-produc-

ing force which might be caused in the course of time by the satura-

tion of the up-stream bank and its consequent increase of unit weight.

The maximum depth of sheated vertical trench excavation, includ-

ing the depth of excavation in the foundation rock, was 75 ft. This

point was at Station 2 -|- 50. At this point the top of the vertical

trench was 27 ft. below the original surface of the ground. The earth

material above the core- wall trench level was excavated by steam-

shovel; below, in the trench proper, it was excavated by pick and

shovel, and removed by derricks. Black powder was generally used in

sinking the trench, at the lower levels particularly, to loosen the hard-

pan, and it was used very extensively for the same purpose in the

main cut, both for facilitating the work of the steam-shovels and for

all handwork done in the removal of hardjaan.
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OvEKFiiOW Excavation.

At the present writing, the completed overflow foundations,

embracing a length of 750 ft., extend along the side hill on the north

side of the river and finally abut in the rock of the hill at the upper

end.

This rock foundation is entirely country rock, or gneiss, and the

amount of superimposed earth was not large, and was mostly sandy

loam on the surface, with underlying gravel.

Fig. 8 shows a profile of the earth and rock excavation as well,

and on Fig. 1 are shown representative cross-sections, indicating

more clearly the extent to which rock excavation was found necessary

to insure a fairly tight bottom. The rock was full of seams and faults,

and considerable depths had to be reached at certain points in order

that open seams running across the line of the structure might be fol-

lowed until they pinched out. The extensive rock excavation in the

front of this foundation work, shown in the cross-sections, was neces-

sary to provide the waterway leading from the spillway bottom to the

old river-bed below the main dam.

Rock Excavation and Foundation for the Main Dam.

As stated in the general description of the dam, the rock on the

north side of the valley, on the steej) side hill, cropped out at points

very near the surface. It was formed of gneiss, considerably fissured,

but generally sound after reaching a certain depth in the ledge. This

gneiss extended to the line of the old bed of the river, where its depth

below the surface was much greater, being about 75 ft. The section

under consideration was found to be well broken up near the surface

by open seams of considerable width, varying from 2 to 3 ins. in cases.

Such seams were filled with earth, and extended in all dii-ections.

There were also some strata of rock, more or less disintegrated.

These varied from 1 to 3 ft. in width or thickness, and were remov-

able with pick and shovel for some depth from the surface. The dip

and strike of this rock were about the same as that of the limestone

beyond; the dip being nearly vertical and the strike following the line

of the valley at right angles to the dam.

The profiles. Figs. 4, 5 and 6, show the excavation necessary to get

below the loose and open seams, which in jilaces was considerable, as
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the seams separated the rock into heavy solid masses which they

bounded on all sides. The bottom reached was solid, compact and

tight. At the date of writing, a narrow strip of this bottom, close to

the river wall foundation, remains to be excavated. This was left,

when the great bulk of the work was completed, as, at that time, it

furnished the foundation for a trestle then in use. This remaining

strip is about 20 ft. wide, and, with the section of the overflow bottom

now under process of work, completes all that is incomplete in the

foundation excavation of the main dam.

Under and beyond the river-bed, the character of the rock changes

entirely, being composed wholly of limestone. The two rocks were

separated by a well-defined, nearly vertical layer of shale, black in

color, especially on the up-stream side, friable on the surface, but

becoming harder a few feet below, particularly on the down-stream

half of the foundation. The welding of the tAvo main rocks, the

gneiss and the limestone, with the shale, appeared to be quite com-

plete at the depth of excavation finally reached. The surface of the

limestone, from the point of junction toward the south, was nearly

level for a distance of about 4.00 ft., until it reached well into the other

side of the valley, where it rose gradually with the south slope. The

limestone varied greatly in character throughout the extent uncovered.

In places it was of suflScient compactness and water-tightness to answer

for the foundations of the structure. In other places the general char-

acter was diversified by belts of varying width which were either full of

eroded seams, through which water was found to flow freely when exca-

vation was in progress, or masses of stone broken up by seams running

in all directions, which were filled with mud. In addition, there were

other well-defined belts, and all followed the general dip and strike of

the rock, which, in the case of the dip, was nearly vertical, and of the

strike, at right angles to the line of the dam, following the valley.

These last belts were of partly disintegrated, finely granulated lime-

stone; were very well defined and at the surface were easily removable

with the pick; and grew harder and more com^jact with increased

depth of excavation. These fissured, eroded and granular belts seem

to form three distinct classes into which the bad features of this lime-

stone bottom may be separated.

The dilferent fissures developed many erosions in certain cases and

were found at various points through the limestone stretch of the
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foundation, being larger and closer together as the junction with the

gneiss was approached. These fissures, while well defined, were of

varying widths, developing a line of erosions generally through very

hard limestone.

As an illustration of the eroded seam, one case developed into a

cave, the location and existence of which were noted by tracing a

narrow, horizontal seam in the rock near the surface, at aboiit Station

7 _j_ 70, 50 L. , along the strike of the rock. This seam was in fairly solid

rock, and clear water flowed from it. As the excavation along the line

of this flow toward the up-stream side of the dam progressed, there

was found a sharp downward dip, and the flowing stream soon required

for its management a subsidary pump. The seam enlarged into an

erosion filled with sand, which, as it was followed, develojsed into a

cave about 7 ft. x 9 ft. in section. This led under a heavy mass of

solid rock to and beyond the up-stream line of the dam founda-

tion. Connected with it were found, on the sides and in the roof, other

erosions which were traceable nearly to the surface of the rock within

the limits of the dam foundation, and which, on the up-stream side,

outside face limits, in one case penetrated to the rock surface, where

it showed as a narrow and somew;hat prolonged fissure.*

"While all the eroded fissures showed flows of water of varying

degrees, several such were found which developed into strong springs,

of which special care had to be taken. One, in particidar, was

found as the excavation in the rock deepened, limited and defined

to an ei'osion in solid rock 6 or 7 ft. in diameter at about Station 6,

near the up-stream side. The flow here was continuous and heavy,

more than filling the 10-in. pipe which was at first placed to receive it,

and afterward, as the spring hole was welled up in the foundation

masonry, rising with this masonry and in the pipes which were at the

same time placed in connection with the well, to a height of 90 ft.

above its source before it was found advisable and expedient to attempt

to fill it up and block it off. A particular and detailed account of all the

operations connected with this spring will be found in the particular

description of the treatment of the rock bottom.

As to the granular belts referred to, the excavation in them was

carried down until the surface exposed was very compact. These sur-

faces were afterward tested for bearing power by means of an arrange-

* A detailed description of this cave will be found further on.
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ment especially designed for that purpose and sliown in Fig, 10.

Further allusions to these belts will also be found later.

In limiting the extent of the excavation vertically, the end aimed

at was to reach rock sufficiently free from seams, and solid enough to

afford all the bearing strength necessary to sustain the superimposed

masonry and resulting pressure. The result involved a very large

amount of deep rock excavation; the depth in one place being 50 ft.

before satisfactory compact rock was found. It is not assumed that

there may not be some tendency to upward pressure through some of

the fissures which remained after the excavation was completed, but,,

as will be described later, every effort was made and every precaution

taken to fill them, and it may be conceded that should upward pressure

occur in some cases it must be reduced to the very small area pres-

ented by the mouth of the fissure in question to the bottom layer of the

dam masonry, this area forming a very small proportion of the greater

area against which upward pressure might be expected.

As to the possibility of percolation under the dam, that question

would be more important if the rock bottom were exposed to the direct

contact of the water in the reservoir, but it must be borne in mind

that from the lowest point of the foundation of the main dam to the

top of the back-filling above, there will be a compact filling of about

150 ft. , in this particular case, which, while extreme, is not different,

excepting in the great depth, from the condition which will obtain

along the whole length of the masonry dam.

This question of possible percolation will be further considered in

connection with the chapter on " Pumping."

It is an important and peculiar fact that, throughout the rock ex-

cavation of the whole foundation, in no case did the numerous test

holes, drilled in the vicinity of seams and erosions, strike any openings

in seams or rock which were not easily traceable by some continuous

natural passage to the surface of the rock under preparation for the

foundation. In other words, it may be fairly claimed that the exist-

ence of all open seams lying within 12 to 16 ft. of the dam in the

various bad sections was traceable from natural indications at the sur-

face. It is, therefore, to be assumed that all such seams were found

and properly noted. A reference to the contour plan, Plate XXXVIII,

will show that the variations and character of the limestone, and the

necessary excavation, were much greater nearer its junction with the
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gneiss than at the south end, where, with the exception of a few

eroded seams, the rock is uniformly hard and compact, and required

but comparatively little excavation at the surface. It would seem

that at some time the disturbance of the limestone formation must

have been considerable; the greater part of it occurring near the point

of junction. From developments indicated by a comparatively small

amount of excavation in this part of the limestone foundation, and the

fact that the general character of this bottom was naturally considered

an important matter, it was deemed advisable, during the excavation

of the first section of the bad rock, which lay at Station 8 -f- 50, to

consult a specialist as to the general condition in which limestone

ledges might be expected to be found under the prevailing conditions,

and Professor Kemp, of Columbia College, was consulted, and his

attention was called particularly to the question of the probable ex-

istence of caves and similar openings under the general rock surface.

The following is his report, which is introduced here as being of

interest under the circumstances :

" New Yoek, May 14th, 1896.
*' Mr. A. Ftkley,

" €hief Engineer, Aqueduct Comviission.

" My Deak Sik,—In reply to your letter of the 12th, requesting me
to repoi-t also upon the probable condition of the limestone under the

site of the dam, I append the follo^Cving to my report of two days ago.

" The limestone is undoubtedly more or less fissured jsrecisely as

is the gneiss and as is to be expected in regions where the rocks have

been upturned to a vertical position.

" Such small cracks cannot of course be avoided and, I understand,

are not matters of serious concern. They are the one§ that now show
in the walls of the pit and that let in the water in all probability from
the overflowing water-soaked sands and gravels.

" As to the presence of large caves, several feet across or more, and
of great length, I am of the opinion that their existence is improbable,

and so improbable as not to give occasion for special treatment. I

think the points Foi' and Against them may be stated as follows:

" For.

" 1. The rock is limestone, and caves are practically limited to

limestone; other soluble rocks being rare with us.
'

' 2. Mr. Value has been impressed with the fact that the water trick-

ling into the sump has diminished as the pit has gone deeper. The
inference has been suggested from this observation that the water has

run away into some underground cavity. (See further, under 5, below.)

" A third point is stated and disctissed under 2, below.
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" Agatnst.

" 1. Caves only form above the level of the ground-water or well-

water, because only freshly fallen rain is sufficiently charged with car-

bonic acid to be a strong enough solvent to be serious, and because

only water in this situation flows rapidly enough to produce profound

effects. The ground-water stands too still, and too soon becomes
saturated with lime, to be effective. The present position of the rocks

is below the zone at which caves could form, and it is practically as-

sured that none have formed since they assumed this position.

"2. If any have formed, they must have done so when the rocks

stood at a higher position and above the ground-water. We all believe

that this whole region was much elevated during the Glacial period,

and it cannot be denied that conditions may have been favorable at

that time. Some superficial decay ajjparently took place, as shown
by the sandy streaks in the limestone, but after this time a strong

stream must have flowed over these rocks to have availed to dejjosit

the heavy burden of sands and gravel that rest upon them, and if any
such cavity existed near the surface the probability is strong that it

has been packed full of sand.

" 3. The rocks stand vertically, and all underground drainage or

circulation must tend to follow their bedding planes much more than

to cross them. We would infer from this that any cavity would be

long and narrow and not an easy thing to locate with a drill.

" 4. No hollow sound, so far as I know, has been noted in the work
in the pit, when picks, drills or the descending boxes from the cables

have struck the bed-rock.

"5. In case the water has diminished, as observed by Mr. Value, I

think it is due to the partial exhaustion of the neighboring gravels,

for the weather has been dry and rainless for a long laeriod, rather than

to any cavities under the bottom of the pit. Such assumed cavities,

being 50 to 100 ft. below the level of the Hudson River, and having

stood for an indefinitely long time under wet gravels, must have been
long since filled with water.

"6. All the experience, so far as I know, that has been gained in

quarries in these limestone belts in New York and the neighboring

parts of New England, has sho^vn caves to be extremely rare. An as-

sistant of mine has recently had occasion to visit every one of them,

and he only met one small cave, which was at Hastings. Of course

there may be others, and I am aware of the existence of a large cave

near the Twin Lakes in the northwest corner of Connecticut, but, con-

sidering the abundance of the limestone areas, they are certainly rare.

" For these reasons I regard the probability of their existence under

the site of the dam as remote.

" Very respectfully yours,

" (Signed) J. F. Kemp."
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In order to exi)lore this limestone bottom more completely, it was

found advisable to drill a few test holes of considerable depth. These

were accordingly undertaken at certain points in the bottom where it

was nearly ready for the masonry, and. their location, direction and

depth, are shown on the contour plan.

An extended account and description of the excavated rock bottom,

for the main dam foundation, referring particularly to the limestone

bottom and to the various changes and characteristics shown by this

rock, can be found in a report made by the author to the Chief Engi-

neer of the Aqueduct Commission, in which, for the purpose of a

record, all the facts are noted in considerable detail. Constant

reference is had to Plate XXXVIII, which is a plan in contour of the

finished rock bottom between Station 3 -f- 20 and Station 9, and which

shows contour elevations at intervals of 1 ft. On it are shown also, by

means of cross lines, the limits of the different belts in the rock, and

{he heavy dotted line shows the neat lines of the dam foundation

masonry.

The shale seam, separating the gneiss and limestone, lies at Station

8 -}- 80 dr, varied in width at different points, but grew narrower and

more solid as the depth of excavation increased. Fig. 2, Plate XXXVII,

shows the shale in the face of the cut and in the trench bottom on

the left, where, however, the excavation shown is unfinished. The

view is taken looking up stream.

The next of the series of belts into which the foundation may be

divided, and which are in a measure indicated by the profiles of the

finished bottom shown in Plate XXXVIII, and in Figs. 4, 5 and 6,

extends from Station 8 + 20 to Station 8 + 70. Its character, when

the excavation was about completed, is shown in Fig. 2, Plate

XXXVII, and Figs. 1 and 2, Plate XXXIX. The contour plan, Plate

XXXVIII, shows the number and depth of the search holes drilled in

preparing the bottom for masonry. In this case they followed prin-

cipally the lines of the erosions in the hard rock bottom.

Next beyond lies a section, showing also in Fig. 1, Plate XXXIX,

between Stations 7 -f- 80 and 8 + 20, and forming a solid ridge of

hard, compact limestone, requiring but little excavation, compara-

tively.

A well-defined narrow seam along Station 7 -(- 70 is illustrated by

Fig. 1, Plate XL, showing its down-stream end. Its up-stream end
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developed upon excavation into the cave previously referred to. Fig. 2,

Plate XL, sliows the cave opening at Station 7 + 70, 25 L. The pump
and suction hose in use are also shown. This suction hose and another

line, of the same size, were built in the masonry when the tunnel was

filled up, in order that the necessary drainage from a sump hole, placed

outside of the upper line of the dam in the lowest point of the tunnel

reached, might be maintained. The length of the cave excavated and

filled as tunnel was about 30 ft. The floor is of very hard and solid rock;

holes traced 16 ft. deep found no openings below. The masses of rock

on the top and sides are all solid, showing few or no open seams, except

that the seam between the cave floor and the right side wall may have had

an open connection with the low point in the excavation at Station

7 + 35, 15 R., where, in grouting, later, there were some indications of

an open passage between the points in question. As this was indicated

by the pump from the sump at Station 7 + 62, 25 R., throwing out

grout which was being pumped in at the point noted, it is not at all

certain that the line of communication between the two did not lie

mostly outside the dam foundation.

To facilitate the work of filling up the cave, a small shaft was sunk

at Station 7 + 73, 23 R., to strike one of the subsidiary caves found on

the upper line of the dam. Two other and smaller eroded chambers,

leading into the roof of the main cave, were also found. These spaces

were all filled, within the lines of the dam, with rubble masonry, or,

in the case of the two small caves shown in plan on the contour plan

at Station 7 + 70, and Station 7 4- 78, with well-packed small stone,

placed from above through openings made for the purpose in the over-

head rock, and then filled with grout.

The sections and sketches opposite Station 7 -f- 70, Fig. 7, show

the location and extent of these various caves, and it may be noted

that in filling up the main cave and the branch cave, i. e., entering

above the main cave roof from above the up-stream line of the founda-

tion masonry, care was taken to build this masonry filling 4 ft. beyond

the limiting line. The large cave beyond the line was found to be

about half full of sand and gravel when it was reached from the tunnel

and the small shaft sunk in its roof. It is evident that originally the

space had been solidly filled, but that the cleaning of the tunnel, and

the pumping of the heavy water flow,had caused the partial emptying

of the filled space beyond. It was refilled later, after the masonry
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filling had been built, by washing gravel down from the slope outside

through openings made in the surface of the rock for that purpose.

Between Stations 7 -f- 30 and 7 + 60 is shown a narrow well-defined

seam of hard rock with many erosions connected and extending to the

deeper holes excavated at the ends. Fig. 1, Plate XL, shows on the left

the deep excavation on the down-stream end. Beyond this seam Ues

a compact seam of friable limestone about 10 ft. wide. It is shown

in Fig. 1, Plate XL, on the extreme left, where the ladder is resting

against it, when the excavation was completed. It was tested for

bearing strength by an apparatus shown in Fig. 10. This apparatus

consists of a cylinder to be loaded with shot necessary to produce

the required pressure upon its bearing point, a circle J in. in diameter.

This was applied carefully and repeatedly to the surface in question

at different points, and the results indicated that the bearing power

of the surface was ample up to the limit of the test, which was 250

lbs. to the square inch.

A second but much narrower section of the soft granular rock just

mentioned lies a short distance beyond. This shows on Plate XL, as

from 3 to 5 ft. in width, and beyond this is a wide stretch of bottom

shown on the plan as being composed of alternate strata of '
' soft and

granular limestone and hard eroded limestone." In this the most

extensive and deepest excavation occurred. Figs. 1 and 2, Plate XLI,

which are views looking up stream, illustrate the character of the exca-

vation. Fig. 2, Plate XLI, shows the deepest point reached, i. e.. Ele-

vation—80.4 below datum. Figs. 1 and 2, Plate XLII, show the char-

acter of the rock in the same vicinity more in detail, and the location

of some of the erosions through which excavation was made. In Fig.

2, Plate XLI, is shown the spring hole at Station 5 -f 93, with the iron

pipe in use to convey the flow.

The sloping bed of rock shown in Fig. 2, Plate XLI, extends quite

across the dam; and beyond it, to Station 5 + 40, lies a hard bottom,

reasonably free from seams and erosions, and calling for but little

excavation. Between Stations 5 + 30 and 5 -|- 40 occurs a deep, well-

defined seam, or series of erosions, shown at the upper end in Fig. 1,

Plate XLIII. This photograph shows also the general character of

the rock bottom on both sides of this seam, and Fig. 2, Plate XLIII,

and Fig. 1, Plate XLFV, show it still further to the south, and to the

junction of the main dam with the core-wall. This part of the bottom
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calls for little comment, although a seam showing at Station 4 4- 60,

and extending partly across the foundation, is shown nearly ready for

masonry in Fig. 1, Plate XLIV.

In addition to the search holes, which were numerous, and were

from 12 to 14 ft. in depth, it was thought advisable to drill a few

test holes of considerable depth. They were accordingly undertaken

at certain points in the bottom where it was nearly ready for masonry,

and their location, direction and depth are shown on the contour

plan. The first, or No. 1, was located at Station 8 + 68, 103 L.

Length drilled, 48. 4 ft. ; direction and dip indicated by the black

arrow ending at 8 + 52, 100 L. Hole No. 2 was located at Station

7 + 76, 84 L. Length drilled, 100.6 ft. ; direction and depth indicated

by arrow ending at Station 7 + 16, 86 L. Hole No. 3 located at

Station 7 + 52, 5 R. Length drilled, 100.6 ft.; direction and dip

indicated by arrow ending at Station 7 + 14, 50 L. Hole No. 4 is

located at Station 7 -|- 50.5, 75.8 L., and was drilled vertically 55.6 ft.

deep.

The three inclined holes were drilled in May, June and July, 1897,

while the sump hole at Station 8 + 50, 10 L. , the bottom of which

was at Elevation —67, was in use. They were inclined in order to

cross the vertical seams, and to better the chance of finding large

erosions or caves. The results did not seem to indicate anything

more extensive in the way of erosions than had already been found

by the excavation for the first bottom formed between Stations 8+50
and 8 + 70, and it was some time later in the season that the excava-

tion in its regular progress developed the location of the large cave

to which attention has been called.

Grouting and Geneeal Treatment of the Eock Foundation.

Upon the completion of the rock excavation of any particular

section of the bottom, which work included in many places a pro-

longed and tedious barring out and cleaning up of shaky or loose

pieces of rock, the bottom was washed down and thoroughly cleaned

by streams of water under a heavy head; and operations were then

begun to clean out all erosions and open seams showing at the

surface, and to trace them out as thoroughly and as far as possible by

drilling numerous holes of varying depths in their vicinity.

All erosions and open seams were, as a rule, filled with Portland
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cement grout mixed witli fine sharp sand of 1 to 1 or 2 to 1 mixture

according as the grout was pumped or poured. In the case of the

"cave," rubble masonry in mortar was used as filling in the large

opening, while in some smaller erosions the spaces were thoroughly

packed with small stones before the grout was poured in, and, in one

or two exceptional cases, American cement was used for the grouting.

The drilling of holes in the rock bottom for grouting and search-

ing purposes was begun as soon as the first section of bottom was

excavated. Air drills were used, and were fed from the pipes used

for drills at work on the general excavation. In all, about 1 700

lin. ft. of holes were drilled. They were about 2| ins. in diameter at

the rock surface, decreasing somewhat as the depth increased. These

holes were of all depths up to about 16 ft., according to circum-

stances. "Whenever it was found impracticable or inadvisable to pour

or pump grout into holes or erosions before the adjacent masonry

work was started, vertical pipes, generally 2 ins. in diameter, were

placed in them and were then built around with the masonry up to

such height as was necessary. In case holes or erosions showed a

flow of water, such openings were also provided with jjipes placed at

proper inclinations to lead to some drain center or sump hole near by.

In most cases the erosions, and in a majority of cases the drilled holes,

were piped, as it was found more convenient and jjracticable to pump

grout under heavy pressure into openings thus prepared and sealed

and covered with masonry carried up to some convenient height. Old

steam-piping was generally used for this purpose, and, while the

diameter was generally 2 ins., other and larger sizes were sometimes

provided, and, in the bottom, hard tile piping was at times used to

carry water flows. In the case of the heavy spring at Station 5 -f- 95

large-sized, galvanized, riveted jjipe was used to connect with the

spring as the foundation masonry was built up, and at the cave at

Station 7 + 70 it was found necessary to build into the filling masonry

two 10-in. galvanized-iron suction pipes which were afterward filled

by pumping grout.

Whenever grout was pumped a No. 2 Douglass deck pump was

used. The grout was mixed by hand in boxes made for the purpose.

The suction and delivery hose were each 3 ins. interior diameter, coup-

ling to 2-in. hose at the pumps and also to a 2-in. nozzle, at the outer

end of the discharge hose, made of a short piece of steam j^ipe. "When
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in use, this nozzle was either set well into the pipe leading to the

channel to be grouted and carefully packed with waste and old bag-

ging, or, in some cases, was coupled to the grout pipes by the use of

screw threads and couplings, cut and furnished for that purpose.

There were from four to six men at the pump handles, according to the

resistance experienced in forcing the grout, and the pressure developed

was sufficient in cases to burst the hose while still forcing appreciable

quantities of grout to flow. As a preliminary to grouting any hole or

section, care was always taken to flush the pipe and passage very

thoroughly with water under a heavy head ; a system of pipes leading

from the Old Aqueduct, which was at an elevation of from 200 to 250

ft. above the main dam foundation, furnishing all the facilities for this

purpose.

The contour plan, Plate XXXVIII, shows the position and extent

of the various fissure erosions, cave and springs treated, together with

the location and depths of all holes drilled in the process of tracing

out; and also figures showing the number of bags of cement used in

grouting at various places.

The first section grouted was between Stations 8 -f 20 and 8 -f- 70.

The search holes drilled had in many cases established a connection

with the lines of erosions showing in the bottoms, and most of the

holes were filled by the flow from holes adjoining. In this section 701

bags of Portland cement (175 bbls.) were used, mixed with sand (2 to

1). All erosions of any size were filled with small stones before being

treated with grout.

The next section treated was along line 7 + 70, and included the

cave which, after being cleared of gravel and having control of the

water flow, gained by means of a 10-in. double Worthington pump

(1 500 000 galls, per 24 hours), was filled with rubble masonry laid in

Portland cement mortar. The sump-hole was established outside the

line of the dam at about 27 R. , and its location has been shown at the

ends of the two suction pipes which, as stated, were left in and built

around solid with masonry. The larger pipe was the one used in con-

nection with the 10-in. pump. The second pipe was placed about 2 ft

.

higher than the other and was jarovided in order that drainage might

be maintained in case the lower pipe should clog with sand or gravel

during the filling tap of the cave. A third pipe 3 ins. in diameter,

reaching partly through the cave, was laid on the bottom below the
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lower suction pipe and reached to the sump-hole. It was used to take

slight flows from the walls and floor to the sumj), and was also built in

when the cave was filled. During this process the lower suction

became clogged and the pump was connected temporarily with the

upper pipe, while a stream of compressed air was blown through the

3-in. pipe. This freed the outer end of the lower suction which was

again put in use, and no further trouble was had with it.

Fig. 7 shows cross-sections of the cave at various points. The

section at 00 D. L. shows on the left the connection with the long oval-

shaped pocket shown on the plan at Station 7 -f- 78. It also shows on

the right a connection with a smaller pocket at Station 7 -}- 70. These

pockets were comparatively deep, and plainly showed erosion between

the solid stratum forming the cave roof and the somewhat softer stone

on each side. The section at 125 E. shows the average cave section

inside the masonry lines. At 25 B., just outside the up-stream line, the

cave abruptly enlarges, reaching nearly to the rock surface, while at

37J R., the section is somewhat smaller apparently, although it was

not free enough of gravel and sand to show that clearly.

As the cave was cleared out it was heavily timbered in the roof for

the protection of the workmen from the possible fall of detached

pieces of rock, and, when 27 R. was reached, a timber bulkhead about

4 ft. high was built to retain the gravel slope lying m the fissure

beyond. It was also of use in forming the outer wall of the sump-

hole which was located on the extreme right of the cave where the roof

was low. A shaft 4 to 6 ft. square and about 6 ft. deep, between

Stations 7 -f- 69 and 7 -f- 75, was sunk to reach the roof of the enlarged

cave section which, at this point, ran back about 10 ft. from the outer

neat line of the dam, re-entering for that distance over the roof of the

cave proper and near the rock surface. The masonry filling began

close to the bulkhead line, 27 R., and was carried up on that line verti-

cally to the surface through the 4 x 6-ft. shaft which was excavated for

that purpose. As this filling progressed in the cave, working toward

the center of the dam, the timber was gradually removed with the

exception of two 8 x 12-in. range timbers which extended throughout

its whole length and which were built in. A small shaft was sunk

into the roof of the oval-shaped pocket on the left, at Station 7 -)- 78,

and when the cave masonry below had been built to the general roof

level this pocket was filled with small stones and then grouted, taking
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forty-eight bags of cement (2 to 1 mixture). The smaller pocket

on the right was packed with stones from below and grouted through

an inclined drilled hole 12 ft. deep, taking eight bags of cement (2

to 1 mixture). Other inclined holes were drilled in this vicinity—12

to 18 ft. in depth—in a search for further cavities.

To the i^ump ends of the suction pipes as they were built in,

reducers and 2-in. iron pipes were finally attached, and the water from

the sump-hole outside was allowed for a longtime to flow through and

was conducted to a temporary sump-hole near the center of the work,

while the masonry was gradually built up. As these pipes were raised

higher, this flow finally stopped, as the back-filling on the up-stream

side then in place was not sufficient to prevent the flow from finding an

outlet in the up-stream sump to the south. These suction pipes were

grouted when the masonry and connecting pipes had been raised about

40 ft., 72 bags of Kosendale cement (1 to 1 mixture) were poured into

the lower and longer pipe, filling it, then 42 bags of Eosendale cement

(1 to 1) were partly poured and partly pumped into the upper and

shorter pipe. The pumped material was forced up through the back-

filling on the up-stream side and this caused a temporary stopping of

the experiment. Some time later (about a year), 11 bags more were

pumped in, and the hole was blocked, no sign of this grout showing

this time in the up-stream back filling, which, in the meantime, had

been carried up much higher. In the narrow, eroded seam lying along

the line from Station 7 -f- 32, up stream, to Station 7 4- 58 down

stream, 300 bags (75 bbls.) of cement were used, the grouting showing

at least connections between adjacent erosions and search holes as the

seam was pumped full.

Beyond, between Stations 6 + 80 and 7 -|- 10, and partly including

a bottom which was hard and solid, but full of open seams and ero-

sions, and distinguished by some solid masses which rose above the

general surface, a great many pipes were used, and a large quantity

of grout was pumped in.

The next bottom section, covering the lowest point reached for a

foundation, was drilled and treated as usual, but the extreme low bot-

tom on the up-stream side took but little grout except along the line

of seams from 20 E. to 30 L. near Station 6 -(- 50.

On the down-stream side will be noted some lines of erosions into

which considerable grout was pumped.
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But little grout was used beyoud this bottom until the eroded seam

between Stations 5 + 30 and 5 + 40 was reached, as the spring hole at

Station 5 + 93 was not treated by grouting.

The erosions along the 5 + 40 line were drained at a sump-hole at

39 L. during the excavation, while the bottom masonry was being laid

and the drilled holes and erosions were being piped. A well was there-

fore gradually built up at this point, reaching a depth or height of

about 20 ft. before the grouting work was started. The holes in the

seam between the well and the up-stream side were grouted by pump-

ing before the well had reached this height, as there was no con-

nection between them, the water in the well coming wholly from

the other direction. When the well was ready the drainage pump
was taken out and the drainage was maintained by a pump attached

to the 5 in. pipe shown at 165 L. This pipe was just outside the

down-stream toe line of the dam, and had been placed and used

for a drainage well while the rock excavation in its vicinity was

being made.

The main well hole, as it was built up, in places had its down-

stream face built of stones laid dry, in order that seams in the adjoining

rock might not be shut off from the grout later, as well as to allow

free passage of the water to the suction pipes. A 2-in. pipe was also

built into this well, reaching to its lowest point and connecting there

with seams in the rock.

The well was filled with 80 bags of Portland cement (1 to 1 mixture)

poured in, and it was evident from the water which was forced from

pipes nearby, notably at 54 L. , that the grout was reaching the seams

and passages in that direction. As the grout was poured the well was

gradually filled with small stones collected for that purpose. After

no more grout could be poured 4 bags of cement (1 to 1 mixture) were

pumped into the pipe placed in its corner. The grout pump was then

tried in each pipe in turn working toward the down-stream side. The

grout was forced gradually into the 5-in. pipe, the pump at which was

stopped when the grout trace became marked. This pipe was filled,

so that the water flow ceased through it, by pumping at the spring

holes near by at 150 and 158 L. Later, after the pump was discon-

nected, it was completely filled by pouring 5 bags of cement (1 to 1

mixture) into it at the top. By this time, the water which had flowed

along this seam was blocked ofi" entirely and had forced its way up to
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the surface of the down-stream gravel slope at an elevation consider-

ably above the top of the 5-in. ijijie.

Beyond this seam, little grouting was found necessary until Station

4 -f- 60 was reached, where the seam developed in the course of the

rock excavation showed some traces of erosion on the solid vertical

face left in on the north side. The nearly horizontal open seam reach-

ing under this vertical face showed a few springs, and at two places,

43 and 126 L., 18 and 30 bags of cement (1 to 1 mixture), respectively,

were ptimped in, and smaller quantities at other jjlaces. The spring

at 43 L. was filled and "X"d at three points between 25 and 31 L.

The grouting nearer the down-stream side gradually drove the water

outside the masonry limits. Six holes, 12 to 14 ft. in depth, were

drilled on the line of this seam near the up-stream side, but further

traces of it were not found. A number of pipes were placed between

18 and 45 L. , Station 4 -f- 10 to Station 4 -f- 40, above and along very

narrow but somewhat open seams in masses of solid white rock, and,

as the bottom masonry was laid, these pipes were connected by cover-

ing the seams with small spawls laid dry. The pumping afterward

done indicated free flowing between the jiijies, and a considerable por-

tion of the grout must have been used to fill channels thus provided.

The same remarks apply to the piped seams from 40 to 60 L., Sta-

tion 3 4- 50 to Station 4 -f- 10, where the open seams were in most cases

so fine that they could have taken but little of the grout pumped. A
wider seam at Station 3 + 75, to 30 L., was piped and took an appre-

ciable quantity, as is shown on the plan. There were no signs of

erosion there.

The drilled holes, 16 to 18 ft. deep, between Stations 3 -f- 30 and 3 +
60, practically took no grout. Neat cement was pumped into them,

and the amount taken was only about enough to fill the holes.

They were drilled, as the rock, though compact and fairly solid,

was full of short heads and tight seams, and it was thought best to

make sure that the seams were no looser below.

The SpKDSfG at Station 5 + 93.

It was at first proj^osed to grout this spring, as well as the others, but

circumstances led finally to a different course of treatment in this case.

The flow from this spring was heavy. When first uncovered it was

curbed with a bag dam and piped as shown in Tig. 2, Plate XLI. The
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pipe was 8 ins. in diameter, and the flow was sufficient to back up

against the pipe at the entrance. The inclination of the pipe, however,

helped the flow, and at its lower end the pipe was about half full. It

was unfortunate that no gauging of this flow was ever made, but, with

many other springs and flows about, it was overlooked.

The flow was carried through this pipe for some months until the

masonry work had reached the spring level, when it was taken by a

12-in. iron pipe laid in the masonry to the sump-hole by this time

established near by, outside the up-stream face which had been car-

ried up to about 30 ft. above the lowest point of the rock bottom.

Later, another 12-in. pipe was laid from a slightly higher elevation

through the masonry outside the face of the dam. This pipe was con-

tinued with a 90=3 elbow, and, after plugging the lower pipe, short

vertical lengths of pipe were added to it by which the point of dis-

charge was gradually raised as the masonry forming the well above

the spring was carried up ahead of the discharge pipe. This arrange-

ment also allowed the back-filling against the up-stream face to be

carried on conveniently without impeding the flow of the spring or

filling it with earthy material. The head of the spring was reached at

about Elevation -f- 20, when the flow, which had been gradually dimin-

ishing, ceased. This was about 83 ft. above the rock bottom of the

spring hole and 74 ft. above the outlet pipe which by this time had

served its purpose for 15 months while the masonry was building.

The section in Fig. 9 shows the above-described features, as well as

the partial location and trend of the open fissure leading from the

spring hole. This fissure showed at the well hole a considerable sec-

tion; its direction was down stream with a downward horizontal dip.

Viewed from above the well hole, the bottom was full of well-washed

gravel stones of comparatively small size. As the passage was always

full of water flowing swiftly, it could not well be explored, but the

line of drilled holes, shown on the contour plan, from 7 to 17 ft. in

depth, was used to locate its position and direction as far as practic-

able. Five of these holes reached the fissure or connecting seams and

were piped with 2-in. pipes until the head of the spring was reached.

The additional sections shown in Fig. 9 are from the results of these

borings. When the well had been built to Elevation — 2, it was de-

cided to seal it, as to carry it higher involved unnecessary complica-

tions with the masonry work. It was 4 ft. square. A 3-in. iron pipe
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was placed in one comer and reached nearly to the bottom. A large

flat stone was lowered, and by tag and guide ropes so placed as to

partly cover and shield the 12-in. pipe opening. Its position was di-

rected by sounding with plummet and wire line, and two trials only

were necessary to place the stone properly. The well was then filled

up to Elevation — 47, about 8 ft. above the outlet pipe, with clean

spawls, the larger sizes being placed on the bottom and gradually

diminishing to the size of concrete material at the top. These stones

were lowered to place in a box built to fit the well, and with a bottom

which could be tripped open. The same box was used to continue the

filling with concrete, Portland cement in the jaroportion of 4 gravel,

2 sand and 1 cement being used. The dump box had a capacity of 18

cu. ft. The first batch of concrete was mixed dry and was placed in

the box on a sheet of canvas which covered the bottom and sides of

the interior, and formed a tight bottom for the concrete mixture when

it was dumped. The dumping of the concrete was continued dili-

gently until it had risen about 13 ft. This work had not in any way

disturbed the flow through the outlet pipe, which showed no discol-

oration due to cement or gravel, and examination of the 3-in. pipe in

the well comer indicated that the sealing was complete, as the dis-

placed water in the well was overflowing at the top, while the water in

the 3-in. pipe remained stationary. This was further shown the next

day when the well was baUed out nearly dry to facilitate its further

filling with concrete. "When filled the masonry work above and

around the well was resumed, but the 3-in. pipe was carried up with

the others until the head of the spring was reached.

One of the four 2-in. pipes furthest away from the well hole took

water freely. They were about 90 ft. long. The water from the spring

rose in the line of pipes to Elevation 20 dr, about 10 ft. below their tops.

It was a question whether grout could be poured successfully through

so much water, and in the first pipe tried, 17 L., the grout clogged

hall-way down the pipe, owing, apparently, to some roughness due

to carelessness in joining the sections of the pipe. This was washed

out by a flow of water pumped through a ^-in. pipe, and the pipe was

cleared.

It was then suggested that an eff'ort be made to fill this erosion with

plastic clay by driving through the pipes. This suggestion came

from the contractors, who had used clay to fill cavities under some-
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what different conditions. Arrangements were made to try this

method, and a small pile-driver with a 2 000 lb. hammer was set up

over the 2-in. hole at 32 L.

A piece of 3-in. steam-pipe, about G ft. long, was used at first as

a receiving cylinder, and it was connected to the 2-in. pipe which

projected above the masonry about 1 ft., with a strong reducing coup-

ling. The follower used was a 2|-in. steel rod, of the length of the cylin-

der, turned to fit closely its full length. It was welded at its upper

end to a lengthening rod, slightly smaller in diameter, which was

fastened at its upper end to a wooden cross-head, designed to work in

the guides of the pile-driver and to take the blow of the hammer.

Blue clay of good quality was used, and was made plastic with

water and a thorough working and pounding into boxes 10 ins. deep

and of a size to hold 10 cu. ft. These boxes were limited in dimen-

sions simply for convenience in keeping record of the clay used. The

clay was then cut into "sausages " 10 ins. long and 2| ins. in diame-

ter by shovels which had been bent and sharpened for the purpose.

As often as the shovel was used to make a cut it was dipped in a pail

of water in order to lubricate its surface and free itself for the next

cut. The sausages were passed to the pile-driver in boxes holding 50

lbs., and the amounts of clay thus determined were used for the pur-

poses of a record, and later, were reduced to cubic yards.

The first hole to be tried was one which took water very slowly.

On starting the clay driving, the machine worked very satisfactorily,

but the clay drove hard and only 3J cu. ft. were driven in all; proba-

bly not much more than enough to fill the pipe, which was about 90

ft. long, and the fissure at its bottom. The next hole tried was at 17

L. It was also a slow water hole. Into this 332 lbs. of clay were

driven, with the 3-in. cylinder, everything working hard, and an 18-

in. drop of the hammer being necessary. It was then decided to

change the 3-in. cylinder for a 2-in., with, of course, a correspond-

ingly smaller piston. This piston proved to be somewhat loose in its

fit, but the driving continued to be very hard and only 37 lbs. of clay

in addition, were put into this hole.

The driving was then resumed at the hole at 10 L. , the 3-in. cylin-

der being again used while a new piston was being fitted for the 2-in.

cylinder. The hole took water very freely, and 200 lbs. of clay were

driven easily, using a 1 ft. drop. The next 200 lbs. went harder and
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required a 3-ft. drop before it was all in. A change was then made to

the 2-in. cylinder and piston, but the difficulty of driving seemed to

increase, although a drop of 4 ft. was given the hammer. With this,

only 58 lbs. more were driven in, and then the pipe split between the

coupling at the foot of the cylinder and the masonry. After repair-

ing this break driving was resumed, with a 4-ft. drop of the hammer,,

for 2 hours, and very little clay was gotten in, when it was noticed that

everything worked more easily and a drop of only 2 ft. was necessary.

In the course of another 2 hours less drop was used and cracks began

to be noticed in the surface of the masonry radiating from the pipe in

use. Further effort confirmed this, and, on the next day, observations

with level and transit, during a short period of driving, in which 50 lbs.

were easily put into the hole, showed a distinct and appreciable rise

in the masonry surface. In all, about 150 lbs. were driven in this-

pipe after the split had been repaired.

Leaving the upheaved masonry to be investigated later, the driving^

was transferred to the 3-in. pipe which had been built into the well at

Station 5 -f- 93 as it was filled up. There was no question about a free

flow through this pipe and a plumb-bob dropped in readily found

bottom in the well below the known elevation of the bottom of the

pipe. However, in view of the difficulty experienced in driving clay

through the 2-in. pipes already tried, it was thought advisable to

make a test to determine to what extent, if at all, skin friction inter-

fered with the i^assage of the clay.

The 3-in. cylinder was therefore connected by a quarter turn witk

97 ft. of 3-in. pipe resting on the masonry surface. At the further end

another quarter turn and a 2-ft. length of pipe gave opportiinity to fit

a poppet valve, which was set at 34 lbs. i3er square inch. The pipe

was then filled with water, and clay was gradually forced in from the

cylinder end. It was found to require no force beyond the weight of

the hammer without impact and the water was forced through the

poppet valve as fast as the clay was pushed in at the outer end. Later,

28^ ft. of 2-in. pipe and 20 ft. of 1^-in. pipe were joined to the 3-in.

pipe and the valve fixed at the outer end.' Under these circumstances^

it took a drop of about 14 ins. to force clay to the extreme end and

through the valve. An examination of the clay as it was forced from

the ends of the various sizes of pipes showed clearly that, under even

a very slight compression, the water is driven to the clay surface next
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tlie interior surface of the pipes and acts as an efficient lubricator, the

skin friction amounting to practically nothing.

Driving was then resumed at the 3-in. pipe; 3 250 lbs. of clay were

forced in, only the weight of the hammer being needed on the first day.

Appended is an abstract from the log of the clay driving, following

the work above noted:

"Tuesday, December 27th, 1898.—4 500 lbs. driven in 3-in. pipe;

hammer only used; no impact to force clay. No evidence of clay in

8-in. pipe outside of masonry, though distinct tremor in water was

noticed during driving. Water in 8-in. pipe remained at constant

height, about 6 ft. from top of pipe. Elevation, 18.4.

"Wednesday, December 28th, 1898.—4 400 lbs. put in. About 8.45

A. M. water in 8-in. pipe had risen to within 20 ins. of top, and rose 5

ins. at each stroke of piston, falling back to old level after stroke.

About 10 A. M. water began to flow over edge of pipe at each

charge, but settled back below edge after stroke. About 12.00 m.

water ceased to settle back. About 3.00 p. m. began to run in a small

stream after stroke had been made. Plumbed pipe, but found no clay

in it. Distance, measured from toia down, 81.04 ft.

" Thursday, December 29th, 1898.—A small stream of water was

flowing from 8-in. pipe when work started. 5 000 lbs. driven to-day.

Plumbed 8-in. pipe as follows

:

9.00 A. M. Distance 81.04 ft.—No clay in pipe.

2.50 p. M. " 78.62 " —2.42 ft. of clay in pipe.

3.50 " " 78.08 " —KiseofO.54 ft. of clay with 750

lbs. put in between 2.50 and
3.50 p. M.

"At 2.50 p. M. water flowing from pipe was strongly colored with

clay, which gradually cleared, and about 4.00 p. m. no trace of color

could be detected in water flow.

"Friday, December 30th, 1898.—Clay driven 5 200 lbs. Plumbed
8-in. pipe as follows:

9.20 A. M. Distance 77.28 ft.—Rise 0.80 ft. 1 300 lbs. clay.

11.20 " " 76.28 " — " 1.00 " 1 250

2.20 p.m. " 71.94" — " 4.32" 1850 "

4.00 " " 70.88 " — " 1.06 " 800 "

"At 11.20 A. M. water was running clear from 8-in. pipe and

reduced in amount over yesterday, with very slight acceleration in

flow, when charge was driven.

"Saturday, December 31st, 1898.—3 750 lbs. driven. Plumbed
8-in. pipe as follows

:

9.20 A. M. Distance 68.85 ft.—Rise 2.03 ft. 2 150 lbs. clay.

10.20 " " 68.15 " — " 0.70 " 1000
11.20 " " 67.80 " — " 0.35 " 1 000
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" Water flowing from 8-in. pipe is clear and reduced in amount
over yesterday, shows very slightly the effect of each charge. Total

clay driven through 3-in. pipe to date, 26 100 lbs.

"Wednesday, January 4th, 1899.—4 000 lbs. clay driven. Plumbed
8-in. pipe as follows:

12.50 p. M. Distance 67.70 ft 1 000 lbs. clay.

2.00 " " 67.60 " 1000
3.10 " " 67.55 " 1000

4.45 " " 67.50 " 1000

" Water flowing from 8-in. pipe has decreased slightly since Decem-

ber 31st; runs clear and shows, very slightly, effect of driving

charges. The weight of hammer only, continues to be required to

drive clay down.
" Thursday, January 5th, 1899.—5 300 lbs. of clay driven. Weight

of hammer only, required; measurements taken on 8-in. pipe as

follows

:

9.55 A. M. Distance 67.80 ft 1 000 lbs. clay.

11.25 " " 67.22 " 1000

1.05p.m. " 67.15" 1000

2.15 " " 67.07 " 1000

4.20 " " 67.00 " 1000

"Saturday, January 7th, 1899.—5 100 lbs. clay driven; no change

in measurements taken in 8-in. pipe:

9.10 A. M. Distance 67.00 ft 1 000 lbs. clay.

11.25 " " 67.00" 1000

1.25p.m. " 67.00" 1000

2.40 " " 67.00 " 1000

4.10 " " 67.00" 1000

"Flow of water from 8-in. pipe clear and constant; shows no effect

of charge; driving with weight of hammer only.

"Monday, January 9th, 1899.-6 200 lbs. put in; no change in

measurements in 8-in. pipe taken every 1 000 lbs. All show clay at

distance from top of pipe of 67 ft., or at elevation—32.44. Flow of

water shows decided increase over January 7th, and runs steadily and

clear, showing no effect of ramming. Weight of hammer only, required.

" Tuesday, January 10th, 1899.—4150 lbs. driven. No change in

measurement in 8-in. pipe. All show clay at 67 ft. down from top of

pipe. Weight of hammer only used, no impact. Water flowing from

8-in. pipe shows slight increase over yesterday; runs clear.

"Friday, January 13th, 1899.—Clay ramming resumed to-day.

Total driven, 3 750 lbs. Measurements taken in 8-in. pipe as follows:

10.20 A. M. Distance, 67.00 ft 1 000 lbs. clay.

12.00 M. '• 66.90" 800 " "

"The first 1000 lbs. drove easily; requiring weight of hammer
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only, but driving seemed to stiffen until, at end of next 800 lbs., a

slight drop of hammer, about 5 ins., was required.

12.40 p. M. Distance, 66.85 ft.—200 lbs. clay; still slight drop

of hammer.
2.30 " " .... —250 lbs. clay. Water in pipe rose

suddenly, discharging over

edge in quite largevolume, indi-

cating clay has been forced up-

ward suddenly; and after this,
,

driving becomes easier, weight

of hammer only required at:

2.45 " " 60.90ft.—Kise 5.95 ft., 250 lbs. clay.

Water was discharged as each

cylinder full of clay was forced

in, and continued to flow be-

tween strokes also, at the rate

of about 13^ galls, per minute

until 3.15 p. M., when flow

stopped, except as charge was

driven.

3.50 " " 46.95 ft.—Else, 13.95 ft. 500 lbs. clay.

4.40 " " 37.90 ft.— " 9.05" 500 " "

"Saturday, January 14th, 1899.—4 250 lbs. clay driven. Measure-,

ments taken as follows:

9.50 a.m. Distance, 35.01 ft.—Rise, 2.80 ft. 500 lbs. clay.

Water in pipe rises about 2

ins., when charge is driven,

dropping back again to old

level, but does not flow out of

the pipe. Some water noticed

coming up through back-fill-

ing around pipe, evidently

from leaky joint.

10.45 " " 33.70 ft.—Rise, 1.40 ft. 500 lbs. clay.

11.20 "

11.55 "

1.10 p. M.

2.15 "

Driving now began to stiffen up
and at 2.45 a slight drop of

hammer, 6 ins., was required,

continuing for balance of day.

3.10 " " 30.50 ft.—Rise, 1.25 ft. 500 lbs. clay.

3.55 " " 28.95 " — " 1.55 " 500 " "

4.35 " " 28.65 " — " 0.30 " 250 " "

32.90 " —
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" At this time water in pipe ceased to show any effect of driving

charge. This p. m. the clay exhibited remarkable elasticity, sometimes

forcing the piston back 3 ft. after driving charge.

"Monday, January 16th, 1899.—Total clay driven, 3 400 lbs.

Required impact of hammer to force clay, limiting the height of

stroke to 6 ins. About 45 strokes required for the cylinder, which is

6 ft. long. The clay is stiflening gradually and losing some of its elas-

ticity, not springing back as much after each stroke. Measurements in

8-in. pipe as follows:

7.50 A. M. Distance, 28.55 ft 250 lbs. clay

8.50 " " 28.55 " 500 " "

10.00 " " 28.55" 500 " "

12.30 p.m. " 28.55" 500 " "

1.35 " " 28.55" 500 " "

3.50 " " 28.52" 500 " "

4.15 " " 28.65" 500 " "

"Tuesday, January 17th, 1899.—Continued driving in 3-in. pipe

until noon; 1 600 lbs. driven. No rise in 8-in. pipe to-day. Clay

gradually stiffening in 3-in. pipe until it requires about 90 strokes,

none over 6-in. drop, to force down a cylinder full. Shifted over and

started driving in 2-in. pipe at Station 5 +97.5, 3 K, at 3.35 p. M.

Weight of hammer only used, carrying clay down very slowly; 200 lbs.

of clay put in.

"Wednesday, January 18th, 1899.—Continued at 2-in. pipe, Station

5 4- 97.5, 3 E. 200 lbs. put in, with weight of hammer only. At noon

this ceased to have effect, and a few light blows, none greater than

6 ins., were tried. Shifted ijile-driver back again to 3-in. pipe in p. M.

By means of water-jet, clay was removed from 8-in. pipe to a depth of

about 40 ft. in order, if jjossible, to start clay rising in pipe again

when ramming should be resumed.

"Thursday, January 19th, 1899.— Jetted out 8-in. pipe to a depth

of 40.8 ft. from top when jet stopped short and seemed to bring up
on small spawls or gravel. Eesumed ramming at 11.00 a. m. in 3-in.

pipe, using about 5-in. drop of hammer. Clay working very stiff, requir-

ing about 240 strokes to drive charge (6-ft. cylinder); 500 lbs. put in.

Total rise in pipe, 0.5 ft., from 40.8 to 40.3. Ordered clay driving

stopped.

"Friday, January 20th, 1899.—Drove 100 lbs. of clay in 3-in. pipe

to-day, somewhat easier than yesterday. This was done for the

information of members of the American Society of Civil Engineers

who visited the work to-day.

"Saturday, January 21st, 1899.—Eesumed jetting in 8-in. pipe in

endeavor to increase depth of jetting to at least 20 ft.

"Monday, January 23d, 1899.—Succeeded in jetting out 8-in. pipe

to a depth of 60 ft. below top. At this point jet pipe brought up on
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Fig. 3.—October 33d, 1897. General View from Berm, at Elevation 115.
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what seemed to be a bed of gravel. The flow from the 8-in. pipe

increased when this point was reached.
" Tuesday, January 24th, 1899.—Resumed driving in 3-in. pipe;

350 lbs. put in by means of short drops of hammer, none over 6 ins.

;

320 short drops required to force down piston (6-ft. cylinder). No rise

of clay in 8-in. pipe or any indication of so doing. Ordered clay drive-

ing stopped."

It seemed to be apparent that the cavity at the foot of the 3-in. pipe

was well filled with clay, and it was probably due to some obstruction

in the 8-in. pipe, such as spawls or gravel which had been forced in

with the clay, that there was no longer any rise in the vertical section.

The total amount of clay used in this driving is as follows:

2-in. pipe. Station 6 -f 02, 32.4 L 395 lbs.

2-in. " " 6+03, 17.7L 369"
2-in. " " 6 + 02, 9.7 L 1012"
3-in. " " 5 + 95, 12.5 R 64 775"

2-in. " " 5 + 97.5,3 R 400"

Total 66 951 lbs.

66 951 + 113 = 592.5 cu. ft. or 21.9 cu. yds.

The total amount of clay thus driven into the pipes and cavity was

nearly 22 cu. yds. The 60 ft. in depth of the outer 8-in. pipe which

Tiad been jetted out, was afterward filled with clay and gravel rammed

in by hand, and the flow through it was stopped.

The work of tearing out the ruptured masonry due to driving clay

through one of the 2-in. pipes was immediately started, and in all

about 130 cu. yds. were taken out in following the fissures and cracks

until they wholly pinched out. It was assumed in the beginning that

the trouble lay in the joint between the upper or surface course of

masonry at this point, which had been laid in Portland cement, and

the masonry below, which had been laid in slower setting natural

cement, and this proved to be the case; as it was found on investigat-

ing around the pipe from which the cracks radiated that its upper

section and length, of something more than 5 ft. in all, had not been

joined or coupled with the section below when placed, and that there

was a space of 1 in. or more between the ends of the two pipes, which

tad allowed the clay, under the influence of the very hard driving, to

force its way into the partly set mortar which surrounded the joint.
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The course of Portland cement mortar was about 3 ft. thick. It

was found that this upper joint of pipe had lifted probably If ins.

from the joint below at the point of coupling. This miist have takeu

place at first when the heavy ramming caused the rupture in that part

of the pipe to which the clay cylinder was coupled, and which pro-

jected above the top of the masonry. The length of this projecting

part was about 1 ft. and the parting of the joints was, of course, at the

lower end and about 4 ft. 4 ins. below the masonry surface.

Adjacent to and on the level of this open joint in the pipe was the

bed joint of a stone laid in Rosendale cement mortar. The stone was

about 5 ft. long, 20 ins. wide and 15 ins. in thickness. The clay was

found to have been forced between the under surface of the stone

and its mortar bed. The clay bed was about 1^ ins. thick, and, con-

tinuing beyond the base of this stone, it rose through the joints along

the sides, finding its way then along the tojs of the course of which the

stone just mentioned formed a part, and lifting the course above,,

which had been laid in Portland cement mortar, and was fairly well

set. The first stone mentioned was the only one laid in Rosendale

cement that was found to have been disturbed in its bed, and the main

crack was everywhere along the junction of the two cement mortars.

The longest horizontal radius through which the clay was found to

have worked was about 5^ ft. around the pipe, and it worked up verti-

cally through the mortar joints, and especially along the pipe, about 3

ft. The vertical cracks showing in the masonry surface were traced in

some directions for 12 ft., where the width showed about 0.005 ft. ; but

the upper masonry course was taken out to a considerably greater

distance toward and to the up-stream face of the dam, v/here the

seepage of water through the exposed bed joints of one or two stones

in this upper course indicated that the horizontal crack had extended

with no vertical siirface crack above to call attention to it. The clay

bed, thus forced under the masonry, was found to be fan-shaped,

extending 5| ft. from the pipe in one direction and about 4 ft. sideways

on each side. In the other direction its course was arrested by a large

stone which offered no mortar joint that could be followed. The bed

varied from IJ ins. to ^ in. in thickness. It was found to consist of an

aggregate of very thin laminations which showed clearly throughout

the extent of the bed and indicated the extremely gradual way in

which the rupture was produced.
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Open
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Fig. 11 sliows in plan and sections the area of the masonry which,

had to be taken up, as well as the location and extent of the clay bed,

the cracks and the particular joints and stones, sketched during the

work of rectifying the damage done.

The Main Dam Foundation Masonky.

The laying of the foundation masonry began on May 28th, 1896, in

the bottom at Station 8 -f- 50, as soon as a sufficient area of bottom was

ready to warrant it, and by the end of that season nine gangs of

masons were at work. This involved the use of eleven or twelve

derricks to allow for time lost in shifting derricks as well as for chang-

ing gangs from one point to another, owing to frequent changes in the

location of sumps and subsidiary pumps which the maintenance of

drainage made necessary. In the following season (1897), the number

of gangs was increased to 17 on the foundation, as the season pro-

gressed, and the total number of derricks in use, including those on the

side slopes for passing material from the tracks, was about thirty.

The type of derrick in general use is the " stiff leg " derrick.

Having no guys, these derricks did not interfere with the cable service

and they were easily moved by means of the cable, without being

separated from stiff legs and platforms.

The setting of the first stone in the main dam foundation is shown

in Fig. 2, Plate XXXVII. The bottom courses were laid in Portland

cement (2 to 1), the vertical thickness of this work, varying from 4 ft.

Tip, depending upon circumstances and particularly upon the amount

of seepage through the fissures in the rock and the work necessary to

temporarily dam up and divert such flows until the masonry was old

enough and high enough to enable them to be blocked off permanently.

The rock bottom was, in all cases, very thoroughly washed and

cleaned with brushes and brooms, and was then "painted" with a

grout of neat Portland cement, applied with brushes, and which was

allowed to set before work was done upon it. This grout was for the

purpose of filling all small, fine, open cracks, seams and erosions,

which were not of sufficient size or importance to warrant special

treatment with the grout pump or box, and about 356 bbls. of Portland

cement were used in this way on the main dam foundation and 14 bbls.

,

up to date, on the core-wall and overflow foundations.

Owing to the extreme unevenness of the rock bottom as prepared,
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the numerous spring holes which had to be temporarily dammed in

order to divert their flows until such time as they could be choked off,

and the number of grout pipes to be placed, and in some cases kept in

place for months before the grouting could be done, the first season's

work on the bottom masonry was done under difficulties, and the

general progress up to January 1st, 1897, was between Station 7 -}- 12

and Station 9 + 62, covering the full width of the dam and varying in

depth or height above the bottom from 10 to 40 ft. In all, about

37 000 cu. yds. were laid.

In the following year, the masonry was extended over the whole

bottom, with the exception of a narrow strip near the river wall at

Station 10 + 00, used as the foundation of a trestle work in connec-

tion with the supply tracks, and a comparatively small area in the

center of the wall, at about Station 7 -f 50, which, during the latter

part of the season, was used as a sump-hole for the main pumps, the

surrounding masonry forming the sides. During that year the amount

of masonry laid in the foundation was about 115 000 cu. yds. , and at

certain points it had risen to a considerable height, particularly over

the points at which the work was started during the preceding season.

The width of the foundation to be laid was about 200 ft., and the

derricks were arranged in batteries of four abreast across the line of

the dam, the plan being to build in racks to a convenient height and

then to move the derricks forward in batteries. In this way successive

racks or steps were gradually formed for the full width of the work,

varying from 17 to 15 ft. in height and from 35 to 40 ft. in width or

depth, horizontally, with the derricks moving from the ends toward the

middle of the foundation. This arrangement is shown in Fig. 2, Plate

XLIV, but, owing to circumstances, it was not until the end of the

second season's work that it could be said that the plan had been fully

developed and put in complete working order.

The faces or step courses of these racks were limited to rises of 3 ft.

,

with about the same treads, making the slope of the rock nearly 1 : 1.

Care was taken to avoid long straight joints across the dam, between

successive racks, by varying the lines of their faces at intervals with

"scallops" or heavy "returns."

By the end of the second season, the main foundation had risen

high enough above the bottom to be drawn in to its neat lines at

all points and to afford a parapet which retained the wash from
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the eartli slopes and enabled the refilling work to be started. On the

up-stream side, the masonry face was drawn to its neat lines as soon

as practicable upon leaving the rock bottom, though this involved a

considerable depth of re-fill between the masonry and rock face, par-

ticularly at the deeper points where the rock was disintegrated and

had broken back of the excavation lines.

On the down-stream side the masonry toe was built solid to the

rock face up to the surface, when it was drawn in to the neat lines

planned. This junction with the rock face was made still more com-

pact, as noted in the description of the " grouting," by filling with

grout the eroded seams showing in the rock face as the toe masonry

was built up.

As above stated, the courses adjacent to the rock bottom were laid

in Portland cement, a 2 to 1 mortar mixture being used. The special

purpose was to obtain a quick-setting mortar and thus avoid, to as

great an extent as possible, any wash or trouble from seepage and flows

through the bottom which had been choked oflf. Above these courses,

and for the great bulk of the warm season's work, American cement,

mixed 2 to 1, was used. During the winter months, Portland cement,

3 to 1 mixture, was substituted for the American cement, and work

was carried on steadily on pleasant days when it was not too cold.

Care was taken to lay no fnasonry on days when the temperature

was steadily below the freezing point, and on cold nights and morn-

ings brine and warm water were used in mixing mortar, and the sand

during the whole season was heated and dried in large boxes furnished

with steam coils arranged for that purpose. Care was also taken to cover

fresh work at night with brine, salt and canvass, and to thoroughly

clean its surface and joints in the morning with steam and hot water

in order that all frozen dirt and mortar scale might be removed. All

stones and spawls used in cold weather were also thoroughly cleaned

and washed, and thawed out with hot water and steam; pipes for both

being provided for each gang of masons employed.

The stone used for the rubble masonry is quarried from a rocky hill-

side in the Valley of Hunter's Brook, a tributary of the Croton River,

at a point about 2 miles above the dam. This stone is classed by

geologists as "gabbro"rock, or, commercially, as a dark colored granite,

although it is without quartz and has a large amount of hornblende in

its composition. It is very hard and tough, as well as heavy, and
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weighs 185 lbs. per cu. ft. The quarry is connected with the dam by

a railroad, and the stone is quarried and sent down in large blocks

varying in size, ordinarily, from 1 to 3 cu. yds., although the greater

limit is not reached commonly. Stones even of larger size have been

furnished occasionally, but difficulty in handling them renders such

sizes undesirable.

The spawls and small " chunks" are furnished from quarries along

the line of the railroad nearer the dam, and are of the country rock,

a laminated gneiss.

In laying the stone, care is taken to see that each stone has been

thoroughly cleaned and washed with water in summer, and with steam

in winter. The stone is bedded in a heavy bed of mortar in which flat

sjaawls have been placed to "make up " to such hollows or deficiencies

as may be apparent in the bed of the stone. The stone in question is

then raised, and the imprint it has made in the mortar bed is used as

a guide to complete the necessary making up; additional mortar is

then i^laced over the new bed and the stone is lowered again into

place, care being taken to place it exactly as it was before. It is then

shaken down by bars placed successively at different ends of the stone

Tintil the mortar underneath is pressed out on all sides, when, if it is

apparent that it "floats " freely without touching the spawls or stones

below, it is allowed to remain. Should there be any doubt about this,

however, it is taken ui) a second time, or as often as is necessary to

insure a thorough and tight bedding, well made up and with the min-

imum of mortar left in necessary to the result wished.

The spaces around these stones are then carefully filled with mortar

into which smaller stones and spawls are hammered, care being always

taken that no small stone shall be hammered into place unless there is

an ample bed of mortar under it. All old work is thoroughly cleaned

with brooms and washed with water before fresh work is built upon it.

It is also carefully sounded with iron rods to make sure that no small

stones or spawls have been loosened in the bed. In cold weather the

precautions necessary in building on old work are greater, as mortar

more or less frozen and disintegrated is commonly found on the sur-

face and the depth of spawls liable to be loosened is much greater.

The general character and appearance of the masonry in the racks

is shown in Fig. 2, Plate XLVI. The stones were of such size that an

average rise of 3 ft. in the courses was readily maintained. On the
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down-stream side the batter called for by the theoretical sections was

obtained by stepping. For this purpose selected stones were of

course necessary. The quality and appearance of this work are shown

in Fig. 1, Plate XLV. The steps were laid out with rises of from 24

to 30 ins., the latter limit jireponderating, and the whole of the step

is built outside the neat batter line.

On the up-stream face all joints were raked out 2 ins. in depth and

were then pointed uii with Portland cement, mixed 1 to 1. This in-

cludes also the core-wall and spillway masonry as well as the founda-

tions of the main dam. Fig. 2, Plate XLV, shows a section of the

up-stream face of the main dam, in which the joints have been raked

out and are ready for pointing.

The foundation masonry laid to date in the spillway was laid in

1895, since which time nothing further has been done. It is shown in

Fig. 1, Plate XLVI. The masonry work of the lower part of the core-

wall was begun early in the history of the dam work at the extreme

south end, and was so prosecuted that by the time the masonry of the

main dam foundation had reached the point of junction with the

core-wall there were only 100 ft. of wall foundation to be done to

complete the connection. This has since been done, and the wall is

being built up to the surface of the trench excavated for it.

The refilling against the main dam foundations calls for no special

comment except in one instance where, on the up-stream side between

Station 6 -(- 12.5 and Station 6 + 62.5, the bad rock forming the face of

the excaration at this point continued to fall into the pit, breaking

back of the original excavation lines, after the excavation had reached

the bottom, and while the up-stream face of the masonry was building.

By the time this masonry had reached a height sufficient to be out of

danger from the gradually falling rock, a large mass of the latter had

fallen in behind the wall at the bottom into the space which during

this time had been used as a sump. It was impracticable to get this

material out, as the overhanging rock made it too dangerous for men

to attempt it without very thorough protection from above, and it was

at the same time extremely desirable to have at this point and eleva-

vation especially compact back-filling, rather than a large quantity of

loose rock.

The plan and sections in Fig. 10 show the extent to which the rock

broke back of the lines and the amount and extent of the broken rock
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or debris wliich fell in from above while the masonry wall was being

carried up.

This space was used as a sump-hole, the suction pipe being kept at

a low elevation at about Station 6 + 20, at which point the rock slope

stood. The water flow through the face of the rock was very free, as the

face was full of open fissiires, particularly through that part of the face

shown in the plan as furthest to the right. This formed quite a re-

cess, and through it came at this time most of the flow pumped from

the up-stream side of the dam.

This water flow brought a large amount of fine silt with it, and it

was reasonable to suppose that the debris at the bottom and along the

wall was, in the course of time, filled with it. It was found impos-

sible to force pipes through the debris to the bottom to test this, and

two holes were therefore drilled through the masonry at such positions

and angles as to reach low points in the filling. These holes are

shown on the plan and sections. Drilling them was a matter of con-

siderable difficulty, but they were finally forced through, but filled

immediately with fine silt forced in from below, and no grout could be

pumped into them. Two other holes were started in this vicinity, for

the same purpose, but could not be carried through.

In making further attempts to prove the compactness or otherwise

of this mass of debris the surface shown in the plan to the left of the

dotted line was covered with several feet of fine sand and gravel after

the pipes indicated had been forced into the mass as far as possible,

which in some cases was 5 or 6 ft.

The inflowing water, as stated above, showed itself particularly in

the space to the right of the dotted line, in which no gravel was

placed. The pump suction back of the wall at about Station 6 -f-OO

kept the water well below the general surface of the debris which had

been covered with gravel, and into three of the eleven pipes 17^ bags of

American cement (1 to 1 mixture) were pumped as shown. The other

pipes, which were tried later, would take nothing, and the job was

finally completed by pouring a large amount of grout, 30 bags of

American cement (1 to 1 mixture), into the water space back of the

dotted line. This pouring was kept up until the water flow was

stopped at the point under treatment, and was forced through other

seams in the rock face more directly to the sump -hole which was back-

filled later with gravel and sand in the ordinary way.
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The Pumping for the Main Dam Foundation.

The work of pumping began in April, 1895, a 10-in. two-cylinder

Worthington pump being installed at first. It was placed as near the

sump as possible, and was fed from boilers jjlaced at the top of the

slope on the down-stream side, not far away. Two 100 H.-P. boilers

were installed at this time. This number was increased later to four

in all, and at certain times, when the demand for steam for the pumps

was heavy, but little outside use was made of the boilers, although

the excess in boiler power was at least one, when they were all work-

ing at their full capacity. As a rule, however, the whole four were

kept continuously in use, working moderately after the 10-in. pump
had been rei^laced, a few months after its installment, by a 12-in. com-

pound, double-cylinder pump of the same make, to which two others

of the same size were added later.

With this force of three large pumps two were kept at work at

moderate speed, while the third was held in reserve, and the 10-in.

pump kept either as additional to the reserve or at times used in con-

nection with a number of smaller auxiliary pumps which were con-

stantly in use during the excavation work and until the foundation

masonry was complete, pumping from various points in the bottom to

the main sump. From the beginning of pumping operations until

November, 1898, the main pumps were kept on or near the lower or

down-stream slope of the main cut, and the sump was maintained near

by, either on the natural bottom, or, as happened during one winter, in

a large hole left in the bottom masonry at a low elevation near the

down-stream toe of the dam.

It was extremely inconvenient at times to have to limit main pump-

ing operations to one point and to be obliged to lift all the water from

the auxiliary pumps, in some cases over the low-lying portions of

recently laid foundation masonry, but the risks to main steam pipes

laid across the dam would have been too great, either before or after

the beginning of the mason work, while the water flow was large. The

discharge was ordinarily throiigh a system of four pipes 12 ins. in

diameter, two of which were laid through the lower wing-dam at

a low elevation and two through the river wall at a somewhat higher

elevation. By this means a considerable lift was avoided, the top

of the wing-dam being in the first case about 20 ft. above the pipe

openings.
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TABLE No. 1.—Mean MoNTHiiY Tempekatxtkes Observed, in Degrees,

Fahrenheit.

(1)
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amount of back-filling had been done on both sides of the dam, and

the elevations of the sump-holes had been raised.

During the progress of the main dam excavation it was early notice-

able that the flow into the sump-holes seemed to come from particular

points on the gravel slopes, following the toes of the slopes down, as

the depth of excavation increased. This was noticeable on both the

up-stream and down-stream sides, and the flows or springs continued

to be identified easily as the work progressed and the outline of the

foundation masonry was completed, and the flows or springs on the

upper or lower side were separated. These flows were confined to the

gravel slopes, through which they came freely, and as the back-filling

was gradually raised they were forced back up the slopes to the

vicinity of the points where they had originally shown themselves.

At the south end of the main cut and along the sides near the end,

where the slopes were nearly all hardpan, practically no water was

encountered, although there was a considerable area of gravel and

boulder slope under the hardpan near the south end of the side slopes

on the "quarters." There was, however, a considerable seepage

through the lower half of the very high hardpan slope at the south

end which, particularly in winter, through the frost and thaws, caused

a good deal of gradual sloughing ofi" of the bank, although at no time

was the amount of seepage enough to cause a definite flow from the

slope.

A long series of observations of the temi^eratures, Table No. 1,

taken at the points where the flows were best defined, is of interest as

indicating, perhaps, some differences in the causes and origins of the

various flows observed.

In Table No. 1 are shown six series of observations, including one

in the river channel. In Column No. 2 the observations were of a flow

on the down-stream side of the main cut, at the point nearest to the

up-stream toe of the lower wing-dam. In Column No. 3 the flow

observed was near the point on the up-stream side where the heavy

flow or spring at Station 5 -f- 95 was in time developed, and it is

assumed that this flow was the same, practically, that showed in the

spring when it was reached. In Column No. 4 the observations are of

a flow developed on the down-stream slope some distance from the

flow in Column No. 2. In Column No. 5 the flow was from the large

cave at Station 7 -|- 70 ± on the up-stream side. The flow of Column
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No. 6 was also on the up-stream side, and tlie observations were taken

at first in a large well-hole which was built, temporarily, near the up-

stream face of the masonry, and later from the flow which showed out-

side the masonry line after the well was filled up and the water forced

outside of the masonry limits.

The stations at the heads of the various columns show the approx-

imate locations of the points of flow at which the temperatures were

taken. In some cases there were variations of location at intervals

owing to the shifting of the springs from various causes, such as a

deepening of the excavations in the vicinity, or, as in the case of the

well mentioned in Column No. 6, some change in the masonry and the

channels left temporarily in it. Column No. 7 shows the temperature

of the water in the river.

An examination of these observations shows clearly a certain uni-

formity in the flows from the excavation, particularly in regard to the

times of extreme temperatures, which occur in September or October

and March or April. It is evident that there was no direct connection

with the water flowing in the river, and that the two springs observed

on the down-stream side correspond closely, as might have been

expected, while the other three springs located on the up-stream side

are uniform in showing less extremes in temperature and also a close

correspondence with each other. In the river the extreme tempera-

tures shown were in January or February and July.

The flow observed in Column No. 3 shows, however, but little var-

iation during the first twelve months, quite in contrast to the others.

The observations during these months were evidently of the water

from the heavy spring which, when solid rock bottom was reached,

was found to flow from the large erosion at Station 5 -j- 95, 12 R. The

point at which the temperatures were taken in this case was some dis-

tance from the spring hole as finally defined, and the water was then

piped for some months directly to a subsidiary sump.

Temperatures of the water, however, continued to be taken as it

flowed from this pipe and later from the pipe used to divert the spring

flow to the up-stream side of the masonry. The elevation of the out-

let of this pipe was increased gradually as the masonry and the back-

filling rose, and the observations were continued until the clay driving

had stopped the flow of the spring. The observations from January,

1897, showed variations which correspond with the variations observed
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at the other points of flow, although they were not so marked in

degree. As this spring was quite different in its characteristics from

any of the others comiag originally from a much greater depth and

with the location of its flow confined to one place during all the

time, it is an interesting question as to why, after a year's nearly

steady temperature, variations corresponding with the surrounding

springs should develop. It may be that after the first twelve

months this spring flow was, to a certain extent, exhausted, and its

temperature was aflfected in a greater degree by the increasing

proportion of ground-water near its outlet. Its evident decrease

in flow, as time passed, may be one argument in support of this

assumption.

A daily record of rainfall, river flow and pumping is shown on

Plate XLVII. The rainfall and river gauge readings are shown from

September 1st, 1895. The pumping record is begun in October, 1895.

This shows irregularities for the succeeding eight months, which are

partly due to lack of systematic observations and records during that

time, and partly to the frequent changes in the location and elevation

of the pumps, as it was during these months that the increase in the

depth of the sumps was the most marked. The duration of each rain-

fall is indicated as nearly as possible by the span of the bracket, the

height showing the total fall in inches. The flow in the river is indi-

cated by observations taken at a gauge a short distance below the

dam location, and the diagram shows the depths of the flow at that

point in comparison with the low-water elevation, which is about at

gauge reading 1.70. The pump diagram is based on the average daily

speed, in strokes per minute, of one 12-in. pump, and all observations

within the above time limits have been commuted to this basis, as the

only one by which a direct comparison of the pumping work from

time to time could be had.

As to the actual amount of water pumped, various tests of the

pump capacity were made from time to time. The 10-in. pump was

stated by the makers to have a capacity of 1 500 000 galls, per 24

hours, with a maximum rate per minute of 36* strokes. Each of the

12-in. pumps, at the same maximum rate of speed, had a capacity of

* Double strokes, or one complete revolution, or " cycle," of the pump action. The
capacity of each 12-in. pump cylinder for one complete stroke was about 29 galls., the
diameter of the piston being 17 ins. and the length of stroke 15 ins. The 12-in. pumps,
were so designated to agree with the diameter of the discharge outlet.
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4 000 000 galls, per 24 hours. The tests of the actual amount of water

pumped are as follows

:

On Sunday, October 27th, 1895, water in the main cut was allowed

to rise from Elevation 7.81 to Elevation 10.14, the limits between these

elevations having been carefully cross-sectioned. The amount of in-

flow was estimated as 814 275 galls, in 7 hours, or at the rate of

2 800 000 galls, per 24 hours.

The pumps stopped at 8.40 a. m., and resumed work at 3.40 p. m.

The water during this interval rose 2 ft. 4 ins., and seemed to rise at a

constant rate of nearly 4 ins. per hour.

* The small Worthington pump (1 500 000 galls.) was unable to

control the water in the main cut below Elevation 13. The water

gained on the pump up to this elevation, but was then held constant

by the small pump.

On December 19th, 1898, an experiment on the pumping capacity

of one 12-in Worthington pump was made. The result showed a

capacity of 50 galls, per stroke.

The experiment was made by the use of a large sump-hole on the

down-stream side of the main dam. One side of this sump was formed

by the wall of the dam, the others by the back-filling in progress at

the time the experiment was made. The following is a resume of the

results. The sump had been carefully cross-sectioned.

19th, 1898.

Calculations to determine efficiency of pumps and amount of water

flowing into sump. 12-in. pump, down-stream sump.

Capacity of sump between Elevation — 2.2

and Elevation — 8.0 287 512 galls.

Experiment 3.20 p. m. to 7.10 p. m.

230 minutes.

At 3.20 p. M. the sump was empty, pumps

shut off.

By 7.10 p. M. the sump had been filled by

water flowing in from springs. In 230

minutes the amount of water flowing

in equals capacity of sump 287 512 galls.

Flow per minute 1 250 *

'

* Note taken at time above experiment was made.
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Experiment 10.30 a. m. to 2.27^ p. m.

237| minutes.

Sump full at beginning, empty at end.

950 815 Gauge reading at 2.27^ p. m.

939 181 " " 10.30 A. M.

11 634 Number of strokes of pump during experi-

ment.

49 Number of strokes of pump per minute.

Flow during experiment

= 1 250 galls. X 237^ = 296 875 galls.

Capacity of sump 287 512 "

Amount pumped 584 387 "

Divide by number of strokes (11 634) and

we get 50.23 " per

stroke.

Experiment 2.27i ?• m. to 3.20 p. m.

52i minutes.

Sump empty at beginning and end.

952 453 Gauge reading at 3.20 p. m.

950 815 " " 2.27i p. m.

1 638 Number of strokes of pump during experi-

ment. Multiply by 50.23 galls, per

stroke and we get

82 277 galls, pumped out during experiment

equals gallons flowing in

82 277 ^ 52.5 = 1 567 galls. Flow per minute

(when sump is empty)

1 638 4- 52.5 = 31.2, average number of strokes

per minute.

Flow per minute with sump empty dur-

ing experiment 1 567 galls.

Flow per minute with sump empty at be-

ginning and full at end, or vice versa . . 1 250 "

Difference 317

Capacity of pump per stroke from experi-

ment 50.23 "

Capacity of pump per stroke (pump meas-

urement) 58.00 ± "
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N. B.—For 24 hours previous to these experiments the water in the

sump was held at Elevation — 5.54, and the speed of the pump

averaged 29.5 strokes per minute. The rise and fall of the water in

the sump in the above experiments was between Elevations — 2.2

and — 8.0.

At 49 strokes (double) per minute the amount pumped is at the

rate of 3 550 000 galls, per 24 hours. As the maximum number of

strokes shown on the pump diagram is not more than 90 strokes per

minute, it may be assumed that the maximum flow into the pit was

less than 7 000 000 galls, per day. 29.5 strokes per minute equals

about 2 160 000 per day.

A special experiment was made at a time when one 12-in. pump

was at work on each side of the dam, in order to detect if possible

any variation in the pumping rate owing to the relative difference in

the elevations of the sump levels. The result is as follows:

TABLE No. 2.—CAiiCixLATioNs to Detebmine Effect of Elevation

OF Watek in Sumps on Up-Stream and Down-Stream Sides of

Dam upon Amount of Water Pumped.

Experiment, December 21st, 1898.

Elevation of water in down-stream sump — 6.55.

" " " up-stream sump +8.7.

12-in. pump used in each sump.
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Experiment, December 22d, 1898.

Elevation of water in down-stream sump — 8.01.

" " " up-stream sump -|-8.7.

12-in. pump used in each sump.

Time.
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well started, while the whole foundation had been covered with

masonry which had been carried up to a considerable height above the

bottom.

The curves show, as might have been expected, the effect of the

rainfall upon the river which for most of the time is closely correspond-

ing, although the river may be somewhat slower in its action. This

does not hold good for the dry summer and autumn months of 1895

and 1896, but the correspondence is close in 1897 when extreme low

water was not reached until September. The comparatively heavy

flow in February, 1898, however, does not seem to be accounted for by

any special rains at about that time.

The pump curve shows a constant rise in 1895 and to May, 1896,

as the dejjth and yielding volume increased. The apparently extra

rise in this curve from January to April, 1896, may have been influ-

enced by the rainfall, to which it seems to have responded more

quickly than the river. Again, in July and August, with constant

depth, there is shown a quick response to the rainfall which is not

noticed in the river. In December the pumping had fallen off mate-

rially, although the depth and yielding volume were on the increase.

The gradually diminishing rainfall, from September to December,

may possibly account for this. The steady increase in the rain from

January to July, 1897, is noticeable in the river curve and marks a

constant increase in the amount of pumping, although the maximum

of yielding volume and depth is reached six months earliei*. The

falling off in pumping from July to December, corresponds fairly,

although, perhaps, a month behind in time, with the rain and the

river curves, but results from December to March, 1898, are due

partly to the influence of the back-filling, which must have begun to

make itself felt, and partly, doubtless, to the fact that the yielding

volume was beginning, as it did in the previous year, to show signs of

being pumped out at the end of the dry season.

It seems fairly conclusive that the flow in the river had, on the

whole, but little direct influence on the pumping. In other words,

the wing-dams were efficient in stopping anything like a direct

leakage or flow from the river to the excavation pit. Another con-

clusion is that a considerable time elapsed between the rainfall and

its effect on the pumps, amounting in certain cases to as much as

two months.
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The data from which the curve of yielding volume is obtained are

due to calculations which show approximately at the end of each two

months the amount of sand and gravel on the slopes of the pit which

furnishes water storage sj^ace. It was assumed that all space in the

slopes above an angle of 20° with the horizontal, the vertex being

taken at the lowest point in the section excavated and kept clear by

the pumps, would yield water, except those parts of the slopes which

were formed of hardpan and which were not included in the calcula-

tions of volumes.

Fig. 12 shows two diagrams of pumping commuted to equivalent

strokes of a 12-in. pump, covering the time from November, 1898, to

May, 1899. One of these is the record of the pumping from the up-

stream side of the main dam, which was done wholly by a 12-in. pump

during that time.

On the down-stream side other pumps were used, as noted on the

diagram, but some careful experiments were made by which the rela-

tive amount of pump work done has been fairly commuted to the 12-in.

standard. The accompanying diagrams, which show in both cases the

mean elevations of the two sumps from time to time and at the same

time the diflference in elevation of the water on the two sides of the

dam, certainly do not indicate any connection between the two sump-

holes. The up-stream pump shows a very slight increase in March

and a very gradual decrease to May 15th, with a gradual rise in

water elevation to the middle of February, and no material change

later. On the other hand, the down-stream pumping shows a

material diminution about February 1st, with many changes of water

surface and a very material rise in the sump elevation at about the

same time.

The relative elevations of these sumps varied dui'ing these months

decidedly, the up-stream sump changing from about 17 ft. above the

sump on the lower side, to an extreme of about 10 ft. below, most of

the change, however, taking place on the down-stream side, as shown.

These records are suggestive, in view of the general character of

the limestone foundation and the possibility of the presence of

open seams and channels below those treated in preparing the

bottom for the masonry. With a head of nearly 20 ft., long sus-

tained on the up-stream side, then varied gradually until the head

on the other side was 10 ft., there seems to have been nothing, in
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this reversal of relative conditions, to affect the flow of water on

either side.

GENEKAIi ReMAKKS.

While the purpose of this paper is to deal particularly with all the

various features of this work which pertain directly or indirectly to the

foundations of the dam, dwelling in some cases in considerable detail

upon certain points, it is evident that much information, some of it of

interest if not of considerable importance, relating to the general de-

sign, construction and progress of the work, has been necessarily

omitted. In fact, anything approaching a comprehensive account of

these matters would require a book of ample size to give the subject

adequate treatment. However, a few figures are added here relating

to certain prominent features which have not been noted or described

previously.

The main feature of the construction work is the rubble masonry.

The total amount required will be not far from 650 000 cu. yds., and

of this, at the date of writing, about 405 000 cu. yds. have been laid.

The contract price for this item is $4.05 per cubic yard when American

cement mortar is used. This price is increased to $4.94 and $5.35 per

cubic yard, as Portland-cement mortar (3 to 1) or (2tol), respectively,

is used. The facing stone masonry, of which it is expected that at

least 24 000 cu. yds. will be used, forms another important item. This

is used for both the up-stream and down-stream faces of the main dam
and overflow above the lines or elevations to which the refilling and

embankment will be carried. This facing stone is cut in courses

which vary in rise from 15 to 30 ins. , having a uniform depth of bed

and build of not less than 28 ins. Headers, of which every third stone

in each course is one, are not less than 4 ft. in length, and are used to

insure a bond with the rubble backing or hearting.

All joints of this stone are cut to lay to J m. in width from the face

back for 4 ins. in depth on the sides and beds. For the remaining

depth the stones must be cut full, to joints not exceeding 2 ins. in

width between adjoining stones when laid. In this way there is in-

sured a moderately fine outer joint which is thoroughly raked and

pointed to a depth of 2 ins. or more, while the wider 2-in. joints give

an opportunity for any settlement that may possibly occur in the

future due to inequalities between the relative composition of the

facing as compared with the backing stone to which it is bonded.
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On this facing stone it is depended to insure the practical water-

tightness of such parts of the structure as are exposed directly to

water pressure. This stone is laid in Portland-cement mortar, (mixed

2 to 1), and in the pointing of the J-in. face joint Portland cement is

also used. As has been stated previously, on all parts of the up-stream

face of the masonry, which are planned to be below the back-filling

line, and which are formed of rubble masonry, care has been taken to

secure well-shaped stones and to fill up the intervening joints very

thoroughly with small stones or spawls. This is well shown in Fig. 2,

Plate XLV, where the joints are shown raked out and ready for the

pointing which, as in case of the facing stone, is done with Portland

cement. In this connection, particular attention may be called to the

very great amount of refilling which is to be done on the up-stream side,

particularly back of the main dam and above the limestone foundation

where so much badly fissured rock was found, and which resulted,

necessarily, in the great depth of the rock excavation. This refilling,

together with the pointing of the up-stream face of the masonry which

it covers, is expected to be effectual in stopping percolation through

or under the dam, even if in the latter case small open fissures may

exist. At any rate, if, as noted previously in the chapter on " Pump-

ing, " a head varying from 20 ft. on the up-stream side to 10 ft. on the

down-stream side caused no appreciable variation in the pumping of

an amount of water, which at that time might have equalled 3 500 000

galls, per day, it does not seem that the head due finally to a full basin

can increase very materially such flow as may possibly have already

taken place through the limestone foundation rock.

The contract price for the rock excavation is SI. 95 per cubic yard.

The amount excavated will slightly exceed 300 000 cu. yds. While

the price is seemingly a liberal one, it must not be forgotten that, in

the bottom work, the blasting and excavation were not done to ordered

lines and grades excepting as so directed from day to day, as the only

limit in depth was good rock when reached. This necessitated a very

great amount of careful hand work, as well as slow and expensive work

in finally getting the bottom ready for the masonry.

All the earth excavation work, which has amounted to nearly

1 100 000 cu. yds., was, under the specifications, let at one price, viz.,

SO. 61 per cubic yard, to avoid complication, although, naturally, there

would have been little difficulty in separating the amounts lying below
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river level, and involving pumping, from the portion remaining. The

price was considered fairly low when the risks were taken into consid-

eration. The increase in the length of the main dam, which was de-

termined upon in 1897, resulted in a considerable decrease in the

maximum height of the embankment at its point of junction with the

main dam. This change has also decreased the amount of embank-

ment as originally planned, and the core-wall trench is now practically

wholly in hardpan; the point of junction with the main dam having

been advanced to the south until it found the hardpan overlying the

bed rock.

The work of construction began in October, 1892, the contract having

been let in the jirevious August. The time limit in the contract was

seven years, bringing the date of completion to August, 1899. The ex-

traordinary depths to which the rock excavation had to be made, in

order to secure a foundation for the main dam, as well as the change

made in the length of the main dam after the work was started, which

involved quite an increase in the amount of masonry, justified an ex-

tension of time of perhaps one year. The dam, however, will hardly

be finished before 1902, making the time of construction ten years in-

stead of eight. This delay is largely due to the dilatory ways and

methods adopted in the first two or three years of the construction

work, as developments have shown clearly that the plans and methods

proposed by the engineers for carrying on the work have so far pro-

vided for and anticipated all emergencies and contingencies, in kind

if not in degree; nothing unforeseen having happened to materially

delay or involve a change of plans beyond the increased depth of rock

excavation found necessary and the increase in the length of the

masonry dam, as previously mentioned.
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DISCUSSION.

E. Shebman Gould, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—Apart from its intrinsic Mr. Gould,

interest, this paper possesses that of timeliness, in that its presentation

coincides so nearly with the retirement of Mr. Fteley from the Chief

Engineership of the Aqueduct Commission. It describes the progress

of what we need not hesitate to style the most important engineering

work of the day, from its commencement up to the date of its handing

over, fully and successfully launched, by Mr. Fteley to his successor.

This very apt connection between the presentation of the paper

and Mr. Fteley 's retirement will probably strike all members of the

Society. To the more limited circle, composed of members and ex-

members of the Corps of Engineers of the Old Croton Aqueduct, the

death of Julius W. Adams, Past-President Am. Soc. C. E., occurring so

near the date of its presentation, lends to this paper an added
appropriateness of time and place.

The preliminary studies for the original project, of which Mr.

Benjamin S. Church was the author, namely, that of a dam at

Quaker Bridge, and of which the present work will be the final out-

come, were commenced some twenty years ago under the direction of

the late Isaac Newton, M. Am. Soc. C. E., then Chief Engineer of the

Croton Aqueduct, by the late E. S. Chesborough, M. Am. Soc. C. E.,

and the late Colonel Adams. These studies mark the early dawn of

the era of scientific high-masonry dam design in this country. The
design and construction of what were previously considered high

dams, of earth with a center wall of masonry, had already been brought

to a high degree of perfection by Tracy, Campbell and Mr. George W.
Birdsall, but a masonry dam, upwards of 100 ft. high, was essentially

a new proposition. It was new and startling to many of us at that

time to learn that the possible crushing of such a structure under its

own weight alone, or under its own weight combined with hydrostatic

pressure, was a factor of the problem most seriously to be reckoned

with. It is probable that this point, and, indeed, the whole question

of the profile of equal resistance of such structures, was first brought

to the notice of the profession at large through a translation, made by
the writer, by direction of Mr. Isaac Newton, of some chapters from
Debauve's "Manuel de I'lngenieur," of which a small edition was
printed by the Department of Public "Works for the use of its engineer

corps, and copies of which found their way to a few other hands.

Mention may also be made of two papers contributed about this time

by the writer to Van Nostrand's Engineei'ing Magazine. Later, the sub-

ject was fully developed by Edward Wegmann, M. Am. Soc. C. E., in

his masterly and thoroughly exhaustive treatise on "High Masonry
Dams."
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Mr. Gould. In these studies, the type or concrete idea of the high masonry dam,
which with true engineering instinct was seized upon and kept con-

stantly in view, as a safe precedent, by the consulting engineers, was
the dam across the Furens, at St. Etienne, France.

But all these particulars are now ancient history, and appeal only

to the very limited number of original pioneers in the study of high

dams. Their only general interest lies in the evidence which they may
afford of the labor and research which characterized the earliest

beginnings of the project now being carried out. It is doubtful if

any engineering project in this country has ever been made the sub-

ject of so much laborious and painstaking study as that described.

This paper, taken in connection with the reports of the Chief Engineer,

already published, shows us that these studies, taken up by Mr. Fteley

where they were left off by the original projectors, were continued by
him with unabated zeal and thoroughness.

The description of the system of borings and other explorations

given by Mr. Gowen is notcAvorthy. The juxtaposition of gneiss and
limestone, with outcrops on opposite sides of the valley, seems to be

characteristic of this and the neighboring territory, and merits study

by the geologist. The disappearance and in some cases reappearance

of water in the bore holes at great depths is certainly puzzling to

account for. Mr. Gowen calls attention to the discrepancy frequently

found to exist between the character of the rock as revealed by the

actual excavations and that previously predicted from the borings.

This discrepancy was also noticeable in driving the tunnels of the

New Croton Aqueduct, and it admonishes us that while the diamond
drill is of great utility in preliminary explorations, its indications

should be taken with considerable reserve, and interpreted very

cautiously.

The quotation from Mr. Fteley 's Report (pages 483 and 484), in

which he recommends abandoning the Old Quaker Bridge location

and building amuch smaller dam higher up the stream, is an excellent

example of sound engineering judgment, and one is rather surprised at

the haste with which, in the face of this recommendation, the Commis-
sion adopted the Cornell project. The fourth reason advanced by Mr.

Fteley for his recommendation seems, however, to require some modi-

fication. He says:

'• The interest of the money thus saved for the present would, after

twenty-five years, represent a large part of the money necessary to then
build the higher dam, Avith the result that the city would then have
two dams instead of one for nearly the same expenditure."

This result could only be safely predicated if the amount of interest

saved were year by year paid into a sinking fund, and kept intact.

This, it is hardly necessary to remark, would be very unlikely to be

carried out.

In this connection, a glance at the estimated amount of storage.
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consequent upon the completion of tlie present dam, will be interesting. Mr. Gould.

On page 471 this amount is stated to be 73 236 000 000 gaUs. The writer

has found that a very serviceable formula representing the relation

between the total storage required to maintain a desired daily average

consumjition throiighoat the year, and the daily average yield of the

source of supply, is:

S=y'X 365.

In this equation, S= total storage required ; G= daily consumption,

and Y-— daily average yield of the water-shed, all in the same unit.

Let us apply this formula to the present case. The capacity of the

New Croton Aqueduct is about 300 000 000 gaUs. per 24 hours, and this

may be taken as the maximum daily consumption of New York, turnish-

able by this supply. The daily average yield of the Croton watershed

above the Cornell Dam, will be about 365 000 000 galls, per 24 hours.

We would have then

:

^ 90 000 ^^^
'^=-365-^^'^-

;S' = 90 000 000 000 gaUs.

This would be about 300 days' supply, as against 244 actually

provided, indicating a fair agreement between the two figures.

Although this j^aper is confined to the foundations of the great

dam, it cannot be satisfactorily discussed without some reference to the

profile of the dam itself, which is shown in Fig. 2.

The featvire of the profile which immediately challenges discussion

is its form below the level of the original surface of the ground. It

wiU be perceived that the profile of equal, or approximately equal,

resistance is continued down to the bed rock, some 120 ft. below the

bed of the stream. The effect of this is to spread greatly the footing

course, and to increase correspondingly the immense volume of material

to be excavated. Was this necessary, to insure the required stability

of the structure ? The writer has no hesitation in saying that both

from theoretical and practical considerations he does not believe it to

have been necessary or even advisable. He understands that the

theory upon which this profile is based is that the dam is, or may be,

subjected to the pressure due to a head of water extending from its top,

through the excavation and down to the bottom rock on which it

stands. He considers this theory as inadmissible. Its acceptance

appears to lead to the untenable conclusion that the deeper the founda-

tion, the greater the hydrostatic stress. We have only to consider what

a monstrosity would ensue if the dam were carried down to a very

great depth, say 300 ft., below the surface and the profile calculated

according to this theory. He considers also, that this endeavor to eiT,

if at all, on the side of safety is, to some extent, self destructive, for it
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Mr. Gould, results in piling up a huge mass of back-filling upon the outer toe of

the dam, adding this extra weight to the already enormous pressure

which it is sustaining. The additional spreading of the foot cannot be

necessary to resist rotation about the outer toe, because such rotation

would be impossible at that depth, nor can it be needed to prevent

crushing. That part of the structure which is deeply buried and

closely imprisoned on aU sides is quite differently and much more

favorably circumstanced to resist crushing than is that part which

stands entirely above ground with no opposing resistance to prevent the

lateral escape of crushed material. In this connection, the writer

would quote what he has said elsewhere, as follows:
'

' Nor can he agree with those who maintain that the thriist of the
water from a full reservoir should be considered as that due to a head
extending from the top of the dam to the bottom of the foundations.

That portion of the dam which is buried in the earth or rock should, in

his oi^inion, be considered entirely ajjart from the dam proper, and as

subject to an entirely difierent class of stress. He would consider this

portion of the structure as forming, in fact, a part of the geology of the

territory, and confine his calculations, as regards the thrust of the
water, to the superstructure which, standing in relief above the surface

of the surrounding ground receives the jiressure of the water on one
side, and that of the atmosphere only on the other."

Apart from this feature of the profile, some remarks may be made

upon the dimensions given to the upper portion. The calculations

which lead to the j^rofile adoj^ted were based upon the well-known

empirical formulas for resistance to crushing, sometimes called

Debauve's formulas, from the fact that they are given by that author

in his "Manuel de I'lngenieur," though not original with him. It is

usual to assume that if the profile, so calculated, satisfies the condi-

tion of resistance to crushing, it will of necessity satisfy also that of

resistance to overturning. This method of calculation results, as re-

gards the latter condition, in a profile which is very light in the upper

portion and very heavy in the lower.

In looking at the profile of a very high masonry dam on paper the

eye deceives us, unless we keep the scale in mind. We are accus-

tomed to regard such structures—dams and other retaining walls

—in reference to their apparent stability as against overturning

bodily around the outer edge. Regarded in this way, the profile

always seems to be, and indeed is, skimped at the top and redundantly

thick at the bottom. This appearance changes, however, when we
reflect upon the character of the stress brought to bear upon the base

and all the lower portions of the wall. The tendency of this stress is

to pulverize the bottom courses, and it can only be resisted by an ex^

tension of base beyond what would be required to secure a sufficient

moment of resistance to overthrow. To use a homely figure, the dam
may be comijared to a sack of meal in danger of bursting, rather than

to a rigid body in danger of toppling over.
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In designing verj high dams, therefore, foreseeing as we do the Mr. Gould,

width of base to which we will be forced in order to meet the in-

creasing crushing stress, we instinctively economize in the upper por-

tions, influenced partly, no doubt, by the fact that if failure is to occur
anywhere, it had better be at the top than the bottom, and also to

make the unit stresses more uniform throughout. But this economy
or this desire to equalize crushing stress may be pushed too far. It

seems to the writer that this has been done in the present case, where,

in his judgment, the outer face of the dam has been hollowed out too

much above Elevation 100.

It is stated in the paper that the dam has a general factor of safety

of 2 against rotation. It is understood that in all calculations the

water in the reservoir is supposed to stand level with the top of the

dam, or at Elevation 210. This is certainly an extreme assumption.
The spillway elevation is 196, its length 1000 ft., and its required

capacity rated at 15 000 cu. ft. per second. This would correspond
to an elevation of about 199, or say 200 at most, in the reservoir. It

is probable, therefore, that the dam above Elevation 100 has a factor

of safety of at least 2.5, and a rough calculation seems to show this to

be the case. But it must be borne in mind that these calculations

assume a purely static pressure, due to absolutely quiescent water.

This dam, however, will act as the retaining wall, or breakwater, of an
immense and deep lake, with soundings of 140 ft., in direct contact with
an almost vertical back. Over this lake violent storms w411 rage, ac-

companied by wave action of tremendous dynamic force. Is this

part of the dam sufficiently massive to meet the shock of these waves
and hurl them back upon themselves? Hugh fields of floating ice may
be expected to thump heavily against the wall; is it heavy enough to

resist their impact urged on by wind and waves? To say the least, we
must admit that the practical factor of safety is reduced to its absolute

minimum.
The writer would be in favor of placing an earthen embankment,

well rip-rapped at the back of the dam, for a portion of its height.

The effects of such a bank would be to diminish the chance of per-

colation down the back and reduce still further the bugbear of an ex-

aggerated hydrostatic pressure; to diminish considerably the effect of

the deep wave action against the dam, and by maintaining a constant

counter pressure against the back, to limit the range of pressure Avhen

the reservoir is alternately full and empty. It would be especially

advisable to cover the entire area of the refilled excavation within the

reservoir with a heavy embankment in order to consolidate by its

pressure the material Used in refilling. Plate XXXV shows that the

inner slope of the earthen dam on the south side ah-eady covers, or

is to cover, a large portion of this refilling, so that only an extension

of the bank is necessary in order to carry out the suggestion.
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Mr. Gould. From the start, it was recognized that the chief engineering diffi-

culties to be overcome in the building of the great dam were the

diversion of the river and the taking out of the foundation pit. There

can be no doubt that the jilan jiursued to divert the stream was the

best, and its complete success, as recorded in the paper, is the just

reward of an intelligent design skilfully carried out. There is no

doubt, too, that the method ado^Dted for taking out the excavation, by

means of an open cut with sloijing sides, was the best under the cir-

cumstances, and more certain of success than any attempt to shore up

the sides could have been. Had the superstructure been designed to

rest upon a base with vertical or nearly vertical sides, the suggestion

made originally might have been revived; namely, to take out two

comparatively narrow trenches, one at the up-stream and the other

at the down-stream face of the foundation, sustaining the sides by

means of shoring, and building up these two faces first. The central

core of earth could then be removed between these two walls, and

the remaining masonry laid. Even in this case, however, the surer

plan of side slopes might have been found preferable. Be that as

it may, the work has been accomplished successfully as described,

and at the present time, when the critical i^eriod has been safely

jjassed and the foundations brought up to surface level, there can be

nothing but congratulations to all concerned in carrying through this

bold and bi-illiant feat of engineering to a triumphant issue.

The successful prosecution of the work below ground depended

ui^on the ability to keep the pits dry. Evidently, this fact was real-

ized fully by the engineers, and a powerful pumping plant installed

for the purpose. It is not always thus, and many operations involv-

ing deep excavations are increased greatly in cost, difficulty and

danger by inadequate and badly managed pumjung facilities.

The overflow arrangement seems to have been intelligently planned,

and from an examination of the plans and descrijjtions contained in

this paper the writer thinks it would be difficult to find a flaw in the

general design of the work, as regards the handling of the water

before, during and after construction.

An interesting feature of the work is the earthen dam with core

wall on the south or limestone side of the stream. The writer has not

noticed any explicit statement in the paper as to why the change was

made from masonry to earth, but it may be inferred readily that the

limestone rock was not considered sufficiently solid to warrant a

masonry dam, pure and simple, for the entire length. If this was the

case, then sound engineering judgment was shown in changing over

to earth. It may be suggested, however, that the masonry dam might

have been continued across the valley, leaving its down-stream face

exposed, while the back was protected by the earthen bank. This

would have involved more masonry, the cost of which would be
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IJai'tially off-set by saving the outer wing-wall and outer earthen Mr. Gould.

embankment.
In describing the masonry core-wall introduced in the earthen

bank, Mr. Gowen speaks somewhat apologetically of its massiveness.

In the writer's opinion it errs in the other direction, and should have

been considerably thicker than shown. Its top should, by all means,

be carried to Elevation 210, the same as the crest of the masonry dam.

Carrying the top of the earthen embankment to 220, as. shown in the

drawings, is excellent judgment.

In the concluding paragraphs of the section describing the protec-

tive work (page 487), Mr. Gowen also speaks somewhat apologetically of

the great cost of this work. No word of apology is necessary to

justify this entirely wise expenditure. Parsimony here would have

been the falsest economy.

The account of the manner of carrying on the deep excavations and
of dealing with springs and fissures of the rock is very valuable. It

appears to have been successful, and in any event is not open to criti-

cism. This work could only be judged on the ground, and while

actually going on. At present it is sufficient to know that what was

attemjited was accomplished successfully.

Something is said on page 497 about a possible upward water

pressure against the bottom of the foundations of the dam. The
writer considers that all ai^prehension of danger from such action

is groundless. When the small jiroportionate area which in any

event could be exposed to this action is taken into consideration; when
capillarity and friction are given their due weight, and when it is

remembered that at the w'orst it would be a hydraulic, not a hydro-

static, pressure that could take effect, as there would always be a line

of escape below the dam, it will be realized that this danger dwindles

down to a negligible value. The writer would class fears of this

nature with those which prompt a continixation of the theoretical

profile down to the deep-seated rock.

All the foregoing remarks apply to what may be called, distinct-

ively, the engineering features of the work. The constructional

details are also very interesting.

Before commencing to lay the masonry in the foundation i^it of the

main dam, it is stated that the rock bottom was painted with a grout

of neat Portland cement, which was allowed to set before commencing
to build. The writer would question the wisdom of interposing a film

of cement between the rock and the masonry. He would prefer to bed

the stones directly upon the sharp, clean rock.

The arrangement of the derricks and the racking of the work as

described and shown on Plate XLIV, Fig. 2, were judiciously planned,

and calculated to secure rapid, systematic and substantial work. The
cable-way does not seem to figure in this part of the work. It is not
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Mr. Gould, stated whether the " Portland " mentioned was American or foreign,

nor whether the "American" cement was of the Portland or Rosen-

dale type. This leaves us a little in the dark respecting the relative

merits of the American mortar, 2 to 1, and the Portland, 3 to 1.

The stone used under the name of "gabbro " is probably a syenite,

differing from granite or gneiss in that the quartz is replaced by horn-

blende.

The precautions taken in bedding the stones, described on page 525,

are those necessary to secure good hydraulic masonry. It is proba-

ble, however, that as the work progressed and the gangs became
broken in to the requirements of the inspection, the beds were prop-

erly prepared at once, without the necessity of raising every stone in

order to rebed it. Foremen accustomed only to ordinary first-class

masonry, such as bridge abutments, are apt to be dismayed at first by
the lavish use of mortar required in hydraulic work. They soon

realize however, that, even when mortar is thrown in by the shovelful

none need be wasted, for the surplus is forced out by the stones as

they are laid, and goes to form the bedding of the neighboring ones.

Specimens of the work are shown in Plate XLVI, and to a larger scale

in Fig. 2, Plate XLV. In the latter figure some hammer-dressing or

possibly "plug and feathering" seems to have been used to secure

approximately vertical joints and horizontal beds, and in these

respects the work is satisfactory. It must be recognized, however,

that the stones are badly shaped for substantial work. Unless they

are all headers, which would be bad construction, they are nearly all

too high in the rise for the length of bed, making them top heavy and

rendering it next to impossible to secure a good bond, as is plainly

seen in the figure. In a wall of the immense thickness of the main

dam it is true that many defects of this sort are of comparatively little

moment, for the wall must be considered in the mass, and besides,

true Portland cement mortar proportioned 2 to 1 or even 3 to 1 is a

tower of strength, and covers many sins. But in the case of light

work, such as the center wall of the earth embankment, the stones

should be got out in such shapes that each individual piece is in

stable equilibrium when laid in the wall with its best bed down.

They should admit of being laid readily, with a perfect interlocking

bond, every vertical joint being well capped by the stone above it, the

bond being maintained, not only on the face, but throughout the

entire body of the work. In Fig. 1, Plate XLVI, showing the unfin-

ished end of the spillway, a tendency may be seen to produce a triple

wall, that is, to build the two faces first, and fill in between them

afterward. Unless the greatest care be taken to prevent it, thin work

will almost always be built this way, but the result is a weak combi-

nation, and the tendency should be carefully guarded against.

The prices paid for the diflferent classes of work furnish valuable
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•economic data. The price of rubble seems very low, although, the Mr. Gould,

facilities for using large stones and working generally to good advan-

tage, are very great. The prices paid for excavation, both rock and
earth, on the other hand, seem high. No price is stated for refilling

or embankment. It is noteworthy that no concrete is mentioned.

The over-running of the time limit in a work so carefully planned,

and in which there were no blunders to correct, nor extensive addi-

tions made after the work was commenced, is suggestive at the present

time when other gigantic undertakings are contemj^lated by the city.

George W. Eafter, M. Am. Soc. C. E. (by letter).—The portions Mr. Rafter,

of this paper relating to the borings for determining the nature of the

foundations are especially interesting to the writer, as well as the

observation that, in the Croton Valley, wherever the bed-rock ap-

peared at one side, it almost invariably dipped down sharply on the

other side to a dej)th at which it would be impracticable to establish

a foundation.

This general condition, or a modification of it, is found frequently

in streams issuing from the granitic rock horizons of the Adirondack
Mountains of New York. The writer has found it repeatedly in his

extended series of examinations of sites for storage dams in that region.

As to why this phenomenon rejieatedly occurs, the geologists are

silent; and thus far the writer has been unable to assign any explana-

tion. Certainly, in view of the large amount of high dam construction

now i^rojected in the State of New York, an answer to this question

would be useful, if for no other purjjose than to tell us in many cases

what to avoid. An answer is desirable, further, on the general principle

that, with the reason fairly understood, we may hope to find more
easily the point of minimum resistance—that is to say, the location on

a given stream where the conditions are, on the whole, the most
favorable.

As to a solution of this problem, the writer considers that un-

doubtedly it will come through a better understanding of the laws

governing glacial drift and the complex jihenomena of surface

geology, generally.

As stated, some of the Adirondack streams present a modification

of the condition described by Mr. Gowen, namely, the bed-rock
frequently shows on one side of the valley, dipping down to a few feet

below the bed of the stream and then running oflf on the other side

either horizontally or approximately so. This was the condition at

Indian Lake, where a dam 47 ft. high was erected in 1898. So far as

the studies have been carried, it is the condition at Boreas and Cheney
Ponds, Tumblehead Falls, Conklinville and other points proposed as

sites for high dams in the Adirondack region, and of which some of

the details may be obtained by reference to the writer's reports on the

Upper Hudson storage surveys.
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Mr. Rafter. In 1893-96, the writer made a series of studies for high dams on the

Genesee Kiver ranging from about 100 ft. to 175 ft. in total height.

In the work in the Genesee Vallej, in 1893, the rocks dealt with were

the rather soft and friable Genesee shales. In general terms, the

problem was to find material hard enough to carry securely the super-

imposed weight and, at the same time, insure water-tightness under
the foimdations and at the ends.

It was deemed desirable to use the diamond drill extensively. The
cores taken out showed that the first 20 to 30 ft. of the rock founda-

tion, while evidently capable of carrying the proposed loads, was
defective in that there were many minute seams through which con-

siderable water might be expected to escape when under pressure. In

order to gain some idea of just how serious a matter this might be,

water pressure was applied to drill holes after the drilling was
finished, by the use of a rubber packer, placed at different elevations

in the holes. Water was forced below the same by means of a pipe

passing through the packer. Space will not be taken to describe in

detail the arrangements for accomplishing this, because illustrations of

such rubber packers may be found in the catalogues of firms dealing

in well supplies. Moreover, the apjjliances and the results attained

have been described by the writer somewhat in detail in his reports on

the Genesee River storage, for 1893 and 1894. The object in referring

to the matter at all on this occasion is chiefly to complete the literature

of the subject in the Transactions of this Society. So far as the writer

is aware, his methods of using water under pressure for testing the

quality of rock foundations, as worked out in 1893, were somewhat in

advance of methods used previously.*

To illustrate the methods used and the results obtained in 1893,

the following abstracts from the log of the tests, as kept from day to

day, are laresented:

October 17th, 1893.—Tested drill hole YY4, using rubber packer
set 50 ft. from top of casing. On starting pump, gauge showed 60 to
70 lbs., and pressure rose gradually to 110 lbs. At this j^ressure the
hole took all the water the pump could deliver. After pumping for

an hour with the packer at Elevation 539.5, disconnected and found
that water ran slowly from top of pipe, about 5 ft. above surface of
ground (Elevation 594.0), thereby showing that a small head had been
gained at the sides. Packer was then raised to Elevation 559.5 (top of
rock at 565.2), and the pump again connected. With the pump at full

capacity, the pressure was only 20 lbs. and no more could be gained
however rapidly the pump was rtin. The clear inference is that
between Elevations 539.5 and 559.5 there are seams or fissures which
allow water to flow out of the drill hole when under about 20 lbs.

pressure.
October 19th, 1893.—Tested driU hole ZZl. Packer was first set

19 ft. above bottom (Elevation 532.5). Pump stalled at 100 lbs.

* Report ou Genesee River Storage Surveys, Annual Report of the State Engineer
and Surveyor of New York, for 1893, p. 416. Also, same report, 1894, p. 360.
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pressure. Raised j^acker gradually, packing it at every few feet by Mr. Rafter,

setting pressure above agaiust pressure of water from below. In this
way tlie hole was tested for its entire length and found to stand, as
stated, 100 lbs. at the bottom, and from 40 to 50 lbs. in the upjjer
part.

October 31st, 1893.—Tested horizontal hole at foot of Hog-back.
Set packer 87 ft. in, or 8 ft. from end. On starting pump, gauge
showed 100 lbs. and rose gradually to 140 lbs. Released packer and
stopped every 10 ft. until 54.5 ft. from bottom was reached. At this

point gauge dropped to 100 lbs., but in 30 minutes advanced again to
140 lbs., and in 15 minutes more to 150 lbs., where it remained for 30
minutes and then dropjied to 60 lbs., the steam j)ressure remaining
the same. In 1 hour and 45 minutes the pressure was 40 lbs. At this

point water dripped from the side of the Hogback for some distance
to the South.

November 2d, 1893.—Repeated the foregoing test with packer 55
ft. from bottom of hole, and with 4 qts. of wheat bran below packer.
Pumped with 100 lbs. pressure for 2 hours without effect.

November 2d, 1893.—Tested hole 23 -|- 42, W. 250, at Hogback
location. Hole 84 ft. deejj, 14 ft. to rock (elevation of bottom 503.4,

top of rock 571.4). Set packer 8.5 ft. from bottom. Gauge showed
165 lbs. Raised packer to Elevation 524.4, and pressure dropped to
80 lbs. Disconnected and jiut in 4 qts. of bran, whereupon pressure
rose to 170 lbs. Raised packer to Elevation 534.0 and still maintained
same pressure. At Elevation 536.0 i^ressure dropped to 100 lbs. and
remained at that point even after the addition of 5 qts. of bran.
Pressure finally fell to 60 lbs. and remained there for 3^ hours. While
pumping this hole, water ran from casing at 23 -f- 42, W. 350.

November 4th, 1893.—Tested 23 +42, W. 350, at Hogback location.

Set packer 10 ft. from bottom (elevation 518.0), and olatained 40 lbs.

pressure. Added 4 qts. of bran without effect on the pressure. In
2.7 hours the pressure rose gradually to 65 lbs. Coloring matter was
added, and showed in the water flowing from casing at hole 23 -f- 42,

W. 250. On stopping pumj:), it was found that water pumped into hole
had acquired a back pressure of 20 lbs. On disconnecting, water ran
from loipe for 1 hour and 49 minutes. This test indicates not only a
connection between hole 23 + 42, W. 250, and this one, under the
river bed, and indej^endent of it; but also shows backing up, probably
in vertical seams, at the sides of the gorge. A number of other tests

at this site gave the same resiilt. In one of them the back pressure
increased gradually to from 50 to 60 lbs., where it remained stationary
during 4 hours' continuous pumping. Water was then discovered run-
ning from a fissure in the rock side of the gorge over 100 ft. above the
river surface and several hundred feet away.

November 24th, 1893.— Tested B. 40 + 70, W. 750, at Site No. 1.

Set packer 6 ft. from bottom. Pressure rose to 180 lbs. , when pump
stalled. Raised packer 10 ft., or to 16 ft. from bottom, when pressure
rose at first to 170 lbs., but in a few minutes fell to 120 lbs., where it

remained for 10 minutes, and finally fell to 100 lbs. Uncoupled and
added bran, when pressure rose from 100 to 120 lbs. Raised jaacker

to 26 ft. from bottom and gauge showed 40 lbs. Again added bran
and gauge rose to 50 lbs. With packer at this elevation gas issued
from casing at hole B. 40 + 70, W. 850. Upon raising packer 2 ft.

more, larger quantities of gas flowed from the hole. Tlie packer was
raised and lowered several times with like results, showing a connection
between the two holes at about Elevation 548.0.
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Mr. Rafter. The iise of wheat bran, as referred to in the foregoing, was for the

purpose of determining whether or not the seams permitting the

escape of water were of minute or open texture. When minute, the

fact was shown quickly and easily by the use of a very small quantity

of bran.

In 1896 the final studies for the Genesee storage dam at Portage

were made. Here very simple conditions prevailed. The rocks dealt

with were the comjaaratively hard sandstones of the Portage group,

and a few borings followed by water-pressure tests removed all uncer-

tainty as to the nature of the foundation. The writer has no doubt
that diamond-drill cores and a series of water i^ressure tests properly

carried out can be made to yield more for a given expenditure than

any other method of investigating this specific problem thus far

devised. Indeed, there is really no other satisfactory method of

investigation.

In view of the interesting and valuable results obtained, even from

observation of loss of drill water at the New Croton Dam, it seems

unnecessary to dilate at length on the practical value of such tests.

The method of stopping cavities by forcing in plastic clay is inter-

esting and undoubtedly new to most engineers, Mr. Gowen is fortu-

nate in the considerable number of either new, or substantially new,

details developed on the work under his charge, and which he has

presented in this paper.

Mr. LeConte. L. J. Le Conte, M. Am. Soc. C. E. (by letter).—This paper is a

valuable contribution to jsractical knowledge on masonry dam build-

ing, iiarticularly where the bed-rock at the site is of inferior character.

It contains many interesting data relating to the treacherous nature of

limestone formations. Every student of the stability of masonry dams,

however, will feel a certain amount of disaj^pointment in the fact that

systematic efforts were not made to determine the amount and extent

of the expected up-lift on the base of the dam, due to the upward
pressure of the ground-water when the lake is filled.

It will be remembered that during the building of the Vyrnwy Dam
Mr. Deacon went to much expense and made many useful experiments

with the view of determining the amount and extent of up-lift on the

base of the dam, and the results were both instructive and thoroughly

convincing.

The mammoth dam now being built on the Cornell site, based on a

seamy bed-rock fuU of running water, certainly furnished rare oppor-

tunities for making further valuable experiments in the same direction,

and it seems strange that some eflforts were not made to get more ex-

tended information on this all-important subject, and at no great

additional expense. It is extremely doubtful how much of this up-lift

can be suppressed by grouting wet seams and filling up cavities in the

limestone bed-rock. Where hydrostatic pressures are great, as they will
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be in this case, it is bard to itnderstand how the iip-lift will be confined Mr. LeConte.

to the mouths of the bed-rock fissures exclusively.

The author states that a gi'eat many test holes were drilled and piped,

the ground-water in some rising 83 ft., with the lake as yet empty.

It is to be hoped that some of these pipes have been, and will be,

maintained and continued up vertically through the completed dam,

with the view of noting the changes in the pipe water-levels as the lake

fills up.

J. L. Power O'Hanly, M. Am. Soc. C. E. (by letter).—The Croton Mr. O'Hanly

Dam is a lasting monument to the engineering skill of the expiring

years of the nineteenth century. It will remind future generations

that American engineers of this age and nation could not only con-

ceive, but execute, great and daring projects.

In venturing on a brief and desultory criticism of the foundations

of this stupendous structure, it appears to the writer that the engineer,

in his extreme caution in preparing the rock foundations, leant rather

too much toward the side of timidity.

The writer can see no good reason to justify any excavation below

Elevation — 25. The testimony of Professor Kemp seems conclusive

that little danger need be apprehended from subterranean caves,

fissures or sjirings.

There is nothing in the author's diagnosis to indicate any chemical

or mineral diflerence in the ingredients or constituents of the '
' hard

white rock" and the "soft white rock," except the relative quality of

hardness. " Soft white rock " may be, and probably is, " hard white

rock " in one of its stages of grouiih or decay. It may be inferred that

either all the "soft white rock" wiU grow, mature and develop into

"hard white rock," or that the latter will deteriorate to the state of

" soft white rock." In either case the precaution would be futile.

Have any tests been made to determine whether this "soft white

rock " has, to any appreciable extent or to any extent at all, been com-
pressed by the maximum pressure caused by the dam ? If the rock

stood this test the writer would consider it perfectly safe, by analogy,

viewed simjsly and solely as one of the strata, natural or artificial, con-

stituting the geological formation of that locality.

The following are a few of the reasons which have led the writer to

these conclusions. HajJiJily for critics, they are absolved of much of

the responsibility which appertains to the executive.

Eankine's notation has, from its familiarity, been followed in these

formulas and calculations. The masonry is taken at 172 lbs. per cubic

foot, and was calculated as follows: The stone weighs 185 lbs. per

cubic foot, and the mortar, which comprises about 17)V of the mass,

weighs 110 lbs. per cubic foot. The "dirt," overlying the up- and
down-stream faces of the dam, is taken at 120 lbs. per cubic foot. The
dimensions have been obtained chiefly from Fig. 2.
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Mr. O'Hanly. With origin of co-ordinates at 0, tlie extreme point of the masonry
of the up-stream face at bed-rock, Elevation — 25, the axes of co-ordin-

ates are Ox and 0>/, the former horizontal, the latter vertical. The
extreme width of the dam at bed-rock. Elevation — 25, is taken at

206 ft.

/S',, So. etc., are masonry sections; -S', and S'2 are sections of the

superincumbent earth on the down- and up- stream faces, respectively,

of the dam. Wis the weight in pounds of a section of the dam 1 ft.

long. Wx is the moment in foot-pounds around Ox, and W^i/ around

O1/, and 2 the sum.

TABLE No. 3.

—

Weights and Moments of Dam.

No. of
Section.
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mum height of the column of water, ,r, is 142 ft. The inclination from Mr. O'Hanly.

the vertical of the imaginary line joining the top of the dam and the

bottom of the column of water iaj — i degrees.

The pressure of a unit section of the column of water against the

dam is

p = !^ sec j = 31.2 X 20 164 x 1.0024419 = 631 000 foot-pounds.

Table No. 4 shows the weights and moments of that part of the

dam above the bed of the reservoir, and resisting the direct thrust of

the water. The masonry, as before, is taken at 172 lbs. per cubic foot.

The notation is the same. S\ is the column of water resting on and

supported by the curved outline of the face of the dam.

TABLE No. 4.

No. of
Section.
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Mr. O'Hanly. Overturning moment:

M.
2

W X
~6~ i- "''.-^^^(-^ 4-1) tan J

= 27 596 000 foot-pounds.

m *.i • 1 + 1 • 27 596000
The arm of tlie equivalent couple is

1152
300-'^**^'^^^^'^*"^"^-

fers the point of application of the force 24 ft. to the left of the

vertical from the center of gravity.

This leaves the center of resistance, F, 59 ft. back from the face, at

Elevation 68, or 40 ft. from the toe of the dam, and well within the

middle third of the joint.

Tlie Joint at Eleralion 140.—The center of gravity of that part of

the dam above Elevation 140 is found as shown in Table No. 5:

TABLE No. 5.

—

Weights and Moments.

No. of
Section.
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But the up-stream face of this part of the dam is vertical. There- Mr. O'Hanly.

fore tanj = 0, and the above expression becomes

7c' .g^ _ 62.4 X 4900 _ 306 ^00 _ a r . <- n 71
2 TT" 2 X 294 000 ~ 588 OUO

~ -
This insures stability of friction at that joint.

Overturning moment:
,_ w^ x'^ . \ X sec j / ,

1 ^ , .
(

^^ = -2~ ^^""-l
\

3"^^~('? + 2^^ ^^°-^
\

With face vertical, sec J = 1, and tan J = 0, which reduces to

?/* T V 'ir TM = -^r^ X ^ = —^ = 10.4 X 343 000 = 3 567 000 foot-pounds.
iS O D

The arm of the equivalent couple is

3 567 000
12 ft.

294 000

The vertical from the center of gravity intersects the joint 13 ft.

from the face. The center of resistance, F, is shifted to the left, or 25

ft. from the face of the dam, being 12 ft. from the toe, slightly outside

the middle third of the joint. This seems to be a weak sjjot in the

dam.

On page 248 of Kankine's "Manual of Aj^plied Mechanics," * occurs

the following:

" Example III.— Triangular Wall with Vertical Axis.—WhcD the wall
stands on a soft- foundation, it may be desirable in some cases so to

form it, that the center of resistance, F. shall be at the middle of each
joint, and shall also be vertically beneath the center of gravity of the
part of the wall above the joint. In this case, the j)oint of intersection,

A, of the Hnes of action of the pressure and weight must also fall in

the middle of each joint. To fulfil these conditions, the vertical

section of the wall should be an isosceles triangle, the outer and
inner faces forming equal angles,; on opposite sides of the vertical axis

of the wall, and the angle ^ should be such that a straight line perpen-
dicular to D at C shall bisect the base; that is to sav,

but

whence we have

3

"tan -^ = A^ = 0.707; andj = 35 1°

" so that the base of the wall is to its height as the diagonal to the side

of a square."

How is this to be interpreted? Is it to be interpreted literally?

That a dam of whatsoever height, on any foundation, is stable with

* Fifth Edition. London, 1870.

"/ sin J

2
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Mr. O'Hanly. dimensions of these proportions? Or is it only applicable within the

narrow limits of a low dam? Would the Croton dam, executed on

these lines, be safe and stable?

It is assumed that to prevent percolation a wall of adequate

thickness at the upper face would needs be built down to bed-rock,

that the original earth surface be excavated 8 ft. deep, to be overlaid

with a bed of concrete 6 ft. in depth, with the dam masonry and wall

connected with an impervious layer of concrete.

The base of the dam masonry would be at about Elevation 40, with

a height of dam of 170 ft. Therefore, by the rule, the width of the

dam at the foundation would be 170 X 1.414 = 240 ft.

But if the dam were fotmded on the "restored surface," the width

at the foundation would be 204 ft. Would this be practicable?

The thanks of members are justly diie to the author for this valu-

able and interesting paper. It would add much to its value if the

author could conveniently supplement it with additional information,

such as the average monthly strength of the skilled and unskilled

force, the quantities of materials and cost of the several works men-

tioned, the current rate of wages, and a detailed statement of the kind

of plant in use and its cost.

Mr. Gowen. Chakles S. GowEN, M. Am. Soc. C. E. (by letter).—In presenting

his paper on " The Foundations of the New Croton Dam," the wi'iter

did not anticipate that the question of the section adopted would be

raised as the princij^al point of one of the discussions oflFered, and he

would, for obvious reasons, prefer to leave the further discussion of

this point to those who were originally more interested than he in the

matter. Nevertheless, the following is offered in reference to this

question, in connection with his reply to the other points raised by
Mr. Gould.

As the writer understands it, the following were the principal con-

ditions governing the design of the section

:

The water level when the basin was full was taken at Elevation 206.

Water pressure was assumed to obtain to the level of the bed-rock

surface.

The back pressure due to the water on the down-stream side (water-

table level) was also taken into account and allowed for.

Pressures (calculated) were limited to 15 tons per square foot at the

base of the structure (rock surface), and the lines of pressure were

kept well within the middle third of the section at any assumed level.

The above conditions are stated because Mr. Gould seems to have

been in error in understanding that, in the calculations, Elevation 210

was assumed as high-water mark and that the profile of equal resist-

ance was continued down to bed-rock, 120 ft. (instead of 75 ft.) below

the bed of the stream; while, as to the elevation of the overflow (19fi),

provision has been made for an increased height by means of flash-
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boards at some future time, and a high-water elevation of 206 is not im- Mi

probable.

No additional thickness of section was made on account of possible

ice jjressure or wave motion. It is fair to assume that the extensive

overflow located in close proximity to the main dam will operate

at ordinary high water to relieve the lake of extensive areas of ice

nearly as effectively as if it were on the main dam proper, while the

width of the structure at the top (Elevation 210), necessary for a road-

way, gives additional weight and stability to the section immediately

below.

Mr. Gould maintains, apparently, that no account need be taken of

pressures below the restored natural surface, below which the founda-

tions may lie, and that no spreading of the "foot " should take place

below this level. In other words, that the structure should be

designed only with reference to its height above the restored natural

surface; that the base on which it rests should be limited by vertical

sides; and that dejjendence should be placed upon the weight of the

refill for resistance to crushing and overturning, both of which tend-

encies would necessarily be increased greatly by the narrow foundation

width. In support of this assumption he has stated that "he would
consider this portion of the structure as forming, in fact, a jjart of the

geology of the territory," which would seem to mean that the foimda-

tion wall must be taken as equal to the ledge rock below, at least in

its capacity to resist crushing strains, and that the refilling or restored

material must be as compact as it was originally, before excavation

was made, in order to be as effective as possible against tendency to

overturn. Is not this assumption extreme?

Further on, Mr. Gould states that the tendency of the stress, on the

base and lower portions of the wall of a high masonry dam, is to pul-

verize the bottom courses, and that it can only be resisted by an exten-

sion of the base beyond what would be required to secure a sufficient

moment of resistance to overthrow. He then compares such a section,

perhaps not inaptly, to a bag of meal in danger of bursting. When,
however, he proposes to extend such a section for an indefinite

distance below the ground surface, and depends upon the refilling to

counteract the bursting and overturning tendencies, it would seem

to the writer that the plan is somewhat analogous to that of pack-

ing the bag of meal in shavings to avoid further chance of rupture

to the bag.

It may be of interest to compare results obtained by Mr. Gould's

formula for determining the required storage, with results derived by
other methods, and if in case of the New York City water suj^ply we
assume C = 280 000 000 galls, per day—which is all that the Croton is

calculated to supply in dry years—and F =^ 360 000 000 galls, per

day, which may betaken as a fairly conservative estimate of the average
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Mr.Gowen. yield of the water-shed, as deduced from observations extending

from 1870 to 1894, inclusive, we have as the required storage

—

•^=sSS X ^«» = '9 «» «»» «« ± 8^"-

Deductions made on the basis of the Sudbury River records from 1875

to 1895,* inclusive, would give the following as the required storage

for a dry year supply of 280 000 000 galls, per day

—

Area of Croton water-shed 361 sq. miles.

280 000 000 ^„^ r.r.r. ..— = ^76 000 ± galls, per square mile, average yield
obi

per day required.

This requires a storage per square mile of water-shed of 200 000 000

galls, to prevent deficiency in a dry year, or a total storage of

200 000 000 X 361 = 72 200 000 000 galls.

Later computations of the yield of the Croton, in which the

gaugings of flow have been continued nearly up to date, show a

continued close approximation between the actual average daily

yield and the required storage as deduced through the medium of

Mr. Stearns' tables based on the Sudbury flow, and the actual storage

planned.

The question of trenching the outline of the foundation in order to

save the excavation of self-supporting slopes was fully considered, in

connection with the general problem presented in the matter of the

earth excavation at the dam, and the writer is of the opinion, judging

from the experience had with this part of the work, that neither time

nor exj^ense could have been saved by such methods. The mainte-

nance and drainage of trenches sufficient for the purjjose, which on

the limestone side of the foundation would have had to be carried to

varying and great depths into the bed-rock, would have proved espe-

cially expensive, as well as tedious, and, even with the trenches estab-

lished and the retaining walls built in them, the resumption of the

interior excavation work would have tended to cause delay and con-

fusion, as the excavation and masonry work would have had to be

carried on in close proximity in a place where lack of working room
was always found to be a hard condition to meet.

The main consideration governing the change resulting in extend-

ing the main dam farther into the side hill was the reduction of the

height of the embankment at the south end of the dam. The maxi-

mum height of the embankment above the level of the restored surface

will now be about 50 ft. Another advantage gained is that the hard-

pan of the core-wall trench extends to the rock foundation for the full

length of the trench, up to the juncture of the wall and the main

dam.

* " Suggestions as to the Selection of Sources of Water Supply," by F. P. Stearns, M.
Am. Soc. C. E. Report of Massachusetts State Board of Health, 1890.
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The extensive bank of hardpan on tlie south side of the valley Mr. Gowt

made it practicable to introduce the core-wall and embankment features

into the design of the dam, and was, in fact, one great reason for seri-

ously considering this location as feasible and advisable, under certain

circumstances, in the beginning.

The core-wall is planned to stop at Elevation 200, as the water in

the basin will not rise above this level except for short intervals of

time, and the embankment, at this elevation, will be fully 130 ft. thick

and well paved.

As to the possible upward pressure due to percolation under the

foundations: Mr. Gould alludes to fears on this score as groundless.

In this the writer fully agrees with him, but it must not be lost sight

of that Mr. Deacon, in building the Vyrnwy Dam, established a series

of collecting and discharging drains in the body of the dam, in antici-

pation of possible i^ercolation tending to influence the structure's

stability.

The query in regard to the cement used is pertinent, and a more
definite statement is warranted. The Portland cement thus far used

is American Portland, Giant Brand, while the term "American
cement " alludes to light-burned cement. Of this, large quantities

have been used—mostly of the Union and Bridge Brands—the former

a Lehigh Valley and the latter a Rosendale cement.

Regarding Mr. Gould's reference to Fig. 2, Plate XLVI, and his

criticism of the shape of the rubble stones used for the up-stream

facing, it may be said that in the effort to build a face with as small

an amount of joint surface (requiring spawling and pointing) as

possible, the ordinary rules governing the proportions between the

height and width of stones may have been ignored at times. This, it

would seem, was warranted when the great thickness and monolithic

character of the structure is considered.

The writer regrets that Fig. 1, Plate XLVI, should show a ques-

tionable streak near the middle of the unfinished end of the spillway.

This streak was due to the wash of surface material from above, and
he is glad to assure Mr. Gould that the workmanship at this point

compares very favorably with that at any other jjoint of the structure,

Mr. Rafter's account of the use of a rubber packer in connection

with the diamond drill is interesting and valuable, and the writer

fully agrees with him that through the water pressure tests oppor-

tunity is ofi"ered for very complete utilization of diamond drill borings.

The results shown in the quotations from the log of the pumping
tests are remarkably well defined, and the back pressures obtained and
flows traced, at a distance and at comparatively high elevations, are

notable, if only as indicating the extent to which such tests can be
used in the examination and tracing of particular seams, as well as

masses of rock in general.
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Mr. Gowen. In regard to Mr. O'Hanlj's contention that tliere was no occasion

for going below Elevation — 25 (the surface elevation of the limestone

rock) for the dam foundation, and his reference to Professor Kemp's
report to justify this position, the writer wishes to say that this

report was quoted as being of interest under the circumstances, but

that the paper is clear in showing that the investigation of the rock

bottom revealed caves, fissures and seams of no inconsiderable size

and extent, reaching in some cases to at least 40 ft. below the surface

of the rock. In view of this, it is difficult for the writer to under-

stand how at this time a course of action can be criticised which

resulted in disclosing these defects which the report indicated as not

likely to exist. That much of the foundation Limestone was in a state

of deterioration was evident, that some of it might have been in pro-

cess of improvement is perhaps jjossible, but that the engineer should

have accepted the disintegrated, seamy and fissured surface rock as a

foundation, in view of a remote future possibility of change for the

worse or better, seems indeed a novel idea. An engineer in so doing

could certainly not be accused of timidity.

Lack of time prevents the writer from more than following the

analysis by which Mr. OHanly has determined pressux'es at various

. points in the section of the dam, and he is wiliiag to concede that a

1-in. cube of magnesian limestone will stand a crushing strain of many
times the projiortionate pressure on the dam foundations, but he fails

to see any analogy between the crushing strength of a 1-in. cube of

compact though not necessarily very hard stone, and the bearing

strength of a mass of disintegrated seamy rock, through the mud-
filled seams of which some percolation would certainly take place,

with perhaps a possibility of washing out the earthy material.

Maximum pressures at the toe were calculated to amount to at least

15 tons per square foot, and the most ordinary prudence would seem

to demand a reasonably compact and uniform bearing surface for a

foundation.

Another point deduced by Mr. O'Hanly is that the weak point of

the section is at Elevation 140, where he concludes that the line of

pressure for a full basin falls slightly outside of the middle third.

The writer is not disposed to admit this, as his records show that a

recalculation of pressures, made some time since, when it was pro-

posed to use the heavy " gabbro " stone for the hearting of the dam,

indicates conclusively a well-defined margin of safety at the middle

third at that elevation, as well as an excess of sectional area from an

elevation above that point and extending to the toe. In this calcula-

tion the weight of masonry was taken at 166.67 lbs. per cubic foot.

Mr. O'Hanly's assumption of high flow line at Elevation 210 is exces-

sive, and may account for the difference in part of the results.

The triangular section derived from the Rankine formula has its
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advocates, but, so far as the writer knows, it has generally been con- Mr. Gowen,

sidered for high masonry dams in connection with a solid foundation,

and as calculated to stand a possible full upward water pressure upon
the base In the section proposed, with the base at Elevation 40 and
the thickness at this point, 240 ft., the area would approximate that

of the section adopted for the New Croton Dam, and while there

might be no question as to the ability of the ample section provided

to withstand the jjressure of the water, the efficiency of the jiroposed

cut-off wall and the general efi'ect resulting from the pressure of so

heavy a mass of masonry upon a gravel foundation would be question-

able. The uncertainty of results and the excessive section used would
more than offset the saving of the excavation necessary to carry the

other section to rock.

The other triangular section proposed, with a width of base of

204 ft., at Elevation 68, while offering a rediiced sectional area, would
be open to the previous objections to a still greater degree. At this

location it would show as a type of heavy masonry dam 142 ft. high,

designed to resist a water pressure of about the same height, and
resting on the ground surface.

The question as to whether dams so designed would be safe, raises

the somewhat broader question as to whether any high masonry dam
can be safely built upon other than a rock foundation. It seems

evident that, to-day, practice answers "no."
The remarks of Mr. O'Hanly as to the desirability of adding to the

paper details of the cost of the work, and men and plant employed,

are fully appreciated by the writer, but such information to be of

value must be spread in considerable detail, and would form an ex-

tensive paper by itself. The necessity of waiting until the work is

finished in order that the information may be complete, and therefore

more reliable, must also be apparent.
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WITH DISCUSSION.

The Jordan Level of the Erie Canal extends from Lock 50, about 5

miles west of the City of Syracuse, N. Y., to Lock 51, near the Village

of Jordan, N. Y., a distance of about 16 miles.

In the improvement of the Erie Canal, under the laws of 1885 and

1886, the work on the Jordan Level was embraced in Contracts Nos. 3,

4 and 5 of the Middle Division. The canal on that level runs for

about 5 miles through a summit swamp, where the material is, first, 2

or 3 ft. of muck, then a mixture of marl and clay from 2 to 50 ft. in

depth, then cemented gravel. Contract No. 4, extending from "a

point 100 ft. west of the Camillas Eoad Bridge to a point 100 ft.

west of the Peru Road Bridge, a distance of 6.31 miles," covers the

worst part of the marl and clay formation. This contract was let

to John Dunfee and Company, of Syracuse, N. Y., early in December,

1896, and work was begun thereon soon after by Belden and Seely of

the same city, sub-contractors, and completed August 1st, 1898.
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H. C. Allen, Assoc. M. Am. Soc. C. E., and later, J. H. Grant, M. Am.

Soc. C. E., were the engineers for the contractors, and Mr. M. B.

Palmer, and, later, the writer, were in charge as Assistant Engineers

for the State Engineer's Department.

The Superintendent of Public Works of the State was represented

by several inspectors under the orders of J. Nelson Tubbs, M. Am.

Soc. C. E., General Inspector of the Department of Public "Works.

Believing that a description of the difficulties encountered in the

marl beds, and of the methods used in overcoming them, may be of

interest to the members of this Society, the following paper concern-

ing the work on Contract No. 4 has been prepared.

The writer's knowledge of the work, j)rior to November 13th, 1897,

is derived from the statements of the various contractors, engineers

and inspectors connected with the contract; from the reports of the

State Engineer and Surveyor; from testimony taken by the Canal

Investigating Committee in the summer of 1898; and from an article*

by Mr. George A. Morris, Eesident Engineer of the Middle Division.

General Topogkaphy.

Nine Mile Creek, the outlet of Otisco Lake, and one of the feeders

of the canal, passes under the canal half a mile east of the eastern end

of Contract No. 4. White Bottom Brook, the next stream of any size

west of Nine Mile Creek, passes under the canal about half a mile

east of the western end of the contract; and between those streams

the canal runs through a nearly level plain from half a mile to 2 miles

wide, bordered on the south by high hills and on the north by rolling

country.

The original canal ran along the foot of the hills on the south side

of the plain, crossing several small creeks between Nine Mile Creek and

White Bottom Brook. These small streams meandered along the

plain and emptied finally either into Nine Mile Creek or White Bottom

Brook, depending on their position east or west of a low divide.

The present canal was located generally north of the former one

and nearer the middle of the plain, necessarily crossing the small

crooked creeks several times. As the water level of the present canal

was originally below the level of the plain, the natural surface drain-

age was cut off and the canal jH-ism formed a new channel for it.

*" Earth Slips on the Jordan Level Marl Beds of the Erie Canal," Engineering News,
December 1st, 1898.
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During the season of navigation the water in the canal held the water

in the old creek channels above its natural level in places, and extensive

swamps were formed on both sides of the canal. When the water was

draw^n down in the canal, during the closed seasons, the swamps were

partly drained; and during a greater part of the year parties excavating

marl and clay from the adjacent swamps, for the manufacture of

Portland cement, pumped the water from their pits into the prism of

the canal.

FlEST CONSTKUCTION OF THE PRESENT CaNAL.

From all accounts, the first construction of the present canal was a

difficult and costly job. Several attempts were made to drain the

marl beds, so that the work on the prism proper could be carried on,

and the work was completed finally by building a brush mat on the

line of the proposed banks and dumping the material taken from the

prism on it. Three separate contractors abandoned the work, and

finally the State was obliged to finish it.

The Improvement op 1895, 1896 and 1897.

The plans of the State Engineer and Surveyor for the improvement

of the Jordan Level, under the laws of 1895, provided for the lowering

of the bed of the canal 1 ft. and raising the banks 1 ft. with the exca-

vated material, thereby obtaining an additional depth of 2 ft. of water.

The estimated quantities of material to be moved were those shown by

cross-sections of the prism and banks taken during 1895, no allowance

being made for the possible re-excavation of material which might

slide into the prism.

The estimated cost of the work, by the proposal of John Dunfee and

Company, figured on the published list of quantities for Contract No.

4, was ^154 471.

Prosecution of the Work.

The water in the level was drawn down as low as possible through

waste gates into several streams, but, owing to the accumulated mud

in the prism, 2 ft. or more of water remained. To drain the prism

thoroughly the contractor cut off" all streams flowing into it, dammed

off short sections where work was to be started and pumped the

seepage water over the banks into the adjacent swamjjs. One small
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Fig. 1.—Excavation of South Drainage Ditch, Showing Marl Formation.

Fig. 2.—Portion of South Ditch, Showing Banks Caved in within a Month after the

Completion of the Ditch.
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stream was carried across the canal in a wooden flume and into an old

State ditch leading to a branch of Nine Mile Creek. A great amount

of water found its way into the prism of the canal, especially during

the months of February, March and April, 1897, and several large

centrifugal pumps were operated day and night in order to keep the

prism even reasonably dry.

As soon as the excavation of the bottom of the prism was begun, in

the soft material, the heavy banks settled, pushing up the mud in the

bed of the canal; the banks and slojie walls slid into the prism; bridge

abutments began to settle, and there was great difficulty in making

any progress at all. In several places, cross-sections made one day

would show that the bed of the canal was higher than on the preceding

day, though in the meantime several hundred men had been excavating

mud from that portion. Piles, driven as far as posible into the under-

lying cemented gravel, would rise several feet in a night and have to

be re-driven, though it was found that after being re-driven they did

not rise again.

The general plan for holding the slope walls in place, during the

early progress of the work, was that of driving short piles, or railroad

ties, into the soft material at the foot of the walls, placing toe-beams

against them and building a new wall from them to the bottom of the

old one; but it was soon found that the pressure of the banks pushed

the old and new work into the prism. Sheet piling was also tried, but

with the same result. In some cases, where the material in the prism

was undisturbed and only a ditch was dug along the foot of the slope

wall to receive the row of piles and the toe-beam, the wall would stand,

but when the remainder of the prism was excavated the wall and bank

slid.

The surface of the cemented gravel was very uneven and its slopes

changed abruptly, so that a structure would rest partly on the hard

gravel and partly on the soft material, or on the piles driven into it,

and would settle unevenly. The berme abutment of the Newport

Bridge soon began to slide toward the canal, and, after several ineffec-

tual attempts to hold it in place, it was torn down, a i^ile and timber

foundation was put in and a new abutment built thereon. The piles

under the abutment were 57 ft. long, driven as far as possible into the

cemented gravel (probably 2 or 3 ft.), but when the backfilling of

cinders behind the abutment had been carried about half way to the
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top of it, the whole structure began to move toward the canal, followed

by the bank and a neighboring hotel.

Timber struts were put across the bottom of the canal from the face

of the new abutment to the foot of the slope wall opposite, and the

movement of the abutment ceased.

The difficulties encountered during the winter of 1896-97, and the

plans proposed for overcoming them, are described in a report* made

to the State Engineer by Mr. W. H. H. Gere, Division Engineer on the

Middle Division of the canal, as follows

:

" In preparing the preliminary estimate for Contracts Nos. 3, 4 and

5, consisting of the Jordan Level, the conditions and difficulties to be

encountered to lower the prism 1 ft. were not understood and could

not have been anticipated. For about 5 miles the canal is cut through

a swamp, the surface of the adjoining land is several feet above the

surface of the water in the canal, and upon either bank the material

originally excavated was deposited, forming heavy banks. The surface

soil is muck, underneath which is quicksand and marl reaching

in some places 40 ft. in depth below canal bottom. The surface

of the swamp being high enough, was drained into the canal, as no

other remedy has been provided ; in order to do the work in the prism

all these streams had to be closed, thus allowing the swamps to fill

with water. As a result the whole mass of marl and quicksand became

soapy to such an extent that the material in the bottom of the prism

would raise faster than it covild be raised with modern dredges. The

heavy spoil banks settled, raising the jsrism and carrying down the

towing-path and old slope wall and the bench on which it rested on

the berme side. About one-half of the length of the contract has been

excavated and the slope-walls built. Just before the opening of the

canal, the towing-path settled several feet, and the only remedy avail-

able was adopted by bridging with material on hand and planking the

surface for a towing-path. The most difficult portion of the work is

yet to be done. How to change the conditions to enable the contract-

ors to do the work was a question of serious moment. After a thorough

conference with the State Engineer and Superintendent's Department,

it was finally agreed that

—

" First.—The swamps must be drained.

''Second.—That in order to form a foundation for slope-wall and

to prevent the material raising in the prism at each side from the

weight of the heavy spoil banks upon both sides of the canal, it was

decided to drive a close row of piles at the toe of the slope-wall through

the soapy material into the underlying strata of hard material ranging

from 15 to 40 ft., upon which, as a foundation, the slope-wall will be

built.

* Annual Report of the State Engineer for 1897, pp. 222, 323, 224.
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Fig. 1.—Excavation for Struts in Marl Beds.

Fig. 2.—Placing Struts in Groups of Five.
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'

' In order to drain the swamp, it was decided to construct a cul-

vert under the Nine Mile Creek feeder on Contract No. 3, to give an

outlet into Nine Mile Creek, and excavate ditches upon both sides of

the canal through the swamp, covered with timber, of suflQcient capacity

to drain the swamp without allowing it to enter the canal. This work
and the piling not contemplated at the time of making the estimate

will cost about 880 000.
'

' The material in the prism in much of the distance completed was
quadrupled from raising. Slojje and vertical walls and bridge abut-

ments after completion would slide into the canal and have to be relaid,

sometimes more than once. The troubles encountered upon this con-

tract are so serious and various, that an attempt at description will

give but an incomijlete idea of their magnitude, and an approximate

estimate of the final cost of the work cannot now be made; but if the

result from ditches and pile protection proves all that is anticipated,

the work to comjDlete the contract will be comparatively easy and will

be done without doubt the coming winter.

" I have prepared the foregoing statement, not as a justification of

the cost of the work under this contract, in excess of the estimate

made prior to letting the work, but as a matter of history of the most
diflScult work in all its surroundings upon the canals of this State, and
I know that this effort falls far short of doing full justice."

Early in the progress of the work in the marl beds it was found to

be impossible to measure or calculate the quantity of material removed

from the prism where the bottom was steadily rising, and payment was

made to the contractors by the method known on State work as by

"force account," whereby they were paid for the wages of the men,

and for teams, etc., with 10%" added for profit, wear and tear of tools

and depreciation of plant.

The culvert under Nine Mile Creek feeder and the drainage ditches

were built during the fall of 1897, and no further trouble was encoun-

tered from the surface water. As the side ditches wei'e at a higher

level than the bottom of the prism, pumping was necessary to free it

from ground-water, but to a less extent than formerly.

During the fall of 1897 jsiles were driven in a close row at the foot

of the side slopes of the prism, from boats, over the greater part of

the marl beds. Test piles were driven every 100 ft. , or closer where

necessary, to determine the length of, and line for, the close row, and

very good alignment was secured in most cases.

At the close of navigation, in December, 1897, the general condition

of the work on the contract was as follows : A part of the prism excava-
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tion in the marl beds had been completed ; drainage ditches had been

dug; long piles had been driven at the foot of the slide slopes over

the greater part of the marl formation; a new berme abutment had

baen built for the Newport Bridge, and the berme abutment for the

Memphis Bridge had been underpinned with heavy stone; the greater

part of the tow path had been graded; a large amount of old slope wall

had been underpinned and topped out up to the new grade, and a new

wire fence had been built over several miles of the right-of-way.

A great amount of opposition was met from farmers owning land

through which the new drainage ditches passed, as the State had not

bought the right-of-way, and a dozen or more suits had been brought

against the sub-contractors for trespass. A test case has since been

carried to the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court, and, thus far,

the decision has been against the sub-contractors.

Season of 1897 and 1898.

During the summer of 1897 the contractors had delivered large

quantities of slope-wall stone and gravel lining by boat, and deposited

it along both banks of the canal, for future use. When the prism was

drained, at the close of navigation, early in December, 1897, the banks

began to slide, especially in that joart of the marl beds where they had

been loaded with stone and gravel, and a corresponding rise of the

material in the bottom of the prism followed.

On some sections of the work the long piles driven during the sum-

mer remained in place, but where the soft formation was deepest, from

Station 360 to Station 410, and at Newport Bridge, they moved several

feet toward the middle of the canal after the water was drawn down.

The marl and clay in the canal banks would break off with a nearly

vertical fracture, settle from 4 to 8 ft., and a mound of mud would rise

in the bottom of the canal. For a length of about 2 miles, east of New-

port Bridge, the long piles remained in place, and little sliding of the

banks occurred. It soon became apparent that the plan of driving

long j)iles at the foot of the walls would not suffice in all cases, and a

conference of the officials and engineers of both departments was held,

to devise some effective means of construction.

As the result of that conference the following plan was adopted.

To drive a close row of piles along the toe of the slope walls, passing
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through the soft material and as far as possible into the underlying

hard material; drive a second row of piles in the bank 8 ft. back of the

first row, spacing them 4 ft. between centers, excavate between the two

rows down to the new bottom of the prism; tenon each row of piles

and bolt a 5 x 8 -in. waling piece along each side of each row; brace the

two rows of piles apart opposite every other pile in the back row, by a

5 X 8-in. timber; lay a floor of two courses of 2 x 12-in. plank on the

structure thus formed; bolt a heavy toe-beam along the front edge of

the floor to hold the toe of the new slope wall; start the new slope

wall and fill behind it with stones and gravel.

In building by this plan, owing to the time necessary to excavate

between the piles down to the new canal level, tenon the piles, and

put the waling timbers and cross-struts in place, it was found that the

back row was forced toward the canal, so as to narrow the width of

the foundation; and in some cases the entire foundation moved several

feet toward the prism while the slope wall was being built.

It is possible that the plan could have been carried out successfully

if more rapid methods of excavating could have been used; but the

unstable bank would not support the weight of power excavators, and

the nearness of the date for opening the canals for navigation prevented

the adoption of any plan for the removal of the banks, which would

take time for installation.

After a few hundred feet of foundation had been put in place with

only j)artial success, a conference of the officials of the two departments

was held, and the following plan was adopted:

A row of piles was driven on the line of the toe of each slope wall;

waling timbers were spiked on each side of each row, and struts of 12

x 12-in. built-beams were placed across the prism at 8-f t. intervals, biit-

ting against the front waling timber at each row of piles; a toe-beam

was bolted on the top of each row of jjiles; and a floor for the slope

wall was built thereon by driving 2 x 10-in. planks, 4 ft. long, into the

material of the old bank. To prevent any vertical movement of a strut,

a pile was driven to hard bottom at its middle; cutoff 6 ins. below the

level of the ends of the strut, and fastened securely to it. Lateral

movement of the struts was prevented by placing between adjacent

ones braces made of 6 x 8-in. timbers.

The abandoned plan is shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 3, and the final plan

in Fig. 4.
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Fig. ].—Si-IDE in Tow Path near Newport Bridge.

Fig. 2.—Slide in Marl.
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The best method of procedure in putting the construction in place,

and that followed generally, was to drive the middle row of j^iles first;

excavate trenches across the prism for the struts; put them in place

with their middle resting on the driven pile and their ends on tem-

porary mud-sills to prevent their sinking into the mud; drive the side

rows of piles; bolt the wales in place; cut the ends of the struts off in

line and drift-bolt them to the wales, wedging between the end of the

strut and the wale with hard wood when necessary; build the floor and

slope wall; and excavate the remainder of the prism as soon as con-

venient.

To lessen the sliding of the banks during the placing of the struts,

five of them were put in place, then a space was left for five more, and

a group of five was placed the jiroper distance ahead; the gaps being

filled by a second gang of men.

About 3 700 lin. ft. of canal between Station 360 and Station 410

and 500 lin. ft. near the Newport Bridge were repaired successfully

by the final plan. Wherever the piles driven during the former

summer had remained near the line of the new work they were used,

but in most cases they had moved so far out of line that new ones

had to be driven. The long piles were chiefly Michigan ^Dine, from

30 to 50 ft. long, " not less than 9 ins. in diameter at the small end,

under the bark, nor less than 12 ins. 3 ft. from the butt." Some piles

which had been driven from 2 to 3 ft. into the cemented gravel, when

forced out of line by the side pressure, broke off at the surface of the

gravel with a sharp, snapping sound. Where the side banks were

very soft the piles were driven in a close row, to serve also as sheet

piling, to prevent the material in the banks from working under the

toe of the new slope walls. In other cases they were spaced 3 or 4 ft.

between centers. Loose stones and gravel were used in filling back of

the slope walls, the quantity used being determined by a tally kept of

the number of loads delivered in wagons of a known capacity.

As before stated, the berme abutment of the Newport Bridge had

been rebuilt and braced against the opposite vertical wall during the

summer of 1897, and up to the closing of navigation but little sliding

of the tow-path abutment had occurred, though the vertical wall in

front of it had settled several feet. The tow-path abutment rested on

mud-sills at about the] new water level of the canal and 10 ft. above

that of the bottom of the new vertical wall to be built in front of it.
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To keep the abutments in place during the construction of the new

vertical wall, and the consequent removal of the temporary struts, a

new brace was built between them. The new brace was similar to an

oil-well derrick laid on its side, its base covering a space of about 12

ft. X 12 ft. of the berme abutment, and its top pressing against the

face of the tow-path abutment high enough to permit of the construc-

tion of the new vertical wall. The placing of a new brace, building a

pile and timber foundation for the vertical wall, and the construction

of the wall itself were completed without any movement of either

abutment taking place. Inclined struts were built from the back of

the foundation of the new wall to the bottom of the front face of the

tow-path abutment to prevent its sliding whenever the main brae i was

removed. Several small slides occurred in the banks when the water

was let into the level, in May, 1898, where no struts had been used,

but in all cases, except one, they were repaired before the level was

full.

Desckiption of the Matekials Excavated.

The marl varies in color from a pure white to a yellowish white.

It is handled readily when dry or plastic, but becomes very slippery

when wet. It lies in horizontal layers, varying from a few inches to a

foot in depth, with a very thin layer of black decayed vegetable matter

separating them. The marl deposit, taken as a whole, varies from 2

to 15 ft. in depth, and its depth often changes abruptly.

The clay underlies the marl, and is dark gray in color, with some

layers which are nearly the color of common blue clay. It lies in

horizontal layers, varying from 1 in. to 2 ft. in depth, separated by a

very thin layer of a lighter colored and finer clay, ujjon which the

difterent layers slide when disturbed. The clay can be handled readily

when plastic or dry, but flows like water when saturated. When dried

carefully, so as to prevent caking, all of it passes a 60-mesh screen

and about 10%" is held by a 100-mesh screen. It shrinks about 10^

when dried, and contains from 0.08 to 0.10 of 1% of sharp sand. In

some parts of the clay beds there is a layer of sharp sand from 1 to 2

ins. thick between the clay and the underlying cemented gravel.

At the works of the Empire Portland Cement Company, at Warners,

N. Y., Portland cement of excellent quality is made by mixing equal

parts of marl and clay. The process of manufacture is known as the

*' semi-humid," the output of the works being 600 bbls. per day.
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The followiBg analyses of the clay and marl are taken from a

description of the works of the Empire Portland Cement Company.*

Percentage Percentage
of marl. of clay.

Si02 0.26 40.48

AI2 O2 and Tea O3 0.10 20.95

CaOCOo ".

94.39 25.80

MgOCOo 0.38 0.99

Loss by ignition 4.64 8.50

When saturated, the clay acted like quicksand, and some persons

called it by that name; but, to the writer's knowledge, no true quick-

sand {i. e., a mixture of rounded particles of sand and clay, the sand

predominating) was encountered on the work.

In a few places a fine, clean sand was encountered, which was forced

up in miniature geysers by the under pressure of the water, and at

first sight might be taken for quicksand; but true quicksand, which

will flow through crevices and holes where pure sand will not, and

which, in the writer's experience, has always been mixed with a finely

divided clay, was not found on Contract No. 4.

The cemented gravel consisted of gravel from the size of a pea to

pieces 3 ins. in diameter, cemented with a material which, in color

and apparent composition, resembled the marl closely. When

blasted and dumped in a pile, the cemented gravel re-cemented itself

to such an extent that, at the end of a few weeks, blasting had to be

resorted to in order to loosen it up.

The writer was informed by the chemist of the Empire Portland

Cement Company that the cemented gravel was mostly carbonate of

lime, similar to the marl.

The rock was chiefly shale, in ledges from 3 to 10 ins. thick, and

was drilled and blasted, except where the cutting was only a few

inches thick. Eock, which was very hard when excavated, slaked

and turned into mud after a few weeks' exposure to the weather. The

cemented gravel also softened up for a few inches in depth when in

contact with water for several weeks, making it a very treacherous

material for side slopes, unless protected by a slope wall of stone.

All the soft material removed from the prism, during the winter of

1897-98, was carried at least 100 ft. back from the canal and sj^read over

the surface of the adjacent swamps to lessen the weight on the banks.

* The Engineering Record, July 16th, 1898.
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TABLE No. 1.

—

Estimated Quantities and Pkices Bid on Contract

No. 4.

Quantities.
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TABLE No. 2.

—

List of Quantities and Unit Pbioes given in the

Monthly Estimate for August, 1898, on Contract No. 4.

Quantities.
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Cost.

Tlie cost of the work in the marl beds, being scattered through

many monthly estimates, can only be determined by a laborious ex-

amination of the field and estimate books ; but the writer believes the

following statement thereof to be a close approximation to the actual

cost to the State.

Side ditches (on Contract No. 4) iB45 000

Piling to hold banks 100 000

Strut work 116 000

Total ^261 OOO

As stated previously, the estimated cost of the work on Contract

No. 4, at the letting of the contract, was $154 471, calculated on th&

quantities shown in Table No. 1, and at the prices bid.

Table No. 2 is a copy of the last monthly estimate made by the

writer on Contract No. 4, and includes all the work done thereon; but

he is informed that a final settlement has not yet been made.

The quantities and prices only are given, except in cases where a.

lump sum was paid, and on the " force account " work. The oflBcial

copy of the estimate contains the totals in dollars for each item, but a.

full copy is not at hand.

The total cost of the work as shown by the foregoing estimate was-

3606 854.52, and the writer is informed that an estimate by the office

force of the Middle Division, from the field notes on Contract No. 4,.

makes the true amount about $400 less.

A seeming excess of length of piles driven, over the length

delivered, as stated in the estimate, is explained by the fact that all

piles except those at the foot of the walls were driven at $0.15 per

foot; making a real excess of 47 351 ft., in piles delivered. Of this

excess of piles delivered, 13 055 ft. was the length of cut-ofi" and the

remainder the length of piles on hand at the completion of the work,

the property of the State.

GENERAii Force Account Wobk.

The management of the work on " force account " was placed in the

hands of a competent General Superintendent of the Department of

Public Works who changed the force of workmen as necessary, fixed

the rate of wages, and had full control of the laborers.
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The time was kept by one timekeeper for the Contractor, one for

the Department of Public Works, and one for the Engineering Depart-

ment; and every day's account was compared and checked that day,

material diflferences in the accounts of the three timekeepers being

referred to the Contractor, General Superintendent and Engineer for

investigation and settlement.

The General Superiiitendent and the Engineer worked in harmony

and had daily conferences regarding the best methods of prosecuting

the work. Payments were made only on the sworn statements of the

Engineer and his timekeeper as to the accuracy of the pay rolls; and

every precaution was taken against errors creeping in.

The number of men working on •' force account " varied from 200

to 600, depending on the amount of work going on.
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DISCUSSION.

Mr. Hazen. Allen Hazen, Assoc. M. Am. Soc. C. E.—There are, perhaps, few

materials about which more different opinions are held than quick-

sand. A good definition of this substance is greatly to be desired.

This pajjer contains a definition of quicksand which differs consider-

ably from the idea which the speaker has entertained, and he will

present briefly the idea which he has held, with the hope of starting

a discussion leading to something more definite upon this subject.

Mr. Landreth's definition of quicksand is: "A mixture of rounded
particles of sand and clay, the sand j^redominating.

"

The speaker's idea of quicksand is: an even-grained sand, containing

for the time more water than would normally be contained in its voids,,

and, therefore, with its grains held a little distance apart, so that they

flow upon each other readily. The sand may be either coarse or tine,

generally it is extremely fine. It is the speaker's idea that quicksand

in general contains no clay. It may be that some materials contain

a little clay, and still act as quicksand; but, if so, that they act a&

quicksand notwithstanding the clay, and not because of it. A material

containing clay particles in considerable quantity is cohesive and im-

pervious. Water may press it out of shape, make cracks in it and
rush through it. Under some conditions the whole mass, under heavy-

pressure, may flow slowly like molasses, but with water it will never

make an intimate mixture capable of flowing through small openings

and behaving much Uke water, which is the characteristic property of

quicksand.

The sand in a mechanical filter is a good illustration of quicksand.

The sand is placed in a tub, with screens or other drainage apparatus

at the bottom. The water flows downward through the sand during

filtration. Occasionally, the flow is reversed to wash the sand. When
the current is downward the sand is firm, and it remains firm after it

is drained. If one steps upon it the track hardly shows. When the

sand is washed by an upward ciirrent, it is lifted by the water, and

occupies, perhaps, 10^ more volume than it did with the downward
current, and in this condition it is suspended in the water, and is so

soft that a stick can be pushed into it with but little more resistance

than would be offered by so much water.

As the voids in the sand are increased, the friction is greatly

reduced, until a point is reached where the friction just balances the

excess of weight of the sand over water, and this condition may be

maintained indefinitely, the upward current of water just sufBlcing to

hold the sand in a state of suspension.

In this condition it is ideal quicksand. The phenomenon is precisely

the same whether the sand is of wind-worn spherical grains or of the
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most angular grains of crushed quartz. In either case the sand is Mr. Hazen.

made quick by the passage upward through it of a current of water so

rapid that the friction which it encounters more than equals the

weight of the sand, and as a result the sand is lifted. If the upward

rate were somewhat less, the weight of the sand would exceed the

friction, and the sand would not become quick, but would remain

solid and firm, as with the downward current.

The upward velocity required to lift a sand in this way is a direct

function of the size of the sand grains, and can be computed. The

sand used in mechanical filters has an effective size of from 0.40 to

0.60 mm., and the velocity iised in washing is such that the friction is

more than equal to the excess in weight of the sand over water, but is

not three times as great. If it were, some of the sand would be carried

away.

Table No. 3 shows the computed velocities at which the friction

equals the excess in weight of sands of various grain sizes, or, in other

words, the velocities at which the sands will just be lifted.

TABLE No. 3.

—

Computed Velocities Reqiuked to Lift Sands of

Vakioxjs Gkain Sizes.

At
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Mr. Hazen. There is a condition wliich may make a sand quick which at first

sight would seem to be different from that mentioned, but which

in reality is but a variation of it. It is when sand in apparent equili-

brium is made quick by a sudden shock or blow. Let us suppose a

layer of sand with an effective size of 0.05 mm. and 3 ft. deep, in which

the voids are 42%, entirely filled with water. The grains are in a not

very stable equilibrium, and this sand is capable of being compacted

to 40% of voids. A smart blow or sudden pressure will disturb the

equilibrium, and the sand will be suspended by the water which it

contains. It will shrink 5% in going from 42 to 40% of voids; and,

under the conditions assumed, if perfectly drained at the bottom, half

an hour will be required for the excess of water to drain out of it.

During this time it will be quicksand. This phenomenon may be seen

on many lake shores where the sand is held full of water by capillarity,

but in this case the sand is usually coarser, and the length of time that

it remains quick is but a small fraction of the above, perhaps only a

minute or two, or even less.

A number of samples of material, presumably quicksand, obtained

by borings in connection with some of the deep waterways investiga-

tions, and which were labeled as mixtures of clay and sand, have been

handed to the speaker by Mr. E. P. North. Under the microscope

these materials proved to be entirely free from clay, and consist of

particles from 0.03 to 0.10 mm. in diameter, having eflfective sizes of

approximately 0.04 mm. Ninety per cent, or more will pass a sieve

with 200 meshes per lineal inch. These materials contain a little lime,

but, so far as this is the case, the speaker is inclined to think that the

lime tends rather to keep them from acting as quicksand than

otherwise.

The question may be raised as to the propriety of extending the

name of sand to these extremely fine materials. Materials of these

sizes occur quite freely in Nature, in which the particles are mostly

silica, occasionally with a mixture of hard silicates. Under the micro-

scope they appear precisely like sand. The particles are angular, the

arrangement of the particles and the percentage of voids are substan-

tially the same as with coarse sands. The relation of these materials

to ordinary sand is much the same as that of sand to gravel, but it is

not correct to speak of sand as fine gravel, and it may not be correct

to speak of these materials as fine sand. The terms silica dust and sand

dust have been suggested, but they imply dryness, and do not seem

suited to quicksand. The word silt is also used, but this suggests a

somewhat different meaning. Microscopic sand would perhaps be a

better term.

Clay is an entirely different substance. Mr. H. W. Wiley,* Chemist

of the United States Department of Agriculture, makes the following

statement in regard to the properties of clay:

* " The Principles and Practice of Agricultural Analysis," p. 232.
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" The percentage of pure clay is about 75% in natural clays, 4:5% in Mr. Hazen.

lieavy clay soils, and 15^^ in ordinary loamy soils. When freshly
precipitated by brine it is gelatinous, resembling a mixed j^recipitate

of iron and aluminum oxides. Its volume greatly contracts on drying,
clinging tenaciously to the filter, from which it maybe freed by moist-
ening. On drying it becomes hard, infriable and often resonant. It

usually possesses a dark brown tint, due to iron oxide. Under the
action of water it swells up like glue, the more slowly as the percent-
age of iron is greater. In the dry state it adheres to the tongue with
great tenacity. According to Whitney the finest particles of colloidal
clay have a diameter of 0.0001 mm. With a magnifying power of 350
diameters, however, Hillgard states that no particles can be •

discerned."

The clay particles are tens, if not hundreds, of times smaller than

the smallest sand grains here considered, and differ from them, both

physically and chemically.

It is the speaker's impression that there is a good deal of looseness

in distinguishing between clay and microscopic sand. Sand is often

so fine as not to be gritty, and when moist it has many of the proper-

ties of clay. It difi'ers from clay in its lack of adhesion when dry. A
very small percentage of clay, however, makes it adhesive.

The speaker thinks that in many instances microscopic sand,

either entirely or nearly free from clay, has been mistaken for clay.

So far as he knows, nearly all clay contains more or less microscoiiic

sand, and the percentage of sand may become quite large before it

ceases to be called clay. The microscope at once reveals the difference

between clay and sand, and there is no good reason for confounding

them.

George W. Eafter, M. Am. Soc. C. E. (by letter).—In discussing Mr. Rafter,

this paper the writer recognizes that Mr. Landreth was not in any

degree responsible for the plans adopted, but that he is historian

merely of what, for lack of thorough knowledge of the conditions,

turned out to be an exceedingly unsatisfactory piece of construction.

As to why this particular construction was so unsatisfactory, the

-writer will not now attempt to determine. The discussion of that

question pertains rather to a broad history of the Erie Canal, in which

the results of many years of management of a great public work on

political lines are traced to final philosophical conclusions. This part

of the subject is of extreme interest and could be expanded indefinitely.

Nevertheless, the writer leaves it untouched any further than to

remark that the absence of systematic boring records along the Erie

Canal probably led to some serious errors of omission.

The methods finally adopted are detailed clearly in the paper.

Taken in conjunction with the long struggle against the inevitable,

Tvhich preceded their adoption, they have seemed to the writer to

indicate that, from first to last, this work was conducted on experi-

mental lines purely. Apparently, no one quite grasped the real scope
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Mr. Rafter, of the problem presented. In order to indicate the basis for this

position, let us outline the physical conditions to be met.

As indicated in the paper, the marl varies in depth from 2 to 15 ft.

Beneath this is found soft clay to a depth of 40 to 50 ft. from the

surface of the ground. The surface soil is swamp muck.
Such conditions indicate clearly that the margins of excavations

should be kept clear of extraneous loads. Nevertheless, as shown by
the photographs, this precaution was ignored. Even after a year's

experience the contractors were allowed to weigh down the margins
of drainage ditches with freshly excavated material . The sliding of

the banks of these ditches is therefore merely an illustration that like

causes produce like results.

It is clear to the writer, therefore, that the first thing to be done
was to clear the margins of excavated material. The next step was to

remove the muck above the marl for some distance back on either

side of the main channel. After this was done the deepening of the

channel, even for several feet, would have been a very simple matter.

The slopes would properly have been made flat, in this system of

construction.

If embankments over such material are necessary, the proper pro-

cedure is to strip the marl for 50 to 100 ft. on each side of the channel,

and construct the embankment with a berm 10 to 20 ft. wide on the

inside. In this way the writer believes that a canal can generally be
constructed through marl without special extra expense, other than

for wide right of way. In the present case, if it is deemed necessary

to maintain towing jiaths on the original lines, a timber platform on

l^iles will answer every purpose.

From near the foot of Cayuga Lake to some distance below
Mosquito Point, Seneca River flows over marl beds, and from the New
York Central and Hudson River Railway Viaduct to Mosquito Point,

a new channel was cut in this material about 25 years ago. This

channel extends from 6 to 8 ft. into marl, and its banks stand at a

slope of about li to 1. In 1858, or thereabout, a new channel for

Canandaigua 0^^tlet was also cut through Seneca River marl in the

vicinity of Montezuma Aqueduct, which has not given any trouble by
the rising of the bottom, such as perplexed the Erie Canal engineers

at Warners, in 1896-97. The writer cannot but think, therefore, that

a study of the extensive work actually carried out in marl in the

vicinity of Jordan Level, would have indicated the proper methods of

construction to use in that material.

In regard to the expensive method of piling and cross-bracing

finally adopted, the writer understands that it has been only moder-
ately effective. Slides of the slopes still occur. As to the extent of

these, it is hoped that Mr. Landreth will give an account in his final

discussion.
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Edward P. North, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—Mr. Rafter's remarks are Mr. North,

pertinent, but possibly he has missed, or has not emphasized suffi-

ciently, the principal difficulty, namely, the errors made in planning

the work. These errors may possibly be shown to the best advantage

by Table No. 4, which gives the Engineer's estimate of quantities and

prices, the contractor's bid on those quantities, and the approximate

final estimate as given by the author.

It was estimated that more than 6 miles of swamp could be drained

and kept free from water at a cost of $1 500. It was this lack of appre-

ciation of the influence of water on marl and clay that nullified the

contract ; for, after the first season, there was virtually no contract

between the State and the contractor, but, to use the words of L. E.

Cooley, M. Am. Soc. C. E., "the contractor had a license to prosecute

the work at his own jDrice and on his own specifications."

It was well known that with the first canal, built in 1816 to 1825,

there was much difficulty on what became known as "the Jordan

Level." It was not then as notorious as it was under the enlargement

of 1836. The author has stated that three contractors abandoned the

work, and that, eventually, the bulk of it was done by the State. The
prism of the canal, however, was not thoroughly excavated, and when
that was done there was a saving of one-third in the traction necessary

to draw a boat through it.

Without an engineer's knowledge of the work to be done and an

engineer's plan on which to do that work, it is impossible to cope

satisfactorily with difficulties which may arise. This statement is

made in emphasis of, rather than in opposition to, anything Mr. Rafter

has said. The relations between the specifications and the economical

and possibly the successful conduct of the work is rather interesting

in view of the recommendation of the Canal Committee of the State of

New York, which has recently made a report on the subject. In rela-

tion to the crying evil of unbalanced bids, and it has been a crying

evil on the canal ever since 1836, the committee proposed to take

action by making a schedule of prices, as the French do, in which the

price of each item is fixed, and then allowing the contractor to bid

either a discount or a premium on those figures. This would apply

to all figures; thus, if the jarice of earth was 30 cents, and of rock 90

cents, a contractor might bid a discount of 1%, or a premium of 2%,
and it would affect both the earth and the rock. The j)lan proposed

would apparently eliminate all trouble caused by unbalanced bids, but

it would be without influence on imperfect specifications, and the great

expense incurred on Section No. 4 of the Middle Division was caused

by imperfect specifications as well as lack of engineering knowledge
in handling the work. The case was atrocious. The contractors bid

$3 000 to drain 6.3 miles of swamp. They were allowed to close the

natural watercourses which drained into the canal and thereby turn
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Mr, North. TABLE No. 4.

—

Pbemminaky Estimate, Successful Bid and Appkoxi-

Engineer's Estimate.

Quanti-
ties.
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MATE FiNAii Estimate on Contkact No. 4, Middle Division, Erie Canaii. Mr. Nortb.

Successful Bid.

$500.00
3 000.00

0.27i
1.00
0.70
0.10
0.30
1.00
0.30
0.10
0.15
0.09
0.09
50.00
30.00
16.00
17.00
7.00
16.00
6.00
3.50
2.47
5.i:0

15.00
2.00
0.50
5.00
0.40
0.05
0.02
0.05

300.00
100.00

Aggregate.

$500.00
3 000.00

41 350.00
4 500.00
350.00
500.00
300.00

17 000.00
300.00
50.00
75.00

4 500 00
4 U50.U0

50.00
120.00

3 936.00
12 835.00
5 950.00
640.00
300.00

3 850.00
39 520.00
11000.00

75.00
20.00
5.00

220.00
200.00
50.00

300.00
175.00
900.00
300.00

$156 821.00

Approximate Final Estimate.

Quantities.

308 164
25 062

526

58 915

'iio'ooi"

84 088
44 688

705.5

240
44
680

45 240
176 440
38 000

4
3

Add to this:
Extra work
Force account work.

$0,274
1.00
0.70

0.30
1.00

0.45
0.09
0.09

,50.00
30.00
16.00
17.00
7.00
16.00
6.00
3.50
2.47
5.00

2.00
0.50
5.00
0.40
0.05
0.02
0.05

Aggregate.

$1500.00
4 825.00

84 745.10
25 062.00

9 318.00
58 915.00

57 400.70
58 897.50
7 567.92
4 021.92

12.50
589.50

4 938.50
470.40

171.59.40
1 032.50

101 656.00
21 000.00

679.00
120.00
220.00
272.00

2 262.00
3 528.80
1900.00
1 500.00
300.00

An increase of 286% over the price bid by the
contractor.

See Table No. 2, p. 5T9.

At first it may seem somewhat brutal to tlie contractor to say that

he should have clone his work at the price bid, but the case of the

Chicago Main Drainage Canal might be cited, where contracts were

taken with somewhat the same mental attitude as that of the con-

tractors on Section No. 4. "When the contractors said they wanted

relief they were told that no relief would be granted, but that, as their

sureties were abundant and satisfactory, if the work was not done by
them, it would be done by the Main Drainage Commission and paid for

by the sureties. After a time the contractors did the work, and not

only without loss, but at a rumored profit of about 50 per cent. In rela-

tion to this work, the engineers of the Main Drainage Canal said, with
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Mr. North, pride surely, and possibly with justification, that the Chicago con-

tractors, paying.f1.50 for their poorest workmen, could have constructed

the North Sea and Baltic Canal, for which the German engineers paid

75 cents for their best workmen, and have made more money thereon

than the Germans.

The entire science of handUng earth and rock (quicksand and hard-

pan being included with earth), has been advanced more materially

by the attitude assumed on the Main Drainage Canal than by any

other act by engineers, directors or commissioners during the preced-

ing ten or fifteen years. The speaker thinks that if the State Engineer

had said to the contractor, '

' You are worth more than this can possibly

cost,' and I will take the last cent you have and finish that work,"

that the work would have been done at the contract price without

much loss.

The literature on quicksand is not, on the whole, voluminous, and
greatly lacks defining power. Mr. Hazen's discussion probably gives

the most definite information on record, and the most workable theory

for quicksands which do not contain clay. But it is immediately seen

that a sufficient volume and velocity of uplifting water would turn a

boulder bed into a quicksand for the time. The material, however,

would become firm immediately on the withdrawal of the upward
current. This cannot be asserted of a true quicksand. The relations

between the included water and the earth are, in some quicksands,

mysterious, and while all quicksands become stable when dry, others,

particularly those containing clay, will quake after they are apparently

dry.

The late Charles L. McAlpine, M. Am. Soc. C. E., describes a

quicksand of the last-mentioned variety very fully in a paper read

before the Society in 1881.* In it he says:

" Although its name conveys the idea of a mass of sand, surcharged
with water until it becomes ' quick,' or susceptible of easy movement
or agitation, suggesting actual life, yet engineers know only too well
that this is not the most troublesome member of the family.

" The one that causes the most trouble, and is here treated of, is

an argillaceous material containing no silex or grit, comminutes com-
pletely, and is usually leaden in color in its natural state, and nearly
white when thoroughly deprived of water.

" So free is it from sand that it can be used with good eflfect in
polishing or cleaning silver and the softer metals.

" As far as possible, all traveling over the surface while being thus
ditched was prevented, as it agitated the material, and caused it to
retain the water more obstinately.

" After a night's quiet rest, and the great withdrawal of water
through the ditches, the surface was in good condition for excavating
and the material, in the words of the workmen, would then 'shovel
like ashes.'********

* Transactions, Am. Soc. C. E., Vol. x, page 275.
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" Care should always be had to withdraw the men and teams at Mr. North,

once from any place which indicates that it is again becoming ' quick,'
from the disturbing effect of repeated traveling over its surface.

" Nothing is gained by working longer, when this important ques-
tion of rest in involved.

" A lump of this quicksand, apparently dry, may very often be
made ' quick ' by a little agitation alone.

" Hard and apparently dry lumps will often become wet and pasty
on their way to the dumping ground, so much so as to require addi-
tional labor to remove them from the carts."

That all of the above did not preclude, in Mr. McAlpine's mind,
such quicksand as specified by Mr. Hazen, is shown by the following

quotation

:

" It may be assumed generally that the special mobility of such
sands depends upon the presence of water filling the interstices of the
mass. The mass yields to pressure in conformity to the laws of
liquids or semi-fluids, varying with the degree of quickness. The
degree of quickness depends upon, first, the gravity of the sand; second,
upon the smoothness of the surface of the particular grains of sand;
and third, upon the abundance of the water present with it."

Mr. McAlpine may have misnamed the material quoted, but many
engineers have met with something very like it, and it is generally

called quicksand.

While it cannot be doubted that quicksand may be entirely free

from clay, like the samples referred to by Mr. Hazen, it seems equally

certain that sand, in the usual acceptance of the term, maybe wanting,

or that clay which on drying becomes hard and resonant when struck

can be washed from some, if not many, samples of quicksand.

James Owen, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—The speaker has held ideas on Mr. Owen,

the difference between ordinary sand and quicksand, which can prob-

ably be illustrated best by a comparison between a pile of loose rock,

as the ordinary sand, and a pile of cobblestones, as the quicksand.

That is, quicksand is merely rounded sand, water-worn or air-worn,

and, while Mr. Landreth has made a distinction by including a pro-

portion of clay, Mr. Hazen seems to have ignored that classification.

Some years ago the speaker was asked to report on a foundation for

a six-story building, of which a large proportion of the weight was to

be concentrated upon one column. Sand, which was thought to be

quicksand, had been encountered in the excavation, and it was a ques-

tion as to whether or not it would be safe to jjlace a large mass of

concrete on it. After examining the sand the speaker reported that it

was the ordinary wedge-shaped, sharp-edged sand, and that there was
no fear of any flow. The building was erected, and no settlement

occurred. If the speaker had found that the grains were rounded, he

would not have dared to put the structure on it.

To classify quicksand in any other way than by the rounded char-

acter of its particles opens the field of speculation, and clouds some-
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Mr. Owen, what the broad definition upon which engineers have depended for

a number of years. For this reason the speaker believes that it

would be well to determine now the diflference between quicksand

and ordinary sand.

The principle of the wedge-shaped sand is very forcibly illustrated

by the practice of the French engineers in building one of the bridges

over the Seine. The ends of the centers of the bridge were supported

on large boxes of sand. The boxes had loose tops, and the longitudinal

frames of the centers rested thereon. There was a faucet at the side

of each box, and, when the centers were to be struck, they simply

opened each faucet and the sand flowed out slowly with a certain

velocity. By this means the centers were lowered very carefully and

without shock to the structure.

The sand used was the ordinary cubical sand, and the vertical

pressure had no effect on the flow. The sand fell on account of its

own gravity alone. If the sand grains had been of rounded form,

they would have flowed out with a velocity due to the pressure upon

them.

Mr. Hill. George HrLii, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—Some years ago, in excavating

for the foundations for the Mail and Express Building, in New York City,

the speaker encountered an extremely fine micaceous sand, designated

by the contractor as quicksand. It was ascertained that the Western

Union Building, adjoining, was founded on soil of the same character,

and that the foundations were sustaining safely a load of about 3f tons

per square foot. On the site of the latter building there were driven

wells which had been used for water supply some years previously.

After pumping for a short time the water began to appear shghtly

cloudy, and the building began to settle. When the pumping was

stopped, the building stopped settling.

The pressure on the foundations of the Mail aiid Express Building is

about 3^ tons per square foot, and the building is standing satisfac-

torily. There was an initial settlement, uniform throughout the entire

building, of about | in., compressing the top sand, after which there

was no further movement.

Within a year thereafter the speaker designed the foundation for the

Pierce Building, with unit loads of 6 tons per square foot, standing on

a mixed gravel and sand with rounded edges, about 18 ins. below the

water-line, and with no egress for the Avater. That building stood

satisfactorily, without any settlement.

Some years later, the Exchange Court Building on lower Broad-

way was erected, the excavations being carried about 5 ft. below the

water-line. The character of the sand above the water-line was iden-

tical with that at the Mail and Express Building. As the excavation

was carried below the water-line, the sand began to flow in, in spite of

rather carefully driven sheet- piling for the foundation pits, the
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rapidity of the flow increasing with the depth. In one of the pits, Mr. Hill,

about 6 ft. square, nearly a cubic yard of sand came in during the

night.

It seems to the speaker that Mr. Hazeu's definition of quicksand is

more nearly correct than that in common iise in New York City, btit

errs in omitting recognition of the qiialification that it is not quicksand

unless there is a vent for the water. That is, a material may jiossess aU
the elements of quicksand, and yet be perfectly stable and safe to use

for foundations until a vent is provided for it. If such a material is

called quicksand, the owner imagines that the building must sink into

it, is alarmed, and harm is done; if a proper design is adopted for the

foundation the material is not, and probably never will be, quicksand.

Any sand which is fine is called quicksand by contractors, and they

invariably claim that it contains loam. By mixing with water,

shaking up, and drawing the water off, the speaker has tried to

ascertain whether or not there actually was any loam or clay in

much of the material called quicksand, but, so far as he has been

able to see, there is no clay, but the sand is very fine. The mica-

ceous sand is excellent for foundation purposes, and, although slightly

compressible, is absolutely safe if there is no vent for it. If water is

present and there is an opportunity for it to flow off, even though

there may not be an excess of moisture, the material will flow.

J. G. Tait, Assoc. M. Am. Soc. C. E.—The speaker is pleased that Mr. Tait.

the discussion has avoided the canal portion of Mr. Landreth's paper,

and has brought out the interesting discussion on quicksand. The
speaker wishes to correct any false impression which Mr. North's re-

marks might convey to any member not familiar with the contracts

and specifications of the $9 000 000 canal improvement. Mr. North

states that the contractor got 846 000 extra for bailing and draining,

which he should have been made to do for the original bid of .^3 000.

The 846 000 was paid to the contractor at the very low excavation price

of 27^ cents per cubic yard for material removed in a swamp when
constructing side ditches at a loss, and these should have been esti-

mated originally by the engineer, therefore this sum was not a

j)resent.

There was a great deal of extra work on this contract, which should,

and tisually does, represent some profit, but the sub-contractors, who
got these supposed benefits, are bankrupt to-day. The unusually

good quality of the work done, the favors demanded of the contractor,

and the final non-payment for work done, through selfish, incom-

petent State officials, made the Erie Canal experience very costly for

the majority of the contractors.

The competition in contracting to-day causes very low prices, and
in a lengthy or obtuse specification, a contractor, to get the work,

has to take the cheapest interpretation of what he is to be required to
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Mr. Tait. clo, aud bid accordingly. Nearly all the contractors with whom the

speaker is acquainted are men who will accept the loss due to a mis-

interpretation, and who will do the work required by the specifica-

tions and contract, but when, in a contract calling for thirty-nine

items, one alone of which, in a total of S154 000, increases from ^3 000

to $49 000, and is decidedly the fault of the contract and plans, the

speaker cannot understand how an honest or fair-minded man, par-

ticularly one familiar with all the conditions, can state that the con-

tractor should have been made to do this enormous necessary amount
of extra work for nothing.

Instead of taking from or injuring a contractor who has so much
with which to contend, the engineer and contractor should both work
together for the good of the Avork, the engineer seeing that he gets

his money's worth, but at the same time not using his power to get

something for nothing, an old-time policy not followed by all

engineers.

Quicksand, with which the sjjeaker has had considerable experience

during the past twelve years, is such a bugbear that when contractors

encounter any kind of moist sand it is quite natural for them to call it

quicksand, as Mr. Hill remarks.

Any sand, even the sharji angular kind, will run, even if is under a

head of only one foot, but if it contains no clay, or if the grains are

not rounded, it can be controlled readily by sheeting and pumping.

On the other hand, if the sand is fine and rounded and contains clay,

great trouble is experienced. Even in eases where the sheeting is

driven far below the bottom of the excavation, this material may rise

in the cAiter and cause the sides of the excavation to cave in, thus

producing excessive or unbalanced pressures on the sheeting.

Mr. Whinery. Samtjei, Whineky, M. Am. Soc. C. E.—It would be very desirable,^

if it were possible, to have a correct and comprehensive definition of

quicksand, but the speaker's experience has been (and he thinks it is

the experience of many others), that, after settling upon what seemed
at the time to be the proper definition, the very next case is likely to

contradict it entirely.

During the construction of a railroad in Western Indiana, some 30

years ago, in making a cut not far from a stream, but well above its

water level, quicksand was encountered by the jalows and scrajjers

and stopped the work at that jjoint. In investigating in a rude way
it was found that 10-ft. fence rails could be pushed down for theii'

full length quite readily without reaching the bottom of the

quicksand.

The sand was very fine, and was almost free from any admixture
of clay or other foreign matter. ApjDarently, there was no possibility

of the existence of the conditions to which Mr. Hazen refers, that is,

of its being buoyed up by a rising current of water. It is true, the
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sand was flllecl with water, but this water was, apparently, in a Mr.'jWhinei-y.

quiescent state. There were no springs known to exist in the vicinity.

The dejath of the deposit was not ascertained, but it seemed to be con-

tained in a pocket surrounded by impervious clay. The case was
dealt with by beginning the excavation at the lower end of the cut,

where the grade was lower, and working up the grade with deep side

ditches until the deposit was reached. The water in the sand then

drained out, the material became quite hard, and was then excavated

with plows and scrapers. The sides of the cut were dressed to the

usual slope, and they have stood quite satisfactorily ever since.

L. J. Le Conte, M. Am. Soc. C. E. (by letter).—This paper is full Mr. LeConte.

of information not often found in print. Engineers are generally chary

about 25iiblishing accounts of their troubles in jjractice, and rightly so,

because the irresponsible critic is the most active of all.

When working in treacherous ground, such as described in the

paper, the engineer is often at his wits' end to know the best way to

meet existing conditions. In many instances it seems as if Nature
took a malicious delight in defying all the requirements of the best

laid plans and specifications, based on the most trustworthy infor-

mation.

The troubles depicted so graphically by the author excite the in-

terest and sympathy of any engineer who has had the misfortune to be
caught in such a trying position. The simple and effective methods
adopted to overcome local obstacles are certainly highly commendable.

The laws of hydraulics and hydrostatics have been well developed

by experimental investigators, but the laws governing the dynamics
and statics of mud have yet to be formulated in practical shape. In

June, 1826, at "Chat-Moss" on the Liverpool and Manchester Rail-

road, 4 miles of embankment cost nearly $150 000, and took 7 months
to complete. The indomitable pluck and tireless energy of the en-

gineer, George Stevenson, prevailed finally and left a monument to his

name.

The writer was interested in a case which was particularly trying,

and, at first sight, seemed to be impossible of solution.

A proprietor desired to improve a tract of marginal marshland by
raising it well above the effects of tide water in a lake. The marsh-
land was underlaid by plastic blue mud which rested upon a solid

bed of yellow clay hardpan, the latter having a natural slope of about

13^ toward the lake. The njud, at high-water line, was about 40 ft.

deep, making the outlook rather unfavorable. The case was compli-

cated still further by the proximity of a deep-water channel and a

system of tidal sluice gates in front of, and jjarallel to, the shore line.

This channel could not be encroached upon by pushing out the marsh
mud under the pressure of the proposed new filling. The problem
was, nevertheless, solved successfully as follows:
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Mr. LeConte. First.—A trench 4 ft. x 12 ft. wide was excavated along the irregu-

lar line of high water or outer edge of the marshland. The material

taken out was deposited on the edge of the trench next to the high

land, the top width of the bank being sufficient for two runways for

wheelbarrows.

Second.—The work of filling in with heavy sandy material was then

begun, at and along the segregation line, advancing gradually toward

the lake. As the filling progressed, of course, settlement commenced,

and the material in the bottom of the trench began to rise up. A
force of 100 laborers and excavators had all they could do to excavate

and remove the material from the rising bottom as fast as it came up.

This process was continued until the entire marshland was filled in

solid down to hardpan, and all settlement had stopped. It is a

notable fact that the total yardage thus taken out from the bottom of

the trench was approximately the same as the total yardage of heavy

material in the filling below the level of the marshland, namely, some

140 000 cu. yds., and yet, after the completion of operations, the di-

mensions of the trench were the same as in the beginning.

It would appear, therefore, that the trench simply afi'orded a

natural vent for the escape of imprisoned mud compressed by the

weight of the advancing filling deposited on the marshland. By this

means these lauds were filled in successfully without crowding the

mud into the channel-way in front of the property to any appreciable

extent.

Mr. Cliffokd Eichaedson, Assoc. Am. Soc. C. E. (by letter).—It may

be of interest, in connection with the discussion of the subject of

quicksands, to present some data in regard to the actual size of the

pai-ticles in several such sands which have recently been examined in

the New York Testing Laboratory by the writer.

These sands were from the following sources:

No. Source.

National Contracting Co., Boston, Mass.

11 541 Neponset Valley Sewer, Section 26, Station 3 + 50.

" When wet, extremely difficult to handle."

11 542 Neponset Valley Sewer, Section 26, Station 2 + 80.

"Found under peat. Very troublesome to excavate, and difficult

to hold trench in line and grade."

11 544 Neponset Valley Sewer, Section 26, Station 1 + 37.

" Very difficult to handle. Squeezes trench badly."

H. P. Eddy, Superintendent of Sejvers, Worcester, Mass.

30 723 Greene Street Sewer ~j

30 734 " '• I see The Engineering Record, March 24th, 1900.

30 725
'• "

J

For comparison with these sands, the finest ground limestone pro-

duced in a Danish tube mill, all of which passed a 200-mesh sieve, was

examined.

Richardson.
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The sands, Nos. 11 541, 11 542 and 30 725, under tlie microscope, Mr.

were seen to be very clean, and to be made uj) of extremely sharp grains
^'^hardson.

with no clay. Sands Nos. 11 544, 30 723 and 30 724 were equally

sharp, but carried a small amount o£ clay, amounting to less than 1%,
and not subsiding from water in a week.

The voids in the hot sand, compacted thoroughly in a 100-c. c.

cylinder by shaking and tamping, were determined, where sufficient

material was available, and from them the volume-weight per cubic

foot. These sands were finally sifted on sieves, and elutriated by the

beaker method. In this way they were divided into grades of particles

of different sizes. The results are shown in Table No. 5.

Sand No. 11 541 has a wide variation in the size of its particles;

consequently, it has low voids and high volume-weight. Sand No.

11 542 would probably show like characteristics, but, with a somewhat
wider grading, somewhat lower voids. Each of these sands contains a

very considerable amount of grains of high hydraulic value, as do the

Worcester sands, Nos. 30 723 and 30 724, with voids much like those

of sands used in ordinary mortar— 36.7 and 34.7 per cent.

The most interesting sands are the two extremely fine ones, Nos.

11 544 and 30 725. They are of very uniform grading, the majority of

the particles being of sizes within very narrow limits. The resulting

voids are, in consequence, what are usually found under such circum-

stances, about 40 per cent. i

TABLE No. 5.

Nos.
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Mr. tliau upon any other characteristics, round shape of fi;rain, presence of
Richardson. , f

''
^ ^ ^ -,

IS'I
clay, etc., seems to be confirmed.

It would be of interest to examine the quicksands encountered in

the Erie Canal in the same way, and the writer would be glad to do so

if samples from that locality, and from any others where such sands

are met, can be furnished.

Mr.Cooley. L. E. CooLEY, M. Am. Soc. C. E. (by letter).—Mr. North has referred

to the work on the Chicago Main Channel. The treacherous ground

on this work extended over 6 to 8 miles, and included a wide variation

in the material, of which the amount was several million yards. The
history of this work has shown that by hydx'aulic dredging, or by
drainage, large channels can be cut through such material as cheaply

as through stable ground. To present the subject, however, opened

so wide a field and involved so much labor, that the writer has been

disposed to defer any remarks until some more zealous member had

presented the Chicago experience.

Quicksand has come to be a broad generic term referring to any

material containing usually a large proportion of silicious grains, as

distinguished from mud, or other material with a large proportion

of clay which shrinks and cracks on exposure. All these matei'ials are

stable when the excess of water is removed. Some of them are so

finely divided or contain so much clay that they drain or leach out

very slowly. Others are so coarse or drain so freely that they can

hardly be called "quick," but have been called " alive ' under condi-

tions, usually temporary or special. Again, some materials, when once

handled, are comiiaratively stable under new conditions of saturation.

That material should be "quick," is due to a condition with respect

to water, rather than any quality inherent in the material itself. A
monograph is required to discuss fully the subject—" quicksand."

A large range of sands is mobile under the conditions cited by Mr.

Hazen; in fact, very coarse material would be unstable under upward
flow. The writer has sunk hundreds of piles " biitt down " by means

of a water jet and without guides or hammer. The material around

the pile was kept " alive "by " weaving " or partial rotation. Fisher-

men about the lakes set poles in 20 ft. of water, or deeper, by " weav-

ing." The material is not necessarily " quick."

Eunning sands are largely diie to the escape of contained waters;

to crevasse action rather than any flow en m((sse. Some initial restraint

will often prevent this until partial drainage has insured against dis-

placement. The marginal deposits of the Missouri, below mid-stage,

are usually quite fine, and become " alive " under the driving of a sur-

vey stake, or very active tramj^ing, and the writer has seen the same

on the beach of Lake Michigan. Such sands will drain very quickly,

almost instantly, and have then no suggestion of instability.

Passing back from the immediate shore of the Missouri to places
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sheltered from tlie liigli-water current there will be found deposits of Mr. Cooley.

finer sand mixed with " gumboe," and these remain "quick " for weeks
or months, according to the jaroportion of clayey material; and finally,

this may be so much in excess as to make virtually a mud deposit

which cracks on drying. Most of these deposits do not become
unstable under subsequent high-waters. Even the yellow bluflf deposits,

which are very porous (roots penetrating deeply), and which remain

perfectly firm under ordinary rain, will become saturated and tempo-

rarily "quick" under heavy downpours. This niaterial contains

enough clay to puddle, and can be burned into brick.

The study of the deposits of a stream like the Missouri and the

source thereof in its water-shed, from the mobile, alkaline clays of the

"bad lands " to the coarse granitic sands and the lavas, gives a glimpse

into the genesis of the whole tribe of quicksands.

The sortings of the waters in the working over of glacial grindings

differ only in age and source of material. Localities may add the

results of animal and vegetable life in the marls and mucks. That
these deposits should be, or should continue to be, unstable, is largely

due to lack of drainage.

On the Chicago Canal were some 2| miles of muck and mud deposits

from 10 to 30 ft. deep, which were removed by hydraulic dredging to

a width considerably greater than the channel. The underlying

material was dredged and placed on the berm to form the proper banks.

The prism was then pumped out and completed "in the dry" in

perfect security. In carrying a levee line through this material it

heaved in places for 100 yds. distant. Very little seepage occurred,

though the Desplaines River was scarcely 100 yds. away, with nearly

40 ft. of head over grade at high water.

For about Ih miles there were also deposits of muck, marl and

mud, in which an iron rod could be shoved down. In the original

construction of the Illinois and Michigan Canal, the towpath had

been carried on a trestle, and in the deepening of the same the area

was a quaking bog, and the prism of the canal called for much
redredging in its formation. Various expedients were resorted to at

the outset. A jaart was handled by hydraulic dredging. Eventually,

it was discovered that the material could be slowly relieved of its

excess of water by continued pumping, and that it could then be

handled with the greatest facility by ordinary methods.

Another IJ miles contained beds of indurated material and heavy

beds of quicksand. The most vexatious of this acquired the local

name of "bull-liver." No treatment could be decided upon. Mean-

time, continued pumping had so relieved the situation that, as the

work progressed, the " quicksand " came to be the only easy part of

the excavation. The writer is of the opinion that there were a couple

of miles more of "quicksand " that never showed itself to the con-
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Mr. Cooley. tractor. Tlie writer lias waded tliroiigli the gray, fine and dry dust

well down in the channel on a hot day, when it seemed to be a section

of the arid regions. Systematic drainage had changed its character

before it was reached.

Water was the great bugbear of the Chicago Main Channel, and the

writer was substantially alone in advocating its construction "in the

dry. " Although great difficulty was anticipated from this source, and

elaborate consideration given to the handling of water, it proved to be

entirely overestimated. This great canal, cutting all the strata for 28

miles to a depth of 35 to 40 ft., hardly produced enough water to

supply a city of 100 000 inhabitants, after the ground-water reservoir

had once been drained; and all the run-off from 700 miles was carried

within less than J mile for 20 miles on one side and the Illinois and

Michigan Canal within a like distance on the other for the entire length.

There were 9 miles of rock, carrying some water, at localities, and 7

miles of clay; but there were 12 miles with all the variety of forma-

tion that can be imagined in an ancient stream bed of the glaciated

regions.

The use of gravel, hay, sods, brush and similar material in minor

excavations to check running sands until they can drain, is well under-

stood.

Wells may be very effective in draining out ground-water, and it is

surprising how little additional water may be developed by an exten-

sive cutting over that encountered in an individual well. Wells are sunk

in treacherous ground on a curb, and the sinking of brick wells in

India is a very ancient practice. The semi-nomads of the arid regions

of Nubia have, from time immemorial, sunk Avells for their stock,

in depressions and draws, through wind-blown material and fine wash*

A hole is scooped out and lined with a thick rope of twisted twigs and

brushwood which is added in a continuous coil at the bottom as the

excavation descends. Such wells reach depths of 25 to 30 ft. and more.

Another device of the Nubians is a flexible or woven bucket which can

be carried on the pommel of a saddle; and cooking is even done in

baskets by means of heated stones.

There appears to be no reason w^hy it should not be feasible to

remove ground-water from extensive areas by systematic pumping

from a series of driven wells. After the reservoir is once emptied, it

will usually be found that the constant flow is limited and much less

than ordinarily siipposed.

Seeiiage from adjacent ditches and streams, even when new strata

are cut, is usually much less than supposed. With roily water, stream

beds choke or puddle quickly, and i^ercolation becomes very slow or

ceases entirely. Unless strata are very coarse and open, the i-apidity

of flow and the amount are generally overestimated if the distance be

considerable, and the pumping item in extensive cuttings need not

usually be a large element of cost.
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A word as to specifications and unbalanced bids to which IVIr. North Mr. Cooley.

has alluded.

The writer's views are on record in regard to the character of the

Erie Canal specifications in the report of Governor Black's Committee

of Investigation of expenditures under the '
' Nine Million Act. " There

is nothing in these^specifications to be commended, and the French

device to prevent unbalanced bids is an attempt to mitigate the evils

of a system which in itself is fundamentally wrong.

The Engineering Committee of the Sanitary District of Chicago, of

which the writer was^Chairman, spent weeks with the aid of its Engi-

neering Staff and its Law Department, in the consideration of

specifications and contracts. The endeavor was to so frame these instru-

ments as to conform to equity decisions by the Courts; to make the

duties of the engineer purely ministerial; to reduce the bid items to

the lowest number practicable and generally to leave as little as

possible to future interjiretation. The idea was to frame a contract

for specific performance rather than a franchise for doing some
unknown thing on a " piece-work and material " schedule of prices, in

which the size of the pieces and the amount of material were to be

determined later by discovery and by the varying idiosyncrasies of

officials and the astuteness of contractors. The essence of such a

contract is a knowledge of the conditions, as it is, indeed, of all

contracts in the last resort of equity. The obtaining of this knowl-

edge is a presumption of official resi^onsibility, a requirement for

public protection; and ajneglect of such duty cannot be construed to

work a hardship to'the contractor.

This does not mean that the contractor is to base his bid on the

official data in regard to quality of material, but it does mean that the

work is to be so far exhibited that the contractor can form for himself

a proper judgment of cost within the limits of a reasonable risk.

Pumping, bailing, draining, clearing, grubbing, mucking, plant,

material, supplies and a thousand things are all incident to a main

purpose which can be sufficiently exhibited in a very few items,

capable of reasonably close measurement for purposes of current com-

pensation and final estimate. The specification should be full, and

there may be qualifying clauses against abuse in current estimates,

biit which do not affect the final.

With few items, and these reasonably well ascertained, a little

intelligence will prevent unbalanced bids and administer contracts to

a successful conclusion, provided they are actual contracts and not

permits on a " piece-work and bill of material " basis.

WHiiiiAM B. Landketh, M. Am. Soc. C. E. (by letter).—The problem Mr. Landreth.

presented in the imjirovement of the canal through the marl beds was

that of deepening an existing channel and not of building a new one.

Owing to the high and wide sjDoil banks formed by the material
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Mr. Landreth. excavated in the first construction of tlie canal, the general plan pro-

posed by Mr. Eafter, a wide channel with flat slopes, if adopted in the

1896 improvement, would have proven more expensive than the timber
and pile construction.

No slides have occurred in any portion of the work described, where
struts were placed across the prism. Several careful examinations of

the timber construction, made by the writer during the past winter and
spring, show that no movement of the struts or slope wall has taken
place.

When the water was let^into the canal in May, 1898, a portion of

the tow-path bank, where only short piles had been used under the

slope wall, slid into the prism. This slide occurred in front of the

Empire Portland Cement Works, and was probably caused by the

vibration of heavy engines and grinding mills in the works adjacent to

the tow path. Bids were asked for in November, 1899, for the repair-

ing of this slide, upon plans identical with the pile and timber con-

struction used in 1897-1898, but on more stringent specifications

regarding the re-excavation of material.

After several competent contracting firms had examined the locality,

plans and specifications, only one contractor submitted a bid. The
(Contract was awarded to him, and tlxe work has been completed in a

satisfactory manner for 12% less than the engineer's preliminary

estimate.

The price bid for bailing and draining on the last contract amoixnted

to $12.50 per lineal foot of prism, and, taking the length of prism in

the marl beds on the former contract as 2 000 ft., the bailing and
draining on that contract would have cost $250 000, at the same rate

per foot.

The 1899 work, done by contract, on the same plan as the 1897 work
and under the direction of the same engineer, cost about 20% more per

lineal foot than the 1897 work done under " force accoimt."

The case of the Canandaigua Outlet, cited by Mr. Eafter, is not a

parallel case with the marl bed work on the Jordan Level; the former

being a dredged channel from which the water is never removed.

The drainage ditches, noted in Mr. North's discussion are of per-

manent value to the State by lessening the saturation of the canal

banks and i^reventing the surface water from entering the prism.

A calculation of the quantities on Contract No. 4, based on the

system of unit jDrices mentioned by Mr. North, shows that there would
have been a difference of about 1% in favor of the contractor, i^rovided

the prices estimated and bid had been the same as by the old method.

The discussions on quicksand treat the subject from scientific and
practical points and have added materially to the literature thereon,

thus attaining one of the objects in view in the prejDaration of the

paper.
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The profession of Civil Engineering, as we now know it, is a cliild

of the nineteenth century. The conception of that child, however,

occurred with the earliest dawn of human history. Among the earlier

engineers we find mention of Tubal Cain, who followed the mechanical

branch of the profession; Noah, who devoted his attention to ship

building; Joseph, who achieved great success in the construction of

grain warehouses and irrigation works; the unknown Egyptian who

conceived, designed and constructed the pyramids, and in whose honor,

for all we know, the celebrated figure of the Sphynx may have been

erected; Moses, who devoted his energies and lifetime to the transport-

ation of a nation from one section of the globe to another, also giving

some attention to hydraulics; and Joshua, who followed a similar line

of work and also utilized his engineering talents in the overthrow of

Jericho by means of the theory of rhythmic oscillation.

The ancient engineering profession, by whatever name we may call

it, probably achieved its highest distinction during the existence of

the Roman Empire, through the efforts of the legion of engineers
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whose names have sunk into oblivion but the remnants of whose works

remain until to-day. The profession, however, has only reached its

present strength and vigor during recent years. It would be useless

to attempt to name, in the short time at my disposal, the typical

engineers of the closing century.

It has been said that the measure of civilization is the measure of

success attained in the preservation of food products. It seems that

the truer exponent of modern civilization is transportation; for, while

the Hebrew wanderer in Egypt was able to preserve his food products

for a period of seven years, and his co-workers preserved in their

mummies grains of wheat, which, thousands of years afterward, were

transported to the fertile fields of Oregon and have since germinated

and yielded the famous Mummy Brand of wheat, for which that region

is celebrated, neighboring tribes and nations starved, because the only

means of transportation in those days consisted of caravans of camels

by land, and the shallow vessels which navigated the Mediterranean

without a compass.

No one agency has been a more potent factor in the advancement

of civilization than improved transportation facilities, and the profes-

sion of civil engineering has been the force which has conceived,

designed and executed the works and machinery which have furnished

the world with these facilities. There is hardly a branch of the profes-

sion which does not touch on the principle of transportation. The

construction of steamships, harbor and river improvements, docks and

wharves, canals, water supply, sanitation, manufactories, the utiliza-

tion and transmission of power—in fact, it is diflScult to name a branch

of the profession which does not, either directly or indirectly, bear on

the subject of transportation.

The great engineers of this century have been responsible and

should receive credit for the conception, design and execution of these

works, without which the Americas, Asia, Africa, Australia and the

isles of the sea would still be among the uncivilized, unknown or inac-

cessible portions of the world. While it is true that modern civilization,

as applied to those jaortions of the globe to-day, is only partial and

imperfect, the veil of obscurity has been lifted, the door has been

opened, and modern civilization, guided by the hand of the civil engi-

neer, has only to step forward and take possession of the heritage of

mankind.
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It behooves us, however, as members of this most noble profession,

to realize the responsibilities resting upon us and appreciate the mag-

nitude of the labors before us, and to prepare ourselves for the task;

and in doing this to carefully observe our past failures and short-

comings. We should realize that our future success depends upon

our full knowledge and aj^preciation of our j^ast errors. We should

discover those qualities in which we are lacking, and endeavor to

supply and supi^lement our deficiencies, in order that we may be

better fitted to assist our profession in successfully following oiat its

manifest destiny.

The pioneer engineers of the century were strong, rugged char-

acters, educated in the school of adversity, who lived close to Nature's

heart and were keen observers of natural phenomena. They pos-

sessed strong imaginations, daring originality, faith in their convic-

tions. These pioneers were followed by a class of engineers who

were the students of their j^redecessors, and who supj^lemented their

own talents and advantages by a study of the methods and the fund

of knowledge accumulated by those who lived before them. This

latter class has been followed by a generation of engineers who have

had the benefit of the larger fund of accumulated engineering wisdom

and experience, supplemented by academic and technical educa-

tion; until now, the young man choosing the engineering profession

has before him opportunities, easily accessible, of acquiring the highest

scientific and technical education, and entire libraries devoted to the

description and elucidation of engineering works and methods, from

which to gain an accurate knowledge of the great works which have

been accomplished by other members of the profession in all countries,

and from which he can derive material for the formation of his own

plans. From this vast storehouse of accumulated facts, easily acces-

sible throughout the world, he should be able to steer clear of the

errors and avoid the failures of older engineers, and should be able

to achieve a higher measure of success.

It has generally been understood that mathematical ability of a

high order is a fundamental requisite to success in the engineering

profession. This is not necessarily true, as it frequently hajjpens that

the person in whom mathematical ability of the highest order exists,

is deficient in other essential qualities. While the successful engineer

should be a good mathematician, should be a man of integrity, industry
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and resources, there are other qualities which cannot be ignored. The

engineer who constructs a bridge, no matter how carefully he may

design and construct his masonry foundations and steel super-

structure, would aot be considered an engineer, in the true sense of

the term, should he neglect the hidden vein of quicksand, which might

eventually cause the destruction of the entire bridge.

Among the underlying qualities necessary to the highest success

in our profession are: the ability to accurately observe natural phe-

nomena; a faculty of mentally picturing things in their projier relation

to each other; good business judgment and sense; a careful study of

business methods; tact, which to some men means so much and to

others so little; personal loyalty, not only to the enterprise in which

he is engaged, but also to his immediate superior; and, above all, the

engineer should not neglect the fact that "The proper study of man-

kind is man."

In the technical schools of the present day much time is spent in

considering the strength of materials, the apjilied mathematics in the

investigation of forces; but nothing in relation to the mental and

moral constitution of man, which is the live material that engineers

must use in fitting Nature's raw prodiicts to the work in hand. There

is too much, of a tendency among engineers to-day, as ever, to consider

the profession entirely a materialistic one, and to confine the education

of the young engineer to a knowledge of materials and their uses, to

the exclusion of the mental and spiritual.

The prevailing law of matter is inertia. The prevailing principle

of the engineering profession is life. The application and direction

of the life principle to matter, in order to overcome its inertia, change

its form and adapt it to our needs, is the i^roblem. Neither factor can

be ignored, above all the life j)rinciple. There is too much of a dispo-

sition on the part of our profession to value too highly what are the

tools of our trade; to forget for a moment that they are simply tools,

and fail to appreciate the energizing factor and the mental make-up of

the engineer.

It is not the most expert bookkeei:)er who becomes the most suc-

cessful banker or merchant, no matter how important carefully kejst

accounts may be to the success of a bank or mercantile business. It is

not the surgeon who has the finest set of instruments, or even the

greatest knowledge of their uses, who is necessarily the most success-
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fill. It is not tlie lawyer who has read the most law, but the one who

can discriminate and apply his knowledge to the case in hand, who is

the best jurist. So it is not the engineer who is the most expert

mathematician, the finest draftsman, or who may design and calcu-

late the most beautiful structure, who is the most successful.

The true engineer of to-day is the one who, seeing a necessity

arising in the onward march of civilization, can think out its solution,

conceive a project, design the necessary works connected therewith,

and carry out the scheme as a whole to a successful issue; at the same

time convincing his fellow-men of the necessity for the work, the effi-

ciency and economy of his design, and his own ability to accomi)lish

the desired result.

The surplus labor of the past is the capital of to-day. The conser-

vation and preservation of that capital is a necessary factor in promot-

ing modern civilization.

Our works should increase the comforts of mankind, "cause two

blades ot grass to grow where one grew before," enable persons and

property to be carried greater distances in shorter periods of time,

with increased comfort and convenience and at the least possible

expense. The economy of labor should be the ultimate object to be

attained.

The best engineer is not necessarily the one who will design and

construct an elaborate bridge across a mighty river, but the one who

will design and construct such bridge so as to give the greatest

amount of facility for transportation over it at the least possible

expense. I have in mind a bridge over a great stream in America

which, with its auxiliaries, was constructed some years ago at an

expense approximating ten million dollars. It brought a national

reputation to its engineers. I have in mind another bridge, located

within five miles of the same structure, which, so far as railroad traffic

is concerned, performs the same functions but cost one-tenth the

amoimt of money. The construction of this latter bridge was a mere

incident in the career of the engineers who designed and superin-

tended the work, and it has brought practically no addition to their

fame.

In comparing the works of engineers, that engineer is the best who
designs and constructs, results being equal, in such a way that the

interest on capital invested, together with maintenance charges and
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operating expenses, are a minimum. It is certainly poor engineering

to construct works so massive and with such a surplus of strength and

solidity that the interest on the original amount invested far exceeds

the cost of repairs, renewals and interest on a diflferently designed

work which would perform a similar service.

In this I think the engineers of the Old World can learn from those

of the New. On the other hand, in the construction of works of a per-

manent nature, so as to reduce the cost of operation, maintenance or

renewal, the New World can certainly learn from the Old. During the

j)ast century, however, the problems which have confronted the engi-

neers of the Old and New Worlds have been vastly diflt'erent. Works

have been constructed in the Old World to meet existing and stable

conditions; in the New World, works have been provided to create

conditions; consequently, it has been necessary for engineers in the

New World to have not only vivid and correct imaginations, and to be

able to judge of possibilities and future requirements, but to design

and construct their works in such a way as to bring about the desired

results with a limited amount of labor and capital.

It has not been a question of choice between what was best or even

most economical; the main question has been one of what it was pos-

sible to do under the circumstances. Frequently, it was a case of the

engineer creating the circumstances. Conditions, however, are rapidly

changing, and the engineer of the New World is following closely in

the footsteps of the Old World engineer, and his works are gradually

becoming more substantial and permanent.

While it is not only desii-able, but necessary, that the indei^endent

units of our profession, in the form of the individual engineer, shoiild

reach the highest state of efficiency, it is also necessary for the highest

success that these units be combined. The closing century has wit-

nessed gigantic combinations in the financial and industrial interests

of the world. In the engineering profession, the engineers of the

British Empire have organized the Institution of Civil Engineers and

made it the leading engineering organization of the civilized world.

The last half of the century has seen the birth and vigorous growth of

our own organization, the American Society of Civil Engineers. Engi-

neering organizations in France, Germany and other countries have

also brought engineers together and tended to advance the standard of

our profession.
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In America, numerous local organizations have been perfected at

secondary centers of population, which have done much to furnish

engineers within their environment with the encouragement and

strength due to association with their fellows. A strong tendency has

also existed to form societies in the line of special engineering. These

different organizations all have their functions. They are, however,

restricted in their influence, and while engineers may be and should be

benefited by a connection therewith, they should not forget that the

American Society of Civil Engineers construes the term ''Civil Engi-

neer " in its broadest sense, and embraces all specialties and sub-

divisions of the engineering profession. While a connection with

local or special organizations may benefit the individual engineer, the

greater measure of benefit to the profession at large can be derived

from affiliation with the more representative national body. It is

through the national organization that we must expect to secure

proper recognition for our profession.

Engineers in America do not appreciate the imjjortance of this

subject as fully as they should, or as much as their English brethren

do, but they are becoming rapidly educated in this direction. As an

instance of this, several years ago an engineer was sent to Australia in

the interest of an American bridge company. He asked for a hearing

before a certain commission which had charge of an important piece

of engineering work. The first question asked him was, whether he

was a member of the Institution of Civil Engineers of Great Britain.

He rejjlied that he was not. He was then asked if he was a member of

the American Society of Civil Engineers. He gave a like answer, after

which there fell upon the conference a silence that impressed him with

the fact that he would have no standing as an engineer in that country

unless he was connected with one or the other of these great bodies.

He immediately cabled his principals that it would be impossible for

any representative of their company to succeed in that quarter of the

globe as an engineer unless he was affiliated with one of the national

organizations.

I cite this instance in order to impress not only upon the members

of the Society but upon American engineers generally, the importance

of the fact that these organizations have a higher standing in the eyes

of the lay public than they sometimes have in the eyes of the individ-

ual engineer.
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The point I desire to make and emjihasize is the importance and

responsibility of the engineering profession in relation to the advance-

ment of civilization, and the fact that it is our duty, first, to fit our-

selves as individuals in every possible way for the responsibility placed

upon us, and secondly, that we should combine individual units in

organization; that it is the duty of the engineer first to fit himself for

his individual work, and next to combine with his fellow engineers for

the strengthening and elevating of the profession.

From time to time much has been said in relation to engineering

ethics, and suggestions have even been made that they be formulated.

We should not forget that engineering ethics are simply business

ethics, and that the foundation of all ethics is the golden rule, which

we should individually endeavor to observe and practice.

This year and to-day will mark an epoch in the history of the

American Society of Civil Engineers. This Society holds the same

relation to America that the Institution of Civil Engineers holds to

the British Empire. With grateful apjareciation and profound respect

Ave have accei^ted the invitation of the Institution of Civil Engineers,

and hold our* Thirty-second Annual Convention in this house, the home

of the greatest engineering association in the world; and we feel warmly

the kindness and sympathy which this invitation implies upon the

part of our elder brothers. We hope that this meeting will have the

effect of not only strengthening the bonds between the diflferent

branches of the Anglo-Saxon race, to which most of our members

belong, but also of strengthening the larger bond Avhich should unite

all mankind and bring about the ultimate acknowledgment of the

common brotherhood of man. This grand consummation of our

labors, whether we realize it or not, is the ultimate destiny of our

profession.
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MEMOIRS OF DECEASED MEMBERS.

POMEROY P. DICKINSON, M. Ain. Soc. C. E.

Died Octobek 4th, 1895.

Pomeroy P. Dickinson was born in Eochester, N. Y. , March 15tli,

1827, his father, Patrick Peebles Dickinson—a descendant of the

Colonial Dickinsons, of Massachusetts—having removed to that city

from Amherst, Mass., in the year 1814.

His education was derived from the schools of the period, and

finished at the Rochester University, tinder Dr. Dewey, in 1843. His

tastes led him to adopt the jarofession of engineering, his first experi-

ence having been gained in 1845, on the Newburg Branch of the New
York and Erie Railway. A diligent student, a j^ersistent and conscien-

tious worker, he rapidly rose through the various grades, reaching at

an early age a j^osition which marked him as a leader in his chosen

profession. He held many positions of honor and trust, among them
being that of Chief Engineer of the following enter^jrises: Eagleton

Coal and Railroad Company, of Pennsylvania; Poughkeepsie and East-

ern Railroad; Columbia County Iron Company; Poughkeepsie Bridge

Company; Northern Central Railroad (from Baltimore to Sunbury,

Pa.); New York and Richmond Coal and Railroad Company, of Vir-

ginia, and New York and Long Island Railroad Company. He was

also interested in the construction of the main line between Port

Jervis and Dunkirk; the distributing reservoir for Poughkeepsie

City; the Pontiac Branch Railroad, in Rhode Island; the Atlantic

and Richmond Air Line Railroad; the Savannah and Memphis Rail-

road, in Alabama; the Elberton Air Line Railroad of Georgia; the

Cincinnati and S. E. Railroad, of Kentucky, and many other promi-

nent roads.

In 18S7-1890, he prepared plans and estimates of the cost of the

New Y'ork Arcade Railroad, which were examined by engineers of

French and Ge,rman capitalists, sent to this country for this special

23urpose; the plans and estimates were fully ajjproved by this com-

mission, and the money needed for the first 6 miles of the Arcade road

(under Broadway from the Battery to Fifty-ninth Street, with a branch

from Twenty-third Street under Madison Avenue to Foi-ty-second

Street Depot) was contracted to be furnished; two-thirds of the cost,

which was estimated at $20 000 000, was to be furnished by French and

* Memoir prepared by Edward A. Greene, M. Am. Soc. C. E.
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German capital, and one-third by American capital. These contracts

depended upon the decision of the Court of Appeals of New York

State, as to the constitutionality of the charter. The declaring of the

charter by the Court as unconstitutional, defeated the early beginning

of what would have resulted, certainly before this time, in completed

underground rapid transit from the Battery to the Harlem River.

Mr. Dickinson's prominence was not confined to business or profes-

sional cii'cles; his social and benevolent relations were extended and

widely diffused. A devout member of the Ej^iscopal Church, he led a

sincere Christian life. He was senior warden of St. Ann's Protestant

Episcopal Church, delegate of the Diocese of New York to the Epis-

cojjal Convention, trustee and treasurer of the Endowment Society of

St. Ann's Church, vice-jDresident and trustee of the Church Mission to

Deaf Mutes, Chairman of the Executive Committee of the Board of

Trustees of the Gallaudet Home for Infirm and Aged Deaf Mutes,

and one of the Board of Managers of the Protestant Episcopal City

Mission Society. He was also a member of the Colonial Club.

As a man he was beloved by all who knew him—of a disposition

genial and hearty, yet withal modest and retiring. In the young men
of his profession he manifested the deepest interest, extending at all

times kindly encouragement, and, when necessary, a helping hand.

He recognized to the fullest degree, the brotherhood of mankind, the

breadth of his sympathies being attested by his regular Sunday visits

to the "Tombs," where he read and talked to the inmates, putting

hope into the heart of many an unfortunate, who to-day blesses his

memory.
His life was based upon high ideals, up to which he conscien-

tiously lived. His mind was cast in an analytic mould, and whether

in the solution of professional problems or the pursuit of abstract

knowledge, the love of truth was the incentive to research. He was

one of " Nature's Noblemen," and the world is better for his having

lived.

In 1853, Mr. Dickinson married Miss Charlotte H. Kirby, who sur-

vives him.

Mr. Dickinson was elected a Member of the American Society of

Civil Engineers, January 17th, 1872.
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ROBERT GILLHAM, M. Am. Soc. C. E.*

Died May 19th, 1899.

Robert Gillham was born in New York City, September 25th, 1854,

being the third son of John and Clarissa Gillham. His father is an

Englishman, but emigrated to America in early life, and has held

important i^ositions of trust under the Government of the United

States.

His mother was an American, from one of the oldest and most
respected families of New Jersey.

Having completed a course at a private school in Lodi, N. J., at

the age of sixteen, he entered the Institute at Hackensack, N. J. He
soon became assistant to Professor "Williams, President of the Insti-

tute, and under his private instructions continued the study of

engineering until 1874, when he began to practice his profession at

Hackensack. Here, niany problems were entrusted to him, the suc-

cessful solution of which brought him much special work from New
York City.

It was at this time that he was given the problem of utilizing the

suljahur in zinc ores. After a most exhaustive investigation of all the

methods in use, Mr. Gillham designed a furnace for desulphurizing

zinc ores in such a way that, while the value of the zinc was in no
way affected, the siiljjhuric acid gas was used in the manufacture of

suljihuric acid. This was a most important step in the economy of

zinc production.

Mr. Gillham removed to Kansas City, Mo., in 1878. He quickly

saw the advantages of cable traction for the operation of street railways

for that city, and at once proceeded to make jjlans for a cable railway

to run from the Union Depot, iip the precipitous bluff, direct to the

business center of the city. The idea of such a thing was so novel,

and the engineering difficulties were apparently so great, that his

project was first regarded as chimerical by all those who were in a

position to assist him. After many disappointments and discourage-

ments, he succeeded finally in enlisting the necessary capital. His

next problem was to obtain a franchise from the city. Here, he

encountered the resistance of the horse-railway company, which, not-

withstanding its inadequacy, was being operated at a great profit.

This resistance, owing to the great local influence of that company,

proved, according to Mr. Gillham 's own statement, one of the most
formidable obstacles encountered in his career. However, with an

* Memoir prepared by R. J. McCarty. M. P. Paret and G. W. McNolty. Members,
Am. Soc. C. K.
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unexampled tenacity of purpose, he persisted imtil success bad

crowned his efforts.

The spectacle of this young man of twenty-five, practically a

stranger in a strange land, essaying to solve engineering jaroblems

which older heads had pronounced impracticable, proceeding with his

task, undisturbed by the strictures of ignorance and undismayed by

the immense power of municipal i^olitics which he found arrayed

against him, and conducting his enterprise to a pre-eminently suc-

cessful issue, both in a physical and a financial sense, may justly be held

up to all men, both young and old, for emulation.

The complete and astonishing success Avhich finally attended his

labors was emjihasized, not only by the enrichment of his associates,

but also by the adoption of his plans, to its immense profit, by the

very company which had so bitterly opposed him.

It is sad to relate, however, that just in the hour of his triumph he

was stricken down by an accident which caused him to hover between

life and death for many months, when he should have been resting in

peace from his labors and enjoying in health and comfort the feeling

which comes from the consciousness of important services rendered

and arduous duties well performed.

Having recovered his wonted health and spirits, he conceived the

idea of an elevated railway over the low lands to the west of Kansas

City, Mo., and across the Kansas River to Kansas City, Kans.

Owing to the then undeveloped condition of street-railway traction,

he was forced to the use of steam, it not being practicable to use the

cable. Having constructed the road west from the Union Depot in

Kansas City, Mo., it soon became necessary to extend it eastward to

the business center of that city. This called for a tunnel of 700 ft.

under the bluff, on a 9% gradient, and made necessary the adoption

of cable traction for the extension. The whole work was completed

in 1887, but the road, from the necessity of having two kinds of

power, and from the fact of its being a little in advance of require-

ments, did not prove at first a financial success.

About this time he also had charge of the construction of the

Omaha Cable Railway, the Denver City Cable Railway, the Montague

Street Cable Railway, in Brooklyn, and the Cleveland City Gable Rail-

way, all of which enterprises were based upon the success of Mr.

Gillham's Kansas City Cable Railway.

In 1888 he was retained to investigate the problem of changing the

motive power of the Boston street railways from horse to cable.

Before he had completed his investigations, however, the prac-

ticability of electricity as a motive power for street railways had

been demonstrated, and the Boston people decided to adopt that

method of traction.

Shortly after this, in connection with the late John A. Wilson, M.
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Am. Soc. C. E., of Philadelphia, he made a report relating to an

extensive elevated railway system for Boston.

He also visited Enrojie, and made extensive investigations of the

problem of compressed air, in Paris and London.

In 1890 the Kansas City Elevated Railway Company had become

involved in financial difficulties, and Mr. Gillham was asked to take

charge of the rehabilitation of the property, and was appointed

Receiver and General Manager of that company. He at once changed

the motive power to electricity, and by his successful management

and adroit and able conduct was able, in 1894, to efiect a sale of the

properties to the Metropolitan Street Railway Company, on terms

highly advantageous to those he represented.

He was at the same time Receiver and General Manager of the

North East Street Railway Company, of Kansas City, and conducted

the affairs of that company to a highly satisfactory settlement.

Mr. Gillham's labors in connection with the receivershij^ and

management of the Kansas City Elevated Railway were exceedingly

arduous, so much so, in fact, that in the summer of 1894, shortly after

the settlement of that company's affairs, he was stricken with nervous

prostration, and was compelled to spend some months in recuperation.

In 1895, he accepted the position of Chief Engineer of the Kansas

City, Pittsburg and Gulf Railroad Company. At that time this rail-

road had only been built as far as Siloam Springs, Ark., 230 miles

south of Kansas City. By the latter part of 1897, Mr. Gillham had

the line comj)leted and in operation through to Port Arthur, Tex. , a

total distance of nearly 800 miles from Kansas City, and had also built

and in operation, about 90 miles of railroad in Missouri, north from

Kansas City, and 50 or 60 miles of branch roads in the southern parts

of the Pittsburg and Gulf Railroad System.

One great work which Mr. Gillham undertook, was the construc-

tion of the Port Arthur Ship Canal, which extended from Port Arthur,

Tex. , the southern terminus of the Pittsburg and Gulf Railroad, to

deep water at Sabine Pass, Tex., on the Gulf of Mexico. This canal is

7J miles long, 175 ft. wide and 25 ft. deep, and at the time of writing

this memoir, but a few months after Mr. Gillham's death, is practically

completed. The canal was begun in the latter part of 1896. The en-

gineering difficulties were readily overcome by the foresight and

resource of its Chief Engineer, though the opinions of several well-

known engineers were against the practicability of the project.

From the first, the enterprise met with strenuous oisposition from

adverse interests, and the opponents of the canal thoroughly exhausted

every known method of resistance, both in and out of the courts. They

even succeeded in getting the United States Government to interfere.

Mr. Gillham was, however, not only an engineer, but a diplomatist of

more than average ability, and having, moreover, a remarkable faculty
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of presenting his views and opinions in a plain and convincing manner,

he soon broke down all opposition.

In 1896, he was appointed General Manager of the Kansas City,

Pittsbiarg and Gulf Railroad, as well as of the Kansas City Suburban

Belt Railroad.

In 1897, in addition to these positions, he also assumed the jiosi-

tions of General Manager and Chief Engineer of the Omaha and St.

Louis and the Omaha, Kansas City and Eastern Railroad, and of the

Kansas City and Northern Connecting Railroads.

On April 1st, 1899. he was appointed one of the Receivers of the

Kansas City, Pittsburg and Gulf Railroad, retaining his position as

General Manager both of the Kansas City, Pittsburg and Gulf and the

Kansas City Suburban Belt Railroads, but resigning his position on the

other roads mentioned.

On April 27th, 1899, as a result of the litigation of the affairs of the

Kansas City, Pittsburg and Gulf Railroad, a change was made in the

receivership of that company, but Mr. Gillham was, in recognition of

his services and abilities, appointed by the Court as General Manager

for the new receivers.

But this sphere of routine railroad work, though large, not being

sufficient to satisfy his enterprising spirit, he at the same time sought

other fields to fill the measure of his energy and talents.

Thus, at the time of his death, he held the following positions:

General Manager and Chief Engineer for the Receivers of the Kansas

City, Pittsburg and Gnli Railroad; General Manager and Chief Engi-

neer of the Kansas City Suburban Belt Railroad ; General Manager and

Chief Engineer of the Port Arthur Channel and Dock Company; Presi-

dent of the Armourdale Foundry Company; Vice-President of the

Kansas City Elevated Railway Company; Director in the Missouri,

Kansas and Texas Trust Company and the Kansas City, Pittsburg and.

Gulf Railroad.

He was also an aptive member of the Board of Park Commissioners

of Kansas City, Mo., in which capacity he had done much to develop

the park systems of that city.

He was a leading member of the Commercial Club of Kansas City,

having, as such, devoted much of his time and energies to the work of

that organization.

He was a member of the American Society of Civil Engineers, of

the Society of Marine Architects and Naval Engineers, and of the In-

stitution of Civil Engineers of England.

In December, 1881, he was married to Miss Minnie Marty, the

daughter of a prominent capitalist of Kansas City. His wife, two

daughters and an infant son survive him.

For some time before his death, the condition of his health ad-

monished his friends that he was overworked, in fact, during this
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period it would seem that nothing save his enterprising spirit and
wonderful recuperative powers had borne him uja.

On May 13th, 1899, having just returned from an exhausting tour

of inspection over the Kansas City, Pittsburg and Gulf Eailroad, he

left his office at 6 p. m. as usual. As soon as he reached home he was
stricken with a nervous chill, which was followed by pneumonia. His

physicians stated that ordinarily he would have easily thrown oflf the

disease, but that in his exhausted condition the worst might be

feared. He lingered until 8.30 p. m., May 19th, when he passed peace-

fiilly away, surrounded by his family and nearest friends.

Mr. Gillham's interesting and valuable career resulted from a rare

faculty to create his own opportunities, from an ability to use the

same for the achievement of practical results, from an integrity and
loftiness of purpose which directed his powers to the highest and most

useful ends, from a genial and engaging manner, concerning the sin-

cerity of which his contempt for all hypocrisy and his many deeds of

disinterested kindness left no room for doubt, and from a courage,

constancy and energy which left him ever undismayed.

It hapjaened that just before his death he was selected to present a

tribute to the memory of a prominent fellow citizen. This tribute

contained the following words:

"Nature, having so constructed man that he might not exist with-
out relation to his fellow man, has kindly jjlaced among us some whose
mission is to scatter peace and happiness all along the path of life.

To every one of these there is a monument built of his own good deeds,
and though inscriptions may not be upon it, God will know to whom
it was erected."

These words will serve to show the standard of their author's

excellence, and his life and deeds proclaim how well he followed it.

Mr. Gillham was elected a Member of the American Society of Civil

Engineers, June 2d, 1886.
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HORACE HARDING, M. Am. Soc. C. E.

Died July 29th, 1899.

Horace Harding was born at Boston, Mass., on May 27tli, 1828.

He was graduated from Harvard University in July, 1848, and at

once began the practice of liis chosen profession. His first work was

an elaborate survey of Springfield Cemetery, after completing which

he joined a party of engineers under Captain John Childe, of Spring-

field, and went South to take part in the surveys for the Mobile and

Ohio Railroad in Alabama and Mississijjpi. He remained with this

comj^any until 1854, and then became Chief Engineer of the Indian-

apolis and Toledo Railroad, in Ohio. He returned to the engineer

corps of the Mobile and Ohio Railroad in 1856, and in the following

year went to Missouri, where he combined the real estate business

with professional work. He retvirned to Alabama in 1858, and joined

the engineer corps of the North-East and South-West Alabama
Railroad.

Mr. Harding married, on May 31st, 1859, Miss Eliza P. Gould,

daughter of William P. Gould, a prominent planter of Greene County,

Ala. He remained with the North-East and South-West Alabama

Railroad until it suspended work, in the latter part of 1860, when he

went to Mobile and built one or more street railroads in that city.

On the outbreak of the civil war Mr. Harding enlisted in the 20th

Alabama Regiment, In April, 1862, he was detailed by the Con-

federate Government as Superintendent of Road Repairs on the

Mobile and Ohio Railroad. He remained in that capacity until 1871,

and became General Superintendent of the Alabama and Chatta-

nooga (now A. G. S.) Railroad in 1872.

In June, 1874, Mr. Harding entered the Government service as

United States Assistant Engineer on the Improvement of the Warrior

River, Ala., and remained in charge of this important work for

twenty-two years, until May, 1896, when he resigned his position and

retired from active life, thus closing a long and busy professional

career, about which the least that can be said is " well done, thou

good and faithful servant." During the last years of his engineering-

work he designed and built in the Warrior River, at Tuscaloosa, Ala.,

at a cost of over half a million dollars, three handsome masonry

locks and dams, which will stand as an enduring monument to his

professional ability.

He spent the closing years of his life in Birmingham, Ala., and

died of typhoid fever after a short illness, while on a visit to relatives

* Memoir prepared by R. C. McCalla, M. Am. Soc. C. E.
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in Grand Rapids, Mich. He leaves two sons, William P. G. Harding

and Captain Chester Harding, Corps of Engineers, U. S. A.

Mr. Harding was a son of Chester Harding, a noted artist of

Boston, who painted many famous portraits both here and abroad

during the first half of this century.

Mr. Harding was a man of rare qualities of mind and heart, and

enjoyed the confidence and esteem of all who knew him. An able

engineer, a talented inventor, a versatile writer; ujiright, generous

and gentle to a fault; he lived and died without a selfish thought, and

with a charity as broad as the Universe. Were there more like him
the world would be better off.

Mr. Harding was elected a Member of the American Society of

Civil Engineers, November 2d, 1892.
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WHIPPLE, George C. Albany Water Filtration Plant, 316.

WILLIAMS, Gaednek S.

Filtration, 79.

Breakwaters and Jetties, 101.

WISNER, George Y. Breakwaters and Jetties, 93.

WORCESTER, J. R. Steel-work for Train Shed of South Terminal

Station, Boston, Mass., 175.

WROTNOWSKI, A. F. Breakwaters and Jetties, 103.
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